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1. SCOPE
This document is one of a four-volume series entitled "Earth
Observations Division Version of the Laboratory for Applications
of Remote Sensing System (EOD-LARSYS) User Guide for the IBM
370/148* (section 2). originally, the EOD-LARSYS software was
written for execution on the Univac 1108/1110 computer at the
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS). The
original version of this document covers the conversion of the
EOD-LARSYS software for execution on the IBM 370/148, which was
acquired subsequently by the LARS. The LARS recently replaced
the IBM 370/148 with the IBM 3031 computer, which is thoroughly
compatible with software as altered for execution on the IBM
370/148. Thus, no conversion of software is required for this
system to be operable on the IBM 3031.
This volume IV contains a listing for each subprogram within the
existing EOD-LARSYS processors and the utility subroutines. It
is modeled after the As-Built Documentation (volume III), inas-
much as the listings appear in the same order as the subprograms
are documented in volume III. Table 1-1 of volume III lists the
EOD-LARSYS subprograms in alphabetical order, along with the
processor to which each belongs. The processors, by section, are
as follows:
Section	 Processor
6	 one-Dimensional Histogram (HIST)
7	 GRAYMAP
8	 Statistics (STAT)
9	 Iterative Self -Organizing Clustering System (ISOCLS)
10	 Feature Selection (SELECT)
11	 Classification (CLASSIFY)




14	 Statistics Transformation (TRSTAT)
15	 N-Dimensional Histogram (NDHIST)
16	 Scatter Plot (SCTRPL)
17	 Dot Data (DOTDATA)
18	 Automatic Cluster Labeling (LABEL)
Within each of the above sections, the processor driver routine
is listed first, followed by the subprogram listings in alphabet-
ical order (the same order as they are documented in revision A
of volume III). Utility subprograms are listed in section 19.
in addition, this document contains subprogram listings for the
following new processors:
Section	 Processor
20	 Data Merge (DAMRG)
21	 Ground Truth Data Tape Dump (GTDDM)
22	 Ground Truth Tape Conversion (GTTCN)
23	 Iterative Self-Organizing Clustering System Using
Packed Pixel Storage (TESTSP)
The listing for the EOD-LARSYS monitor routine, MONTOR, is given
in section 3, along with a listing for an optional monitor rou-
tine, MONPAC. Provisions have been made in MONTOR for the addi-
tion of the following processors to the system: CLASY, AMOEBA,
Equi-Probable Blocks (EQUPRB), Multitemporal Bayes (MULBAY), and
Principal Component Greenness (PCG). These, which will be a part
of the EOD-LARSYS, will be documented separately.
a
The MONPAC routine was created for use with the TSSTSP processor,
which clusters pixel values and stores them in packed form on
disk storage. It differs from MONTOR in that it stores pixels in
packed form (ore sample per byte) rather than in floating point
(one sample value every four bytes), as is done by the ISOCLS
processor. The MONPAC routine may be used with other processors.
The listing for MSCAN, MONTOR's supervisory routine, is given in




1. Stewart, J.; et al.: EOD-LARSYS User Guide for the IBM
370/148 - vol. I, System Overview. JSC-13821, LEC-12563,
NASA/JSC (Houston), Aug. 1978.
2. Stewart, J.; et al.: EOD-LARSYS User Guide for the IBM
370/148 - vol. II, User's Reference Manual. JSC-13821,
LEC-12564, NASA/JSC (Houston), Dec. 1978.
3. Burnell, M. L.; et al.: EOD-LARSYS User Guide for the
IBM 370/148 - vol. III, As-Built Documentation. JSC-13821,








-•------•---•---- --•-•---•-----•------------------•-------- 	 IMON00	 0
MON00040
CALL..	 SYSTEM MONITOR	 (// EXEC	 LARSYSAA )	 IMUN00050
PURPOSE., MONITORS THE VARIOUS SYSTEM SUPERVISORS
IMON0008
ROUTINES MSCAN.	 CLSFY	 OSNLAY	 STAT	 MON00090
SELECT	 MIST	 GRAYMP	 DATATR	 MUN00100



















co	 ftiPAY' IS A PLUCK OF STORAGE PASSED TO EACH PROCESSOR FOR THE 	 MONO0240
*	 VARIA-±LE 01MFNSIONIN6 OF OTnFR ARRAYS. THE ARRAY IS NEVER USED	 MON00z26¢50
o	








INCLUDE CnM hI T69LIST	 MON00	 0
COMMON/GLOHAL/HEAn(63).MAPTAP * DATAPE.SAVTAP•HMFILE•8MKEY• 	 MON00330







•	 .DOTUNT.nOTFIL• NrHPAS•TKNSFLeBMTRFL,HISTFL•PCHUNT•	 MON00370
•	 C Ai)itNT. P ►+T,INT. pfANOIO	 MON00380
a	 MUN00390
*	 GLORAL CrIMMO •J IS USEr) IN E0 PY PROCESSOP. 	 IT IS ALWAYS IN COPE.	 MON00400
e	 ALL PAkAMFTFNS ANE INITIALIZED IN THE MONITOk.kOUTINE UR 9LKCOM 	 WUW00410




+	 HtcD	 - STVIDAWD HEADING PRINTEn ON MOST OUTPUT PAGES. 	 MUN00440
a	 MAPTAP - FuKTwAN UNIT NumbEk ON WHICH THE MAPTAP FILE IS 	 MON00450
+	 W•4ITTEN	 (=2)	 MON00460
s	 nATAPE - (1 1.1 IT NO.	 FOR THE	 IMAGE DATA TAPE	 (=3)	 MON00470
co





610.	 ON WHICH THE H-MATOIX FILE
	
IS WRITTEN	 (=10)	 MON00490
r	 waKEY -	 TwI(-)r+Fa	 I1dUICATING THAT	 THE	 H-MATRIA	 FILE HAS RFFN	 MUN00500
o-ITTEN. CAN Ht SIT	 IN SEL.ECT CLASSIFY OR DATA-TR.	 MON005 O
e	 HISFIL	 - IijJIT
	 N0.	 ON IJ-IjCH THE HIS1U64AM FILE	 IS WRITTEN	 (=13)MON005^0
•	 HISKtY - T-'IC+ r+F a	INDICATING THE HISTOGRAM FILE HAS BEEN	 MUN00530
a	 rrIT,EN.	 SET	 IN HIST PROCESSOR.	 MON00540
+	 TRFORM - UNIT NO. Ow WHICH THE TRANSFORMED IMAGE IS Wk•ITTEN HYMON005 0
+	 THE
	
DATA-T ►.ANS1'O.tMATIOw VwOCESSO4.	 (=14)	 MON005 0
•	 EQIPTP - U',, IT NO. ON WHICH THE	 ISOCLS PROCESSOW WRITES	 MON005 0
co	 CLUSTF-t STATISTICS FOR	 THE	 ERIPS SYSTEM.	 (=15)	 MUN00580
r	 ERPKEY - TkICGF4	 INDICATING THAT THE ERIPS INTERFACE TAPE 	 MON00590
r	 H S kFON ON W-41CA THE ISUCLS nR DISPLAY PROCESSOR 	 M(0610r	 MA PUNT - UNIT
  NU. N0
r	 M•'•ITFS
	
THF.	 CLIJSTto4 LO OR	 CLASSIFIED DATA	 MON00b20
•	 TO nF n1SNLAYED iJw THE. PHIS 	 DAS MON00630







F. 1T ►.tk	 IN	 1S4jCLS	 OR	 DISPLAY.	 mowt)0660
•	 DwUMAD - H t.GIwN j No AOOQt. SS FUN THE RANVUM ACCESS HIGH SPIED	 MuNo0670
PEAL TIME	 MON00690
i1•^i'a F ILE.	 THIS FILE	 IS USED	 AS	 A SCwATCH FILE	 IN	 MON00690
S1 00AL PkOCES SONS- wEFttitivCES TU SYSTEm ROUTINES 	 NON00700
r	 "-N^An'	 ANL• 	'4,,P I1t'	 4CCttiS	 THIS	 FILh.	 MON00710
r	 DPM40% - WO.	 OF	 •' )^ )`7	 AV41LANLt	 i 1N	 THt	 RAN00 41	 ACCESS FILF..	 MoNU0720
•	 PAGSI7 - Nr).	 OF LI hitS	 AVAILA!iLt	 Fu g?	 PRINTING ON A WAGE.	 tHON00730
e	 OATFIL
	
- Nil.	 ()F	 E-0-t'S To H^.	 PFAD oVFW HY	 TANF.Nn ROUTINE	 IN	 MON00740
•	 n^!)cu	 Tc, P("51T1ON
	 TH ►_	 04TA	 TAPE	 To ULSI PED FILE	 MON00750
e	 STAFIL - 140.
	

















































C• ASAV - UN IT NO. ON WHICH TRSTAT WRITES THE TRANSFORMED MONOO770
C• S T A T A MON00 AO
C• ASAVFL - N0. OF E-0•F I S TI SAP OVEk TO POSITION TRANSFORMED MONOOT9
C• STATS MONOOd
r• nOTUNT - UNIT N0, ON WHICH DOT DATA FILE tOOTFIL)
	
IS WOITTEN MUN008
r• DOTFIL - NO. OF	 SKIP OVER TO POSITION DOTFIL FILE MONOOA
C•
;;O;FSTO
NCHPAS - NO. nF
	
ANE`S PER PASS MON008
r• TPNSFL - Nil. nF	 -n-F M S TO SKIP OVER FORTRFnRM FILE MONUOd4
C• 4MTtFL - Nn. OF E-O-F I S TO SKIP OVFk FOR bMF I `` F1LE





PUNCH	 FOP CAHO	 FILE- UNIT Nn,	 PUNCH
MONOON6
0










C• SYSTEM ROUTINE RINIT ASSIGNS THE RANDOM ACCESS DRUM FILE. MON009 O
r• MON00940
C* -OPUMAn-- 1S THE ADURkSS TO BEGIN WRITING MONpp 95p
rp FILE.-DwMwDS- IS THE N0 . Ot WORDS AVAILABLE ON THE DRUM MON00)70




MONO 0^$r•r: -SEt.E^T- MOu011020
C • -GRAYMP• MONO 030
r • -SIGEXT• MONO 040
r• M01401050
DEFINE FILE 22(2100+200•U•ID) MGNOI060
nRUMAi) =1 MON01070
OK ^- , OS=42nOno MON010N0
,4 0 1TE(22 1 1)DQUMAD MON01090




































110	 CALL CLOCK ( It I SHIS' )
GO TO 0
r,
r,	 GO HEQE FOR ISOCLS
C 120 CONTINUE •
CAL` ISOCLS(ARRAY•TOP)











































C	 GO ME4E FOR GRAYMAP140 €ONTINUE
ALL GRAYMP AKRAY•TOP
150	 CAL4 CLO K ( 1• 1 51RA' )
GO TO 0
F	 GO HERE FOR DATA-TRANSFORMATION
• C -16 0 CONTINUE
CALL DATATR(APPAY•TOP)
17o GO
 TAL 4 CLOCK ( I * 'SDAT O )






CAL i^ CLOCK ( It 'SSIG' )
GU TO 0




LOCK ( 1• 'STRS' 1





L4 CLOCK ( 19 'SNDH' )
C
	 GO HERE FOR SCTRPL
C 220 rONTINUE
CAL SCTkpL(ARkAY•TOP)




GO HERE FOR OOTDATA
24n CONTINUE
CALL DOTOAT(ARRAY•TOP)
P50	 CAL CLOCK ( 1+ 'SDOT' )
GO TO 0
r
c	 GO HEQE FOR LABEL
r




TGLL OCLOCK ( 1. I SLA8' 1
r	 1








61) HERE FOR MULTI-TEMPORAL CLASSIFIER
29n CONTINUE.
CALL MOLHAY(ANQAY.TOP)
?.95	 CALL CLOCK ( It "AMUL' )
GO TO In
r
r	 60 HERE FOR 6kowm TMUTH TO MAPFIL
r Ion	 CONTINUE
CALL 6TTCN(AW4AY.TUP)
7%05	 CALL CLOC K






















































































310 GCONTInEFOTR IMAGE DATA MERGE
CAI ALL
MCLOCKR ( Y 191 1 	 #$DAM' ).•
GO TO 10





1LVK ( Is I SAMO' )
r
r
GO HERE FMR CLASP
336	 CANTINUF.
CALL CL ASY(ARRAY.TOP)
135	 C4`L %OCK ( It 'SCLS' I
^a0 T 0 0






CLOCK ( 1 • ' STES' )
r	 GO HERE FOR GROUND TRUTH DOT UNLOAD
r 3SO	 CONTINUE
CALL GTODM(A PRAY MP)
355	 CALL CLOCK ( i. 'SGTD' 160 TO 10




CALLL C`OCK( 1 ^'1PCG•)
G(1 TO 10
r	 GO HERE TO EXIT
r 
370 TF (NOFILE .6T. 0) REWIND HAPUNT
END
t
FILF= CLACK	 FORTRAN A
lqUQQOUTINE CLOCK(TIME)1NT 6ER T MFR
T M	 TmFI16	 0II	 000.)-TIMEIPTURINF. NO









------------- ---- ----------------•-----iMON000 0
r IMON00040
CALL..	 SYSTEM MONITOR	 (// EXEC	 LARSYSAA 1
MON00050
IMONOOO^PURPOSE.. h0 •4ITOPS THE VARIOUS SYSTEM SUPERVISORS
g0
^
C ROUTINES M7CAN	 CLSFY	 OSPLAY	 STAT MON00090
r FCT	 M ST	 GRAYmP	 OATATR MON00 00
r IS`5L` L55 	 T STAT	 NUMIST	 SCTkPL MON09	 0
r UOTO ATA	 LANEL
	
LUUPRH	 MULSAY MONOU 0
r GTTCN	 0AMNG MON00 3330
r AMOEbA CLASY TESTSP GTDOM PCG EXIT MOON00 40




rl -------•--------------- ------------------------- -------- ----- ------- - 10
r M`ON00180
r MON00200IMPLICIT	 INTFGE9(A-H•0-Z)
Cn A.A(7N AWPAY MON00210
nI MENSION ARDAY (10600) MON002222z330
C • 9AWQAYl	 IS A "LOCK OF r,TOWAGF PA SEO TO tACH PanCESSOR FnR TMOF MON0024MUN00250r• VAWTAMLF n1 M FNSI nt4TN to	 OTH EW A R A YS. ThE AWPAY IS NEVE k USED







r TNICLUnk	 CnM'•iTh.LIST MON003 0
CO AlA r)N/GLOHAL/HC An( h 3)•MAPTAP , DATAPE • SAVTAP99 MFILE•8MKEY. MON00330
•	 MISF11.t+TSKFY . 7yFORM • EW OTP.E WPKEY • MAPUNT•NOFILE • MON00340
•	 n.U; 4479 r)c.M4US4iwAt7SIZoUAIF1L•STAFIL•ASAV•AS4VFL MON00350
•	 • l-j"5T(rl. t , 4STF 1•SrT-uv. M AVF IL MON0036¢O




C • r,LC^^+aL C6 14 %1111	 IS USED jt w tVtkY PPOCE5SnR.	 IT	 IS	 ALWAYS	 IN COkE. MON00400
r• ALL WARA-lFTFRC	 AWE	 IN1jIALILEU IN THE MUNITOk , ROUTINE OR HLKCOM MON004 0
r• FKCFPT AS NOTED HELOW MON00420r, • nEf INIT 1ONS MON00430
C* Ht Ai)	 - STA'U)A w n HE . AUIN6 P w INTED ON MOST OUTPUT PAGES MUN00440
r• MAPTA3 - F414TWAN UNIT N i1MdLR ON WHICH THE MAPTAP FILE	 IS MUN00450
r• w w TTEN	 ( 9 2) MON00460
co DATAPE - 1)%11 Nu. Fuk THE	 IMAGE DATA TAPE	 ( = 3) M01400470
r• SAVTAP - UNIT We	 nt4 WHICH 74E	 SIATISTICS FILE	 IS WWITTF ► J	 IaI)MON00480co ""f ILF	 -	 11^i1T	 NO.	 () v	 W41CH	 THF.	 H- MAINIX	 Fll.t	 IS	 WRITTEN	 (=10) MONOU4YO
r • R,-'Kt	 Y	 -	 Tk l6r,FO	 INOICAT INU	 THAT	 THE H -MATk	 g FILE	 HAS t+EEN MON0050
r_• rR TTFw. CAN HL SET	 IN Sc``ECT CLA SIfY OR DATA - T .1=131MON005MON005 00C • T	 ►1O.	 ON	 WHICH THF	 HISTUC+kAM f	 1.E	 IS WRITTEN
r• H
HISFIL	 -	 IIf+
SFEY - T 4 G(,ck	 ;NUICATItvv THEHISTOUkAM FILE HAS BEEN MONUoS30
r • •-,ITTEN.	 St,T	 IN HIST	 P.+UCtSSOW. MON00540
r • TWFOKM - IIr41T	 wr).	 ur.	 • HICH	 THt	 TMANS ► OWiAkO	 IMAGE.	 IS WRITTEN HYMUN00550C• THE
	
f)aTA-TkA-4%t0kMATIOjJ PkuCESSuQ. 	 (elti) MUN005bb0r• ERIPTP - Ut , 17	 N o .	 Ow	 W HIC H THE	 1SuCLS lJoUCESSOR WRITES MON00570
C• CLOrTFw S1A1	 S1)CS FOR THE EPINS SYSTEM.	 (=IS) MON00580
r• EkvrctY	 -	 T	 is++ s;a lNul	 A11Nu THAT	 THE	 tkIkS	 IN1Eir1` ACE	 TAPE MU ► 4U05 )0
r• HAS	 ..e t ►:	 o " I T TtN. MUN00600C• MANUNT	 - 1 1 1,,11	 ^,0.	 0% WH1Ct1 THE	 ISOCLS OR	 UISPLAY PWOCESSOR MUN0060MON00610r• •I^ 1TtS THt	 CLtPltwtn Ow CLASSIFIkD DATAr• TO	 o w	 f)ISuLAYt0 QN	 THE	 N M15 !)AS MON00b30C• NOFILF	 -	 P i ts .	 OF FILLS	 W-'TiT F ► I ON UNIT	 16	 (MAP OUT .A UT	 TAPE) MON00640
co t+Y	 i)TSPLAY	 A I 41/04	 ISOCLS MON00650.
r• v-1	 r_ITHER	 1 %	 ISUC % O pt	 UISPLAY. MuNUUb60






TnlS FILE,	 IS UtiF_ U	 AS	 A	 SCRAM	 FILE	 IN MU ►JUOb90C* SF VF J AL P4uCtSS0wS. kEfFk ► t,CES TO SYSTEM ROUTINES MON00700
r • 1I-4f A"1 l 	A I Jl1	 0 01w1411t l	 ACCtSti	 THIS	 VILE * MOWU07 0
ro nomwoS — t 1^1.	 IIF	 wt)4uS	 AVAILAPA LE	 0 1 + THE	 4ANOOM	 ACCESS FILE. MUNOUI 0
^• FAGSI7	 - NO.	 O F	 LI'IrS	 AVAILA +.Lf ► ua NWI'JTINh ON A	 PAGE. MON007 0C • DATF IL	 14'1.	 OF	 t-tl- ► 0 5	 Us	 tit	 k ► AU	 UVt.W	 MY	 TA 3 	 trkU	 kOUT11	 IN MONO 0140
r• ('-)r r1	 TO	 NUtiIT I uV	 THt	 I):.I A	 l Awt	 TO	 ut SI R ED	 F 1 L tk MC1400750
f • STAVIL	 - Ni).	 OF t-^-F ^S	 TU SKI P UvF K	T r) NUS1TloN STAT	 f 1LE I ) MUN00760
te
FIL£ MONPAC
C• ASAV - UNIT NO. ON WHICH TRSTAT WRITES THE TRANSFORMED MON00770
C* STATS MUN00780Co ASAVFL - NO. OF E-O-F I S TI SJIP OVER TO POSITION TRANSF04MEO MQN00790
r• STATS MONOOBp0
r* POTUNT - UNIT NO. ON	 DOT DATA FILE (OOTFIL)
	
IS WRITTEN. WHICH MONOONIO
r• nOTFIL - Nn. OF E-U-F S TO SKIP OVER TO POSITION OUTFIL FILE MON00820
Ca NCHPAS - NU. OF CHANNELS Pbti PASS MUN00830
C• TWt41;FL - NO. OF E-O-F # S TO SKIP OVER FnR TRFORM FILE MONOON40
C• HMTXFL - NO. OF E-O-F'S TO SKIP OVER FOR BMFIL FILE MON008SO
rd HISTFL - NO. OF E-O-F I S TO SKIPOVEK FOR HISFIL FILE MONOOd6O
Cd PUNCH - UNIT NO. FOR CAt{0 PUNCH FILE MON00870
C• CkOUNT - UNIT N0. FUk CARD kEADEK MON00980





SYSTEM ROUTINE RINIT ASSIGNS THE RANDOM ACCESS DRUM FILE. MON009930
-DP()MAO-- IS THE ADDRESS TO BEGIN WRITING MOnNi00p96500
r
r* -ORMWOS- IS THE N09 Or wORDS AVAILAHLL ON THE DRUM FILE.
MON08958










DEFINE FILE ?2(640.200•UrID) MON01060OaU"140=1 MON01070
O R--1w1 )S=1214A00 MONO 080
WKITF(22 # 1)OwUMAD MUN01090
In CONTINUE MONO1 00










30 CALL CLOC ,,	 (	 It	 I SSTA t	> MON0196











6n CONTINUE M01401290 
CALL USPLAY(ARRAY*TOP) MON01300
70 CALL CLOCK	 (	 19	 I SDIS I 	) MON01*0
r.




QO CALL CLOCK	 (	 It	 I sSEL I	) tIONO1370




CALL H IST(ARRAY g TOP) "ONO 1420
110 CALL
	





r GO HFPE FOR ISOCLS MON01460
C MUN01470
1?0 CONTINUE MONU1480
CALL	 ISOCLS(AW P AY.TOP) MONO1490
130 CALL	 CLACK	 (	 19	 '%ISO'	 1 MUNU1500
GO TO	 10 MONO1S10
C MON01520
FILE MONPAC
C GO MERE FOR GR AYMAP MON01530
140 CONTINUF MON01540
CALL GkAYM0(APPAY•TOP) MONO1S50
ISO CLOCK	 (	 1 9	'SGRA' I
060MON15r,0 T O
1
MON01590GO HERE FOR DATA-TRANSFORMATION( MON01600
MONO•16n CONTINUE 610
CALL 0ATATR(AQR AY•TOP) MONO 6 0
170 CAL CLOCK	 (	 1.	 'SDAT' ) MONO 630
CO TO	 n
MON01650ra




r	 Boo SIGEXT MONO 690
176 CALL CLOCK	 (	 1 9	'SSIG' I MON01170110f,0 TO	 10 720MONOr
f GO HERE FOR TRSTAT MON01730
C MON01740
IRn CONTTNUE MONO 750
CALL TkSTAT(ARRAYrTOP) MON01760
190 CALL CLOCK	 (	 I,	 'STRS' > MON01770
GO TO 10 MONOI780
r MON01790
GO HERE FOR n,r)HIST MONU1800
24n CONTINUE MONO1820
CALL NUHIST(ARW AY•TOP) MON01830
210
CALL CLOCK
	 (	 1 9	'SNUH' I MON01640 
GO T MON01850
r MON01860







?30 CALL CLOC K	(	 It	 'SSCT' ) MON01910
GO TO 10 MUN01920
r MON01930
r MONU1940
C Ci0 HERE FOR 'DOTDATA MONO1950
r MON01960
24n CONTINUE MONU1970
C ALL DOTDAT(APKAY•TOP) MON01980
25A CALL CLOCK	 (	 It	 'SDOT' ) MON01990
60 TO 10 MONO?000
C MONO2010
C GO HERL FOR LAPEL MONO2020
C MUNO2030
?(+n CONTINUE MONO2040
CALL LANEL(AP R AY.TOP) MONO2050
?70 CALL CLOCK	 (	 It	 'SLAB' ) MONO2060
GO TO 10 MONO2070
MONO2080
r GO HERE FOR EOLIJ-PROHA8LE BLOCKS CLASSIFIER MONO2090
C MONO2100
280 CONTINUE MONO2	 0
MONU21 0CALL EO(J PW4(AWRAY.T0P)
?RS CALL	 CLOCK	 (	 1•	 'SEOU' 1 MONU2130
GO TO 10 MONO2140
MONO2150
C GO HERE FOW MULTI-TEMPORAL CLASSIFIER M0NU11bO
MONO2170
29n CO'JT I NUE MUNU 21 n0
CALL MULRAY(ARRAY*TOP) MUNO2190
745 CALL CLOCK	 (	 It	 'SMUL' ) MONU2200
60 TO 10 MONU1110
C MONO2220
C GO HERE FOP GwOUNrl TRUTH TO MAPFIL MONO2230
M NO22
300 Co lJTINUF MONO2250
CALL bTTCN(A 04AY.TOP) MONO2260
305 CALL	 CLOCK	 (	 1 9	'$GTT' ) MONO2270
















































C	 GO HERE FOTR IMAGE UATA MERGE
310	 CONTINUE
CALL DAMkG(APPAY.TOP)
315	 CALL CLOCK ( It 'SRAM' )
GO TO 10
r




32S	 ALL CLOCK ( I t .9 SAMO' !
GO TO 10
r






335	 G1I CALL 
I
CLOCK ( 1• 'SCLS' )
C




345	 CALL CLOCK ( 19 'STES' 1
GO TO 10
C




355	 CALL CLOCK ( 1. 'SGTD' )
t,n TO 10
C







C	 GO HERE TO EXIT
c








IIwp 	ICIT	 INTFGF Q 	 (e-H+O-T)N MRSION C(W►TA •t( ?4)•C.Oh , ENT(1S).OATEE'(3) I/SCUOUMS000031
1	 •	 "EM (15)•	 HtO2(15)•ACAWD(20)r
MSCOOO Si
rl --------------------------------------------------------------------









„1r,O	 - PPOCFSSOR PTR IIM5C00CI D41IG	 - ' DEBUG KEY	 -1 FIo4ST ENTRY IMS000 31
c 0 - NCLUUt FLASH IM5C00 41
c
1 - EXCLU(1E FLASH IA5 00161
c IPURPOSE.. ANALYZFS ALL MONITOR CONTROL CARDS IMSCO0181rt IMSCuO 91
rl RETORNS+.	 JGO - i
	
IRSTAT imscoo 01
rl ? $CLASS IMSC00211









cI 7 V-)W AYMAY MS000264
CI S *DATA-TRANSFORMATION MS00027(
C* 9 4SIG EXT MS00028(
c* 10	 t TwSTAT MS00029(
C* 11	 INDHIST MS00030(
C*C 12 RSCTPP MS0003}(%DOTDA13 '.003C(N.
r* 14 SLAREL MS00033(ra i s aErjuijkOd HLOCKS M S00034(
r* 16 !; M(JLTI-TE11PORAL BAYES CLASSIFIER MS00035Cco 17	 +,r,^prinl)	 TN . )TM	 TO	 CLUSTER MAP MS00036(
C* 19 40ATA ME4)ING MS00037(
C* ly AAMOEbA MS00038(
CONTINUE MS00039(
C* 20 C CLASY MS00040(
C* 2.1
	
4TESTSP MS00041CC* ?2 S6TOUM MS00042C
r* ?I *Pcb MS00043C
c 24	 +,F_X IT MS00044C
rI IMSCO045C
rl-----------------






 ---------------- -------------------- IMSCO047C?--- -- --F001VALENU
	 (Hr701 (1) • 	 H'^AD(4)) •	 (UATE (1) •	 HEAD(22)) • MS00048C
1	 (HFii)?	 ►;EAO(3	 )).	 (CU	 ENT(1)•
	
HEAD(48)) MS00049CC T ^JCL' iDE	 ro f4A	 (,. L T ST MS000500CO r,.,IOW/(jLO4AL/ H E A l)(63).MAP T A P•OATAPE+SAVTAP+HMFILt•NMKEY• MS0005}0
a	 HIS; It g HISKFY•l a fJK>t 9FPIPTN•E4PKEY•MAPUNT•NOFILE• MS0005C0
*	 ORUIJIA(t.O:,:;, U-; • PA(;SIY. O AIFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL MS000530a 9r4HST1i 1)9N-4STF I •SCT u, INo1APh IL MS000540a	 . !")nT UdT• UOTFIL. f 1rhPAS•TRNSFL96MTPFL•HISTFL•PCHUNT• MS000550
*	 C4DUrg T9PRT1j t jT+4AN0IO M5CUO560
C4,ENO MS000570
COM -+nti	 /TAPF•.it/	 IV Y !IT•7FKST+F5CAN.SA'4L^lU•SAMINC+REAUY•NSCAN• MS000580
a	 L1')C•Iii(2^^) . USI..L^i I )F(3U)+JHEC(30)•IbYTE(30)•NBUFS9FILENO• MSCOO590
*	 L1 vc_rl)+ L1 •^ItiC+ ,5asv. )UCH4^.FO^^T M5000b00
• C^'n'ali!v/ 1^ST^^K/I:	 >(1`+ul MS000610
DATA LUOTA «+ MS000620a	 ^,;T	 BSI!^'•'_TKS^.^i+rv^n^•;tSCT;•'SLiOT
	 • MS000630a	 •rLAa•.^sF,^r^.^-.,,:IL++^^GTT^.^ri)Aa^• MS000640a	 •: A..^r)•.• aClSr•^-TESi.+SGT);,^YNCG^.^FFXI^/ MS0006SOc)4 1A
	 FF	 1.F0-4LJ	 /' ? '/•LTHwEE/ + 3'/+LF0UR/ 1 M 1 / msco0hh0
CO/ +H1 /•tCU /+c^/DATA	
Doi	
!













(' nnOEM . 24 MS000780
IF (OmUGAE.0) GO TO 10 MS000790
neiUG : 0 MSCOnsoo
F04mT i 1 MSCOOd10
MSCOOd0SET THE D4TE FkUA C.TDATE
mscood40
4!4I TE 	 tb.HEAO) MS000850
mscood6
PEAO AND 7ECnOE THE MONITO R CARD MSCOO87
------------------------------------------------------------------ MSC00880
MSCOO890
SET (Ip RREAD BUFFER MSCunyp
msC0n9lS
CALL	 Q EPFAD 0;I 411 r )IT • 80) MSCOn930
MS000940
N+O. PUT THE CA6D N HUFFER MSCCCuoybSb0
MS000970uEnn(^1.^^,)(ACAkn(I1•Ial•2n)
Fi1w •SAT (r+!a41 MSCO0990
60 + : ITF(wo0+r'4IT.25) ( ACA4J(1)• I = 1.20) MS000990
b-4 0 )NIT MSCU11000
L F a+1 (^+wUw I T. an) COOF 1 • CODE2 MSCO 1010
F0- !AT (?44) MSCOIO20
PF . T P .,1	 ;0PONI T AASCO 1030
u+-+I T ►.
	 9COOE2 OASCO1040
FtIi- A AT (1 t.2A4 /) MSCu105o
no ti+!	 J(• +)=19CODDE M MSCOI060M, r.++	 =	 J(-P O M SCU1070
TF	 (CODTA 14060)	 A0. CODEI)	 RETURN mS001n80
CO^'T I NUE MSCO 1 C90IF (C l1C ! EI .N l: . r'F)	 GO	 TO	 55 mSC01100
uE.1 )(:! ( ► .52)	 CA40 maC011103n MSCU 120
Ff)4" AT (1f+K.F2Al) MSCO1130
rf)L = n MSC O 1 140I F )w=	 NKTCH4 (Cl-l0oCOL) MSCO1150
IF	 F+)QIAT=2 MSCO1160
IF(LFO c;p . F O.)_T—FF)FnRMT s 3 MSC01170




Ir	 (LF)4.}+,.t^Cl))Fl1w'^T =4 MSC01210
C++L (_ = C o1 L MSC O 1230JJJ-NUM - c* -t(rA i.;. ).Cn (^ .IDV•NOW) MSCO1240
I F (_1.IJ. (.F . I) GO	 TO	 20 mSCO 1250C I 1. =C0L,. • 1 MSCU 1260
If ((:I+L.LT.t)n)60	 To	 53 MSCO1270
r•,)	 T'1	 e+) IASCO1280
cl - T INUF MSCO1290
J r T1^.	 (h.(y0) ySCO1300
r.+,	 Tn	 2n MSC 01310
Fl),.e:A) ( //	 5r.•ooano	 jASCAWV	 PPOCESSOR	 CART) HEOUIRED --- A40MSCO1320




















:) ) ^ '	 +i lk V.J i 1
5. COMMON BLOCKS AND BLOCK DATA
The common block listings are given in this section. For specific
descriptions, definitions of the parameters, and processor and
subprogram interfaces, see section 5 of volume III of this user
guide. The common block listings are given here in alphabetical






















































































IMPLICIT INTEGER	 (F-T) MtIS0n03G8
DI MENSION ARRAY(1) H[SO0050
HIS00060
//MIST HIS00070
---- ------------------------------------ - ----------------------------- HISSOOOAO
------------------------ - ---------------------------- - ---------------- HIS00090
HI500100
CALL,	 CALL HIST(ARRAY•TOP) Hj5001 0




















-------------------------------------- - ---------------------- ---------HIS00220
HIS00230














































































Sf 1 00 ir(0






IM C)LI CI 	 INTF(;Fk(A -Z)



















nI U FN r-I0N n(JVEcC(2)
r) MFNSION NVECTt9)•NUMVEC(30)•IPTVEC(30),IPT(2)•CHAR(2)
* •	 NUMVC1 t30)
C
C	
•.	 •	 • HEU • 9 1 HED2 • 9 • COMM • • • OATE • •DAT4 INVf:CT / rHAN 	 tt
• •nTSN•.••E'+(^•+•ST'LE•••DAl'A•/
DATA F^UVFC/I••_•/
nATA BLANK/• •/•f ► pR/],•=•/•FOtIAL/•-•/•IBCO/•I•/
DATA wicn/ • t l• /	 LRCD/•L•/ • MNCD/•H•/













C SETUP REREAD dUFF'FR
C









•TF(C(1Dn.10u.,lin T(I)) GO TO (30.40.50.60.709
20 rONT 114UF
w64ITF(A,4401 C(`DE.CARO
C, 0 in 10
C	 CHANNFL CARn
C
30 J = NXTriiR (('A1+n.CnL)
IF (J .F 1. PLANK)	 GO TO 10
NOFFAT C = NU"+Ftl(CpkD•COL•NUMVEwC•NOFEATI( Al.t. SnwT(wnFEAT.TPT•NU(AVFC•IPTVEC)
KA	 = IVT(])
no 35	 I= i 9NOFE.AT
FFTV£C(I) = NI)MVf-C(KA)




























qn J s NXTCHP(CAR09COL)
IF (J .F(.. IQLANK)	 GO TO 10






07 POI. = r 0L - 1Inn ) = NXTC ►+H(CARn.COL)
IF (J .t ;. "LANK)	 GO TO 10
IF (J .F6. Y4M GO TO 130
IF (.) F. ). xkCO)	 GO TO 140f.0 TO 1 70
130 M a FTP'0l? ( CAkn9C 0L.CMAR)IF (CHA040-1) .14F. E(+UAL) 	 GO TO 120
M	 N!IMHCK(rAH)gCOL1NUMVEC90)
Y ST 7 = rJGoVFC (1 )
r-0 TO n71401 = NXTrhR(r Aw n•COL)
i4 = FTN0l?(r.Awn.CnL.CHAR)
IF (rHA +2(M) .NF. FOUAL)	 Go TO 120
M = NI)M I IFR (r_ARn.CUL • f,4UyVF C.0)
TF (J .V(,. k i-CO)	 XHGH = NUMVEC(I)
IF (.l .to). t'i , Cf))	 GO TO 97
T ► (J .t , F.. I04CO)	 GO TO 120
XI.nw _ Pq 'J,4VFC (l )
r=0 TO c) 7
r
C nATAFILE P0 13ITIONING CA!+0
C l in) M=MXTC ►+k(CA• f)sC01.)
IF(m. r n.tiLA f"R) GO fO 10
TF(M.F rj.lj-Cr)) 60 TO 1702
TF(M.F r).Vr , Cli) (;0 TO 1703
j7i15FRUA1FWPOR ON DATA FILE CAPO 0)1 ^4 rjMT(i
U TO 1^
17n? .I=FI V01 (CAWO.COL.kauVEC)TF(J.PO.-1) fr, TO 170ti
M=NlJMAL'N (C A &J r). COL . UA ( APE • IEPO )
COL =CnL- 1
r0 To 1 761
1701 .IzFINUI 7(CA0l)*r.nL.EfjUVEC)
1F(J.F rj. - 11 6O TO 17(itiFTI NO=^I!I M c;FY(C ykD •Ci)1_.nATFIL•F1LNO)
nA T FIL=1)ATt IL-1COI_=COL-1GO To 17,)1
CC	 •ENn• C i0d)
r,
1 c;0 rnNT1NO1^7





































































IS DISPLAY A SUNSET OF CHANNEL CARO SETOISOOS'T0 1 Evl!
D
D















RI.LISNT(NOHIST ♦ IPT•NUMVCI•IPTVEC) S5ffT0 6140









KA	 s	 IPTVEC(KA) SF.TO1720
710
i CONTI^+Uf. 5ETOSET01730740
CHEC K ING XMIGM AND XLOW SFT017SOS ET01760
TF((XHGM — XLnw)	 .GE.	 100)	 GO TO 170 SETO1770
XLnw s xMGH — 100 SE'T01760
IF
	
(XL04 .LT.	 n)	 XHGH s Ito






XH(;H ♦ XL w SETA1M20r q170 CO NT 1 1+1 IF






Lh T1 a NOFFAT-F	 ILMS
5ET01860
SFTO1870
TOTTI_	 s NOWT'01	 Xis'?	 •
°
	 FLINT
t	 a	 TOTTL — 1 SET01h90TATPTS	 =	 ht)"	 ..1?	 •
TF(T r)TPTS	 at.	 TOP',	 RETURN SFT01900S TO1410









TOTT(.	 =	 •. -•	 FLDTL
wOHST = NOHISI	 •	 1 SET01970SFT019AO
ZE Q O OUT C-!r.NNFLS THAT ARE NOT TO BE PLOTTED 9f,0SFT0 ?000
no POO	 1=1IOHSTsNOHST1 ETn?UIO7no W TSV F C(I1	 s	 n0, PTTF16.-,a0!	 I'IOHIST 5ET02OAO
Ain FOP -4 AT ( /	 t	 TOO MANY CHANNELS A=-E BEING-HTSTOGRAMMED AND PLOTTED.I/SET02040




FO WV Art86x•6 ?A1)





F00 ,4t.'' loX,	 3A4)
FMWMA (f' 	XH16" — XLOW'WAS LESS THAN 100. XH IGH WAS RESET TO	 I •239	 SET0211 0
•	 7.X.'	 nl~	 XLOW	 WAS	 kFSET	 10	 I t 	 1311 SLIOZ120SET02110FSn
5So FOP, ., t t	 C"Ar	 F.L	 ' ♦ 	 ?9 1	 S W' f	A SUBSET OF THE CHANNELS GIVEN CN CSETO?140
41n
• N4^	 rl. C4- !19	 )




WPI	 •	 ,A.F461))	 17-10_.CA74,
FOQMA; t/ 	lx•A..6X%6:x.1/	 '	 PAD SUPERVISOR CONTROL CARD'/)
g ET02110
SETO?IAO












SURROUTINF %OQT ( IA•INT•NUMVtC • IPTVEC)
wwwwowwwwwowwwswwowwwwwwwwww:wwwowwwowwwoowwwwwwwwwswwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwCl
CALL	 -- S0WTIiA9tf T•NUMVFC PTVECi	 IN ASCEN ClIA	 -- tit).	 ELEMENTS TO LIE SORT D 
IPT	 C^NTAINS REG. ANTI ENDING POINTER FOR
NUMVFC -- IARRAY 	 CONTaA IN NG F``EMENTS TO RE SOQTEO






NFA NCO* NO. = NUMVE HPTVEC ( IPT (1))
L&ST NO.	 : NUMVEC ( IPTVEC ( IPT(?))
^000ww000w000swwwwwwwowawwwwwwwowwowoowowwowwwwwwwwoosowwwswwwwwwwowwCl
OI mENSION TIW TVFC(	 30 ),IP'(?) • NUMVFC( 30 1
Tr_T	 x n
'j();aST i = 1 A
nO 6n	 I •= 1. I AICT	 - JCT • 1
IF ( IrT .OT. 11	 GO TO 10I L)T(i) z j
It>T (?) = 1
IF ( VT .FO. if T(1) ) (it) TO 60
In KA
	 = IPT (II
w r+	 = JPT (?)
iF (t,,,tM Vt: r (T) .Fo. 0)	 NOi4ST1 = ta0MST1 - 1
If ("-'; v o r (1) .Vit. (1)	 (,O TO T+0
IF	 r(I) .CF. NWAVF_C(KA))	 uO TO 30
TF W ljvvt*Wll .6t. N(j •-iVr.C(KH)) vO TO 40
?n .0ti 	 ; KL
KA	 z li , TVVC (KA)
IF (NI J*A VEr(I(..I) .(.E. NWAVEC(KA))4j0 TO 50
t'n T 1 70




le4	 = IHi I?_)
=n Tn 0+0




SO INTVFC(ICT) = KA
IPTvfC(titil
	 = 1CT
an r0'JT I Nile





SUBROUTINE GRAYMP(ARRAY•TOP) GRAOOO 0C GRA00op 0
IMPLICIT	 INTEGER(A-Z) GRA000 0 C
GNA00040










•	 HISV E`C (30) •NOFLO•	 FL PTS





2	 (HE02(1)•NEAO( 30)),( COMENT(1)9HEAD t ♦B))
?AP,UATAPE , SAVTAPPAMFILE • PMKEY,
ccOM00030
COM00010COMMON /GL04AL /HEAO(63) . MAP
•	 HISFIL,HISKEY , TRFUNM,EkIPTP,ERPKEY,MAPUNT•NOFILE• COM00020
•	 nR(iMAD * nQMwoSoVAGSII,()ATFIL • STAFIL • ASAV•ASAVFL COM00030
•	 .NMSTUN.N.-4STFI,SCTRON,MAPF IL COM00040
•	 ,[ )OTOyT.0nTFIL.)aCMPAS•TRNSFL*BMTPFL*HISTFL•PCHUNTO COM00050
•	 CROUNT.P q TUNT,RA14010 CooM00 60GF+A00 20^SFrjn
GFA00 30
COMMON /HISTOR/HF GI4A00	 40C GRA00 50
CALL SFTUNS( ARRAY .tjINCNT,RINLEV•NUMBIN,SYMROL•SYMCNT,SY MDIM) -'+FA00160
IF ((Pi lllcKT.FO . I) .nR. (HISKEY.EO.1) )	 GO	 TO	 1 OkA00170F I(_NC, i GWAOG1PO
FLI)T;. -'4000 GuA00190
TOTT( =-gA00 64A00?.00
HF=1 G^-00021 0CALL H1'=T64(A«RAY(FILHS), APR AY(FLOTU. ARRAY (TOTTL)) GI)AO0220
CALL	 S v Tt;w 4%(.4kRAY . (iiNCNT * g IN( FV9IAIMRIN.SYMNOL 9 SY MCNT4SYMOI M ) rvuAOO230















C	 CALL,.. CALL HEADNG(TYPE,FETNUM).
	 HEA000
C	 APGS.. TYPE - REFERS TO COLUMN HEADING
	
HEA000
C	 FETNUM -.REFERS TO LOCATION OF FEATURE IN FETVC2 ARRAY
C	 REAt1IRES. COMMONS /INFORM/ /INFORS/
C	 /GLOBAL/ /HELP/























nI MFNSI(iN ICOL(3,110),HINLFV( 30,16)
F0111VALENCr ( FLDINF(1),LINSTR),(FLOINF(2),LTNENO),(FLDINF(')),LIN'INC), (FLOINF (4),SAMSTR),
^► 	 (FLDINF (5),SAMENO),(FLDINF(6)rSAMINC)
TF(TYPF.FQ.?) GO TO 110









1F(SYMnIM.E"' .I) GO TO 102
lo:PTTF(6.1il5)(("-YMHOL(MA,2).SYMBOL(M,A,2),SYMBOL(MA,2)•SYMBOL(MA•2)
* SYMROL(M1.?).SYMPOL(MA92)), MA=I+NUMRIN)
In c, FnQMt.T(IH+.IX.Q6A1)In? C0 k' i i1`Uf:
1?0 rUNTIW+)ECALL SFTM,(G (0;6.0.66)
C CALCULATE AND P 4 TNT SAMPLE NUMBERS
^S=FL.DirvPl+)
r,F=FLOl-4P (I"































































































5U9ROUiINE P ICT(81JF98INLEV,NUM6TN•SYMBOL•SYMCNT•SYMOIM) PI000010





C ARGS..	 IDATA - SCANNER DATA PIC00090
C
ROUTINES HEADNG	 TAPHOR	 FLOINF	 LINERD	 LAREAD






--- -PIC00170C PICOO180C TNCLl1DF CQMRK69LTST PI0001g0
C INCLUDE COMI-K3-LIST PI000200
C INCLUDE CUM:m4.LIST PI000210






DI M FNSlt)N	 HED1(15)*HE02(15)90ATF(3),COMENT(1S) PIC00260
FQIIIVALFNCE
	
(H I )i(1).HEAI)(4)1,(DATE(1).HFAO(?.2)1, PI000270
2	 (HFOP(1)•HEAO(3n)),(COMENT(1),HEAO(48)) PI000290
COMMON/C,LOBAL/ HEAD( 63),MAPTAP90ATAPE.SAVTA P t HMFILE,HMKEY9 PIC00290
+	 HISFIL.HISKEY,TRFO kM ,ERIPTP.EPPKEY,MAPUNT.NOFILF, PIC00300
+	 DRU"AU.nuMwos-PAGSIZ,DATFIL,STAFIL,A5AV,ASAVFL PIC00310
•
	 -NHSTUN.I•rr4 GT F I9SCTi7UN,MAPFIL PIC003 20
•





FQ(JIVALENCF	 (FLOT,"F (1) ,LIN(.;TR) , (FLDINF (2) .I.INFND) , PIC00370(FLDIr;F(3),LINIrJC)9 (FLDINF(4),SAMSTR), PIC00380
+	 (FLt)1t•1F(5),SAMFND),(FLDINF(6)95AMINC) PI000390
C nlmFNSTUre	 i, TNLFV(30.16) PIC00410
DI M+NSTUN	 I_C^-Aa(?.?ti6),LIM(110),IDATA(12000),BUF(110,20),JSTAT(2n)PIC00420
i1IMFr4STON
	 SYM:;Ot. ( 16-2) ,FET (1) ,FLDINP(6) PIC00430
DIMENSION	 VFPTCS(2911)9FL(8) PIC00440
C DATA PI ANC / r 	 I/ PIC00460
DATA	 0P4ii /'( , /.CPAR/') 0 /,COMMA/', l / PIC004TOC PI000490
C READ HFADF2 RECORD ON DATA TAPE PI000490
CALL	 TAPHrou ( n ATAFF.OATFILI PIC001500C HFAD	 FTFI.D	 n FFI'.IT10N	 CA p nS PI000510?n	 PUN! N 0=1 tic F- 41)(FLUwA4-VFRTCS,FLOINF,NC) PIC005POTF(FUNINO.L.F_n)	 (;G	 TO	 ) PIC00530
C C NFC K 	TO `OF F 	 IF	 INFOkMATION WILL FIT ON DRUM PIC00540
NF41 tFS= ?n PIC00550P T q =(FI_ :)INF(5)-FLDIt')F(4))/FLDINF(6)+1 PIC00560
SPTS=PTS PIC00570
L INFS:- ( F I_' ) V; F (?) -FLUINF ( 1)) /FLOTNF (3) +1 PIC00580
NOFFT',= l J(;FFT? PIC00500;)7
	
h !g 11FSZ=NTS A 'dOFFTa PIC00600TSAMP =1 PI000610TF(TSAVr'.LF.	 WAk	 -W	 GO	 TO	 ?6 PIC006?0
C RFDltCF	 NO.	 OF	 CH A N NELS ttY ONLgCHFCK	 TO SEE
	 IF FIELD WILL FIT PI000630
M0FET4=::OFLT4-1 PICnO640
60	 TO	 ?i PI000650;'6	 IF(NOFFTP.NF.NnFFT/#)	 w PITE (6.?N)	 NOFFT4 PI000660
Pn	 FOOM AT( I 	TH=	 NC.	 (IF	 CHANNFI.5 FOR	 THIS F1FLn HAS BEEN PEDUCFD	 To t , PI000670
+T1. 9 	 Sn	 ALL	 THE	 INFO R MATION '41LL	 FIT	 ON OkUM)I/t	 MAKF	 ANUTHFk kUNPT000bA0
*TO	 GRAY' + AL1	 OTHFP	 CHAN;NFLS I ) PICto"oCALL	 Fl nl'• iT(FLnINF-FETVC2.rJOFFT4) PIC00700AD o E5= D411 • '^n PIC00710
nO	 ?n	 1=1-LINES PIC007?0
CALL PI000730TF(FNnTi,P. jV.n)
	
(,n	 TO	 i1) PIC00740
CALL	 R'^'ITE(n(11F^-I )A iA.fJHUFSI.,LSTAT) PI00075031	 TF(LSTAT.1'':.I)	 6 1 )	 T 1 )	 31 PIC60760ADPFS=Vll,F S+r1PI;F ;J P I C n0 7 7nTF(f.nRF'•.LF.nuU"zU•I)N-twn^)
	 (10































d ((nPAR•VFHTCS (19NM)9COMMA•VERTCS(29 M)•CPAR)^NM=]•MM) 	 PC01040
TCnL =0	 1








i 1 =HI^+I_F v (J•J1-1) •2
T2=RT ?,-LFV (J•J1) •l
DO In T3=11•IR
In LCHA U (.10• I7) =SYM6OL (Jl •JD)





IF(PTS.I.r_.11n) GO TO S
FLDtr+a (5) = FLnINP (4) • 109 8FLDINP (6)
r,0 TO h
9 FL 1 ) 1 Na (5) =FLr1NF (5)
6 PTS=PTS-110
INITTALI7F TAPE PEAOING FOR THIS FIELDCALL FLI)1r,.T(FLOI+vN•FF_T•NFFT)
NSnM +^= (FLI+I^+I'l4)-FLDINR (4)) /FLDINP(6) •1
TF(NSn"+^.+F.11n) GO TO 101
TFfNSr, M .^.^O.N pTS) G4 TO 101
WRTTF(6.100) FLOINP(5)
PTS=r



























M` AT( # FIELD TOO LARGE•TERMINATING•)
2Q CONTINOF
10 CONTINUF














3n0 FOOMAT(T2.49*SAMPLF LINE	 NO, Off/







































PFAD ANn FILL 2n HI)FFFHS
rn 44 JA= l •'.,'aUFS
rALL RRrpl)(AORES•HUF(1•JA).NSAMP•JSTAT(JA))
AOQ F l;=Ar);4 F S•N40F57
1.INrNT=LI((C"IT•l
44 CO"IT T NIX
IINF=LTN5TN
1HI+F=1
FTNPT H F D kEfADIN5
16 IF(J I;TAT(TN)F).F+),I) GO TO 36
nO ?An AN=I.NSAMP
?nO LIN(MM)=PILuNK






	 IA = 1.NSAMP PICOIS90
K A= (TA-1) r_ SAMINC+FLDINP(4) PIIICO 1 6100
TF(KA?LTKFL(JK j ) GO TO 201 PIC016 0IF(KA.(;T.FLI.JK+l))	 GO	 TU 203 PICO 630
TAT=RUF(IA.IRUF)+1 PICO 640
LIN(IA)=LCMA Q (JD.IDT) PICO 650
60 TO 201 FICO1660
203 L=1_+2 PICOI670












ln2 F0PMATQ H•gT122•IS) PIC01750
GO TO 14 PIC01760
17 FOPmA7(1H+9I5.4X.110AI) PIC01770




LINCNT=LINCNT • l PIC01820
IF(LINCNT.GT.LTNES)	 GO TO 37 PIC01830
CALL RREA1)(A() WFS.RUF(1.IBUF).NSAMP.JSTAT(ISUF)) PIC01840
An0ES=AIRES+NHUFSZ PIC01850
37 I8UF=I14 0F+1 PIC01860
TF (I Q 1IF .GT.'l FfA0FS)	 IRUF = 1 PIC01870
IF(LI NF.LE.LINEND)
	
GO TO 36 PICO1P80
TYPE=? PICOIS90






GO TO 7 PICn1940
4 CONTINUE. PIC01950
GO TO 7n PIC01960
1 TF(RONNO.E0.0)	 RETURN PIC01970












C CALL.. CALL SETUP6(FILHIS) SET000A0
C APGS.. FILHIS — HISTOGRAM DATA ARRAY SET00100
SET00110
C	 REOUIRES COMMONS /INFORM/	 /TNFORS/ SET00120
C	 /GLO@AL/	 /HELP/ SFT00130
C	 ROUTINES NXTCHH FIND12 NUMBER SF.T00140
C SET00150
C	 PllRPOSF.. READS AND ANALYSES CONTROL CARDS FOR I GRAYMAP I
 STEP SET00160
C SET00170
C	 RETURNS.. SUPERVISOR INFORMATION SETOOIRO
C SFT00190C----------------------------------------------------------------------- SET00200
C SET00210C	 (NCLI.IDF COM :4K39LTST SET00220
C	 TNCLUnF COMRK49LIST SET00l30
C	 TNCLI1nF C I)MuK6.LTST SETn0240
COMMON /GRCBLK/MAXFFT+NOFEAT•NOFET29FETVEC(30)9 SET00250




nI mF)g STI)N	 FIED1(15)•HED2(15)90ATE(3),COME14T(1S) SET00290
EQUIVALENCE	 (HFD1(1) *HEAD (4))•(DATE(1)•HEAD(22))• SET00300
2	 (NF02(1) .HEAO(30))+(COMENT(1).HEAD(48)) SET00310
COMMO^J/GLONAI_
HISFIL6HIS K EY. TRFORM4ERIPTP.ERPKEY.MAPUNTENOFILE• SET00330
e	 ().OIlMAO.nR.'4^,1)S.NAGSIZ+nATFI(_+STAFII_i ASAV•ASAVFL SET00340
+► 	 •NH;TJN.(vHST^I.SCTkON•MAPFIL SET00350









C SETO04SODTMFNSTON F4VEC1 (3) •FPVEC?(3).NU ,'IVEC(30) SE.T00460








DATA	 fI'unFX/ 1 CHAN I . I BINL I . I SYM8 I 9 I FORM I • I HFD1 + + SET00530
IHFUl * I CO M M I . + DATE'• 1OEN0 1 + • OATA I / SET00540
nAT4	 F')IJVEC/19 I=1 / SET0055u
DATA	 STNVFC/? • 1 + 1 9 1=I /•CINM AX/1O/• SF.TO0560
++	 Rt_^•ry '/ I 	I/.CUC'^^l /1 +I+ +/+FkVECD/?_+III+10+/• SET00570
*FPI iFr?/	 • 'U I • I L I / SETOOSHO
DAT4	 "'nC0/ IA1 /. nr,CD/ 1 0 1 /• xHCO/ I X I /.Dt_R9C0/ 1 4 1 /.DOTE3C p / I . 1 /• SET00590
1	 Fnt. n C( 1 / 1=1 /. M tiS P CO/ + - 1 /+ SLH9CD / 1 / I /.STRRCD/ +YI /•(il_KHCD/ I 	 I /	 . SFT00600
FQCO / I F I /+UkCI) / 1 1J 1 / SET00610C SE T006?O
TK=1 SET00630





c- yoA 0T M =n SFTOU670(A U TAW IN =0 SET00690
PINCNT=O SfT00690C SET007(i0C	 SFTIJP HERFAD BOFFFR SE100710




14	 r0l_=o SF T007 »6
C	 PUT	 Ne XT 	 r4,Rl)	 T'4 POFFFN `4 TOO 7',0
READ(?).20n) (AfAkO( I) •I=1920) 5F Tn070^0
anD
	 Fn u M4T(7nA4) SETn0710
w RTTF(i f).20n)(ACAkO(I)•I =1+ ?O) SF TOOtAn





























































































C DATAFILE POSITIONING C4WD
1701 M-NXTC'4P(CA0029COL)
TF(M.En KANK) GO TO 14
IF (M .FA. 1 1HCO) GO TO 1702
IF (M .FA. FPCO) GO TO 1703
1705 WPTTS(6.1704)






TF(J.FC.-1) GO TO 1705
FILNO=r"jMRFQ(CAkD29COL.OATFIL9FILNO)
0ATF TL.=PATF IL-1COL=COI_ --1
n0 TO 1701C *FND° CALL
12 TF(MSY M .FQ.1) GO TO 26
C OFFAUI_T SYM"OLS
SYMCNT=10
SYMo1N=?g YMPOL (1 , l ) = 'ARCD
SY'A (ML ( 1 -?) = OLF)(CD
SY M H OL(?.2) = FOLHCOSYMRf)( (3. I) = OficoSYMH01.(39?) =
 4145RCO
SYMQPL (4,?) = nHCO
SYeA kfiL ( x .11 = STRRCOSY M HOt_ ( 4i.?) = M NS P CO
SY M POL ($i. 1 ) = F (ELI+CDSY ►"H0t. (i.?) = FOLFiCO
SY Mg OI_ (7.) ) = nOTF+CD
SY vA O1. (79?) = nUT'r1CD
SY MU f)t_ (k. j) = MNtiHCO
SY M H( ; L ("t?) = MN-)i+CO
SY ►" G OL ('I. I ) = SLHHCOSYM14OL (,71• ?) = Sl_MHC0CYMR')L (1'). 1 ) = HLKHCD
SY M1-40L(l0•2) = HLKRCO
C CHF - CK TO SFF IF R INLEVELS INPUT
?6 TF(Pl^WNT.F.0.1) UO TO 27
N11'AHTN - ^Yr-'Ct4I
TFf^llRfll..^d^.13) STOP 2
C HFAD HISTOC- S= AM AND CALCULATE PINLEVELS










n0 44 1=19NAFEAT	 SET023AO
44HGGTPT( ) = 0	 SETOJt390





IF FFATUNFS CARD NO INPUT•FE VC2 ARRAY= FETVEC ARRAY•NOFET2 sNOFFAT	 SETO 430
IF(NOFFT? NF .0) GO TO 60NOFFT?=N6 FAT
nO 61 I=1•NOFEAT




ln2 nn ? A 1=19KT
nO 20 1=1•NOFF.AT
CHEC K TO SFF IF FEATURES HISTOGRAMMED




10 FO P MAT(IX9 1 T H IS CHANNEL IS NOT HISTOGRAMMEOt9I3//)
NOFFT2=NOFET2-1






AO TO 102?A COI'ITINI)F
1n0 00 103 T=I*-nFF72Ii0 l n4 J=1 0' OFF 4
TF (FF TVC2 (I) . 1%F.FETVEC (J) ) GO TO 104
GO TQ 3?.
I n4 C0fliTIN(JFCnMPVTF n I^II_EVFI_S FOP FEATURE
1? ( = W ('T P T (J) /vUTAHIN




rO 33 JJ=1 •1_r1UM
14 K=K +1
1;=rJ+Fll HIS(J.K)
TF(N .LT.M) GO TO 34
M=M+1.) + I^ I LFV (I .JJ) =K-1



























































III TF(NI r rLF.v(I,.)J).EQ.RIrJLFV(I•JJ-1)) 8INLEV(19JJ)=PINLEV(19JJ-I)+1 	 SET028AO
33 r0NT T NU1:941^.)1 FV(I,IJW,'"IN)=255
Ina f0f1T1N(lF
77 (WiTlNI;r.
POINT nI)T SF:TIIPP, C1NOS
WP TTF((, .40) 0:FTVC2(I)9I=I9NOFET2)
40 F0 Pll AT(1X4 l '-IIPFPVIS0 9+ INFORMATION FOR GRAYMAPI/IXVICHANNFLS
*PPCn APV 1 9 T1114)
WPITF MIT SrMyGI_ShfNTT 9 ( f+.41 ) (SY" , )L (KZ• I) •KZ=I•SYMCNT)










Ci PUPPOSF „ COORnINATF5 THE VARIOUS ROUTINES STA00030
CI FOk	 'STATISTICS • 	STEP
STA00040
IMPLICIT 114TFGER	 (A-H2O-Z) STA00060
001,18LE PRECISION ARkAY(1S00) STA00070
CnI MENSION KEPPTS(60)
STA00090
C INCLUnF CO-a 4K8•LIST STA00110
C STAT COMMON HLOCK STA00120
COVMON /STHASF/SO13SVI,SUHMNI•SURVPI•SUPSOI.SUHCL1 	 SAVER I•HSTALI• STA00130
oSPFCI.rr) V4Kl.AvAki,CL5IOI,FLMEhI,FLVA o 1,HFTAL1.FLOSV1 STA00140
rOMMON /STC'it.K/	 MAXFFT,MAXCLS•MAXFLI),NOFEAT•NOFET29 STA00150
•VAPS17, 1•)05P;' 97 r. 040HIST,SPCHAS,IiiLOCK(30),FtTVEC(30)9 STA00160
°FFTVC?(30)gHl c;VFC(30).NUFLn,NOCLS9 STA00170e	 FL1)I^ , F (h1 .FI_nP1S,CLSPTS,XSI7.•XHGH•XLOW•YSIZ STA00 80
r CnMMnN HLOCK STHASF	 CONTAINS ThE BASE ADDRESSES FOR THE STATISTICS STA00 90
C STORFD	 IN	 •ARRAY1
STA00210
C SU9SV1 - RASF APORESS IN 1 ARRAY 1 FOR SUBCLASS INFORMATION STA00220
C (541SUyN(J) STA00230
C FOR FACN SUHCLASS INDEX	 1-CLASS NUMBER STA00240
C 2-STARTING+ FIELD NUMBED STAn02SO
C 3-ErvOING FIELD NUMBER STA00260
r 4-SUBCLASS NAME STA00270
C SURtAN1 - HAtiF
	 A11D IIFSS	 IN 9 AkPAY 1 	 FOR SUBCLASS M F ANS STA002AO
C SIIQVQI - k 4 g F.	 ADbRESS	 1 14	 @ ARRAY $ 	FOR SURCI _ ASS VARIANCES STA09290
r, SORSOI - HASF	 An(IuFSS	 IN	 'ARRAY • 	FOR SUHCLASS NAMES STA00300
C S(JRCt 1 - BASF AQIP4 iS	 IN	 ,AkRAY 9 	FOE!CLASS NUMHFR STA00310
C SAVEFI - HASF	 AOI)kkSS	 IN	 1 ARW AY 1 	 FOR	 TRAINING FIF`D VERTICES STA00320
r MSTALI - PAAti ► 	 An(1RFSS	 IN	 1 ARRAY 9 	FOR SUHCLASS HIS	 PAM TOTALS STA00330
C SPFCI - BASF	 ADDRESS IN # ARRAY • FOR SPECTOGRAW INFORMATION STA00340
r, ("an 04PtCl STA00350
C rOVn4l - IiA',F	 AQIJRFSS	 IN	 f AkkAY I 	FOR FIFLn COVARIANCES STA00360
r AVAQ I - "ACF AnO NESS	 IN	 1 ARRAY 1 	FOR FIELD MEANS STACO370
C rLSI01 - kASE	 tt)0 F.5S	 IN	 $ ARRAY $ 	FOR	 CLASS NAMES STA003$iO
C FL-FN1 - ilA 4 r	 AOW(	 EtiS	 IN	 'ARkAY O 	FOk FIELI) M EANS STA00390C F)_VAQj -	 IAGF	 ApilwFSS	 IN	 ,AkkAY #	 FOR	 FIELI)	 VARIANCES STA00400
C HFTALI - HACf	 *1 00^4SS	 IN	 v AkKAY 1 	FOP FIFLO HISTOGRAM TOTALS STA00410
C FQ SV) - 4A 4;F	 AUU ;4FSS	 IN	 I AHPAY I 	FOR FIELD	 INFO RMATION	 (10•MAXFLn)STA004 ?OCON 	 III I IF ST A(10430
C F014 FACN FIELO	 INDEX	 1-FI F Ln NAME STA00440
C 2-CLASS NUMHFR STA00450
C 3-SUBCLASS NUMHF.k STA004NO
r 4-NU%,AFR OF VFRTICFS STA00470
C 5-STAKTIN6 LINE NUMRER STA004AO
r 6-F1vOIN6 LI NE NOM HE R STA0049U
r 7-STARTING SAMPLE NU MHFR STA00500
r A-ENDING SAMPLE NUMRER STA00510
C Q-LINE	 INCREMENT STA00520
r In-SAMPLE INCREMENT STA00530
rONT T ,`!1i- STA00540
C Cr,MUnN HtOrn	 STCt, LK	 CONTAINS
	
INFORMATION NFEnFn BY ROUTINES I N STAT STA00550
r frAYFFT- MAXIM( I-1 	 NI)NOVP	 OF	 CriANNFLS STAnOr)60C MAYCI S - MAYI14W4 tUMHFU OF	 CLASSFS STA00b70
r MAYFt n -	 '4Ar Ir.'IIrbI	 OF	 FIELDS STA005MO
r P,OFc•AT -
	
fill A (4 1- 	 OF	 C r^AN PJEt S	 k F.I.ULSTEn STA0054O
C VAuS1% -	 SI/F	 OF	 FACN	 COVAUTANCF	 MAT g IX	 (NOFFAT 4 (NOFfAT•I)/? STAnO6OO
C Nn4PFr -	 td11 M,4 'a uF	 r, 40u p4 S Of	 SOHCLASSFS	 TO	 PLOT rTAOOh1 G
C NnraIST -	 NII	 W P'i	 OF	 (;nA'VNFLS	 TO	 HISTOr;aAM STA00o?0
C SPCHAS -	 rej p!jntllM	 uA,)14 r+Cr	 VALIIt	 ON	 Y	 AXIS	 OF	 SPI`CT 14A1_	 PLOT STA00630
C T Ill . OCK -	 A•<I AY	 C 1 ,,(AINI 1 'K7	 Ti'1661' k S	 TO	 CFkTAIN	 OPTIONS	 IN	 STAT STAnOh4OC FFTVhr -	 .1,4W AY 	 I+ r I IANAtLS	 `fFLF('1F0 f_TA0065O
r 141r,VFr -	 4H-)AY	 OF	 C-IANNF.LS	 TO	 njjTOGWAM STA00660C K1OFI 1p	 - N1 IN; ^FP	 (rF	 F IF I_nb STD.00670
C k1OrLc,
	
- N') Mro-I'	 f)F	 CLASSES c1A00G80
r. FLnINF -	 F IVI F)	 Ir.i O ,4-AT ION	 A w NAY tTA(10bQn
C FI_nPTti -	 JII ,4c1 1;u	 r)F	 N(IINTS	 IN	 FIFLn 1,TA00100
r rtSHTS -	 N ) %loq 4	 OF	 11 ()INTS	 IN	 CLASS STAn0710
r XS17	 - O W,4 4 - y LO.;	 = 1 0 1 STA007?O
C Xt nw	 - w j`rl ml l"1	 X	 VAI.IIF	 (U	 HE.	 I i1 ,T0(,damMFn	 =0 STA0073n
r YHrH	 — r+.,.Xlr•nn.+	 X	 VALH I-	 TO	 4 F	 Hl c TOrkA •4P4 FD	 =255 c,1.1007»U





r;.FTUNI (A 1 4UAY9T r11J .MAAS 1 )H) STA0071+0




•.	 ApRAY ( SURMN1 ) oARWAY ( St)BVRI) • ARRAY( UNSD^)rARRAY(SU6CL1)STAOOA O
•^	 ARR Y(MFTAL1).AQRAY(H yTALI).ARRAY( LDSV )•	 STAOOR.O
ARRAY(SAVERI) g KFPPTS g MAXSUR)	 STA00830WRITE (A*2)	 STA00840













MIKE P4ECISION DEV(1)9DMEAN(1) CLS00070
C
nIMENSTON NLOT(4.NOFEAT949)•PTRVEC(S) CLJ00090
nI MFNSION FFTVEC(30) CL00
••	 SYMVFC(4).1NP(12)•ERRLIN(7) 10
C CLS00 20
C TNCLUnI: COM RK6.1.IST CLS00 30
COMMON/6LO'inL/HFAn(63)•MAPTAP•OATAPE•SAVTAPtRMFILF•PMKEY• CLSOO 40
*	 HISFIL.HISKFY.TWFOWM•FRIPTP•LRPKEY.MAPUNT•NOFILF• CLSOOISO
•	 nR(IMAD•nRM '-DS•VAGSI2.nATFIL.STAFIL•ASAV.ASAVFL CLS00160
•	 oNv I STI)N * NHSTFI•SCTP(. rN•MAPFIL CLS00170





CL5002 0nATA SYr^VFC/+y+•+••.+_+•+•+/• 	 INCP/3.0/9	 NOLINE/49/9
1	 FILAR[	 /+	 +/
C DATA	 TAB	 / + 17 + 9 9 20 + 9 0 29 + 9 • 36+• 1 44 1 • +52+
CLSSS002230
CLS0025U
1	 . •6')+•+hH•.•7b +.+d4+••92••+99+/ CLS00260
nATA	 F P k1.I"1/ • (1H• • 9+9T	 •.•	 +••.1H(+.••A 1 .••+1H)•+•+ I3) 	•/ CLS00270






100?1 F'OPMAT(	 34X9+SVF.CTRAL PLOT 	 (MEAN.PLUS AND MINUS ONE STO. nEV. )CLSn0360
1	 FnR:•	 /	 ) CLS00370PTTF("•910O?)	 TITI_F	 •(nASH9 I=1.2 ) CLS00380
lnn2 F00HA T(44 9 . + TWAINING SUBCLASS	 • 9A4/44X4p4A4.A2/) CLS00390
^)RTTF ( r•,2on71 ) CLS0040
wN1TF(Aq ,j90?)
	 SYMVEC(2)•IDVEC CLS00418C.0 TO ?-0 CLS00420
C CLS00430C------------------------------------------------------------------ CLS00440
C FNTNY	 FI.OtiPCIn MFArI.OkV•IDVEC•PTkVEC•PLOT.MEAN.SU C^ LS 0460 S00 
*MOFFAT.FF1VFC•SPC,RAS) CLS00470WPITF CLS004AO
WPTTF(59100?1) CLS00490
WWTTF( f,.1')04)	 InVFC9(nASH9I=1.4) CLS00500
1004 FnQm T(47f.+TkA1NING FIELD
	
+ •A4/46X•4A6/) CLS00510
P TTF( A .2u0?1) CLSOOS20
20021 FOPMAT(	 /	 47K 9	 • F+ LOT LEGEND: +	/	 47X9	 • ------ ------ +	 ) CLS00530
W 4 TTF( 4 9?.002)	 SYMVFC( ?),IOVEC CLS00540





	 Inn	 J=19 1%OFEAT CLS00570
100 MFAN(J)	 =	 W-,fAN(J) CLS00580
nn	 3'+9	 I=1 •hjOFFAT CLSOOSPO
'IO C) c UQST0 (1) =0FV (T ) CLS00600
P r o JV C TR = 2 CLS00610
.)PLOT	 =	 ? CLS00620JRTAS	 =	 1 C.LS00630
C CLS00640C COMNINF'1) 	 INIZ CLS00650
C 3nO ilia c,	 =	 SoCNAs CLS00610
wRTTF(^.400?)KANK CLS006RO
CNT	 -	 BIAS CL5006900VQ F1.W	 =	 0 CLS00700
nVWFI. c,	 =	 . TP11F. CLS00710OO	 3 1;t)	 .1=1 0► OFFAT CLS00720
nO	 3 1)n	 1=1.4 CLS00730
no 	 i q n	 K=1.44 CLS00740
-i q n PLOT(T9,19K)	 =	 PLANK CL500'150
InC=1 CLS00760
IST0P=P.0F 1"nT CL50n770




)—' ' ) CLSSPC
SET UP • PLOT • MATRIX CLS00800
CLS00810
JKSVsn CLSOOSPO
400 nO 690 JP=JPSTR.JP^
-
OT CLIOO830
MFNBAS a	 (PTRVEC(J	 JHIAS)-1) •NOFEAT CL 00840
IF(	 OVRFLG)	 wkITU(6.4002) CLSOOSSO
4002 FORMAT(64) CLS00860
nVRFLG = .FALSE. CLS00870
JKzJKSV CLS00880
JF : 0 CLSOO890
00 SOO JFEATeLOC•I?TOP CLS009 0
JK = JK • JFFA 4LS009l0M FNtt s MFAN(MENNA?*JFEAT) LS009 0
nEVI=St1t±STi1( MENbAS+JFF_A) CLS00930
MFNLOW s	 (MFNI-OFY -RTAS)/ N R • 0.S CL500940
MFNH(iH a	 (MENI*DEV	 PIA8)/ NCR o O.S CL5009SOCLS00960IF(	 M ONLOW	 .;.= E.	 1)	 GO TO 4	 0
OVRFLW = MENI-OFY140.5 CLS00970
MFNLO4 = 1 CLS00980
430 IF(MENHGM .LE. NOLINE)	 GO TO 450 CLS00990OVRFLW	 =	 P+E'JI+ITEVI • n95 CLSOl00
CLSO1010MFNHLH = NOLINF.
450 00 49n J =MENLOM•MENHGH Cfflg1020
490 PLnT(JPtJFEAT•J)	 = SYMVECIJP) CL001030
JF = JF	 •	 I CLS01040
TF(UVRFLw	 .PQ.	 n	 )	 GOTO SOO CLSOIOSO















	 OALOT I MATPIX CLS01140
WPITF(693604)
	 CNT.CNT CLSO1150
3nO4 FnotAAT(	 4t•I3.	 249	 • I ------ I • •	 12( • ------- I • ) ► 	 2X•	 I3) CLSOIISOCNT	 =	 C r-1 T • I `(CN CLS01170
7 n n nn 7nn K=	 1-NnLINE CLS01190
WPTTF( ,fi.7n0 p )CNT9((PLOT(I•J•K)•I=1.4)•J=LOC•ISTOP) CLS01190
WRTT F (6.700l)CNT CLS01200
7nnP FoQtAAT(4X4Il.2x0I
	 1 912(4X94AI)) CLS01210
7nn3 CLS012POFO aHAT( 1•• •111 x • l I • •2X.13)
CNT = CNTT • NCR CLS01230
700 CONT IN1 1 F: CLS01240
CLS01260C nnn WRTTF(6.3004)	 CNT•	 CNT
C CLS01270
VQTTF(S9e007.)	 (	 FETVEC(1).	 I=LOC•ISTOP) CLS01280
Ann? FOuMATt	 /	 1*9	 OCHANNEL	 NO. • 	 	 3X.	 I29	 (	 11(6Xv12)	 )	 ) CLS01290









TF(1STnN.61. 1,'OFEAT)ISTO P=NOFEAT CLS01390






01 1AENSION	 J0VFC(l•l)•QUF(4) CLS01460WkTTF (R•2()l)?I ) CLS01470
JPCTR =1 CLS01480(PLOT	 =	 PritvEC(5) CLS01490
IF(JPl_nT	 .NF.	 1)	 GOTO	 900 CLSOISnO
.)PCTN	 =	 P CLS((1ti10
JPLOT = ? CLS015?0
JATAC	 =	 1 CLSOIS30
VAT=PT P vFC(I> CLSOIS40
WPTTF( & .tiUn?)	 5YNVECQ)9JOVEC(1•WAT) CO301SSn
6OTn 7nn CLSOISAU










JRIAS	 0	 CLSO 


















•NHSTUN•NNSTFI.SCC TRUN•MAPF L FL000090
•	 . n0T11rJT• n1► TF' IL•NCMPA5•TANS L•BMTRFL•MISTFL.PCHUNT• FLOOOJOO




'1 PUQPOSF.. CALCULAT"S Ts« COVARI1ANCE ANn CORRELATION MATRICES iFL000140
CI FQO•+ THE NAW DATA	 FOW THE FIELDS IIFL000 SO
CI --------•--------------------------•--------------------------- ------IFLPp 8p 0








DATA	 ACOT* 11/	 0 2 0 / • GASH/ • ---- • / FLn00210
C FLOOOZ20C ---------------------------------------^ -----•------------- ------- FLD002 0
C -------------------------------------------------- - ---------------- FLD00240
C FLD00260IF(	 60	 .Kv,	 1)	 GO TO 20
WRI TF tr,•hEAn) FLD00270
WP	 TF(h•I 1))	 NOFEAT FL000280
10	 FO^MATt • 0 e / • 	THE MEAN•STANnAWO DEVIATION•COVARIANCE•ANO COARELATIOFLD00290
IN	 '•	 .	 12.	 •	 CHANNELS)	 FDA"	 //) FL000300
111P I TF	 S.11)	 FIAINAM	 • (OASH•lwI.3) FL0003 0
11 FOPMAT(15a• • TRAINING FIELn	 99A4/74994A4/) FLD003 0
C FLD00330
C FL000340
C FLD00350C F011A! IONS FL000360C FL000370
C ••	 N	 •• FLD003A0
•	 •••	 • F
c i	 •	 •	 • FLno104OO
C COVAk(1.2)
	
r -- - •	 * X X
	 - U U	 • FLOOD410
C, N - 1•	 •	 1 2	 1	 2	 • FL000420
C +	 •••	 • FL(100430




C 1	 w FLn004AO
C HEAN(I)
	 _ -	 • X	 = U FL000490









70 AK = 0 FL000540
PTSI	 = PTS FL000r00
PT I,? =PTS-1 FL(1006	 0
IF	 ( O TC?	 .LT.	 1)	 PTS2	 =	 1 FL0006?0N = NOFFAT FLDO(1630
nO	 40	 .JA-I * N FL000e40
J = JA FLOOObSO
no 3n K=I.J FL000660




	 (VAR (JK) -MEAN(J) • MEAN(K)/PTSI)/PTS2 FL000t+AOin	 fONII tit W FLU0nhy0
of V 1.)	 )	 s	 US-;kT IOA 03S (VAH (JK)) ) F LOOO7nO
4n	 ('ONT T #1 t o; FL1)nU I10
.1K	 =	 n FL1iOn 7?0
1 1 0	 'in	 .1zIs;,t0VF:AT FL00073U
wFA?,J(J)
	 =	 vFAN(J)/PTS1 FL1, 00740
no `in K=I.J FILD0074iU
JK	 =	 •)K	 • I FL.D00 1h0C0:J(JK)	 a	 O.n FLOOD 710











O 70 1.4 2 1.NOFEAT•12 FL000bSO
4TAP a LOC*I1 FL000660
^F(STON AT. NOFCAT)
	
STOP s NOFEEAT FL000670WR14E16.100)
	 I MF:AN(D o	 I=LOC•STOP) FLn00b90
MRtIE( 6 .10A1)	 Malmo jsI.2) FLD00890
wR1TF OS( UEV(T)•
	 } nLOC•STOP):110) FL800900
wRTTF (F.
	 001)	 (DASH *
	sl •	 I FL [1009 0
WRTTF
	 (n•120) FLn009 0
70 CONTINOV FL000930
100 FnpMAT(	 • CAC AN: 1 912F9.2
	
) FLn00940
I00 F0QMAT(IX9A4 9 A7 /) FL0009SO
I  FnR*+ATf	 1 0ST OEV: • •	 12F9.2
	 ) FL000960





 DASH ti	 I:	 ,S1














14n wA T TF(6,15 p )	 (	 (IACM•	 1 =1.5) FLOO1060
ISO FOQMAT(	 1")
	
//• CORRELATION MATRIX • 	 /IX•SA4	 ) FLOO1070





FNTWV CL ti CU'/(CQr.CEV,MEAN,VAR•PTS•60• FLt101130
•TITt F .No)FF_AT.MAXFFT.VARSIZ) FLOO1140
IF	 ((;O.r+).n)	 60	 TO	 20 FLO011S0WRTTF
	 (',.,AAf)) FL0011604RTTV (6. 1n)	 r.nFE AT FLOO	 70
WWTTF ( & .It%n)	 TTILF	 •MASH9121.51 FLOOIIRO
160 FOOMAT(T47. 1 TH A INING SUHCLASS	 •9A4/T4h•4A49A2) FL0011Q0






*	 FLOMEN,FLOVAK,S YdritNrSUb VAR ,SUdSTD, LtAUUU[U
iUdCLS,HFTALY,nSfALY,FLUSAV,SAVtKT,KEPPTS,MAASUb! LLAUUUSU
C LtAUUU4U
1MPLl i,.'T	 1NTE1jEK(A — Z) LtAUUUSO
REAL XbCALErXSHFT, LtAUUUoU
* COVAKIVAKSIZ19AVAK(NUFEAT,MAxSUb),SUdSTUINUFEAT,MAXSUd) LtAUUUIU
ODUbLt PKtC1.3I UN FLUMEN(N(jF EAT) 9 FLUVAK(VAKSIL),SUBMENINUFEATI, LtAUUUbU
* SUdVAKIVAkS1L1,C0K(4b5),UEVl3U1 LtA0009U
C . LLAUUIUU
C	 INCLUDE CUMdK49LIST LtAUU11UC	 INCLUUt CUMoKb rL 1ST LtAIIUILU




	 IHEul(1),HEAU(4^),(UATt(l),H EAU (2[)), LtAU015U
2	 lH	 't1(1!,HEAU(30)),lCunttvTll)rMEAU14B11 LtAUUlb_U
CUMMUN/6LUdALi	 t'D(bi),MAPTAP,UATAPt,SAVTAP,dMFILE,dMKEY, LtAUUI IU
I`!' 1• IL gill SKEY,TkFukM	 tKIPI , tRVKEY g hAPUNT,NUFILE,PAFIL,ASAV , ASAVFL#	 UKUMAU,UKW '•:^, i,P@ i,SILoDATF1Lg S^ LtAU01dULtAUUI`!U
*	 ,NHSTutv,rvHSTFi ► !.C '1 ^t LIN, MAPF I L 	 LtAUO2UU
,UUTLINIiUUTFIL 	 HPAS,TkNSFL9bMTKFL,HIST FL. ,PC HUNT ,	 LtAUU21U









*VAKSIL,Nl1SPtLiNUHIST,SPCbAS,1bLJl.K( iU),FtIVLL(3U), 	 LtAuu21u
*FETV(;21 3u ),H ISVtL13U ► ,NUFLU, fCLLS,
	 LtAUU2oU












Y (NUHIST,XSIL ),HSTALY( ivUhlS I t ASII ),KEPPTS(MAASUd), LEAUU34U





EWUIVALt+.CE	 (it;LUCK(	 1),NuTHIV,i ),(1bLUCK( 	 2),PCHKEY) 9 LtAUu3yU
(IbLUCK(3),SSFKEY),(1bLUUK(4),CFUKtY), LtAUU4UU
'x	 (	 SLU:K(5),HSbKEY),IIbLULK(o),HFUKEY), LtAU0410
#	 (IrLUCK(7)9	 SSLKEY),(loLuLK(o),SFDKEY), LEAUU4IU4	 (1bLUCK(	 9),NUTHLL)9 (it5LuCK(1U),CALKEY) , LtAUU43U









LINSTK),	 (FLUINF(2),LI 14ENU), LtAUU41oU
1	 (FLD'INF131,LININLI, 	 IFLUINF(4) 9	SAMSTK), LtAUU5uU
2	 (FLDIIVF(5 ),SAmtNU), IFLUIwt ; 6),SAM INC I, LtAU05103	 (F0UINF(71,FLUfYPI LLAUU:,IUC L tAUU` 3U
DATA ErvDI;KU/'.bENU'/, DUMP TR/1 t 3Y U,I/,UASW'----'/, LtAUU54U4	 bLANK/'
	 '/,UPAK/'('/,CPAK/')'CUMMA/','/, PUNCH/ 7/ LtAUU55U
C LLAU05nU





C* SET UP LUu1CAL ARRAY FOR FEAWKtS
	
fu bE H1STUbKAMMLU. LtAQUb.3USUbNU =U LtAUUb4u
UO	 I	 1=1,NUHIST LtAUu65UUU	 5 J = 1,rWUFEAT Ltauuo6u
IFI ►iI^VtC(I).t(j.t= ETVECIJ))(;U	 Tu	 o LtAUU610
5 CUNTINUt LtAUUbOU
6	 LHIST(I) = J LtAUubyU
7	 CUIvTINut LtAuli7uu
UU y2L	 1=1,MAXSUb LtAUUIJU
922	 SUbCLSII) = U LtAuU7LU
C 4 RF AU 	HtAUEK KbI;LJRD	 ON DATA	 TAPE L t_AUU 7Su
CALL	 TAPHUh(UATAPE,DATFIL) LLAU07vu
KtW1NU SHVTAP LtAuu75u
IF(STAFIL.tb.U)	 UU	 TO	 541 LL'AUU7bOCALL	 FSnSFL (SAV fAP, Sl AF 1L,NS fA f) 1. tAUU I IU

















DO 2U J=1 ,NUHIST
20 HFTALYW 91) = 0
1F(HSbKEY+HFDKEY.NE.2) GO TO 14
DO 3u 1=1,XSIZ








CL S1) ES114ULLS)=T ITLE








SUbSAV([,SU1JNU) = IvOFLO + 1SUt3SAV (1 ,SUo1v0 1 =NUCLSSUt;CL S (,vUC LS) = SU6CL S (NOCLS) +1
C KEAU FIELU LAKU
14 CFLAI,=LAKtAUtFLUNA149VEKTCS,FLOINF,Nt,I
C ENO, CLASS, A.NU SUbf,LASS
IF I CFLA(, .tW. U) Ulf TO bU
IF (CI-LAU .t 14. -I1 1 ,U TO 11
IF (CFLAU .LW. -L) GU TO 13
NUFLU=,vUFLU+1



















UU bl I =1 ,NUFLU
TNC =,' 4+LUSAV(4,1 1
WKl)t(SAVTAN) (FLUSAV(J,I),J=1,4)
61 WKITE(SAVTAN) (SAVtRT(J,I),J=1,TNC)
WKI Tt (SAVTAN) ICLi L)L^>(J) , J^= l,NULLS ), ( SUbLLS(J) ,J = 1,NUCLS) ,
K	 (S1jhSAV(4,J),J= I,SUbNU)
IF( NCH.cEY.Nt.I ) UU TO 62
Wk1TL-(PL11UNT,o3)
63 FORMAI ('j11000Lt	 TRAINING F1tLU UtLK' )
wK1'It0, Lf,UUf,o4) tvUCLS,SUni'dUjrtjF-tAI,rvL)I-LU,TUIVKT
04 FORMAT ('NULLS ' ,14,' NUSUb
	



















































































165 FOKMATI'CHNV EC' ,4X,3012) LtAU161U
DO b5 1=19NuFLO LLAU164U
Wk1TE(PLmUNT,66)	 (^ USAVtJ,1),J = 1.4) LtAU16JU




65 WkITF(NLHUNT967) 	 (SAVEKT(J,i) 9 J=1,TivC) LtAU16b0
67	 FUKMATI'VtKT'1(.E5	 0 9 1415) LtAUIbIU
wRITE(PCHUNT968)	 (CLSUES(J)1J = 19NUCLS) LtAU16b0
68 FUKMAT WI'	 LSUtS	 ',9(2X,A4))'
WKITH PLmUNT,b9)	 (SUbCLS(J)tJ = 1,NUGLS)
LtAUIb90
LLA017UO
69	 FUKMAT(('SUbNU	 ',24(1X,I2))) LtAU171U
WkITHPCMUNT0U) 	 (SUbSAV(4,J),J = 1,SuoNU) LLAUl'IZU
9U	 FOKMATtI'SUbULS	 ',lU(A4,lX))) LtAU173U
62 CONTIwut LLAU174U
WKITE(6,41)	 (UASH91 = 1920) LtAU1750
DO 4U K = 19NUFLD LLAU176U
JJ =2+lFL USA V(49K)-1) LtAU1770
MP=FLUSAV(2 9 K) LLAU17oU
KJ = lU LtAU179U
IF(JJ.Lt.10)	 KJ=JJ LtAU18UU
MPP=FLUSAV(3,K) LtA0ldlU
WRITt(6942)	 K 9 FLUSAV(1,K),CLSUtS(M!'),SUi5SAV(49MNP),FLUSAV(IO,K), LtAU1bZU
*FLUSAV(9,K), ((OPAK,SAVERT(I,K),CUMMA,SAVtKT(1+1,K),CPAK) ,1=1,KJ,Y)LtAU1b3U
IF(JJ.LE.10)	 0U TO	 2U17 LLAU184U
WKITE ( 6,43)	 (I UPAK , SAVEKT ( I, K),CUMMA, SAVLKT ( 1+I,K),CPAK) 9 1= 11,JJ , LLtAUlb50
*) LtAUib6U
2017 CONTINUE LtAUldlU
42	 FOKMAT(4X 9 I4 9 2X,A4,4X,A494X,A4,5X,14,3X,1494X, LtAU18bU
* 5(A l , 14, Al , 14,A 1,2 A)) L EAU 169U
43	 FOKhiAT(5uX,5(A19149A1,I49A1,2X)) LLAU19UU
40 CONTINUE LtAU191U
41	 FOKMAT(//T5U,'TKAININ6 FIELDS'/T4994A4// LtAU19ZU
*7X,'F1tLU',T36,'iAMPLE	 Lit*-'/ LtAU193U
*5X,'NU.	 NAME' 94X,'CLAW 93X7'SUbCLASS 	 INC	 INC', LtAU194U
* 4X,'VtKTILES(SAMNLt,L1NE)'/ LtAU197U
*4X,3A4,LX 9 A4,A2,2X,2A491X,3A494X,5A4,A1) LtAU190U
SUt3lvj = u L tau 191U
70	 Sljb!NU =SUbNU+1 LEAU19bUSUbPTS=U L LAU1990
DO	 71	 1=i,NUFEAT LtAU2000
71	 SUBMEN(I)=U. LLAU2UIU
DO	 72	 1=1 9 VAKSIZ LEAUZUZU
72	 SUbVAK(1)=U. LtAUZU3 U
FIELD1=SUMSAV(2,SU13NU) LtAUZU4U




DO 73	 1=19NUFEAT LtAU2U10
73	 FLUMtN(I )=U. LtA020bU
DO
	
74	 1 = 1,VAKSIL LtAUZU9U
74	 FLDVAK(I )=0. LLAUZ1UU
L INS TK=FLUJAV(5,N) LtAO2110
LINtNU =FLUSAV (6,w) LtAU21ZU
LINING = FLUSAV(9,N) LtAU213U
SAMSTK = FL US AVl7,(V) LLAU214U
SAMtNO= FLUSAV(b,w) LtAUZ1DOSAMIIVI; =FLUSAV( 1U,N) LtAU2lbO
CALL	 FLUINT(FLU11vF,FtTVEC,NUFEAT) LtAU217U




UU	 It JL INES = 1 ,L INtS LtAU22ZU
CALL	 LINtKU(IUATA,ENUTAP) LtAU2230
IF(tNUTAP.tb.-1)	 60 TO	 16 LtAUL240
IF( JL 1Ntb.Nt.1)	 UU	 TO b LtAUZ2DU
NLINtb =L1NSTK LtAU2ZbU
bU To 9 LtAUYZIU
b NLINES=NLINES+LININC LtAUZ2bU
9 CONTINUE LtAU2290K=O LtAU 23UU
DO 93	 1 = 1711 LLAU231U
OU 93 J=192 LtAU23ZO
K=K+1 L tAUZ 33U
93	 VEKTCS(J,I) = SAVtKT(K,N) LtAU Z340




KC=O L tAU2 3do00 1 J=1,NUFEAT LtAU2340
INUEXI=(J-1)*NSAMP LtAU24UU
JJ=J LtAUZ410




00 2 JPT=1 t NSAMP LLAU24 WKPT = (JPT-1)*SAMINC+SAMSTR LtAU24/UUO 4 JK=L,JJ J,2 L tAU24b0
1F(KPT.LT.FL(JK))
	 GO	 TO 2 LLAU249U
IF(KPT.GT.FL(JK+i))	 GO	 TO	 15 LtAUZ5UO




IF(LH1ST(NN).NE.J)	 GO	 TO 2 LLAU2550
KC=1 LLAU2500
IPUT=IUATA(uPT+1NDtX1)*XSCALE+XSHFT+U. yUl LLAU2570




GO TU 2 LEAU2620
15 L = L+2 LLAU2630
IF(L.GT.JJJ)
	 GO TO 53 LLAU2640
4 CONTINUE LLAU2650
2 CONTINUE LtAU26bU
IF(JPT.(=W.NSAMP)	 GO TO	 3 LLAU2670




17 C(livT) WE L taU272U
16 COwTINUt LtAU2730
5UbPTS =SUbPTS+FLUPTS LtAU2740
DO 2UU	 1=L,NOFEAT LtA0275U
2U0	 SUbMLNII) = SUbMEN(I)+FLD14EN(I) LLAU2760
UO 21	 i=1,VARSIL LtAU271U
21	 SUbVAK (I )=SUbVAR( I )+FLO VAR (I ) LtAU2700
T I TL 	 =SUbSAV (4 ,) L)BNO) LtA02790IF(GFUKEY+St-UKEY f-FiFUKtY.t(J.U)	 l*J	 TO	 Sul LLAULbUU
1F(CFOKtY+SFUKtY.EQ.U)	 GO TO	 2oU LtA02810CALL
	
FLUCOVICUR,uEV,FLDr•1EN,FLUVAK,FLUPTS,I,FOKEY,FLDSAV( 1,N), LLAU28[U
*N(tFLAT,MAXFLT,V,%RS1Z) LtAO28J0C PLOT SPfCTkAL kLSPUroE FOR FIELDS LtAU284U
IF(SFUKtY.EQ.U)
	 GO TO 270 LtAU2850CALL	 FLUSPC(FLOMtI`,OtV,FILOSAV (I,N) ► UUMPfK,I DATA, LEAU2bbO
+FLUMtN,FLOVAK , T1 TLE ,NUFtA T,F ETVtL, SPLuAS) LtAU 2b7U
270	 IF(FiFUKEY.tW.U)	 bO TO	 301 LtAU286U
280	 IF01 1>oKEY.til.U)	 GO TO	 3Uu LLAU289U
DD 2 90	 1 = 1 ,XS IZ LtAUZ900






301	 COi",aT 1 NUt L tAul9t3U
C CALGULA Tt CUVAK MTX AND MEAN VECTOR 	 FOR SUuCLASS LLAU2910CALL	 CLSCUV(C(JK,I-)EV,SUbi-lEw 	 SUbVAK,SUbPTS,SSFKEY, LtAU2900
r T I TLE,NUFLA T,t• iAA FET ,VAttS 1 Z I LtAU 2990C SAVE S06LLAS) MtAN,CUVAR,STU UrV LtAU3000
13U	 UO	 31	 1 = 1,NUFtAT LtAU3U10
A VAR (I,SUbNU) = )UbMtiv(I) LLAU3U2U
31	 SUuSTU(I,SUuivU) = UEV(I) LtAU301U00 31_	 J = 19VARSIL LEAU3040
3Z COVAR(J) = SUuVAK(J) LLA0305U
KEPPTS(SUbNU) = SUtiPIS LtAU3UoU
C PLOT SPECTKAL ktSPUP)SE FUR LACH SUBCLASS LtAU300




4 T I TL t ,NUFL :k 1 ,Ft TVt : , SPCbAS) L LAUJ IUU
C	 PRINT	 SuoCLASS HIST Lti^UJllu
33	 IF(HSbKtY.i:w.0)	 bO	 TO	 390 L t_iku312UT I TLE=SUbSAV(4,S(Jb NO) LtAU3130
IF(HFUKtY.Fk4.u)	 bU	 TO	 36U LLiw314U
CALL	 GLSH)SIHSTALY,10ATA,TITLE	 ,X.)IL,XNbH,XLUW,YSIZ, LtAU31^)U
















IF(PCHKEY.Nt.I) GU TU 94
	 LLAU32ZO





96 FOKMAT('MtANS' St15.B)	 ,	 LtAU3260
WK1TE(PCHUNT 9 93) (CUVAR(I),I a l,VAKSIL)	 LLA0327097 F0KMAT('CUVAk',5E15.B)LtA032dO




PUBLISH THE MULTISPECTRAL PLUTS
	 LLAU3330
--------- --------------------------------------------------- ---- IEAU3340
LtAO 3350410 IF	 (SPEC(l,l).NE.0)	 GO TO	 450 LtA033bU
JK = U LtA03370
00 43U
	 a=I,NOSPEC LtA033B0
DO 42U J=194 LEAU339U
I1 = 1 LLAU34uu
JJ = J LLA03410
JK =JK+1 LtAU342U
SPLC(J91)	 =	 JK LtA0343U
IF(JK.Ew.SUCNU) GO TO 440 LLA03440
420 CONTINUE LtAU34>0
43U SPEC(5,1)	 =	 4 LtA034bO440 SPEC (5,II) =JJ LtAU3470
NOSPLC =ll LLAU3480
450 CONTINUE LtA034yU
DO 48U	 I =1 ,NUS PEC LtA035U0
K	 =	 SPEC(5,1) LLAU351U
JJ = u LLAU35ZODU 460 J=1 ,K L LAU3530
IF(SPtL(J,I).GT.SUBNU)
	 GO	 TO 4bU LLAU3540
JJ =	 JJ +1 LEAU3550SPEC (JJ,1)	 =	 SPEC(J,I) LEAU3560
460 CONTINUE LEA03510
IF	 (JJ.I:W-U)	 GU TO 480 LEAU35bU
SPEC(591)




WRI ft: (b,4b5) LLAU3610
465 FORMAT(//	 27X,'COMPOSITE SPECTKAL PLUT	 (MLAN,PLUS AND MINUS UNt SILtAU3610
10.	 UEV.	 )	 FUR	 '	 /	 ) LEA03630
WRITE
	 (6,47U)1SPEC(J,I),J=19JJ) LLA03640
47U F0RIlAT(3bX,'TKAINING SU BCLASS(tSI	 ',414/ 41X,' ----------------- '/)LtAU365UUU 98 J 1 =1 ,S)UbNU LEAU36oU
98 SUbDtS(Jl) =SUbSAV(4,J1) LLAU3b70
IF(	 JJ	 .LT.	 4)	 WRITt(69471)	 l	 UASH,11=1,5	 ) LtAU366U








-------- ------------------------------------------------- ------- LtAU3770
LtA037bO
49U BADFLG = 2	 LtA0379U
WRIfE(b95U U) MAX SUB 9 MAX SUBLtAO3bUO
5OU FUKMAT(//SX,'* =t * STAT/LL-ARtvN
	 MAX NU. UF',Ib,3X, 'SUBCLASSES EXELLtAU38W
EEUED --- FIRST',1b,3X,'SUbCLASStS UStU--KtMAINUtK 1GNUKEU'///1
	 LtAU3b2U
GU TU 53U	 LLAU3830
LtAU3b4U




52U FUKMAT(//// 5X,'***** STAT/LLAKNN --- MAX. UF',I2f,3X, 	 LtAU381U
1 'FILLUS EXLELDtU --- 1 1 I8 9 3W HELUS KtTA1NLU FUK',IB,3X,	 LEAU3bbU











530 READ (L1,54U)l	 LtAU391U
540 FUKMAT (A4)	 LtAU392U
1F (1.Nt.ENuCKD) GU TU 53U
	
LtAU393U












gg	 ZZEEPURPOSE .• FORDTHENI
 TATISTIC5511STEHISOR CONTROL CARDS
SEET00020
ISET00050
IMPLICIT INTEGER ( A-H2O-Z)C
SLT00060 
DIMENSION	 SINVEC(3)9 SPCVEC(S %90)9 CAR02(62)•NUMVEC(30) SET00080
DIMENSION CINDEX(13)90PTCOD(6)•EQUVEC(2)•ACARD(20) SET00090
CI ISET00100
C INCLUDE COMRK4 SET00110
C INCLUDE	 COMbK6•LIST SET00120














COVAHI ► AVAWI#CLSIDI FLLMENI•FEVARIiHFTALj•F^DSV1








EQUIVALENCE	 (IBLOCK(	 1)•NoTHNG)•(IHLOCK(	 2)•PCHKEY)• SLT00310




•	 (IBLOCK(7)9 SSLKEY)9(I8LOCK(8)•SF0KEY)9 SET00340











DATA	 SINVEC/29 1 9 1	•	 •:•	 /	 •	 EAUAL/ • = •	/•	 BLANK/	 •	 •	 / SET00420
DATA	 C8CO/•C9/•F6CD/•F•/.LBC0/•L•/•SACD/•S•/•XdCD/•X•/• SET00430




DATA CINMAX/13/•EOUVEC/19 0 = 1 / SET00460
C SLT00490
DATA	 OPT000/•M•9•P•9•C•9•H•99S•/ SET00500
DATA CINDEX/ • OPTI • . • CHAN • , • HIST • • • SPEC • +'IBLO • r SET00510







C• READ AND UNPACK HEADER RECORD TO SET MAXFET ACCORDING TO ID(5)
SLT00590
• 1 SET00620FETVEC(I1 30	I
HISVEC(I)	 =	 I SETOOb30
2 IBLOCK(I)	 = 0 5ET00b40
NBLOCK = 0 SLT00650
CALKEY =0 SET00660
CCLKEY = 1 SET00670




NOSPEC = 0 SET00720
SPCBAS = 75 SLT00730
















SETUP REREAD BUFFER SLT00860C 5ET00870
CALL REREAD(30980) SET00880
200 COL = 0 SET00890
C	 NOW READ THE CARD INTO THE BUFFER SE:T00900
READ(21
	
150)(ACARO M 9I=1.20) SE1009 0
SET009 0150 FORMATTftOA4)





225 WRTTE(692252)	 COOE9CARD2 SET00980
2252 FORMAT	 (T59A496X9b2A1) SET00990
DO 230 I=19CINMAX SET01000
IF	 (CINDEX(I)	 .EQ. CODE) SET01010
1	 GO TO(109600+700980091100912009140099009150091 6009 SET01020
2	 17009171091720)9I SET01030
230 CONTINUE SET01040
GO TO 1000 S001050SET01060
^ OPTION CARD SLT01070
C------------------------ SET01090
C SET01090
10 M = NXTCHk(CARD29COL) SET01100
IF(M .Ed. bLANK )	 GO TO 200 SET01110
IF(	 M .EO.	 OPT000(l)	 )	 GO TO 20 SET01120
SETFLG = 1 SLT01130
IF	 t M .NE. NBCD )	 GOTO 14 SLT01140SET011
SET0116
0
M = NXTCHk(CARD29COL) 0




14 DO 15	 1=295 SET01230
IF(	 M	 .EQ9	 OPTCOD(I)	 )	 GO TO	 (40930925 . 30930)9	 I SET01240
15 CONTINUE SET01250C SET01260
IF(	 M .EQ.	 BLANK)	 GO TO 200 SET01270
40 SET01280
NRITE(69402)	 M SET01290
402 FORMAT(/ 1X9 1 ***	 STAT/SETUPI --- ERROR 	 IN OPTION(S)	 REQUESTED - SSET01300
1CAN OF OPTION(S)	 DISCONTINUED	 AT CARD COLUMN 0 9I592X9 1 " O01	/) SET01310
GO TO 200 SET01320
C SFT01330
2.0 M = FIN012(CARD29COL9SINVEC) SE(01340
IF	 (	 SINVEC(M)	 .NE.	 EQUAL	 )	 GO TO 40 SET01350
M = NUMBEk(CARD29COL9NUMVEC929) SET01360
IF(	 NUMVEC(j0)	 .LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO 40 SLT01370
MAXSUH-NU-lVEC(30) SET013RO
GO TO 10 5ET01390C SET01400
25 SET01410
M =NXTCHH(CARD29COL) SET01420
IF	 (	 M	 .E(l.	 09CD	 )	 J=3 SET01430
IF	 (	 M	 .EW.	 AhCD	 )	 J=9 St.T01440
IF	 (	 J	 .LT.	 20	 )	 GOTO 32 SET01450
GOTO 40 SLT01460
0 St T01470
30 J =	 Ia2-3 SET01480
32 M = FIND12(CARD29COL95INVEC) 5ET01490
IF	 (	 SINVEC(M)	 .NE.	 EQUAL	 )	 GOTO 38 SEJ01500
M = NXTCHk(CAR029COL) StT01S10
IF	 (	 M	 .E(J.	 CbCO	 )	 IHLOCK(J)	 = SETFLG SET015?0
IF	 (	 M	 .EU.	 FHCD	 )	 IHLOCK(J*I)	 = SETFLG SLT01530
M = FIND12(CARD29COL95INVEC) SET01540
IF	 (	 M	 .LE.	 0	 )	 GOTO	 200 SFT01550
GOTO 10 SET01560C SET01570



































































600 J a NXTCHR(CAR029COL)








NMI a NOFEAT - 1
IF( NMI .LE. 0) NMI a 1
00 611 1=19NM1.1
IP1 = j +
IF( IPI .G1. NOFEAT) GO TO 61 i
00 bb110 JsIIP1•NOFEAT,1





IFII( CHK .LE. 0 .OR. CHK .GT. MAXFET) GO TO 612
FETVEC(II) 1 = FETVEC(I)
612 CONT I NUE
NOFEAT 	 II




 NMI = 1
00 614 I=19NM1.1
IPI - I + 1
IF( IPI .GT NOFCAT) GO TO 614
00 60 J=IP1•N FEAT+1










700 J = NXTCHR(CARD29COL)
IF ( J .EW. BLANK ) GOTO 200COL = COL-1
C	
NOHIST = NUMBER(CARD29COL•HISVEC•NOHIST)
C ELIMINATE OUT OF RANGE REQUESTED SUBCLASSES•IF ANY• AND
C ORDER THE RESULTING SUBCLASS VECTOR
NMI = NOHIST - 1




IF( IPI .G7. NOHIST) GO TO 711
DO 7110 J= IPI9fJOHIST.1





IF( CHK .LE. 0 .OR. CHK .GT. SYMMAX) GO TO 712




IF( NOHIST .EU. 0) GO TO 1303
NMI = WHIST - I





Ft IP .GT. NON ST) GO TO 714
0 7	 J=jjP1•N MIST•1









IF t J .FQ. BLANK ) GOTO 200
COL = COL-
NOSPEC = N SPC •
IF( NOSPEC .G . 20
	 GO TO 200
J = NUMBER(CARD29COL•NUMVEC•0)
IF ( J .67. 4 ) J = 4
DO 810 I=10J





















1220 J = NXTCHH(CARD?_,COL)
M = FIND12(CAR029COL•SINVEC)
IF( SINVEC(M) .NE. EQUAL ) GO TO 1000
M = NUM8ER(CARD2•COL9NUMVFC•29)
IF( J .EQ. LHCD) XLOW = NUMVE030)
IF( J .EQ. N13CO) XHGH = NUMVEC(30)




1230 M = FIND12(CAR029COL.SINVEC)
IF( SINVEC(H) .NE. EQUAL ) GO TO 1000
M = NUMBER( CARD?9COL•NUMVEC929)
SPCHAS = NUMVEC(30)
GO TO 97
C 1240 M = FIND12(CARD29COL•SINVEC)







C 1400 M = NXTCHR(CARWyCOL)



















IFt J .LU * BLANK
IF ( J .EQ. XHCO)
IF ( J .Eu. SHOO)


















































































1500 R wO1NO33r0999I COMENT
SJT032SOGO 10 200 SETO270
HEDI-- SLT00329
SET03300-------------------------
1600 READ (309999) HED1 SET03310SLT033PO




1700 READ 130.999)	 ME02 SET0339003400
REWIND 30
GO TO SET034110200 S T03420
DATA FILE CARD S T03440SEET0340






F	 (M .E(J. UHCn)
	 GO TO 1715 SET03480
F	 (M .EA. FNCO)
	 GO TO 1717 SET03490
1713 WRITE(69753) SET03500
753 FORMAT( $





M = NUMbkR(CAND2•COLvDATAP .ZERO) SET03540SET03550
COL = COI. -
	 1 SET035o0
GO TO 17 0 SET03570
1717 J = F)ND12(CARD2.COL.EOUVEC) SET035bO
IF(J.EQ.-1)
	
GO	 TO	 1713 SE:Tu3540M = NUMBER(CARD29COL90ATFIL.ZEROI SET03600
nATVIL = UATFIL -
	 1 SET03610
IF	 (DATFIL	 .LT.	 0)	 DATFIL
	 = 0 SET03620
COL = COL - 1 SET03630





1720 M z NXTCHR KAR029COL) SET03680
IF	 (M .EU. HLANK)
	 GO TO 200 StT036o0
IF	 (M	 .EO.	 11HCO)	 GO TO	 1725 SE:T03700
IF	 (M .EQ. FNCO)	 GO TO 1727 SET037101723 WRTTE(69755) SET037?0
7S5 FORMAT( $
	ERROR ON STAT FILE CARD # ) SET03730
60 TO 200 5ET03740
1725 J = FINU(2(CAR02.COL•F_OUVE0 SET03750




1727 J = FINDI2;CANO29COL.EOUVECI SLT03hOO
IF	 (J	 .EQ.	 -11
	
GO TO
	 1 723 SLT03H10




IF	 (STAFIL	 .L	 .	 0)	 STAFIL = 0 SETO
GOL	 1720	 1TO SET03860
SET03a70




SET03910jF( NOSPEC	 .GT. 20)	 NOSPEC = 20 SET03920
IF( NUSNEC
	 .NE.	 0)	 GO TO 950 SETO3930
NOSPEC =	 (MAACLS • 3)/4 SET03Y40




950 VARSI^ = NOFEAT*(NOFEAT*I)/2 SET03V60
l
F(XS
	 .LE.0)	 XSIZZ=XMGH-XL0M*1 SET03970
F(XSI .OT	 101)	 XSIZ w 01
SPEC	
*	 P




	 • 1)12 .2 SLT04000
AVAR11=(NOFEAT*MAXSUH*1)/2*2 SET04010
R
SI0 =(MAXSUR • 1)/2*Z




FLVARI=VARSI? * SET04050SU9MNI=T4OFEAT*22 SLT04060
SUAVRI C VAMSIZ*2 SET04070
SURSU =(NUF AT*MAXSUB • 1)/2*2
SUSCL^=(MAXSUb*1)/2*2 SFT04U80SET04090
MFTALI=(XSIJZ *NOHIST*I)/2*2*HFOKEY SET04100
MSTALI=(XSI7 *NOHIST*1)/2*2* MSHKEY SET04110
SI?E-SPEC1*COVAHI*AVAR1 *CLSI01*U8SV1*FLMENI*FLVARI• SLT04120
• SUt)MNI*IUHVR1 •SURSDI * SUSCLI • HF ALI •HSTALI
MAXFL(1
-SIIZE-32)/32=(	 UP SET04 30SLT04140






FLMENI=SUtfSVI+(5*MAXSUH*1)/2 SET04210FL'!AAI=FLMt.tvl *NOFtAT SET042?0
SUHMw1=FLVARI • VA4ST1 SET04230SURVkl=SUF+MtJ 1 *NOFEAT SE T04240
5UllSUI =SUhVR1 +VARSIZ SLT04250
SURCLI = SUOS01*(N t)FFAT*MAXSUB*I)/2 SET042h0
r+FTALl=SUHLL1 • (MAXSU8*1)/2 SET04270
H5TALI=HFTALI*(ASIZ*NOHIST*1)/? ►HFOKEY SET042.80
FLDSVI=H5TAL11 + (XSI1*NOHIST*1)/2*HSBKEY SET04290
SAVFRI=FL0SV1*(10*)4AXFLO)/2 SET04300
TIP7 OP = ~A VER)*(7l • MAXFLO)/2 SET04310
HADCU .t=f0P-2*TIHt0P StT04370
IF(hA0(.0k.LT.0)
	 GU	 TO	 1300 SET04330




IF (PCt/ K F Y*SSFKFY*CFDKEY*HSRKEY+HFOKEY*SSLKEY SET04380 I	
+SFOK€Y*CALKEY
	 .LE.	 0	 )	 GOTO 960 SET04390WRITt^ (699001) SLI04400IF((:FUKtY	 .h©.	 1)	 WWITE(A * g 0g2) S004410
IF(SFOKtY	 .EQ.




F(P(,'HKt.Y	 .EA.	 1)	 wRITE(699008) SET04440IF(	 HF()ntt
	 .Eu.	 1)	 WRITF.(6.9012) SET04450
IF(HSHKtY.EO.)
	 WkITE(h99014) $004460




9001 FOPMAT(IK• 9 YOU HAVE SELECTED THE FOLLOwING 	 WAT
	 PROCESSOR UPTIOSET04SOO
INS: • //) SLT04510
9002 FOAMAT(T5. 9	PkIMT MEAN AND CO1AkIANCE FOR EACH FIELD # ) SET045?0
9004 FOkMAF(Ty9 9	PRlrvI	 S PECT RAL	 PLOT	 FOk	 EACH FIEL0 1 ) SET04530
9006 FORMAT(TS• 9
	PPINT SPFCTP+AL PLAT FOR EACH SUHCLASS • ) 5ET04540900A FOQMAT(T59 1	PUNCH MF_AN AND CUVA Q lANCE MATRIX FOR EACH SUBCLASS • ) SET0455U
9012 FOPMAI(T')9 9	PkINF	 A	 HISTOGRAM	 t:Ok	 LACH	 Ftt(_O o ) SET045h0
901 4 FORMAT(T'i• t	PRINT A HISTOG R AM	 FU G EACH SUHCLASS 9 ) SLT045704016 FORMATITS9 1 	***	 ()St.
	 CALIHNATFU
	
DATA	 *** 1 ) SLY0458090 IH FOAMAT(159*	 PRINI	 MFAN	 AND	 CUV.^k11,NCE.
	
F(1i(	 FACH	 SUbCLASS O ) tfTU4590460 WkI fF (69')~07	 O)	 HAOCN.MAXFLn, 0 Av',U H 9 (FFTVFC (I) 9 1=l oWfjFEAT) '.:4.704C-00
9502 FOQMAT( 0 u l // 1 05UPtkVj l;)k	 INFO'r,%ArIUN:i//Tti. 9 uNOStU	 LO-tF s 9I6. o 	(OCASt104610
*TIONS'/TS.*MAXTMUM 	 NO.	 OF	 FIFI -nS.. 1 9I3/1'.9 l MAXIMUM NO,	 OF	 SU1JCl_AjSS4T04b10





	 9 9I5(I 1 9 1 . l )/i11915(13. 0 • 0 ) )SL704630IF(	 Hh)KhY*HCLKEY	 NF:.	 0)	 W H ITF(6.95n4)
	 I H IS0C(I19I=19NUHIST) ShTU4b4U





.EO.	 n	 )	 GOTO	 911 5t_f04be0
wk 	 T 	 (t, 9,# tit 104610
9505 F0RMAT(15. l MULTV;PECTRAL PLOTS 	 ARE ... •) St'U4bN0
DO 410 J -I.NUSPLC 5FTO4690
K	 =	 SPfVLCIS•J! SET04700WRITE. (h99'i0b)	 (SPCVEC ( I9.J) 9I=1 •K ) St TU4110








C ERROR	 ROUTINES STO4770
c-----------------------------------------------------------------45	 04 80
104T90C
1000 WRITE	 (6919002) CODE*	 AR0
5
g T04800
10002 FORMATt///SX• f /////	 F50M hON. SETUPI	 ---	 BAD CONTROL CARO
INPUT	 A192N OO	//:
ENCStT046JO




1300 WRITE	 (6.1302) SLI04850
OPTIONS1302 t FORMAT( ////	 SX •/////	 FROM SI)OR. SETUPI	 --	 DECREASE
*+ *	 ^ERMINATiNG	 ROAAAM	 FROM	 SETUPI
SE 04660








MR M: 1003 1)	 FCOD SET049100
FORMAT(/
TCARD2
NO.S REQUESTED-CANNOT1303 1BE	 5 T049 0/SX•'CHECA CHANNELS ON SUBCLASS
1 LESS THAN ON	 QUAL ZERO. ON GREATER THAN 9 9I5///SX• SttT049302
• *** ••	TERMINATING PROGRAM FXECUTION FROM SUOR. SETUPI	 •*4040411 Sf.704940
3 /1M1) SET04950





See listings for the TESTSP processor (section 23) for an
iterative self-organizing clustering procedure using sample values


































C•	THIS PROGRAM PFRFORMS A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE CLUSTERING
C








THE PROGRAM EXPECTS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA
G•	IN EITHER THE LARSYS 22 OR THE UNIVERSAL






























C	 COMMON BLOCK $ PASS $ IS USED ONLY BY THE ISOCLS PROCESSOR.
•
•	 ISOCLS USES THE RANDOM ACCESS DRUM FILE AS FOUR DISTINCT FILES.






























- MAX. NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR THE CLUSTERING PQnCEOURE
SET IN SETUP? ROUTINE. (USER INPUT)
- CURRENT NO. OF CLUSTERS. S^T INITIALLY IN RDFILE OR IS
- MIN.	 NTF POINTS TO ALLOWN 
ONL Y
O. O	 PER CLUSTER
SET IN SETUP? ROUTINE. (USER INPUT)
- PRINT CLUSTER SUMMARY EVERY I KRN I ITERATION S)
SET IN SETUP? ROUTINE. (USER INPUT)
- STANOARn DEVIATION FOR SPLITTING CLUSTERS
SET IN SETUP7 POUTINE. (USER INPUT)
MIN. DISTANCE PETWEEN CLUSTERS FOR COMAIN N .
DISTANCE TO SEPARATE CLUSTERS. SET EIGHE	 N SETUP7,
HY USERINPUT• OR IN ID
BY USE R INPUT• OR IN ISODAT.
PRINT A CLUSTER MAP EVERY 9 4AP I ITERATION(S) - SETUP7
TRIGGER TELLING WHETHER OR NOT I SEP + WAS INPUT. -SETUP
N0. OF RECORDS TO READ FROM DATA FILE. COMPUTED IN
NO, OF POINTS IN EACH RECORD, COMPUTER IN ISOCLS
• NO. OF POINTS IN LAST RECORD. COMPUTER IN ISOCLS
• TRIGGER TELLING WHFTHER OR NOT TO PUNCH THE MODULE
STAT DEC K . - SETUP7
MIN.GDISTANCEN8ETWEENECLUSTERS
	 T O RE
 
SETUP E?
ARRAY CONTAINING CHAINED CLUSTER NUMBERS. SET IN
OCHAINI WOUTINF.
TOTAL N0. OF WOPDS AVAILABLE FOR DRUM STORAGE OF
IMAGE DATA TO RE CLUSTERED - SET IN ISUCLS
BEGINNING D Q UM FILE ADDRESS FOR INPUT INITIAL CLUSTER
CENTFRS - SFT IN ISOCLS
- mEGINNING DRUM FILF ADDRESS FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF
CLASS STATISTICS - SET IN ISOCL" ROUTINE
- REGINNING DRUM FILE. ADDRESS FOR IMAGE DATA
_3 3	 ,..,r
FILE ISOCLS




WHICH CORRESPONDING POINT BELONGS.) IS000760
• CLSNAM — NAME OF CLASS CURRENTLY PFING PROCESSED. — RDDATA IS000790
C+ NOFLD	 - NO. OF FIELDS I NPUT F')R 7:jlS CLASS — RDDATA SOOOA00
IPT	 — NO. OF WORDS OF STORAGE i	 ED IN # ARRAY •
 FOR FIELD AND
CL SS INFORMATION
I S0008010
+ FOR	 RDDATATHIS CLASS. —





REGINI - RDDATA ISOOO840
C+ TOTPTS - TOTOL POINTS TO BE CLUSTERED FOR CURRENT CLASS — RDOATISO00A50
C• NCLASS — NO. OF CLASSES TO BE CLUSTERED FOR CURRENT CALL TO IS000860
C+ ISOCLS. USER INPUT — SETUP7. ISO00870
+ NOCLS
	 — CURRENT CLASS N0. — ISOCLS ISOCOBAO
+ TO SUB — TOTAL CLUSTERS FOR THIS CALL TO • ISOCl!S I5000890
C • TOTFLD — TOTAL FIELDS FOR ALL CLASSES — ISOCLS IS000900
C• TOTVRT — TOTAL VERTICES FOR ALL FIELDS — ISOCLS IS000910
C• NOCL	 — NO. OF CLASSES SINCE LAST CALL TO SETUP — RDOATA I5000920
IEY033I COMMENTS	 DFLFTFD • iffifliifiiiiiiliffiiiiiii lilililii!!i!!!i!liri!!i!•
COMMON/GL09AL/ HEAn(63)• MAPTAP.f1ATAPEvSAVTAP.RMFILEoRMKEY9 15001200
•	 HISFIL.HISKEY•TRFORM +ERIPTP.ERPKEYoMAPUNTrNOFILE9 ISOO1210
•	 OPUMAD•DRMWOS•PAGSIZ+DATFIL ► STAFIL+ASAV+ASAVFL IS001220
•	 .NHSTUN,NHSTFI.SCTRUN,MAPFIL IS001230
















•- RESERVE ENOUGH DRUM STORAGE FOR MAXIMUM INITIAL MEANS IS001380
BEGIN3=IBEGIN + MAXPOP •MXFETI + MXFETI + 2 IS001400C i
CALL SETUP TO READ CARD INPUT AND INITIALIZE DEFAULT VALUESC* 15001430
ITIME=I IS001440
NOCLS = 0 I5001450
TOTFLD = 0 IS001460
TOTVRT = 0 IS001470
TOTSUH = 0 IS001480
CORBAS=1 IS001490
ITRIGU = 0 ISOO1500
ITP IGO=0 I50015110
SYMDO = SYMDA ISO015c0
SYMDU = SYMD8 I5001530
MEANDO = 0 IS001540
MEANDU = 255 ISOO1550
1 CALL SETUP7(ARRAY(CORBAS)•TOP91TIME) ISOOIS60
IDUM = MAXCLS I5001570
IF(ITIMF.GT.I)GO TO 2 ISO01580
VAPSTZ=NOFFAI • (N0FFAT+1)/2 ISOO1590
HEGINI = 8EGTN3 + NCLASS •MAXPOP• (VARSIZ • NOFEAT •	 1) TS001600
NWDS=ORMWDS-(BEGIN(-DRUMAD) IS001610
2	 ITIME = ITIME+1 IS001620
NOCL=O IS001630
C • 15001640
C CALL RDDATA	 TO COORDINATE READING OF DATA ISOO1650
co ISJ01660




ROT)ATA(APRAY ( F D1) g MAXDIM.KVARrKVAROMoLASI) IS001690




210 FOWMAT(IX.// l	u0/OU CLUSTER POP FOR THIS CLASS	 1 92(7) TS001720
BEGIN2=HEGINI	 +	 TOTWRD IS001730






+ MAXCLS •NOFEAT 15701760
TTOP = STDEVI
	





































 I s 1 •NSOOTS
0 500 K = 19NOFEAT
I 2 (I-1) •NOFiAT • K
I = III + MEAN I - }
ARRAY ( II) a KVAN(III 1
F (NOCHAN.EO.NOFEAT1 GO TO 6
RTTE(6.110)




C•	 URVEC-SUBCLASSES FROM STATISTICS FILE FOR INTIAL MEANS.
	



















IF(NOPTS * GT.0)GOTO 10
WRITE(6.100)MAXDIM
100•FORM


















KPLCF = NOPTS •NOFEAT • IOAT












	 PRINT FINAL RESULTS
C*
















































• ARRAY (NI 1 9 IBAD)








TOTSUB : TOTSU9 • LNCA"
NOCLS = NOCLS • 1
TOTFLO = TOTFLD • NOFLD
















C*	 WAIT FOR I/O COMPLETION
60 IF(LSTAT.E0.1) GO TO 60
co





C*	•	 NOW READ SCRATCH FILE AND STORE ON SAVTAP FILE AND PUNCH ON
	




CLSNMI = VERTXI • TOTVRT*2
NOSORI = CLSNMI • NOCLS
SU9NM1 = NOSURI • NOCLS











































































































	 MAPrSPTRIG•	 IRD• KPTS• NOPTS• PUNCH*
• ICHNrCHNTHS•ICHAIN(62) .NwDS • IPEGIN • SEGINI•







































22 IF(ISTAT.F_Q.1)GU TO 22
CALL PREAD(AORES?..IPLACErICCTrISTAT)
AOQES2=ADRES2•ICCT
C• 25 IF(ISTAT.E0.1)GO TO 25
C•	 SINCE THE COVARIANCE MATRIX IS SYMMETRICAL ONLY THE LOWER
C•	TRIANGULAR PORTION OF THE MATRIX IS CALCULATED*
•
30	 DO 45 I = 19ICCT
KKaO
ILLS=IPLACE(I)





COVAR ( KK9ICLS ) *C(JrI)•C(K•I)
45	 CONTINUE
TRC=IRC-1





















DELETE SINGULAR COVARIANCE MATRIX CLUSTER






























IIII (i9100)(COVAR(M9I)9M =K9JK)I •



































































































IRD• KPTS• NOPTS• PUNCH•
* ICHN •CHNTMS.ICMAIN(62)•NWOS•IPEGIN•REGipl.













•	 DRI)MAn • nRrIWOS•PAGSII.OATFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL




















MAXCL = MAXCLS - DODU





00 5 I = 1.30
SUNCOP( T ) _ ].
IF IISIIN^.NF.O.OR.ISUNT.NE 01 CALL SUNFAC(SUNCOR•SUNANG•
• FETVFC•NOFEAT•ISUNC•ISUN•f)
LX=K
ASSIGN DATA TO CLUSTERS
CONTINUE
^
LLNCAT = LNCAT • DOW
F'(DOFLAG.EO n) GO TO 12
00 11 J=1 •NREAT
MEANS(J90JCAT•1)=MEAND0












IF (MOD(KKT.K O "J) .E(3.0) W41 .'E (h,12n) KKT•TIME
120 FOPMAT( • C0 11HIATIVE TIME AFTEk ASSIGNING DATA TO CLUSTERS FOR ITEQ











133 FORMAT(lx./// # ERCOMP= 1 9F .39 1 PERCEN = 1 9F5.39 1 STOMAX n t9
C
•F7.3/)
•	 CALCULATE DISTANCES BETWEEN CLUSTER CENTERS
C•
135 CALL CLDIST(CLM STDEV9MEANS)
CM	
IF STOP EQUALS ZERO DELETE SMALL CLUSTERS






LNCAT=LLNCAT—OODUIF(IST3P. E().0)60 TO 162
C	 FOR ITERATION N CHECK N(K) AGAINST PMIN • NOFEAT
C
IF (ISFO .NE. NOSE0) GO TO 169
ISTOP = 0
162	 00 161 K = 19LNCAT
IF (N(K) — (PMIN • NOFEAT)) 16791639163












168 FORMAT(/^ 5USTFR l 9I39 l REMOVED FOR HAVING ONLY 9 9I69' POINTS.'/
•9 MIIN
i








170 CONT I NUE
C	
ON ITERATIONS 1 THRU N-1 CHECK N(K) AGAINST NMIN
00 180 K=19INCAT
180 CF (N(IIE NMIN) 190.1809180
IF(DEL)CoLL CLOIST(CLO.STOEV9MEANS)
GO TO 720







210 FORMAT( 1 0 CL(VTFR 0 9129 1 REMOVED FOR HAVING ONLY 99169










































































































•	 0 260 K-19INCAT
C•	 FIND MAXIMUM STANDARD DEVIATION PER CLUSTER
•
SGMA(K) n 0.
D^ 250 J = 1.NOFEAT
S UM = STDEV(J•K)*SUNCOR(J)
*F (SDUM - SGMA(K)) 250.240.240
240








IF (KKT .RT. ISTOP) SPLFIN 
p
s 1






FORMAT(IX• I USER INPUT •SPLIT —COMBINE SEQUENCE OF ITERATIONSI)
ISFO=ISEO•1
IF (SFOUEN(I?FQ).EQ.SS) GO TO 270





290 F (STOMAX—SC.^AA(K)) 300.300.310








LLNCAT.LF. MAxCLS) GO TO 350
IF(MOn(KKT•KPN).Ei'l.n)WPITE(5.340)KKT












I F (MOn(KKT•KRN)) 400.401.400
40	 WP ITE(h•190)LL•KX•INC
39^ FORMAT( I 0 CLUSTER 0 9129 0 IS SPLIT IN THE 1 9I29 9 TH PARAMETER INTO C:
2LUSTFP 1912)400 CO N TI NUE
K=K•
C	 GO T^ 280
C	
EVEN ITERATION
AQE CLUSTERS TO BE COMBINED












 L	 TO 480
5500 4
8NNCATST)IGO




IF(PTR(I).EO.0)GO TO 430 IIS0024 0
t(AI^ n I22•^ SOO 480
1	 PT q (J)I A:O)60 TO 425 I SO 2580
S00J42OO.J=1.KDIM
420 Sol	






6T.DMIN)GO TO 425 S0025
KK I IsD ^ J: 500190^
a425 C NS026
8430 CONT I NUE II50026
C IS0026 0
IF(KK.E0.0)GO TO 480 SOO 640
PTR(KK)=0 500266 8
IS00 2 6 70
C
S0026













IF (KKK.EO.(LNCAT+1))	 GO TO 435 I500_0
C MOVE POINTERS UP
IS0028^0I






C 435 TF(MOD(KKT+KRN))440944I9440 15002860
441 WPITF(0(+9440)KK.KKK.KK IS002870
440 IF	 (L.LT.NOCLST)	 GO TO 406 5002880
C4RO CONTINUE 5002990







On 510	 J=19MAXCLS ISOO 970
SC.M A(J)=0.0 15002980ISfyMA (J) =n IS002990








GO TO 10 IS0^03090
C ISn03090
530 IF	 (KKT.NF.?)	 GO TO S50 IS003 ppn
WPITE	 (69 0 40) iSn03^10
540 FORMAT( I	THE
	
ORIGINAL CLUSTER	 WAS NOT SPLIT - EXAMINE	 THE
	 INP UT VAISn031 ?0
• L 1 1E	 FOR	 STDMAX I /) 15003130
KKT=I 1500314 0
ISTOP=O ISnO3150




56S FFp MAT(4 9
 AFTER f •I4• l






ROUTINE TO DELETE A CLUSTER
`ILNNCATuLVICAT-1
JF (LK.EJ.(INtAT • A ).ANO.DODU .E0.0) GO TO (171.201.461) • RETFDO 56 1 J=LK9W`` C T
nO SS 2 L=1 •K(1I4
AMN(k•J) :AMN^L• •1)
MF.AN,(L•J) nM_AN(L•J•^1









•STDEV•N•CLO • C•IPLACE • AVP•AMN•MEN)
INCL110F 1'AMf1K5•L^





 KPTS• NOPTS• PUNCH•
• ICHN•CMNTMS9ICMAIN(eZ)•NWbS9l4EGIN•REG N11•
•	 PEGIN7_•NtGIN3•C SNAM.NOFLD•IPT•TOTWRD•TOTPTS•




• •NOCMAN.FRCMMP.NOS 0 MEANnO.M ANOU•
• SYMOO•SYMOU.ITPIGn•ITRIGU•DOF`AG•








n MENSIOM STnEV(NOF^AT•MAXC 5)•CLU(MAXCL?•MAXCLi)•N(MAXGCLS)
n MENSION AVP(NUFEA •NAXCL51•MEANS(NOFEA •MAXCL )








F(DOFLAG.NEE .n) N(LNCCAT. ) :NOOU(DOF A )
F(DOF``e((,,.NE 0 N(LNCAT•^ODU) xNDOU(^0 U)
DOI^=n=1•LN^A^
DO 5 Js1.NOFIEAT
AMN(J.I)=0.0STDEV (.1• 7: 0.0= 
5	 AVP(J•I)2000
•











25	 IF(TSTAT.FO,))(,0 TO 25
TF(ISTAT.E0.n)G0 TO 40
F(ISTAT.GE.n)AO TO 40WRITF (11.30)I;TAT
40	
CONTINUE ERROR READING DRUM --- ISTATs••I4)
IF ( ISllNT.EO.( % .AND.ISUNC.E ►i.0) GO TO 50
nn 49 i=I.ICCT
IF(DnDU.F0.0) GO TO 42
DO 41 K=1•NOFEATCOOM x C(K•I)
41	 IF (cn IIF .
►JE. MFANDU.AND.CDUM.NE .MEANOU) GO TO 42







tF (DIST - SnIST) 45.46.46
45 KK=
















































t: 1 AN0^ 00 TO S2

















o 0•MfANOU) IPLACE(J) n LNCAT	 DADU• 
0 J0 11LNCAte
•0.0
K j * NOFI AT







AMNtK - KK) n AMN(K•KK) •SUN``K)





F( RnEn n)GG TO 110







no 130 KRKA• NCAT
IF(N(K).Eo.n)^+0 TO 130















PPIWIT = 3nOTMF")Slav CAUO(?0)
F0UI VhWJ'(-F ( r L t)IwF (l) •L INSTw) . (FLnI'jF (4) .^AMSTR) •( F L r)] , + F I;) •L IIVF%0) . (FLr)I'vF (5) •SAMEND) •( F L nI'vr 13),I.11'1 :4C) • (FLUI'•! F (6)9SAMINC)
nATA LPw/•(•/




PF %F i-VF ?nn'1 jOrATjn-<S ()F • AWwbY • Fnw Flt- L I) 1)k FINITION INFOkMAT
THE Rf-AjrUFW OF l AwwAY • IS USLU FU ►+ 1/0 9uFFtkS.




f A; r, P'AMF
	
A^RAYIP	 zp SrayEn FO u 7 1 0Fx P01 14TFR Tn NExT CLASS NAME
	
A.+cAY II) 	 =AESt"wvt) FU U '4 11 . OF CLUSTt a '^ IN THIS CLASS
	
AkwAY(4)	 = ►)0. OF FIFLIIti Ft)•) T-IIS CLASS
	
Aw AY(.)
	 =FI''ST F]^Ll) t A"'F F r)W f m l% CLASS
	
( I, )	 =,,(I. nc vF:TI(t c, Fn.4 TA I 
	 F1tL1)17)-t 7• N IV 4p )	 z ACTH/+t &-)TLX NOM64ta( N •^jv*?)	 =T(ITAL PI n FI'ti 1'•' tHlS FItL^( 4 • t,t1 ''Cl-ll fl i^; v• ^) = FL r )1 0, 'F tlLUC K fUW
C A LI TAWHna(nATAPF•nATFIL)Cr)NT IN) tF






r)OFLA(, = n0'IFLA6 z nOnr)tI
 a 0
Nfl()t1 ( ) 1 = 0
rI t 11)I1(?)	 z 0
Nr+ilFc=^
H I IFS17= M AIL 11 1'/( r^r' IF^•I;I IfkGT)	 • NUFLAT]cl.t!FG1/.^•T. )nu):,0 TO i






















ST . l S Stlt^p t?( ) T^"JE CO WOIN ArFC T MF Hnt)TINP.S TU 4 AO FIELDS OF t ► ATA	 ADnoo014
iWIM TMF T" + t:,c TAPF_ AND S tn ►+ i T )1 .4 w DwUM FILE FOR	 ►+Dr) uonZ3U
THE ISn	 S•	 kP0000CLc -)0TTNt	 0
StIH;nUTTNF annATAtA4.4AY,TOP•IDATA•17IM•LAST)
I ••PLLICIT 1 ,0Fr,t a 4A-71
DT MENS ] ON %wDAY(TOE+)•FLI)INF(h)•InATA(IUIM)•FL(12)•LSTAT(3)
C	 INCLUnF (7n.iNKh•LIST
C	 IrICLOI)V Cna,-K;•LIST
COMMhN /FASS /STUP • LNCAT • riyjH • KWN.STOMAKenLMIr1•SEP•
•	 miAP c. P T 4 16.I'+')• KrTS • NOPTS• PUNCH•
•	 ICMN • CMNTHS • CH AI " ilhrl•r^.'t /S . I.Afa	
^,jN,yG^ItJI •
•	 ^f,i^;^••itf,j',I;t.f(.c)a'^.r^; ► FLD, 1PT.TOTwRD.TOTPTS•
*	 'ICLASS•"'^IC: ^•TttTtiu-t.TraTFLLr•T,))vwT•NOCL•NVRT
• .N><TC c•"'nF'CAT.M AKrL ti .FcTVhC('+n1.SY^•'T><(hC)
• .vAiST^.STATKY•ISn^tY.- 4 APF t+ t	 .PEWCr: N•SIMFRP
•• TOk ► •F p . j ► , ,I ► TT, iNh' Ilt • 1 ,,1jT^.Pt • 1`),SUnvtC Ih?_) ,NOS'loiZ•CnNVC (30)
• •NOCMA;i•	 ANnU•
• SYM r, t^.^r ..r tl t .IT^] ;n.I1wIf,U.hnFLAt:,e	 DIiFI P(,.n0ht 1. STo0Tc(b00. •vS-)0TS•KIINC0r+(l0) •LLNCAT•
• nvF I-'T (2ti •. %) •O-)tCT (hn,7) •,)vPNT (1 I 92) • IDCNT (2) 9WOU(2)
• 9 4'xFFT) #:AAKPOP
wFAL SIIr'CnPCnl-i w.Ot / (Lr)MAL /HFAO(-I). lA APTAP.-)ATbPt •SAvTAV,timFILE•4MKEY•
•	 HI^FIL•MISnFr.TNft)rrra.E^ PT^t•F^NnkY.MAPUnT.NOFILE•
•	 n9)lrrA+n4•)0 + w r)S•-^A r, 517.1 ATF1L•STAF L,ASAV•ASAVFL
•	 ."t ►+CTitN• ,4HGTF T•tiCTKUiWAAPF11_
•	 •nnTllr,T.(')TFIL.•NC-4rrAS•TrtNSF(_.riMTWFL•tilSTFL•PCMUNT,

































































.r ! )110 7H0
rInJ00140
FILES RDDATA
9FLD1 ',ARRAY(IPT +1) )
THESE IGNOREDI)











'C• 	READ A FIELD DESCRIPTION FROM CARDS.
.C•
5 ICK = LAPFAO ( ARQAY(TPT).ARRAY(IPT+2)
IF (jrK. cF: 'j) Go TO 1000WP IF
QFAn (PI5uNIT,150) (CAKU(I), 1=19?0)
WRITE (6.150)	 (CAND(I)• I=1920)
150	 FOPMAT(?.nA4)
160	 F0WMAT(ly92nA4)
yEIVit , O RQONIT
InF=In0+1
InCMT(TDP)=nQVPNT ( l . InP) =1
kFAr(3o.lnn) ONAMERFWI N10 36
IF(nNA"F.FQ,0ON AMF ) ITRIri0=1
IF(nNA M F.FQ.00NA!4 ) IT7IGU =1






1000 IF(IC K .LF.0.OP .1nP.LE.0) GO Tn 1030
IF (Inrt .tT (Tt)P) .LT.l O) GO TO 1025
WRITE (6..170)
170 FORMAT(// v TOO MANY DO OR OU FIELDS
GO TO 5
l n25 CONT I NIJEQFW (,?QbNIT,1 r,0) (CARD(I)• 1=1920)
1.14ITF (6.16n) (CA q )(I)• I=1920)
O EOIND QQIINIT





1010 n % 'E4T(T^'I)v.InP) = AR 6.(AY( 1PT + I • 1)




I OC^ , T (T P 0 ) c T nr NT (I DP) • 1inU0,, =I nC NIT (ID 6 ) +1DVP KIT (I r)U lo • I 00 ) =I NOV(,n T 	 c;
C	 FINIr-HFO WITH DO/DU FIELD PPOCESSING
1030	 MATTtWIF






F CO`)T I P-1 IF
(.V=APPAY(TPT•))
Nv g T=(^VNT •idV
NnFLn=N , OFI n+1
NS AMP= (SANE"7n-SAMSTR): SA41NC+I
FI_Or,AM=(,
Ia=TNT•?
N10 = n v -1
N4=P^J-5
















































































 TO	 7 RD001590
I R =IF+1 RI)OO1600
IF= IH + Nu ry -	 1 WOUO 6 0







?IEEE = 1 wDD01740
IF	 (Tn0P. c 0.n)	 60 TO 1n95 k0001750
C ROTH DO ANn wI TRIGGERS OFF --- SKIP AROUND RDD01760)n	 10 0^n gDD01770
nn
L
 1	 J=-1n^IM) 5 f)	 1 k0001790
MU M=(T-1) o h RJU01800
L 0 STR=n0FrT(TnUM +)•IN0) ^:DD01910LnENI,=r) . r r T l InUM+?. T^)D) RU001b20L')1 NC=( 1 ;, E(7 T (I.)M . ^. I ND) 800018307n Vow)	 1T	 = IOGT a .LDEND•LDINC KDD01840I F ( I I . r i F .( I'j F )	 GO	 TO	 1040 kuDO1850LND ( I I,W =t 141) ( IND) +1 rtDDO1860InUM=t_Nn(I'J )) kDJ01870
LDOU(I nuM.I ►dn)	 =	 I RD001880
10"0 CONTINUE RDD01890
16s0 C nNTINUE kLDU1900
1n A+U ClINTN11F
G^ TO 1095 KUDO1920C	 Nn n0	 oa	 Du	 FI)w	 T lIS
	 LI t,4E ROD01930
I F (Inpw .Fo.?.A NJ0.L Jn(2).GT.()) IOEE=2 kDJ01950
nn	 lo gn	 I'n)=TndH.ISEE KOOO1960I nLI M =LN0(IN I ) ROD01970
I F	 (IPL1 ,4.E(j.n)	 GO	 To	 1090 HODUI980l nt IM =n RODO 1990
DP INT(191)
	 =	 l RUD02000
Du V'T(1•?)	 =	 l ND902010
DO	 JnHn	 T=1.I7LIM k0')02020JnF =LOn,	 (i.1	 1 kl)002030OVP =0'0Pr,,T ( If)F.Ir)f)) Rnn02040
CALL FnLT^J ( 1WERT(DVP+l9IND).DVEkT(DV 0 .IND)vFL•LINE9SAMPS,NI) kDO02050NOINT ( I, I P,. ')) =r)I R0002060
IF	 (NI.F0).0)	 GO	 TO	 1080 ROUO2070Un	 1n7n	 TT=1. 14I RD0020801070 0INT(I7+T n tI •a 9TNO)=FL(II) ?DD02090I num= 1 0t;M+n) I
.• DD02100
DPI^J (T+I.IND)
	 =	 IDUM	 +	 1 R000211010?0 C O NTI^11 )F 800021201 090 CONT INIIF RDDO?1301095 CONTINI)F kD0u2 40CALL	 LT')C a l)(I')ATA•ENDTAP) WD002150
IF(FNDTAP.EW.-1)G0 TO 80 kDO02160
C' ROD02170
C FIND SAMPLE	 It-TERSECTS FOR THIS LINE - NI=NO.
	 OF	 INTERSECTS kDUO2180Cr kniju2190
CALL
	 FnLI N T(ARRAY(I P T	 + ?).NV.fL.I_I`JE•SAM PS•NI) W0002200
C•




RFAL R01p 0 NlJ02?40
F^u1VCLrrrF' ( u '^n, ITGrRn) kDOU2250Mn[;55=Mnn (CAMSTk. SAM J t,C) kUi)U?260On	 W,	 1= t.wT.i wDou??7n
IN=(Ft(I)-cA" c TU)/SAMINC+I 1.	 l)0??H0





1 tTnRa.(^n.TOFF) GOTO 2003	 WOUO2390






GnTO ? 009 WU0024 0
2003 IF(InFQ .En . 1.AN0.InP0 .Ea 21 GOTO ?009 RUD02430
RUOO?44011F ( ITPI(, I I.EO.(I)	 GOTO	 2009
InSIT=? RDD024S0
M F ANf rn=MF AND S ! Nr)UU2.4602009 C n NTiN( 1 6 	- WO11102470
On ?n&n K=1 • InLIM • RUDU2490
NnIIV=MOI " .IT(K%INO) kUD02490
IF (NtlIt t .Fn.!))	 00T0	 2040 RUJU2500
n r3 IN=[) D INT (K,. ir•,n) 140002510D.11	 2r)ln	 KK=l .n^l)IIN kDOU	 0
2010 1 )IN (KK) =O NT(nNIrJ • KK- 1+INDI rtUU0	 0
I nUM=n k0002540
Un 2n?O KK=I•NDIN92 RD002550j titItA= Ino,m+I kU00eS60
In ns (I[lr)nt) _ (nIN (KK)-SAm.ST P ) /SAM1 14C+1 140002570
Ir'E (In , l N, ) =	 (KK+I ) -5A'I5T 2) / g 4MI`)C+ RD002580
IF( M r)n55.nrE.*a n,)(n14(KK).SAMIN!C))	 IUd1IDUM) = IU8(IDU'4) • 1 kU002590
20?0 CONTIMI of 80002600
!)n ?03 n KK=1.I0uM k0u02610
I nr =IDA (KK) HDD02620
InF=1DF(KK) RD002630
1F(I^^S.!:T.IF. nN.IK.GT.IDF)	 GOTO 2030 OD002640
1F(1DS.L^.1-+)	 InS=I8 RDOu2650
JF (IIIF.r:T.Ir)
	 I r )F=IE kDUU2660IF (Ii)c.6T. 10F )	 60T O 2030 80002670
OO	 2 n ?S KK K=IrtS.IJF k0002640
•dnUU (I `Ir;) = ryf^nl i (T'v )) .1 aDD02690
n-')2023	 K K KK.=1 . r•)OFEAT w0!)02700
! ) I I Mkl Y 1= KKK • vS A '4 0*(KKKK-1) Pni)027102073 IoATA(n11%0I,,•YI)=f4FA,,',If)D kDO02720
?0?5 CONT INIIF W)UO2730
2o3o CO'vTI ,, 'I I F w00027402040 C'nr.1TIMIIF kUD02750JF(Ttr^IT.F7.).A^)D.v;)OU(INf)).CT.U) 	 DOFLAG = 1 PD002760
IF( IDS TT.Fi).2.AND.kl000( INDI.157.0)	 DUFLAG=1 ROD02770
211-0 C IINTIN I IF kDt 0278n
2055 OnOl1=nnFL AG* n 1 IFLAG RUD02790
D')	 50	 .1=T u 91F k0002Aoo
FI_USAN.=FLnSAM+l RD002810
fin	 50	 K=1.N()FFAT KU002820
I u l k!)=	 1 kUD0283001IMMY? =J+WzA fA P* (K-1) KDO0284014.r«4D=Inr.Tt 0"IIMrv4Y2) wOD021450
0-o m mYl=^F1 vi) X-1+ I• J D • dUF'SIZ• (IbI_IF-1) RDD02k60
APR AY (nr'rxt . Y 11 = I T 5 oPr) P0002870
IF (I'-+r,').LT. 0IFSTZ)	 „0T0	 50 kDO02480T(1Tr.Kf=TnT°=^ r ► +J `vku ROUO2890
IF	 GOTO 35 k0002900IM M Y^=^Ft , n^IC.,,I I F"S17 p l I^UF - I) RD002410
CALL	 W'•'^,ITF(Ani) O ES. 6 4 ,S AY ([)u-AM Y I+)*RUFS'IZ+LS T AT(I y11F)) wDO02920
1 a 1 1 F= J R , W + t 80002930
Annu FS =an„af 5+ fir IFS T 7 14DOI12940IF(I k,t1F.f,T. t 41IFS)	 IRUF=I Pun02950
40 IF(LSTAT(Ti3ltF).E9.1)	 GOTO	 40 wf)D02960l !R[ =0 RDOU2970
^n C4)N TIMUF PnDO29R0
6(l C0 1 471Nr rr: 1400002490
In rn^jT IPuit; r+r)D03nnoIOT	 =	 TPT	 +	 "IV*?	 +	 2 kDO43010




I P T=IPT+1 «+0003040
TS ARRAY ( TNT) =FL!)INF (I) k0003050J P T=IPT•l wDr)u30t)0
T F (IPT+3n .6% RESFaV)GO TO 70 80003070
Go To 5 W0003080(`• RD003090
C • CLASS NAME C.AID ENCOUNTERE•) - RERFAD PREVIUUS CAkD TO GFT NA'-% 140003100
C w P.')uu31102n NnC( =NncL+1 rJ['U O 31?03F(P^rIrL.GT.I);:r)	 TO	 25 kouu31.So
wFAn(30.lno)^)xTCLti w-Irm)31u0 
3(1 kOD03150
Gh TO 4 kf)7L)U3160
9— -8	 ORIGINAL PAGE 15
t 1	 OF KVff QUALITY
FILE: ROUATA
25 QDD03 70CLLSNIM=NXTCLS
W AO30,InO)NXTCLS W0003 80
WFwlND 3n RD003 90
nn TO 31 w0UO3 p4C* EMPTY tAST HUFFFR 4040 RETURN TO PROCESS DATA FOR THIS CLASS. RDOU3
30 CLSNAM= IXTCLS kDO03zz20
LA5121 m0003230
r. w0r)03240
31 TnTwknz TnTWPO • IWRD _ W0003250
IF(TOTwvn,GT.N=nS)
	
GOTO 3S WOD03260P'114 m Y=4FIP+r)x+ P UF%17*(1 4UF-1) RuDu33 70
CaLL	 Pk .4ITF (An,)IFS+APRAY (UN1 M 0'Y) • IWRD+LSTAT (IBUF)) kDJ03 80
T r)TPTC s 1 OT - - n/!gnFE4T RDUO3290
IF(ToT'4w0•ToT oTS.LE.NWDS)RETURN R0003300
WQ ITF(F.Zno)Nw'0S RD003310WFTI I '% 09 R DD033 0
35 wOITF(M.2n0)NkfUS
RDUO3330C ALL C FWp
70 w•4 ITF(F.3n0) PFSERV R00033SO
C%L4_ CMEWP W0003360Rn w a ITF (A.4n0)
C'LL CMFP4 kOD03380
90 wo lTF(!, .7n0)InIM RDUO3390C r4.1.	 ("'Foa KDDU34 0
1nO F0Ww AT(inx,A4) RDD034 0lure FnQwAT(/// ' rrESIGNATED OTHFR OP UNIDEtNTIFIARLE FIELDS INPUT + /) POD034 02nn Fn ►+ ►'AT('	 TOU ^11 1CH DATA REAi!FSTED--PIXELS*(CHAPJNELS+1)	 CANNOT EXCEERD003430
* 1 ) 1 0110) RDD03440
300 Fnr: v AT(' cTnRAGE PF_OUIPEO FnR FIELD OEFINITFON INFOkMATION ExCEEUSROD03450
•	 THE	 nI M E ftI SIO'J LI M IT	 OF+.TS) 40D03460
4nn FORMAT(+ FNi)-nF-TAPF NFACHED SEFOPE ENO OF FIELD') kDO03470
500 Fnoow aT(//anx+ l FIELOS TO HE CLUSTF OEU FOR CLASS'.1X+44// kDO03480
•	 T3 & .' SA'rPLF 2 •T4ti+ 'Ll ^4F'/T7 I ).'FIELD r4ANE'+T369 9 INC.'+ P0003490
•	 T4^,. 9 IP4r.'.T71.'VFPTICES
	
(SA'A PLE•LINE)'/). kDO03S00bon Fnq•'AT(iX.T1O++I3•T?7•A4+T36el4+T4'i.14•T60, PUD03510
5(A1.I4.'•'•T4•')'+Ix)) RDDU3S201'+5n Fn4 M aT(1x.T^ n •5(Al•l y •'•'+I 4 +')'.1X)1 ,+DUO IS 
7no FnRmAT(' it,)	 O1	 PTAFLS TO 6F UNPACKED PER SCAN EXCEEDS THE OIMEN5Ik0003540
•ppy LI M TT nF'.T5) R00035S0
Hnn F I ) yk. aT (//	 ' INNuT EkROR - A CLAS5 II4AME CARD	 -, uST	 BE	 I'VPi4T	 HEFORE	 A GP0003560









CALL ** 	 CALL SELECT(ARRAY.TOP)
ARGS * .	 ARRAY - SFE IMONTORI
t	
TOP	 - SFE tMONTOR9	
t
I	 PURPOSE.. COORDINATES THE VARIOUS ROUTINES	 I















INCLUDE COMRK6 * LIST




THE ARRAY SURRAY IS USED IN SELECT FOR VARIABLE DIMENSIONING SEL00350
INCLUDE COMRK7 * LIST SEL00360





COMMON/GLOBAL/HEAU( 63) * MAPTAP90ATAPE * SAVTAP * BMFILE * 8MKEY * SFLOO420
•	 HISFIL*HISKEY*TRFORM*ERIPTP*ERPKEY*MAPUNT#NOFILE• SEL00430
*	 DRt1MAn*DRMWO5*PAGSIZ *DATFIL*STAFIL *ASAV*ASAVFL SFL00440
•	 * NHSTUN * NHSTFI * SCTkUN * MAPFIL SEL004SO
•	 * nOTUNT*OOTFIL*NCHPAS * TRNSFL*BMTRFL * HISTFL * PCHUNT• SEL00460
•	 CROUNT * PRTUNT * RANDIO SEL00470
COMMON/FSL/CFAC * TOTM5R * SFPMSR * PRCKEY * CRIKEY * INCFET• SEL00480•
INCVEC(30) * ICOUNT * SETWGT * EVALBF(100)•FETVC4(30) SEL00490
•	 *NOFET4*VAHSZ4*COk6AS *DTA84*WGHS14*BESTVC(10)sDIVSIZ SEL00500
•	 •STATKY*AnQESD .ADRESN*AURESF*AnkSHI*AURSH2 SEL00510
INTEGER AnRF.SD*Ar)RFSPoADRESF * AnRSH19ADRSH2 * STATKY SELOO520
DOUBLE PRECISION CFAC•TOTMSR * SEPMSR SELOOS30
SELOOS40
SEL00550




KEY INDICATING WHICH PROCEDURE TO EXECUTE SELOO600
1	 - EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH SELOO610
? - WITHOUT REPLACEMENT SEL00620
3 - DAVIUON SELOO630
4 - FVALUATF A USER INPUT B-MATRIX SELOO640
S - FVALUATE SPECIFIC CHANNELS INPUT BY USER SEL00650
KEY INDICATING WHICH CRITERIA	 I5 TO BE USED SEL00660
FOR MEASURING SFPAkAHILITY. SFL00670
1	 - WFIGHTFD AV. nIVERGENCE SFL00680
? - WFIGHTED AV, TRANSFORMED DIVERGENCE SFL006g0
3 - WEIIHTEO AV.	 HHATTACHAkYYA DISTANCE SELOO700
NU. OF CHANNELS TO	 INCLUDE
	
IN THE
	 O BEST O	SET.	 THIS ISELOO710(J r, c'P
	 I JPUT	 ON	 THE	 l IwCLl tDE'	 CONTROL	 CARD. SFL00720
VECTOR CONTAINING THE CHAN •JWLS
	
TO RF	 INCLUDFn.	 INPUTSFL001300-4 THE	 I INCLUt)F l	CARD.	 MEANINGFUL	 UNLY	 IF WITHOUT SELOO740
RE PLACEMENT PHOCFPURE	 IS EXECUTED. SELOO750




























co SETWGT - TRIGGER INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT DEFAULT WEIGHTS SEL00770
ARE TO BE SET. SEEL00780
•
•
EVALBF - RUFFER CONTAINING ALLL USER +EVALUATE • REQUESTS. SEL00790
•
EVALRF(2) = N0. OF CHANNFLS FOR FIRST REQUEST
(	 OF	 TO
SEL0080Q
-N)s A SET	 CHANNELS	 9E EVALUATED SEL00811o0
SEL00824•
``•
(N_1)=N0. OF CHANNELS ON SECOND REQUEST
SELOO830
IEY0321 COMMENTS	 DELETED ++**++•****+++++**U+*+ *+++++++***AAAAAAAAAAAAAA•IAA *AA
MMON/RESTKN/ KHPPTS(60)9 lPkI0R9 KBEST• NCPASS SFLO1 90












	 •	 •3.1•a,l•5•	 •	 •1.7 f























































GO TO 9 SEL01450
DO 6 I= •8 SEL01460
6 IPSCHK( )	 = Q SEL01478
SELO 48DO 7 I= .NOFEET2
K=(FETVC2(I)-1)/NCPASS • 1 SEL01490
7 IPSCHK(K)	 = I SELO 500






NPASS = NPASS + IPSCHK(I) SEL01530
NFPPS = NOFET2/NPASS SELOIS40
IDUM = NFPPS*NPASS SEL01550
I F(NOFF_T2.NE.IOUM)	 GO TO 90 SELO 560
F(KREST.LT.2.UU .KSEST * GE.NPASS) GO TO 90 SEL01570
NOFET4 = NFPPS*KBEST SEL01580
NFSAVE = NOFE74 SELOIS90
KPASS = KBEST SEL01600
9 CONTINUE SEL01610




DO 4	 1=19NOFET4 SELO 660
4 FETVC2(1)=FETVC4(I) SELO 670
CALL ORDER(FFTVC29NOFET4) SELO 680





SET ADRESO FOR RANDOM ACCESS DRUM FILE
SFLO1730C*
ADRESD=DRUMAD SELO 750
JHEST = 0 SEL01760
co PRFLIM--TAKE CARF OF PRELIMINARIES SEL01770
co COMPUTE SE P ARAAILITY MEASURE AND INTERCLASS MEASURES USING ALL SEL01780
co FEAT11RES9	 AND SAVE
	
ON SCRATCH FILE FOR LATER PRINTING. 	 IF CRIKFYs1SEL01790




SHASF=SI • NOCLS2*VANSZ2.1 SELOIA40














IF(PRCKEY.EEO 6) GO TO 15












	IF DAMON PROCEDURE ;NDICATED. FIND BEST SET OF FEATURES BY	 SELO 97
C o
	WITHOUT REPLACEMENT.* IF FIRST GUESS B-MATRIX WAS NOT INPUT.
	 SELO 98

















C*	 WAS FIRST GUESS H-MATRIX INPUT	 10 0
IF(4MKEY.EO.l)GO TO






C*	 OMPUTE RASES FOR ARRAYS OF O BEST # SET OF FEATURES	 SEL02}SO
C





















C*	 SURRAY STORAGE - STORE
	 I S O ARRAYS ONLY IF CRI K EY=1 ♦ STORE PARTIALSSEL02260
C*	 ONLY IF PRCKEY=39 STORE R-MATRIX IF PRCKEY=3 OR 4. 	 SEL02270
C*	 SEL02280






















C*	 PERFORM THE OPTIMITATION PROCEDURE INDICATED BY PRCKEY 	 SEL02410
C*	 SEL02420
25	 GO TO	 (30935940.45.85.87)•PRCKEY 	 SEL02430
C*	 SEL02440








GO TO 50	 SEL02500
C*	 SFLO2510
C*	 WITHOUT REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE	 SEL02520
C*	 SFL02530
35 CALL WHRPLC(ARPAY(COVAP?).ARRAY(AVAR?).ARRAY(DTAH4) ♦ ARRAY(WGHS14)
	 SFL02540
+ 9AP O AY(rOVAN4).ARRAY(AVAR4).SURRAY(S1)95UBRAY(52)9
	 SEL02550
*	 SU8WAY(S8A5E)9SLEFT) 	 SELO?560
C*	 GO TO 50	
SFLn25g0
C*	 DAVIOUN PROCEDURE	 SFLOP590
C*	 SEL02600
40 CALL DAVID ,J(ARRAY(roVAP2).ARRAY(AVAR?)•ARRAY(nTAR4).ARRAY(WCiHS14) SFLO2610

































IF(NOFET4.GT.0)GO TO 7S SFLO2900
PRCKEY z ISAVE SEL029}0
60 TO 10 SEL029 0
75 DO 90 I=19NOFET4 SEL02930
IV=IV • 1 SELO 940
80 FETVEC(I)	 = EVALOF(IV) SELO 950
SEL02960
C PENU48ERING CHANNELS IN REFRENCE TO SUBSET OF CHANNELS
SEL02970
8 
0 82 I=1*NOFEET2 SFL02990
SE 030000 8 2 J=1•NOFET4
IF	 (FETVEC(J)	 .NE * FETVC2(I))	 GO TO 82 SEL03010



















60 TO 70 SEL03180
C 6EST K OF N PASSES SEL03190
87 CONTINUE SEL03200
41 NCNT = NPASS + 1 - KPASS SEL03210jD1 IM =	 INOPF_R (KPASS	 -	 1) SEL03520
NCNTP =	 (INOPER(KPASS)
	 - IOUM)/KPASS SFL0330
(10 94
	 I=19NCNT SEL03240
00 98	 II=I.NCNTP SEL03250
no 92	 II1=I*KPASS SEL03260
1 SEL032AOPFR(TII) • = I PENM(IDM)S0	1 I
10	 (PEW(	 GO 10 97 SEL03290
92 CONTINUE SFL03300
n0 94	 I11=I9KPASS SEL03310
IDM = P EW(III) SEL03320
00 93
	
IIII	 =	 1 9NFPPS SEL03330
I()MA	 =	 NFPPS • ( III -1) 	 •	 11 SEL03340jn m R	 = NFPNS • (IO'-1)	 4	 II SFL03350
FFTVC4(IDMA)	 a	 IDM4 SFLO3360
93 FFTVFC(IDMA)	 = FETVC2(IOMB) SFL03370
94 CONTINUE SEL03380
L , 4	 pf^IGOWqL1	










IF(SMA L.LT.SEPMSR) GU TO 96 SELO
no 95
	
iI = 19NOFET4 SELO




















101 FETVC4(I)	 =	 FTSAV(II SELO
WRITE(6.1010) SELO






FOWMAT(// I	 COkRESPONnING FEATURES t 9//)
SELO
SI=LO
WRITE(691000)	 (FETVEC(I)•	 I=19NOFET4) SELO
1000 FORMAT(	 ) SELO
O
SELO90 WRITE(b. 1250)	 NOFFT4.(FFTVC2(I)9I=I9NOFET2)
250 FORM AT( f	ERROR	 IN	 INPUT CHANNELS)//•1X9I2.3O(1X9I2)) SELO
CALL CMERR SELO
100 FORMAT() CORE OVERFLOW IN SUPRAY- 0 9I69 t STORAGE LOCATIONS NECESSARSFLO
• Y FOR THIS PRORLEH O ) SFLO
200 FORMAT( $ CURE OVEkFLUW IN ARRAY- 1 9169 9 STORAGE LOCATIONS NEEDED FOSELO




























































































* 9STATKY.AnRESO . AnRESP•ADRFSF • ADRSH19ADRSH2
TNTFCFk AllFrSI1•AI)PESN•ADRF:SF•AORSHI.4nRSH2•STATKY
n0 1 )PL.E P4.CTSION CFAC.TOTMSk•SEPMSR
CSFVn
INTEGER VAHSI?.VAPSZ4
C•	 rUQ knl)TINF TO COMPUTE WEIGHTED AVERAGE DIVFRGENCE•AND PARTIALS




IF IFI ►I_L=1 CnMPUTE AVERAGE OIVERGENCF. FOR ALL • NOFET • CHANNELS.
C*	 PARTIALS CANNOT AE COMPUTED WHEN IFULL=i.
r*




nn i fPLF. P aECTSION PMAT•PARTLS
0011HLE PkFCTGION COVMT29S29WRKRYII)
61MENSTON C 0IVMTX(Vr,RSZ29N0CLS2)9 COVMT2(VARSZ4•NOCLS2)9













3 PAATI_5 (K) =0.0
TTFST=T:•2 • 6OFFT4*NOFET2







n0 10 .1= I•VnPS74
1n WAKuY(J)=I:UV'-T?(J•II
I , F =rynFF T 4
,n TO 171R nn 1$- ,^=1 .J.14G7?
WRKkY (J) = I .IjV"TX (J. I )1 A ':RKWY(TtiI+J-1)=S(.I.T)
NF=NQF^T?
17 rALL COLT„V ('OIKkY(ICV)•NF.IER0939DET)TF (l vRQ.Fo. n )G'J TO 20L'QTTF' ( L .1 1 10)	 I








r*	 COIAPUTF PARTIAL OFRIVATIVFS WITH RES PECT TO RMAT[e
GALL ^4T1(HMAT.CoV'-ITX(1•T).WRKRY(IWI)•tJOFFT49NOFFT?)





no 2S K=I.KK	 AVE0082p10
?S MRKRY(Ila1 •L) aWRKkYlIW2•LI-MRKRY(IM1•L) 	 AVE00830
CAL4 MT 2l WWRNY(ICV)rWRK14Y(IW1)•WRK RY ( IM2)•NOFET4 • NOFET2 )	 AV1008 4 0











	AV 009140 P AP TLS ( K) : -CFAC +(+ ARTLS(K)	 AV 089JORFTUH : J	 AV 009 O
Inn FOPmAT(v wEOUCED COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR CLASS 9 9I39 t IS NOT POSITIVEAVE00940
• nFF1NITE I )	 AV O09SO
2 10 F004 A T( o













tIMT000SVNTEGER My S74.h V51Z•VARSZ2
NMT00060CNtLUnF. CoMNkI•L SCOMMON/INFO+M/NOCLS?•NOSI)R?oNOF;T2•VARS ?;TOTVT29NOFL9?o RMTO 078
P"T000#1• AVA	 .CUVAK7•CLSStt"22•SUHNO ..UP S2.FLDSSV`•VERT7t2•




RP•	 KFPVf	 (60)•NOGRPsGRPNAM ( 60)•	 X ( 61)9 HMT00l00















9MT00 40cUPRnUTINF TO COMPUTE THE INTERCLASS RHATTACMRYYA pp I5TANC^•
tME PARTIALS	 RESP CTTHE WE15HTEn AVE04 A6E nISTANCF_• AND	 wITM SHT0020co
• TO	 F(. BMT002 0(C'• SHT002 0
C • IF IFULL=l
	
COMPUTE H. DISTANCE FOR ALL	 I NOFET • CHANNELS. RMTO0240
PARTIALS CANNOT HE COMPUTED "MEN IFULL=l.
8MiT00260
CA
C• B M T002?0
noltgLF PA FCtsttON nIVT4A(DIVSIZ)9OETl•OET29DET3 HHT002R0ONTOO290n0 t ;kt.F. PRECTSTOM SMSR
no ALE PRECTSION RMA79PARTLS(1) SHT00300
M IKE NkECTSION COVMT22•AVFMT22•MRKRY(1)•T(30)vPNUM 8HT00	 0
8nT00
	
0nI MFNSION CnV MTXIVARS72•NOCLS2)• 	 COVMT7_(VARS14•NOCLS?)+





IF(IF0LL.FU.1) KF :N0FET2 SHT00380
TCVI v l BMT00390
ICV?=IC'vl • I vS7 4HT00400
Iwl=TCV2	 • IV57 RHT0040
Tw 2 =1wl	 • IVSZ RH7004 
ITFST=Iw? • NF SHT00430
TF(I PART.LT.n)GO TO 3 BMT00440
C • 7FQ0 PARTIALS HMT004SO
IA='110FET2 •N0FET4 SHT00460
no 2
	 I K =1•I q RHT00470
2 PAQ TLS(IK)=n.0 PHT00480
Tw3=1M7 •:-OFFT? BMT00490
Two=Iw3•nOF F T? RHT00500
TwS=Iw4 .M AA A (VAkS72•I(i) bHT00510Tw4 c lw S• I() 4HTOOS20T w7= T wl%• I RHT 00530
IT F ST=10 # 11 SHT00540I CONT TNIIF NMTO05SO
TF(I
	
Q KS7/2.6F.ITEST)G0 TO 	 1 RMT00560
WRTT F ( R . 3 n0)1wkKSZ F+HT00570
CALL CPFR4 kMTOOSRO
1	 CONTINIIF AMT005Q0cMSP =n ANTOO600
NM=n HHT00610
TC=NOCl', 2-1 PHTOO620
no 6n	 T=l•TC PmTO0630
C, • FINn ItjvFk l; v 	AND nETEwHINANT FOk CLASS 	 I PHT00640
no 5 RMTOOFSO
T F (I FULL. r 'J. 1) ,+kr, F Y (I K) =(i%V ,+T X (I K. 1 ) FIHT 00660
TF (TFIll L.",E. 1) 4- KQY (IK) =COV,MT2 (lK • l ) PHT00670R	 rO(`ITTNUF ANT006AO
CALL	 CnLI I •v(wI:K I+Y(ICV1).NF•( F kR•3•DETI) "T006v0
nFTl=l ./ : )E Tl RMT00700
TF(I F PQ.F l i. 11 )GI)	 Tn	 6 RMT00710t-QTTF ( f-.100) 1 HHT00720
00 TO f-q RMT00730
F	 T M =I • l HHT0074000	 SA
	
.1-1m9 , 'nrL K ? 14HTOOTSO
14M=N 60 •1 1+"700760f' • COMNIJTF	 ItjvFNSF	 At.0 nFTFNM NANT FOR CLASS J - ANn - kHT00770
co CnwPUTr	 1NV F6 S ► 	ANn UFTEkMINANT FO W SUM OF CLASSES I AND J HHT00780






IF(IFl1 L.F 1 4	 1100 TO A f(HT'00800





A WRKPY( CV?*1K-1)sCOV14TX(IK•J) RMT00840
MRKRY( W1*IK-1) aCOVMTX(IK.J) •COVMTX(IK•I) SHT00850
in CONTINUE ANTTO086v
ALL CALINV(MPKRY(ICV2)• NF•IERR939DET2) HNT008 0
nFT2=1 /UFT2 NHT00840
IF(IFRA	 000)GO TO I5 AMT00690WR T TF (f;. 	 00) .1 HMT0090
A() TO 50 bMTOGG9 l
15 CALL COLI NV(WRKRY(IWI)•NF•IE RR.3.OET3) P.HT0092
nFT3 s 1./JET9 HHT00938
IF(TERR.EO.n)GO TO 16 SHT0094
WPTT F ( 0S.2A0)I.J 9MT009SOg0 TO SA HHT00968
16 TFfIF(11.L.'y F.1)GO	 TO	 14 4"70097
no
	 17	 TK=1.NnFFT2 HHT009RO
17 T(TK)=4V-a , Tr(IK*I)-AVEMTX(IK•J) OMT00990
rn	 TO	 115 BNTO 000
1K no 2n TKzl * v 0FFT4 f3HT0 010
20 T(TK):AvF' ► T P (IK9I)	 -	 AVEMT2(IK•J) SITY01020MULTjjPLY T T R ANSPOSE TIMES wRKRYI BMTO 030
P4 CONTINOF HHTO 04Q
CALL	 MT4(oP 4Q Y(TWI).TowQKRY(TM2)*NF* NF91*1) 8HT0 OSto7
PNI ► M:
O RHTO 070no 2'.IKzjs H F
2g RN11M=PNUM * 	 4RKRY(IW2*IK-I)*T(IK) HHT010A0
nIVTA8(NM)=nFx Q (-.2S*RNUr -.S •DLOG(DET3/(2**NF BHT01090
•	 • 0 c QRT(OET1*OET2)))) SHT01100
SMSRsS WSP*wE1t'H7(Nm)*r)IVTAB(NM) kHTO11	 10
HHT01120IF(IPA Q T.LT.0)60 TO 50
bHT01130
COMPUT r PAwTIALS BHT01140
. BHT01150
CALL	 MT** I.w n k Y(IW2)•G MAT.WRKRY(Iw3)91 * NOFET49NOFET2*0) HHTO	 60H ►iT0^70n(1	 In	 IK=	 9 VANSZ2
1n WRKWY(IK*IW4- 1) xCOVMTX(IK. 	)*COVMTX(IK*I)





nO	 9S	 ' K =I.N0 F.T2 HHTO 
35 WP K RY(I43 . 1 K -1)=AVEMTX(IK.I)-AVEMTX(IK•J)	 - WRKRY(Iw2*IK-1) HHT01210
CALL MT4(7.^ IPKRY(lw3)oWWKRY(IWS) * NOFET491 * NOF	 T2*01 NHTO1 20
CALL MT4lWkKWY(1W1)qWRKkY(Ir5) * wkKRY(Iw6).NOFET4•NOFFT4.NOFFT2.1) RH701 30
nO	 47	 T l^ =1 . I ► j RHT01240




	 TK=1,vARS24 AMTO 280
L = T K
-1 HHT01290
45 wRKR Y( Two*L)=WRKkY(IWI • L)-WRKRY(IC*L)/ bH701300
310RHT0CALL MT4(Wk K UY(1*4).MMAT.WRKRY(Iw7).NO ET4.NOFFT4.NOFE72.1 ►
RMT0^320CALL	 w Tl(iW vPY(Tw7).COVMTX(1+M)•WRKRY(Iw5)•NOFET4.NOFEi2l
nn	 43	 IK=I.TO "MT01330
L=T K -1 RHT01340
41 WQKRY(Tw6*L)=W4K6. Y(I W64 L)*W64KRY(IWS*L) bHT0135Q0
lF(M.F0.J)(,n	 TO	 --h 4HT0136
Tc=lrv2 HHT013PO
r,OTn	 41 «INT 01390
46 no	 47	 TK= I.fr. HHTD1400
L=TK-1 HHT01410P A P TL 4;(IK)= L A Q TLS( IK) -WEIGHT(NM)*(1IVTA9(NM)*WRKRY(IW6 •L)/NOCLS2 HHTn1420
47 rnN TIWI r SHT01430
Kn rONTT%Il y 4HT01440
Fn (() ►JTINIIF kHT01450CMGUaS N SM / ►J(1(,LS^ AHTO1460
RF TI) O N bMT01470
IAn FORM AT( ► 	 r.11V64 FOR 	CLASS I .T79 1 	IS NOT	 POSITIVE nFFINITE O ) PHT014AO
260 FORM AT( ►	CAVA N FOk SUM OF CL A SSE5 0 92I49 1 	IS N T POSITIVE	 OFF. 0 ) A ►IT01490











CALL..	 CALL OSTCHK(N09F.ST) H T00070H looses
ARGS..	 NOOEST - NO OF FEATUPES •TUPLES TO ANALYZE 0
RST00j00
REgUIRFS. COMMON	 /IK'rokm/
H S TAO11 2 0







PETURNS^. COPRECT FEATURE-TUPLE OUE
htr0
hST00180
CALL..	 CALL SMWCMK(COMBUF.CPTR) RSS§T00 21190It
ARGS..	 COMOUF - SHOW REQUEST OUE S TOO2I
HST00220
BST00230
PUQPOSF.. CHECKS VALIDITY OF SHOW REQUESTS IRIT00240
IN TOOJSO
60RETURNS.. CnRRFCT SHOW REQUEST QUE I	 STOOST00270
------•-------------------------------------------------•------------- RSTOO290
NST00300








DI MENSION	 INVERT(30) BST003AO
INCLUnF COMr•r:7•LIST BST00390
COMMON/INFOPM/140CLS7•NOSUR?•NOFET29VAQSZ29TOTVT2•NOF'L02 P_ST00400
•	 AVAP2• COVAR7•CLSIO2•SURNO2.SURDS2•FLD`V19;ERTX2o PSTOn410
•	 FFTVC2(30)•SUHVC2(75).SUHPTR(7S)•CLSVC2(60)• PST00420
•	 KFPPTS( 6n )•NOGPP•GWPNAM(60)96APDEX(61)• HSTn0430
•	 ARPCHK (hl)9GR0UPS(124) kST00440
COMMON/FSL/CF4C9To74SP•SEPMSR•PRCKEY•CRI K EY.INCFET• COM00010
•	 INCVFC(in).ICOUNT•SET4GT.EVALHF(Inn).FFTVC4(30) COM00020
•	 .NOFFT49VAWS74•CnOUAC.DTAR4•WbHS149RESTVC(10)•DiVSIZ COM00030
•	 • STATKY•AORESDoAOPESN.AnRESFgAOkSHI•AORSH2 COM00040INTEGER Al,WFSO•ADkESo•AIIWFSF.AnRSH1.ADRSH29STAT K Y COM00050












	 T=I•'JnAEST FST00550)	 :	 REcTVC(T)







60 TO In h5TOOSQ0
10 "PITS	 (A.7n1.) NST00640
7n FOQMAT( O AAn7,10	 91 MFST 119 9139 0	IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO NO. OF FHST00610
•FATUPFS	 IN n 1VFN 0ATA...IANOKEDt) PyST00h20HST00630in CONTINUF









no 37	 T=l.NnFET2 ASTOOIL4
77 INVFWT(I ► =0 HST007hO
no 11 Iml.NOFFT? +AST00770
K	 =	 F^TVC?(I) HST007RO
ii TNvFRT(r;)=I RST00790
K = n HS100H00
i
FILFs BSTCHK
I	 =	 1 PST00810
40 IF	 (I.GF.CPTR)	 GO TO 100 PST00820
N : COMHUF(I) BST00830
J s i •N HST00840
I	 =	 I . 1 BSTO08SO
LAST = 0 RST00860






9,0 LAST = LL B5700910
K	 = K•1 RST009?0
COmHljF(K)	 = N '35700930
no fin (.=I•J HST00940
K	 = K.) BST009SO
60 COMRI!F(K)	 = COMRUF(L) HST00960
70 I	 = J•1 HST00970
60 TO 40 PST00980
C AST00990
40 WRITF	 (6,Q0)(COMA( ►F(LL)•LL=2.J) 85701000
00 FORMAT( l	INVALID EVALUATE REOUEST.... $ •1914) PST01010
60 TO 70 hSTOIO?O
C HST01030























































































INVERT A GIVEN SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX (S) BY
COMPUTING A TRIANGULAR FACTORIZATION (R). INVERTING R.TO
OATAIN A. AND THEN FINDING THE INVERSE OF S.
S=R*(TRANS°OSF OF R). A=(INVERSE OF R)•
(INVERSE OF S)=(THANSPOSE OF A)*A .
ARGUMENTS
S	 -LO4FR TRIANGULAR PART OF THE GIVEN SYMMETRIC MATRIX
STORCn ROwWISE IN NO (N+1)/2 SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOC4TIONS.
ON WFTURN S CONTAINS THE LOWER TRIANGULARt MATRX k•
THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX At OR THE LOWER TRIANGULAR
PAWT OF THEINVERSE OF S. DEPENDING ON VALUE
ASSIANEn TO IND.
N	 -THE NU MQER OF ROWS OR COLUMNS IN GIVEN MATRIX.
IFRR -RESULTING ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS
IERR=O -n0 ERROR
IERR=-] -MATRIx S IS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE






	 rA ATRIX (INVERSE OF S)
DET -DETE RMINANT OF RETURNED MATRIX.
REFERENCE
(INVERSION OF SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICFS9 0 BY











IF( 1 .FQ. 1 1 ) GO TO 20
M1 = J*(J-1)12 + 1
1_1 = L - 1
N1 = N2
no In K=M1.L1
S(L) = S(L) - S(N1)4S(K)
In NI = N1 + 1
70 IF( J .FO. I ) GO
S(L) = S(L)/S(M)
GO TO 4n




TF( INn.EQ.1 ) GO
S(M) = 1./S(M)
TF( I .F.. 1 1GO
T1 = I - 1
nO 6n J=1•I1
K 1 = I - J
L1 = Ll,









o;n 5(LS) = -S(M)*SUH
70 LS = LS + 1
IF( INn.E rJ.7 .OR.
TF ( 1Nn.E(4.1 .OR.
no an 1=19N
M = 1°cT-11/2 + 1
L = M
TO 30








(10 90 J=I.N COL00800
L2 = L COL-00810





+A0 Slla =LSUH	 S(L2) sS(Ml) COL00860COL00870on	 ";(I.) 
	 =	 SUP COLOOBAO
kET
UR^l0ETs0ET COLOOR90









C	 THE PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO CONVERT EAC015 CHARS TO COMPUTATIONCON00030
C	 OR TO CONVERT COMPUTATIONAL CHARS TO EBCDIC CHA S CON00040
C CON00060LORICAL41 LTEST(4)9LSPAC(4)
C CON00080FO()IVAI.ENCE	 (ITEST•LTEEST(4)).	 (ICHAR•LSPAC(4))




NO SPSP AC .I_WAR 	a>	 (4 ) CON00 0
C	 CK FOR FLAT, NUT 09	 IMPLYING CHAR IS EBCDIC CON00]]50
IF
	 (IFLG	 . NF.	 O)	 GO TO	 1060 CON00160C
C	 CK FOR C.O MPUTATTONAL NUMBER & CONVERT TO EBCDIC CON00180
IF	 (ITFST	 •LT.	 0	 . 04 .	 ITEST •GT. 9)	 GO TO 9999 CON00190ITFST =	 ITEST • bCDO CON00200
LSP AC(4)	 = LTF.ST(4) CON00210
NncNAC = IC 4 AR CON00220
RETURN CON00230
C
ON00240CON00?SOCK FOP EkCnjC N 11 ,4HFk TO CONVERT TO COMPUTATIONAL NUMBERTO CONOOZ601(160 IF	 (ITFS	 . , T. HCD0	 .Ok.	 ITEST .GT. BCD9)	 GO	 9999
ITFST = ITEST -HCDO CON00270
LSPAC(4)	 = LTFST(4) CON00280





(6.Q99 a ) CON00320





SUBROUTINE C(IPIC(XX ► YY ► XMIN2)
nouALE PkECISION1XX(4)	 .YY(4)	 9ARRAY(494) ► COEFF M
2TSM 14 1 - 194ADD	 ► F	 9XMIN2ARRAY(191) : 1.000ARRAY(T.?) = XX(I)ARRAY(T93) = XX(I)••2ARQAY(I.4) = XX(I)*•14 COUST(I) = YY(I)
jS KK n K2 . i•3
L = K2
no 7 1 = KK.4IF(D A BS(AkkAY(19K2)) - OABS(AHRAY(L ► K2)))7r7 ► 20?0 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
IF (L - K2)89 1  921?1 CONTINUE
no 9 J = K144TFmP = AR4AY(K29J)ARNAY(K?.J) = ARRAY(L ► J)9 ARRAY(L.J) -
 TEMP
TE MP = CONST (K2)CO NI ST(K?) = CONST(L)CONST(L) = TFMP
A no 6 I = KK.aF = AHPAY(19K2)/ARRAY(K29K2)ARRAY(1.K2) = O.OnO00 10 J = KK9410 APRAY(I ► J) = ANPAY(I ► J) - F*ARRAY(K29J)6 CONST(I) = CONST(I) - F•CONST(K2)f:OF.FF(4) = CONST(4)/ARRAY(494)I = I
11 Ann = l o.o o00 1? J = IT9412 ADn = ADD • APPAY(I•J)*COEFF(J)? OFF I (T) 1 = (CONST(I) - ADO)/ARRAY(l.i)
TF(1)2 ?922.11P2 rONT I In)EF = Co)FFF(3)**2 - 3.0D0*C0EFF(2) *COEFF(4)
7F(F)1A.23. ?3?3 CON TIM)F
TF(D A R q (C0EFF(4)) - I.OD-15)17.17.2474 rONTIwUFXMTN? = ( -COEFF(3) • DS0PT(F))/(3.000*COEFF(4))PFT,JwN
17 TF(0 e RS(C0EFF(3)) - 1.00-15)16.16925
?5 CONTINUEXMTN!? = -CO FF(?)/(COFFF(3) • OSQRT(F))RF TUH,416 XMTN? = 0.000PETURNFNn
CU800010CUS00020CUS00030CUR000404UF0005o
cU800060CUR00070
E 0800080U800090CU800100CU800110CUB00120CU800 30CUB00140CUR00150CU800 60CUA00170CUS00180CU8001Q0CU900200CUB00210CUB00220CUR00230CUB00240CUS00250CUB00260CU800270CUB00290CU600290CUR00300CUS00310CUS00320CUR00330CIJ800340CUS00350CU800360CU600370CUS00380CUS00390CUh00400CUP00410CUH004POCUB00430CIJ80044 0CU900450CUH00460COR00470CUS004SOCLIB00490CUOD0500CUB00510CUR0052000000530CUd00540CUR00550Cl1bOO560CUB00570
Y
FILE: OAVONI
SUBROUTINE DAVONI(FXvPoH) DAV00010 
• OAV00020
C* OAVDNI INITIALIZES THE H AND P ARRAYS USED IN OAVIOON.PROCEOI)RE DAV00030
C• N***** MATRIX IS AN N*N MATRIX APPROXI MATING THE INVERSE DAV00050
C* TIAL ZMATRIX OF PARTIA	 pDF.kIVATIVES.	 IT IS INII4QE DAV00060
C* FIL(R^E ATHFN MATRIX t ISMUPOATEU NAFTERREACH CYCLE TTHRU DAV000AO
C* T1+E €FAROH PROCEUUPE OF SUBROUTINE DAYON29 DAV00090
co DAV00100
CM P***** VECTOR CORRFSPONOIWG TO SEARCH DIRECTION DAV00}0(H—MATRI X
 TIMES THE CRAOIENT) DAV00	 0
+ DFnK** 41NUK TFE NORM OF THE GHAUIENT WITH RESPECT TO THE DAV00 30
C* H-,+ATPIX	 S ,)UANFO. DAV00 40
C* FX**** GWAOIFNT OF FUNCTION TO RE MINIMIZED DAV00150
• OAV00160
Co
• H * AND * FX* SAVED ON SCRATCH FILE TO BE USED IN DAVON3
DAV00170
C INCLUnF CwM K7.LIST DAV00190
COMMON/FSL/CFAC*TOTMSR.SEPMSRgPRCKEY * CRIKEY * INCFET• C0400010•
INCVEC(3n).ICOUNT.SETWGT*EVALAF(100).FETVC4(30) COM00 20
*	 . ►!UFE.T4*VAPS74,CORBAS•UTAP4•WGHSI4,RESTVC(10).OIVSIZ COM00030
•	 •STATKY.An4ES0.ADPESa.AURESF•ADRSHI.ADRSH2 COM00040
TNTFGER AORF51 1 9AppESP•AUkFSF•AnRSH,AnRSH29STATKY COMO0o50
n0!19LE PRECISION CFACrTOTMSR,SEPMS4 COM00060
CSENn DAV00210
n0!)ALE PRECISION F X (I).P(i)•H(1)+DFDK DAV00020
n0il9LF P RECISION CAY M IN , FII•CCAY DAV00230
INTE6E W AD pAV00240




nO 30	 T=19 y DAV00290
P(T)=-FX(I) DAV00300
nFnK=nF!)K*PtI)*FX(I) DAV00310
00 20 J=14N OAV00320
H(J)=0.0 DAV00330
70 IF(I.F0.J)H(J)=1.o	 . DAV00340
CALL RwRITE(AO.N•N2^ISTAT) DAV00350AD=An*n!2 DAV00360
21 TF(ISTAT.F!^.l)GO	 TO	 21 DAV00370
TF(ISTAT.EO.0)GO TO
	 30 DAV003RO
WQTTF( F .100)TSTAT DAV003QO
in CONTINUE UAV00400
r,• DAV00410
C* SAVE FX ON cCPATCH FILE DAV00420
C* DAV00430
CALL P wPITE(ADPFSF.FX9N2gTSTAT) DAV00440
40 IF(ISTAT. ►_t4 l)GO	 TO 40 DAV00450
IF(I r TAT.FA. n )RETURN DAV00460
WRTTF(69100)ISTAT DAV00470
CALL CMFRR UAV00480
Ion FORMAT(/ @ ERROR ON DRUM FILE - SURROUTINE nAVDNI --- ISTAT= 0 913) DAV00440
FNn DAV00500
J7 9=16









INITIAI.IZF In SFAkCH VA41ABLES
FNSCF IS AELATIVF EPSILON FOR CUBIC
EPSGS TS RELATIVE EPSILON FOR GOLDEN
K118TC = 1 CU F+IC FIT METHOD
KUBTC = n GOLDEN SECTION METHOD
K11BTC = -1 GOLDEN SECTION AND CUBIC FIT METHODS COMBINED
IPART=-1
Y(10) = FII
JS W = -1KUPTC=1










1 CONTINUEXMTNI =-!)FOK/Y (1 )
CAY(3)=XNTNI


















Y(r; ) =Y (4) *Y (4)-2.0+0*nFJKOY(5)
TF(Y('^))9944 *7.2
? CONTTNUF
XMTN? = -7.nn('*i)FnK/(Y(4) + OSURT(Y(6)))
TFWA TN? - 1.n'1-lL0904413 *3
























































































FIT****** INITIAL VALUE OF FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED
IPART**** SFT TO -1 SO PARTIALS WILL. NOT HE COMPUTED
01IWING SEARCHN******** N'l k4 HFk OF VARTANLFS
ITT****** C0UNTE,4 DENOTING THE NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS
OF THE FUNCTION TO PE MINIMI7E0
P******** VKCTOR COkR SPONUING TO SEARCH DIRECTION( L;- k, ATNIX T AES THE GRAMENT )
XPAR***** NOMINAL VFC OR OF CONTkOL PARAMETERS AT
**** PF P T(JPHF() VECTOR 	 CFXBARS CONT ROL PARAMETERS IN
ACCO RDANCE WITH THE nAVIDON ALGORITHM AND
SEARCH PROCEDURES
G1 = l.SDO - DSURT(1.25U0)
















4 CONT NUF UAV008 CCAYM N=XMIN? OAV000 0
RO TO OQ9?q OAV008 C9045 CAY(4)*XMIN? DAV008 0GO TO 904A OAV008409044 CAY(4)=CAY(1)*1.50.0 DAV008S0904A 00 9047 I=1* N UAV0086C9047 XRARS(t) s XBARlI)*CA	 (4)*P(j)
cAIL F l r4 T2( FHA T(4)vTPARTrXPARS^MRK^IMK5Zri9999) AV00870BAVOOSAO
ITTa,TT • 1 DAVOO89C
nn 9050 is 193 nAV0090000 QnSn	 I s 1*3 DAV00910
IF(CAY(I)
	
- C.AY(I*1))9050.5.54 CONTINUF DAVn09j0nAV009 n
TEMP s CAY(T) DAV00940
CAY(I)	 = CAY(I • 1) OAV009SC
CAY(I*1)	 =	 TFMP DAV00960
TE"P = FHAT(I) DAV0097C
FHATtII	 = tHAT(I * 1) DAV00980
FHAT(I*1)
	 =	 TEMP DAV009909050 rONTINUE DAVO 000
GO TO 542 DAV010109046 FIT	 s	 !(in) t)AVO	 0 2 0
CAY(4)=X Q)
FHAT(4)=Y(9) DAVO 03$DAVO 04
IF ART= - -1













	 =	 FII UAV01130
IF(nFOK	 .GT.	












GO TO 410 DAVOii2200
3S 0 FP5CF=1.0-3 DAVO 210
EPSGS_1. 1)-3 DAV01220
GO TO 40 DAV01230
37n FPcCF=I.-Sq UAV01240
EP56S=1.()-5 DAV01250
60 TO 410 OAVO 260
330 E PSCF = 1.0-2 UAV0270
FPSCS = 1.0-2 DAV0 11111122 P0
GO TO 41n DAV012QO











4?n nn	 43n	 I=19 1 j DAVO 390
430 XRARC(T)=AH1n(I)*CAY(4)*P(I) OAV014nO
CALL FI tA TP( FHAT(4)9IPART•X@ARS•WkK*IWKS29&9999) DAV01410
ITT
	
ITT	 •	 1 DAV01420 901,7 c't	 i nAV01430
TF(FHAT(4)	 - FHAT(1)) A .49n.490 DAV01440P CONTI PJUF DAV014SO440 CAY(?)=CAY(4) DAV01460
FHAT(?)=FHAT(4) UAV01470
CAY(4)	 = CAY(2)/CI PAV01490




LL FltT?(FHAT(4),IPART•XRAR5 9 WRK.IWKSZod9999) SAV01510
FHAT(2))440.999IF(FHAT(4)	 - UAV01530
9 fONTINUF DAV01540
4f,n CAY(3)	 =	 1.2*(CAY(4)	 -	 CAY(11)	 *	 CAY(1) DAV01550
no	 470
	 1=1• .) DAV01560
470 XRARS(1)=AHAk(I)*CAY(3)*N(I) DAV01570






	 •	 1 DAV01590
IF(FHAT(4)








	 - CAY(3)	 • CAY M UAVO 660
no 4An	 I : 19V DAVO 670
4AO X8ARS(I)=X6AR(I) •CAY(2)*P(I) DAV01680
CALL	 HAT(2)9IPART•XAARS9wkK•IMKSZ•49999)







4 05 FHAT(4)	 = FHAT(2) DAVO 730
= CAY(2)FleY(4) DAVO 740
400 1	 IInAVr4.E fw.?)	 GO TO A007 nAVO 750
CAY(2)	 =	 61 • (CAY(4)	 -	 CAY(1))	 •	 CAY(l) OAVO 760
IF(CAY(2)
	 -	 l.nn-15)129129495 DAVO 770
17 CONTINL)F DAVO 780
A007 CAYM IN=0.0 . 0 DAV017g0
wQITF(	 F	 9482) DAV01800
4 q2 FORMAT(1X•46HMINIMUM IS AT ORIGIN - PROGRAM CANNOT CONTINUE) DAV01810QFTUk;4	 I DAV01820
4 a5 On 500	 1 =19k DAVO 830
500 X9AR5(I)=X4AW(I) • CAY(2)°H(1) DAV01840
C fib FINT2(FHAT( 2)9IPART9XRARS9MkK91MKSZ969999)rr	 s	 ITT	 •	 I DAV01853DAVO 86
IFIFHAT(2)
	
.LT.	 FHAT(1))GO TO 460 DAVOIS70
60 TO 485 DAV01880
PART P DDAV019?o
C SHOINK THE. GOLDEN SECTION CONTAINING THE MINIMUM DAV0190
C 510 IF(I1nNFN)139139QA66 DAV01930
13 CONTIN()=. DAV01940
514 IF(FHAT(3)	 -	 FHAT(2))14952r,9520 DAV01950
14 CONTINUE DAV01960




CAY(3)=CAY(I) • CAY(4)-CAY(?) OAV02010
FX	 = CAY(3) DAV02020
JC, w =	 1 DAV02030





FX	 =	 CAY(?) QAV02110
JS w _ -1 DAV02120
r,n TO f, 12 DAVn2l30
575 FHAT(11
	 =	 F N AT(2) DAV02140
FHAT(ll=FHAT(?) DAV02150
CA Y (4) =CAY(7) 0AY02160
F HAT(4)=FMAT(l) DAV02170
C4Y(3)	 =	 3. 0 U • 0*CAY(2)	 -	 CAY(3)	 -	 CAYII) nAV02190
CAY(])=CAY(	 ) DAV02190
CAY(?)	 =	 CAY(4)	 •	 CAY(1)	 -	 CAY(3) nAv02200
FX	 =	 CoY(7) UAV02210
JS 4 = n OAV02220
Gn To	 0-02 OAV02230
S IA FHAT (3) =F nAVn2240
r 0AV02250
C	 CHEC K ON TnE UNI M UDALITY OF THE FUNCTION IN THE NFw INTE RVAL UAVU??60
C OAV02?70
Sln 1F(FHA7(2)	 -	 F H AT(1))159'S94 P 5 (1AVO?2H0
15 rnNTIN"o. 0AV02?Q0






C	 FINn MINIMUM uY EITHE C-	 (,OLOFN SECTION OR CUBIC FIT 	 TECHNIGI)E UAV02340
C OAV023SO
54n IF(CAY(3)




IF(KUHIC.E0.0)	 60 TO 514 DAV023RO
TF(CAY(4)-	 I.nD-5)510.5429542 AVO 390
542 CALL CURIC ( CAY^FHATrXMIH2)
IF(X M IN7.)S1 ng 510.19
SAV024gQ1Q0
DAV02410




IQ CONTINUE DAVO 450
DAV02460IF(X M I N 2• (1.nDn-EPSCF)	 - XMINI)20.20.580p n CONTINUE DAV02470
545 C4YMTN a	 (XM I N 2 • XMIN1)/2.OD • O DAV02480
Gn TO 9999 DAV02490
SRO X M INI	 x	 XMIM2 DAV02500Gn	 T(I	 51-) DAVO?.510
595 CAYMIM=(CAY(3)+CAY(2))/2.0 . 0 DAV02520
rin TO 9999 DAV02S30
C DAV02540
617 DO 613	 I=19N DAV02550
613 XRARS(T)	 =	 XHAP (I) 	 +	 EX+r'(I) DAV02560CALL. FI ►.T?(F.1AART+XHAR59WRK91WKSZ+69999) OAVO?.570
ITT	 =	 ITT	 •	 1 DAV02580






Fx	 = CAY(3) nAV02640
JSW =	 1 VAV026SO
GO TO 612 DAV02660
DAV02670
C RFARRAr;GE Y(I)	 SO THEY APE	 IN ASCENDING OPDER DAV02b8O
DAV0270002000 no 2020	 I	 =	 1.4
X(I)	 =	 CAYII) OAV02710
2n9n DAV02720
=	 F J AT (] 1tY(i T)1 	 .. DAVn2730
no ?04n	 I	 93 DAV02740
TF(Y(1)	 -	 Y(	 +1))2040.23.23 DAV02750
73 DAV02770TEMPINUY(11
Y(T)	 =	 Y(I+1) DAV02780
Y( M ±1)	 TE`^P DAV02HOO
X(T)	 =	 X(i+1) OAV02910
X(T • 1)	 =	 TF M H DAV02d 202n4n S O N' TINUF DAV02M30
30n0 On 3001	 I=1.y DAV02840
3001 XRAAS(I)	 =	 XMAR M	 • XMIN? + P(I) OAV02d5n
CALL	 FT":T?(F,I''AtaT.xHARSiPW P r%.IWKSL9 & QQ99 ) DAJ02860
ITT	 =	 ITT	 •	 1 OAVn2870
3nOS no	 3010 K	 =	 1+4 nAV029RODAV02RV0
TF(F.LT.Y(K))GO	 TO	 3070 DAV02900
3010 [ONTINUF DAV02910
GO TO 4n04 DAV02920
10?0 I	 = 4 DAV07930
3n>5 IF(I	 .V(J.	 1160	 TO	 3030 DAV02940DAV02950
X^T)	 =	 X(I-1) DAVO29f%O
_
OAV(i297C
UGO	 T	 3 02 ., OAV024K0
3011) Y(.1)	 a	 F OAV029QO
X (J)
	 =	 )(,'IN? 0Avn3000
3045 CALL	 CI,0IC(X.Y.X0IN2) DAV03010DAV0302030 1-0 IF(XMIN2)24,40n0•?4 I AV03U3n94 r0^'TI
IF(i)AR C (X"INZ-X(1I1	 -	 Er'SCF +XMIN2)?5.2S9300n DAV03046
? r- (ON TIN1117 I)AV030SOrayo,. 11,,,	 =	 A ;,I N ? UAV030&0(i ll	 TO	 0949 DAV03070
4nnn TF(I1n"FN)20+926s9066 DAVn30W0DAV0309076 n	 _1ONTINUF. DAV03100
x ',I IN1	 =	 U.nn +O nAV03110
XyTN?	 =	 ,t.n(t+0 DAv63120


























































nAVON3 - tUPnATEg THE H MATR X AND THE P MATRIX FOR THE NEXT
- T4F H MATRIXH ISHPORGHTHIN TO CORE ONE ROM
SCR ATCH TFILES 7 ANO 28 ARE USED TO STORE AT A TIME.AND UPDATE
N••+•• NU RFQ AOF VARIABLES
FX•••• -
-
SkAOIENT OF FUNCTION HEING MINIMIZED
(PARTIAL
 DEW. wiTH RESPECT TO NEW H-MATR X)
Fxl ••• - VALUE OF GRAOIENT AT THE RECINNING OF TM CYCLE.(PARTIAL U E. R.	 WITH QESPkCT to OLU R-MATfi
TH r H MATR^jX APPROXIMATES THE INVFKSE ^1Ai R IX
X)
H• +••• - OF
PA->TIAL UEOIVATIVFS.
HY•••• - VECTOR USED IN UPDATING THF. H-MATRIX




. NOFET4. VARS74. COWHAS*DTAP4 •WGHSl4•RESTVC(10)r01VSTZ
.STAT K Y.AORESO.ADkE$k AQRESF•AURSN AQ SH2
TNTEGEQ A r )RFSO.AOkES N .ADkFS .AnkSH49AD 5H2•STATKY
nOUALE PRECISInN CFAC,TOTMSR.SEPMSF+
OOIIALF PkFCTSTOIw nFDK CAYMIN • CCAY,FII





I An = An&,c4?
7F( N 01 ► (If7NT.?).FG.l)G0 TO InK An=&nQ4,k,#
I An= A!lQ c," 1COAT IH1lc
CALL WPFAI)(AnRFSF9Fx1.N2.ISTAT)






OFAD ONr 4 OF )HE H MATkTXCAI_i •+QCer.,(, ► arJ.H.^^?.I^TAT)









YHY=YHY • (VX(I)-FX1(I))+HY( 1
1F(SIGYI.LT.I. r)-3h .0 14 . YHY .LT. 1.0-36)RO TOno hr, 1=1.r,
Fx1(I)=n.oCAI L FpFAI)(KAI).H.M?.TSTAT)
I I NTVAC C ►-FC k ONU ►, STATUSKen=KAn•,,,?
UpnATE Tt-IS AO ,+ OF THE n MATRIX
no sn J =10,,11(,)) = H(J) • P(j)•N(•))/5IC-YI - MY(I)•HY(J)/YHYf 0 ► !T j NI IF
no 51 J=10%
USF FYI STt)- Pfic
 Tn UPnATF P ARRAY
F Y 1(j)= F 91(T) - r(J)•FX(J)
FONT T NOF:
kRTTF IJPnt fFf) H

































































































QC t ►N VAC CHEC KRETURN AV00900
An WRITF1A•300151Gri•1fHr ()AV0091 0r ►AV00920
C•
RETURN
FAyMA Tt I •f1eVt1N3• --EIT HE R
 51Gri OR rHr T00 CLOSE TO ZERO TO l)F0ATf0AAv009A0
SAV009SOi p t►






nAVION(COVMTX* WTLS.WRKRY T I BA WF I
















•	 FFTVC?(30).1;0kVC2(755)•SUQPT9(75)•CLSVC2(60)• DAVOO	 10
DAVOOIZO•	 KFPPTS(s0).N')6AP.GKPNA4(h0).GQPnEX(61)•
•	 r.NNCHK ( 01, 1 ) 9GQUUF J S(	 ?4) ()Avon 30
COMMON/ F SL/CFAC.TOTMS W oSEPM S W oPkFKEY.CR IKEY•INCFET. DAV00 40
•	 1NVKC(+(l).1CUIJt)T.SE.TWGT.EVALNF(100).FFTVC4(30) 0AV00150
•	 .+.UFrT4. VA ►.S74•COR8ASrUTAH4•W6MS14ohESTVC(10).DIVSIZ DAVOOlftO
•	 .STATKY.AnwESO.AhaESP.AQWE%F•AbRSHI.AOkSH2 DAV00170
INTEGER	 AUK F C (1. AD M f.S ►'*AL ) KFSF . A(1k$Ml . ADWSH29STATKY DAV001jAO


















MIMFNSION w 4KPY(1) DAVOO?30





COMMON/L ) VN41-K/OFDK . CAYMIN.FII.CCAY.1109IID MEN9ITT9ICNT.N DAV00270
nOIIkLE
	
PRF:CI I;ION IoFLF .FI I.CAYMIN.OFDK.CCAY. P A R TLS(1) •SMSR nAvOn2H0
nOUNLF
	 ' RECISION OIVTA6(1).COVMT2(1)•AVE MT2(l)•S2(1) OAV00290
(C A Y= I.n - 6 DAV00300
n: DAV00310
1 l nFN:1 DAV00320SF
M
T CONVE PG F ^'CE	 IOLEWA14CE DAV00330
DAV00340
nFl F=1 .(,-4 DAV00350
IF (rkI K f Y.E" .1.t t - ►).cFTs1GT.E')-2)0ELF=I.D-I DAV00360IF (rP!rFY.F". 3)CELF=I.0-5 DAV00370
I('NT =O DAV003HO(( ► AV00390
INITIAIIZF	 P-'MATRIX	 (X9AW) bAV00400
DAV00410
TF(i+MK F Y.Lk.r0f-0 TO 10	 OAV00420











nO	 5	 1=1.'i0 F FT? OAV00470
no
	 5	 . J =1.'.()FFT4 OAV00440
1K =I K •1 DAV00490
5 aMAT (J. I) =,.^ ► .c;Y (lK ) OAVnO5OO
AO TO 70 OAV00510
DAV00520
INITTAL17F	 94- 4ATkTX FkOM	 I FEST • 	SET FOUND	 IN WITHOUT RFPLACE 11'FNT PDAV00530
OAV00540
10 CAIL	 0A1)F P(FF (VC4.NOFF.T4) OAV00550
no	 15	 1 =1 . I •' ' )F C T 4 DAV 005A+0
no
	 1-	 . 1 =10Y)F02 DAV00570kMAT (T../) =(). i% OAVOOSNU
15 iF(FFTvC4(1).F':.FETVC2(J)) P— AT(19J)=l.n DAVn05c0
r ► Avnnbnn
TNTTIAI T1 6.	 '- n tlT j h F	FOP	 [VAIUATIN(i PAWTIALS	 ANn	 cFP. ► . FASU P E f)AV00610
C)Avn0610
70 CALL	 FINTI(COV4TX. AVFNTX•nTVTAR. wElCHT.5.S7.COVP'T?.AVFMT2.PA PTLS) OAV00630
TT T = fl n4v00640
UAVUO6tiU
CO M POT F 	PA J T1Al.ti	 FUk	 INITIAL	 H - I -q 4Tk1K UAVObhhl)IIAVUOb7n
IPARTz1 IIAVO06mu
CALL	 F j h'lr(';'J c y .lPAkT. ,iMATow w KkY.IwkK5Z.1Cti) CiAVnOhVO
75 CONTT'III . FAVOOrUO
TTT=ITT.I DAVnn710
F lT= C W C Q nAVfj0720
N=NOFFT, • '.U c fT4 DAV00730
LEFT= IW-KS7-11, 4 2 DAV00740
DAVnn750
IPaRASF AD0W F SS FOP k AmWAY 1)AV,'17t+0
TF=HAS F 	 FI'k H	 Awt4AY	 (ONLY	 ONF	 POw	 OF H	 IN COkF	 AT	 A	 TIME. DAV00770



















30 CONTINUE DAV00860 
•
r* INITIALIZE W AND P ARRAYS - SAVE H AND PARTLS ON SCRATCH FILE DAV00900
C* ALSO COOMPUTF	 NITIAL DFDK DAV00910
PARTLSASTike^F^CANC* NO w R t+E I IISE.OR INY OAVIDN2 FOR TE MP. STORAGE OF XftA0AV00930
C* OAVON? 4ETL14NS A NFW H-MATRIX ANU P ARRAY ANn CAYMIN DAV00940
40 CALL DAVDN2(RMAT, HARTLS,MRKRY(IN)9*RKRY(1H),LEFToL O) DAV00950
N2=2*N DAV00960
C* SAVF P AkRAY ON SCRATCH FILE DAV00970
CALL PWRITE(ADRESP,wkKRY(IP),N2,LSTAT) IIAV009RO
C* WATT Fnk I/O DAV00990
41 IF(LSTAT.FG.1)60 TO 41 OAVO1000
TF(LSTAT.nE.n)GO TO 70 DAVO10ii0Co COMkUTF NEw PARTIALS OAV01020
CALL FI'4T1(SMSR91PART98MAToWRKRY9IMRKSZ 9 R45) DAV01030
45 CONTINUE DAV01040
ITT=ITT.1 DAVOI050
ICNT=ICNT • l DAV01060
SFPMSR=SMSW OAV01070
IF(OARS(SMSQ-FIT	 ).LT.DEL F)GO TO SO DAVOI080
FIT=SMSP DAV01090
IF(ITT.GE.ICOUNT)GO TO 50 OAVO1 00




45 IF(LSTAT.FD.I;GO TO 46 DAV01140
IF(LST4T. f.E.n) rU TO	 7n OAVOl1SO
C* OAVOi160
C * U	 I)	 h	
P ARRAYS ANn SAVES NEW
HANnNFw PA PTTALS IiONSCHATCH FILED DAVOI)POC0 DAV01140
CALL D A VD',i3(PARTLS,WRKkY(IF1),WRKRY(I P ),MRKRY(IH),MRKRY(IHY)) UAV01200
GO TO An DAV01210
r• DAV01220
C* IF CRITFRIA = AV. DIVERGENCE - COMPUTE INTERCLASS OTVERGENCES DAV01230
C* DAV01240





C* STORE IN SINGLE NNECISION AR;4AY AND DAV01300
C* WRITE N-MAT R IX ON FILE ANO PUNCH ON CARDS IF REQUESTED DAY01310
C* DAV01320
TK=O OAV01330
no 65 T=)•NnFFT2 DAV01340





CALL	 HMFTL(A P a Q Y,i`UFET49NRFET2,FLTVC295) OAV01400
C. IF(PCHKFY,kl).1)CALL HMFIL!WRKr+Y,tiOFET4,NOFFF2,FETVC2 * 4) DAV01410
RFTUp K' PAV01420
70 WRTTF(F9?n0)LSTAT DAV01430
100 Fn r)MAT( v 	NOT FNOUGH WVRK	 AW F.A	 AVAIL.A?LE	 1 ►o nrVlnN--iwPKS7=',16) DAVG1440
20n FO P MAT(/ $
	ERko W 	ON 0 ,4 11m	 FILE	 - '+URr(1UTiNE
	
























































WRK PY(Twl + K-1) =COVMT2(K*J) + T(II)*T(JJ)
WRKkY (1W2+K-1) =COVMT?(K * I) + T(TI)*T(JJ)G, 0 TO 1l ►F rON'TIN1IF
WRK4Y(TCV2+K-l)=C0VMTX(K9J)
WRKRY(IWI + K-1) =C0V M TX(K * J) + T(IT)*T(JJ)
WRKRY(Iw?+K-1)=COVMTX(K*I)+T(II)*T(JJ)
C* 10 F
OIND I IvvEkSF FOR CLASS J COVAR. MATRIX
CALL CnLI'4V(w a t HY(ICV2) *NOFET*IEkp*3*nET)








Inn FOPWAT(i COVAR FUU CLASS 1 *T4* 9 IS NOT POSITIVE OEFINITE*)





EVALSP(	 SMSR,COVMTX,AVEMTX,S,CnV MT2,AVEMT•SUBROUTINE	 &,S2. EVA00010
DIVTAh,WEIGMT,IPART,PARTLS,BMAT,MRK Y,IWRKSZ) EVAOOOPO w EVA00030
C•
co
THIS SI)RROUTINF COOROIINATES THE ROUTINES FOR COMPYTING THE
SEPAWART ITY MEASURE FOR
EVA00040
C4F tATURES




C PPECTSION SMSR,COVMT2(1),AVEMT2(1),S2(1).DIVTAS(1)•DOUR4F EVAOOOAO
,	 A QTLS(1).HMAT(1) EVA00000
TNTESER




•	 KFPPTS160).NOGkP,GWPNA4(60)96RPDEX(61)9 EVA00160•	 ARPCHK (6I) ,GR()t)PS (124) EVA00170
COMMON/FSL/(F AC ,TOTMSR.SEPMSktPRCKEY.CRTKFY.TNCFET• COM00010
*	 TNC.VEC(3O).ICOU14T.SFTWGT.EVALPF(100),FFTVC4(30) COM00020
•	 ,hUFET49 VAWS749COWAA59 pTAH4 oW6HS14,8F.S7VC(10),DIVSI7 COM-00030
•	 .STATKY.AnvEso t AnRESP o Af)kESF,AnRSH11 • AnRSH? COM00040
TNTEGFR A! ►RFSO,ADNESP,ADKFSF.ADRSHI•AnRSH29STATXY COk000S0
nOUkLE PRECISION CFAC,TOTMSR.SFPMSR COmOo060
CSF.ND EVA002250
nIMFNSTON COV MTX(1),	 AVEMTX(	 ), S(1), FVA00260
wFI gHT(1),I P APT(l),WkKRY(I) EVAOO?70
TF t )L1. =n EVA00280
60 T n (10,1.O.3i1.40),CRIKEY EVA00290C• WEIGHTED AVFPAr=F. t7IVERGENCF FVA00300




r• WEIGHTED AVERAGE TRANSFOR yED DIVERGENCE FVA003SOC * cye00360





C • WEIGHTED AVERAGE RHATTACHAWYYA DISTANCE FVA00420
C • FVA00430
3n CALL SHTCHK (SMSR.COVMTX, A VFMTX,WEIGHT,OIVTAB. FVA00440
•	 COVMTP,AVEMT ?_.WRKRY. EVA004S0




















































•	 GRPCHK(R 1) 9rR0lJPS(124)
COMMON/FSL/CFACrTOTMSR.SFPMSRrPRCKEY•CRIKEY.INCFETr
•	 INCVEC(4n)9ICOU14T.SETWCT.EVALPF(100)rFF.TVC4(30)








nIMFNSION AVE MTX(1)rCOVMTX(1)r WEIGHT(1)•
? !PART= S(1). 4AKAY(1)
-
CALL r,TS1TAT(COVMTXrAVEMTX,S.COVMT2.AVEMT2•S2rFETVC4•
• ntim . wkKRY. I w r4KS7. )
CALL FVALSP( SFPMSQ• COVMTx•AVEMTX.SrCOVMT2rAVEMT29S290IVTA89











C^*	 THIS SURROUTINF USES TH EXHAU?gTIVEE S ARCH PROCEDURE TO FIND
C•	THE PEST O NOFEt=4^ OUT OE 1NOFST2* FEATURES* BY 	 MAXIMIZING THE
C*	
SEPAPABILITY MFASURE INDICATED 9 Y
 *CRIKEYf*
C	 INCLUDF CnMRK ,LIST
C	 INCLUDF COMWK3*LIST
COMMON/INFOOM/NOCLS?*NOSUR2,NOFET2*VARS72*TOTVT2*NOFLO2,
•	 AVARP*COVARP*CL ID2,SURNO2,SUHOS2,F 0
VC 
V2,VERTX2,
FFTVC2(10),SU yVC2(7S) * Sl1RPTk(7S) * CL	 2(60)9
+	 KFPPTS(60)*NOGRP•GWPNAM(60)*GRPOEX(61)*





1NTEOFR A0RF^n*ADp SP * AORF5F,ADRSM19AD SM29STATKY
nOUALE PQFCISION CE AC,TOTMSR9SEPMSRCtEr(D
TNTEGER FETVC7*FETVC4*TVF_C,VARSZ29VARSZ4
INTEGER OIVSIZ*SVFC(30)*CRIKEY















 T V F C (I 1	 II EXS0(10360
TVFC(NOFET4)=NOFET4-1 EXS00370
SFP `+SW=1t.E*15 EXS00380
GET NEXT SET OF FEATURES EXS00390E. XS00400
CALL GFTSFT(TVEC * NOFET4 * NOFET2 * LAST) EXS00410
IF(LACT * F_Q * l)G0	 TO	 10 EX500420
EXS00430




EVALUATE SFPAW AHILITY MEASURE FOk THIS SET OF FFATUPF49 EXS00480
SET IPART Sn PARTIAL DEkIATIVES WILL NOT HE CALCULATED, EXS00490
EXS00500
TPART=-1 EXSOn510
CAI.L FVALSP(TMSR * C.OV MTX.AVFMTX.S * COVMT29AVEMT2,S2 9 01VTA9, EXS00520
+	 wEIGHT,IPART*7UM,DUM*WRKRY*IWRKSZ) EXS00530
TF(SFPMSR.LT.T MSR)GO TO 4 EXS00540








COMPUTE INTFPCLASS MEASURES FOR FEATURES CHOSEN EXS00640
F_XS00650In C(1NTTNl1F EXS00660
CALL (+TSTAT(CU%/MTX*AVFMTX*S*COVMT?*AVFMT?*S2*SVFC*0(4*MRKRY*IWRKSZ)FXS00670
CALL EVtLSP(SF P *+S u 9COVMTX * AVF M TX * S*COVMT2 * AVEMT2 * S2 * DIVTAd * EXS006RO
+	 '.iFIGHT*IPAHT*nUM*nUM*WRKRY*IWRKSZ) FXS00690
IF(CPl KFYoNF.l)WFT0WN EXS00700






















71415 SUBROUTINE Ig A DRIVER FOR OBTAItNING TM PARTIALS AND/	 F N00040
OR SEPARABILITY MEASURE FOR THE OAVIDON PROCEDURE.	 F NOOOSO
F N00060








COVMTX — (INPUT) COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR EACH CLASS, FIN00140
TNCLI InF COM"KA•LIST FIN001%0
TNrLUOF CO%i 4 K l•LIST





FFTVC?.(30).SURVC2(75)•SUAPTR(75)•CLSVC2(6 	 • I0 FN00200
KEFPTS(60)9NO6RP96XPNAM(60)96RPDEX(61)9 FIN00210
GFPCHK (AI),C,QOUPSl11241 F I N002?.0
COMMON/GLOHAL/HEAnt63)•MAPTAP,OAIAPE .SAVTA P .8MFILE•9MKEY. F1NOOJ30
HISFIL•HISKEY • TRFORM,ERIPTP • ERPKEY,MAPUNT • NOFILF • FIN0040
nP l (Man , nRMMnS•PAGSIZ,nATFIL•STAFIL,ASAV,ASAVFL FIN002SO









9STATK Y. AURES09ADRESP94DRESF•ADRSHI9ADRSH2 FIN00320
tNTEGFR ADkFSn•AURESP,AORFSF4,AURSHI•AORSH29STATKY FIN00330
no 1 1Pt_F PRECISION CFAC•TOTMSR•SEPMSR FIN00340
FIN00350
TNTFr-FR VAQS77.V4RS74 FIN00360















--THF FIRST FN;RY POINT (FTNT1) ISg FOR
(ONG ARGUMFNT LIST. AND PRINTING THE
CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARY*
--ENTRY POINT FIINT2 MUST RE CALLED FOR

















INCF 9 9 1 CHAR 1 9 1 ACTF 9 9 FIN00490
I NCTI99 1 ONAL 9 9 9 9T59 0 9 FINO0500
l 95HR•9 I ATIO 0 9 l 1?0X 9 9 FIN00510
I ONS,•, I T66 ,,,	 to FIN00520



























- GRFAT F R THAN 0 - 00 NOT COMPUTE PARTIALS 	 FIN00780
RMAT - H-^• ATkIX	 FIN00790







DOUBLE PRECISION	 COVMT2(VARSZ4.NOCLS2) •
•	 S?(VARSZ49NOCL$2)9
►^ 1VTA8(1) •NARTLSQ)




nI M FNSTON n 1 1N (1 )
nATA VFNN/l•1Hn9,l,IHTl9l,IHH9/
nATA AnATA/ 1 2H/ 1 /9 AnATA?/l9T980/
nATA FPM/1(///190/45XO91934HI,ICONV99tFRGEO•
O RIST 9 01C Sl9tUM4Al9lRY/3l9l5X91w9I0HFUl9
• .16141 9 9 FONC 1 . 0 TION 1 , 1 AL Vl•'ALUE1•0•T44l9
1,SNrl•tYCLEl9t,T35990.11H••IEVALI•IUATIl•
I,TQSl o o	 191,	 1992H / 0 9 0	 l•,/ I X Is






60 TO (10, ?1930)9CRIKFY




WPTTF 16.5n0 ► Tr ► TF^SNFW((3ti1=VFua(("GIhFY)
FPM(37)=04"(1701KFY)
FRM(40)=VFRk'(rRIKFY)
IF(r Q jKFY.N F .I )FHA+13U1=AI)ATA




SPSW - SE P ARABILITY MFASIIRF RFTORNFn FROM
TPART- TkTGGFk TO COMPUTF PARTIALS OR NOT
- LFSS TV • AN 0 - C06 1 PIJTF PARTIALS
FILFI FINT1
•	 RKRY- WrKIN	 STORAGE F NO
TMRK2- SITE 0	 MRKNY IN COMPUTER WORDS
F NO0444444••*•444*•*^^•••*•4.444444444 ►•••444•••••*••••444444444444• *••*••4F N
A MENSION RMAT(1),WRKRY(
	 1
0 UBLE PRECISION HMAT.SMSR
F N
F NO
GET TRANSFORMED STATISTICS FOR THIS B-MATRIX
F NO
CALL 6TSTATtCOVMTX,AVEMTXrS.COVMT29AVEMT2oS2oDUM*SMATvWRKRY9 F NO
4
CALL VVALSP($Pe5as€ OVMTX•AVEMTX•S•COVMT2,AVEMT22•S 2•DIVTAB,
wEtGHT,
F NO
•	 I PART . PARTL5 9 8MAT o WRKRY9IWRKSZ)





FCNTmICNT • 1 NO
TFTICYCLE.LF.1)GO TO SO FINO












FORMAT(///25X. f C0NVERGENCE CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARY FOR THE OAVION-FFINO
•LETCMEP-POWELL PROCEDURE S '!NO
200 FORMAT(//35X• l NUMHER OF LINEAR CO MHINATIONS 9 .IOX, , = ; rIlO/ FINO
*	 3SX, 9 0EST OEn NO. OF FUNCTIONAL EVAL. 0 .8X. 9 = l ,I10) FINO
300 F0pMAT(35X. 9 "Ax. MF.I(4HTEn AVERAGE DIVERGENCE
	
(D) 1 93X9 f_ '9E10.5) FINO
4nn FOOMOT(15 X•^NIN	 wEIt+HTEil Av.Tr7AN5.	 DIVERGENCE	 (T)=I.E10.5)
"iSK.^ M IN:500 FQaM^T(WEIGHTED AV.RHATTACHARYYA nit. 	 (H)=^.E10.5)
FINO
6n0 FOPIAt. T(?(l4 9T4.T37.14,T619F12.7.TQ0,E12.7)
FINO
FINO








ON I URKRY ( 1)•DIVTA9 ( 1)	 GG N SUO 845Is








 TOTVT2 NOFL 2.,
	
6 NO00pR
*	 AVAR2•COVAk?•^LS1 29 URNO^UNDS2 ,LDSY^•VERTX2•
	
G NO^ OG





















•	 INCV C(in)•ICOUNT•SE MGT,EVALR^(100)• ETVC4(30)	 6 N00210
+	 •NO FT4•VARS74•CORBAS.DTAR4,MGHSI4,RE 5TVC(10)•DIVSIZ	 GEF,100220
•	 •STATKY.ADRESD ADRESp.ADRESF ADRSH11 AORSH2	 GENOO,730







DI MENSION PWC(6.6) M O
DATA PkC/ r F_X ►+ p• . • USTI'r'VF S'• r EARC'r • H	 ••'	 to	 GEN00290
+	 ''IITH'•'OUT r • • REPL r • r ACEM • • • ENT t r •	 to	 GEN00300OF
	 rDAVIr•rDON—••'FLFT','CHER•••—POM••rELLL ,• 	 GEN00310
+	 rFVAL'•'. B
— ','MATR • , r IX R 9 , r EQUE'•'ST ^,	 GEN00320
+	 'EVAL'•'. FE'•'ATUR • , r ES R • •'EQUE'•'ST t o
	
GEN00330
•	 rPFST'•r K r•, OF'•'
	
Nr•' PA r , r SSES•/	 GEN00340
nATA C p l/ • wEIA • . r HTED • • • AVE','RAGE'•' DIV'•'ERGE'•'NCE '•	 GEN003SO
•r	 r,r	 r,•	 •rr	 r,r	 ,,r	 It	 GEN00360
•	 rwFlf,r,rHTEUr•r AV.'•' TRA • • r NSFO • • r RMED r • r niv r •	 GEN00370
•	 'EQGE'•'NCF •,r	 r•r	 ••r	 '•'	 to	 GEN00380
•	 'wFjC+'•'HTED'9' AV.'• r SHA • • r TTAC • ► • HARY • , • YA D O *	 GF.N00390
•	 'I',TAl•ONCE •rr	 ','	 '•r	 ••r	 to	 GEN00400
+	 'PQnB'r'ARIL', ' ITY '•'OF M'•'ISC '•'ASSI','FICA',	 GEN00410

















WRITE(6.1n q )(FFTVC2(I),I=IP,IE) 	 GEN00510
IF(IF.FQ.NOFFT2)GO TO 10	 GEN00520
IR=IF • l	 GEN00530
IE=IF+15	 GEN00540








IF(PNC K FY.LT.3)wH7TF(6912n)(FETVC4(I)9I=I8.IE)	 GEN00630
IF IFK rK EY.(;E.5) wkITE(69115) (FETVEC(I)• I=IR•IE) 	 SEN00640
IF(IE.EQ.NUFFT4)GO TO 18 	 GEN00650
TP=IF.1	 GEN00660





IF(CPIKFY.EO.I)SFPMSH_D A tiS(SE PMSk)	 GEN00700
TF(PPCKFY .FQ.3)wPlTE(6.130)SLPMSR 	 GEN00710
IF(PRCKEY .FQ.4)wkITF(6,13n)SFPMSR 	 GEN00720




IF(CkI K FY.i4F.1)wk(TF((-,.15n)TOTMSH.RATIO 	 GEN00770














331WR T l6 • ? )
1Mp T 16i g
p01
F(PR K Y.f3.1)WR T 46. 001
F(PQ K Y.EEEQ.4)WR T (6. 	 )












DO  20 T=1•NC



























C.ONT INUF100 FORMAT(IX9T35•+RES1JLTS FOR CHANNEL SELECTION ACTIVITY USING:9/
+	 lx•T40•1OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE - 096A4/
:•	 1X9T4091SEPARABILITY MEASURE	 - •13A4)
FOQMAT()X•T409+CHANNELS CONSIDFNED	 - ^•15(I2•1•0))
FORMAT0 X.T15• 1 NO. OF LINEAR COMBINATIONS
FORMAT (1 W 150 CHANNELS EVALUATED
• 1A(I2•^•'))
F^RMAT(1X•T3S• 9 CHANNELS SELECTED
•	 I2.15(999.I2))
FORMAT(/)
FORMAT(IX91`159 9 SEPARARILITY MEASURE FOR LINEAR COMB.
• F14.A)
FORMAT(lX•T'159 1 SEPARABILITY MEASURE FOR SELECTED CHANNEL
+ F)4.p)
FnRMAT(lr9T3 4;• v SEPARA8ILITY MEASURE FOR EVALUATE REQUEST
•FOWMATt1X•T3 6;9 9M INIMUM SEP.MEASOWE (USING ALL CHANNELS)
• F. 14.8/1X9T3S• 1 FATIO 1 •T78• 1 - 19F14*9)
FOQMAT(1X.T7 g.. 1 MAXIMUM SEP.MEASURE (USING ALL CHANNELS)
•F14.A/Ix•T3S• 1Q ATJ0 1 9 T799f- 19F14.8)
FORMAT(////	 IX•T509*INTERCLASS SEPARABILITY TABLE $ //1
FnaMAT(1X.T739 1 INTERCLASS PIVER6ENCEI)
FORMAT() X.TFS• # INTFRCLASS TRANSFOQMED DIVEPGENCFO)
FOQMAT(IX9T6S• 9 INTfWC1.AS5 NHATTACHARYYA DISTANCED)
FOQMAT(1X•T?2+ 9 SUQCLA5S PATRl9T4191WFIGHT19TSA90SELECTED
• • TAO• 9 ALl. CHANNFLS 9 9T99 0 RATTOI)
FOQMAT(I * ?2• f SU8CLASS PAIR 1 9T410 WEIGHT 9 •TS89 9 LINEAR C
+t • TNn. 1 ALL CHANNFI.S1.T99.1RATIO1)
FORMAT(1X•T?4• # SUHCLASS NAIRg•T419'wEIGHT19TS891EVALUATE





































	 `` ®® ^NN TttlJJ 	 E pp
	 t f p	 TTuu E
• 	 ENTfRINGNVE(1SSR UTRNEEFllyiL 
1IpTTTI10ZC9S.FINOFET4T1)FREFORl







Y C(J2) • vfr(J2)*l
I (J3.AT.NOFET4160 TO 20











































PARAMETENIS COVMTXEAYEM TX T AN^r}SSB^EFiN29 A^V^CAORSIIMATLAND










•	 iNCy; 1n).{000NT.S TwGT
•	 ov	 49VA 7.4,Cu HAS.Oj
































SEARCH PROCEDURE, SELECT ELEMENTS
INTECZ Q PWCwfY,CPTKFY.V C.VAQSI .VARSZ4








TFS = Iw1 . NOFEET2•NOFET4
F(Iv'w w S7/Z,AF.ITFST)GO TO 30
wRTTFi4.10011WRASICALL C.ME.kP
10 CONTTNUt
nOf+n T z Is NO CLS2
no tin .Iz196.OFFT4
SIPA=f). n(in 5n K_1. >.,)FFT?
Sf+ 4;Uy-StIm#AVEMTx(K91)•MMAT(.19K)
A  AVwmT?(1.1)=SU4
an C ON! TTNIIV
CALL T u•^SFk(COVMTX•COVMT?oWmKRV(IWI) **MAT)
IF t C k I KF Y.E'j.11CALL Tt(4SFR(S.S2.wRKRY(Iw1)98MAT)
OFTUkN





MTI - PATRIX 8 IS STORED IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION AND SINGLE PPE.




V AT^Ix iA 5 t ^TOREO IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION
n0 tsA II: al
n0 tin jJ2 •N
4941MSr.4
60 59 KK219
iFtKK.Pi'.JJ ► tKsKK*fKK- 11 /P • JJ
%S SUM m lgMJ0 A(jI•KK1fp1IK)	 KK





	 SUBROUTINE TO FORM PRODUCT OF MATRICES A*8 AND STORE IN Co
C*	 .
C*	 MT2 - MATRIX A IS STORED IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION
C+
SUBROUTINE MT7(A98.C+M9N)
OOLIRLE P PECISION A(1)98(MtN).C(MtN)tSUMI














C*	 MATRICFS A AND/OQ 8 MAY BE STORED IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION
C • 	L=M IF A IS SYMMETRIC --- N=M IF B IS SYMMETRIC
SUAROUTINE MT3(A,O,C.Lomt; N=M





IF(ISY mA.tQ.l)GO TO 61
1K=L*(KK-1) • 1I
no Tn F?
41 TF(KK. C F.II)IK =KK O (KK-I)/2 * II
IF(KK.LT .II)IK= II*(II-1)/2 * KK
62 TF(I g Y Ma.EQ.1)60 TO 63




1F(KK.AF .JJ)JK=KK*(KK-1)/? * JJ
IF(KK.LT.J.I)JK=JJ*(JJ-1)/2 • KK








C*	 MATRIX A CAN BE STORED FULL OR IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION
C*Co
	
ISYM_) IF A IS SYMMETRIC







iF(IsY v .Et..l)Gn TO AS
IK=L*(iJ-1) + II
60 TO On
AS IF(IJ.SE.II)IK=IJ*(IJ-11 )/2 • II
of) IF5i M^'_ T S UM ) K• A t 1K) *H (IJ•JJ) IJ








PROGRAMMER - J.K. DALY	 PL000	 0
DATE	 - FFRRUARY.	 1973	 PL000	 0
MOOTFIEn FOR I BM 370-148 R HANSEN•C HORTON	 DEC91977	 PL000 40
INPUT VARIARLEqPL000150
X	 - ARRAY CONTAINING X COORDINATES(TYPE REAL) 	 PL000 60
Y	 - ARRAY CONTAINING Y COORDINATES (TYPE REAL)	 PL000 70
NOX	 - NO. OF X COORDINATES INPUT	 (MAX. 39)	 PL000180
MARX	 - MAXIMUM VALUE OF POINT ON SCALE TO BE 	 Gj
INPUUT (INTEER)PL000I90
ALLOWED) 	 PL000200
ILAHLY - LABLE OF THE Y-AXIS (MAX.* OF 78 CHARACTERS ALLOWED) 	 PL000?JJ0
= PUN IS MADE ON TSS91NVALID 12-77 	 PL000ICODE	
0 = PUNS MADE ON 1108	 PL000230
IOPT	 - 0 = 45 DEGREE ANGLE	 INE TO BE DRAWN ON PLOT	 PL000240
1 = NO 45 UEG ANGLE 
L
	 12-77	 PL000250
INTEPNAL VARIA pLES	 PL000260
FMDK	 - WHICH WORD OF THE FORMAT ARRAY(FMTARY) TO START 	 PL000270
LOADING THE LABELS. 	 PL000290
FMTARY - ARRAY TO BE FIUILT FOR EACH LINT OF THE PLOT 	 PL000290
I	 - INDEX. FOR INNER LOOP FOR DETERMINING THE LOCATION 	 PL000300
OF THE POINT ON THE X-AXIS	 PL000	 0
INDEX	 - MAXIMUM NO, OF WORDS OF FMTARY TO BE WRITTEN 	 (TSS=I1+PLp003301108=15)
INITLN - INITIAL LINE TO BE(=IN PRINTING THE LABELS	 PL000340
INUM	- NOMNER OF POINTS TO FALL IN SAME PLACE ON PLOT. 	 PL000350
J	 - I NDEX FOR LOOP TO FIND NEXT HIGHEST Y-COORDINATE. 	 PL000360
K	 - INDEX FOR OUTER LOOP BUILDING AND PRINTING EACH 	 PL000370
Co 	LINT_ OF PLOT.	 PL0003AO
r)	 LARr+DX -	 INDEX FOR LABARY	 PL000390
p	 LASTLN - LAST LINE TO PRINT LABEL ON PLOT 	 PL0004GO
M	 - INDEX OF SCLA R Y	 PL000410
co	 PHO4I1 - NO. OF CHARACTERS/PLOT	 Pl_000420
D	 MLNCT
	
- NO. OF LINES/PLOT 	 PL000430
D	 NDX	 - INDEX TO	 O WICLA8 1	PL00044
CO	 NOYPT	 - NO. OF POINTS TO FALL BETWEEN L40ELED POINTS 	 PL000450
p	 ON x-AXIS	 PL000460
NOYPT	 - NO. OF POINTS TO FALL BETWEEN LABELED POINTS 	
PL000470
CO	 SCLARY - AR RAY ACONTAINING POINTS TOB E PRINTED AS LABELS	 PL000490
n	 ON T^4E X- AND Y-AXIS	 PL000500
WICLAR - ARRAY CONTAINING LINE NO.S OF BOTH KINDS OF PLOTS. 	 PL000510
p	 nF"PENDING ON THE LINE NO. DETERMINES WHICH LARLF 	 PL000520
p	 WILL PE PRINTFO.	 PL000530
CO	 XLNVLII - VALUE OF	 F_ACH POINT ON THE X-AXIS.	 USED TO CALCULATEPL000540
pACH POINT OF XSCLAR (X SCALE ARRA Y)	 IN SUBROUTINE	 PL000550
SCALF.	 PL000560
CO	 XSCLAR - ACTUAL VALU E OF EACti POINT ON X-AXIS 	 (TYPE REAL)	 PL000570
p	 YLNVLU - VALUE OF EACH POINT ON Y-AXIS. USED TO CALCULATE EACHPLOOOS,4O
POINT OF YSCLAR	 (Y SCALF ARRAY)	 PL000590
w w a	 PLO00b00
INCLUnF C0M 7K6.LI5T	 PL000610
TNCLUOF	 COM-+Y.79LIST	 F'L000620
COMMON/6LUBAL/HFAO(6 1 i. M APTA O .O A TA PE.S AVTAPoQMFT LE 98MKEY.	PL000630
H ISr IL•t 4 ISKEY.TPFOP W,ERIPTP.ERP K EY, MAPUNT. NOF IL F .	 PLOn0t%40
nwi t,+ AO.DuM« GS.^ A(3ilZ•DATFIL•`•T AF IL+ASAV. ASAVFL	 PL000650
.NHCTI)N. t4HtiTF I . SC T PIJN. MARF I L	 PLOOD660
.DOTU pjT -00TF Tt	 N!CHPA59 TPNbFL i BMTRFL,HISTFL o PCHUNT • 	 PLO00670CknU^!T.f,I3 T0NT9kAt.DIO	 PL000680
COMMON/FSL/CFAC.TI7TMSR.SEPMSR,PWCKEY.CPIKEY.INCFET+ 	 PL000690
INCVFC( -41)91COI)NT.SFTMGT.FVALHF(1h01.FFTVC 4 (30)	 PL000700
. 1 'OFF.T4.VA u S74.CORHAS•OTA94.W(iHS14 g kES T VC(10) . DI V S IT	PL000710
sSTATKY. AI)WESD.l,bRES 0 . A()WFS F . AORSH1. A()u5142	 PL000720
INTEGER	 PL000730
INTEGFR PCDw * 9CUxet<0 ;LK•(+CDSTk	 PL000740
DOUBLE PRECISION CFACgTUTMSk,SEPMSR	 PL000750Pl_000760
PL000770




























SURROUTINE PLOT (X.Y•NOX.MAXX . ILASLX • ILABLY.ICODE • IOPT)	 PL0000 0
••••wa•wwwwwwwwwwww•••••wwwwww••••wwwwsw•ww•wwwwwwwwwww•••www w••••ww•• PL0000 0
•	 PL000030
THIS SUBkOUTINF WAS WRITT N AY J.K.DALY OF TRW FOR THE ASTEP 	 PL000040
PROGRAM. IT WAS MODIFIED SLIGHTLY FOR USE IN THIS PROGRAM BY 	 pLO00050R .E




PSF, AL	 YSCLAR(5?).XSCLAR(85) PL000800
n11w1E PRECISION X(NOXI.Y(NOX) PL000810
PEAL S rLAa Y( N ) PL00820
I
NT C A CRIKEY•PRCKEY PL000830
PL000840NT IS, R `ABAkY(40).LARNnX.WICLAB( 	 0)OFMDX
INTEGE R ILAPLX(20)•	 ILABLY(20)tFM ARY9ASTRIC90 PLOOOR50C PLOOOH60
LOGICAL +I	 F4TA(9219 LTEST(4)•LSTAR•LOG1 PLO008?0
C PL000880
nATA 1-061/1F1/0 LRLANK/?4A/9LSTA9/Z5C/ PL000890
nATA F MTANY/?3 r4H	 /9ASTRIC/4H*•*•/9I8LANK/4H	 / PL000900
nATA T POINT / 4 H	 4/ PLOS0910
PLO 09 0DATA RCQ9LK/74n/. C0STk/Z5C/0HCD9/ZF9/98C0X/ZE?/
OhTA wICLAR /55954.52950049.42941*40#39.38/ PL000930
C PL800950FOUIVALENCF	 (FMTA(i).FMTARY(1))•(ITEST.LTEST(1))
C P 00096
C PL000970C RLeNK X ANO Y LASEL^k PL000990
no




C • FIND MARX PLOO1030
MARX=1 PLOO1040
ANAx=n. PLO01050
TF(CRIKEY.E1.3)GO TO 400 PLOO1060
TKrT=4 PL00 070
C PLO01080
C COUNT NUMQ F R OF K(T)	 GREATER THAN 7009 SET AMAX = LARGEST X(I) PLOO1090




	 I=1. 14O X PLO01110,
TF(X(l).GT9700)IKCT=IKCT • 1 PLOO1120Ann	 r'ONTINIIF PLO O 11 3 0
1` 4 AXX=	 700
IF(FLn'T(IK(:T)/FLOAT(NOX) 	 .GT.	 .2)MAXX=1400 PLOO11SO
Q 00 CONTTNUF PLOO1160
C PLOO1170
C WATTF MFSSACF	 I SFPARAPILITY TO HE GAINED MAP # PLOOIIAOCALI.	 CFTMR6(h6.2.64) PLOO1140
WPl TF (h.IFSS) PLOO1200
16 415 FOR M AT(SO.X, i SEPAkARILITY-Tn-RF-GAI NFn MAP • ) PLOO1210C PLOO1220
C QLANK LARAWY PLOO1230
no
	 lnnn	 I1=104n PLU01240
LAg A Q Y(TI)	 =	 IHLANK PLOO1250
1nn0 CONITI111l. PLOO1260
C PLOO1270




Inn1 FMTAR Y ( II)	 _	 IFLANK PLOO1300 C
PLOD 310
PL001320C QTOQE	 Y- ANO Y-A X IS LAHFLS	 INTO LAhFL	 ARRAY(LABARY)
r)O	 In ?n 	I I=102 ► PLOO1330
IF	 (Il_A4LY(IT). F o.n)	 GO	 TO	 1020 PLOO1340
I.ARAP Y (II)	 =	 ILAt4LY(TI) PLOO1350IF	 tILAµLxlII1.FC..n)	 ,U	 TO	 1020




C• •	 *	 o	 SFT	 Va-T AOL F5	 FOR PRINT	 PLOT	 l(N	 11118 PLO01410
(_AP^li Y	 =	 1 PLOO1420
^	 =	 7 PLO01430
MLNCTti6 PLOO1440h-, ' OR17	 41, PLOO1450NOYPT
	 12 PLIl014hO
lu)Y p T	 =	 N PLOO1470
NnePo, C,	 =	 N4 PLOO1430
TNT TI N	 =	 ,S PLOO1490
LA , 7LW = 44 PL001500NT)Y	 =	 1 PlOn11^10Fm f)X	 =	 Z PL001ti?O
TNnC x	 c i PL001530r P;.uo1540
C CALI	 r-(Ai v	 TO	 FOP	 ";CALF	 FOR	 PLOT PLU01550




CALL SCALF(MAXX.MLN T * INCRErYSCLARrXSCLARrSCLARYrXLNVLUrYLNVLU. 	 PLOO1590
•	 MHOQIZ.NOXPT.NOYPT) PLOO1600
XLNVLII a XLNVLU/2.0 PLOO1610





PLOO1660C	 FI Nn Y COORDINATE
(10 148n	 I14An z	 1.MLNCT PLOO11670
K s MLNCT — 114PO • 1 PL001680
DO 1190 J 2 19 NOX





IF(YY.LF..YSCLAq (K-1))60 TO	 11AO PL00 720
IF	 (YY.GT.FLOAT(MAXX))
	
GO TO 1180 PLOO1730
ll n 0 CONTINUF PLOO1740 C
PLOO1750
PLOO1760
CO • * • Y COORDINATE FOUND, NOW FIND POS. OF X COOD. PLOO1770
nO 116n	 I1160 = 1.MNORIZ PLOO17801	 s MHORI7 —
	 111 60 +	 1 PLOO 790
C	 CHECK FOR X VALUE IN RANGE PLO01800





.XSCLAR(I-1))	 GO TO	 1160 PL001 30
PLOO1840TF	 (Xx.	 T.FLOAT(MAXX))	 GO TO	 IAO
C	 MOVF TTH CHAR TO ITEST. RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 0 FILLED PLO01850
ITFST = 0 PLOO1860
LTFST(4)	 =	 FMTA(I) PLOO1870
C	 CHFCK FOR BLANK OR STAR IMPLYING NO PREVIOUS OCCURANCES PLOO1880
IF	 (ITEST	 .Fn.	 RCDRLK	 .OR.	 ITEST	 .EA. RCOSTR)	 GO TO 1140 PLOO1890
C	 CHFCK FOR x IMPLYING MAXIMUM COUNT ALREADY REACHED PLOO1900
IF	 (ITEST	 .EO.	 HCDX)	 GO TO	 1}80 PLOO1910
C	 600 1
	
TO COUNT.	 IF t .*ORE
	
THAN 9
	 CCURANCES. CHG COUNT TO X PLOO1920
I TFST	 ITEST	 +	 1 PLOO1930
F	 (ITFST	 .GT.	 ACDQ)	 ITEST	 =PCOX PLOO1940




S0 TO	 180 PLOO1970
C	 PLANK OR STAR• STORE - 	I FOR FIRST OCCURANCE PLOO1990
11 4 A FMTA(I)	 = LOG1 PLOO1990
SO TO	 1180 PL002000
11 04n rONTINUF PLOO2010
llAn CONTINUE PLOO2020 C
PL002030
C PL002040
C	 QUILD 4S nEGkEF ANGLE LINE OF PLOT PL002050
IF	 ("On(K92).FO.n)	 GO	 TO	 1220 PLOn2G60
NOSPAC = '+OSPAC -	 3 PLO02070
LTFST(4)	 =	 FMTA(NOSPAC) PLOO2090
IF	 (ITFST	 .r;F.	 LNLANK)	 GO TO	 1220 PL002000
FMTA(NOSPAC)	 = LSTAR PL002100
C PLOO2110
c PL002120
C	 c FT 11 0 LA Q FL PLOO2130
l?? n rONTTNUE: PLO02 40
C	 nETFRMINE wHET H E P OR NOT LAHEL I5 PRINTED PL002150
IF	 (K.LT.LA g TLN)	 GOTO	 1340 PL002160
IF	 (K.GT.INTTLN)	 GO	 TO	 1340 PL002170
IF	 (K.NE. W ICL-A Q (NOX) )	 60	 TO1340 PLOO21RO
PLOD? 90IF	 (K.F q .52.OR.K.FQ.40)	 GO	 TO	 1320
C PLO022n0
C	 MOVF LAPARY TO FMTARY PL0022.10
IJ = FMnx	 . 5 PLO02220
IF	 01 0n(K.2)	 .FO.	 0)	 IJ	 =FMOX	 +	 5 PL002230




LARNOx	 = LA14 NOX	 +	 1 PLO02260
1?40 CONTINUF PLO02270NOY	 =	 N(IX	 +	 1 PL(102290
60 TO
	 1340 PL002290
13 ? 0 rONTINOE PL002300
FMTAPY(F mOX+3)=IHLANK PL002310
NOX = NPX	 +	 I PLOO2320
1340 rONTINUF PL002330
IF	 (K.Fl). M LN(T)	 GO	 TO	 138 ('L00?.340









ISAn F0pMAT 41N ► 22X91H•923A4)
1390 CONTINUE
PRINT PLOT FOR ^j0
IF ( M .LE.1)	 0 1480
IF (K.FG * MLNCT) WRIT (691660)FMTARY
1660 FOOMAT( M 9?1X92M • 9 3A4)
WRITF^(6.1540)SCLARY(M)vFMTARY
1540 FORMAT(1M 914X9E7.292H 0923A4)
M : M - 1
1440 CONTINUE
C





IF(PRCKFY.EO.3 .0 . PRCKEY.EG .4)WRITE(691710)
1710 FOQMAT(lH#*ll.INEAR0)
TF(PRCKEY.EA.1 .OR. PRCKEY.EG .2)WRITE(691720)
1 7 ?n FORMAT(1N•9•SELECTEDI)
1030 IF(K.NF.39)^+0 TO )035
IF(PRCK F_ Y .EQ * 3 .0	 PRCKEY.E0.4) WRITE(691730)
1730 FONMAT(1N•99COM9. ► )




E 0 • • • MRINT X-AXIS LINE AND LABELS
Co • *	 OWRTTF(651SQOP(SCLARY(L)9L=198)
ISan FORMATR.175njx'7(12H• * • • • • ) ► 1H•/15X9E7.293X ► 7(5X9E7.2))
WRTTF
17Sn FO0MAT(/69X. t ALL CHANNELSO)
IF(CRIKFY.E7.3)MRITE(691640)
16 00 FnOMAT(/50K.	 $INTERCLASS BHATTACHARYYA DISTANCE ► )
IF(CRTKEY.MF.3)6RTTE(691700)















THIS SUBROUTINF PERFORMS SOME OF THE PRELIMANARY TASKS FOR
Pk 00050FE6TURF SELFCTION.	 THE
	





MPUIIT n ANDII STOR,r.D	 A SCRATCH FILE FOR LATER PRINTEEINGI.
+ C MPUTtnTiGOwIG►H+TEDSAVEAAGENDIVERGENCE IFECRIK Y=1
RICE
F WEIGHTS PRH S090
ARE TO	 HE SET BY DEFAULT• THE SUBROUTTINE ALSO PERh^ORMS THIS TASK. PPEEE00O010o
co
IMPLICIT	 INTEGER(A-Z) PRE001 0
C INCLUDE COM4KI :LIST PPED0130
C INCLUnF COM OK .LIST PRE00140
COMMON/INFOQM/NOCLS29NOSUR?.NOFET29VARSZ?.TOTVT29NOFLD29 PR 00 50







•	 INCvEC( %n). ICOUtJT%SETWGT.EVALRF(1n0).FFTVC4(30) Ok 00020
EOM00030•	 .NOFET4.VARS 7 4•CO48AS.DTAH4.WGMSSI49PESIVCC(10)•DIVSIZ
+ 9STAT K Y.ADRES09A^iRESP.AORESF•AUPSHI.ADPSH2 COM00040
TTNT46EER AnRFSD.ADu SP.A(1RFSF•AORSH1 .AORSH2•STATKY OM00050
DOUi1LE PPECISION CF AC.TUTMSk.SEPhSR OM080600




REAL	 C0VMTX(VAkSZ29NOCLS2).	 AVFMTX(NOFET2•NOCLS2)• PRE00kyu
*	 WF.ICHT(DIVSIZ)•	 S(VARS729NOCLSZ) PRE00300
PEAL TQ0).ePRwGT(74n)9ANUMNX PPF00310
nOt)8LE PRECTSION DIVTAB(DIVSIZ).DUM PR 00320
n011NLF PRECISION WRKRY( 1) PRE00330
REAL	 TW(60)A NIIMPX	 =	 n. PREEE00340
DO 1
	 I =1.RUrLSZ PRE00360
1 ANIJMnX = ANUMPX + FLOAT(KPPPTS(I))
PRE00 AO
NC = NOCLS2 - 1 PRE00 90
no 2	 I=19NC PR 00400
4
K =	 I	 +	 1 PR 00410




APRWGT(K)= FLOAT(KPPPTS(I)+KPPPTS(II))/(ANUMPX •+2) PRE00440
2
IF(IPRIUR.'gr.0)AwRITF(A,940) PR 00460
990 FnPMAT(Ihl. l 	APRIORI	 WEIGHT MULTIPLIERS AND TOTAL NO PIXELS @ ) PR 00470
IF(IPRIOR.NF.0)	 WRITE ( 691000)	 (APRWGT ( I)9I=19DIVSIZ)rANUM P X PkEO048Q
1000 FOOMAT(	 ) PPE0049UU
TF	 (SFTwGT.F4.2)
	
GO TO 6 PREOOS0000	 S	 I=19I)IVSIZ PRE00510
5 WF.TGHT(I)	 =	 i.n PPE00520
6 IF	 (IPWIOR. 970.0)	 GO	 TO	 9 PRE00530
nn	 7	 I=1.DIVSI7 PPE00540
7 WFIGHT(I)
	 =	 wEIGHT(I) • APRWGT(I) PRE00550
9 CONTINUA PRE00560
f+ SF.T IPART SO PARTIALS WILL NOT BE COMPUTED. PRE00570




C • CRTTFQIA - WEIGHTFO AVERAGE DIVERGENCE PkE00620
C• --rOMPUTF INTE PCLASS DIVERGENCES PkEO0630




--CO ►+P(ITF S-MAT Q ICFS PRF00650
C • --00v PUTE wF16HTED AVERAGE DIVERGENCE FOR ALL FEATURES PkEO0660C• PREn0670
In CALL DIVE r G(COVMTX.VAU5Z29AVFMTX90IVTAB.NOCLS29NOFET29 PkEOOSAO
•	 WNKRY•MRKSIZ) PPF00640
TF(SFTWGT.NFn)GU TU 25 NkE0070000 2n K=1.1)IN17. PWE00710
WFIGHT(r ► 	 _	 0FXP(- 0IVTAei(K) /16.) PkEn0720
n IFPUIR.!vFe)	
WEIGHT(K)	 =	 WEIGHT(K) • APRWGT(K) PRE00730 
C • C	 TE S PPE00740;)5 CnNTTw11E PkEO0750
DO 3n J=19NOCI.S2 PRE00760
nO 3n	 1=19VAWS72 PRE00770 
1;(1.•1)=0.(I PRE007AO
NC=NOCI.S2-1 PRE00790

































































































CFAC	 C AC + WEIGHT(I)
CFAC=1./CFAC













SAVE INTERCLASS WFIGHTS ON DRUM
AS Io=nIVSIZn2
CALL_ kwRITF ( ADRESO.DIVTAB • I09ISTAT)
RA IF(ISTAT.EG.1)60 TO 86
90 RETURN
END






^SUPROUTINE PRTFLO(COVMTX*AVEMTX FLDMTX • VERTEXr
C
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-M90-Z)






•	 AVAR •COVAR?•CL5IO2•SURNO2•SUF ►OS2•FLOV?.•VERTX2•
•	 FETV 2(30)•SUPVC2(7S)•SURPTR(TS).CLSV 2(601•
•	 KENPTS(60)•NOGRP•GRPNAM(60)96RPOEX(61)9
•	 ARHCHK(61)9AR0UPS(124)
COMMON/GLOBAL/MEAD(b3)•MAPTAP•DATA WE•SS AXTAP RMFILE•RMKEY•
•	 HISFIL•HISKEY•TNFORM•ERIPT•ER^KEY•MAPUNT•NVFILE•
•	 pR(1MAD•nRMwr)S•PAGSIZ•nATFIL.STAFIL•ASAV•ASSAVFL
• .NHSTUN•NHSTFI•SCT W(lN•MAPF L
• .nOTUNT.nOTFTL.NCHPAS•TANS L•BMTRFL•HISTFL•PCMUNT•
• rPSUNT•PRTUNT•RANOIO
COMMN/FbL/CFAC TOTMSR•SEPMSR PRCK Y SRIKEEY INCF T
•	 INCVFC(1n).3 C.OUNT .SETWGT.ET VALB (i0)•FE^VC41 0;
9NOFET4sVARS749CORHAS90TAP49WGHS149RESTVC(10)90IVSIZ
•	 •STAIKY•AOWESU•AnRFSP•ADRE4iF•AORSMI9ADRSH2
























PRINT THE COVARIANCE AND MEAN	 PRT004SO
------------------------------------------------------------------PkT00460PRT00470





0INC = CNT PRT005PRT00530
no ?QO	 ICLAS = 1.NOSUB2 PPT00540




FnWMAT(/1K•'S0HCL455	 9 9 A4	 ) T00600PRT00600l,NOFET2.12
STOP4n PRT00610LOC





FO0MAT(l0X.17(A3.I2.A1.3X)) PWT00650PRTA0660FOPMAT('0MEAN•.3X9l2F9.2) PRTOOb7OWRTTF	 (h.74n)
FOR4AT('0	 C I)VAPIANCE	 MATRIX')
CALL WRTMTX(COVMTX(1•ICLAS 	 )9NOFET2.9CDTW0)
PP700680
PRT00690









































































C	 INCLO OFOM010 LIAT
•COMMON/f L/CFAC• TM?RrSiPMSR•PRCKFY•CRIKFY•INCFET•




NT ER AnRFSngADN SP•AURESF•AURSH •AD TSH29STATKY






0 n 1FOA 1^
1'NCA Lt: LABLE ARRAY - SCLARY
SCI_APY ( I ) = 0
1000 CONTjNVE
Co • •f * ( n HHETFbmINE . 13.AHELS FORKXYAND*Y)AXISO 1070
iiNCRF = NAAX /7
IF (MOn(INC4F.+5) .NE. 0) INCRE = S - MODIINCRE•S) • INCRE
q
no A 1020 I;2.8
ISAVFY=1INCRE.S^VISAVE
1070 nNT NUF
Cw w • xPTS TEi4mlNF THE





YSrLAN(I ) = 0.0
xSCL %R () = 0.0
PS A VE = YLNVLU
no 1040 1=2.MLNCT
YSCLA P (T) = NSAVE
PSAVE.	 RSAVE • YLNVLU
1040 CONTINUE
PS A VE = XLNVLU
no ln6n I=29MMORIZ
XSCLAR(I) = RSAVE
PSAVF 2 RSAVE • ALNVLU





SCIA U Y(I) = 1. / 10.••IEXP








10 x 0 KS nLAR(K)=Y5CLAF(K-1) • WNCRE
no 1 n ?n I=1.7
K_K.I
YSCLlR(K)=SCLAQY(I)
PNCP F = ISCtARY(I•1) -SCLARY(1))/APTS
n0 'In c,() J=2.1+OrP)
K=K•I
XSft.A•4 1 N) =XSCLAR (K-1) •RNCPE
IOQO C ONT INUEQFTUWN
FNn
THE X AND Y AXIS
1	 8
FILL S%TUP4
SURROUTINE SETUP4(ARRAY•TOP•STOPFG•JTIME•SUBRAY•SUBSIZ) 	 *Et000C SF.T000
114PLICIT INTEGER
	
( A-N•0-Z1	 F O
-i--------••-------i------•-------------•-----•----------•-----------•ccI° agiiifiiiiiii-iiiiiiii-• ii-• --iiii •iiii.-..iiiii-- -----iii----.-iii---• S T O O 0
1400
PURPOSE.. CCOORRpINATES ROUTINESg TO ANA YZEE gg P RVISOR 	
Tp^
CONTIrOL CARDS FOR $ SELECT # ^ROtEUPO





























nATA WSI7. 4 JO/•ES17/100/98LANK/1H /•COMVEC/l• t • l /	 T
DATA SY""A /h?J
DATA 01—^	 C/	 f aieN l o O SUAC O •" HEST • • O OPTI $ • $ MFIG I • O EVAL 9 • 9 MODU^e	 TO3
"•,s'
D'CkIT^•^R •MA^.^IINC
	 • •^I C0^1 ^•^OATE^ • ^MEEUUii^^
	 ITO
'MEDk%•fCl'"—'* ••ENU l 9 f $END • • f STA # •^At^RI^•^8SPA^•^NCPA T /	 0
NCI' ._.F C04RKh.L ST 	 TOOC	 NCt .roc CoMi-x79LIST	 SFT00 40
OM B. ')r;.r;NFOWM /NOCLS2•NOSUR2 • NOFET?•VARSZ?. • TOTVT2 •NOFL pp2•	 SFTO S
•	 AVARPsCUVAk2 • CLSTD?•SUNNO2•SUHn92•FLO?V2•VfRTX2 • 	Si-T00 ti








EOU 'i= LENCE ( Hf.UI ( ) •HEAO ( 4)) • (DATE ( I) •MEAn(221) •	 Et004 0
2	 (HEU[( 3 ► •HF^n(30))•(COMFNT(1)*HEAD(481) 	
IFT004
TOO
COM40N/GLORAL/KEAn(63)•WAP AP•nATAPE•SAVTAP•BMFILE•BMKEV• 	 .
NTSFIL•H SX Y•TRFOWM•Fa PT•ERPKE'Y•MAPUNT•NOFILE•
	
TO 4 0




• •n(1TU f4T•nOTFIL• NfHPAS.TWNSFL•BMTRFL•NISTFL•PCMUNT9 	 1004 Q
• LQT)(JNt.PRTUNT9 w ANnl0
	
ST0044
•C^^' MON /FSl_/ CV AC • 1nTMSk • E)FkMSR•PRCKEY•CPIKFY•INCFE T•	 S T0049
INCVEC( 30)•ICOL)NT•SF.'VG1•EVALHF(1OD)•FETVC4 00)	 S TOOS















CONM('-j/-kSTKN/ r- PPPTS(ht;)• I PRIOR• KSEST• NCPASS	 SFTOOO60
DATANCkl/*OIV!r"-'W)3E Nt .'CE 3)1 • 1 TRAN I • l S• D l t f IV• • • 9 8HAT I • l T. O f * SFTOOSSO
• •IST. 1 /	 SETOO590
DATA PWOC.' • FX. O r l jFA l 9 t9CH • f MITH : • • pUT I•IRPLC O •	 SFT0060
• vNAVI:• : ''0N t o	f•fF.VL 1 •^
:
B MA l •^TRIX l o l EVAL*•*UATE O • t 	 o	 TO06
•	
SF
1ri'-	 ^.+ K IIWASS$/	 10060
D ME - .2IUN ARRAY (1) .CARD(62) 	 SFT006 0
n MENSION SURRAY11 1 	 SFYO0640
R A SUbkAY	 SFT00650
DAT(1 CHCD/ 9 0 /• $BCD/ # S O /• PHCD/ • P • /• UBCD/ f U • /• FBCD/ I F O /	 SET00640
































IPRIS • 0N P s♦
I	 s^ 6R P MK( ;
2 gONggT I
+I U
S ROSY C( )!0
ciKjrs
IfFJT22IME.
Rkuro T s 3





NOW READ CARD INTO THE PUFFEER
READ 42191SP IACAROM 91•I.201
F0RMAT (20A4 )
MNITE(RkUNIT IS)(ACARO(Il•Isl•201























OPTION CARn - OPTIONS ARE STATS OR PUNCH
60 J:NXTCHw(CAQn•COL)
IF (J.E , j.C H r f)) WTKFY n I
^
FIJ.F'^. SN ^D1 STaTxrs








































 k%J I)GOTO 10
WEIGHTS CARD
TO J
A^L  MGTSCNiCARO•COL•SUBRAYgWGMPUF•NSIZvWPTR ►
WOTs2
O TO 10
FVALUATE CARD - A AET OF FEATURES TO PE EVALUATED ACCORDING TO
REAUESTED CRITERIA




IF(.PT•)•2•J .LE.ESIZ)(;0 TO AS
EEMPTWsF.6•Z0001
T+0 TO 11






































BEEN OVERWRITE NS T02180S.T02190
SFTO?200
SFT02210
INCLUDE CARD - FFATUWFS TO RF, INCLI)nED IN 1 4EST I SET,	 SFTO222 0
w1THUUT NEPLACE mE NT PROCEDURL	 SET022 0
SET02240
INCFFT= Nj4eFR(C4Rn•COL.INCVkC•INC FET)	 SETO2250
GO TO 10	 SUT02260
SFTO?270
ICOUNT CAWn - NU. OF ITFRATIONS FOW DAVIDON P ROCEDURE	 SETOZZOO
j:
SETO 790
MODULE CARD DECK - READ CARD DECK AND STORE ON SLAT„FILE. 	 S TO 000
•
• GROUP CARD




• PROCEDURE CARD ):FXHAOSTIVE SEARCH
• 7slmITHOOT REPLACEMENT	 (DEFAULT)
WrsDljSf	 INPUT










IF	 (CRIKEY	 .LT. 1	 .OR. CWIKEY	 .GT.	 3)	 CRIKEY •	 1
GO TO	 10
cc













1F (.),IJF.CNCn) 60 Tn 10
CALL $4MF IL (AWOAY.NOFF T4.N0FET?9FFTVC • )
co
	 SETSnA































C • HED2 CARD SET0244Q
200 REAn(30.6000)HED2 SET0245C0
REWIND RRUNIT SETO 46
SET0247GO TO 10
C APRIORI CARO SET02480
205 IPRIOR = I SET02490
GO TO 10 SET02500
207











C* COMMENT CARD SET02580
210 READ(30.6000)COMENT SET0259S
REWIND RRUNIT SET0260u0









IF(M.EO.UHCU)	 GO TO 1702 SET02670
IF(M.EI).FRCO)	 GO TO 1703 SETO 68
SET0269S1723 WRITE(69755)
755 FORMAT(' ERROR ON STAT FILE CARO •) SET02700
GO TO 10 SET02710
1702 J=FIND12(CARn •COL.EOUVEC) SET02720
IF(J.FQ.-1)
	
GO	 TO	 1123 SET02730
M=NU48ER(CARO 9CUL9SAVTAP9ZERO) SET02740
COL=COL-1 SET02750






GO	 To	 1723 SET027RO
FILNO = NUMHER(CARD •COL.STArIL9FILNO) SET02790






C • *ENn+	 -	 ENO OF-THIS SET OF CONTROL CARDS SET02840





C • IF R-MATRIX IS INPUT. OBTAIN DIMENSIONING INFORMATION AND SFT02880
C • FFTVC2 FOOM H MFiLE. SET02890
225 IF(RMSwT.EQ.A)GO	 TO 230 SFT02900
CALL HMFIL	 (OUMMYrNOFET49NOFET29FETVC2r3)
SET029?0C^
READ AND RFOUCF STATS SET02930C. SET02940
2.30 CALL REUSAV(ARRAY•TOP•AMSWT)C
SET02960
C	 CODE ADDED TO CHECK FOR EXIT FOR ONE CLASS INPUT SF702970
C	 ON PROCEDURES 1.2.39OR 6 SFT02990
C SET03000NOFFT4=NOFFT2
























C	 CODE ADDEO TO QUIT IF ONLY ONE CLUSTER INPUT
250	
IF(NO 6R.9400j1)GO TO 260
9400 FORMAT(SX* vPROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS ONLY ONE CLUSTER INPUTI)
w
GO TO 10
F*	 CHECK *HEST I REQUESTS
co




C*	 CHECK ON EVALUATE REQUESTS
C*
280 CONTINUE














IF (19RIOR ,NE.0) WRITE(6 * 93 O)
WRITE (699380) NCPASS








IF CLSWT OPTION IS INPUT* SET UP WEIGHT ARRAY FOR INTERCLASS
C*	 SUBCLASS WEIGHTS.
C*
W1 = 1 • WPTR • 4
295 IF(WTKEY.EA.11) GO TO 9500
C •	 MOVEACIASSRIn INFO
RMATIONTION NO LONGER NEEDED.




•	 ---REDSAV STORES INTO ARRAY IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
C*	 1.CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
C*	 2.NO9 OF SUBCLASSES IN EACH CLASS
C*	 3*SU4CLASS OFSCRIPTIONS
Cw	 4.TRAINTN6 FIELD INFO.
C






*	 ITFMS 1 * 29495 A' J F NOT NEEDED AFTER PRINTING * SO THE STORAGE
co
	
IS REASS16NED AS FOLLOWS * ADDING STORAGE FOR OTHER ARRAYS.
C	 1. SUBCLASS DESCRIPTIONS
2. COVAPTANCF MATRICES
	
w	 3. MEAN 0 CTUNS
. ITEQ (SU B)CLASS SEPARARN ILITY MEASURE TABLE




290 ARRAY(CLSID2*1-1) = ARPAY(Sl18DS2*I-1)
P,,,.
tr	 t , i r - is
Q^	











WROS s (VARSZ2•NOFET2) •NOSU82
	
SET038
0 295 I 8 119IWRDS	 SET0364
295 ARRAY(NA+I
-11 : ARRAY(COVAR2•I-1) gETO
COVAR2=NA	 SET0386
885
AVA92=COVAR2 • NOSU82•VARS22 SSEET038700
















OTA84 =WGH514 • OIVSItt 	 SET097
CORRAS = DTA04 + OIvSIZ •2	 SET0398
IC=CORRAS	 SET03990










* SET UP ARRAY OF INTERCLASS WEIGHTS IF INPUT - IF DEFAULT IS TAKEN SET04040
C♦ WEIGHTS ARE COMPUTED IN PRELIM. 	 SET040SO
S T0406
300 IF(SETWGT.NE.29ANn.WTKEY.NE .l) GO TO 31C	 SET04070



























FORM AT(* SSELECT O )	 SET0420
2000 FOWM AT(4496X962A1)	 SET04222 00
3000 FORMAT(5X9A496X962_AI)	 SET042 0
4000 FORMAT( • TOO MANY FVALUATE REQUESTS--REMAINDER IGNORER S ) ET04 40
5000 FORMAT( t GROUP CARD IN ERROR - IGNORED I ) SET04 50
6 t,00 FOWMAT(10X915A4)	 SET042226
7000 FOR,MAT1 1 PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS LESS THAN 2 CHANNELS O 1.	 SET04270
9000 FOPMAT( I	INVALID CONTROL CARD - IGNORED')	 SET04260
9000 FORMAT(+ PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS LESS THAN 2 CLASSES') 	 SET04229
FORMAT( w COME NEiDFD IN ARRAY FOR THIS PROHLEM IS 1 9I69 9 WORDS $ )	 SET043009100
9200 FORMAT( $ ERROR IN ATTEMPT TO READ STATISTICS FILE-EXECUTION TERMINSET04310
• ATED FROM SETUP4 9 )	 SET04320
9300 FORMAT(//' YOU HAVF SFLFCTED THE FOLLOWING OPTIONSt • /	 SET04338
•	 5X9	 • PROCEDU ak l •T3593A4/ 5X9 1 CRITERIA 9 9T3593A0	 SET0434
9310 FOW M AT(5X9 I SELECT	 THE BEST SET(S)	 OF 9 9T35910(I29 9 9 0 ))	 SET04350
9320 FORMAT(5X9 1 FROM CHANNELS l 9T35930(129 9 9 9 ))	 SET04360
9340 FORMAT (5x9 vu';F	 I 1+P07	 WEIGHTS I )	 SET04370
9350 FORMAT(SX9 0 0SE OF-FAULT WEIGHTS I )	 SET04380
9330 FORMAT(5X9 f lNCLUDE	 IN THE REST SET• CHANNELS I 930(I29 1 9 9 ))	 SET04390
0360 FORMAT(SX9 I USF AUTOMATIC	 INTFRCLASS SUBCLASS WEIGHTS # )	 SET04400
9370 FORMAT(SX.IUSE A WRIORI WEIGHTING TO MODIFY INTERSUBCLASS WTS • )	 SET04410
9380 FOR-IAT(SX9	 • NUMAkR CHANNELS PER PASS IS 1 9T359I5)	 SET04 420
C• INITIALIZE ALL SUBCLASS WEIGHT PAIRS TO 090 IN WORKING ARRAY 	 SET04430
9500 CONTINUE	 SET04440
DO	 2100	 IK=19iv0SUP2	 SFT04450
no	 2100	 .1K=I*NOS I )92	 SET04460
ID l 1M=(W1+IK-1+(.1K-1) •NOSU82)	 SET04470
IInU4=( W 1 + ,)K-1+(IK-1) •NOSUH2)	 SET04480
SUHkw' f In11M1 =0.0
	
SFT04490
SURRA'(IID I JM)=0.0	 SFT04500C2100
SET04510
C • REPLACE	 INTERCLASS SUBCLASS PAIRS WITH WEIGHT = 190 	 SET04520
C • SFT04530
ENnI = 0	 SET04540
NK= NOCLS^ - 1
	
SET04550




STARTI = ENp I +





DO 400 K2 = O. NOCLS2
JJ2= ARRAY(SUBNO2-l•K2)
START2 = ENO2 + I
FNP2 = START2 • JJ^?
	 1DO SOO N = START29 _N
K0'JM=(wl-1+T•(N-1)*NOSUA2)
KKniiM=(wl-1+N+(I-1)•NOSU82)


















FUNCTION ROUTINF TO COMPUTE THE TRACE OF THE PRODUCT OF TWO
C*	 SYMMETRIC MATRICES95TORED IN SYMMETRIC NOTATION. THE DIMENSIONS














10 SLIM = SUM * A(K)*B(K)
15 K=K•1
SUM 1 = SUMI * A(K)*B(K) • SUM*2.
20 CONTINUE













SUBROUTINE TRNDIV(SPMSR.CnVMTX•AVEMTX•COVMT2•AVEMT29 	 TRNd0010
•	 WEIRHT*OIVTAR•	 TAN00020
•	 WRKRY91WRKSZ9IPARTsPARTLS ► BMAT91FULL)	 TRN08030TRN Q 8Q 40
SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE AVERAGE WEIGHTED TRANSFORMED 	 TRN{7OYSO
nIVERGENCE. AND PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TO B. 	 TRN00060
TRN00070
IF IFULL=1 CO MPUTE TRANSFORMAEO DIVERGENCE FOR ALL I NOFET O CHANNETPNOOOBO




TPNO0 38n01IRLE PRECISION SPMSR
INCLUDE CO MK W l *LIST TRN00140
COMMON/INFORM/NOCLS2+NOSUR29NOFET29VARS7P9TOTVT2.NOFLO29 TRN00150




COMMON/FSL/CFAC * TOTMSu.SEPMSktPRCKFYoCRIKEYrINCFET• COM00010
INCVFC( in). ICOUNT.SETWGT.EVALRF(100).FETVC4(30) COM00020
.NOFET4. VARS74 9COPHAS90TA84 * WGHS149RESTVC(10)90IVSIZ COM00030
9STD.TKY.AnRESn•AONESP * ADRESF*ADRSHI•AORSH2 COM00040
INTEGE R AOKEgDoADRESP.ADHESF•AORSHI.ADRSH29STATKY OM00050




























lwi= Tk ?•101W4=T 14 1• 10
ITcST=Iw4*103 rONTIN(JF
IF(I^'QKSZ/2.GE.TTFST)GO TO 1








C•	 FINNII=1.IvS10VAR FOR CLASS I
no 5
TF (IF(II.L.F ('i.l) WPKPY ( I 1) =COVMTX (I I.I )
TF( IFIILL.I^E.I)WRKRY(II)=COVMT2(II9I)
5 rONTTNLI

























































































(R	 160 TO 10
WRK Y(ISM+K-I)=CDVMTX(K,l)+COVMTX(K•J)+T(II)•T(IJ)
GO TO 12
WRKRY( 52+K-I)=COVMT2(K9I) • COVMT2tK9J) • T(II)*T(IJ)
CONTINUE
IF PARTIALS ARE TO BE CALCULATED COMPUTE FULL •S'
CL ASSES I AND J
IF(IPAPT.LT.0)GO TO 25
no 35 Tl=1,t,,OFF_T2
T(TI)= A VE M TX(II9I) - AVEMTX(119J)
Kan
n020 11=1:NOFET2
no 2n J=1 II
K=K+1
WPKRY ( 75I+K -1)sCOVMTX(K4I) • COVMTX(K9J) • T(II)•T(IJ)









SUM INVERSES AND COMPUTE TRACE OF SUM • S2
nO 40 II=I9TVSZ
WR K RY (IW1+11-1)=WRKRY(ICOVI+II-1) + WRKRY(ICOV2+II-1)
nIVTAR(MN)=TRACE(WRKRY(IW1)9WRKRY(IS2)9NF)/2. - 2.*NF
DIVTAH(MN)=nEXP(-OIVTA3(MN)/16.)
SPMSR = SPmSP + DIVTAB(MN)*WEIGHT(MN)










































TPN01WR3RYMT^tTW4•L1= Y(ICOV1),CALL	 w^^ta	 WRKRYRIW4)tWRKRY(IW2)9NOFET4,NOFET4 , 2RO
+► 	 r;0oc;a-1;0) TPNO1290
CALL MTI(NMST,(:OV MTX(1,J),WRKRY(IW3)9NOFFT49NOFET2) TRI401300
CALL M73(WRKRY(ICOV2)9 WRKRY(IW3)9WRKRY(IW 4 )•NOFET49 NOF E T49 TWN013 0
s	 NOFFT29190) TkN013 0
CALL MT3(WW K QY(IS?)•WRKRY(IW4)9WRKRY(IW3),NOFET49NOFET49 TRN01330
a 14OFFT29190) TPNO1340






CALL MT3( w 4gw Y( ICOV?)9WRKRY(IW4)•MRKRY(IW3).NOFET4,NO FET 49 TRN01390
9r	 NOFFT29190)
Tk0110nO 44	 IK=1910 TPN
4
014 1 0L=TK-1
44 WRKHY(1W2 + L)=WGKWY(IW? + L)	 + WRKRY(IW3+L) TWN01430
CON = WEIt;HT(MN)ODIVTAO(MN)/(I6.°NOCLS2) TRU0 440
no SO	 TK=1910 TPN01450






5nO FOD IA AT ( • 	 G E.DUCF_ D COVARIANCE MATRIX	 FOR CLASS 4 9I39 1 	 IS ?v'r'•`	 POSITIVFTt, (vr.1520
+	 nFFIfilTE') TPN01530
6n0 FODm AT( l	 NUT ENOUGH wORK A REA	 IN TRNnIV --	 IWRKSZ= I 9I5) TWO 1540 











•	 GRPCHK (A1) 9GR0UPS(11?4) TWN00080
COM00010COMMON/FSL/CFACeTOTMSRe5EOMSR•PNCK Y)CkIKEY•INCFET••	
It4CVEC`70)eICOUNTeSETWGT.F_VALHF(100).FETVC4(30) CUM00020
COM00030•	 *NOfET4.VAPS24•CO ►CHAS.OTA84:WGHC1 4 •PESTVC(10)•DIVSIZ
•	 .STATKY.AC)PEiD*AnRESP.AItktSF•ADRSHI•ADRSM2 COM00040
TNTFC,FR AORFSPeADPFSN•AUNFSF•ADPSM eADRSH2•STATKY COM00050




n0(1HLE PRECISION8MAT(NOFET49NOFET2) TPNQO 90
nOuRIPRECISION A2(VARSZ49NOCLS2)ew 	 (NOFET49NOFET2)- E TRN00200
nI MENSION A(VARSZ29NOCL52) TkN00210TRN00220
C
•
MULTIDLY GMAT • A • BMAT(TRANPOSE) AND STORE IN A2 TRN0024=





no 150 J=19NO FET2 TRIJ00270
SUM=0.0 TPN00280
no 140 K=1eNOFET2 TRN002907PNO0300IF(K.GF.J)I P =K*(K — I)/2	 +	 J
IF(K.LT.J)I P =J• (J-1)/2 + K TPNO0310










160	 StPl=SUM	 +	 W(JeK)	 •	 BMAT(I•K) TRr400400TPNO0410TF(J.GF.I)IP=J*(J-1)/2
	 +	 i
IF(J.LT.I)I P =I°(I-1)/2	 +	 J TPNO0420
A2(IP.JJ)=SUM TPNO0430
17A CONTINUE TRN00440






























































C	 NCLUOE OMRK7. t S
IOMMON/INFORM/N^CLS7.•NOSUA2•NOFET2•VARSZ2.TOTVT2•NOFLt12•
	





































MI MENSTnN COVMTX(VA SZ2•NOCLS2) • AVEMTX(NOFET29NOCLS2)9
S(VAks7.2•14WFIGMT (I) •WRKRY (j)



















SUAROUTINF. Wbt TCMK(WEIGHT.CLSNAM.NAMPR•WGHT*WPTR•WRK RY•NOCLS2 1





Or, C i L • 1	 1,TFMP(4)•LS5TOR(4).NSTOR(4)






DATA PLANK/ 1	9/.ERS/9OTHF.I/.BLANKS/.	 1, WGT00090WGT00100co
'
PASS KFYS IN ALPEAOY EXISTING STORAGE
WGT00 10PWnT = WFTGHT(1)
RKFY = wENHT(?) WGT00 0
co DELETE SLANKS FOk TESTING WGT00106T00140
0
DO ?n I=1.NOCLS2
LSTONF	 s CLSP,AM(I) wGT00150







TF((ITF'•P.EO.HLANK).AND.(IZ.E0.1)) 60 TO	 10 WC+700210
NSTOR(IZ)
	
m LSTON(IY) WGTOO220WGT0030_	 +
	 1
T 7
 OklTTN JF0 WGTOOWGT00250
J 
40
0 5SN64(I) s NSTONFI	 (WTKEY.EA.1)	 GO-TO 27 WGTOO260WGTOO 70
C* SFT ALL CL ASS PAIR WEIGHTS TO 1.	 IF USER HAS NOT INPUT WEIGHT FORWGTOWGT00
88




R0DO ?2 T=1.WPTRIF (NA M. PR(1•I)	 .NE.	 OTHERS)GO	 TO	 22 WGTOOWGT00340WHT=4r,HT(II)
PO TO 74 WGT003SO
77 rONTINJF WGT00360WGT0037024 no 25	 TK=19'10CLS2
no 75 JK=I9NOCLS2 wGT00380
WRKQY(IK9JK)=0HT WGT00390
wCT00400?S wRKPY(JK.IK)=wHT WGT00410•
C• PLACEMENT OF INPUTED WEIGHT VALUES WGT00430C•
77	 TF(SFTWGT.NF .P)	 GO TO 55 WGT00440WGT00450no SO	 T	 =	 1.wPTR00 4n JzIeNOCLS?. W6T00460
TF(CLSNA M (J)	 .NE.	 NAMPR(I•I))GO TO 40 wGTO0470WGTOO490
ro FOUNT) M ATCH ON FIRST NAME IN NAMPR - INDEX J WGT00490
co NOW SEF A8011T SECOND NAME WGT00500
wGT00510C*
IF(NA40H(2.T).FA.	 BLANK)	 GO TO 35
nO WGTOOS203n K=1.NOCLS?
IF(CLSNAM(K)	 oNt .	 NAMPk(29I))GO	 TO	 30 wGT00540WGT00550
C+ FOONn SECOND MATCH - INDEX K wGT00560WGT00570C•
WRKRY(J.K)=W6HT(I) dG7005110
WRKNY(K.J)zW"HT(I) WGT00590
AO TO 54 wGT00600WGT0061010 r0"IT INUF
WPTTF( #, .1001	 NAtAPR(29I1 woT00620C•0 TO 50 WG700630MC.1 on640
C• ALL PAIRS FOk CLASS J SET To SAME WEIGHT W6T00bS0WG100660C* 9C.
	
nO	 36	 TK=).r`IorLS2 w6T00670wrsT00640WRKkY (IK.J)=W6Hf( I)
715 WPKNY (J.1K) =wAHT (I ) wGTnOb90
r,O TO SO wGT00700wr-7007104n	 rONTI!411F
IF(NAMV6(l.I)	 .FU.	 UTHFHS)6U	 TO 50 wGT00720
46	 VRTTF(#,.100) wG70n730WGTOOT40S0 ('ONT1NOF
SS CONTINJF wC•T00750
co wGTn0760



















--•--•----..----•---------- --- --------------- -•---------- -- ------- IWGT000 0
WGT00 40
C CALL... JaWA TS^N(CARD•COL•NAMPR•WGMT•WSI2) WG100 SOWGT00060CCFRGS... CARD - ON
EA ^MARACTER A iC'T )tRC MPUTRSWORDE0^ ttwGT0008U
CAN. ON OUTPUT IWGT0009OCOL	 - COLUMN IN CAF+G TO 8€GIN
TT NINAF CA 0 SUNNEDCol IS LAS ItWGT00 00




WEIGMt FOR CORRESPONDING WGT00 30
IWGT001HCIl.ASS CONTAINING
WSI7 - SI7E OF WGHT BUFFER











0 0FOA S s T OO
tU00CLASS 1=10.S9CLASS 2=12.0. OTHERS=20.0 0
OR w6T00J30







 170DI MENSiC►N CO^,VrCl7
DATA FLANK/ 9 	 I /oLFTPRN/ 1 ( 9 /*COMMA/'o t /sEQUAL/ I = l /•RHTPRN/ 0 ) 0 / WGT00290
MATA P.I.ANKS / I 	 I/ WGT00290
DATA CDMVEC/1. 1 9+/•EOUVEC/1• l = t /•RPNVEC/1. 0 ) 1 / WGT00300
PEAL WONT W15T00j^0
nI mFNSION CAQD(1)•NA MPR(2.1)9WGHT(1) W6T00	 0
WGTOO	 '10•LOG
I






1	 J=NXTCHR (CA009COL) WGT00370
TF(J. v Q98LAnK)GO TO 60 WGT0090
IF(J.Nc .LFTPRN)GO TO 2 WOT00 90
COL=COL+1 WOT004002 ONTINtIF WGT004 0
Co PLANK	 6UT	 NAMPR	 FOR	 THIS	 PAIR WGTO04 0
IkOCNTzNCNT•I
wOT00440no 1 In
3 NAMPO (	 NCNT)=HLANKS WGT00450





GO TO Al WGT00490
4 COP!TINO wGT00500
1q Tn0m4LANKS WGT000
WONT = 0 WGT005 0
6 WONT s WONT
	 •	 1 wGT00530
IF(Ce gi ll (C)L).F ,;.NLeNK)GO	 TO	 10 WGT00540TF(Cewn(C"L).F0.to0AL)Gu TO 4S WGTOObSO
IF(CAPf)(Cn1.1.F().00MMA)GU	 TO	 20 WGTOO560
MCAPD : CAPO KOL) WGTOO570
LSTOR(wCNT)=LCA k U(1) W67005140
NAM PG (1.NC(+T)=STOR WGT00590
1 O COL=r.Ot .1IFIVI"IT.E0.069 10	 )S WGT00600WGt00610GO TO 6 WGT00620
C• WG700630
co nNl_Y FUtl p CHARACTCHS PER NAME ALLOWED - IGNORE REMAINDER WGTOO640
C* Fl%jn s UK	 - Fwknk OTHEkwISE wGT006SO
C• wGT00660I's CON TINUF W6100670
IsFINn121C A G O .COL .COMVEC) WrT006A0
TF(J.F0.-1) r3O	 TO 40 W6100690C.0 TO	 19 wGT00100
(COMM A FVUNO - ANOTHCR NAME SHOULD FOLLOW wb	 ?0w,TTOU70 30
1 0 WONT = 0 w(700740
2A COt=COL•1 wrT00750
21	 W( 011 T 	 =	 wCNT^	 I GTO0770GTAR	 a	 .ALA ( r
 5 W
IF(Cf,Qn (CUL). F -). PH T NWN)b0	 TO	 40 w6T007pl0

























IF(J.^F . LH ORN)GOT TO 2




Inn FOQ-AT( I SYNTAX EPPOR ON WEIGHT CARD-REMAINDER OF CARn
?00 FnQMAT( v
 WEIGHT BUFFER IS FILLED —ONLY 1 9IS9 0 CLASS NAMF
FNn
NG 00810

































SUAROUTINE WMRPLC(COVMTX•AVEMTX90IVTA09WEIGHT•COV 14T2• WHk00010







tNTEOER FFTVCl•fi' yyC4•TVEC•TRYVEC•KEF.P MHR00070
c
C
tNfLUnff CCOM aK7•L ggT







00 SURNO .SU80ST.•FLL05V2•VERTX2• WHk00
EWHR000•	 FETVC2130>•Sl1RVC2().St)RPTR(7gg)•CLSVC216A)•
•	 KF+'NTS(6U)•NOGRP•GNPhAM(60)•GRPDEX(61)• WHR00 30
•	 AkPCMK(61)	 GROUPS(124)
COMMON/FS`/CFAC•TOTMSR•S PMgR PRCK Y•CRIKEY•INCFET•




•	 .k,OFET4•VAN57.4.COWHAS•0I AR4•WGM 	 149NESTVC(10)•OIVSIZ COM00030
•	 •STATKY•Atiofsn•AORESP*AORESF,AORSM •ADRSH2 COMS0840
COMOvG`oINTEGE R A r)&F -inoAOWFS".AOkESF•ADRSHI•AD SM2•STATKY
(10(1PLE PRECISION CFAC.TOTMSR•SEPMSk COM00060
CSFt,, n WMP00220




TNTFAF Q CQI R FY wHR00 50
n NENSION	 COVMTX(1)•	 AVEMTX(I)•	 WEIGMT(I)• WHRAO 60






WHR00310• SAVE THE VA11 !F OF NOFFT4
NF c,AVFrNOFET4 WHR00320
c(wQST.GT.n)G0 TO15 wHR00 30
F(P ,CFET.LE.n)GO TO	 15 WMR00 40
no
	 10	 1=I * 1%(FET WHR00 50
nA	 5	 J=1 9 P. OFF T7 VH400360
IF(I VCVEC(I).En.FFTVC2(J))GO	 TO 6 WHR00370
5 CONTINUE WHW00380
WRITF(6.IU0)IhCVEC(1) WHk00390
rn	 TO	 1n WHR00400
A	 NP%Ta ► ) Q ST • 1 WHR00410
f,:PFKT Ol-ST) =J WH400420
In CONTINUF WHR00430
co WHR00440
C • -,FT UP VFCTO W OF FEATURES TO TRY WITH NNEST WHRO04SO
C • WHROO460
15	 IF(Ngl;T.(3 F . t, FSAVF)GO	 TO	 50 WHR00470
SFPMSR
=I•F•3 5 WHR 00480
NTQY:n %HR00490




nO	 ?n	 J=1 •'+'tiT WhRnOti20IF(I.F 0 l.N,4 FST(J))6O	 TO	 25 WHP00530
PA	 Cn ► iTI I it1F WHROO540
?4	 NTQYz ►1T4Y • l wHk00550TRYV F C ( , iTkY) =I wtip(10560?5 CONT TNUk W ►+k00570
r• *HN00580
r TPV FACm FPATU -+F 	 T ►;	 7d y 4fC WITH	 THE	 • HEST • 	 SO FA 0 	AND KEEP w ►1R00590
T M F ONF	 w"tCH 61VFS M AX IMUM SFPAkAHILIT Y N	 ASUR F..C.
WM(,nn010
NFaNkST0 1 r.tIk006?U
wnFFT4= 1 ^F WHP00630
no	 4n	 J=je%T.Y 0010:00640TF(h+-;T.t
	 +.r')(;O	 10	 35 .! ►tkoo65U
no	 to	 J =1 , 1 `'ST at,aU06h0AA	 TVFC ( J) ='•' F;I (J) wri:0Uo70






► VAl St'(T"'),J t(• t)V"TA.AV^wTA.S.CUVMT?•AV FM 1?.529()IVTAH• 6ho00710
•	 .,c IC,NT • 1 v nkT.i^UM.i)t+M.wkK N Y.lw^+KS1) WNkn07rU
IFfSFC+uti:..1
. T.T!+^k)UO	 10	 40 4nknn710
wFFP.T;, YVt C (I) -im6n0740GFP#• Sda I 'm lk r ►,r(;G7L%U
4n	 (-nMl jyft y V -;, 00 7040
niHST=t+1^c1• I wt-,i('0770
X:FF[T (11, AST l =et FP wH41107AU
.0 TO	 I" wt,a00740
cn	 ^!nFF T4='i 
	








C*	 COMPUYF INTERCLASS MEASURES FOR FEATURES CHOSEN.
C*
CALL O00ER(TVEC.N:OFET4)





T2 ► 52 ► OIVTAB ►
Y ► IWRKSZ) 
IF(CRIKFY.NF.1)W TURN
CALL DTVRGI(COVMT2 ► VAPSl4 ► AVEMT2+DIVTAH ► NOCLS2 ►
+	 NOrFT49WRKRY9IWRKSZ)
RFTLIRN
1(10 F69ZM AT( I
 THE 1	 JOE REQUEST FOR FEATURE 19149




























DIM NS ON ARRAY(3000)
----------•----•-------------------------•-------••--•--------•--•----
--•-•-•------------------------------ ------ --- ---------------
--------^
CALL.•	 CALL CLSFY (ARRAYrTOP)	
I
ARGS..	 ARRAY — SFEE :MONT R^	 I
TOP	 - SFE MONTSR : 	I I
REQUIRES. COMMONS /INFORM/CLASS/GLOBAL /AMTRX/SCRACM/
ROUTINES SETUP2	 CLSFYI
	 CLSFY2
PURPOSE.. COORDINATES THE VARIOUS ROUTINES



































	CLASS COMMON IS USED BY THE CLASSIFY PROCESSOR. IT IS IN CORE
	
CL
•	 ONLY WHEN THIS PROCESSOR IS.
*	 APRFLG — SET TO THE NUMBER OF APRIORI VALUES READ IN FROM 	 CL
co	 INPUT CARDS
	 CL
RMCOMH — NUMAFR OF LINEAR COMRINATIONS IN B —MATRIX	 CL
•	 BMFEAT — NUMBER OF CHANNELS USED IN COMPUTING THE B-MATRIX
	 CL
• BMFLG	 — INDICATES WHETHER A B—MATRIX HAS BEEN INPUT
	 CL
C*	 NOCAT	 - NUM o4FR OF CATEGORIES	 CL





•	 IDATAI - BEGINNING ADDRESS FOR STORING THE DATA
	 CL
C •	NFILE	 — NOMbEk OF THE NEXT FILE TO BE WRITTEN ON MAPTAP 	 CL
•	 STATKY — FLAG CONTROLLING STATISTICS PRINT OUT
	 CL
•	 CATNAM - CONTAINS THE CATEGOTY NAMES
	 CL
•	 CLSSYM — DEFAULT SYMKOLS USED IN PRINTING CLASSIFICATION MAP
	 CL
CON	 — CONTAINS THE SUBCLASS CONSTANTS
	 CL
C •	DET	 — CONTAINS THE SUBCLASS DETERMINANTS
	 CL
C*	 FLDF.SC — FIELD NAME	 CL
C •
	FLDINF — CONTAINS THE RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SURROUNDING
	 CL
THE NON—kFCTANGLE FIELD	 CLCo
	 KCLSNA — CONTAINS THE CLASS NAMES IN THE ORDER IAKEN OFF THE
	 CL
C •	CATEGORY CONTROL CARD	 CL
C •	NOCTCL — NUM:iER OF CLASSES IN EACH CATEGORY	 CL



































	 ----CL1 -- p E I—EE--g---------- ------









•	 ADDAV fCl CM21 -ADD AV fCllQnC71 -ADD AV fCl G3PAA 1 _KATNA_DYATGVI
END FILE MAPTAP
WRITE (6.20)



















































NCHAN	 :N0. OF RHANNELS CATOO








s COLASESFIE.	 DATAYIRR CAT 00
C0Np.5PONDINGVR	 t	 PDFS OF IR ARRAY CATOO
HMATR	 B- CAT OO:	 TOANSEORMATjONTMSATkIX• IF AVAjkA8LE
CATOOOF O
ORRESPONDING
LASTO IFATANLO INE	 : LINE LINE TAPE
VERTCS tt VERTICES OF F IELD TO BE CLASSIFIED CATOV
NV	 : NO. OF VERTICES CATOO
CATOO
PURPOSE : EACH PIXEL IS ASSIGNED TO A _^,,`iiORY• THEN ASSIGNED CATOO
TO A SUBCLASS WITHIN THAT CHOSEN CATEGORY * ON THE CATOO
MAPTAP THE CHOSEN SUBCLASS NUMBER AND ITS CORRESPOND — CATOO
ING POF IS OUTPUT. CATOO
CATOO
RETURNS : IR ARRAY RETURNS THE SUBCLASS NUMBER EACH PIXEL WAS CATOO
ASSIGNED TO CATOO
: VR ARRAY RETURNS THE CORRESPONDING PDF CATOO
-------- -	 ----------------------- CATOO
CATOO
IMPLICIT	 INTEGER	 (A-Z) CATOO





REAL	 FnATA. SUM CATOO
REAL TFMAX(60)9E"9CON CATOO





+► 	 KFPPTS(60)•NOGRP•GRPNAM(60)•GRPDEX(61)9 CATOO
•	 GPPCHK(61)g6ROtJPS(24)








EAUIVALENCE (FLOINF(1)•LINSTRI • (FLDINF(2)'gU NEND)•




RMFLAG = FtMFLG .GT• 0
IF (9MFLAG) GO TO 10
NF = NCHAN
G0 TO 2n
C20	 KU1 =BNFOMEQ. 1
C	 ZERO OUT IR AND VR
C
OR(K5 _ 0 K=19NPTS
55 VP(K) = 0.0
C	 CALL. FDLInIT(VERTCS•NV•FL•NLINE•IPTS•NI)
DO 350	 JJ=1oNl•P
IH = (F'L(JJ) - SAMSTR) / SAMINC + 1
IF = (FL(JJ+l) - SAMSSTk) / SAMINC • 1




	 IF	 )	 GO TO 350
23C 0 250	 II=IH.IE CAT0077740
CAT00760
E









IOUM S NPTS •	 ( I 	 1)	 +	 II CAT008 0
?.y QATA(I1	 =	 IDATA(IDUM) CAT008 0
c+U TO 45
C 30 00	 35	 I=1•BMCOM8
SU M m 000
CAT00833
CAT00850
00 40	 K=1.NCHAN AT 0086CATOOSTQ
•1)INn'1M = NPTS • 	 (K -	 •	 1
40
FDATA =	 IDATA(INOUM)




	 035 OATA(I)	 = SUM AT009 0
45 CONTINUF. CAT009 0
CAT0093060 00 65 LL=I,NOCAT CAT00940C65 P(LL)




	KL=I.NOCA T CAT01 00
TFMAX(KL)










	 - AVE(KM) CATO11080DM(1)	 = S CAT010990
TF	 CON(KK)=	 +	 (S*S)	 / COR(LC) CATO1
	 10
IF	 (KU1)	 GO TO	 146C
CAT01 30
C LOOP FOR COMPUTING THE KD-TH ELEMENT OF Y ( L ••-1 •	 (X-M)). WHICH CAT011140




KM	 + KD CAT 01180
S	 = DATA(KD)	 - AVE(KM) CATO	 90
J1 = KD -	 1 CATO}200DO 1 10	 LO=1.J1 CATO 2
S r = SLC COR(LC)	 • DM(LU)140
CAT0123 
C
C DM(KO)	 = S
CAT0125
L C
OMPUTE.THE KD-TH TERM IN 1112*Y • D p0-1 • YC CATO 280
C =	 112 +► 	 (X-M)	 • K •• -1	 *	 (X-M) CAT012990
145 TF = TF	 ( S • S )/COR(LC) CATO 310
C Al2
TF = -.5 • TF CAT01330C 146
SUM THE EXP(P(KK)) °,XJO1340C
CAT01350
C IF PDF IS SMALLER THAN -889
	 DO NOT EXP. CAT01370
F	 (	 TF	 .LE.	 -HH)	 E	 =	 0.0 CATO 380
= TF





	 =	 S l 19CAT(KK) CAT01420
P(CT6ONY)	 = E	 +	 P(CTGORY) CAT01430
C FIND MAX. • VALUE OP PDF OVER ALL SUACLASSES WITHIN A CATEGORY C4TO1450
C AND SAVE THE SUBCLASS NUM9ER OF THE LANGEST PDF CAT01460
C IF	 (TF	 .LF.	 TFMAX(CTGORY))	 GO TO	 150 CAT01480
TFMAX(CTOoR Y)	 = TF CAT01490
SUBNUM(CTGORY)





FIND THE MAX. CATEGORY PDF 
(THISPPD	 IS 
THE SUMMATION 
OF AM L	 CATO'
THE CATE DRY)SCATO,
0 175.OLL s IoNOCAT	 CATO




ALL OF THE SUBCLASSS PDF;? WERE T00 PgMALLL TO EXP.• THEREFORE
	
CATO'




GO TO 180	 CATO'
R(II)	 = NOSUH2 .	 1	 CATO;
PTSTHS x PTSTHS • 1
	
ATO'




C	 STnRE THE LARGEST SUBCLASS PDF AND SUBCLASS N0. OF THE CATEGORY 
WITH THE	 MAX. P;F	 ATOl


























CATSCN SCANS THE CATE('+ORY CARD FROM CLASSIFY AND STORES THE AT00070
CATOOOAO
C l
CATE609Y NAME IN CATNAM AND STORE THE CLASS 	 IN KCLSNA
CAT00090
------------------------------- --- ----- --------------- - -------- -------CAi00 00
nATA RLAkK/^
	 ^/•SLASH/^/^/•STAR/^^^/•COMMA/^^^/ CAT00 10
l QrICAL"1
	 IjCHAR(4),tj ^CHAR(4)()I MFNSIOh	 CHAR ( ) .HAR M ATOO	 0CAT00 30
F_ 0 I ► IVALENCE(LCHA4(1)•CCMAR(1)1•(LLCHAR(1)9IIC) •IAR(1)) CAT00140




^AT001° 	 70M •	 1
C CAT00 9010 •J= hXTCHq (CAkD+COL
TOIF (J.Fu. RLANK)60 110 CATOO[Cp0
IF(J.En.COMMA)GO TO 10 CATO0210
IF(J.Fn.SLASH)GO TO
	 0 CAT00220
IF(J.En.STAR)GO TO 100 CAT00230




?n	 .b AT00 70
iF(J?_CF^.SLLLA_H)GO TO 30 CAT00290
TF(J?..FQ.STAk)GO TO 30 CAT00300
TF(J2.FQ.COMMA)GO TO 30 CAT00310
IF(J2.F9. gLANK)GO TO 20 CAT00320
IBIJFF(LL)	 = J2 AT00330




?0 f	 AF CAT00360
in COL = COL - l CAT00370
7)	 GO TO 35
CAT0039000LTO
S n(4E.
C CAT0041035 nn 4n	 JJ zLL.R
40 TRII FF(JJ)	 = PLANK CAT004?0
C CAT00430
50 CONTINUE CAT00440
no	 61)	 I=1.4 CAT00450




GO Tn	 (70•80)9K CAT00500
C WRO1 CONTAINS CATEGORY NAME CATOOS20
C 70 =	 vvknl CATOOS40KATNTE
A0 TO 10 CAT00560
C CATOOS70
C
rRnl CONTAINS CLASS NAME
8050CATr.
on KCLS^-A(KK)	 = WDI
CAT00600NOCLSS
	 = t, 'Orl.SS	 •	 1
60 TO P CAT00620
C CAT00630
C NEXT C A ND IS A CONTINUATION CARD CAT00640
C CAT00650
100 PEAD(219500)CAWO CAT00660COI.	 =	 rt CAT00670
WR1TE'(6.55n)CARO CAT00690
SOO FOO!A AT ( 1 0X+62Al) CAT00690
SSO FnQm AT(	 T159	 6ZA1) CAT00700
no TO In CAT00710
c
FI N ISHFO SCANNING CARD CAT007 3 0
CAT0070
110 CAT00750
CATSCNK = KK CAT00760








------------- --- ------------------ --- -------------------------------- I




	 COVMTX : LOCATION OF COVARIANCE MATRICES ( SYMETTRIC
	 I
STORAGE ) FOR NLLO55CLS2 TRAINING CLASSES.
AVEMTX : I
ATI T2 OF NSCPE& LAS
SING CLASS MEAN VECTORS
FLOMTX : LOCATION OF TRAINING FIELD(S) INFORMATION
CLSMTX : LOCATION OF NAME FOR EACH CLASS
APRIOR :LOCATION OF APRIORI PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
EACH CLASS
VERTEX : LOCATION OF VERTICES OF SAVED TRAINING FIELDS
SURDES : LOCATION OF SUBCLASS NAMES
SURNO : LOCATION OF ARRAY CONTAINING NO. OF SUBCLASSES IN
EACCH CLASS













MEANS AND COVARIANCE MATRICES.
	 I
KATNO : CATEGORY - CLASS CORRESPONDENCE
PURPOSE...
Cl
0#	 IF AVAILABLEi THE	 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX IS APPLIEDCLS490
C
I TO THE SUBCLASS MEAN VECTORS AND OVARIANCE MATRI ES, CLSOOS10
OBTAINS THE (MODIFIED) CHOIE SKY FACTORISATION OF THE CLS00520
C	 SUBCLASS COVARIA%CE M ATkICFS. PROVIDES THE I CONSTANT O OF	 CLS00530
C	 THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION AND DETERMINANT FOR 	 CLS00540
CI	 EACH SUBCLASS. AND OBTAINS THE SUBCLASS- P AIR THkESHOLDS FOR	 CLS00550
ClUSF RY SUBR, CONTEX IN CIA SSIFICATXON OF INPUT SCAN	 CLS00560
CI	 LTNES, PUBLISHES AND OUT UTS ON MA TAP THE TRAINING	 CLS00570
ClFIFLD(5) INFORMATION AND THE STATISTICS FOR EACH OF THE CLSOOSSO
r	 TRAINING CLASSES.
	 CLS00590
ICI	 RF_TURNS...CHOLFSKY FACTOR17.ATION OF THE INPUT COVARIANCE MATRICESCLS00610
Cl(AFTER 1 8 0 -TRANSFORMATION 6 •
 IF APPLICABLE). SURCLASS PAIR	 CLS00620
CI	 THOESHOLDS. AND SUBCLASS STATISTICS OUTPUT ON MAPTAP.	 CLS00630
CONTINUE	 CLS00640
CI	 ICLS00650
cl---------------- - --------- - ----------- - --------- - -------------------- TCLS00660




C	 INCLUDE COM OK19LIST	 CLS00710
C	 CLS00730C------------- - ------------ - ----------- --- -------------- - ----------- CLS00740
C	 CLS007SO




































































COMMON /SCRACH/SCR1(2000)•SCR2 0 0500)	 CLSO
------------------w	 CLSO'
C	 CLSO'
C	 EOUivALENCE ( VEC(I)• SCRIM) • ( BXKXRT(1)• SCRIM) ) •
	 CLSO,
1	 ( SUM. SCR1(IS1) ) • ( SUMTR. SCR1(1S2) ) 	 CLSO'C	 CLSO'2	 • ( O(JM I I) • SCR1 (153)) • ( APR• SCRIMS) f 	 CLSO'C	 CLSO;
3 •(RFRROR( I)• SCR1(216))•(C_OV(1)•_SCRI(?AO))	 ---_--CLSO',
C — ------ --- -------- —	 CL 0.




C	 DATA 9COTWO/ I P I /•BCDFOR/ 1 4 9 /•DASH/ 1 ---- I /	 No
o
:

















CLS01C	 HEADER RECO PO	 NO. 2 FOR MAPTAP
C IF	 (NOCAT	 .GT. A)	 NOCATI
	
= NOCAT CLS01
IF	 (	 NOCAT	 .I.F.	 0	 )	 NUCATI
	
= NOCLS2 CLS01
WRITF( ►+ APTAP)( 17ATNAM(I)•I
1=
=1•NOCATI)•(CLSMTX(1)•I=1•NOCLS2)• CLSO









IF( NMFLG .LF. 01 GO TO 611
no 61n NCL $=1 .NOSUR2
no 6n = k=1.HMCOMB
RRm lo2 z ( R • (k-1) )/2
00 603 C=l.t+





TI = ( K • (K-1) )12 + J
IF( J .GT. K)	 II= ( J • (J-1) )12 • K
SUM
 = 190M + PMATR(R.K) • COVMTX(II•NCLS)




SU! 4 = SUM + HMATr(R•J1 + AVEMTX(J•NCLS)
VFr (R) = SI)'A
CON 
6n6 J=I.I
COVNF WtJ.rwCLS) - PXKXHT(J)
no 607 J=1.HMCUh8





CON T I NOF











IF (NOCAT .GT. 0) GO TO 612













FOQMAT(3X9t9*•cLASSt CAT ON ST(10Y •••	 MAPTAP FILE #•SX•12//)
CALL MRTFLDiFLOMTXeVEItT X•N^FL02.1•CLSMTXtSURDES)
PlIUEREOE I CLAS ESIFICATIANNELS (WITH SPECTRAL SAND) TO BE
WRITE RsHEAn)
wR TF( 965) NFILE
FOOMAT (^////T27. • SUBCC ASSES CONS iiDENED • ! T gq0• • CHANN LS CONSIOEERf.D•
•//T21• • SYMynL • .T32• $ SUSCLASS • •T45• • A PRi0R • •TN8• • T AINING	 f+EC GN
#ItIONI•)
: NOSUy
n4 3 q Ile
NOFET2 ) II s NOFET2
WRITF ( 69401	
r	 cc	 EE
IF f . )` E, NOFET21 MRITEl 6.60 )fETVC2f1)rCHNVECt11•APRIOR(I)
C,oNT WUE
FOPMAT( • •)
FOQMAT( • + 9 9T73•AI9T33.A4 TAS•FT.4)
FORMAT(•+99T919I29T103912)
SAVE AND PUBLISH THE MEAN AND COVARIANCE
--------------------------•---------------------------------------
I FAN 






























L S 4- 4 0
OUTPUT THE
	











HEADER RECORD	 NO. 3 FOR MAPTAP LS50Z2490











IF	 (STATKY.FA.0)	 GO TO 190 CLS02560
F
NT . 7• (S • j • 2 •NOFET2) • (INOFET2 . 11)/121


































FOQMATt 9 0 MFAN: • .3X.1R9.21 CLS027SO
C MRj(TE(64P160GT. 01	 GO TO 161 CLS02780
166 FORMAT(// I 	 COVARIANCE MATRIX: 9 ) CLS02790
MRTTF(1
1,12
CLSO H 00A,141 611)
CLSO 9J0
162
FORMAT(// I	COVARIANCEE	 TRANSFORMED)MATPItX	 (8-:9 )








C	 OBTAIN THEE'	 ;I MOOIFIED 09 CROLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF THE COVARIANCE CLS02890
CLSO
of
MATRIX F0.2 FACH SUHCLA5. THE OF.TERMINANT• AND COMPUTE THE




	 ITY DENSITY FUN`TION
-7 • 1.06 A(I)
	 •	 DETERMINANT(	 )	 WHERE 0(11	 THELOG	 .	 jS
91LSO
FLS02920
C APRIORI PROWAMILITY VALUE FOQ SUBCLASS I CCCLS02930
ELS029SOP OFC = (M)	 •	 ( OET(I)••-1/2 • E 00-1/2 •	 (X-M) •	 • K••-1 •	 (X-M)	 1





14o no 19S	 NCi.S=I.NOSUR2
TPANSFFR ORIGINAL COVARIANCE MATRIX TO TE MPORARY STORAGE ( COV )
CLS03030
C
no	 IAI	 (=i•VANti22 CLS030SO




C OBTAIN TwE •s monIFIEn ot CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION OF THE CLS030AO
C COVARIANCE MATRIX
CLS03090
CALL MCHLSK( COVMTX(I.NCLS). NOFET29 OUM• DET(NCLS) 	 )
CLS03120C
IF(nFT(NC.LS)	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 183 CLS03130
WRITF(A.14011)	 NCLS.
	 DET(Nr LS) CLSO33140
11400 FORMAT(//// %X.+ •••••	 CLSFY/CLSFYI/------ ---	 THE COVARIANCf. MATCLS03150











^IEXECUTION••DETERMITANT =#9F20.4///SX9 0 * f1l0• TERMINATING PROGRAM
•r1•••
C	 PADff``Q = 99
t30 TO 1 °S	 _





EUCLIOEANENOR!)ADfV0 FERENCE• FAKTLOL* 
M9T
TDXEUCLIDEANONORM Of K)
RERROR(NCLS) s RELERR( COVMTX(1•NCLS)*COV.NOFET29VARSZ2)
IFt BAnFLG .GT• 0) CALL EXIT





QEE pZi  - --i	•rr--- --
COVARTANCF MATQ X. t ON TH HCL SIFIC^TiONOUT PU OTfIIEE MAPTAP
wwwwww www w --- ww ww wwwww ww wwwwwww -r-ww-wwwrw www ---wwwrwwww-ww ......  
HEADER RECORD N0. 4 FOR MAPTAP	 CLS034TI
MRITE(MAPTAP) ((C VMTX(I•J •I=1•VAR g2z) ♦ J s •NOSUB2?•	 CLS O 491
CNT s 4 3 • (S • 2•NOFET2) • ((NOFET2 . 11)/12)	 CLS03S
CNT : AGSM /CNT	 CLS03S
IF (STATKY.FA.0) GO TO 230	 CLS03S
INC s CNT	 CLS03S4




DO 21 0 0 L=I9NOCLS2	 LSO ST
NSSUyy
Z
 L s SURNO(L)	 CLS03SO
)0j i0	 0II Is1.NSURCL	
CL5S03S9
WPTEt (69HEAn)	 M
IF I (jNCIII.T.CNT) GO TO 200	 L 0 6
NRITF(6.65)NFILE	 O36999999
INCC a() CL50364
200 MRtTF.(4i2?0)CLSMTX( L )• L .SUR ES(III). II.OET(III).CON(III)	 LS036S
CALL WRMfX(COVMTX(1.III)•NOFET2.0CD 00)	 CLS00366
C1S036AC	 MRTTF269245)kF.RR0R(I )	 (K-LDL • )/EUCLIDEAN CLS0369205 FOQMAT()X. •s• RELATIVE ERROR ( EUCLIDEAN NORM 	 CLS03711NORM K ) s o .	 // )	
CLSO 71122C	
INC s INC•l	 C150373z10 CSNTINUF
RMAT(1H0 // T50. • MUITISPFCTRAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR • /TS79A49	 CLSO 74220 F
k
• ( CLASS • .13. • 1 • . / S69A492X. • ( SUBCLASS • 9139 0 )•// CLS031S
]H0• • DETEQw 1NANT s l .F25.4 / 1H0. •PROA. DENSIITY FUCLS0376
ZN TION - CONSTANT TERMs l .F10.4// 1H0. • COVARIANCE MATRIX (CHOLESKYCLS0377
3 FACCTORIZATION) : 0 / )	 CLS0376
CONTINUE	
1	 E S C` SE







































IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-H•0-2) L 00
€'
-.--w-------- -------------r---- --- -- ----------w----r------ r------ - -- -'^ O 0
...--•-•-------••--•---•------•-•---•---•-------------••------------- L5S500
CALL...	 CALL CLSFY2(COVMTX•AVEMTX•FLOMTX.RUNMTX•CLSMTX.9MATRX) LSOO
4RGS64.
	 COVMTX : LOCATION OF THE COVARIANCE MATRICEESS	 ICLgS00(	 N OI SYMETTRIC •t




N (NOFET2 MEARS XPER ^^A$SjNG CLASS MEAN




OF MATRIX OF TRAINING FIELO(S)
CC^`^oo
C`SMTX : LOTATION OF MATRIX OF TRAINING CLASS NAMES
8MATRX : 8-TRANSFORMA ION MATRIX,IF AVAILABL
SURDES : LOCATION OF SUdCL ASS NAMES
SUANO : LOCATION OF N0. OF SUBCLASSES IN EACH CLASS
KATNO : CATEGORY - CLASS CORRESPONDENCE ARRAY
8MATRX :IAMP
LE
OCATION OF THE •# R IO -TRANSFORMATION MATRIX.
F AVAILAP EE• FOR TRANSFORMATION F INPUT
 VEC^OR IN SUER. CONTEX
PURPOSE... POINTS) N EAt ►+SSCANFL?NEPdFS T1(+E MUET I O HSC^NLLiNTs
TMC SCC RIkEn OY T
E
HE $#FIEECLSDSDRFINIT N•#EECC``CakD ppNPU TO




SUPROUTINF CON CX . THE DIMFNSIONALjTY OF THE SAMPLEIS PkFSCRIREO PY ONTROL CARO INPUT #O THE PACE S OR(BMCOMR) F CHANN S
BYRTHE ANO. OF TLINEAR
t
COMklINATIDNS1 fI CHANNFLS II )
IF AVAILABLE .









2 9 IF CATEGO RY CLAS t: IIR I5 U$ED. THEE Su^lFi ccLL A^ 	 T
















UNE 8F T fi ►M CHOSEN
ATFGURY








•	 KFPPTS (60)•NOGMP.(•HPNAM(60)*GWPDFX (61)4,















•	 MI FIL.MlSKiY. tfORM ERtPTP ERPKEY.MAPUNToNOFILE.
w	 ORUMAD.IIRMM S PAGSIZ90ATFIL.S^AFILvASAV.ASAVFL
• .NMssTUN.NMSSTF .. TRUN.MApFtEL
• •00 UNTARTFILANCHPAS9TRNSfl.9MTRFL.MISTFL.PCMUNT.
tE^M
• CK NT•	 UN . ANOIS
^












••• NOTE : THE IOATA ARRA I u(►gg£0 FOR INPUT OF THE SCAN L Nff 0
RE CC``A SS FIEEpp TO UM CONTEX• AN? ALSO TO STOP TH
CASSIIO 5t AN LN• 
qqY 








	 (FLOINF( ). INSTRI• (F OINF(2).LINENOo).
	
CLSO
(FLOItNF( )•L^N NSt ). (F4 INFl4) 2 SAMS$Ts	 CL50
'	 (FLOINF( I SAM jND).(FLOINF(6).SAMINC).	 CL O(FL NF( ).FLO YPI
	 CL S0
CLSO














DATA LINMAX/1000/9 ENDBCD/ I SEND I /. DASH/$----I/	 CLSO
CLSO
EO l iIVALENCE (IR.COL)	 CL50'





Q A(1 Ty FIFL0 DESCRIPTI N CARO•CONTAINING LINE-SAMPLE COORDINATF_SCLSO





CALL 'TA PHDR(OATAPE.DATFIL)	 CLSO'CLSO'.
CONTINUE
	 CLSO'
PTSTNS a O	 CLSO
ICK a LA NEAO(FLDESC.VERTCS.FLOINF.NC )	 CLSO'
F ( ICK off. A ) GO TO 160
	
CLSO ,


















































NCI s 2*N CLS01610
NV - NC	 1 CLSO 610
FLDINF(6),FLDINF(3)94LPRN,VERTCS(I).*WRTTE(6935)FLDECC,NV, CLS01620
VFPTCS(I+^).1=1,NC1.2) CLI01630
3" FORMAT(////	 569 1 AREA OF CLASSIFICATION $ ///	 36X9 1 SAMPLE 1 93X9 CL 0 640











/	 (52X9S(A1,I4r 2 9 1 914. 0 ) 0 .2X)/))
SAVE CLASSIFIED FIELD INFORMATION ON MAPTAP













C LINES = ( LINEND-LINSTR)/LININC + 1 CLS01780
C PTS =	 ( SAOFND-SAMSTR)/SAMINC + 1 CLS01600
C IF	 (PTS .GT. LINM AX)	 WRITF(6955) CLS011820
55 FORMAT( // SX. r NInTM OF RECTANGULAR FIELD SURROUNDING CLASSIFICATICLS01830
*ON FIFLU CONNOT EXCEED 1000 POINTS. # ) CLS01840
IF	 (PTS .GT. LINMAX)	 CALL CMERR CLS01850





GO TO 170 CLS01880
CFIELD RECORD	 FOR MAPTAP
CLS001910
WRTTE( MAPTAP )(FLDINF(I)9I=196).PTS.LINES.FLDESC.NC9 CLS01930
*	 (VENTCS(I)91=19NC)9(VERTCS(I+NC)r1=19NC) C
CLS0140 9









WRTTF(6 * 800) CLS02020
800 FORMAT	 (///) CLS02030
no An T=SAMSTR,SAMEND,SAMINC CLS02050
J = J+1 CLS02060







on nn	 100	 1=193 CLS02120





115 FORMAT(	 /	 ) CLS02160
C CLS02180
ILINE=LINSTQ-LININC CLS02190
nO 14n JLINF=I.LINES CLS02200
CALL LTNE Nn(IDATA(IDATAI).ENDTAP) CL507210
IF	 (	 ENDTAP .EA.	 -1)	 GU TO	 150 CLS02220
ILINE=ILINE+LININC CLS02230
C CLS02240
C ***	 CLASSIFY THE SCAN LINF. 	 IN IDATA CLS02250
C CLS02260
C CLS02270
C CALL STANDARD CLASSIFIER CLS02290
C IF	 (NOCAT	 .LE.	 0)	 CALL, CG ► !TEX(NOFET29NOSUB29PTS.AVEMTX.COVMTX9M CLSO?310
*	 8MATgX9l0ATA(IDA CLS0232.0
C CALL CATE6UPY CLASSIFIER CLS023^0
C CLS02350
IF	 (NOrAT	 .GT.	 0)	 CALL CATGRY(NUFET29	 PTS.AVE'MTX,COVMTX. CLS02360













 - IR(JKL)F ( ISYMA .E(). 0 ) OUT(JKL) s 9LANK
F ( I^YMR .NE. 0 ) OUT(JKL) a CLS'^YM(ISYMB)
120 WRITENt6+130)ILINE.(OUT(I)•I=1+J)
C 130 FORMAT( # I :I5.4X9110A1)






DATA	 RECORD	 FOR MAPTAP tL502506C
CLS02510
WR I TF( M APTAP)ILINE9(IR(I) +I=19PTS)+(VR(I)9I=1+PTS) CLS025PO140 CONTINUE





150 ILINE = 0C
CLSOZS70
C	 END OF	 FIELD RECORD FOR MAPTAP CLS02590
C
WRITE ( MAPTAP)ILINE 9( IR(I)+I = 1.PTS)r(VR(I)olzl•FTS) CLS02610
C CLS0262060 TO 10 CLS02630C CLS02640




C 160 PTS = 0 CLS026RO
C	 END OF RUN RECORD FOR MAPTAP CLS02700
C WRITE(MAPTAP)(FLOINF(T),Ic1+6)+PTS+LTNES+FLDESC+NC. CLS02720







175 FORMAT(//SX. l T00 MUCH DATA REQUESTED.
	




*8CLASSFS +	 (PTS PER SCAN LINE) o (NO. OF CHANNELS)
	
+	 12500 1 /7X9 CLS02830
•1 2)	 FOR CATEGORY CLASSIFIER - 1 111x+	 (REDUCE DATA REQUESTED SUCH TCLS02840
*HAT	 •/	 11X 9 	 $ (PTS PER SCAN LINE ) *(NO, OF CHANNELS)




SUBROUTINE CONTEX(NCHAN,NC*NPTS*AVE,COV98MATRo IDATArVERTCS.VT• CON00010
•	 IR.VR•ILINE•TH) CON00020C CON00030CON00040
------------------------------------------------------------------ CONOOOSOCON00060C INCLUDE COMRK29LIST CON00070COMMON /CLASS/ APRFLG,HMCOM89HMFEAT98MFLGsNOCAT•THIJI9IDATAI+ CON00080
•	 NFILE.STATKY,CATNAM(60)9 CON000903	 CLSSYM(60),CON(60)•DET(60)•FLnESC•FLDINF(6)9 CON001004	 KCI .SNA(60)tNOCTCL(60)sSUBC4T(60) C$$N001J0
• 9NOCHAN,CHNVEC(30) CON00130CSEND
C CON00160INTEGER RMFLG.HMCOMH,SMFEAT+► 	 ,SAMSTR,SAMINC,SAMENO 01400170CON00180INTEGER VERTCS,VT,FLC CON00190C•------------------------------------- ----------------- -- ---------- CON00200
C. CON00220C------------------------------------------------------------------ CO'N00230C CON00240C-------------------------— ----------------- — ---------------------- CON002SOLOGICAL	 BMFLAG	 •	 KD1 CON0026 0CC CON00280OI MFNSION IDATA(I)9AVE(1)9COV(1)9DATA(30) CON0029019JORDER(&0),RMATR(BM000898MFEA7),JTEST(60)+IR(1)+VR(1)+ CON00300N	 NCNT(60)90M(30),FL(22),VERTCS(l) CON00310
CON00330C DIMENSION TH Q ) CON00340C--------------------------------------------------------- --------- CON00350CON00360
C USING THE	 It MODIFIED I• CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF THE COVAR. MATRIX , CON00370C THE ROUTINE COMPUTES THE PROBABBILITY DENSITY FUNCTION AND OBTAINS THECON00380C MAXIMI)M PROBABILITY 	 (	 9# MAXIMUM LIKELIHOuD ll	)	 .OVER ALL CLASSES OF CON00390C THE SET OF TRAINING CLASSE=S. FOR ASSIGNING A CLASS TO EACH RESOLUTIONCON00400C ELEMENT	 (	 99 PIXEL ts	)	 IN THE INPUT SAMPLE VECTOR 	 (INPUT SCAN LINE	 ). CON00410CON00420C THE PRE—COMPUTED CLASS —PAIR THRESHOLDS, 	 IN	 TH , ARE USED TO MINIMIZE CON00430C THE NUMBER OF CLASS PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS	 (PDF) COMPUTED CON00440C TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM PDF FOR A GIVEN SAMPLE BEING CLASSIFIED CON00450
C THE	 IRVR	 ARRAY IS USED TO RETURN THE CLASS NUMBER AND PDF VALUE CON00470C FOR EACH SAMPLE'ON THE INPUT SCAN LINE CON00804
CON00510C
CON00520
CI----------- ----- --------------------------------- — ------------------- ICON00530
CI---------------------------- — ----------------- — ------------- — -------- ICON00540ICON00550ClCI CALL...	 CALL CONTEX(NCHAN.NC•NPT.S.AVE,COV,BMATR,IDATA,VERTCS, CONOn560
Cl VT,IR,VR,ILINE) CON00570 f COli00580I ARGS..	 NCHAN : THE NUMRFR OF CHANNELS TO BE USED IN CON00590
CII CLASSIFICATION OF EACH DATA SAMPLE. CON00600CON00b0CI NC	 :	 THE NU,46FR OF S09CLASSES	 (	 TRAINING CLASSES. CON006 0CONTINUE CON00630FIR WHICH COVARIANCE MATRICES. MEAN VECTORS• CON00640C l
C AND CLASS—PAIR THRESHOLD5 APE AVAILABLE — CON00650
CI REPRESENTS THE MAXI MUM NUMBER OF POSSIBILITIES CON00660OR CLASSIFICATION OF EACH DATA SAMPLE.) CONOn670Cl CONOOh8oJII THE NUMBER OF IN PUT DATA POINTS (PER CHANNEL) CON00690Cl ON THE RECTANGULAR FIELD CON00700CON00 110ZT VERTCS : VERTICES OF FIELD TO HE CLASSIFIED CON00720Cf CON00730
X16
FILE: CONTEX
VT : N0. OF VERTICES OF FIELD TO BE CLASaiFiEO CON00740
Cl
CON00750
IR : WILL CONTAIN THE CLASSIFIED DATA
CON 00770CI
VP : WILL CONTAIN THE CORRESPONDING POF OF IR ARRAY
E0 7 40080
Cl
C INLINE s SCAN LINE NUMBER FROM DATA TAPE CON00800




 AVE : THE VECTOR OF r rNCHAN r r MEANS( OR 90 84COM8 0r
CI MEANS IF THE 00 8-TRANSFORMATION rr MATRIX CON00940
HAS BEEN APPLIED). CON00855600
CI
MATRIX CON00870C1 COV : COVAkIANCF	 ( AFTER CHOLESKY
C FACTORIZATION) — ACTUAL DIMENSION OF COV. MATRIXCON008A0




C CON :	 THE rr CONSTANT rr OF THE PROS, DENSITY FUNCTION CON00930
C FOR EACH CLASS CON00940
CON00960C BMATR : THE	 10 8 t1 -TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
COrN00900C l IDATA : THE SCAN LINE TO BE CLASSIFIED
Cl OT HER... CON010 0
SMFLG :	 A FLAG TO INDICATE THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF CON01030C
IC #08-TRANSFORMATION11	 MATRIX . CON01040
CON01060C ll. BMCOMS : ;HE NUMBER OF LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF 	 BMFEAT





C 1EQUIVALENCE	 (FLDINF())•LINSTR) 	 r	 (FLOINF(2)r^INENO)r CON0 30




C CONOI170SMFLAG = HMFLG .GT. 0
IF( HMFLAG )	 GO TO 1000 CON01180
NV = NCHAN CON01190
Go TO 1001 CON01200
1000 NV = 8mCOMB CON01210
1001 KO1 = NV .EO.	 1 CON01220
C CON01240NPC =	 (	 NV w	 (NV*l))/2
C CON01250
NMI = NC — 1 CONOIJ60
DO	 1	 I=1rNC CONO	 70
12801 JOPOER(I)	 = I CONO
C IPT1
	 =	 1 CON011300
C CON013202 JJ =	 IPTI
DO	 100	 I=19NC CON01330
100 NCNT(I)	 = 0C
CON01350
DO 110 I=19NPTS	 CONO 360
IR M = 0
	
CON01370
110 VR(I) = 0.0	 CON01380
CALL FOLINT(VEKTCSrVTrFLrILINE91PTSrNI)	 CON01390
DO 250 LL= 104Ir2	 CON0140010 = (FL ((_1_) - SAMSTR) / SAMINC • 1 	 CON01410
IE = ( FL.(LL • )) - SAMSTR) / SAMINC . 1 	 CON01420
IF (MGD(SAMSTR.SAMINC) .NE. MOD(rL(LL).SAMINC)) I8 ® I8 • 1	 CON01430
IF ( I P .6% IF) GO TO 250	 CON01440
115 DO 200 II = IB91E	 C01+01450
C	 CON01460
00 3 I=1 rNC	 CO'JO 47.^
3	 JTEST(I) = 1	 CONO 480
C	 FL.nAT THE DATA SAMPLE# AND APPLY THE #r i ll -MATRIX91F AVAILABLE	 C^401500
C	 CU`401510
FILE: CONTEX,
IF ( SMFLAG ;
	 GO TO 5 CON01520
C CON0154000	 4	 I a l•NCHAN
InUM = NPTS *
	




GO TO 15 CON01S70
C CONA1580
S DO	 7	 I sl•BMCOMB	 - CON01590
SUM s
OK=1•NCHAN00	 6 CON01610
INDUN = NPTS *
	 (K - 1)
	 • I	 "' CON01620
FOATA = IUATA(INnUM) CONOI630
6 SUM 2 SUM + 8MATR(19K) * FDATA CON01640
C 7 DATA M = SUM CON01660
C CALL. THE LIKLIHOOD VALUES (PROBABILITIES• IF YOU WILL) 00 690
15 TFMAX = - 1.OE35 CONt70i100OC CON01720C COMPUTE THE PDF FOR CLASS JJ CON0173020 JJNI = ii - 1 CON01750C LC = NPC * JJM1 CON01770C LOCATION (-1) OF COV. MATRIX• CLASS JJ COiN0180(	 7
IMN = JJM1 * NV CON01800
C LOCATION (-1) OF MEAN VECTOR• CLASS JJ CON01810 N01820





	 = S CON01850LC = LC + 1 CON01860
TF = CON(JJ)	 +	 ( S * S )/COV(LC) CON01870
IF(KD1).	 GO TO 146 CON01880C
C	 LOOP FOR COMPUTING THE KC-TH ELEMENT OF Y 't=L**-1 * (X-M)	 )	 • WHICH CON01900C IS STORED IN S CON01910C CON01920DO	 145	 K0=2•NV CONOJ930
KM = IMN + KO CONO940
S = OATA(KD)	 - AVE(KM) CON01950
J1 = KD - 1 CON01960
DO	 140	 LO = 19J1 CON01970LC = LC + I CON01980
140 S = S - COV(LC)	 *'OM(LO)	 - CON019Q0
C CONO2010DM(KD)	 = S
C CONO2030LC = LC + 1 CONO2050C	 COMPUTE THE KO-TH TERM IN	 112 * Y * D**-1 * Y
C =	 112 *	 (X-M)	 * K**-1 *	 (X-M)
CONO207
145 TF = TF •	 t	 S * S ) /COV(LC) CONO20800
146 TF = -.5 * TF CONO2100CONO2120C
C TEST THIS SAMPLE	 POF FOR CLASS JJ - IF GREATER THAN THE PDF FOR CONO2130C CURRENT CLASS IC• SET 1C = JJ. TEST THE CLASS-PAIR THRESHOLDS FOR CONO2140
C OTHER POSSIBLE CLASSES FOR THIS SAMPLE - IF THE PDF FOR CURRENT CONO2150
CLASS
	 S EXCEEDED 8Y ANY CLASS-PAIR THRESHOLD.FVALUATE THE PDF CONO2160C JSFOP THE OTHER CLASS OF THE CLASS-PAIR• AND REPEAT THE TEST FOR CONO2170C MAX. PDF.	 IF ALL POF r S FOR WHICH CLASS-PAIR THRESHOLDS HAVE CONO21RO
C DICTATFD TO FE TESTED HAVE PEEN EVALUATED. 440 THE CURRENT PnF CONO2190
C FOR CLASS	 IC IS THE MAX. PDF OF ALL HOF I S EVALUATED• C0JU22010
CLASSIFY	 SAMPLE AS CLASS IC•THE CONO2220C
IF( TF	 .LE.	 TFMAX)	 GO TO 149 CONO2230TFMAX =	 TF CONO2240
IC= JJ C4J'4t) '250
149 JTEST(JJ)	 = 0 CONO2260
150 JI	 = JI	 +	 1 CONO2270
IF( JI	 .GT. NC )	 GO TO 152 COr02280
J = JOROER(JI) CONO2290
LY18
FILE: CONTEX
IF ( ( JICy0GT^ JEA N Gp TO J50
I150
NTH s ( (J-1) • (J-2) 1/ • IC,
60 TO 150	 JJ








152 JJ - IC	
pp .
STORE THE CLSAM






NCNT(IC) = NCNT(IC) + 1
C200 CONTINUE
IF (LL .EQ. 1) IPT1 = IR(IB)
250 CONTINUE
CSET PROBABLE CLASS FOR FIRST SAMPLE•NEXT SCAN LINE
C
C	 ORDER THE CLASSES.A000RUING TO FREQUENC; OF OCCURENCE ON-CURRENT
SCAN LINE
C	 _
201 JO	 R( I) =1IN
DO 210 I=1•NM1
IPLI = I + 1
DO 205 K=IPL1•NC


















SUAROUTINE FALSY(XL,XU+CoFXL.FXUrKC+XN•KToT•K•KPl 9 S1•S29U1r(12.RA) FA000010
nI N F.NSION S1(K.K)9S2(KtK),U1(K)9U2(K)988(K#KP1) FAL00020RE=.1E-05*C FAL00030IF( R F*l.Te.nn000 ) RE=.000001 FAL00040IF(KC.FA.n)	 60	 0 7 FAL00050FXL	 = r:(XL•S1•S2•U1•tt2•BB.KT•T,K•KPI) FAL00060FXIJ = G(xt)9SloS2.Ul9U29BBeKTrTrKoKP1) FAL000707 R =(C-FXL)/(FXU-FXL) FAL00080X= XL +R*(Xil -XL) FAL00090
FX = G(X9S1+S29U1+U2,889KT•TvK9KPI) FAL00100IM`AnS(Fx-C)
FAL00120
FAL00130S0 TO P FAL001409 FXN = (;( X t4,Sl9S29Ul9U20889KTtT*K•KP1)1=1+1 FAL00150FAL00 60F=A8S(FXN-C) FAL00 70
TF(E.GT.E ,.I)
	GO TO 25 FALOOJROFAL00 90IF(E.LT.RE)	 RETURN FAL00200EM=E FAL00210IF(XN.LT.X)
	 GO TO 12 FAL00220XH=.S*(Xu+XN) FAL00230FXH = A (XH.SI•S29t)l9U29BB•KT•T•KtKP1) FAL00240IF(A85(FXH — C).LT.RE)	 GO TO 30 FAL002SOIF(FXH.GT.C)
	 GO TO 14 FAL00260XL =XN FAL00270FXI.=FXN FAL00280
X=XH FAL00290FX=FXH FAL00300GO TO 15 FAL00310Ie XL =X FAL00320FXL=FX FAL00330
X=XN FAL00340FX =FXN FAL003SO
xo=xH FAL00360FXII=FXW FAL00370GO TO IF FAL00380
12 XH=.S*(XL+Xr,) FAL00390FXH = G(XH9S1+S29U1+U2968gKT+T9K9KPI) FAL00400IF(AP5(FXH—C).LT.RE)
	
GO TO 30 FAL00410
IF(FXH.GT.C)	 GO TO	 13 FAL00420XL=XH FAL00430FXL=FXH FAL00440
XI1=X FAL00450FXI)=FX FAL00460
x =XN FAL00470FX=FXN FAL00490
nO TO IS FAL00490
13 XI)=XI'i FAL00500FXII =FXN FAL00510
X=XH FAL00520FX=FXH FAL00530
15 IF(	 I	 .Eo.	 25)	 RETURN FAL00540
n 0 TO a FAL005502, XN=X FAL00560P.ETURN FAL00570In XN=XH FAL00590O FTU O N FAL005g0FOLLOWT•I A COO	 FITS A OUAnRATIC TO THE THREE POINTS FAL00600
XL.	 X	 .	 XU	 W HICH	 IS AN APPkOXI"ATION OF	 THE FUNCTION	 G( H(X)	 ) FAL00610WIT H IN THE OFFINEn INTERVAL. 	 A ROUT	 ,	 fir:	 • OF THE APPROXIMATING FAL00620
r)UAnPATTC IS RETURNED TO HE USED AS A TRIAL SOLUTION OF FALOn630!:(
	 H(X1	 1	 =	 C?	 —	 Cl FAL00640
FAL00650P N1	 = X — XL FAL00660W? = X*X —	 XI_*XL FAL00670W-I=FX—FXL FAL00680W4=X11-Xi F AL00690
tr 5=XU*XL1-XL*XL FAL00700
w6=Fxt)-FXL FAL00710
w7=C — FXL FAL00720
A=M1*4 A— 'm 3*w4 F AL007301F(A g 5(A).LT.11.E-?)GO
	 TO	 44 FAL00740
n=w3*,pr,-w?*w6 FAL007SOF=-XL O XL*A-XL* N +w7*(W2*W4-W1*W5) FAL00760
n=R*R-4.0*A*F FAL00770
































5 RB(I*J)	 =	 SI(I•J)	 +	 P•S2(I•J)	 G
6 CALL GJR( 8R9 KP19 K • K• KPI9 L8+ JC• WJ )
R w52W=0.	 G
WO=O.	 G_
17	 1=1 9 K
40u
 
	 + HR(19KP1)	 •	 (	 U2(I)	 — U1(I)	 )	 G







G=Wl) — P•WS2W/A	 G
1)	 GO TO 35	 GRETURn1EUe




27 RB(I * J)	 =	 S?(I•J)	 G





















































































1)V( ) = O.
A5111EOA69
-TOMO5.201!)KI




22	 IFI(I.F.,O.N) GO TO 60
X=-1.
no 30 T=I•N













40	 00 50 J=M•L
X=A(I ► J)
A(I ► J)=A(K•J)
50	 A(K ► J)=X
60	 IF (ABS(A(I•I)).GT.O.)
	 GO TO 70
IF(KO.E g .1) V(1)=0.
JC(1)=I-1
REETURN I










IF(IFL.F0.1) GO TO 150
80	 CONTINOF






00 90 J =M.L
A(K•J)=A(K ► J)-X*A(I ► J)
CALL OVF WFL ( IFL )




95	 no 130 J=19N
IF (JC(J).EO.J) GO TO 130
JJ=J•1
no 100 I =J.). N



















THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE HEADER INFORMATION FOR THE CLASSIFICATION








-- CATEGORY EACH CLASS WAS ASSIGNED TO
--
CL AS
S OF NSUNCLASSES IN EACH CLASS
-- SUNCLASS NAMES
C L ASS ACH 






































IF (NOCAT -1_F. 0) GO TO 82
WRITF.(6.2001
200 FOQmAT(// T4). # MAP OF CATEGORY CLASSIFIER CLASSIFICATION
•	 /// T3?• K ATE GORY • .T62• • CLASS I tT93• I SUNCLASS 1 / 31.
















TSWT H _ .TRUE.
1:0 'To h 6
65	 WRTTF(^.230)J.CI_SMTX(J)
71n FOQMAT(lH••Th(1•129T669A4)
66	 nO 67	 K=J•1110SUa2
IF ( CLSVC2(K) .En. J ) GO TO 70SO TO 67




KK a K • L - I





240 Fno m AT(lr • .TA491 297949A49TIO3•AI)



















I M NS ON CLSSYM(I).CATNAM(1)•KATNO(I)•CLSMTX(1)•SUSNO(1)•
•	 SuFnES(1)


















































































I	 (CL;MUM . r	CL vCc(I))	 GO TO AS
MAP00850
MAP00660
SNUM a CLSNU M + I MAPOOR70
W
C
A	 TO A7 MAP00800
IF	 (ISWTM)	 60 TO A7 MAP00690
MAP00900WRTTF.(h i?70)i:SUWOES(II).CLSSYM(1)
FOQ"^AT(72.1.T7tl.A4.T879AI) Ml.P0090
60	 89 MA0009 0To
WR1tF(69	 h^1)C SNUM.CLSMT%(CLSNUM)9I.SUPOES(I)•CLSSYM(l) MAPpOq pp
MAPb0940FOQMAT(/T4Z.j
	









M OVARIARJANMA R XRI HE
"OECOMPOSi itH+SKOVEaLA^TFSiETEL"EMENTS
KK a  0 L
KK s COVAR TANCE MATRIX STORED IN SYMMETRIC STORAGE
NV s NO.OF CHANNELS
OUM s A WORK AREA OF SISE NV-1
OFT s THE OETENMINANT OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX
PFAL KK
	
-	 ``OGtC ►44 Jf. i
DI MENSION KK,K(1)• DUH(I
C	 DOUBLE PRECISION TF• R• Rle OUM• TI
C
	




LOOP OVE R ALL CHANNELS
no 1f Jsl•NV
KL s J-1L s J•J.)D s J
IF1JE1 ) ' A ) TO 12
Kl s 0
COMPUTE THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF 0 AND STORE IN KK
C	 TEMPORARILY STORE THE PRODUCT KK(191) •KK(Jol) IN DUM(I)
t	 R s KKIJA #j*1)
R} s KK (Kt) • R
TF n TF - R1 • R
nuM( ) = M1
15	 KK f 1 1 ) U= TF
12	
nET T nNOF T • TF
IF (L .GT. NV) GO TO 10
IRO 2 JI - L • 1
COMPUTE THE R• J-TM ELEMENT OF L • USING T1
nO 20 Iw= L.NV
IRn =1 00 • IR-1
T s KKftRD • J)
1KtJFI) 60 TO 16
no
T 1 s5T1 - OUM( l) • KK(IRD • I)
2% CONTINUF




KK CONTAINS . IN 1 • SYMETTRIC 1 , STONAGF9 THE MOOIFIEn CHOLESKY
FACTORT?ATIOn OF THE INVUT MATRIX, THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX• L•







SUAROUTTNE PEnTF2(ARRAY91OPoAPRIORPKATNO . 8MATRX * PRIORI) RED00010IMPLICIT INTFGER	 (A-M•0-Z) RED00020
DI MENSION ARRAY(1). RED00030
CI-------------------------------------------------------------------- -IR 00058CI
--------------------------------------------------------------------- IRED0006O
IRED00070C lALL... CALL REDIF2 ( ARRAYrTOP • APRIORrKATNO * BMATkX • PRIORI)
IR
k[000080
000090CI ARGS...	 ARR AY	 - SEE MONTOR RED00100CI TOP	 - SEE MONTOR RED00110
CI APRIOP - APRIORI VALUES FOR EACH SUBCLASS REDO0120
CT KATIJO	 - CATFGOkY - CLASS CORRESPONDENCE RED00130
CT AMATRW - H-TkANSFORMATION •
	IF AVAILABLE RED00140
CI PRIORI - TE MPORARY STORAGE FOR A PRIORI VALUES RED00150cl IRED00160
CI REOUIRFS. COMMONS / INFORM/GLOBAL/CLASS/ RED00170CT RED00180
CI ROUTINES FIN0129CRDSTA • GRPSCN • FLTNUM,CATSCN PED00190
CT IRED00200CT PURPOSF.. kFADS AND ANALYZES SUPER CONTROL CARDS IRED00210
CI FOR	 I CLASSIFY I IRED00220
CI IRED00230
CT RETURNS.. SUPERVISOR INFORMATION AND STATISTICS IRED00240














+► 	 KFPPTS(hO).NOGkP•GkPNAM(60)#GRPDEX(61)9 RED00390
+ 6RPCHK(61)•GROUPS(124) RED00400



























C ------------------------------------------------------------------ IED00banC RED00e,90
C RF000700
C ------------------------------------------------------------------ RE000710C RE D00720
C PE000730
C ------------------------------------------------------------------ RE.DOn74 0
C RE000750
DI MENSION C0DTAA(16).KATNO(60) kE000760
1	 •	 HFD1(10)9	 ►+FI)7llU).	 DATF(2)9	 COMENT(lo).	 SMCOF(3) uEDo07702	 .	 APR I()k (1) .
	 CAW0e (bZ) •	 COMVEC (2) RE D90780





C INCLUDE COMRK	 IST RE000820
DATA CODTAB/ f
 UP I w I CHAN I 9 I OATE I * I *END I 9 IC0MM I t REDOO830





DATA	 PLANK/*	 I /• NGCn/ I N I /, OBCO/ 1 0 9 /9 SBCD/ I S I /• CBCO/ I C l / RFD00880
1	 •	 C04VEC/19	 • t s	 / •	 SACOF/29	 I C I	 •	 I F I	 / REno0890
OAT&	 IBCO/ O I t / RED00900
DIMFNCION SLASH(2) REO009 0
DATA SLASH/1. 9 / 1 /C
REO009 0
C PEO00940
DATA FNDCHD/ I *ENO • /9EOUVEC/19 Q = t / REO009SO
C RED00960





OI MFNSION ICHAR M 9 11CHAR ( 1) REDO1000















SYMMAX = 60 R.E001130
MF=O RED01140
NOSU82=0 PED01150
1.	 =	 0 RED01160
NOrAT = O RED01170
NOCLS? = 0 RED01180
nATSWT = 0 REDOI190
NOGPP = 0
RED01200nk p TR = 0
AMFLG = 0 RED01220
APRFLG = 0 RED01230
APRKFY = 0 RED01240
NOCHAN = 0 kED01250




10 fJOCTCL (I )	 =	 0 PED01280
no 11=	 .SYN MAX PF001290
APRIOR(I)
	 =	 0.0 PED01300
1 GRPCHK(I)	 =	 0 PE001310
kED01320
C READ SI)PEkV1SOR CONTROL CARDS PED01330
C------------------------------------------------------------------ RE001340
C REDO 350
225 CONTINUE RELM 360C PED01370
PUT THE NEXT CARD IN THE PERE4O BUFF-ER>-RO•X) RED01380
C kED01390
RF A O(?l.23(0( ACARD(I)•I=1.20) RE001400
230 FO OMAT(?OA4) RE001410
WPlTF(30.230)(ACARO(I),I=1920) RFD01420




22n4 FO 0MAT(A4.6xv6?Al) WE001460
COL = 0 PEO01470
WRTTF(6.22n6)
	 CODE.CARD2 REDO1480
220 6 FO W rI AT(T5.&4.6x•62A1) PLOO1490
nO	 737	 1	 =	 1.16 RED01500






?37 rONTT PdUF kEDG1S40







•	 • -	 -  M : NXTCHR(CARD29COL)
D0101600
600
IF	 ( M .F(1. BLANK )	 GO TO 225 RED016 0
COL - COL O RE8016 0NOSU82 = NUmRER(CARD29COL9SUBVC29NOSU82) R6D01640CALL ORDER(SUBVC29NOSU82) RF001640






IF( QMFLG	 .ST.	 0)	 60 TO 225 RED01720
M = NXTCNk( C40029 COL
	 ) RED01730RED01740IF	 ( to	 .E0. RLANK	 )	 GO TO 225 RED01750J = FIND12(CD2
G





S a CD)GO TO X53 R OO1770
TF(M .F9. n 4 CO)GO TO 25S RE001780wRTTF(69252)
FORMAT( @ ERROR ON CHANNELS CAROI) REED0190REDO10GO TO 2?5
NF = NUMBER(CARD29CCL9FETVC29NF) RED0180
18








NOCHAN = NUMFER(CARD29COL9CHNVEC9NOCHAN) REDO 870
CALL OPDER(CHNVE:C9NOCHAN) RED01860
COL = COL - 1








M = NXTCHR(CARD2.COL) REDn1950RED01960IF	 ( M .EQ. ALANK )	 GO TO 225
READ	 (3099999)	 DATE RED019TO
QEW I^10 30 RED01980



















C. 	 I NUF
REnn	 (30.99g 9)	 HED2
RED02210
REDO?220
PE W IN")	 30 RE002230RED02240GOTO 2 ?5 PED02250
OPTION CARDRED02260
------------------------------------------------------------------PED02270RED022PO
M = NXTCHR(CARD29COL) RED02290




IF	 (	 M .LE.	 0)	 GO TO 225 RED02340




































540 FALICROSTA(ARRAY•TOP) 	 R 00 2400 










I = SRPSCN(CAR02+SYMMAX9GRPTR)	 REn02480
GOTO 225	 RED02490
C	 REUO2500
C	 R—MATRIX INPUT	 RE002510
C 590 Mm FIND12(CA DD29COL98MCOF)	 REED02530
02540
C	 IF(M .FQ. 2)GO TO 561
	
RED
 8—MATRIX INPUT FROM CARDS
	 RED02560








58 tH FOQMAT(//// SX910* ** 	 CLSFY/REDIF2	 ---	 d—MATRIX INPUT STIPULATEDRED02620
1	 BY CONTkOL CARD	 ... I //5X.2H ll 9A4s6X962A1.2H 9f	 //5X•	 RED02630
? 1 *ee• UNABLE TO INTERPRET TYPE OF 8—MATRIX INPUT --- PROGRAM EXECRED02640




CALL, EXIT	 ED02C	 R	 680
C	 REO02690
C	 A—MATRIX INPUT ON CARDS	 RE602700
C	 RED02710
5A1 CALL RMFIL(AMATPX,HMCOMB,DMFEAT•FETVC2.1)	 RED02720
NOFFT2 = EMFEAT	 PED02730
QMKF.Y = I	 PED02740
RMFLG =	 (AMCOM8* (RMCOM8 . 1))	 / 2
	
GED02750
NRM PMCOMP 4 RMFET	 22RLA , BMCOMR .LE. O)	 GO TO 566	 REDO
IF( NRM .GT.	 450)	 GO TO 586	 RED02780










60 TO 225	 RED02840
C	 RED02850
C	 RED02860




Sat CALL 8MFLL (NMATRX.BMCOM698MFEAT.FETVC292)	 RED02890
NOFET? = BMFEAT	 RED02900
C	 HED02910
IF( 8MFEAT	 .LF..	 0	 .OR. BMCOMA .LE.	 0)	 GO TO S87	 PEED02920
NR = RMCOMR o 6MFEAT	 P 00293
IF( NSM	.GT.	 450)	 GO TO 587	 RED02Y40
C	 REn02950














FOPMAT( //// ';X-'* * 0 , CLSFY/QFnIF2 - - 8A0 CARD	 INPUT OETECTEn ON AWED03040
ITTFF ; PT 	 TO RFAn R-NA'iRIX	 INFORMATION AS DIRECTED HY THE CONTROL CAPRF003050?n	 .. . 1 //5X * ?H lt .A4-6X.62AI-2H $# //5Xr 1 ° O• 	 TERMINATING PROGRAM FXFCkEnn306O








 CLSFY/u(:nEF2 --- H-MATRIX	 INPUT FROM AMFILE-OPED03120
2 / /TX - l HAf)	 TNPOi	 VALJES PFTECTEO:	 NO.	 COMHINATIONS(aMCOMH) 	 =0 9159	 ;4n03130
31X. 1	,NO.	 C ,4 6NMFLS	 (SMFE:AT)	 9159 IX•It	 CHANNEL	 VECTOR	 (HMVEC)	 =	 .RFO03140





























6?0 M = NXTCHR(CAR02*COL)
TF(M •EQe BLANK )G0 TO 225TF(M .FO. (1a('.(t)GO TO 625
TF(M EQ. FtiCD)GO TO 627
673 WPTTF (6.755)
755 FOPMAT( s ERROR ON STAT FILE CAR[
AO TO ?2562S d = FIND1?(CAkf12.COL.FULJVF0
MF = I N0MHEP(CAR02•COL.SAVTAP9ZERO)
COL = COL - 1
60 TO 620
677 J = FIN012(C4RO2,COL.EQUVFC)
MF=(NUM8Ek(CAR02GC0L1STAFIL•ZEPO)
STA F TL = STAFIL - 1
FILE: REDIF2
C
5872IFORMATH1)/ SX * 9N00•• TERMINATING
^^MI
'CALL EXIT
AP91ORI CARD --- TRAINING CLASS
500 M= NXTCMR(CARD29COL)
APRKEYNa•-
7777 G70 TO 592
FLAG FOR COMPUTING APRIOR VALUES
GO TO 596
S0? MzSYMMAX - APRKFY
COL = 0
NAPR = APRKFY • 1
APPKFY = APRKEY • FL7NUM(CAR02+COL
IF (AP0KEY.NE.1) GO TO 596
WRTTF_(I„594)
504 FOQMAT(/T-i.' 46* CLSFY/REDIF2 - PAD
*FAULT APRIORI PROBABILITY VALUES N
APRKEY = 0
C
506 APRFLG = APRKEY
GO TO 225
CATEGORY CARD
600 IF(NOCAT.EO.-7654371)G0 TO 225
LL = NXTCHR(CAKD2+COL)
IF (LL.NE.FPCO) GO TO 605




















•PRIORI(NAPR) g M) REED03 0
RED03330
































610 M = NXTCHR(CARn29COL) RED03580
TF(M .FQ. RLANK)GO TO 225 RED03590
TF(M .EO. U-< D)GO TO 616 RED03600
TF( M	.FCC.	 FACD)	 GO TO 617 RED03610
613 WRTTF(69753) RED03b20
753 FORMAT( #	ERR04 ON DATA FILE CARD I ) PED03630
GO TO ?25 RED03640
616 J = FINO12(Cnk02,COL.EOUVEC) RED03650
IF	 (	 J	 •E(Jo	 -1)	 GO	 TO 613 RED03660
M = NU(ANE R KA402.COL+DAT APE 9ZERO) RED03670
COL = COL - 1 RED03680
GO TO 610 RE003b90
617 J = FIMD12(CARD2.COL.EQlJVEC) RED03700
IF	 (J.FO.	 -1)	 GO	 TO 613 RED03710
M = NUMrE;(C6W029COL•OATFTL9ZERO) RED03720
OATFIL = OAiFIL -	 1 RED03730
IF	 (DATFIL	 .LT.	 0)	 DATFIL	 = 0 WED03740
1
RED03750






IF (JoM PLANK) GO TO 650
IF ( J.NE.U9CD) GO TO 63S
J = FIN012(C ARD2 COL•EOUVEC)








IF (J.NE.nHCO) GO TO640
J = FIND12(CAHD2•COL.SLASH)
IF (J. NF.2) GO TO 650I = NXTCrlP(CARD?,COL)
IF (J.EQ.FPCD) GO TO 645
IF ( J.EQaU9CD) GO TO 631
A0 TO 650
IF (.).NE.FPCD) GO TO 650
J = FIND12(CARD?•COL•EQUVEC)








FORMAT( • E PROR ON MAPTAP CONTROL
GO TO 2?_5
CONTINJFCOt:T I Nl IE
IF (NOCAT.F0.1) WRITE(69615)
f ((^OCAT.FA. 1 ) CALL CMERR
F0Q MAT(//// 5x9 0 MUST HAVE AT LEAST
RETURN
ERROR ROUTINES
WRITE (6910002) CODE, CARD?




























































-- HAD PROCESSOR CONTROL CARRED04500

































FUNCTION	 RFLF.PR(COVMTX• COV9 NOFET?• VARSi2)
INTEGFR	 VAPSZ?
COMMON/SCkACH/SCRT(?AO0)•SCR2(10500)







( ENORMO• SCR2(2))	 •
C
1	 (	 0(1)+	 SCR2(3))•	 (	 LOL(1)9	 SCR2(33))•
C'
2	 (	 SUM.	 SCP2(963)),	 l	 II•	 SCR2(964))•	 (	 I• SCR2(965))•
C
3	 t	 J9	 SCH?(966)).
	 (	 L q	SCR2(967))•
	 (	 JJ. SCR2(968))•
C




SCR2(970))•	 l	 KP• SCR2(971))•
C




6	 (	 IP.	 SCR?(975))
C






	 1011=1.VSRSZ2ENORM6 x ENO MO




II	 =	 II	 I















JJ =	 ( JK *	 WK-I)	 )12
ro	 195	 KP=19JK
KK = KP
JP = JJ + KN
IP =	 11	 •	 KP
IRS SUM = SUM +	 (	 COVMTX(JP)	 * COVMTX(IP:	 * D(KP) )
IJ =	 IJ	 +	 1
186 LnL (I.))	 =	 SUM





II	 =	 II	 •	 L





TI	 =	 II	 •	 I
no
	 1H9	 J=1.I
ITT	 =	 TIT	 •	 1
',iiM	 =	 COV(17I)	 -	 LDL(III)




190 FNnp j) = Er.OWMD -	 t SUM * SUM	 )
C
IF	 (	 EN(/RMn	 .LF.	 1.0E-8)	 30 TO	 191
ENnRwD = S(jRT(ENORMD)
C







MPLIEiT N EGFR (A-N 0•Z1
EAL ONrUDETr8MATRX AARIO ,NORM
• rAPRIrAPRIOrPRIORI
DIMENSION ARRAY(11rPRIORI(60)•VERTCS(221
----••--------------- •-- ----------- ••••-••- -------------- •--• ----
-••-
----- - ----------------- - ----- --•• ------- -----••••-








II	 EE	 EE	 gg
EiMATRX - BPTTORIFORMATISONOMATRIXrSIFCAVAILABLE






ANALYSIZE SUPERVISOR INFORMATION 	 ISET 02550
ST00260

















0SET004----------------- - ------------------------ ------- ------------ -----
SET00439C INCLUDE COMRK29LIST
C SET00440
















COMMON /CLASS/ 6PNFLGrRMCUM499MFEAT•BMFLG•NOCAT•THIJ191DATAI• SET00600
•	 NFILFrSTATKY9CATNAM(60)9 SET0061
3	 CLSSYM(6A).CON(^O).DET(60).FLOESC•FLOINF(6)9 SET006









DI MFNSION 	DATE(2).FILVEC(2).APRIOR(1)rKATNO(60) SFT00728
DMENSION CARD(62)rCLSSY(60) SET0073
C DATA	 YHCD/lY4//9 NRCO/ I N I /r MODRCD/ I MOQU r .'•	 BLANK/ r 	 r /r SET00750































rKe 'eSe'e G e'e H e'e I e'e J •'r K e'e L e'e e'r r'e 0 e'e..r e k e'
	
•	 • T • U • V • M • X • Y • 1 •
	






---------------------- ---.. ------- •- -------------
—•------••----- --
FIL 0 s ' 0
GO READ SUPERVISOR INFORMATION
mm ----------------------------------------




IF (NFILE.LE.0) NFILE • 1
	
SKI P z NFILE	
oo
ALLIFSBSFL(MAPTAP•ISKIP91STAT)
IF (ISTAT.NE.0) CALL EXIT
400	 CONTINUE




TEST FOR CATEGORY (FILE • INPUT -IF SO FORM CATEGORY/CLASS/SUBCLA













DEFAULT -- SAME CHANNELS AS SELECTED FROM STAT FILE
co
IF (NOCHAN .NE. 0) GO TO 335
DO 330	 I=19NOFET?
330 CHNVEC(I) = FETVC2II)
NOCHAN z NOFET2
4 33S CONTINUE
4	 COMPUTE BASE A00RESSES FOR SCRACH ARRAY
C	 THIJ1 - HASE AnDRESS FOR TABLE COMPUTED IN THRESH CONTAINING
C	 CLASS-PAIR THRESHOLDS
^7^
FILE SETUP2	 , IT
C^	 IDATAI- BASE ADDRESS FOR DATA PASSED BACK FROM TAPERD 	 SETOIS:
T
J1
DMpATIi^^ 1 THiiJJ1 • tNOSUP?-li^tNOSU82-21/2 • NOSU82 	 O TO






11100PRINTINGTOEK14AP CLASSIFICATIONSFOR TTME UN^LASJIFIES PIXEL 	 6^
 
 6^
C SSYM(NOSUBZ + 11 * BLANK	 TO 6;
IE 1NOCAT .LE. O1 GO TO 46S	 To &
0 6
ALL CLASSES MUST BE ASSIGNED TO A CATEGORY 	
TA 6f
410 NOCLSS = I NOC^CL(II) • NOCLSS	 SE T0 71
IF ( NOCLSS .EIU. NOCLS2 ) GO TO 41S 	 S TO 7





SJTONGSKTONO ARRAY TO CONTAIN THE CATEGORY EACH CLASS
TO7777
C	 E1041S CONTINUE /9
NOCLAS = 0	 SETO
DO 43S	 L:1•NOCAT	 SETO
AO
A
NOCLS1	 NOC``AS • 1
	 SETO+ NOCLSI - I 8NO LA 	 s NOCTCL(L)
DO 425	 J=NOCL5I9NOCLA	 SETO 84
C`SNA
A2
M s KCLSNA(J5) p	SETO
OF iGISNAM s 1Ea^CARRY(CLSID260 TO 430	 SE-1 • K)) TOM






450 FORMAT(// I AN EkRAR HAS OCCURRED	 N GROUPING CLASSES INTO CATEGORSETO 90
• IES.CHECK THE FOLLnwING •0 // SX9 1 19 NOT ALL OF THE CLASSES HAVE AESETO 9
*EN ASSIGNED TO A CATEGORY. 1 / SX.	 • 2. A CLASS NAME ON THE CATEGORY SETO
*C ARD HAS REEK M1SSPELLED. l // 10X9	 (CLASS NAMES FROM SAV AP FILE ARS
92
•E	 :	 I	 /	 5X9	 (1O(A692X)))	 SETO
T0193
94
WRITE(6.460)(KCLSNA(1)9I s 1.NOCLSS)	 SETO 95
460 FORMAT( / 10X9	 $ CLASS NAMES FROM CATEGORY CARDS ARE :	 I / SX•	 SET0196
•(IO(A494X)))	 SETO 97
CALL CMERR	 SETO 9A




SFT UP SUBCAT ARRAY TO CONTAIN THE CATEGORY EACH SUBCLASS	 SET020
BELONGS TO	 S_T0204SET0205
DO 437	 II =	 •NOSUA2	 SFTO?06}
7111)CLSNUM = CLSV	 SET0207










IF	 (	 STATKY	 .FA.	 1	 )	 WRITE(69SO14)	 SET0216
t	 NOCAT	 .r7T.	 0	 )	 WRTFl6.501H1	 SET02 17
I
F
F	 (	 NOCAT	 .LE.	 0	 )	 wRi1F1169S0?O1	 SET02 8
IF	 (FILFOP.EU.I)	 WRITE(6s5022)	 SET0219/)	 SET02205017 FORMAT( 2. ; THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS HAVE BEEN SELECTED(
50FORMA T(TS.4P RI NT M(1LTISPFCTRAL STATISTICS:U
SET0221F	 ^)SO A FOR4AT(T59 CATFO0h+Y CLA.SIFIFk OPTION HAS BEEN SEL_CTEO.}4
5020 FORMAT(T59 1 STAN PARS CLASS1FIEk OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED 0 ) 	 SET02 3
5022 FORMAT(T7• 1 ALSO CLASSES FROM STATFILE WILL BE CONSIDERED THE CATEGSET0224
•OWIES FOR CLASSIFICATION $ )	 SET022S
500 CONTINUE	 SET0226
502 FORMAT( / i	 IX9 0 SUPFRVISOR	 INFORMA ,i10N	 :	 $ //TS• I FILE NUMBER .... 1 9 SET0227




tt jjb/TS• • N0. OF ccLASSFS .......••II4/TS••N0. OF SUBCLASSES....• ••	S'
C	
IF (APRFLG .LE. 0 )	 GO TO 6045
3 I4/TS• • NO. OF CMANNt:L^•....•.••i4/////)	 11
C	 SNORMALIZE APRIORI VALUES THAT WERE INPUT BY USERC N RM s 0.	 IO	 600	 •1 • APRFLt3
600 NQRM s NO M • AOS(PRIORI( O1)
F ( NORM .LT. .499999 .0	 NORM .GT.A008001) MRITE 6	 41)6041 FORMATT(TS• ••• 	 b ► R tNP8T A PRIORI VALU 	 0 	 NT SUM Tt^ ^
6
•^.	 INPUT











F (APRFLG •E0. NOC LS )	 0 TS 66108	
SF (APRFLG .EO. NOCAT)	 GO TO 63








AT( 590 •• ERROR IN A PRIORI CONTROL CARD. USER INPUT VALUES IGS
G8 TO 6045
APRIORI VLLUES INPUT BY SUBCLASSES
610	 00 6]5	 I•l.NOSU922	 S
61%	 APRIOR ( I)	 s PRIOR	 1)
WRITE(6.601S)
601S FORMATITS•	 1APRIORI VALUES INPUT BY SUBCLASSES	 •1
C	
GO TO 6070
C	 APRIORI VALUES INPUT BY CLASSES 	 iC	 :
620	
DO 625	 I s l• NOCLS	l




s PRIORI(C)	 / FLOAT(NOCL)	 t
25	 Js1•NO L	 )
JJ	 JJ •	 ^
625	 APRIOR(JJl	 s APRI	 i
WRI F(6.602S)
602S FORMAT(TS.	 • APR60RI VALUES INPUT BY CLASSES.	 APRIOR(I) s CLASS(J!
•)	 APRIOR /	 (N0.	 UB LAS ES IN CLASS(JI) 	 •)
GO TO 6070








NOSH L s 0
DO 645	 Ksl•II
DO 640	 KKs19NOCLS2
IF	 (KCLSNA(K•CLSNM)	 .EO• ARRAY(CLSIO2-1 •KK))	 GO TO 64S
640 CONTI NUE645ARRAY(SlIkNO2-1 #KK)	 • NOS8CL
APR I0 s APRI / FLOAT(NOSBCL)
0 650	 KKK; 19NUSUR2
F	 (	 II	 .E0. SUHCAT(KKK))	 APRIOR(KKK)	 s APRIO
F	 I	 I	 .IO. SURCAT(KKK))	M s M•	 I
tIF	 (M •fi . NOSBCL)	 GO TO 6SS
6SO	 CONTINUE






























COMPUTE DEFAULT APPIORI VALUEE FOR CATEGORY CLASSIFIER





SNA(K •CLS%Mi .EA. ARRAYACLSID2-1*KK)) GO TO ?IS
e ARRAYI UANO2-1#KK) • NOSBCL
APRI • .0 / FLOATINOS8CL)KKK= •NOS i^iR2
0. UR AT(KKK$ ) APRIOR(KKK) s APRIO
0. SUe AiiiTTT(KKK)




NOSE L ) GO Tb 740
M "^ CLSNM • II
AN60S3
COMPUTE APRIORI VALUES FROM STATFILE





no 765 is .NOSUR2
^KEPTS •	 SEET033 0TKEPTS =
	
K E.PPTS 11 ET0J3 0TOTAL A L SUSCbASS PIXEL5
DO 770	 = ION SUA2 FTO 340








FORMAT(TS9 9 APR ORI VALUES FROM STATFILE 0 •I3• 0 	APRIORIs NO. PI	 SET0339S
7
•w*•)	 SET03400•x LS IN SUBCLASS/TOTAL N0. PIXELS IN ALL SUBCLASSES
SFT034 0GO TO 6070 SFT034 0
COMPUTE DEFAULT APRIOR VALUES FOR STANDARD CLASSIFIER	 SET034
8
NORM =	 .1 0 / FLOAT(NOSU82)	 SET03450
SET034S








6050 FOPMAT(TS• # DEFAULT APRIORI PRORARILITY VALUES MILL BE USED. SURCLSET035
•ASS(t) _ .0/(N0. OF SURCL ASSES) • )	 S T035
GO TO 607	 S TOM




6055 FORMAT(T5• I nFFAULT APRIORI PRORARILITY VALUES FOR SUBCLASSII) = I.ScTO356







IF( RMFLG .LE. 0) GO TO 700 	 SETOJ618
SETO 6 .




F (NOCHAN .NE. 40FET2) MRITF(A•A00) SET03670
00MAT( I NO. OF CHANNELS REQUESTED FOR DATA TAPE AND N09 OF CHANNESFT03660
OLS ON STAT I / I FIcL MUST RE EUUAL I) S00369
IF (NOCHAN .NE. NOFET2) CALL CMERR	 SFT03700
------
 -------------- - --------------------  ------ - -------- ----- -----SET03710
5FT037 0













MRITE(MAPTAPIIPATEIII.	 •221•BMFLG • BMCcOM8 . 9MFEAT•NOCC S22•	 S TO A^0



























USING THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX ANn nIALiONAL MATRIX FOR
E^
ASS(J ) IN COVMT9 * T4E FULL COVAWIANC MATRIL FOR CLASS(JJ) IS
MPUTFJ• AS L X D X L • • AND RETURNED N COV
ALSO• THE MFAN VECTOR FOR CLASS(JJ) t5IXTRACTED FROM AVEMTX•
ANn IS RETUQNEO IN "FAN
C	 INTF.AFR ROM*COLgVARSZ2
•	 O M NSIJN(C^V(NCHAN.NCHAN)
O M NSION AVEMTX(NCHAN*NOCLS2)•COVMTX(VARS729NOCLS2).0IAG(NCHAN)
C N * 0
N z 0
0 2 ROM n j9NCMAN
NI s N1 • HRM
	
11
MEI AN(Rnw) n AVEMTXIWO4* JJ)
2 COVMTX(N1•JJ) s 1.0
C
no S NOW s I•NCHAN
Tj s (Po4 • (PSW - 1)) / 2n 4 C01, i 1'kOW
SUM : n.0
JK : (COL * `CnL - 1)) / 2
00 3 K = 19 Ct)L
JP s JK • K
3 SUMa I	 .SUM 	 COVMTX(JP•JJ) • COVMTX(IP•JJ) + DIAG(K)
CnV( kOW.C nL) 2 SUM
4 COV(COL.HUw) = SUM
5 CONTINUE:
C
O 6 COL = 1 •NCHAN












C	 SUBROUTINE TH RESH COMPUTES THE CLASS—PAIR THRESHOLDS . AND RETURNS THR00060
C	 THEM IN It SYMETTRIC •f STORAGE
	
( THIJ)	 IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER: THR00070
C TH400080
C	 2.1 THR00090
C	 391	 392 THR00100
C	 491	 4.2	 493 THR00110














C	 THRESH RFOUIRFS THE FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM• G t WITH ALTERNATE ENTRY THROO190
C	 POINT• GG ).	 AND THE SUBROUTINE 	 FALSY THR00200
C THROO210
C------------------------------------------------------- THROO220
C	 CO•(PUTATION OF THE CLASS—PAIR THRESHOLDS THR00230
C-------------------------------------------------------- THROO240
C THROO250
C	 FOR	 U1	 = MEAN VECTOR, CLASS(1)	 OF THE CLASS —PAIR THR00260
C	 U?	 =	 to	 .	 CLASS(2)	 Of	 It	 of	 to THR00270
C	 COV1	 =	 COVAkIANCE MATRIX, CLASS(11	 OF THE CLASS—PAIR THRO02PO
C	 COV2	 =	 to	 of	 .	 CLASS(2)	 to	 to	 to	 to THR00290
C	 C1	 =	 2 * LOG APRIORI(CLASS 1)	 — LOG DETERMINANT(CLASS 1) THk00300
C	 C2 =	 2 * LOG APRIOkI(CLASS 2)	 — LOG DETERMINANT(CLASS 2) THP00310
C	 AND THROD320
C THR00330
C	 C = C2 — Cl THR00340
C THR00350
C	 (1)	 IF Cl
	
.LE. C2 —	 (Ul —U2)*	 X COV2** - 1	 X	 (U1 —U2)9	 THIJ= Cl THR00360
C THR00370




IF NEITHFR	 (1)	 NOR	 (2)9 COMPUTE THE CLASS—PAIR THRESHOLD THR00400
C	 ITFRCTIVELY AS FOLLOWS: THR00410
C	 FIND A NI U ?4 R..Ek9	 0	 .GE.	 x	 .LE.	 1	 ,	 SO THAT	 THE	 SOLUTION VECTOR. THR00420
C	 H(X). OF THE SYSTE M OF EQUATIONS. THR00430
C THROC440
C	 (3A)	 (	 (1 — X)*	 COVI**-1	 +	 X	 * COV2**—I)	 *	 H(X) THP00450
=	 (1 — x)	 * COV1* * - 1 	* U1	 •	 X * COV2 •*- 1 	• U2 THR00460
C 7HW00470
C	 ALSO SATISFIES	 G(	 H(X)	 )	 = C2 — Cl	 .	 WHERE THR00480
C THRn0490
C	 (3F%)	 G(	 H(K)	 )	 _	 (	 H(X)	 —	 U2)*	 •	 COV2**—1	 *	 (	 H(X)	 — U2) THROO500
C	 —	 l	 H(X)	 — U1)*	 *	 COV1**-1	 •	 t	 H(X)	 — Ul	 ) THROO510
THROO530C










X F . T FOR	 = T C2 —C1. THE
	
ut	 THISAI HR001560
C	 4UAnRATIC	 APPROXI F-IATION OF	 G(	 H(X)	 )	 IS SENT	 TO FUNCTION	 G. THROO570
C THROO580
C	 FUNCTION G	 OBTAINS THE SOLUTION VECTOR	 .	 H(X).	 FOR THE SYSTEM THROO590
C	 OF rOUATICNS	 (3A)	 .	 AND AP PLIES THE.	 H(X)	 TO OHTAIN THE	 VALUE Tt-R00600
C	 OF	 G(	 N (X)	 )	 (EON.	 3d).	 FALSY	 TESTS	 THE	 VALUE	 OF	 G(	 H(X)	 ) THP00610
C	 IN RFLATION TO	 C2 — C1	 .WITHIN A PkF — SET TOLFQANCF ON THE RESIDUAL. THRn0620
C	 IF	 G(	 H(X)	 )	 .NF.	 C2 —CI	 •	 Tot - FRaNCE.	 ITEPATIO PJ 	CONTINUES	 IN THR00630
C	 FALSY	 WITH N; w	 INTFRVALS.	 OUAOPATIC
	
FIT OF	 THE	 INTERVALS.	 ROOT TH000640
C	 OF THE
	
APPNO"T M ATING	 ')UAOQATIC	 SENT	 TO	 FUNCTION G.	 FALSY THP00650
C	 NFTURtk!S TO	 THRESH WHEN	 A ROOT,	 X	 .OF	 THE	 APPO^OYIMATINO r>lUADRATIC THk00660
C	 IS	 FOUr)n	 v 01 ICH	 YIELDS	 AN H(x)	 THAI	 SATISFIES	 G(	 H(X)	 )	 = C2 —C1 THP00670
C	 WITHIN THE PP E —SET	 TOLERANCE. THP00680
C TH0006QO
C	 THRESH k OYPUTFS THE CLASS —PAIR THRESHOLD.	 THIJ.	 BY OBTAINING FROM THWO0700
C	 6	 The FVALUATION OF	 G( H(X)	 )	 FOR THE	 X	 RETURNED HY FALSY TH.100710C THw00t20




INTFCiFP	 VA 0 57.2 THk00770












M MENSTON THIJ(t) THWO0830
nl"ENSIoN	 A VE M Tx (N0FET2.NOCLS2)9
	
COVMTX(VARSZ2.NOCLS2)9 THHOO840
1	 S1( t^IOFET2.NOFFT2),S2('40FFT2.r)UFET2). 	 DIAG (NOFET2)	 • THR00850





K = NOFFT2 THROO910
KPI	 = NO L1 THR00920
00	 66	 I=I*NOCLS? THR00930
TAT
	 =SFTUSIAVF M TX.COVMTT'X,CALL	 IAG•U1•Sl•NOFET29NOCLS29VARSZ29I)D THROO950
n1	 =	 ALOG(	 nET(I)	 ) THk00960
DO	 65	 J=I.r,Of(.S2 THROO970
TAJ	 =	 ?.0	 a	 AL()(;(	 APRIOR(J)	 ) THROO980
CALL SFTUS(AVEMTX,COVMTX,DIAG9U29S29NOFET2,NOCLS2 9 VAPSZ2.J) THWn0990
n2	 =	 ALOG(	 nET(J)	 ) THR01000
C = P2 - 01
	 +	 2.0	 o ALOG(	 APPIOP(I)/APRIOR(J)	 ) THR01010
KT=O THRO1020
IF(J.EO.I)	 GO	 TO 65 THRO1030
THR^1050COMPUTF T HE SYM MFTPIC MATPIX STORAGE LOCATION
C CLASS	 I-J FAIR THRFSH01_U VALUE THRO1060
C THRO1070
JMI	 = J -	 1 T HRO 1080JM? = j - 2 THRO1090
NTH =	 (	 J"+1	 ° JM2)/2	 +	 1 THRn1100
XL=O. THkO1110
XU=1.0 THFn1120
CO	 =	 G(XL9S19S2,Ul,U2.89,Kr9T9K•KP1) THP01130
O I 	 =	 G(Kt;9S)9S2+Ul9U2984 	 ►^'•T•K•KP1) THRO1140
TF(GO.GT,C)	 GO	 TO	 14 THPOlISO
TF(G1.1_T.C)	 GO	 TO	 15 THPOI150KC=I TH601170
CALL FALSY(XL.XU,C•FXL97XU•KC•XN.KT•T,K,KPI,Sl.S29Ul9U2.88) THR011RO
KT=1 THk011y0
7	 =	 r, (X(I,S1 +S2.U1 •U2,P9•KTr TrK•KP1 ) THU(11200
THIJ(wTH)	 = TAJ - 02 - T THU01210
n0 TO 6 1; THUO1220
14 THTJ(r4TH)	 =	 TAI	 -	 01 THP01230
,O TO 65 THRO124U
l5 THTJ((;TH)	 =	 TAJ	 -	 02 THkn1250
6!i CONTTNUE THP01260
66 CON TTtoll c THk01270VUMTH =	 (	 WOCLS2 a	 (NOCLS2-1)	 )12 Thk(.1280C NT6	 = NOCI_S2 -
	 1 THR01290C 4NTTFlf%,pli THR01300
C JO = 0 THR01310
C, n0	 67	 I = I.NTH THR01320
C IO	 =	 (	 I	 }	 (I-1))12	 +	 1 THR01330C Jn	 =	 i t"	 +	 I THP01340
r 67 wPY TF (6.Gn r n)	 (	 7141J(J),	 J=IO,JO) THN01350
CoU r- F0QMAT(////	 ?x. $ THI • E:SHOLD
	
ANFAY
	 ---	 SYMETTRTC STORAGE. 	 ... THP01360
CQOSO FOP !O AT(//	 eX. 1nFI2.5/i4X•IOFI2.5//6x9lOFl2.5//) THPn1370
C THP01380
n0	 A00	 I=1. N lJ ,-,TH THa01390
bon THTJ (I )	 =	 T-+I•J (I )	 a	 .5 THP01400






ORIGINAL Pi1GT' ISOb' I'()OR QL,AI,ITy
SUBROUTINE DSPLAY(ARRAY.TOP) Dsp 000loC
OSP00020







CI ----------------------•-•--------------•-------------------- --------- InSP00090
CI-------------------•---•--------------------•----••------------------- IDSP00100
C IDSPO0110
CALL..	 CALL DSPLAY(ARRAY.TOP) DSPOO120C I
IDSPOO130
Cl ARCS..	 ARRAY -	 SFE #MONTORI II DSPOO1140
Ci TOP	 -	 SFE I MONTOR I DSP00150
CI IOSPOO160
PURPOSE..COORDIN A TFS ROUTINES FOR DISPLAYING CLASSIFICATION DSPOO170Cl





C INCLUDE CMSK109LTST OSP0020







+ 9 FL)KFY.NOFL02.NOFLO39NOFET29FETVC2(30) DSP00310
+	 .NOSUp7.NOTRFD.TOTVT2.NOCLS2 DSP00320
+ 9KATNO(60).NOCAT•FILTER•MAPFMT DSP00330











C* CATFLG - FLAP, INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT CATEGORY PERFORMANCE DSP00430
C* REPORTS MUST RE GE NEWATFD. OSPOO440
C* CATNAM - NAMES OF CATEGORIES. READ FROM MAPTAP, OSPOO450
C* CLSNAM - NAMFS OF CLASSES. PEAD FROM MAPTAP. OSPOO460
C* SURNAM - NAME S OF SUPCLASSES. READ FROM MAPTAP. DSP00470
C* SURCAT - SURCLASS-CATEGORY COPRFSPONOENCE VECTOR DSP00490
C* (SURCNT(I)=M	 MFANS SUBCLASS	 I BELONGS TO CATEGORY M) OSPOO490
C* CLSSUB - SUBCLASS-CLASS COkRESPUI,IDENCE VECTOR. DSPOO500
C* (CL5SUR(i)=M	 MFANS SUBCLASS	 I BELONGS TO CLASS M) DSP00510
C* NOMAP	 - TPI66ER	 INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT A MAP IS TO BE PRINTEDSPOO520
C* TOTVT3 - TOTAL Nn. OF VERTICES 	 IN INPUT TEST FIELDS. DSP00530
C* NOSU83 - NO. OF SUHCLASSES USED IN CLASSIFY PLUS ONE•FOR THE DSPOO940
Co THRESHOLD CLASS. n5P00550
C* PCFDKY - KEY ViDICATING WHETHER OR NOT GROUND TRUTH PERFORMANCE DSPOO560
C* REPORT; ARE TO BE PPINTED ON A PER FIELD FASTS. DSPOO570
C* TSTKEY - KEY	 INDICATING WHETHEROR NOT TEST FIELDS WERE 	 INPUT. OSPOO580
C* TRNfEY - KEY	 INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT TkAINING FIELDS ARE TO DSP00590
C* BE OUTLINED. OSPOO600
CONTINUE DSPOO610
C* THRSKY - THRESHOLD KEY OSPOO620
C* =1	 tPeLY CHI-SQUARE THRESHOLDS DSP00630
C* =2 AP PLY F M PI R ICAL	 THRFSHOLDS OSPOO640
D=4 APP	 FISHFA N
 UISTHIHUTIONTHRESHOLDC*- ILY DSPOO660
C* =0 NO THRESHnLOING nSPOO670
C + STATKY - KFY FOR PRINTING STATS FROM MAPTAP 0^;P00680
C* EMPTP'; - EMPIWIrAL	 THRFSHOLL)TNG FLAG DSPnb690
C* THRSVA	 -	 THRFSH')Lf) 	 VALUF	 FLAG DcP00700
C* PLTKFY	 -	 FLAG FOR	 PRINTINU	 C:J MMi iLATIVE	 HISTOGRAMS	 OF	 (IUADRATIC DSPO0710
C* FORM. OSPOO720
co F3MFLG	 -
	 FLAG	 1^lnlCATING	 WHPTHFQ OR NOT	 A	 F-MATRIX WAS f)SP00710
APPLILD	 I f ,	 CLASSIFY. OSPOO740
C
*
* RM(70MA	 - NO.	 OF	 i I^JFAU COMkINATIONS	 IN H - MATRIX T)SP00750
C* HMFEAT	 - NO.
	
OF	 ( ,IANNFLS USEO
	


















































































SETu3 3 WILL READ FIRST 2 RECORDS FWOM MAPTAP. AND CALL RFDIF3 	 nSPO1440
TO READ IN CONT W OL CARDS. ALL OF THE PARAMETERS IN COMMON BLOCK OSPOiSOO
DI r,PL AkE INlTjal17E HFFORF•'lFTUwNING TO THIS ROUTINE IN AnDITION DSP01510


















(KATNO(I)=M MEANS CLASS I IS IN CATEGORY M)
- NO. OF CATEGORIES.
FLAG FOR SPATIAL FILTERING OPTION.
FORMAT FOR OUTPUT MAP TAPE
KEY INDICATIN Gi WHETHFR OR NOT DESIGNATED FIELDS WEPE
- N0. F R DFSIGNATED UNIDENTIAHLE (NOSU82*5)
NO. F R DESIGNATED OTHER (NOSUR2•6)
- NAME OF CROP FOP WHICH INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY
REPORT TS TO HE PRINTFD. CROP IS TO BE COMPAPED WITH
ACROP - ACRES OF I C WOP I - USER INPUT
AOTHFR - ACRES OF f UTHFR 9 - USER INPUT
ATOTAL - TOTAL ACRES IN CLASSIFIED SEGMENT
SITE	 - NAMEOF SITE (CLASSIFIED SEGMENT)
ANALYS - NAME OF ANALYST PERFORMING STUDY
CAMS	 - NAME OF PROCEDURE CONFIGURATION USED IN STUDY
CRPKEY - KEY FOR GENFRATING INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY REPORT
KEPPTS - TOTAL.NUMHER PIXELS IN EACH SUBCLASS
DOTKEY - KEY INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT DOT DATA CLASSIFICATION
PERFORMANCE: SUM M ARIES ARE TO RE PPOCFSSFO: DOTKEY = 0 . NO DOT
DATA PROCFSSING ; OOTKFY .GT. 0 . DOT PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES
ARE PROVIDED (CHANG.D TO INDICATE LIST PROCESSING
INSTEAD OF 007 PROCESSING ON MAY 1979)
DOTERR USE OF THIS FLAG REMOVED MAY 1979









- DATE OF CLASSIFICATION
ADDRESS IN $ ARRAY S FOR TRAINING FIELD INFORMATION.
FOR EACH TPAININ;i FIED 4 PIECES 0 INFORMATION ARE




- ADDRESS IN 9ARPAY 1 FOR RECTANGULAR AREA SURROUNDING
^
ACH TRAINING FIELD. FOR EACH TRAINING FIELD 5 PIECES






52POINTER INTO VERTEX ARRAY FOR VERTICES
OF THIS FIELD.
- ADRESS IN 1 ARRA.Y 1 FOR TRAINING FIELD VERTICES.
SAME AS FLOSV2 FOR TEST FIELDS
- SAMFAS FIELD2 FOR TEST FIELDS
• SAME AS VERTX?. FOR TEST FIELDS
- ADDRESS IN O ARRAY I FOR PERFORMANCE TABLE.
THRESHOLD VALUES
- SYMPOLS FOR EACH SUBCLASS• PLUS THRESHOLD SYMAOL
AND OUTLINE SYMSOLS.
- THRESHOLD REJECTIO N PERCENTAGE - EMPIRICAL OPTION
CONSTANT FACTOR FROM PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTON
FROM CLASSIFY.ONE FOR EACH SUBCLASS.
- KEY INDICATING. WHETHER GROUND TRUTH FIELDS ARE
ASSOCIATED WITH CLASSES OR SUBCLASSES.
- NO. OF TRAINING FIELDS
NO, OF TEST
- NO. OF CHANNFLS L USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
CHANNELS USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
- NO. OF SUBCLASSES USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
NO, OF GROUND TRUTH FIELDS FOR WHICH PERFORMANCE
TAHLES WILL BE MADE. EQUALS NOFLD3 OR NOFLO2.
- TOTAL N0. OF VERTICES FOR TRAINING FIELDS.
40. OF CLASSES USED IN CLASSIFICATION.

























































FORMAT(/ /•)X. I NO MAP AVAILABLE FROM CLASSIFICATION PROCESSOR.f)
GO TO 999
DSPLYI WILL READ NEXT 2 RECORDS FROM MAPTAP AND PRINT THE
STATISTICS IF REQUESTED.
CALL OSPLYI
CODE ECHANGEDNMAY 19799 TO SUBSTITUTE LIST FORCGO SNG
IF (nnTKFY,NE.0) GO TO 30

























































FMTHRS COMPUTES AND PLOTS THE HISTOGRAM OF THE QUADRATIC FORM











TEST THRSKY = 4 FOR FISHER F-DISTRIBUTION THRESHOLDS
CALL FOIST TO COMPUTE AND STORE THRESHOLDS
IF(THRSKY.E0.4) CALL FOIST






IF DOT DATA PROCFSSING WAS REOUFSTEO• THE PERFORMANCE
TABLES wERE PERFORMED IN OSPLY2
CODE AnnFD NOV 1391978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
CODE CHANGED MAY 1979 TO SUBSTITUTE LIST FOR DOT PROCESSING
IF (DOTKEY.GT.0) GO TO 99
•





6000 F0PMAT(IHInX.' ***+• DISPLAY COMOLFTFD ww*wa•///)


















































RE AL FUNCTION CHI(X•N•IFLOG) CHI00010C-----
---------
 ------ - ----- - ---------- - ------- ----- --------------------- CHI00020C	 TO COMPUTE THE VALUE
	 THEOF'	 CHI-SQUARED DISTRIBUTION WITH N-D.F CH100030C---------------------------------- 1 ------ - 
----------------------------- CHI00040
IF(X.GT.0.0)	 GO	 TO 5
CHI=0.0 CHI00050CHI00060RETURN	 CH100070C-- ------------ --- -- ------- - ----------- - ------- - ------ - ------- -- ------ 
--CHIOOOAOC	 CHFCK TO SEE IF THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM IS EVEN CH100090C---- ------- ---- -------- - --------- - -------- -- ------ ---- 
------------ - --- -CHI001005 TF(MOO(N.2).E0.0)
	 GO TO 1 CHI001110C
------- 
----
 ------------------------- ------ ----- ------ ------ ---------CHI00120C	 CALCULATION OF CHI FOR 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM CHI00130C----------- -------------------------
   ------------ ---- ----- CHI00140G=SQRT(X)
CHI=2.0*4N0QM(G)-1.0 CHI00150CHI00160G=6/1.?.5331414 CH100170IN=3
	 2I0 CHIOOIRO
C----------- ------------ - ------- - -------- -- ------- - -------------- - ------ CHI00200
CHI00190
C	 CALCULATION OF CHI FOP 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM CH 00210
C--- --- - --------------------------- ------------------------------------- CHI00220
I	 IN=4 CHI00230r.=x /p.n
IF(A8S(G).GT.8A.027)




C------- ------- - ------------ - ---------- - ------------- - ------ ------------ CHI00300C	 CALCULATION OF CHI FOR N-GT-2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM CH100310C------------------------------------------------------------- _
	
CHI00320
DO 3 I =IN 09 2
CHT=CHI-G CHI00330CHI00340G=G+X/i CHI00350
CALL OVERFL(INOCT) CH100360







PAGE I^F ILE: CHIN	
^^ ^'i)UI QUALIIY
FUNCTION CHTN(ALPHA*N * IFLAG) CHI.00010
nIMF.NSTON M(7) * n0a) CH100020
EQ((IVALENCE	 (H(7) *	0(15)) CH 00030
DATA n/-.7nAO*-.40209-.19AO*-.06009.00609 0360..0360.





IF(N.E%!)	 CHINa (TINORM((1.-ALPHA/2.)*IFLA6)) CH100070
IF(IFLAG.FQ.l)
	
GOTO 10 CH 00080
CHIN=CHIN**2 CHI00040
IF(N.FQ.2)
	 CHIN = -29 * ALOG(ALPHA) Ch100100
' TF(N.LE.?.)	 AFTURN CH100110
X=TINORM(1.-ALPHA.IFLAG) CHI0020
TF(IFLAG.EQ * I)	 GOTO 10 CHI00130
T =?.. *X CHIO0140
IF(I.LT. - 7 )	 I=-7 CH 00150
IY=(H(I ) 6t2! °x-I)*IH(I+1)-H(I)))/N CM 00170
CMTN=?./t9.*^i) CH1001A0




	 GOTO	 10 CH100220
('HIN =x CH100230
4 RETURN CHI00240








DO 3E. I^ I49IE*20 CH100330
3 G=G*I CH100340
11 N2 =	 (N-2)/2 CHI00350
N3 = N-?-tv2 CH100360
SOX	 =	 St)RT(X) CHI00370




CMA = FXP(X/?.)/(SQX**N3) CH100400
CHIN = X + CHA*CH9 CH100410
IF(ARS( A- CHIN)/AHAX1(X•CHIN).LT.5.E-06)	 GO TO 4 CHI004 20














DI MENSION IR(1)9FIELD(S9NOFLD)9 FLDSAV(49NOFLD)•VERTEX(I)•FL(22)
C•
C•	THIS ROUTINE SETS THE IR ARRAY FOR DESIGNATED FIELDS
C•
no 50 I=19NOFLO
IF(LINF. .LT.FIFLn(l9I))GO TO 50















TF(Mnp (SAMST(+.SAMjNC) .NE. MOD(FL(J).SAMINC)) I8=I8+1














C S00060DISTCV PLOTS THE DISTRIFUTION AND CHI SOUARF CURVES AND COMPUTES 0




REAL A. DSFUr+C.DISTVL+THRFSH,REJECT• PCTREJ.THRES•CMISOI U S00110
PEAL RFJPCT.CHIS 0),INC.CHIN DIS00I20
DI MENSION DSFUNC( P ANGE•60).	 TOTPTS(1).	 THRESH(60) 9 MINM(60). DISOO 30
•	 SYMPLS(100)9	 FIELDS(2)+FIELnI(2)9	 PCTREJ(60) DIS00140
nIMENSION CHISQ(100) 01500150
C INCLUDE CORKIn.LIST DIS00160
/DISPL/CATFL69CAT1JAM(61)•CLSNA M (61) g SUBP. A M (61)rSUBNO (60)9•COMMON DIS00170















nATA FIELD / I TEST t /+	 FIELnS/+TRAI l 9 • NIN6 l / DIS00300
nATA BLANK/ 0	•/.MX0UA0/20/ OIS0030
nATA ASTK	 / 9 * 9 /ofjOLLAR / 1 5 1 / OIS003.0











CHISO(L)	 = CHISOI	 +	 0005 DIS00400
GO TO 10 DIS00410
13 WRITE(6.I40)	 REJPCT.CHISOI I)IS00420
14n F OPMATQ	 OVERFLOW l +2X9F59293X.F15.5) DIS00430
10 CONTINUE DIS00440
CALL SFTMRG(6690966) DIS00450
00 2nO J=l.NUSU82 DIS00460
TOTPTS(J)=0 DIS00470
no ?n	 M=I.RANGE DIS00480
TOTPTS(J)
	
= DSFUNC(M,J)	 +	 TOTPTS(J) DI500490
20 CONTINUE DISO0500
IF(TOTPTS(•))	 .FO.	 Ol	 GO	 TO	 200 DIS00510
no 40
	
M=19 a ANGE OIS00520
MM = M - I IIIS00530
IF	 (MM	 .E(J.	 6)	 D c FtlNC(M'4+I.J)	 =(DSFUNC(MM + I.J)	 /	 TOTPTS(J))	 • 1000I500540
IF	 (MM	 .Eo.	 O)	 bU	 TO	 40 DISO0550
DSFUNC( 1 9J)	 =	 DSFUNC(MM.J)	 +(DSFUNC(M.J)	 /	 TOTPTS(J))	 *	 100 DI500560
60 CONTINUE 0I500570
C DIS00580
C FIND MINIMUM M FOP WHICH DSFUNC(M•J)	 .GT.	 1 -	 100*PCTREJ 01500590
nIS00610-	 -	 *ni^iVL	 •(..	 PCTREJ(J)1	 100
M XPE.JT	 =	 DISTVL	 +	 0.5 DIS00620
no 5o	 N=I. P ANCE DIS00630
IF	 (nIcTVI.	 .LF.	 DSFONC( M .J)	 )	 MINM(J)	 =	 M DIS00640
IF	 (DISTVL	 .LE.	 DSFUNC(M.J))	 GO	 TO	 55 015n0650





REJFCT	 =	 PCTP'IFJ(J)	 *	 InO OISno710
IF	 (TSTKEY	 .FQ.	 1)	 FIELOI (1)	 =	 FIELD DIS00720
IF	 (TSTKEY	 .E AU.	 0)	 FIEL01(l)	 =	 FIELnS(1) 01500730
IF
	 (TSTKEY	 .Ef' .	 0)	 FIEL01(2)	 =	 FIFLOS(2) 0ISo0740
THPFSH(J)	 =(n.l	 *	 MINM(J))	 *	 2 5C DI50070
C PRINT HEADING DIS00770
C DIS00780




TkEJECT 0 1(115008220WRITF16:1051 /TMRESICLASNOl..)RFIELDI(l)olzl
SS )*T HRESM(J)
-	 T53r	 ^E MM I R SOO830
1A5•HRES AT( /// TIO * r
CHI , SGUAWEE THRESHOL p	 • •F5.2.	 AL
REJECTION PERCENTAGE
	 r r F4.1 / TSIr
TD




110 FORMAT(///T15r	 10(1HOr9X).1H1./	 T15. 0 0 1 99X9 r i r 99X9 g 2 $ 99X9*3 r 99X9 DIS00d70
*	 r4rr9Xrr5r99X9161r9Xrr7rr9Xrr8rr9Xrr9rr9Xr1Or/ D 00880
•	 T15r110 Hns9X)/ D 00890
•	 T11.rq.01r1X9101(1H+)) D 500900jNC = FLOAT(MXGUAD)/ FLOAT(RANGE) D 500910
II	 =	 1 DIS00920
N = 0 DIS00930
DO 90	 L=194AN6E D1t00940
A a FLOAT(MXOUAD •L)	 / RANGE D 00950
N s N •
	 1
UI500970no 60	 M= 19100
60 SYMBLS(M)	 = BLANK DIS00990
OISO0990
CHI SQUARF CURVE n15gg01000
DIS010 ?065 MXPFJTIF	 (	 II	 .GT.	 )	 GO TO 75
IF	 (	 CHISn(II)	 .GE.
	 (Q • INC)	 )	 GO TO 75 DIS01030
SYMRLS ( II)	 s ASTK DIS01040
1I	 m	 II	 •	 1 DIS01050





PEQCNT = DSFUNC(LrJ) 01501110
IF	 (PEQ NT	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 77 DISOI120
IF
	 (SYM a LS(PEWCNT)	 .NF. BLANK)	 SYMBLS(PERCNT)	 = DOLLAR DIS01130
IF	 (SYMHLS(PEPCNT)	 .NE.	 BLANK)	 GO TO 77 DISOI140
76 SYMR=J DISO1150
SYMRLS(PERCNT)




(N	 .EO.	 5)	 GO	 TO AO DISOI180
WRTTF(6.1201	 (SYMPLS(K)9K=1.100) U501190
120 F004AT(T159 1 + 1 r100A1) 01501200
GO TO on DIS01210
AO WPTTE(A9130)	 Q.	 (SYMPLS(K).K=19100) DI501220
110 OQM4T(TI0.F4.I.1Xr1+rr100A1)
D^IS30





ISO FOQMAT(///TIO•	 I NOTF	 i	 9 9Alr r	— CLASS DISTPIBUTION Ct)PVE • //T1Rr DISO1270
•r• - CHI SQUARE 0.1STRISUTION CURVE T //T199 9 S - INTERSECTION OF CURVD15012N0
•FS I ) DIS01290



















• MAPTAP •PURPOSE., READS THE STATISTICS FROM
OSPOpp9
----••____•_•-_._•.•.__.----------- . ------ _ ----------
----•--•-------- IDSPOOI00
I•-------------------------












HISFIL•HISKF.Y•TRFORM.EK PTP•ERPKEY.MAPUNT•NOFILE• DSP00 0q
DPUMAn•ni4wns•P4Gsil•UATFIL*STAFIL*ASAVtASAVFL
• •NHSTlJN.NHSTFI•SCTRIIN•MAPFIL
1 8SSP00SPU OO 2
•	 •DOTLINT. DOTFIL•NCHPAS•TRNSFL•HMTRFL•HISTFL•PCHUNT• OSPOO 30
•	 CPDUKlT PRTUNT.R.4NO I U
^SPL)•SUBNAM(61)CnMMOh/D	 /CATFLLG•CATNAM (61)•CLSN M(6	 2 S5USNO(60)•
OSP00 40
05PO	 SO
•	 AT(60). CLSSUH (60)•NOMAP•TOTVT3•NOSt)ctjQC, DSPO ;60
•	 PCFOKY• TSTKEY•TQN?kEN•THRSKY•STATKY•EMPTRS•THRSVA• OO 70
•	 PLTKEY•4MFLG.IIMCOM;4.NMFSAT CI)ATE(2)•






• 9FLDKFY• NOFLnP.NOFLDI•NOFET29FETVC2(30) DSP00310
•	 .NOSt1H2.N0TRFD.TOTVT?..NOCL52 DSP003 0
•	 •KATNn(60).NOCAT•FILTtR•MAPFMT DSP00	 0
•	 •DESKEY•UESUNI•DESOTH•CROP •ACROP•AOTHER•ATOTAL DSPOS340
• 9SITF( 6). ANALYS(S)•CAM(15)•CRPKEY•KEPPfS(60) DSPO	 SO
•	 .DOTKF_Y•DOTERR DSP00 60
CSENO OSP00 70
DIMENSION STARAG(9S00) DSP00380
5 t 7E/9SnO/' OSP00390





------•----------------- - ---- --•---OSPO04 0
C DSP00430
RETRIEVE AND PRINT THE COVARIANCE AND MEAN DSP00440
--•------•---------------------------- ---------------------------- OSPOO450
OSPOO460
200	 IF( BMFLG .LE. 0)	 GO TO 202 OSPOO470
C DSP00490NOFET? s AMC048
202 CV=1 OSP0050
VAR5Z2=1J0FF_T? w (NOFF_T2 . 1)/2 USPOOS
Mw=CV • VAPF "NOtiUN?




60 TO 1 00 OSPOO540
170 CONTINUF DSp0055
C• CA L OSPLIA(STORAGE(CV)•STORAGE(MN)•VARSI229NGFET29NOSU82) OSP005668
RF OPN nSP00S70
140	 WRITF (691PI ) DSP005R0




C nSP00630C ---END	 S1 10401 1 T I NE	 DSPLY I 05000640
•_• -w.•.•.• - • -•.w -w.•.w.w.•.•_w.w.•.w.•.•_^.w_w.w_w.•_w.w.w_w.w.w -OSP00650
DSP006bU
OSPOO670
INTERNAL SUBROUTINE 	 USPLIA Or-P00690
CC DSPOO690
C• SUBROUTINF 0SPLIA(CnVMTX•AVEMTTX•VARSL'Z * NOFET2•NOCLS2) n5pG0700
C• COVMTX(11.11=ST0RAGE(1) DSPO4,1




READ OR IGINAL COVARIANCF AND MEANS MATRIX FOR EACH CLASS 0~'300760
C ( H-TRANSFORMED IF W-MATRIX WAS APPLIED iN $CLASSIFY nsp00770






911 VCREADtMAPTAPI(S• . 1)•I-1•NS) • tSTORAGtMN • I-1)•Is1•NSS)






C	 DO 2 O IC` 4S- •NpCLg22
I 
T NC•LT CN^) GO TO 210
N - (60"IAD)




2.124•, ^EPRESENTE^ eY sYNeOC -19A1 /
• 1X 3A4•AI•T44	 /)
T00 - Hcr.z, I





tt+.?. WS TORaG(NS• )•I-LOC•STOP)
2 00 FORM T(( 9 0 MEANS093X•12F9.2)
WR TE 612X01)	 DASH
c2601 FA MAT(.X•A4/)
IF( RMFLG .GT. 0) GO TO 271
WRITF(6 * 270) (OASH91019S)Pn TO ?.7?.
70
	 ORMAT('OC VAaI4NCE 4ATRIXI I / 1X•SA4)





PEAD COVAQ IANCE MATRIX ( AFTER CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION)
PRORAQ ILITY DENSITY FUNCTION CONSTANTS• CON • AND 	 VARIANCE
MATRIX DETERMINANT. DET • FOR EACH CLASS
290 CANT I Ni IE
N - VAP57?. • NOCCLS2
RADCMALLPTAP ) (STORAG(CV•I. 1) . I;1•NS)•(CON(I) • I-1•NOCLS2 )•( OET(I).
T
I (STATKv.E0.0) GO TO 330 	 •


















0 FORMAT(// X. • MULTSPECTRAL CH ARACTERIST CS FOR IUACLLASS 99A499
IRF.PR E:SENTFD #3Y SYMROL '. A 1/lH0• 9 0ET WM CANT - •F18.tl/1H0.000NSTAlk













4 AROt1TANEE SSP YP(TRNSA tTANFLO TRN EH • TSTSAV•TSTfLO•
•^ TVrQ• CfA tiTUV T
TT
•fiiF L .A UN,tt A FIIL "•
•P UN1T•
IMPL, ^!NA1NTEGE(I A jSAV•d
1S LO• kSVER•NOFLOA)
t
C••• CODE ADDED NOV 13.1978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
REAL ALP(2)
rrrrrr•r-------- m rr rr r..rr• • r•• • rrrrrrrsrrrr•rrr••rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•
	
rrrs	 ------------------   r--------
























S YP AFn^pttTThETT1ETP^'XE"LE IN OUfE+Ehj?gN




	JC	 X IS CHANGED TO C
MAP. YAND CSA PSRTHEMAPPRJ AtEDROAe INE5NT0 BUILNL ANDITNENTPRINT
THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE T  LES•




DIMENSION TRNSAV(4.NOF``A?_).TRNFLO(5•NOf 02)• RNVEK(2•TOTVT22)





























+	 FLn%V2•FIEL02•VF.RTX2•FLoSV3 . FI ^p03{6.VERTX3•PCTI03•
	
•	 TMkES (b0) •tiYMMTX (t+6) •H G ►tl6Q) • 




•	 .KATNO(60)•NOCAT.FI TEk.MA MT
	










nATA THRE g H/ t THkE; /.BLANK/•	 t/
EQUIVALENCE	 (LOINFt )• Ii INSTRI• !FLOINF(')•LIN NQl•(FL pQINF(_)•LL NIINC)• (FL INF(4)• SAW T It
	







0TLLA FORMATTpp/ OUN V 19 IERRAt e lk 	0 9 9 LARS' 9 1 YS 1 4 01	 l ,'	 P0070








-r r---- --r- -r--------- --rr-r--rr- -rrrrrrr--rr------r r^^--- 
$ p
GcZ	 TSTNO•NOSUR3•^	 P00850
C•	 SET POINTERS FOR SYMBOLS ARRAY AND TOTALS ARRAY 	 P00ad7C•	
•	 SPOOa;9O
E
UPNO s NpOgSgUA3 9	 p
•	 0 SOTHS NOSUH3•S 	 Dip009cc








1300160TKEY.E20S) GO TO 17	 iPO Oq0s	 O
-	
SPO I' sLR n (LA ^ 1:^Q	 OSPUS s (LR	 )/V	  
LS = 10 • (I - (LS• 19))	 SPO 050
TRNVER( H( * Lg 	QpSPO p6
TWNVE.R1 •II • LR
	





O ;0 I n •NOSUQa
P
 1 Q
pp 0 Js •N	 f^ 
S	
g








20 0PAD(MAPTAP)F`UINF9PTS•iINE^9FLDESC 	 ` -	 SPO	 0
i
IPTS .GT. 000) WRIT (6942; 	 OSPO 00
F (PTS .GT. 1000 STOP	 DSPO10
22 ORMATI • QISPLAY WILL ACCEPT ONLY 1000 PTS/SCAN LINED	 DSPO 2O
TQT=SAMSTR	 DSSPO 3
NU=SAMEND	 QSPO 40
R lPTS_.E0.0) GC TO 310 	 pDSPO 50
oppORE5S5 } s 1.OESOTH	 85p0 ^ 70
TT(DL(I) a0	 DSp01 AO
2S TOTALS(I) s0.0	 DSPO 90
DSP01300




OS30 iALL O SETMRG(6A90•¢8)	 PO 350
IFINOMAP.EO.0)GO TO 8S 	 DSPO 3 p
w w TFG=1	 DSP013^0
60 TO 370	 OSPO AO
31	 P TFG• l	 DSP0 390
Q TO S10	 DSPO 400
OS CONTINUE	 USP01410
M
S5PKrjT=0 DSNO 4 0
NTR:O DSPO 4 0
0RUMLNw0 OSPO 44
















01"	 p^ a ^^ t IS
FILE DSPLY2
91 READ(MAPT AP) ILINE(J)•(1R(I•J)•I=1•PTS1•lVR(I)•I n 1•PTS)
IF(ILINE(J).E0.0)GO TO OS
CrF DESIGNATED F IEL(1S HAVE BEEN INPUT *



















C*	 THE VALUE OF THE QUADRATIC FORM MUST BE EXTRACTED FROM VR FOR THRE
	
C*	 0 s —2rVR - CON
r
IF(THRSKY.E0.0)GO TO 9S




Cr	TTOL = TOTAL PIXELS THRESHOLDED• BY SUBCLASS






	 gg ggCCLL gggg
* TINCLUDINGOTHkESMOLDE0 ANDCDESIGNATEO IQTMER
ACM
0E5I6NATEa UNIDENT
95 TOTa S(k) a TOTALS(L) • 1
100 CONTINUE
	









105 IF(FILTER.E0.0)GO TO 11S
s
10(% F(IR^III ^1I .1 ^21
.EU.





	 oNE^ R(	 1.13)) UO 0 11S
Fl P(I.I )
	
R(I. 1))GO TO 110
IIIIIIF(IR(19I1) .EO. NOSU83)GO TO 110
CC=IR(19I1)
CK=IR(19I2)






110 IFII.LE.PTS-1)GO TO 106
	
C
*	 GET PERFORMANCE FOR LINE 11




NUEKEY.E0.0) GO TO 40
r
	
r	 TEST TO SEE IF THE CUkRENT LINE CONTAINS ANY DOTS
	
r	 O






DF tI INE(11)0NE TRNVER(2•I)) GO TO 42
F (RCNT11 .E0.0) bINT s I
42	 IF (HCNT.E0.01 GO TO 41
F0NTO 4 -1
41	 CONTINU
IF (ILINE(I1).NE.TRNVER(29NO FLD2) ) GO TO 114
ECNT = NOFLD2
C.




43	 GO TO 432	 II
40 ^If (tSTKEY.E0*0)CALL PCTTRNSAV+1P1CTAtRRTRNOFL11D2(ggSAMSTRTT(STTAMEEENDiSAMINC)
114 ^IF(TSTKEY.E0.1)CALL TSTSAViPCTAA9NOFL 9SAMSTRr AMEN09 AMINO)
IF (NOMAP.E0.0) GO TO 135
C*
C*** CODE ADDED NOV 1391978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
C	 IF (DOTKEY.NE.0) GO TO 117
C
i
•	 OUTLINE TRAINING AND/OR TEST FIELDS
C•
IF(TRNKEY.EO.I)CAL' FLOSOR(TRNNOrILINE(ID)•IR(1 I1)oNQFLD2+
•	 TRN^LO.TkNSAV.TRNVERgNOSU 3+SAMS^R.SAM N •
*	 SAMINC.RININC)



























F5 CLASSIFICATION MAP TO BE OUTPUT IN UNIVERSAL OR LARSYS
•
135 IF (MAPFMT .LE. 0) GO TO 200
Co
CHECK TO SEE IF LAST WRITE IS COMPLETED
GO TO (155.160)9 HDREC
C•	 WRITE HEADER RECORD
^1SS NC = 1
FEAT`
 =N = 0
1
HDAEC=2


























































LAST LINF IN THIS FIELD HAS BEEN READ. MAKE SURE LAST 2 LINES
C• 	ARE PRINTED.
•
201 IF(LAS15E012)GO TO 203
1p-li
TO 115
C•	 NOW FINISH PRINTING MAP FOR THIS FIELD.
co
203 CONTINUE




















219 1;1 * 1




































30S FORMAT(/ r THE CLASSIFICATION OF • 9I79 8
 PIXELS WAS CHANGED AS A RE









IF (DOTKEY.E0.0) GO TO 500
Co
	
DOT' IN THE 
=DESIGNATED AREA OR NOT IN THE CLASSIFIED AREA WILL








00 7 CHPCT=1•NOFLO2 OSPO4050









	 = 0 DSPO41 Q
GO TO 7 DSPO41
8 F	 (PCTABD(CHPCi91).GT.0)
	 GO TO 7 OSPO4
wRITF	 (692)	 TRNVER(I,CHPCT)•TRNVER(29CHPCT) DSPO41 0
0
2 FORMAT(//3X9	 • DOT
	 0	 ,	 14 •	 r	 r •	 •	 I49	 •	 )	 IS NOT IN THE CLASSIFIDSPO4 4
*ED AREA •	) OSPO4 50
7 CnNTTNUE DSPO4 60
WRITE	 (6.5) USPO4 70
C*** CODE ADDED NOV 139 	 1978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING QSPO4190








C 50n CONTINUE OSPO4290
GO TO 20 DSPO4300
310 CONTINUE ' DSPO430
RETURN OSPO43 0
C SELF-CONTAINED SUBROUTINE TO PRINT HEADERS DSPO4340
r----------------------------------------- - ------------------------DSPO43SO
r DSPO4360
370 WRITF	 (69HEAD) 05PO4370
Wp ITF(6.38o)FLDFSC.COATE USPO4390




II F( 4 mFLG.GT.0)WkITF(6.390)9MCOM8.(FETVC2(L).L=1.8MFEAT) DSPO4410
F(4mFLG.F0o0)WRITE(6.400) 	 (FETVC2(L)9L=19NOFET2)
MAPHD
	 (NOCAT.SYMMTX.CATNAM DSPO4422OSPO4430*CALL	 •KATNU•CLLSNAM.SUBNO•SUBNAM,
CL5SUNrN0CLS29NOSU4	 HRSKYrTHRES) OSPO4440
IF(()FSKEY.E0.1)wPITE(6.410) 	 SYMMTX(nESUNI) DSPO4450
41n FORMAT(/5X9 l ** DESIGNATED FIELDS SYMHUL
	
IS^•A1/)
FONMAT(12X. • CLASS • F"ICATION CHANNELS. * . • 9120 •	LINEAR
USPO4460
390 COMBINATIONS 00SPO4470
*F CHANNELS'/38x•	 30I3) USPO4480
400 FOKMAT(12X9 9 CLASSIFICATION CHANNFLS..0 r 930I3) DSPO4490
GO TO	 (319221).WRTFG DSPO4500
C* DSPO4518
DSPO4530






E LL( .J)=MO ( l J. 00)/10
ICI F
1












C	 INTERNAL SUBROUTINE DOTPCT
C*
	
PURPOSE - TO SET PCTAS TO EACH DST REPPE TIIJyE SUBCLASS
C•	 (OR THRESHOLD) NUMRER.WHEN THE UOTKEY FLAG j5 ON
((C'wwwwwwiri:r:iewwwrrrrrwwwwirrrwr!lwwwwwffwwwwwwf!!w!w!lwwifNiswiawrrww
Ci	 TEST FOR THE POSITION OF THE DOT IN THE CLASSIFICATION
C•	 RECORD
C!	 F THE DOTTS POSITION IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE CLASSIFICATION







EY.NE 0) GO TO 430
431	 NCTABO(I.1)=p9L02
PCTKFY s 1




SAMDF = SAMDF • SAMSTR











SURROUTINEFtITHRS(FLDSAV *FIFLDeVERTEX_NOFLn) EMTOOOIOC---- -	
---------------- -----------
EMT000 0
C =THIS	 ,U•iHUUTINE IS USED ONLY WHEN THE EMPIRICAL THRESHOLD OPTIONEMTO004
ClRFOUESTEn MTOOOSO












C	 TNCUIDF CMk'(In.LIST EMT00^30
COMMON/GLt)HAL/HEAD(63),MAPTAP,DATAPE.cAVTAP,RMFTLE•AMKEY, EMT00 40•
HISFIL.HISAEY.TRFORM,ERTPTP,ERPKEY,MAPUNT,NOFILE, MT00150
+	 n41144A0,ns 4— oStPAGSIZ AOATFIL,STAFIL,ASAV•ASAVFL MT00 60
•	 9NHST0N,N b4STFI,SCTHUN,APFIL EEEMT00 TO
•	 .DOTII I(T,D r)TFIL,NCHPAS.TP)tvSFL,BMTRFL,HISTFL,PCHUNT, EM700 AO
•	 CWDUNT,PkTUNT.kANUIO EMT00 90
[OMMON/DISP(_/CATFLr,,CATivAM(61),CLSNAM(61),SURNAM(61) 	 SUPNO(6n), EMT00 00
•	 SIIHCAT(60).CLSSUH(60)9NO!44	 ,TOTVT3,NOSUf^39 MTOO 10
a	 PCFDKY,TSTKEY.TRNKEY,THRSKY.STATKY,EMPTRS,TMRSVA• F.MT00220








EMTOO 90•	 ,t,F:SKFY,0E5UNI,UES0 H,CROP ,ACROP:AOTHEER,ATOTAL
*	 ,SITF(6),ANALYS(5),CAM(151,CRPKEY,KEPPTS(60) F.MT00300
•	 ,nOIKEY,OOTERR EMT003110
C IFE Nn EMT00320
nATA QAiJ5E/100/ Eb!T00330
til-ENSTON DSFUNC(10n.60)91 p (1000),VR(1000),FLDINF(6),SCRAT(SnO) EMT00340
Fn l! IVA(.FK'CF	 (SCRAT,IR) EMT00350
In 0 k A!!(4APT4P)FLnTNF	 ,PTS,LINES•FLOESC F.w-T00360
IF (PT I;.FU. n) (.r)	 TO	 40 EM700370




HISTf1G4'1N	 VP W ITHIN GROUNn TRUTH FIELDS EM700400




TENOC•	 PFAD	 OF FIFLO RECORD AND GO SEE IF THERE IS ANOTHER FIELD













NOW GO RACK TO NFGINNING OF THIS FILE ANn POSITION TAPE OVER THE EMTO0530
C • 	FOUR HFADER I.FCOtinS - GETTING IT READY DSPLY2 EM70O540C+ EMT00SSO
PFWIN r )	 "AN T4P EMT00560
CALL FS4SFL(44 o TAV.4.ISTAT) EMT00570
IF	 (15T4T	 . r4 T.	 0)	 wRITF(A,5n0)	 ISTAT EMT005RO
ann
	
FOP m AT( f 	F#4wON	 HACK	 SF'AC(N(7,	 MAPTAP'9 1 ISTAT	 =	 1 9IS) EMT0059n
IF	 (1'+TAT	 . rvT.	 n)	 CALL	 CMFRR EMT00600
rn	 ? I n	 J=194 EMT00610










































ATTFLG•CATNAM(61)•CLSNA M (6 )•SIRNAM(61)•SUBNO(60)9
URCAT(60^•CLSSU8(60)•NOMAP•TOTlT3•NO Ugg33•
•	 ,TS KEY•TRNKEY•THRSKY•STAKY•EM TRS•THRSVA•
•	 PLTKEY•BMFLG•RMCOMH•BMFEAT CDATE(2)•
•	 FLnSV2•FIELO?•VF.RTX2•Ft, OSV3•FIE``D3•VERTX39PCTIO •
•	 T HFFS(6n)•YMMTX(66).HlGH(60).C,ON(60)
•	 •	 •FLnhEY•NA L02•NOFLD3•NOFEET?•FETVC2(30)
,NUSUy2.NOTRFO.TOTVT22NOCL






C-	 NOSUH? : NUMSF'w OF SUBCLASSES
C-	 THRFS(I) CONTAINS INPUT CONFIDENCE LEVELS
C-
no In 1=19NOSUP2
NX = NUMHER OF SAMPLES
C- NOFFT7 = NUMdEk OF CHANNELS































11 FOOMAT(AX9 1 Fr I TST- OVERFLOw CONDITION IN FISHIN ROUTINE FOR SUBCLASFOI00430
lS=^.1^•^. TNUESHULD SET TO 999.999 0 )	 F0100440
FD100450














IF( NOT 	 GO TO S
TF(Ei.ANO..NOT. ) GO TO 11
IF( .NOT.E1.AND * E2) GO TO 2


























IF(N2.F,).1) GO TO N
04r-N2-2















































X=X •SAR (H•Y)/H-(YI-Y2)•(Y•S./6.- 2. /(3.•N))
X*FXN (?. • X )
A21 .
TP1=?
TF(Mnn(N1.2).E0.0) 00 TO I6m i .7724 55399
111R1•22
1
1	 TFtM4ntN2.2).fO.0) GO TO 2
Tg6+.7724539
2	 1F(M0f)(N•N2.1).E0.0) GO TO 3
CsC/1.77 4534
IRi=
3	 iFt(1R1•IN2 ► .NF.2) 6=2.•a
IF((Nl*N2).LF.3) GO TO S
N0=Nl.N2-2-TR3
4	 FI(f.GT,Nn) GO TO 5
iF(tIr^t • 1).LF.(N1-21)	 G=G•tIHii•t)
IF((TQ?•T).(F.(N2-2))	 G=G• (IS 2•I)







IF(ARS(X/F'ISHIN-1.).LT.(.SE-6)) GO TO 7














•	 NOSUS39SAMS P•SAMENO• AMINC•LININC)





TFILINUM+LININC.LT. F ELO(1. ))GO TO SO
IF(^INI IM-LININC .GT- F F. LO(2- ))GO TO SOttF( IFLI)(391) .GT- SAMENO)GO 0 SO
tF(FIEL r)(4+I) .LT. SAMSTN ) GO TO SA











I (Mnn(SAMSTPv SAMINC)-NE-MOOtFL(J).SAMINC))Id nI8+IROPNI)N=ISYM
I
F(jR(I k ).GT.N0SU83)HORNUM = NOSU83 • 3
R( R)=HOkNUM
1F(I k (IF)-GT.NOSU83)8ORNUM = NOSU93 +.3
PO IR ( IF)=NOHNOM
A0 TO 5n
10 CONTINI)f
GET INTERCEPTS FOR TOP LINE IN FIELD
CALL FnLIwT ( VERTEX ( IPT)-NV,FL • FIELO ( Iol)tSAMPS,NI)
60 TO 45
GET TNTERCEPTS FOR ROTTOM LINE IN FIELD
40 CALL FnLII4TIVFRTEX ( IPT)•NV - FL,FIELO ( 2•I).SAMPS•NI)
45 nO 47 1=l.wt.?
TA = (F I- ,))-5AYSTR) /SAMINC
IE _ (FL(J+11-SAMST'0/SAMINC + 2
TF(MOD(SAMSTk - SAMINC).NE-MOD(FL(J)•SAMINC))IBMIR+1
nO 4 0s TJ=IH.IF
ROuNlJM= ISYsA
TF( Tcr( I,)),GT.NOSU93)PORNUMmNOSU93+3
40+ TP ( IJ)UROklglIM47 CONTTNI)F.
c,0 CO" I T NUF


















C THIS SURROOITINE '








	 FOQMAT(1M )	 jj	 ??
	
120	 IF FOR 14AT^%A:SOXwpi•PTC^YS^ IC^ASSIFIED LABELS •)
IF tISIT.t0.2) WRITE (NPRT+130
	
130	 FOPMAT(//.50x9+GRGUNU TRUT+t VS ` ASSIFIED LABELS•)
IF (ISIT FU, 3) WQITE``NPWT•g34
	
230	 F RMAT(//9hhX+'A• . LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS•)
WQ j^ TE(NPRT.701 ITYPE
20	 F04MAT(//.5nx. + TYP • •i • 	 T CLASSIFICATION•)
W41TE tNPRT.3n) (I• n ll0. I g;*?Oo)
30	 F0WMAT(//.1?x•19(1 •lx)
UO 200 It1.11
DO ?IS  J s 157
	






f M (J- I
N (LL • xOOTLAB(J• I oil )L NE(L( • 3)=007LABt .t•I )




I j`(LLP.NF.SLASH) LINE M • 3) = BLANK
FF ll .tJF.SLASM)GU 0






























I ROUTINE L STSM
I
TOTAIlS•TTO``•PC TAR•GTUNIzT•
• DjLj •AIUNI • AIFLE PPIINIT • PP%E NAM5T*A^PsLO N •NCAfi• ATNM•SU CA1•NFL02•N U^2•SU NAM
IMPLICIT INT f,EN (A- )
••+++	 SUHROUTINWRITT N NOY 1178 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
ww+w	 M AND R A E 9 UN ARY DOT NAMES
••••	 0 IS t H D$SIGNA ED NAME
w•ww	 NAME`T S ++E NAME ppF THE • MALL OR4tNS • CCATT GORY
♦•+w	 THE CAT GORY CLASSIFIEP MUST HAVE BEEN INYOKE
COMMON /LISTMM/ NPGAl3.21•NAMPGA($09•l 21•LINPGA(209.3.21•












DIMENSION ALPMSGl31•SUAN( AM(I)•SUB AR(209)
• MR U / • M • / Y R9C0/ 'R • /•DHCt^% S D • /•EILA K/ f 9/9 0/e
• AL, MSG/ • P^C • • • GT • • • A	 •/
C	
DIMENSION TTOL())•PCTAB(1)•CATNM(1 ► •Sl^H4Ai(^1
• FIEI,DSt4.2SO)•VERTEX(1000)•INFUNT 3)• 	 F L 3;
C	 REAL TOTALS(I)•ALPfl!)




THIS CODE ADDED TO PRINT CONFUSION MATRIX NON
C	 DIMENSION CONF(60.60)•DOTNUM(209.2)
C	 RFA` PMACH(2)•PIXTOT•Pll•PI2•POl•PS2•P•CATTOT(61)C ONT II NILE
tF (FLUCNT.GT•l) GO TO 400








nn 20 III =113209
NA MPGA(II1•II•I) s BLANK
DOTLAH(]11•II.I) s BLANK
20	 CONTINUE
•••	 READ IN PPC GT At FILES
••• ASSUME TYNE I ANI) 2 ON SAME. UNIT	 f ACK —TO—BACK
WA s 0
F tP sUNI;E0.0) GO TO 2S
I PGA
= 11
2S	 IF (GTUIj+1 i.f0.0) GO TO 30IPGA
	
: ?
30	 F (AIUNIT * E0,0) GO TO 3S
Iv6A s Nr,A • 1
VPGi(IP A) n 3





























































3S	 IF 4IPOA•EO.01 CALL CMERR
NFUNT 1 ) s	 IJN^	 1
NFF
Uu
ILI 1 e OTFII - I
NFfIL( ) n AIF1Lt`
 - 1
+*•	 PCTA9 STORED IN ORDER OF FIRST LtNE •-•SECOND LINE ETC•
400 NSU83 s NSU9 +
NSUA6 n NSUP •
NU = NSSUH •
SUB OsIPCTA9(I) 2




1 ► n SYMOUT	
1
405 F lSO4CL.FO.NSU9) ODOTLA91•	 1 : YMTMR
IF SUACL.EO.NSU96.OR.SU8CL9





420 OOTLAAII.4.2) _ Oc1T`AR(I.4.1)
lvALAR(I) sSURNAM(SUP )(SUKCL.E0eNS0be.OR.EURCL.EO.NSU8?lSUV9 (I)•SYMDES
430 CONTINUE
^^•	 COMPUTE TOTAL NUMBER OF CLASSIFIED DOTS
	 y
c	 PIXTOT = 4.
0 440 I - I.NSUH2
440
	
1XTO Y s PIXTOT • TOTALSti1 	
tt	 cc II EE CC
too
	
COUNTTUPTPIXEL; OFOCHOSENL ANI OTA R CAIEGORIESTEGORY
PMACH(}) s 00
PMACHI ) s 0.
DO 44S I s 1.6144SCA TTQT (I ) = 0.
0 450 T s 1•NSUA2
CAT s SURCAT1I).
CATTOT(CAT) s CATTOTI%T1 • TOTALS(I)
DUM : CATNMICATT)
I









•^•	 NCAT s NO. 7F MACHINI C``ASSjjFIFO JcAT
	 RI
sss	 ICAT o CATE60RY NUMNEK 8F PREFERRED CATEGORY
234S6789
PMACH( 1 : PMACH (1)/P XTOT
PMACH () s PMACH(2)/PIXTOT
`s * MAJOR LOOP
C
DO 600 1 s 19IP43A









00 ?z IK s .209OOTNIIM ( IK • 1 J) s0










TNI G 0T= 0
110	 CALL LISTLC(FIFLDS•STAMNT.b130•L409& 50•SMCH69
C	 • INIT,INFUNT(ISIT)91NFFIL(ISIT)9I4T9VE TEX)
C
130 NPGA(ISIT9TYPE) = NOFLD2
N AMPGA(NOFL02915IT9TYPF) = FIELDS(19NOFL02)
LINPGA (NOFLU2 9ISIT ,TYPE) = FLDINF(1)
SAMPGA(NOFLD29ISIT 9 TYPE) = FLOINF(4)
110 = FLDINF(1)/10
II10 = FLOINF(4)/10
J = (110 — 1)*19 + Ii10
DOTLAR(J9ISIT9TYPE) = FIELDS(19NOFLO2)
C	 CODE ADDED TO PRINT CONFUSION MATRIX N*N
IF(TYPF_.EQ.1)60 TO 110
DO 135 JJ=I9NOCAT
IF(OOTLA8(J9I SIT , TYPE) .EQ.CATNAM(JJ))D0TNUM(J91) =JJ
135	 CONTINUE
IF(DOTLAR(J9IS1T9TYPE). EQ.8LANK;60 TO 110SUM=S(JM+1
IF(DOTNUM(J,1).EQ*O)DOTNUM(J,1)=NOCAT+1
GO TO 110
C***	 DOT TYPE CHANGE
140 NOFLO2 = 0
NOCAT=O
GO TO 110
C***	 SEND CARD IMAGE DETECTED
C 150 CONTINUE






C	 CODE ADDED TO FIND DOT LABEL CATEGORY NUMBER
00 160 JJ=1920.9
IF(PCTA8(JJ).F0.NSU63)GO TO 160





I F ( 
P =`'A(ISIT91).FQ.0) GO TO 505
CALL LISTPP(ISIT,r)OTLAR9ITYPE.SUBLAS)





















































































or rrr <^^. 
r, ^:1.:01,^
	 td 1 'At, l
FILE LISTSN
N92 : 0
CODE ADDEO TO PRINT CONFUSION MATRIX NON
DO 5 0 1J=1.60







C	 IF DOT PROCESSING SKIP LIST REPORTS
C	 IF(NAMECT.EO.BLANK)GO TO 582
•	 DO 5A0 II = 1.209
DUM a NAMP6A(II9TSIT92)
IF (OUM.NE.NAMECT) GO TO 530
CO•• DOT LABEL IS PREFERRED CATEGORY
GUMS = SA4PGA(II9TSITs2)/10
DUML = LITTINPGA(II•ISIT•2)/10
IF(IIII . NEIDUMS ) 1 GO TO 514
C •+* FOUND I MAC H INE l)L1SSIFIED TO 5 14
IIII
DUMA = DOTLAH(J9492)
IF (DUM.E+).UUmA) N1 = N11 • 1
IF (OUMA.Ea.SYMUES) SO TO 514
C234S6789
IF (f)0MA.F0.SYMTHP) GO TO 514
IF (C)UH.NF.IOUMA) UN12G= N0125+41
514 CONTINUE
515	 CONTINUE
C	 GO TO 580
C*»*
C 530 IF (DUM.NE.MBCD.AND.DUM.NE .RBCD) GO TO 550
CON*	 THIS PIXEL WAS-LABELED BOUNDARY
RUMS = SAMPr. A(IlolSIT.2)/10
DUML = LINPGA ( II.ISIT•2) /IO
DO 539 II[ = 1911
DO 534	 IIII = 1.19
IF(IIII.NE.nUMS) GO TO 534
IF IIII.NF.nUML) GO TO 534
J = (111 - 1)°14 • IIII
D(IMA = UOTLAR(.19492)
IF (nUMA.F 0. NAMECT) NN 1 s NA • 1
IF (()(jMA.E0.SYM )ES) GO TO 554
IF (nUMA.E0.SYMTHP) GO TO 534
I F (DoMA.E(J.SYMOUT) GO
 (DUMA.NE.NAMECT) N82 Ts





ass	 THIS PIXEL IS LABFLED DESIGNATED OR IS IN THE OTHER CATEGORY
5SO IF (OUM.F4oDHCD) GO TO SRO
Cs•• IT I S IN THE OTHE4 CATEGORYOLPIS = 5AMP(:A 11 T 9ISIT92)/10
D(ift = LIr4 PGA(II•ISIT.2)/l0
R^ 554 IIII =11,14
IF ( IIII. 4E:. nt 1MS ) GO TO 554
IF (III.NF.OUML) GO TO 554
J = (III








































































OUMA = DOTLAB(J.492) LIS030SOIF	 (D(1MA.F.O.NA4FCT) 	 N21
	
N21 +	 1 LIS03060you
IF (DUMA.EO.SYMDES) GO TO 554 LIS03070
IF	 (DUMA.Etl.SYMTHR)	 GO TO 554
IF	 ( OUMA.EO.SYMOUT) GO TO 554 L
LIS03080
503090









C+*• COMPUTE PROPORTION OF PREFERRED CLASS LIIIIS031150
023456789 LIS03170
PI1 = FLOAT(Nll)/FLOAT(N1)
	 + N21 + NBI) LIS031140
P12 = FLOAT(NI2)/FLOAT(N12 + N2.2 + N92) LIS03190
PHI = FLOAT(NP1)/FLOAT(NI1
	 + N21	 + NBI) LIS03200
P02 = FLOAT(NP2)/FL0AT(NI2 + N22 + NB2) LIS03210
P = PMACH(I) a (Pil
	 +	 ALP (I) +PHI) LIS03220










	 P 11 g P129PBI*P829P9ALP(I)vALP(2) LIS03320
GO TO 675 LIS03330
C LIS03340
990 FORMAT(lHl• f TYPE II DOT REPORTS FOR LIST PROCESSING 6 9 + 	 1 :A49 LIS03350
I	 I	 YS MACHINE CLAS5 f ) LIS03360
100000 FOWMAT(1H09 9 PRUPORTION SUMMARY FOR CATEGORY.1 = 1 +1A4) LIS03370
1005 FORMAT(2X. 6 CLASS 1 95x9 + 1 # 95X9 9 2 l ./92X9 9 LAHEL O ) LIS03380
1010 FOR MAT(4X9 t 1 l 92A9?(1x915)9/94X9 l 2 9 92X92(1X9I5)) LIS03390
1020 FORMAT(4X9 v B l 92X.2(1X.I5)) LIS03400




P	 ALP	 0) LI503410
]040 FORMAT(1H097(2X9F6,4)) LIS03420
1050 FORAAT(1H09 9
	P(1)	 =	 1 9F7.49 0	P(2)	 _	 1 9F7.4) LIS03430
C CODE ADDED TO PRINT CONFUSION MATRIX N*N LIS03450
592 TOP=NOCAT+1 LIS03470
DO 590 JJ=1.209 LIS03460
LAb =()O TN(JfA (JJ s 1) L I503490
IF(LA8.b).0)GO TO 590 LIS03500
IF(LA4.E0.TOP)GO TO 585 L1503510
LAFTOT (L At3) =LAHT()T (LAB) +1 LIS03520
585 CLS=OOTNtJM(JJ.?) LIS03530
IF(C(.S.EQ.0)GU
	 TO 590 LIS03540
OOTTOT(CLS)=DOTT0T((',LS)+1 LIS03550




C WRITE CONFUSION MATRIX LIS03600
C WRTTF(6.2000) LIS03620






DO	 sq 5	 JJ = I.TI^ : Ls LIS03690
WRITF(692010)(CATNAM(KK).KK=STCAT.ENDCAT) LIS03700
2010 FO G MAT(/•3Xo 9 CLASS I .SX,IA4914(2Xr1A4)) LIS03710
wRTTF(692012)ALP°"5G(151T) LIS03720
2012 FOP MAT(3X.t------------------I•/,3X•1A4.lLABELl) LIS03730
Do 61n	 KK_1 9 NOC4T LIS0:3740









t:- '"0 lti( ^	 rl.i T.1'
C
S95 CONTINUE
C	 CODE ADDED TO PRINT ALPHA VALUE MATRIX
WRITE(6.3000)





















CODE ADDED TO PRINT DOT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
WRITE(6.2030)
FORMAT(//92X• I T)OT DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMARYI)
WRITF (6.2035)
FORMAT(/,SX• • CATEGOkY I .9X• O CLASSIFIED I •lOX•fBIAS CORRECTED It















































































































CC THIS QOUTINE PRINTS THE HEADER INFORMATION FOR THE CLASSIFICATION MAP00050





^ NOCAT	 -- NO	 OF CATEGORIES. MaPOOIOo
C CLSSYM -- SYM90LS FOR CATEGORIES OR SUBCLASSES MAPn0110





- CATF_GJRY EACH CLASS WAS ASSIGNED TO MAP00130
C CI.smTz -- CLASS NAMES mAP00140C StltiriO	 -- NO. OF SUBCLASSES IN EACH CLASS IAAP00150
C S Pn S -- SO PCLASS NAVES MAP00160
CLSvC2 -- CLASS FACH SUBCLASS WAS ASSIGNED TO (IN COMMON MAP00170C
FLOCK INFORM) MAPOOIRO
c MAP00190
IMPLICIT	 INTEGER	 (A — Z) MAP00200C MAP00?10
nTMENSION CLSvC20) MAP00220
PE a L	 THRES (i) MAP00230MAP00240
LOn IC A L	 IS kTM MAP00250
OI MFNSIf)n	 CI.SSYM(1).CATNAM(1).KATNO(1).CLS M TX(1)•SUHNO(1)• MAP00260
+	 S, ► •I`)ES ( 1) MAP00270
c tAP00280
C PRTNTS CATF60PY CLASSIFIER INFORMATION MAP002ti0
C MAP00300
IF	 (NOr1T	 .1_F.	 0)	 GO	 TO 6? MAP00310
wQTTF(4•200) MAP00320
2nO FO04kT(//	 T4?.'MAP of CATEGORY CLASSIFIER CLASSIFICATION kESULTS'MAP00330
++	 ///	 T3T.'C4TF(= ) ►.r t .Tn2. • r.LASS l 9T93+ I SUPCLASS • /	 T319 HAP00340
+	 1?10.' . T '4 7• I N00F I .	 T6n9'NO.' •T6Aq l NAME l 9 MAP00350TA11.':)0.'.TQt-9
	
'r;Al.,E',T101•'SYMan1_') MAP 00360
IF(T H k G r Y. Nc'.01 «,)1 Tr: (6920"') MAP00370
21"'	 FO4MAT(1"^.T1() 14 9'TH-4 E5.') MAPO03 ►'0
r. MAP00390





?_In FAQHAT(/T31•T2.T37•A4) r-AP00430TSWTH	 =	 ,T'4. ►F. "AP00440
nO 63	 J=I.ItOCLS2 AIAP004SO
IF	 (KATNO(J)	 . P Q.	 I)	 GO	 TO	 64 04P0046U
r,O TO Al MAP00470
64 IF	 (IS*Th)	 GO	 Tu	 F,S MAP00480VPTTF (/•.2? ,, ) J.C_LS' l TX (J) MAP00490
22 n FOr-S'" T (/ 	 T " 19 1? • TE69 A4) MAP00500TS^47`- 4 =	 .T ..ttr . 1-AP00510(=0 TO 66 MAP00520
65 ^PTTF (6.?"3rtt,t.rLSMTz(J) MAP00530Pin F0Q P4 AT(1 .- • -T h ( , .I?.Tb 6 .A4) MAP005406f: 110	 67	 K=,1.':UFI:"? MAP00550
IF	 (	 rL g vC?(K)	 J	 )	 60	 TO	 70 PAP00560
r,n T9 A7 NAP00570
7n ^!SIIaC.I.
	
_	 ^1)'''O(J)  MAPOU560
KK = melpn0tiQ0
r APnU6007;	 L=1.	 )I 1^CLKK 
= KKK	 •	 1L — OAP00610
IF	 (IS' • 'Tr-)	 Co	 To	 7? R)AP006r0
-IOTTF( 6. ?,,'))KK.C;UUp)7S(KK).CLSSYM(KK) MAPV0b30
25n FO"AT(TNr+.Ti•TG4	 .A49T10i•AI) MAP006406,O TO	 74 t.,AP00650
77 HA-('066U
24rt FOB"4eTO"•.Tuu.I2.Tv4.A4•T103•A11 Af:v0!,70
ISwT H 	=	 .F41 SF. MA"()n6A0M1, 	i74 TF(THwCPr,i•^.0)'.I^1TF(A.Z4ri)T"-'F%(KK)	 A	 Ub
?45 F00 41 AT ( I - •. T1 (,A oF6.3) 	 MAP00700
7S	 rONTINIJr	 MAP00710
f0 TO 61	 MAP007?U
67	 CONTIr+I)F	 t'AP00130672 	r0")TIr)))V	 VAP00740










wRTTF(692A D) MAP008 0
260 FORM AT( //	 T4?9	 O M4P OF STANOARO CLASSIFIER CLASSIFICATION RESULTMAPOOA 0
*S O ///T45. v CLASS 9 9T779 l SUPCLASS , / T429 0 NO. 0 9TS09 I NAME 8 9T 29 1 NO9 1 9 MAP00840
*T7R.	 'NAMF 1 .TRS9'SYM8OL # ) MAP008SO
TF(THRC K YeNc ,0 )wkITE(6.265) MAP00860
265 FOQMAT(1H • ,T93. l THPES. l ) MAP00870 C




IF	 (rLGNLIM.F). CLSVC2(I))	 60 TO 85 MAP00910
MAP00930
• MP7 CL
SN LIy •	 1
r^OS T0 MAP00940
AS IF	 ( ICwTH)	 60 TO 87 PAP00950
w'QI TF ( 5. ?70 )1. SIl N l1ES ( 1) . CLSSYM ( I ) MAPOO960
77A F0a rl4T(T12.12+T7A9A4•T8?vA1) MAP00970
n0 TO q A MAP009RO
•	 P7 WRITF(6.2wn)CL r-NUM.CLSMTX(CLSNU M )9I•SUROES(I)•CLSSYM(I) MAPOO990
P8n FnombT(/ T4?.1?.TSA9A4.T7?•I29T78t A4.T87•A1) rAPO1000
MANn1010
GA 1F(TH OS KY * NF . 0)WPITE ( 6.2AS ) THRES(I) MAP 01020
2 0 5 F04MAT(1H • .T93.F6.3) MAP01030












































THIS SL14ROUTINF BUILDS THE PERFORMANCE TAHLE FOR DISPLAY. OR THE
HISTOGRAM OF THE OUADRATIC FORM FOR EMPIRICAL THRESHOLDS.
APGUMFNTSS
LTNUM - LINE N0, AE TNG TESTED.
NU. OF POINTS IN IR ARRAY





5-POINTER TO VERTEX ARRAY FAR VERTICES OF THIS FIELD
VERTEX - AkPAY CONTAINING VERTICES FOR ALL FIELDS





4-n0. OF VERTICESPCTAS - PFPFORMANgE TAHLE(NOFLO.NO 'U 3) )NORD - NO OF F IELnS TO TEST
TH	 - ARC AY C.ONTAINING THE SUBCLASS NUMBERS FOR POINTS
ON THIS LINF.
SA MSTo - BEGINNING SAMPLE N0. OF CLASSIFIED FIELD.


















IF (LI Kl UM .LT.FIELn(l.i)) GO TO 10
	 PCTT0670
IF (LINUM.GT.FIFLn(291)) GO TO 10
	 PCTT06AOIF (FIFI.f) (3• I) .GT.SA NFW0) GO TO 110
	 PC7T0640
TI (FIIL1('"1).LT.SAMSTH) GO TO 10
	
PCTT0710
VE('(II) = I	 PCTT0720
CONTINUE	 PCTT0730
PCTT0740




IF (11 .E(J . n)	 60 TO 35
nn 30 J=1+II
.1J = VF(' (J)
NV=FLOSAV(4.J.J)
1PT=FIFL0(59JJ)






J8 = (FL(I)-SAMSTR)/SAMINC • 1
JE _ ( F Ll1 . 11-SAMST^)/SAh.INC •
IF (MOD (SaVSTK.SAM. INC) .NE * MOD (FL
IF(JN.GT.JE)GO TU 30
nO ?n K =J!?•JE
K2 = IR(K)
IF(K?. F o.n)rn TO 20A0 TO (15.1N).OPT
PCTAH(JJ.K2) = PCTAH(JJ,K?) • 1












IF	 (L	 .LE.	 A )	 =	 1
=)DSfUNC 
RAGE







15 RETURN JF PGTTO4lO
PCTT0920







CC PRT00030C• PRTPCT PRINTS THE FOLLOWING CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE TABLES
PIR^T00050• FIELD	 RY SUBCLASS	 PCFOKYwl





• 3. FIELD	 RY CATEGkRY	 -	 F PCFOKYs l AND CATFLGs I PRTOOOy
• 4. CLASS BY SUBCLASS PRT00080
• S. CLASS SY CLASS PRT00090
F. CLASS BY CATEGORY 	 - IF CATFLGsl
PRT00100C*
IMPL ICIT PRT0011?0INTEGFR(A-T.)
RE AL PCTT PRTOOl30
RFAL PCT PPT00140




PkT00 70C TNCLIInE CMHKI0.LI5T
COMMON/GLOBAL/HEAD(63)•MAPTAP,DATAPE,SAVTAP•HMFILE98MKEY 9 PRT00180
PKEY,APUNT,NOFILF•*	 NISFIL.HISKEY,TRFORM ERIPTP•ER	 M PRT00190






COMMON/DISPL/CATFLG.CATNAM(61)•CLSNA M (6?)•SUBNAM( 61 ) ,SURNO(60)•
PRT00 30
PRT00240
PRT00250*	 SUhCAT(6n)•CLSSUH(60),NOMA 	 •TOTVT3•NOSUR3•
PRT00 60•	 PCFnKY,TSTKEY.TQNKEY•TMRSKYrSTATKY,EMPTTRS•TMRSVA•
•	 PLTKFY ► BMFLG,RMCOMFI,BMFEAT CDATEt`22)•




• 9FLT)KEY•NOFLD29NOFLD39NOFE T 29FETVC2(30 ) PRT00300
•	 ,NOSUH?_.NOTRFD•TOTVT22.NOCLS22 PRT00311OPRT00320•	 ,KATNOt6n).NOCAT,FILTf.R.MAPFMT








SURNA M (NOSORI)	 = THR
PRT00380
PRT003QO
CLSNAM(NOCL52 . 1)	 = THR PRT0 04 00
k ATN4M(NnCAT•l) =THk
T(PCFnKY.N F .1)GO	 TO PI PkTO0420
C• CLASSIFICATION SUMMARIES BY FIELD PPT00430
* PRT00440
C• SUBCLASS PERFORMANCE PRT00450PRT00460C•
TR=1 NHT00470
1E=14
5	 IF ( I F .GT.N0',tlR3) IE=NOSUH3
PRT004AO
PRT00490
WRI TF. (S, HF tr))






WPTTF(693110) 	 (IUHNAM(I),I =IA • IE) PRT00550PRT00560wRTTF. ( #+.351 )
PCTT =n.O PRT00570
no ?0	 )=I,NOFLi) P4TO05ROPRT00590IS =FL nS A V ('i,.)1 PRT00600
TTTC=IFLOgAV(l.J) i(
1F(IS.FF;.0)N4MF.=CLSNAM(IC) PWT006?0PRT00630TOTSAM(.)) =(j
nO	 10	 K=10,105i)o3 PkTOCb40
In	 TOTSAM(J)	 =	 TOTSAM(J)	 .	 PCTAN(J•K) PRT00650PRT00660TF(FLOK EY.N	 .))GO	 TO	 15
P(' T=F(nAT (PCTAN (J, IS)) /FLOAT (TOT5AM(J)) •100. P1RtTPCTT=PCTT•PCT
WRTTF( A e4n0)	 FI_OSAV(1,J)•NAMErTOTSAM(J)•PCT9(PCTAB(J•K),K=I89IF)
006 ►10
PkTn0690
60 TO 7n PWT00700
IS WRTTF(69500)
	
FLOSAV(I•J),NAME t TOTSAM(J),(PCTAB(J•K), Ks IB•IF) PWT00710










C 1 i'	 I' 1 1 I;	 lliJALITY
FILES PRTPCT




















WRITE ( 6.300) ( CLSNAM ( I)•I=IR•IE)
PRTS 	qq9
WR.TTF (6.351)
00 50 J= •NOFLO
PRT0 9 0
PRTO 9 0
C• CONDENSE A LINE PRT00940
nO 33 K:I•IN PNT00950PRT0096033 P(1F (K) s0
nO 3S Kal•hOSUR2 PRT00970
34;
IK=CLSSUR(K)




RUF(NOCLS2 . 1)	 =PCTAB(J•NO5U83)
PRTO 000
PRTO 010























I	 •	 '. PRTO	 10







WRITF. (6.'1'•11 PRT01270PRT01280nO 70 J=I*NOFLO
nO 63 KsloIm PRTn1290
63 Ql1F(K)=0 PkTO1331300PRTO	 10no KS K=1•NOS11P2
TK = SURCAT(K) PRY01320
0+5 AUF (IK)	 = HUF(IK)	 •	 PCTAtI(J•K) PRT01330PkTO340IC=F(.nSAV(19J) PRTO 350TCAT=KATNO(TC)
PCT = FL(iAT(bUF(ICAT))/FLOAT(TOTSA M (J))	 •	 1009
=PCTT O17PRT30PCTT*PCT
RU F (NOCAT • I)	 = PCTA8(j9f+OSUH3) PPT013703ROWNTTF(F.4n0)	 FLOSAV(19,J).rATNAM(ICAT)•TOTSAM(J)•PCT• PRT1PRT0190+	 (NUF(K)•K=IH•IF)
7A rONTTNUF

















nO AS I=1rNOCLS2 PWTO 550











I10 ;00421NOFO	 PR 0 Sa$oPRiTAR`ii 









6891	 I F tzT.Nl 'U83l H*NOSU63	 p
i KR T (6•NF.An	 PRjO 600
TFtTSTKET.Fq .l)wNIT t6.g5 )	 PRIS ;is














.LT. NOSUA3)GO TO 9I	
l0
TTPPH ACLASS 9Y CLASS	 2PRTO 83
no 93 I=)9NOCL52	 PRTO 840
00 97 J=i9NICLS2	 PRTO 85Q
97 AUF(J)=0	 PRTno 94 J=Il.NOSUA2	 O 610IC=C(.SSU9 (J)	 PRTO 8A0





iR= T ^	 PRTO 9%0
96 iP=
	 PRTO 960
( j;.GT*NOCLS2*I)IExNOCLS2*1 	 PRT01970
wP T lh•M A())	 PkTO 9A0
TF(TS KEY.En.I)w4ITE(6*830)	 PRTO 990
IF)TSTKEY.NF.1)MRITE(6•A35)	 PRT02000
MRIIT F ( A9P,I O)(CLSNAM(I)•I=I8•IE) 	 PRT020 0
WRITE(6.351)
	 PRT02030NIC=0
DO in7 IzIeNUCLS2	 PRT02040IF nTg AMII).EQ.0)GO TO 107
PRTONC=NC • l	 ,
P T=(F1.(IAT(TAPLE(191)) /FLOAT(TOTSAM(I)))•100.	 (RT02070P TT-P!TT • PCT	 PRtT02080WPTTE(6955n)CLSNAM(I)•TOTSAM(I)9PCT9(TABLE(I•J)9J=IB9IE)




qO TO o6	 PRT021SO
In g C.ONTINUF.	 PkT02160
PCTTzPCTT/(4C	 PRT02170
WRITF(69P6 1)) PCTT	 PPT021ROPRT02190
NOW CLASS BY CATEGORY	 PRTO 200
PRTO 210
IF(CATFLC,.E'). n)RETURN	 PRT02.220
OO 1 16 )-I.NUCLS2	 PRT02230
DO 17 I =1,')OCAT	 NRTO?.240
112 nl)F (I) =n	 PkT02250
no 114 K=T9NOCI.S2	 ;-PTO? h0
TC-KATNO(K)	 PRT02270
114 AUF(IC)=HUF(TC) + TABLE 099)	 PkTO2280
nn JIS Km1•^OC.4T	 PHT07290
















F(TSTKEY.ER• )MFlT (6.6701 	 P
FtttTSTKEriiNE. 1wRIT 6. 75	 P
111111,, : 4
iT1Itt:( ATNAM(A•I n Z^ elf. ) 	P F









1 TTO III	 II
pNTINUF
;CCTTaPCTT/NC
i ITF(0498601PCTT	 5	 EE SS	 LLrpRMAT(inX•^CLnA SIF « *I pN SUMMARY — TOAININGLRIELOSSRYCSUSCLASS•1^rpoMAT (lAX• Ct• 	`
rOPNAT(11+ • • • F F^t^••T ;;T17rAPT^T?•{249vjORCT.••2X•14(1X•A6)/1
11X• • NAHE • •T10 • CLASF))MAT (/)
FORMATIIX+"riFL(I••Tl7••TOTA•LTST2^{24••CORCT.••2X•14(1X•A611
lx. •Nn°^ + .11 ^  • CAT. •T17•F aMRj r , f 3i ." iY.^',^. 5.2x•F7.2.2X 14(IS•2X)1
Ft)R ^• (1x..a•:^AS •o. 5• ^X•14 ( ISA X11	
FtELFI
 FI
ELDS CLASS•FOP °- ^F+IOr •• Clr,^.;IFICAT "
ON UMMA Y - TRAIN NG F ELDS NY LASS•)
F0t-'r'nT ! lAa.'CLLS", IFICAT ON SUMMARY — TES
F(W`r, t ( jOX•+CLoSSTFICATION SUMMA RY — TR41NiI6 FIFLDS^AY CATEGORY*)
FOGS^,"(lOX•+GLASSIFI ATjON SUMMARY — TES F EE
FOP--, f(IOXsCI.A55IFICATPCTN•/1XMACLASSTRAIN TS.CLASCORCT.uBCLA55•)
FORMAT(/I n x . TOTAL
9 AX.l y (3X• A4)/)	4(J5i2W
FOPMAt(3X•A4.3X• 1 5. Sx=
FOPVAT ( IOx••CLA55IFICAT ; ON SUMMARY - TEST 1rL
ASS A CLA55•1
For:*aT(JAx.•CLASSIFI ATION SUMMARY — TRAINING CLASS Y LASSO)
FORMAT(3X•A4.3X9IS•3x•FI.2.5X914(IS•2X))SUMMARYFO'NAT(IOx••CLASSIFICATION 	 TJST CLASS BY SURCLASS•)
FOB+MAT(// • OVFRALL PERFORMANCMM=R•F14TE^T CLASS RY CATEGORY•1

























r	 N LUOF MRK10sLIg??
1004N G	 A
T
N O^08L M 
A
0 163t .MAPTA P•OATAPEE s yyTP s WIL C^KF Y
	• 	 Hl FTL•HiSKEY970FORM Ef11P^R.14 Y•M PUNTrN6FILE.
	
•	 DRUMAD•ORMW S PAGSlZ•PATFIL•SfAF L•ASAV•A AVFL
It •NNSTI#N.NMlTF oSCcTRUN•M PFttL
• .nOTUNT•DOFTL.NCHPAS•T^NSfL•BMTRFL•HISTFL•PCH(NiT•
• r0;,11NT9PRTUNT •RANOt0
C(. iml±N/DISPL/CATFLG• ATNAM ( 61)9CLSNAM ( 6DiSUBNA 04 ( 6 19SURNO(6019
	• 	 SSUACAT1601•FNOMAPP• 0pT T3• ►^ 183•
	






•	 lt L`OQSV3. I D	 kTX3•PCTIO3•
	


























NENSTON TOTA``Kt66)•TTOLt66)TNTFC9 p G• CP TYPsF.M• •Y1NTeF	 TT 592EjUNj.QE'j?TH




TEST SITEM4 Tt ►MARYCkER^RTY^ANNOT BE
CQnP S A CATEGORY	 CRPTYP n
CRnP 1S A CLASS	 CCRPTYPr
















no	 n Ts 1 966
PO JJ=T0TALS(11 • JJ




IJ. JJ - nTALS(UESC'NII
KT s TOTALSlDkS11N1 )TF(J .LT. JJ)wPllE (6.265) KT• J
MTsTOTALS(OESOTH)
MATjNTANS qr TEST 







TF(CROP .EU.CLSN AM (I))GO TO 7
3 CON TINUF
110 4 T=1•NOSUN2































































































































MR Tp (6. S)
MR TF(h.A)
VNR T016,171)  
no 29? Iai•NOiiSUH	
tttt









I (1 pnFx. u.^iG00TO 8090
M*N•ITTL
J1aJ •IT(=0 7? 00
On #11,
4


























. ^.1)GA TO 3FF(T M
	
OPTO(I)*NF.I.^)O  320






p t TrFl - OtAT (I T) /FLOAT (J) * 100.
PtxrL0AT(1TT)/FLOAT(J)*100.
PPTT=FLOAT(TT)/FLOA!(ITTL)*100.PNAO.—PPIT
1 (TIMF Cos 716A TO 325
WRITF(I-.P
1FirQPTYP.NF.7)r+0 TO 16









F(CQPTYP.ti +'.t)(•u TO 326














IF(TIME.EA.2)60 TO 340 PRTr1590
IF(C6TFL6.E0.0)60 TO 340 PRT01600
ICzNOCAT PAT01610
TI MFa2 PRT016JO
GO f0 295 PRT0160






PRTO 700WRITF(6.5101CWOP.ACROP•CROP•09 AOTHER•E• ATOTAL
PRT01710H=H*ToTALS0)ESnTH)






















































260 FOQMAT( / 1 CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY FOR FIELD 1 •A6// PRT02260
1	 TOTAL NOHREk OF SAMPLFn POINTS	 1 .110) PRTn?.270
?_F ri FOOMAT( •	LE`+5 nESIGNATEU UNIDENTIFIABLE 	 1 •I10/T36.7( 1 - • )/ PRT0229 0
a	 T33-olll) PRT02290
P66 FOOMAT( // 1	 AO. OF PIXELS nESIGNAT 0 OTHER I •T33•I10//) PNT62300
SnO ^FOT 9TT1
RR
• E NAME OFRANALYST/g •?n.1NA4F OF • INTENSIVE E TFSTTSITEE1 56A4 PkTO2370
+	 5A4/T4A•22( 1 - 1 )9T864lA( 1 - • )) PWTO?330
Sn5 F04M AT(T7O.. PWVCE0URE CUNFIGUNATION I •T4a	 •	 1SA4/T48.56( 1 - 1 )/) PWT02340
510 Fnp1"AT(Tlti• 1 (+W^'UNn TRUTH FOW 	 INTENSIVE	 TEST	 SITE 1	/T15.36( 1 - 1 )/ PRY02350
•	 T?09 1 ACWFAGF	 OF	 1 9A49	 •	 A	 =	 1 •F6.19T62	 • PPT02360





• TP09 9 ACREAGE OF OTHER	 R = • 9 F6.19T62 9 PRTO	 80
• •TRUE PROPORTION IN OTHER • ,4X9 • H/C a E a 99F4 9 3 /' PRTO	 90
• TP09 0 TOTAL ACQEAGE'9T399 1 C =	 • .F6.1///) PRT02400
570 FOQMAT(T1S9 9 kESUL7S OF COMPUTATION FOR INTENSIVE TEST SITE • / PRT02410
*	 715946( 1 - 9 )/ PRT02420
• T?n, 9 TOTAL N048ER OF PIXELS IN INTENSIVE TEST SITE • 9T969 • Y= • 9I6/ PRT02430
• T209 0 TOTAL N0. OF PIXELS IN EXCLUSION (UNIDENTIFIABLE) 	 AREA•,T969PPT02440
*	 •Z=•+I6 / PRT024SO
• T?O, • To AL NUMBER OF PIXELS LESS PIXELS IN EXCLUSION AREA • 9T929 PRT02460
*	 9Y-Z=F=•916/ PRT02470
* T?O9 4 NUMSER OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS 1 9A49 9 BEFORE THRESHOLDING 9 9 PAT02480
*	 TQ69 1 0= 1 9I6 / PRT02490
* T709 9 NUMBER OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS OTHER BEFORE THRESHOLDING 9 9 PRT02500
* T960 H= 9 916 / PRT02510
PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS 9 9A49 0 AFTER THRESHOLDING99
PRT02520'	 *	 T a69 9 I=M 9IA OF
+ T?O9 0 NUm4ER OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS OTHER AFTER THRESHOLOING • • PRT02540
•	 T969 0 J= 0 .16	 ) PPT025SO
530 FORMAT(T ?.49 9 NUm9 ER OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS 1 9A49 • WHICH WERE THRESPRT02560
*HOLDEn • .Tl29 1 G-I=K= • 9I6 / PRT02570
'	 * TP0. sNUMBEF OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS OTHER WHICH WERE THRESHOLDED•PRTO25AO
*9TQ29 9 H-J=L='9I6 / PRT02590
• 7?n9 9 TOTAL NUOSER OF PIXELS THRESHOLOED • ,T929'K+L=M='9I6) PRT02600
•	 540 FOOMAT(T200 PROPORTION OF	 • 9A4 • PIXELS THRESHOLQEO•,T929'K/G=N=••PRT02610
P	 THkESHOLDtGD • •T92, • L• F6 * 3 /T?n, • P40PUkTION OF OTHE1^ 	 XE``S	 /H=O=', PRT02620
• FA.3 /Tt0. 9 PRnPOPTION OF	 • 9A49 •	IX LS THRESHOLDEO	 (OF THE TEST SPRT02630
• ITF )'.	 TQ?9 9K /F=P= 9 9F6.3 / PRT02640
*	 TP09 9 PROPORTION OF OTHER PIXELS THRESHOLDED	 (OF THE TEST SITE)09PRT02650
*	 T92. 9 L/F=Q= • .F6.3	 ) PRT02660
550 FOQMAT(T20. 9 PROP	 l0) N OF PIXELS THRESHOLDEO . 9TA89'(K+L)/F=R= • , PRT02670
* F6.3 /T?09 9 PROP0RTION OF	 1 9A49 1 BEFORE THRESHOLOING•9T929•G/F=S=•PRT02680
*.F6.3 /T2n.+PROPORTI0 14 OF OTHER 8EF0 4E THRESHOLDING 1 9 T929•H/F=T= •PRT02690
*9F6.3 /T209 1 PQOPOPTION OF	 0 9A49 0	AFTER THRESHOLOING 0 9	 TQ29•I/F=U= •PRT02700
*9FA.3 /T209 9 PROPORTION OF OTHER AFTER THRESHOLDING 0 9 T929	 •J/F=V=•PRT02710
• .F6.3 /T20. 9 PROPORTTON OF PIXELS TO BE CONSIDERED AS OTMER l sT88q PRT02720
*#(G+K)/F=s=9g
	 F6.3	 ) PRT02730
$6n	 F0QMAT(T1091O1( • - 9 )	 > PRT02740
57n	 FOOkiAT(IH+9710, • -',T199 9 - • 9T319 9 - 9 9T429 • - • 9T579 • - • •7729 • - • 9T829 PRT02750
*	 • - 9 9T Q4t • - 9 9T1^U9 • - • ) PRT02760
575 FOONIAT(T44, • f.O M UTE0 9 ,T969 1 COMPUTE0 • ) PRT02770
SRO 




585 FOOMAT(T2l9'NU4R r k • 9T33. • REFOaF • 9T44. • TRUE PROPOR. 9 9	 T599 PRT02800
*	 9 CLSFY.	 5FT F R • 9T749 9 AFTFR 9 9	 Td491PROPOR. 9 .	 T969 9 TRUE PROPOR.9) PRT02810
Son FOPMAT(T129 1 CROP 0 ,17210OF	 PIXELS • ,T339 • THRSH. 9 9	 7449 PRT02820
*	 9PFFORF TW4511. 1 9	T599 1 THRESHOLD 0 9	 T749 9 THRSH. 1 9	 T849•THRSH.9,T969PRTO2830
*	 9AFTFP THRSH. • ) PRT02840
SQS	 FORMAT(T259 1 (G) 1 9	 T35,•(S)•9T479'(S-D)', 	 T629 0 (I) 9 9 PRT02850
*	 T769 9 (U) 9	 TP69 1 (P) • ,T99, 9 (U-0) 9	) PRT02860
600 FOPMAT(T120 49T239I691"339F6.39 	 T469F6.39	 T619169T749F6.39T849F6.39PRT02870
*	 T9A.Fh.3	 ) PPT02880
605	 FOPMAT(T?59 9 (H) • 9	 T35, 9 (T) 9 ,T479 1 (T-F) 9 9	 T619 • (H+K) • 9 PHT02890






615	 FQPMAT(	 T12.90THF_R•	 ) PRTO?930
270 FQPMAT(/T159 0 PTS.	 BEFORE 1 9T299 1 PCT. OF 1 9T449 9 PTS.	 AFTER 1 9 PRT02940
*	 TSR.9PCT.OF99T7n.9PCT.OF99T87,9PTS.99T99,•PCT.OF99 PRT02990
*	 Tlll+'PCT.	 OF'/T179 l THPES. 9 9	 T299 9 TOTAL 1 9T469 9 THRES. 1 9 PRT02960
*	 T5R.9TOT^I_'.TN79'T ►iRES.99'T9999TOTAL9) PRT02970




285 FQPMAT (// 	Tt'i.'PTS.	 THNESHOLOEO	 IN DISPLAY • 91X9I10/ PkT03020
'	 *	 Tlli.,PTS.	 THRESHOLDFD	 IN CLASSIFY 1 9I10/ PRT03030
*	 T35. 9 T0TAL'93X9T199T609 9 PCT.	 =	 1 9F5.2) PRT03040
2A6	 FOPH4T(11-+.TS.'CLASS 9 9T7U9'CLASS 9 ,Tlll9'CLASS • ) PRT03050
?A7	 FQPMAT(lh+.T`,.'CATE6URY 9 ,T7U9 • CATEG04 Y 9 ,T111, 9 CATEGORY • ) PPT03060
2RA
	









C	 IMPLICIT INTEGER ( A-H•0-Z)
C
++• CODE ADDED TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
c	 REAL ALP(2)
CI•----------------------••--------------------------------------------I
CI	 PURPOSE.. READS AND ANALYZES SUPERVISOR CONTROL CARDS 	 I
C1	
FOR 1 UISPLAY 9	I




























11ATA OPTNUH/12/•ENOR CO/ 9 $ENU 1 /rTHSRCD/ 1 THRS • / BLANK/ 1 1/ •
1	 COMMA/ 1 . 9 /•COD-+CO/ 1 1 ► 1S1990191P999N1r9E••1F199T1r1F1/






1	 1F9+1F19•G••1H1r1I9 ► 1•J1r1K•r1L191M1.1N999019•P19901•
2	 rk9. 9S1.9T1.9U9.1V1r1W1r•X9.1Y1.9Z1.1 9r919r1.r•9/r9
3	 r—r,ror,r•r,rb9,rnr,r=9,rOr,r r,•sr•rT9,r) ► ,r(rrr;9,



































































































STf)PFG = 0 REDO
GRNTR = 0
	
!,ii;t.;j'v:^T. PAGE ISNO(;RP z 0
RF•00pF.00






TSTCNT = 0 RFOO
LOGSWT = 0 REDO
PCCLKY = 1 REDO
SYMMAX = 60 REDO
00 6 I=19SYMMAX REDO





READ IN SUPERVISUR CARDS REDO
-------------------•----------------------------------------------REDO
REOU












P F A0(3091O4)000E.CARD2 REDO
F6P4AT(A49ftX962A1) REDO
REWIND RRU F41T RFOO
WRI TF.(6.304)	 COOE•CARD2 REDO
FORMAT( I7sA4#6X9b2Al) REDO

























































































100 IF I SYMCNT.Is SYMMAX ) GOTO
SYMCNT = SYMCN •1
SYMMTX(SYMCNT) = RLANK
M = NXTCHR(CARD29COL)
IF t M .EQ * RLANK ) GO TO}0
F ( M .FQ *
 COMMA) GO TO 110
SYMMTX(SYMCNT) = CARU2(COL)
110 M = NXTCHR(CARDPiCOL)
IF t M .EO. RLANK ) GO TO 10








































































































CODE ADDED NOV 13.19789 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING







IF (M.EOeSLANK) GO TO 216
IF (M.NF.LU) GO TO 21S
M = FIND12(CARD29COLvEOUVEC)




ISTAkTE_2) GO TO 216
M = N11MfiFk(CAR02.COL*IPATTT9ISTART)
GO TO 218
IF(M.NF.LF) GO TO 216
M = FINDIP(CARD29COL.EOUVEC)
IF (M.NF.2) GO TO 216
ISTART = 0
M = NtiMHEq (CARD29COL91PATTT•ISTART)
M = FIN01?(CARD29COLvEQUVECI





FOHMAT( l ERROR ON 1 9A49 9 CONTROL CARD 1)
GO TO 10










OOTKE Y = 1
GO TO 10
SELECTED LIST CLASS NAME
NAMFCT = t'XTCHW(CAR02•COL)




















235 FORMAT(t	 NO NAME APPEARS ON SELECTED CATEGORY CARD 9) RED02300
NAMECT a LS RE00310
GO TO lA REDO2320
Ca#• VALUES FOR ALPHA IN BIAS CORRECTION
C240
RF002330






245 FORMAT(t	 ERROR ON ALPHA CARD. DEFAULTING TO ZERO RED02380








OI;IGI 'AL PAGE IS RED02450
C SCAN	 OPTION CARD Pt)OR QUALITY RED0240
------------------------
	
OI{' RE0024 7 0
RED02480
300 M = NXTCHR(CARD29COL) RED02490
0p 310	 I=1.9 RE002500
TO (10.3409360.380.385.395.^IF(M.EO.CODHCO(I))GO
397#399 9399) • I RED025118R EED025
3 0 CONTINUE PED025303 5 WRITE(6.3152)	 CODES CAR02 RED02S40
3 52 FORMAT (//// 5X9 o *** # 	DSPLAY/REDIF3	 ---	 ERROR IN	 l9 OPTION l# CAPFD02550
*PD
	 ... t //SX92H $# 9A496X.62A192H tt //SX. $ * • + •	SCAN OF THIS CARD DISRED02560
2CONTINUED	 ---	 PROCEEDING TO NEXT CARD




y 340 STATKY = 1 PED02610
GO—TO-39_0C PE002630
C PF002640
360 TRNKEY = 1 RED02650
GO TO 390 RF002660
C --------- PED02670
C PED02680
C 380 M=NXTCHR(CARD29COL) -12700REC
IF(A * EO . C)PCFDKY = 1 REU.2710
IF(M.EQ.L)PLTKFY=1 RF0'2720






390 M = F)NO12(CARD29COL.E000OM) 	 RED02790

























C- - — %,Et THRESHOLD KEYS FOR INPUT-VALUE THRESHOLD ING,TURN OTHERS OFF PF002990
399FMPTR5=0	 PF003000THf6VA=3	 kF003^10
THRSKY=3
	 RED0302060 TO 390	 RFDU3030
















F(M•u.LL) GO TO 3990	 Rt:no 070II 
























3993 WRITF(6.3994) I , KEPPTS(I) • NOFET2
	
RED03200
3994 FORMAT() *****	 FI5HER THRESHOLD REQUESTED-NOT PERFORMEO 1 9/98Xr	 ED03210
l r * .. Nn. SAMPLES FOR SURCLASS r rI6• r (= r rl6• 1 ) IS LESS THAN OR EQUALRED03220








GO TO 390	 RE003270








READ INTHRESHOLDS- - 
---------------
400 CONTINUE






710 REAn (3099998) C04ENT
999A FORMAT (10X• 5A4)






























































































Qo8LANK)GO TO ^^jj oo
I aFIN012(CARD G0.O^1EOUCOM) R
&$	Q
( 0040






FOFRiMAT0	 IN ACREAGE CARD - CARD IGNOREW
R 80401+0	 10


















IF( T .4)GOIC.G ERD0r230TO 10
M=NXTCHk(CARD2 +COL) RED04240







C•RE00430•END=	 END OF CONTROL CARDS - NOW FIND CHI-SQUARE THRESHOLDS•
RED04318C + THEN READ IN TE T FIELDS




NDEGR = NOFET2 RED04350
IF	 18MFLG .GT. 0) NDEGR s RMCOMB RED04360
RF004370
C-	 'BYPASS IF NOT EQUAL TO 1 OR 2. PFD04380
C- OED04390
IF(THRSKY.GT.2)	 GO TO 830 PED04400
C- QED04410
DO A25 MZ= RED04420TOSUA 2
HIGH(M?)	 =	 1.	 THRES(MZ) RED04430
THkFS(ML)	 = CHI N (HIGH(MZ)vNDEGR•FLAG) PF004440
IF(FLAG.E(J.1)	 G010	 8e6 OED04450
GO TO 825 RED04460
R26 wQITF(h.K77)	 M7*THRFS(M7) PFD04470
827 FORMAT(//	 0 ••* A THRESHOLD VALUE IS OUTSIDE THE ALLOWABLE RANGE OPED04480
• THEREFORE O / I	NO THRLSHOLDING HAS BEEN DONE IN 	 MIS RUN=^ e I•
RED044903	 9I5•F1595//)



















































































no 852 1 = 1.NOSU8 2
IF(NA M E * EA.SU8NA fl(I))GO TO 854
452 CnNTINUE
WRITF(6*953)NANE
A53 FOPMAT ( f *ERROR ON S09C(_ASS NAME
*CLASS FROM THE MAPTAN FILE *9)
CALL CMERR




C *	 CLASSNAME CARD
86n PEAn ( 3n•ASI)NAME
PEW 1140 RRUN IT
DO 86 1 I=1•NOCLS2
IF(NA 14 F.E0.CLSNA r4 (I))GO TO 863
961 CONTINUE
WRITQ 6986P)NAME
862 FOWMAT( l *F WROR UN CLASSNAME CARD - 1 9A49 11 DOES NOT MATCH A CLASS







REWINDD RRU NI I T
SURIN0zl
CLS I NO = NOSUA 3 • 4
IF (TEST. F ,'J. OT HFP() S(18IND=2
IF(TFST.E'3.OTHFR)CLSINO=NOSUR3.5
IF(TEST * NE * OTr'7 1) * ANn.TEST * NE *UNIOEN)GO TO 8066
8065 ICK=LARFAD(nFSSAV(I*NOFLO4I.OESVER(PPT)91NF•NV)
IF ( ICY. * E(j.-3) (jO TO 1465
IF(ICK,EA * -2)GO TO 850




DF--FLU(I .'1,3FLD4) =TNF (1)
m'sFLD(t. l'J0J Lu4)=INFQ)







i( CK.EEO.-31 G0 TO 86
Ft CK.Ed.-J)GO TO 850
F( CK.EO.- )GO TO 860
F(ICK.EO. O)GO 70.870ISTSAV(29NOFLD3)=CLS ND
TJTSAV(3*NOFLR31=SUB NO



















••• THIS CODE ADDED AUG 3 •1978 TO ALLOW CC``AJgSNAMEE TO APPEAR
•••	 ON DESIGNATED CA Rf1 TH^S FORCCES WECLASStFICAT ON OF
•••	 p S ANATE0 PIXEL2g INTO THE f10SST St )RC ASS AS IGNEp









WRIT.(PRTUNT.400S) 	 TES	 R
400S
	
FORMAT('	 DESIGNATED F ELO Of CLASSNAME ; •A1•;0j^j NOT	 R
• MATSH A CLASSNAMF ON MAP AP---DEfAUL ING TO UNIDtt ^l	 RR
G 	 TO 4065
867	 np 864 . 1 n 11960	 R









4006	 FOWMAT(v	 DESIGNATED FIEL0 0 9A4• l CANNOT BE MATCHED	 R
•	 DEFAULTING TO UNIDENTIFIABLE$) 	 p869	 GO TO 8065
	 R
SEND*
	 - END OF TEST OR DESIGNATED FIELDS 	
RC^








••• CODE ADDED NOV 1391978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING 	 R





C•	 SET THRESHOLD AND OUTLINE SYMMAOLS 	 R
C• SYMMTX(NOSI)H3):THRSYMRRSYMMTX ( NQSUH3 . 1) = TRNSYM	 tlLtlllti^lj^ I t^^a	 ,SYMMTX(NOS l 163#2)=TSTSYM	 ,	 ^?^^j,l"1^	 R
 
	
















15002 FORMAT(/IX9A496X967A1/ ,	INVALID CONTROL CARD-CHECK SPELLING OF KEYR








FILFI ANORM	 FORTRAN A




MEEN ION AM	 NN 000 0





NOAM :A J0QM*Y•A (ii ) 	 Ph
 00080CAL((,, OVENF``EIND T) -	 PN000 90
TF(
1AMe






EE((tl /ANOAMI+*)+*2)+ +2) *•21 	 PN000 0












	 OF POOR QUALI `)
SI)MAOUTINE SFTUN3(APRAY T0P•GTUNT•GTFILF9
•	 AIUrlIT•AIFILF..PPU ►4IT PPFILE•NAMEIT•ALP+D SSAV+
-
•	 OFSFLOot) SVfw9N0 04•S^OP)
c	
IMPLICIT IN7EGEk to)
C++• CODE ADUED NOV 13.1978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
C
REAL ALP(2)
WICAL OKAYC	 NCLUOF. CUMHKF•LttST
C	 NCLUDE CM-4K10•LtST
COMMON/GLOHAL /HLAD(63)•MAPTAP•nATAPE95AVTAP•BMFILE•RMKEY9





• ,T)g TUo4T•DOTFTL.NCHVAS+TRNSFL•BMTRFL•MISTFL•PCMUNT• 	 SET001N0
• cRnuN1gPwT0N • w ANDIO	 SETO0I70
COMMON/UISPL/CATPLG•CATNAM161)•CLSNAM(611) SuHNAM(6Q]])• UBNO(601• 	 S'E 00 A
*	 SUHCAT(60)•CL5%US 60)•NOMAO9 01VT3•N05U8 • 	 5 00 195
w	 PO O KY• TSTKFY•TPNKFY•TrlWSKY•STATKY•EMPTR •T)4RSVA• 	 SrT0020OPL Tr,E Y•t4MFLG•HmCO M ei•RMFFAT• CC) ATE( 22 1 •	 TOO




• .	 THwr 51bn1 •SYMHIX (/+h) •H (,H 60) • L0Nt60	 ETOO
.FL:)KFY•NOFLO .•NOFLn3 * NnFFT' •FEYVC2t301 	 f00 40
•NUtiUW?.•NOTNFn•TOTVT22•NOCLS 	 St'TOO.SO
•	 gKATNn(60)•NOCAT•FI`TEk•MA1+ MTfTO02 0
♦ W^ K FY•DESUNII.DE500TH•CROP .ACROP•AOTMEER•ATOTAL' 	 T00 70
•SITt(61rANALYSIS)•CAM(15)•CRPKEY•KEPPTS(60) 	 5T00280
•	 #00TKEY9DOTERR	 S T00290S T003300
SETO0310
nATA A/IA+/•9/+Nn+/ ST003 0
DATA HL,ANK /+ 	 +/ SfTn0338
C-•-----------------------•--------------- •--------•---•--•••-------•• 5 T0034
CT•-----------------------•--•-•----••-;------ •------•-•----•-•---•-••- SET003500p
SET00370C PURPOSE.. LOCATES FILE ON •MAPTAP 	 AND COORDINATES
• DISPLAY + 	CARDS I	 SET00380c 4OUTINFS TO ANALYSE	 CONTROL
c[I ISET00390SFT00400
Ct- -•-------•-------•-•------••--•-------- •-----•--•----•-•-•---------- c T00410SET00420C
C SET00430
DI NI FNSIO N NUMVEC (10) +FILVFC (2) SET00440
Ol mFNSIUN	 )ESSfV(4.50)90F:SFLO(S950)•DESVER(1100) SFT00450
D1NE_NSION CARD(n2)•ANRAY(1)
SET00460C•
DI MENSION	 DOTCAT(62) SFT00490 
EOUIVALENCF	 (	 OUTCAT(l)	 •	 CARn(i)	 1
SETOOS00co
DATA	 Y9CD/	 I Y I	 /•	 NHCD/	 • N $	 /•	 FILVEC/	 1	 +	 +F+	 / S FTOOS OC•
DIMENSION EOItVEC12) SET00540
DATA	 URUM /lOkU -tf	 / S T005SO
DATA uHCO/oU•/•FHCO/ i F • /•INCD / • I • /+EOUVEC/1• +•+ / SETOOS60






CCC 5ET0062OC 5 T00630
C SFT00640
SEETO06SOE
READ FIkST CONTROL. CAkD FOR MAPTAP UNIT AND FILE NUMBER SET00660
C SETn0h10C SFT00680
kFADtronONT•1)
	 CARD SFTOOh901 FOWL Al (IIX•62A1) SET00100
NFILF	 =	 1 SFT00710
COL
	 =	 1 SFT00720
J	 =	 NXTCi4(+(CA i4 ()9COL) SETOO730
2 IF	 (J.FO.n'_ANK)	 GO TO 6 SFT00140IF	 (,1,NE: •UHrI))	 GO	 TO	 3 SET00150
J	 =	 FlNi)l?(LAkU•CO(.•EOUVF.C) SET00160
FILE SETUPS
IF tJ NE•21 00 TO 6
ISTAR s
J n NUMq R(cARO OL•MAPT P ISTARTI
jF; ( FINnll!CA•10•f( OL•EOUT
hN oI) GO Tc S 6
1 s NUMHEk(CARO,COL9NFILE9ISTART)i^or010
3	 IF (J NE.JRCD) GO TO 4
I




)F tJ.EO.UBdD)gl8 ?I. TU 64	 IF (J.Nt:.F!9C01 GO TO 6
S 	 FIN0lj (CANp•COL•EOUVEC)
IF; !J NE• ) Go T6 6
SAG} s
J s NUM4ER ( CAWN COL•NFILR ISTART)
1
s FIN012t ARO tOL • EOUV ^1
F (J NE02) 60 ^0 6
,TA)4f s
J s Nll''^IttER ( CAkt)•COL • MAPTAP9ISTART)f+A Tt► 0WW j TFJOT)
F('4MATt	 ERROR ON MAPTAP CARO.1
10	 CONTINUE
iNFI E`E.LE.0) NFILE n 1
SERIAL s NFILE
GET TAPE READY
90QES t0 0040 REMINA MAPTAP	 S






S {D 0v[ ►L
t
 FSASFLtNAPTAT	 tSTAT1
IF	 STAT	 E0. 0) GO ^0 5D	 S TA 8WRITF(r+•	 4S)	 NF•	 TSTA1	 S TO S
45
	
FOkMA T (//// SX9 0 ***** nSPLAY/SETUP3ERROR CONDITION ON ATTEMSFTO
1PT TO PO%ITION MAPTAP OVER l •I09!X• $ FIU S* l // SX•	 SETO (►070
2 • ***** FS ASFL 5TATUS CODE 39 .14.3X9 1 .••	 ABORTING RUN *****6/1N1IS TOTO 16090RE(► I fl •)	 NAPTAT+
CALL CMERk	 SE TO 00
RF.An	 MAPTAP	 Sf.TO




50 EATFLk7c k TO
7
270S
READ(MAP TAP)	 CnATFr11.CGATE(?)•AMf`G•H MCOMUMFEATT•N0CLS2•	 SS
0TVT2•NOCAT•VAgSZ2•	 S
To
TO 9•	 NOF1.1)?•NOS P?29NOFkkT?•T
•	 ?.(I)•Isl•NOFFT2)	 S(FETvC TO 0
S TO iNCAtsNOCAT















6S5	 1NTINUENOS(1N3 s NOSUB2 • 1 TO 37
Wl svl=1	 E TO 38
V wTXlsFLOSV2 • NOFLO2 .4	 ETU 390F fLI1J.= VE'iTX2
	
•	 TOTVT2*2	 SF.TO 400TONI= F1tLn2 • NO L62*5
	
S TO 4
4ONV=TOTV P•2	 S TO
NF=NOFLU2 . 4	 S TO 4 0
RFAI)(NAPIA 3 •ENn3hnItCAYNAM(II•Isl•NCAT)•(CSNAM(I)
•	 (SO-401I1018 •NUCLS	 1•(SUNNAM(M Isl•NOSUl?.)•	 SETO 450
•	 (AWNAY(ft.01
	 I-1 . 11.	 3	 •NF)•	 SETO 460
•	 IAWv1Y(VF:(!TX?-1.11•	 s^•NV)	 •	 SFTO 410
•	 ( SLIACAT(1)•I31•NOSUk?)9 (CL % %It1(I1•l s l•NOSUR2)	 SFTO1400





















00 READ CONTROL CARDS AND TEST FIELDS
FDSV3 n TOP1
F1X30F
ELOU FLOSV3 • 600
R ERVE RDOM FOR 200 TEST FIELDS
I L03 • 000
VOIM n TI-P - VERTAI
•CALRED FI(ARPAYIOLOSV3) ARRAYIFIEL 3^ ARRAYIVERTA3) •VDIM•





• NAMECT•ALPv4 % AV•DE FLO.O^VER•N KO4
rOP2 nVkNTX'1•TOTVT^•2
1F(NODUOLF .0)Tu ?Z01PNOLZOT
WRITE 	 SAVEn IRAN 	 F IELDS AND TEST FIELDS
IF (	 Up .NE. 0 ) 
PRINT OU? SUPERVISOR INFORMATION
•-- --- -- - - - -- ------ 	---------
FITMPSKY efQ	 GO TO 80
F( HRSVA .EO. 3) GO T^ SO
TEST FR FISMFn


































































A00 FORMAT(T59 1 YOU MAVF SELECTED THE FOLLOWING OPTIONSI • / 1
C
•
•	 CALTAPLAA(MUNIT • MTAPE)
MuN TrMAPTAP
F(TA E • MU441T
C*
wRITE(6.801) MTAPE • MUNIT • NFILE
•
RO1 FOQMAT( TIA. • PwUCESS THE CLASSIFICATON RESULTS FROM MAPTAP 1 •I
• Ah. • ). UNIT • • IS, •	 • FILE • • S I
F (NhTHkS .FU. 4) wR TFIb•Ap3)
F (THUSKY .FQ. 1) WQ TF_(6•A041
F(FMPTNS . Ew. 2) WHI F ( fi•AOS1
F (THPSVA .EQ. 1) Wa1TF(6.A18)
C-	 TEST FOw FISHER
IF(THRSKY.EQ.4) wRITE(6.817)
81	 CONTINUE
t• IF (TRNKEY.F_o.1.%Nn.nOTKF.Y.LE.n) WRITE (6.806)
tF ( TSTKF.Y .FU. I )
	
wkITF(69808)
iF ( STATKY	 .E ,i. 1 1	 wR1TE(6•810)
IF ( PCFOKY .FU.	 1	 WRITE(6.812)
F (N0mA P . t .+. 0) Wk I TF (b • 620 )
F (PLTKFY. NL.0). 61 TF (h.A	 1
F(FILTVR.F y .l)a41TE(6.M2 1
F (^IES R EY . E:J. i) ^ a ITE (b•N231
tt
	 flCUP^EY.F).11wNiTF(b.r24)CROP
C ••• CODE ADDED NOV 13. 1976 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING
C
IF ff)0T w FY.E9.0) GO TO A2
w1,ITc (g.,+2M)
M-4ITF( s+. H?V) GTUNIT.GTFILE•AIUNIT•AIFILE•PPUNIT•PPFILE
IF(NAMF. C7.44).HLANK1 GO IA 82




RN	 F!1w HAT( • 0	 LIST PRUCESSING OPTION SELECTED •)
a A	 F0 ► 4 N1At( ///•,) X•9 NkJVl4E4S OF GkOUND TRUTH • At* AND




930 FORMAT(/.//tbXof	 SELECTED CAT GORY NAME FOR LIST
	 S	 f 9A4)
FORMAT( SET02290831
A03
///.hX•f	 HIAS CORRFCTION	 ALPHAS ARE	 to	 1096)
FOV'-`AT(T10. 1 ANPLY NO THRESHOLnING • )
SET02308
SET023








^+^uUTLINF.	 TRAINING FIELOS I )
FORMAT(Tlnv i nuTLINE THE TEST FIELDS $
T02340




812 FORMAT(T1O• 9 PRINT THE GROUND TRUTH PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES BY FIELDS 702370
•	 1 S T02380
C_










820 FOkMAT(T109"	 N0; DISPLAY A CLASSIFICATION MAP 9 1 SET02440
A21 FOR MAT(T1Og;ISPLlY THE hISTOGRAMS OF THE WUAORATIC FORM FOR ALL SSET024SO
*U9CLASSES $ ) SET02460
822 FOPMAT(T109 0 PFFFURM SPATIAL FILTERING I ) SfTO?.470
823 FOPMAT(TIO. l E.XCLUDE P IXELS IN TT HE DESIGNATED AREAS FROM CLASS IFICASET02480
*T ON SUMMARIFS • ) 5 T02490
R24 F PMAT(T109 1 PPINT THE INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY REPORT FOR •rA6)SET025 0
M25 FO4 g AT	 (T1O+ 9 NRINT DOT DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES FOR DOT DATA FROSET02510
IM FORTRAN UNI1 1 9139 • •FILE N0 9	 1 913.	 0	 .TAPE
	 (OR FILE)	 t o 	 A4) SET025204 SET0253





C CALL wRTFL0 (ARRAY (FLnSV2) * ARRAY (VERTX2)•NOFLO2.1•CLSNAM,SUSNAM) SET02600
IF(NOFLn3.LE.0.A,vn.NOFLO4.LE.0)60 TO 85
IF(TSTKEY.EQs 1)I K =2
SETOJ610
SETO 620
IF(TSTKEY.EW.1)CALL WRTFLD (ARRAY (FLDSV3)• ARRAY( VERTX3)+NOFLO39IK9 SET02630
* Ct SNAM.SU^iNAM) SET02640
IF(0ESKEY9Fo.l)IK=3 SET•02650
IF(nE5KEY.EQ.1)CALL WRTFLD(DESSAV90ESVER*NOFL049IK g CLSNAM#SURNAM) SET02660
85 CONTINUE SET02670
C* SET02660
C SET02700*** CODE ADDED NOV 1391978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING




SPACE AVAILABLE IN	 ARRAY	 FOR DOT DATA INFORMATION• SET02750
* INCLUDING 1000 SCPATCH LOCATInNS FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF DOT SET02760
C • DATA RETURNED F640M	 SUF4k.	 ROOOTS. SET02770
C* SET02780
C* MOVE THE TEST STORAGE ( TSTSAV,TSTFLO.TSTVER )
	
TO OVERLAY SET02790
C* THE INPUT	 ( MANTAP )	 TRAINING FIELD STORAGE . SET02800
C* SET02010
•




NTSAV = FIELU3 - FLDSV3 SETOE860
HTFLO = VE ,4TX3 - FIEL03 SET0?870
NTVF.R = TOTVT3 * 2 SET02880
NMOVF : NTSAV • NTFLD • NTVER SET02890
FROMAD s FLDSV3 SET02900
DO	 90	 I=1.NMOVE SET02910
IT	 =	 I SE702920
ARRAY(I1
	 =	 APRAY(FROMAD) SFT0293
90 FROMA0 = FLDSV3 + II SET02948
C* RFSET THE TEST/OESIG FIELDS STORAGE BASE ADDRESSES IN ARRAY SET0296i0
Co SET02a70
FLDSV3 = I SET02980
FIFI.n3 = FLOSV3 + NTSAV SET02990


































VERTX2 = TOP1 + S




















DO 101	 I=I.NF SET03250
A RRAY ( IAD • I)=ARRAY ( IAO +I ) SETO 260





60 TO 99 SET033 0
IF(TIME.EA.2)GO TO 103
AD=IAD • NF	 ORIGINAL PAGE I:
SET03330
SET03340





TIM ^TIME • l SET03370




FIELn3rFL0SV3 • 4*NOFL03 SET03420
VERTX3=FIELU3 • S fNOFLD3 SET03430
TOP2 = VERTX3 • 2*TOTVT3 SET03440
SET034SO
IF	 ( PCTSZ	 .GT.	 ( TOP-TOP2)	 )	 GO TO 508
SET03460
PCTI03 = TOP2 SET03480
SET UP FIELD ARRAY FOR TRAINING FIELDS SET03490
SFT03500
IF( OOTERR -GT * 0 )	 PETURN SET03510
SET03520







TF(TSTKEY.NE.1)GO TO 340 SET03600
FLDKEY=1 SET03610
nO 310	 I=1.NOFLD3 SET03620
NS = FLOSV3-1+3 • (I-^)*4 SE.T03630
IF(ARUAY(NS)-EO.U)G	 TO 320 SF.T03640
CONTINUE SET036SO
60 TO 200 SET03660
FLOKF.Y=1 SFT03670
nO 350 I=1.NOFLO2 SET03680
NS	 =	 FLf)SV1-1 • :T • (I-1) *4 SET03690





OOTKF_Y = NDCAT SET03750















SOR WRITE (6.5044) OIFF
5044 FORMAT (/////SX*#****** DISPLAY/SETUPS - CORE OVERFLOW (TOP-TOP2)
1 HY'9169 0 -- EXECUTION TERMINATED ******I /1H1)
CALL CMERR
ins WRITE (69109)
109 FORMAT(/////5X9$*** CLASSIFIC A TION BY CATEGORY (ON MAPTAP ) IS
i
REOUIRED IN ORDER TO PPOCE S THE SOT DATA ***# / SX• @*** DOT F
RFORMANCE IN
	
WILL NOT BE OUTPUT *** 9 //// 1
GO TO 112
ERROR RETURN = MAX. N0, OF DOTS EXCEEDED



















NS = FLn5v7- •4+(I-1) *4
NV = ARRAY(N4)
NS = FlELO2-1•S•(I-1)*S



















































































C	 APPROXIMATION TO INVERSE NORMAL UISTRI9UTION
TIN00070C--------------------------------------------------------------------





CALL 0W RFL ( I) T IN00130
IF(I.Ft).l)	 r0	 TO	 1 TIN00140
IF(ALPHA . LT.95)	 TINORM =—TINORM TI(v00150
PFTIJRn, TIN00160









C OA T00030IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
DAT00040C
REAL	 BIAS(16)•	 SMAT(480)9 MAX(16)• MIN(16)9 CON(16)• CONMIN(32) UAT00060
C DAT00070




' DIMENSION	 ARRAY(TOP)•	 MAXPT(30)•	 FILHIS(1616)
OATOOI20
C
DIMENSION	 HOR1(15)	 •	 HDR2(15)
	
• COMNT(15)	 •	 INOATE(3) DAT00130
C INCLUDE COMnK1•LIST DAT00140
C INCLUDE COMAK99LIST UAT00150
C INCLUDE CUMRK69LIST DAT00160
COMMON/INFORM/NOCLS29NOSUB29NOFET29VARSZ2•TOTVT29NOFLO2• DAT0070
•	 AVAR29COVAR2*CLSID29SUANO29SUBUS29FLDSV29VERTX2• OAT00180
• •,	 FETVC2(30)•SUBVC?_(7S)•5(IRPTk(75)•CLSVC2(60)• DAT00190
•	 K PPTS(60)•NOGRP.GRPNAM(60)•GRPOEX(61)• DAT00200













DATA BLANKS/ l	o/ DAT00320
DAT00340C
C RESCALING METHOD IS DETERMINED IN SETUPS UAT00350
DAT00370C SCAFLG = 1	 •	 RESCALE BY HISTOGRAM METHOD
C DAT00380
C SCAFLG = 2 • RESCALE BY STATISTICS METHOD DAT00390
C SCAFLG = 3 • RESCALE WITH USER-INPUT SCALING PARAMETERS
T0040OA1
C UAT00430


























•	 SCAFLG	 •	 TOP*	 TRANSF• RESCAL• BIAS•	 ADVNUM• CONAIN•	 NPUN•NF	 ) OAT00620





GO TO 30 DAT00660
C DATOOb70
IF	 (SCAFLG.EQ.2)	 GO TO 20 DAT006AU
C L)ATOUbYO
IF(	 SCAFLG	 .EQ.	 3	 ) UPT00700
C DAT0071U
•	 CALL SETREM ( CONMIN• CoN•	 MIN•	 ADONUM9 LCUMB ) (jAT00720




IF RESCALING BY	 THE STATISTICS METHOD. 	 APPLY TRANSFOPMATION TO UAT00760
C



































































ON TO INPUT DATA, RESCAK^, ( IF OPTEU )• APPLY
REJEC
^UTPUT I THE kT RANSFORMED DATA
ij
ONOTHEFFILENS9 TRFORMTA' AND
IF (LAR.E0.0) GO TO 60
50 CATL LNTRAN(ARRAY ►MAXrMINtCON AMATrLCOMB•BMTRI69SCAFLG•PENOUTr
•
•
F+NFHISNPUN'jAR9FLDNAMvNCrVERTCS• RESCAL• BIA •
















20 CALL KSTRAN (_8MAT9 LCOM89 ARRAYv LAM• MAN• MIN• CON• TRANSF !
GO TO 50
MAXRANDAMIIN OF YEACH COMPONENT OFTTHE;TRANSFONMEDE0ATA0ICTE0
Q ATA A ( VIAMATRHOSTNT ,INFORpER HTOTOBTAINOTHEHRESCALIN(UiRMED
ARAMETERS • C N ANO MIN .







IPL47 z I • 47

















REAL TMIN,T MAX KBT0005









	 0(16)9	 0IAr;(480)•	 SMEAN(900) KST00070
KRT00080
INCLUDE COMAK19L ST KB1`00090










nI MENSION HEni(IS).HE02(15)•DATE(3)•COMENT(1S) COM00010F_n1(?VALENCE	 (HFl)1 (1) •HERO(4)) • (DATE (I).HEAI I (22)) • COM00020




•	 •NPSTUN.NWR TFI•SCTRUN•MAPFIL COM00040
•	 .DOTUNT.nnTFIL.NCHPAS•TkNSFL•BMTRFL.MISTFL•PCMUNT• COM00050
•	 r o t)lJNT.NRTUNT gkANUIO COM00060






CI MFNSION	 r'OVHD2(15) KRT00 60




nATA COVHD2/0...	 l 9 • TRAN' 9 l SFOk l • t MEn
	
9 9 0 STAT I • I ISTI 0 9 0 CS	 . 0 9 KHT002100
•	 1 ..	 1/9	 yLa r1KS/^	 ^/
KHT00220
C




	 = PLANKS KHTUO260
nO ?0
	 7=1.r,nSUa2 KHT00270
TP O=SU°U52 . 1-I KBT002RO7n	 KiSilk (I ) =ARRAY (IPP) KRT002g0
1.7=AVA02 KPT00300
K=I KhT00310








no 5n	 T=I.'4nCLc2 KPT0042n
r;	 MIILTIPI_Y
	 Am AT	 ►IY	 CnVAVTANCE	 MATRIX KST00430
CALL M T ML ITr( &IMAT•APQAY(K).C•LCOMR.NO FFT2) KPT00440C	 MtILTiPLY	 R F CULTi ► 1i Ma T ►+ix	 iY	 TWANSi'OSF.	 OF RMAT KC-T00450
CALL	 MTMUAT(C * A MAI•CC.LLUM149NOFET29LCOM890•ARRAY(KKK)) K1,T00460
00 40 II=100W R KST00470
4n	 nIAG(KK*II)= n (TI) KtiT004AO
K K K = KK K . (LCPmH°(LCOM8.I))/2 K14T00490
KK=KK+Lf,O , tH Kh T OOSnO
K =K+VA4tiZ/ KHT00510
5n	 C.O KITIN11 1: KHT005 ?O
C KrTnO530
C POINT TPAN-,FORME-D COVARIANCE: MATRIX KHT00540
KHT005SO
CV1=(LC()mo*(LC0MH • I) )/2 KHT004,N0
C KHT00570
IF	 (TNAt, •SF.F1160)	 GO	 TO	 110 KNT00540
no
	 60	 1=1.1 , KH1005QO
TF OP	 =	 CO'A r NT (I ) KHi nnbn0COM F rIT (I )	 =	 COVI402 (I ) KRT 00610
60 COV140MI
	
= TFMP K4T00b ?0
C KPT00630
CALL	 PRTCOV(ARRAY(i)•R MFAN(1)•CVI9LCOMR•NSIJB(1)) KHT00640
FILFs 98TRAN








CALCULATE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM FOR EACH 5URCLASS KST00690C
K87007010no	 12f)	 1=II*LCOMH
00 110 J=19NOCLS2 KHT00720
NEL 
,
W 	 ) • LCOM8 *	 I KHT00730
MAW )	 = RM(AN(NEL)
	 • LAM • DIAG(NEL) KST00740IF W*NF.1) GO TO 90 KHT00750
TM AX	 = MAX(I) KBT0076090 f:nNTlPAuE KHT00770IF(




LAM • OIAGlNEL1 KHT00790
IF	 (J.P ,E.l)	 GO	 TO	 100 KNT00000
TMIN =	 MIN(I) KPT00810
JAO MIT INUE KhT0087.0
IF(	 N,IN(I)
	 .LE.	 TMIN) TMIN z MIN I) KH700830
110
C MTN(^I) h = TMIN KqT008S0
^^ KHT008hO
FOS(I1	 =	 2S5.( 	/(MAX(I) -	 MIN(I)) K6TOON70






• PFR0UT+FL4159TOP•LAR•FL0NAM9NC9VEKTCS9 MESCAL* BIAS•
r,
•	 NF • N UN I
r	
IF SCAFLG n 1 •
	 RESCALE BY HISTOGRAM METHOD
IF SCAFLG s 2 • RESCALE dY THE STATISTICS METHOD
C
c
	IF SCAFLG s 3 • RESCALE WITH USER-INPUT SCALING PARAMETERS
C	 NOTE= IF THE FLAG. 
E
REESCAL • IS 
I
ZI ERO• NO RESCALINGE IS
C	 `DATA()UISTRIUUTIONRPRIOROTO FINALPOPUTDOFHTRANSFORMEUE





TMIN(16)+ TMAX(16)• MATOT . MITQT
REAL NEWMAX(16) . NEWMlN(16) • SUM • CUT
REAL NXCON•PMI h'.VMAx.CM N
REAL
	 H TAS(1 h 19 XCUN(IO)• XT(16)9 YREAL(16)9 NPERI• NPER2
REAL
	 MAX(th). MIN(1h)+ CON(16)• PMAT(480) • XX ONt16)
REAL
	
MINSAV(lo) + MAXSAV(16 . CONSAV(16)P
D MENSON	 TOT DTS(16) • PM1N(16) • PMAX(16)n HENS I ON MISa11F(Inl).Vk•+TCS(2+11)•FL(8)
O MENSION	 IUA7A(TOo) . Y(AOOU) . FILHIS(LCOM69101 I
C	
DIMENSION RAD141N(lb) . SAUMAX(16) • MINCUT(16) • MAXCUT(16)
DATA nF/e(• /.CP/+)1/+COMMA/l9•/
DATA TTL/ITOTL•/C
c	 NCLUOE COMWKI•L ST
C	 NCLIJt)E COMrK9.L ST
r	 NCLUOE COMNK4.L ST





•	 6s4PCr+K (b1) .GRULIFS ( 17.4)
DI MENSION HE01(l5)*HEui(15).f)ATr_(!).CUMENT(1S)
EQUIVALENCE ( Hki) l(1).HF.A)(4)).(UATE (l).MEA0(22)).
2	 (N^ J?(I).r+EA%(iu)).(CUMEr+TO)+HEAO(4Fi))COMMON/GLOHAL /Hf Ai) (.5 3) . k+ C-P ?AP.UATA O E g SAV TAP.HMF ILE+BMKEY.
•	 MI S► IL.HISKtY. IWF U«rM.ERINTW.EPPKEYotAAPUNT.NOFILE.
•	 DPUMAI)•i),J,i-i)S.PA'^SI[.JATFIL.51AF1L. ASAV . ASAVFL
• .NHSTVN.NwcT ►
 I.SCTw f lN. %'APr IL
• .nOTUvT.O:)TFIL.NCHPAS.TRNSFL+t)MTRFL•HISTFL.PCHUNT•
• C4DjNT.PwTuNT9uANDIO




C••• CnDE ADDED JAN. 1591979 TO ALLOW MULTI —FILE OUTPUT
REwI jNn TRFORM
SK F P s NFCALL SF MFL(T; QM.SKIP.ISTAT)
IF (WESCAL.EW.n) GO TO 50
CCHECK FOR RFCCALE FACTONS INPUT BY USE Q ( SCAFLG = 3 )
IF (SCAFLG.NE.a) GO TO 20
C
C	 COMPI)TE THE TkA 0)SFU4mfD UATA MAX . USING INPUT
C	 SCALING P A RA METERS • CUN AND MIN
no In KFsI•LCOMH
































































00 30 KK : 1•LCOMa L.NT078
LNTO079XOON(KK1 • (MAX(KK)-MIN(KK))/d0
r 30 F TVC2(KK)EKK
LNTOOdo10
IF	 (SCAFLG.E0.1) GO TO 80 LNT00820
LNT008
I	 ll	 SS	 L
4AWAME	 +MIN. SNAXE 0.CONM 	RLINITIALIZATI0NISCOALINA	 PS	 (^)	 FOR LNT008SOC1
C OF THFSE PARAMFTFRS ON THE SECOND AND SUCCEEDNG FIELDS TO BE LNT00860
C INPUT • TRANSFORMED • AND RESCALED ( IF kLSCAL GT 0 ) LNTOOOTO
C LNT00890
nO 40 1I.LCOM8 LNT009 0
MAXSAV(	 )	 = %AX(I) LNT009
LNT004.0
40
MINSAV(	 )	 = MIN(f)
CONSAV(	 1	 s COw(	 1 LNT009 0
C LNT00944bg0





GO TO 62 LNTO 1010
r60 NF n NF . 1




TO 04E T^iANSFOrtMFD LNTOI050C C
6 ?LrNIS 080AM•LAREAD(FLOfiAr-+.VERTC5•FLOINF•NC)
rF	 (L AM .EQ.01	 GU TO 920 LNTO 040
IF	 (LAM.LT.01	 GO TO 900 LNTOC 0O
C LNTO1	 0
C FOR STATISTIC AL OR INPUT SCALING PARAMETERS. 	 INITIALIZE THE LNTO1 30
SCALING, PARAMETERS	 MAX • MIN . CON . XCON	 FOR THIS FIELD
LNT01140f
C LNTO	 H




On 70	 I = I+LCOMPI LNTu1190
MAA(I)
	 _	
• 1 AK4AV(II) LNTO zz00
LNT01210MIN(I)	 =	 NI r1StV(Il
CON(j)	 = CONSAV()) LNT012 0
70 XCON(1) s ( MAX(I) - MIN(I))/80o LNT012 0
811 CONTINUE LNTO 2240
r LNTO	 SO






s nNF '^IAx (I )	 s ?S5.0 LNTU1 90
XXCf)w(I)	 :	 KCON(I) LNT01300
90 NEWWIN(I)	 = 0.0 LNT0131030r LNTOMTRAN = 0 LNT01330
LNT01350NSAMP=(FLOINF(S) —FLOINF(4))/FLUINF(6) • 1j i.^=^ipFE AT • ^+S AmP LNT O 11360
IF
I)
F	 (101 w,.G7.TON)	 60 TO	 130 LNTO 370
iN= WC -1 LNT01360
W g IT F	(#,910111 L14TO1390
owITF	 (F..IInIFtnvA u . IN.FLDIPJF(6).FLOINF(3)•((OP•VLRTCS(I*K)•COMMA *LNT01400
• VE4TC", (?.K) .C.1W4 sK=l. IN) 0001410Inn VU44AT( 1 -41.T046. 1 rdr).	 OF	 SAMPLE	 LINF'/• LNT01420
•TI?.'FULnNA uk	 VF cjtTCES	 INC	 INC	 VERTICES(SAM oLE.LINE) I ) LNT01430
110 F041,*AT(13X.A4H.x.I?.	 x•14.2. ,k.1 ,*.2x•7(A1•I4.A1.i4.A1.2X)/ LNT014v
•	 i(A19I4.A1.14.A1.?K)) LNTU1450
XUIM=LC0MR 0 N ,:-A MN LNT01460
r LNT01470
r L NT 01480








120 FORMAT!//+ THE NUMBER OF CO IAPONENTS TIMES THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES EXLNT,










106L-OF CHANNELS TIMES NUMBER OF SAMPLES EXCEEDS
ALLlCM(RR L NV
EN IC
C^INITIALIZE TAPE READING FOR THIS FIELD LNT
150 CALL FLDINT(FLOINF.FETVEC•NOFE AT) LNTIn
`NTI
LINES n (FLDINF ( 2)-FLDINF ( 1))/FLDINF ( 3)#1C
LNTIC waITE
 HEADER R CORD ON OUTPUT FILE • TRFORM LNTTTI
C LNTI




00 170 J T I :L^OMB
RA,'1'A47c (  LNTT
0PMI 4( N ) LNTT
'	 = 0 LNTI
'
as	 = LNTITOTPTVy I ) s OT •a1N(1)




	 = XXCON(I) LNT(no 16o	 =1.101 LNT(160
170










IF (M.GT.LIrdES) GO TO 350
C	 BEAU ONE SCAN LINE OF DATA FROM THE INPUT TAPE
CALL L1 ►(FP0(IOATA9FNDTAP)
IF (ENDTAP.N .0) GO TU 350






C	 OFTERm INE T wF_ SAMPLE INTePCEPTS ON THE CURRENT S AN LINE.




LE IrvTEPCENTS IN FL • ANU THE NUMBER OF INTERCCPTS
C
CALL FDLINT(VFUTCSeNC:.FL.ILIN.NS.JJ)
nO ?10 KsI.NSAMP00 710 IH=I.LCOMB
C 210 Y(LSAMP)spl])«NSAMP.K
C	 NXCOO? = 755./100.
CC





KN1 = JK • 1
})F ( KP.LT.FLIJK)) GO TO 330






















































1 F( X Tt I;I*LcOMST	 )	 TMAAt.LT. MA ) X t lIh;(
	 t) t^	 T	
X(l
tI1




F RE CALA	 = n NOR	 CA JjN	
D FROM
G IS AlP	 EpAO OTMEEk WIS RESCALE










IF	 (RESCAL.GT.0)	 GO TO 260
LNTO 450
LNtT0 4A$0tC` NTESTRF(1RFtlUTEDOFATARANGEOTTRAN5F4MED 	 VALUES
LNTO 490




SET s 25S	 ANY VALUE Gm AT w THAN 2555. OR GREATER THAN










60F	 (XT(I).LT.NF WMINtII)) GO 10 230




230 IF(	 MT	 AN	 .EO.	 0	 )	 SAUMINtl)	 RADMIN(I)	 +	 l LOJS 8
XT(I)	 0.0 LNTO .60
GO TO 250
240 IF	 ( MTRAN .F.O.	 0	 )	 BADMAX(I)	 = SADMAX(1)	 + 1
LNT026j0
LN7026 0
XT (II	 • 255. LNTO 6 0250 CONt NUE LNTH66560('
C FOP THE CllpuFFiT 'SCAN LINE.. HISTOGRAM THE TRANSFORMED DATA • LNTO67n
LNT05680C AND STORE THE TRANSFORMEU DATA INTO THE UUTPUI ARRAY * 	Y
OPTO
s	 XT(jj) / ►JXCON	 .	 1	 1 LNT02100
►TPTS(I1 m	 7UT PTS(l)	 +	 1 LNT027 0
Ift	 DOT .GT.	 101)	 OPT =	 101 LNT0j7^0IF	 (	 OPT	 .LF_.	 0	 )	 OPT	 s LN70 7 0
FTLHIS(I.OPT)	 = FILHISAsUPT) +	 1 LNTO 740
ZS =	 (T	 -1)	 O NSAMP	 • K LNT02750
Y(Z r-)	 =	 xT(li	 +	 0.5 LNT0J760
64 TO 300 LNTO ?70260 CONTINUE
L(NVTO2790
r
C FOP THE CIJWQENT SCAN LINE, HISTOGRAM THE TRANSFORMED DATA. ANU LNT02800
C STORE THE TRANSFORMED DAIA INTO THE OUTPUT ARRAY• 	 Y	 o LNT024 0LNT02tl 0
(XT(11
I)
).4T.MIr!411))	 GO	 TO	 $70
I
1F LNT07830
F	 (rT(.^+T.MAxtT))	 GO TO	 280 LNTOT840
Y ►+FAL(I)=CO^1(1)+(XT(I)-MIN(I)) LNT02450
C t_N TU2860
OPT	 =	 t	 XTtl)
	 -	 MIN(1)	 )/	 XCON(I)	 +	 11
LNTO N90
IF	 t	 OPT	 .LE.	 n	 )	 OPT	 s	 l LNT02m90
IF	 (	 OPT	 . GT.	 101	 )	 DOT	 =	 101 Lr NIU2910
RO TO 290 LNT029 0
270 OPT	 s	 AHSt	 Ml) +•(I)	 -	 XT(I)	 )/XCON(I) LN702430
I.NT02940
OPT s 10 - OPT LNTOT_450
PMI IJ(I)	 s	 P41N(I)	 •	 I LNT02Y70
IF(OP T.LE.0)	 DPT a l LN10e990
YREel,tj)so LN10?990
GO TO 290	 - LN! 0 3000
2A0 OPT s AHSt XT(I)	 - MAW)	 )/XCONtl) LP NTU3020






















PMAX( ) 2 PMAX(I) •
vOfilPlltGsffll)  UPT:101
290 YnyaTBll)TPT111101
FILM S • f)PT)*F lHS(I.DPT)•1
7SAMV2(I-1)#NSSAMP•K
Y 254MP) *	 AL(I) • O.S
G? TOI33Q












IF NESC4 INGLL1 K' W -1T
THE TQ ANSFnuMEATA BY EITHER THE STATISTICAL LNTOLNyN?$
6
0704 I )Sk W-APPLY PEQnUT TSCALIING 1^4KAM	 RSS•(	 o; POINTS
	 0 8E REJFCTEn)
DATA OTSTRINUTIAN 06 AIN THE MAX•
TO THE TRANSFORMED LN?A
9
MIN AND CnN •
AND SCALING












NEW MAX AND MIN.
APPLY PEROUT TO THE TRANSF pRM40
RE-HISTUGRAM
DATA• LNTO 40
• AND OUTPUT THE REVISED DISTR. LNT033
SSO
3SO CONTINUE LNTO 78C
IF (PEROUT.LF.0) GO TO 600 LNT03381LNT0
F
IF (SCAFLG.Eu.I) GO TO 600 LNTO
9p
41 0C
IF (MTKAN.EO.I) GO 70 600 LNT0343,LNTO 4 0C
IF (NESCAL.GT.0) GO TO 430 LNT03440LNT03450C LNT 4 0
NPEKI s FLOAT(NE NOUT)/200.0 LNT03410
n0 470
	
1 9	 •LCOHIi LN703480LNT03490CUT s	 N	 KI	 •	 FLOAT(	 TOTPTS(I)







IF	 (SUM .GE. Ut)	 GO TO 360 1NT035 0
(90 T OT 1 7 1s LNT03S40
-1)Ntw M IN(l)	 •	 (J• NXCON • O.S LNT03gg OLNT03S 0GO TO 340 LNT035 0
C , 1M	 z SUM	 • FILHIS(I•J) LNT03560LNT03590JU4a 0.0 LNT03600
LNT03610
F J7S11M.GE.Ct)T) 	 GO TO 390 LNT03630LN7036 0
,O 10 Ono LNT03640MAKCUT (I )	 :	 S) ►M LNT03bSO
NF-KM AK(I)
	 _	 (	 J -
	 1	 )	 • NXCON •	 O.S
AO TO 41n LNTU340LNT036 0SI)M	 s SUM	 • FILHIS(I•J) LNT036801F(,).GT.1)	 GO 70
	 38S LNT03h90
CONTINUE LN103700CONTINUEC•0 TA SAO LNTOJ710LN10 7 0
LNT03730
Lf4T 0 3 740
	
430 NPf.w1 *	 PFWOIIT • .01 • .00	 LNT037SO
	Nf LR2 a






















00 560 Isl•`COM9NATOT a l ^1TTNT . i IMPF4M TOTsiOTPTS(PE
F
RESET+0






MIN=CMIN-F IIM S (1.,J0
1F(CM IN * LTsMI7UT)










F	 ( PMIN(I).LTAITOt)GO TO0 TO 490F55ET MIN LAP	 R
PMIN(
	 )00 ..MO Js l	 991
RaIR•1
MINsCMIN •FILHIS(I.')
IF	 (CMIN,	 T.^^ITOT)	 GO TO 480
IF(CMIN.0







IF 	TOM52i I ► • '`T.MATnT)	 GU TO
BESET uAX LAwGFR
SOn CMT'vzvMAX(I)
nO Si ll	 J2920101
PtINfCMIN -FILNIS(I.J)IF	 (CM1r,.6T.'-'A1,)T)
	 GO	 (0 S10




n SET Max SMALLLfw
S7_n IF	 WMAX(j).LT.MITOT)




CM IN=C M 1N • FIL ►+1S(I•	 )
IF	 (C •4 1w.LT. M ITUT)	 0	 TO S40







0 TO 550540 F(,1 6T . 1)
	 60 TO 535
So 01,)T WUE(1•ATI ► !UEsho
TF	 ( u StT.Fn.n) GO TO 600
nO 570	 IzI.LCn"AXCu•.1(I)s( "+AX (1)-64I ► 1( 1)1/040
XXCON ( I)	 :	 WCON(I)
570 CON(1) z ?SS. / l ►+AX(I) - MIN411 ►






































































































610 F04MAT(///// 2.2X9 l * OUTPUT F ILE	 i 9 	 139	 1X9 100 /////// 5X9 LNT04718
•	 *+•	 TRANSFORMEn VALUES RESCALED TO A RANGE
	 0 - 255	 •*+^ ) LNT047 0
C IF	 (SCAFLG.EQ.1)	 .SPITE	 (69620) LNT04740
IF	 (SCAFLG.EQ * P)	 WRITE	 (6.630) LNT04750
IF	 (SCAFLG.EQ.3) WRITE 	 (6.640) LNT04?6O
r LNT04770
6?0 FORMAT( 24X9 9 4HISTOGRAM METHOD)* / ) LNT04780
630 FOW 14AT(	 23X9	 # (STATISTICS mLTMOD) I
	/ ) LNT04790







65n FORMAT( //// 7X9	 '... ORIGINAL TRANSFOkMED DATA RANGE
	 ...^ // LNT04850
*	 T119	 'MIN*	 9	 T329	 O MAA I	9	 T519	 0 ( BIAS




00 660 M=19(COMB LNT04880
660 WRITE	 (h9670)TMIN(M)9TMAX(M)98IAS(M) LNT04890
670 FORMAT(	 5X9 F11.49	 10X9	 F11.49	 9X9	 9(9	 9	 F11.49	 IX9




680 FORMAT(///// 7X9	 4 ... TRANSFO "^;,/ MED DATA RANGES AFTER APPLICATIUN OFLNT04940
* PEROUT...; // 7x9	 (MIN I	9	 10X 9	 *MAX*	 9	 10X9 LNT04950
*	 I CON 	= 255/(MA X -MIN)
	 f	 // ) LNT04960
C PRINT OUT NEW MAX9 M IN9CON ARRAYS LNT04970
00 690 M=19LCOMd LNT04980
690 WRITE	 (6s700)mlN( M )9MAX(M)9CON(M) LNT04990
700 FOkMAT(SX93(F8.495X))C
NLT05000
C GO TO 850 LNT05030
C LN70SO40
C 710 IF (PERnUT.GT.0) GO TO 730 LNT05060
C nO 720 I=19LCOMB LNT05080
IF	 (	 HADMIN(I)
	
.EO.	 0	 )	 NEwMIN(I)	 = TMIN(I) LNT05090








	 0 * OUTPUT FILE I t I39	 1X9	 1 * 1	 ) LNT05140
C WRITE.	 (69750) LNT05160
750 FORMAT(///// 5x 9 •***	 TRANSFORMED VALUES NOT RESCALED LNT05170
C WRITE	 ( 6. 760)LCOMA9(TMl14(I)9I=19LCOMB) LNT05190
760 FORMAT(/ 5X.	 + TRANSFORMED MINIMUMS. COMPONENTS
	 1 - 0	9	 129 2X9 LN705200




770 FOR MAT(// Sx.	 I T N AMSFONMEU MAXIMUM59 COMPONENTS- 1- 1	9	 129 2X9 LNT0i240
•	 ^...^	 >/	 2(	 5x9	 HF12.2
	
/	 )	 ) LNT05250
C WRITE	 (69780)LCOMtN 9(^sIA5(I)9I=19LCOMB) LNT05270
C 7R0 FORMAT(/// 5X9	 I TRaNSFORMED VALUE BIAz9 COMPONENTS 	 1 —	 9	 I492X9LNT04290







	 (6.790)(1.HADMIN(I)•I a 1,LCOMB)
	 LNT053S(
LNT0536(









	 (69800)(19B ADMAX(I)•I a 1,LC6MB)	 LNT0542(
LNT0543C800 FORMAT(/// 5X9
	 O NO. OF TRANSFORMED VALUES GREATER THAN 255 ( SET =LNT0544(
C	 LNT0545C
• 255	 )	 :•	 //	 (5X.'COMPONENT'.
	 1X9	 129 1







	 (6,910)NPERI * LC MB, ( MItJCUT(I),I=1,LCOMB)
	 LNTOSSIiC810 FngMAT(/// 3X.	 'Nn. OF LOwER TAIL POINTS
	 REJECTED	 ( SET = 0 FLNT0552a
*C4 OUTPUT )	 TO SATISFY', Fe.1.2X• •_	 CUT-OFF• COMPONENTS
	 1	 -•	 •LNT05530a
*	 149	 ZX,	 ^...•	 //	 16(I8)	 )	 LNT05540
C	 WRITE	 ( 6 9A24)NPERI,LCOMb,( MAXCUT(I)91=19LCOMR)	 LNT0556C8?n FOrt fle AT(/// 3X.	 O NO. OF UPPE w
 TAIL POINTS
	 REJECTED	 ( SET = 255 FLNT05570
*OR OUTPUT
	 )	 TO SATISFY', F6 .1. 2X9	 '- CUT—OFF.	 COMPONENTS
	
1	 —•LNT05580
°	 .	 I 4.	 '	 '	 LNT0559C








	 ( 6 *83n ) t,!PCT,LCOMH9(NEWMIN(I)9I=I.LCOMB)
	 LNT05610810 FORK+AT(//// 3X,#****	 FINAL OUTPUT TRA14SFOPMED VALUES. CENTRAL'
	 , LNT05622a
+	 I5.3X,'	 •	 .	 ?X,	 'OF DISTQ13UTIUN	 •• // 3X9
	 'MINIMUMS, COMPONENTSLNT05630
•	 1	 -	 ' : i4,	 2^,	 '...'	 //	 2(5X.	 8F12.2 /	 1	 )	 LNT05640
LNT0565C4RITE
	 (69940)LCO MA.(NEWMAX(1)9I=19LCOMS)
	 LNT05660940 FORMAT(// 3X.' MAXIMUMS9 COMPONENTS
	 1	 - to	 I49 2X9 9 ...' //	 LNT05670

























LNT05880860 FOgMAT(lHl // 5X.'SCALING PARAMETERS USED ON TRANSFORMED VALUES. OLNT05890
C	 LNT05900
*UTPUT FILE',






















	 ( • nPTION',4X.
	 'SCAFAC='
	 .	 2(	 •	 ('.	 F9.39
	 '.'	 .	 F9.3.	 LN706040








IF ( SCAFLG .EOo 1 )	 RETURN	
LNT06
C
C	 60 TO 60	 LNT06
9qq IF (LLAM.EA n1 GO TO 920	 LN706 4
wRITE (6.910)FLONAM	 LNY06 5S
91A FOR-IAT(//!!/ Sx•^++ ►++• OATATR/LNTRAN ++••• ERROR ON INPUT FIELD DELNT06 60
+FINITION CAWD * FOQ FIELU •NA`+E 1+ 91M 1 + A4. 1M I . 3X9 '•••••' / 	 LNT06 70
• lox• l CONTINUING TO NEXT FIELD DEFINITION CARD ( S) • //// )	 LNTOa 80








SURROUTINE MAXMAT ( MAX. MIN• CON, 8MAT9 LCOM89 MAXPT )
	
MXM00010















REAL	 13MAT(480)+ MAX(16) 9
 MIN(16)9 CON(16)
C
C	 OSING, INPUT ( Ow DEFAULT ) MAXIMUM DATA VALUE FOR EACH
C	 CHe.NrJEL• COMPUTE THE TRANSFORMED VALUE RANGE ( MAX ANO
C
AND COMPUTF THE HISTOGRAM SCALING FACTOR S CON
f_
C	 INCLOOF COMIAK9.LIST




m AX(T) = 0.0
OO ?o J=1,40FEAT
K= (J-1) *LC(IIAR+I
IF (8'4AT(K).LF.0.0) GO TO 10
C

















































•	 (CONMIN• CON• MIN, AOONUM • LCO49 1
I MPLICIT INTEGER (A-7)
RF AL	 CON(16) • MIN(16) • CONMIN(2. 16 )NUMCM a AOf)NUM / 2
IF (NUMCM.NF.LCOMP) GO TO 20
(1O In NMn 1•LCOM9





90 FORMAT (SX. I SETREw ERROR - THERE WERE 2 9 I59 ^ SCALE t•
r	 IFACT04S AND MINIMUM VALUES INPUT THROUGH THE SCAFAC ^•
f	 • OPT I Or:. I •
C	 /• 5)(9 IS. I LINEAR COMBINATIONS wE OE REDUESTED.19
C	 /• 5X• 'T HERE MUST REA SCALE FACTOR AND A MINIMUM 09
r	 sV4L0F FOP EACH LINEAR COMHINATInN.19


































NUOTAP • NUOFIL • NUSTAP • NUSFIL SET00060






DIMENSION CINDEX(19) 9 SET0	 001
+.	 55 NVEC(3), FRVECI(3)	 • FkVEC2(3) 9 	CARD2(62)9 SET001 0
+	 BT ST(3) SET00140
DIMENSION	 COVAD10 5)	 ,	 OP (p)	 •	 CP(2) SET00150




C	 INCLUDE COMHK49LIST SET00190

















•	 .DOTUNT,DOTFIL•NCHPAS,TRNSFL.BMTPFL,HISTFL•PCHUNT ► SET00340
•	 CRDUNT,FkTUNT,kANUIO SET00350







•	 (FLDINF(5),5AMEND)•(FLOINF(6)•SAMINC) SE T00420
0
DATA CINOEX/ § R —MA 9 9 1 CHAN', • FORn! • . • HE01 9 9 1 HED2 1 9 SET00440
+	 • DATE D , • CUMM O , l MAXP • • O PERO $ 9*SUbC 1 9 SET00450
•9 M000 t , • LAM	 9 9 • 0PTI • 9 ••ENU 9 9 • DATA • , • STAT • 9 SET00460
•	 ORESC•908IAS190TROUI/ SET00470
DATA MTX	 / 49	 9 0 9 9 	 I T • ,	 t S 1 9	 ,P •	/ SET00480
DATA	 OP/	 1	 ,	 •(•	 /	 ,	 CP/	 1	 ,	 ,)•	 /	 •	 ZERO/ 0 / SET00490
DATA EQUVEC /19 1 = 1 / SLT00500
DATA	 SINVEC/2, 0 9 9 9 1 = 0 /9 SET00510
+	 CINMAX /19/. MAXFET /30/9 SET00520
• FRVECI/29 • I l , • U v /	 9FkVEC2/29 • U • • • L • /,BLANK/ •	9/, SF.T00530
•	 BTEST/29 9 C • , l F • / SET00540
4	 ,CBCO/ • C • /,FHCD/ l F l /,UHCO/ • U • / SET00550
DATA COVHUI/'...	 1 00RIG1 0 INA0, • 	STA', # TIST • , • ICS	 • , l ose	 •/ SET00560
C SET00570






NSF = 1 SLf00650
RESCAL = 0 SET00660
SCAFLG = 0 sEr00670
MPT = 0 SET00680
ORIG = U StT00690
TRANSF = 0 SET00700
NPON = 0 SET00710OUTFMT=2 SET00720
TRFORM-14 SET00730C StT00740
C	 INITIALIZE	 THE TRANSFORMATION BIAS VECTOR 	 ( BIAS )	 AND NO. OF SFT007SO
C	 BIAS VALUES	 l	 NBS ) SET00760
C SE:T00770
DO	 10	 1=1916 SET0078010	 BIAS(I)	 =	 0.0 SET00790
1316
()L'IGINAL PAGE IS
Ul' Po ()It QUALITY
FILES SETUPS
NOS a 0 SET0080O
NUDTAPa	 .FALSE. SET00810
NUSFIL a	 .FALSE. SET00820
NUSTAP z	 .FALSE. SET00830
NUSFIL a	 .FALSE. SET00840
BMSWT a l SET008SOSET00860
C INITIALIZE THE MAXIMUM EXPECTED DATA VALUE• FOR EACH CHANNEL SET00870SET00880
DO 20	 I=1930 SET00890
20 MAXPT(I) 2255 SET0090SET0091
C INITIALIZE	 DISTRIBUTION CUT-OFF r	 PEROUT •	 AND SET00920
C THE STANDARD-DEVIATION MULTIPLE •	 LAM SET00930SET00940
LAM=2 SET00950
PEROUT=5 SET00960
00 30 1=8915 SET00970
30 COVHDI(I)	 a BLANK SET00980
C SET00990
DO 40	 I=1915 SETO1000
40 COMENT(1)	 = BLANK SETO1010SET01020











L STATFILE CARD READ














AO CONTINUE SET01220C SET01230
90 WRITE	 (69100)CODE9CARD2 SET01240C SET01250




	 62A1	 ///	 ) SET01270C SET01280
GO TO 50 SET01290
C B-MATRIX CAHO SET01300
110 J=NXTCHR(CARD29COL) SET01310
IF	 (J.EO.BLANK)	 GO TO 540 SET01320
COL=CUL-1 SET01330
M=F1N012(CAR029COL98TEST) SET01340
-1)	 GO TO 540 SET01360► HMTRIG=1.
IF	 (M.E0.2)	 GO TO	 20 SET01370
C B-MATRIX DATA ON TAPE WE SET013PO
KEY=2 SLT01390
C FIL EREAD B-MATRIX ARRAY FROM TAP	 SET01400
CALL 8MFIL(BMAT9LCOMy,NU SET01410
GO TO 130 SET01420





DO 140 8=19NOFEAT SLT01480
140 FETVC2(8) zFETVEC(S) SET01490
GO TO 50 SET01500
C FEATURE CARD 5ETO1510
150 CONTINUE SET01520
GO TO 50 SLT01530
C FORMAT CARD SET01540
160 CONTINUE SET01550
170 M=FIND12(CAkD29COL9FRVECI) SETUIS60




KMeFAN0E 12(CARD2p +COL•EFERVEC2)p SET0159011
FfSM:Ew(8).ANOiIKM.E0 2)) OUTFMTe2
eF( IN0122 ( CARD2 • COLrSINV
SETO 61
610SEE'TOC)F	 (S.NE.2) GO TO 50
0 T	 170 SET0160
C HE01 CARD S TO b4SETO 1650
180 PEAQ f30.220)HED1 SET01660
REWIND 30
GO TO 50 SE T01670SETO 680
C HE02 CARD S 701690190 READ (309220)HE02 5FT0 700REWIND 30 SETO 710
GO TO 50 SLT01720
C COMMENT CARD SET01730
200 READ (309220)COMENT SET01740
PEW NU 3010 SET01750GO	 50 SET 01760C DATE CARD SET01770
210 M=NXTCHk(CARD29COL) SET01780





C MAXPT CARD SLT01830SET01840
230 IF
N(JC	 CEU96LANK;60 TO 540 SET01860
COL=COL-1 SLT01870
MPT = NUMBER( CARD29 COLS MAXPT• MPT 1 SET018MO
C SL T 01890
IF	 (MPT.6T.30)
	 GO TO 90 SET01900
C GO TO 50 SET01910SET01920
L PF.ROUT CARD SLT01930
r50 J=NXTCHR(CARD29COL) SETOIY40
IF	 (J.EQ.BLANK)	 GO TO 540 SET01950
COL=COL-1 SET01960M = NUMBER
	 ( CARD2• COL• ARRAY. ZERO ) SE101970
PEROUT = AkRAY(1) SET01980
L
IF	 (M.NE.1)	 GO TO 90 SET02000
GO TO 50 SET 02010SETO?U20touSCLASS CARD SE (02030[/0 NOSUB2=NUMBF..R(CAR029COL•SUBVC2.NOSU82) SET02U40
CALL URDER(SUBVC29NOSU82) SET02050
GO TO 50 SET02060
LAM CARD SE_TOZU70
290 J=NXTCHR(CAP029COL) SE.TO2080
IF	 (J.EQ.OLANK)	 60 TO 540 SET02090
COL=COL-1 SETU210U
M = NUMBER
	 ( CARD29 COL• ARRAY. ZERO ) SET02110












M=FI ND12(CA0D2•COL#MTX)C2 90 SLT02200SET02210
SETU?_220
M =
	 IABS(	 M	 ) S002230
C
IF	 (M.EQ.n.0R.M.GT.5)
	 GO TO 540
SETO??40
SET02150
C	 IF	 M = It
	 ENU-OF-CAkD
	
HAS HEEN REACHFO SE To?2AO
C SLT02240L SETU?300
GO TO	 (50.300.3109320.35U)rM SETO?310L §ETC?3?OC SE TU133U
L	 IF	 M	 =	 29	 09 0 10	 •	 OR	 91 ORTG 11 SETO2340L SET0?:3ti0




















































































M : FINO12( CARD29 COL• SINVEC )
C
IF (M.Ea.2) GU TO 290
GO TO 50
CIF M = 3+ esTol OR 19TRANSFs•
C
C 310 TRANSF = 1
C	 M s FINO12( CARD29 COL• SINVEC 1
^	 C




C	 IF M = 49	 0 S o ---	 CHECK FOR
+	 320 J = NXTCHR t CARD29 COL )
C
C
C	 IF NEXT CHARACTER IS 11 0 1 • ASSUME	 llSCAFAC•t
IF (J .NE. CBCD) GO TO 540
C
Z = FINU12( CARD29 COLS SINVEC )
C
IF (Z.E0.3) GO TO 330
C	 GO TO 540
C




330 SCAFLG = 3 
340 Z = FIND12l CAP029 COL• UP )
C
IF (Z.NE.2) GO TO 50
NMN = FLTNUM ( CAPO?q COL, CONMIN(NSF) 9 2 )
C
IF (NMN.NE.2) GO TO 540
C
AOONUM = NSF • 1
IF ((NSF+Nt.IN).GT.31) GO TO 50
C
NSF = NSF + NMN
C
7. = FIND12( CARD29 COL. CP )
C











C MODULE STAT DECK
350 MK=NXTCHR(CARD?.COL)









OI SCAFAC z "
FILE$ SETUP8
C GO TO 50 AST03O
C SET03100OATAFILE POSITIONING CARO
380 IF (NUOTAP.AND.NUDFIL) GO TO SA SET03
	 0
M s NXTCHR ( CAR02 9 COL )
C
ShT0g3240
IF	 (M.EO.8LANK)	 GO TO 50 SETO 	 268
C IF	 (M .E4. UHCO)	 GO TO 410
IF	 (M	 FRCO)	 TO
SET032800




400 FO MAT(///// 5X9
	 2•••••	 OATATP/SETUPS
	 •••••	 ERROR ON INPUT DATASE'T03310
C 5ET03320
+FILE CARD ---	 CONTINUING TO PROCESS INPUT CSET03330
GO TO 50 SE 703350
410 J=FIN012(CARD29COL9EOUVEC) sEr03360









GO TO 380 SET03450
420 J=FIND12(CARD29COL9EOUVEC) SFT03460
IF	 (J.EO9-1)	 GO TO	 390 SLT03470
FILNO = NUMBER	 ( CAR02+ COLS DATFIL9 ZERO ) SE703490
C SET03490.
IF	 (FILNO.NE.1)	 GO TO 390
C
SET035100
NUDFIL =	 .TPUE. SET03520
C DATFIL=DATFIL-1 5ET03540
COL=COL-1 SkT03550
GO TO 380 SET03560
C SET03b70
C STATFILE POSITIONING CARD SET03590
C SE.T03590
430 M=NXTCHH(CARD2.COL) SET03600
IF	 (M.EO.BLANK)	 GO TO 50 SET03610
C SET03620
IF	 (M .EO. URCO)	 60 TO 460 SET03630




450 FORMAT( ///// SX9 1•• + •• OATATR/SETUP8 •••••	 ERROR ON INPUT OkC OUTSET
03670
*PUT CARD
	 ---	 CONTINUING TO PROCESS INPUT SET03bAO
C SE 703690
NUSTAP = .FALSE. SET03100
NUSFIL = .FALSE. SET03710
C SET03720
GO TO 50 50u3730
C SET03740
460 J=FIND12(CARD2.COL9EOUVEC) SET03750
IF	 (J.FO.-1)	 GO	 TO 440 SET03760
M=NUMHER(CAND29COL9SAVTAPtZERO) SET03770
COL=COL-1 SkJQ3760
C IF	 (M.NE.1)	 GO TO 440 5E.T03N00
C iET03810
C •++ ' +NUSTAP =	 .TRUE. bET03e2O
C GO TO 430 SL703H40
470 J=FIND12(CARD29CUL9EOUVEC) SET03850
IF	 (J.EUo-1)	 GO	 TO 440 SLT03860
FILST = NUMBER( CAMO29 COLS STAFIL9
	
ZERO ) 5ET03b70
C IF	 (FILST.NE.1)	 GO TO 440 StT03H90
C SETO3 'It 00















C^ SE70403$+ • CODE ADDED JAN. 18.1979 TO OUTPUT MULTI-FILE OUTPUT 0
SET04040
600 M s NXTCHR(CARD29COL) SLT040SO
IF	 (M * E0.8LANK) GG TO SO SET04060
I
F	 (M.E O.UB
	 )	 GO TO 660
GOF (M.MOCO) 60 TO 670
SET040?0
SET04080
660 J = FIND12(CAR02rCOLrEOUVEC) SET04090
IF	 (4.EO.-1)	 GO TO 440 SET04100
M : NVMAER(CARD2rCOL ► TRFORM92ERO) SET041 0
COL s COL	 I 5ET041 0
tF	 tM.Nf_.1)
	 GO TO 440 SL704130
GO TO 600 IT04 4#1
670 J e FIN012(CARD21SOLrEOUVEC) SET04
SET04
SU
60IF	 (J.EO	 1)	 GO TO 400
M a NUMRR(CARD2tCOL9NFr7ERO) SET04 70




04 00BIAS CONTROL CARD
StT042 0
490 CONTINUE SE704z2z10
NO a 22	 CC ``
SLT04240
m COL -1 Sf T04250VECOLMAX - 16	 NHS SLT04260
NK : NSS •1 SET04270
NNS = FLTNUN (CAR029 COLT BIAS(NK)r VECMAX) SET04280
60 TO SO SF.T04290
SET04300
C *END* CARD SttT04gg110
500 CONTINUE StT04320C
5ET04330










T HE SET OF
SPECIFIED INPFETVC2E 99 AND SET04390
SLT04410C











TEMP = COMENT(I) SE.T04490
COMENT(I)	 = COVHDI(I) SET04500







DO 520	 I=1r15 SET04570








 530 CALL WRTSM(NMAT,NOFET4.NOFET2•FETVC2) SETO4650
C SET NOCLS2=NOSUN2 FOR REST OF PkOGQAM SLT04bbU
NOCLS2=NOSU92 S0 04670
C SLT04690










0 SSO FORMATf//// SX• l *••+• INVALID CONTROL CARD REJECTED BY OATATk/SETSTOa^79











•	 (XT	 pyAT•	 IDATA. TOP *	IL• K. LCOMB• NSAMP. BIAS)
^^vvv
TAA000 0
TOA00030IMPLIC T INTEGFR	 (A-Y)
REAL	 X	 (15)	 •	 RMAT(460)	 .	 HIAS(16) TPA00040TPA00050f
C	 TNCL1)OF^ COMAK4• LI T TRA00060
NATION	 R OiKC DATA TRANSSF©© 	 COMM N
COM MON/TPhLC K /0Ll FMT•NOF A •FLDINF(6)•	 FETVEC(301
CSENO
01 MEN y IAN IPATA	 (TOP)
TKA000+40
00090TRAp
SUARnUTINE TiOANSF DOES A DATA-TRANSFORMATIO N USING THE TPA0^ ^0TRA00
	
0G	 FORMUL A
C	 XT s	 IT)ATA + AMAT • RIAS TWA00ii	 0
XT a COMPONFNT(1
	
)•	 TaANSFORMEQ DATA VECTOR TRA00140TRA001ti0
4
T()ATA	 a	 TN^ , lJT ON VECTOR	 (	 NOFEAT	 X	 1	 )












.COMa a LCOMA 	(IT —	 11	 •	 IL
XT	 (IL)	 =	 XT	 (IL) TRAS	 2TR A0020#C	 InATAWSAMP)	 RMATQ COMd1 002 0
10	 C O NT ttNUE















































































pp	 pp	 CC	 11
OfouTTCHmMOATi TO A A^LOOMpFSCALINvN INCTMEU^A^ STM
IANGEN MAX AND RANGE
C
IMPLICIT INTEGEO (A•Z)




8MAT(4A0). AMINt16)• AMAX(16)9 ACON(16)
REAL
	




ML1 	 Cn0MK •LT
C	 NCL1 	 Cn , 414K4•L TC	 NC1.110FCM04-0 S	 ST
nMMON/INF'OwM/N ILS?^NOSUelPoNOFET?•vAR5Z29T0TVT?.NQFLF2
AVA•+ 0 . OVAA2 • CL c-I1)^ • g 69•S 1 lHOS2 F SV .VERTX2.




•	 (,WPrHK #)) 6biotJOS( 1?4)
tt M
 NSInN HEnI(15)*4 O.(;S),0A fQ ) • COME NT(Iyb1OU VALENrE (HEnl(1).MFA1)(4)).(nATf(1).hEAU(2211.
	
7.	 1-4Ent(1).hEAi)(31111•(COMEt4T(IT•MEAO(48))
COMMON /GLndAL /Ht AI)(63 ) . •( A PTAP•1 ► ATAPE • SAV AP . NM iFILE•4MKEY•
	• 	 "IcFILL.HISKEY.1wFOw'+.EaIPTN•ENPKLY.MAPUNT•NOFILE•
	
•	 t)O11M An. UWu-oDS.6AGSIT__•DATFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL
• •NMSTUN.* ,4MCTF19SCT K IN 914APFL
• .nOT t I'dT.1)QTFIL•tdCNPAS.TkNS L.dMTQFL•HISTFL.P UNT.
r nATA TNANSF RV ATIIO 
o
NC044ON N``OCK
COMMON/TQaLCK/OUTF MT.NOFEAT.FLOI 1YF(6).	 FETVEC(30)
csENO
OIMFNS1nN FIL #4 1S(LCnMR •l01), IDATA(TOP). TOTPTS(16) •
• VERTCS(2.11).FL(d).FLUJaP(6)
C
U^An THE 00040INATES ( VEOTICES ) OF THE FIELD• FOR THE
DA A Tn HF TQANSFOKM	 •
C 10 AROLARt.Af)(FI.nNAM*VERTCS•FLDINF•NC)
F (LAR.En.o) (;n TO 21n
IF (LA4•LF.-1) GO TO 10
CC
C -	 POSITIAN THE INPUT DATA TAPE AND READ I N THE MEAGER RECORD
C





?O CnN ( I) =ACnw ( )
IINSAMPs(FLnINF(S)- FLntt NF(4))/FLO NF(6)•
^
INESs(FLn1NF(2)-FLn1NF(1))/FLUNF(3)•
1)MMY s (1 TNF4;•NSAMN)/2000
AI P=S17RT 01)MMY)











30 FILHIS(.J1 s .
tin 131)	 :1 .L IvESCALL LYNFw1 ► (IOATA•ENI)TAP)



















































































LKP1 O0 LK=1.,1J92=	 1
IF (KP.LT .FL(LK)) GO TO 110
IF (KP.GT.FL(LKP1)) GO TO 90
On AO J=1•LCOMB
XT(J)=O.
CALL TQANSF TO 00 A DATA TRANSFORMATION
CALL TRANSF
C	 (XT, 4MAT9 IOATA• TOP+ J• K, LCOM89 NSAMP• BIAS)
HISTOGRAM THE TRANSFORMED DATA ( USING TRANSFORMED DATA MAX
AND MIN ANn SC ALE FACTOR• CON . COMPUTEU IN SUAR. MAXMAT
TO nHTaTN THE HISTOGRAM 01 8IN LEVEL 99 FOR EACH TRANSFORMED
DATA POINT )




IF( OPT .1.E. 0) OPT = 1






70 FILHIS(J9101) = FILHIS(J9101) • 1
?40 TOTPTS(J)=TOTPTS(J)•l
GO TO 110
90 IF (LK P I.GE.JJ) GO TO 120
100 CONTINUE
110 CONIINUE
17 n CONT I NrE
130 CONTINUE_
140 CONTINUE
ELIMINATE PEQOUT/7	 OF POINTS FROM UPPER AND LOWER TAILS OF
THE TP , NSFORMEn DATA-DISTRI+17ION --- OHTAIN THE REVISED MAX
AND SCALING PARAMETERS CON AND MIN AFTE k APPLICATION OF PLkOUT
XPEW=PFQn , 17 /200.
CALCULATE MIN.MAX.AND CON ARRAYS
On ISO I=I.LCnMR




SIIMF IL=511' a F 1L + FIL H IS (I.J)







I F: (S0mV1l..LT.PE RCEN(I)) GO
J M 1 = J - I
MAXI) = JM1 ° CON(I) • XMIN
Vn TO 19n
IHn IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 175
190 CONT INUE




























C	 RETURN THE SCALING PARAMETERS • CON AND MIN • REQUIRED TO






























•	 PQPC'MK (61) . GROUPS ( 124 )
•COMMON/GLORALHISFI^.HISKEY.TPFORm*ENIPTP.EQPKEY,MAPUNTENOFILF,
	









































R AL AMAT(1) 8(3O)^
D MFNSION VE^(1)
1 EfiD(2^ C2) OW•COLUMN,(VEC(I)•I=1+COLUMN)








































































































































PEAL I AMAT11900)R8l )l)
nI MENSION ARRAY(TOP)rACARD(20)
D MENSION CHNVEC(30)
0 MFNS?ON CAkD161) CINDEX(12)tSINVEC(3)oSLASM(2)
C	 jNCLUOF COMNK1rLS^
C INCLUDE COMWK4rL ST
C	 INCLUDF COMWK69LISJ
COMMON/INFO4M/NOCLS2 ►NOSU82.NOFET2rVARS729TOTVT29NOFL029
•	 AVARZ•COVAR? ► CLSID2 ► SUBNO2•SURDS2rFLOSV2 ► VERTX2r
•	 FFTVC2(30)rSUHVC2(7gg) ► SURPTR(75) ►CLSVC2(60)r
•	 KFPPTS(60)rNOGRP ► GRPNAiM(60)96RPOEX(61)9
•	 GRPCHK(61 )lR0UP gg (1 z4)
DI M NSION HEOM S ) ► HEn2(15) ► DATEt3).COMENT(l5)
EQUIVALENCE (HED1(1)rHEAD(4)) ► (DATE(1)rHEAn(22))v
2	 (HFn2(1) ► HEAD(30)) ► (COMENT(1) ► HEAD(48))
COMMON/f,LO8AL/HFA0(63).MAPTAP.DA APE•SAVTAP.HMFILE*RMKEY
•	 HISFIL ►HISKEY ► TRFORM ► EkIPTP.ERPKEY ►MAPUNTrNaFILEr
•	 nRI)MAD•nPmwn5.PAGSIZ•DATFIL•STAFILrASAV ► ASAVFL
• .NHSTUN ► NHSTFI•SCTWUNrMAPFIL
0 ► DOTUNT.OOTFIL ► WCHPAS ► TRNSFLrBMTRFLeMISTFLrPCHUNT•
• CRDONT ► PRTUNTgkAN0I0
CSENQ
DATA BLANK/ l
 r/•EQUAL/r=r/ ► F/lFv/r
♦ P/lPl/90/#Ol/vT/rTl/ •SLASH/lrr/r!r













READ A CARD INTO THE BUFFER
READ(21 ► 2n4)(ACAND(l)9Ia1920)
200 WRTTF(30 ► 2001(ACARD(I)rI=1r20)
REwINn 30
PFAD(309141 CODE ► CARD








IF (CINOEX(T) .EG'. CODE) GO
17 CONTINUE



















5 RFAn(3n ► ?4) DATE
RFWI PI 'ri 3n
GO Tn 13
C SIORCLASS CAyO
TO (29394r5969A99911920r409609PO) ► I
BAD SUPERVISOR CONTROL CARD SETUPO•••#
(}r. I r t v^ ?^ a
1 4

























C• 	STAT FILE CARD
•
?0 M z NXTCHR(CAPD•COL)
21 IF (M .EQ. RLANK) GO TO 13
IF (M .FO. TACO) GO TO 25
IF (M .EQ. TACO) GO TO 30
?7 wRTTF(6.222)
222 FORMAT(' ERROR ON STAT FILE CARDS)
n0 TO 11
25 J = FIN012(CARD.COL9SLASM)
IF (J .FO. — 1) GO TO 22
23 IF (M X TFO. ( CACO? C60 ) TO 26
IF (14 .EO. F rlCD) GO TO 28
SO TO 21
26 J = FIND12(CARD•COWTNVEC)
IF (J .NE. 1) GO 0 22
H = NUM8Ek(CAPD9COL9SAVTAP9ZERO)
COL = COL - 1
SO TO 73
2R J = FINDI?(CARD.COL.SINVEC)
IF (J .NE. 3) GO TO 22
M = NUMEEk(CAWD•COL•STAFIL.ZERO)ST AFIL 	 - 1
C+0 TO 73
30 J = FIND12(CARD.COLrSLASM)
IF (J .FQ. -1) GO TO 22
37 M = NXTCHR(CAROtCOL)
IF ( M .FO. ORCO) C+0 TO 34
TF ( m
 EQ. FHCD) GO TO 36
r0 TO 21
34 J = FIND12(CAWD.COL.SINVEC)
M =F(NUMREH(CAPD9COL9ASAV•ZERO)
COL = COL — 1
GO TO 32
36 J = FIND12(CARD.COL9SINVEC)
IF (J . IJE. 3)	 GO TO 22
M = N,)MREP(CARD•COLvASAVFL.ZERO)
ASAVFL = ASAVFL — 1
SOL TO 32L	 1
rw
C w 	CHANNEL CARDCo
an M = NXTCHR(CAPn•COL)






VA u S77= p!OFF T2w (r4OFET2 . 1) /2
































































CALL WRTAMT(AMAT•ROW•NOFET2 FETVC p•8 SETO
610
620
IF(ORIG.EO.))	 CALL PRTCOV(A^RAY(COVA^2)rARRAY(AVAR2)•VARSZ29. 5	 0 63
640NOFET29ARRAY(SUBDS2)1 TOS
IF	 (NOFET2 .F.Q	 NOCHAN)
	 60 TO 13 S TO 650
WRlTE(Ar100)NOoET2.N0CMAN
FO MAT( •






670100	 CHANNELS	 FILE DOES NOT EOUAL TM
•• N0. nF CHANNELS AN A-MATRIX
	 ILE. • / • CHANNELS ON SrTAT F LE s ••	 S.TO 690
• I2/ • CHANNELS ON A-MATRIX s • r 12) SETO 690





CARD gg TO 7730
19 FORMAT( •

















+	 AVA pp COVAk •CLSID .SUPNO2 SUHDS2 FLDSV2•VERTX2•
•	 FFTVft(30)•uHVC2(5).SURP^R(75).^ SVC2(60)9
•	 KEPPTS(60).NOGRP96kPNAM(60)96RPDEX(61)9
•	 GRPCHK SAi ).fkOUP5``124)
DI MENSION HED1(15)•HE02(15).OATE(3)•COMENT(1S)
FOUIVALENCE ( ►+ED1(1).NEAO(4)). (DATE (I).HEADt2?))•
2	 (HFn7(1)•HEAU(30)).(COMENT(I).HEA (48))






nI MENSTON ARRAY(TOP)•NSUB(60)PUN` *PC
MUNO5l1?2
TPP=SUBnjj•1-1
41 P'S 1 1B ( I) =Ak.RAY (IPP)
NOFLO=NOFLD2
QEWIND ASAV







TF(ISTAT .EQ, n) GO TO 100
FILNO = ASAVFL • 1
WPTTE(69110)FILNO
110•NNTNG TOF FIL[Q.IN TRYING TO 





TF(IP.NE.1) AO TO 38
WRTTF(PUNCH.93)
33 FOOMAT( I MODULE	 TPAININ G FIELD'DECKI)
WQTTE(PUNCH.34) NOCL52vNOSU82.ROw•NOFLD.TOTVT2
34 FOQMAT( I NOCLS 0 914. 1 NOSUR 1.1291 NOFEAT 9 9129 1 NOFLO 0.I39


























'+1 Fn-lM 4Tf( l tL';l)VS	 l 92X.449 m (4X.A4)) )
WRTTF(RUNCH-3R) (ARkAY(K).K=SU8NO2.KK)














































































WRTTE(PUNCM•4A)	 (Ak^iAYIL)•LsSUB0529LL).	 -	 TRA001TRA0014n FODM AT W SUHnF_S	 9910(A493X))) TRA001Pj CONTINUF







no	 TRAM2n	 I=1.N0SU82	 •-•	
- -	
-	 TkAOOIQR Rnw•(ROW•l)/2 
	TRA00'PsCUP VC2(1)	 ,	 TRA01KCNTsKKK+wN-1C MULTTPLY A-fAATPTX PY MEAN VECTOR 	 TPAO0,
CALL MATVFC(AMAT.AFRAY(J)•AMEAN(L)•RO09NOFET2)	 TRA00





P1	 AFAN(T?	 ):AMEAN(I21)+8(KM)	 TRAO?M
nMPl1TFC C	 TP4N.fUQNEn CnVAR MATRIX TRAOTWA01C A- MATR • COVA w • A-MATk TRA14SPOS TkAOC MIILTIPLY A -MAT<R • CnVAR AW STORE INC TPAOCALL MTM.LS6(AM AT•ARRAY(K)oC ROWeNOFET2)
AR AY
	
TPAOC "MULTIPLY C Fir A TkANSPOSE AND S^ORF. IN
CALL MTMDAT(C•AMAT•CC•ROW,NUFET2rROw9ODgARRAY(KKK)) TRAO
WRITE(A5AV)	 AEPPTS(P).(ARRAY(II)•II=KKK•KCNT)• OTRAO•	 (AW^AN(II)•II=L•LL)




QS FORM AT( ONOP T 5	 196X9110 TRA01TRAOwRTTE(PUNCH•Q6)• 	 (AMEAN(II)vIIsL•LL) TRA01Q6 FORMAT( v REANS l •5E15.8)	 __-.	 -.
WRTTE(PUNCH. 4 7)	 (ARRAY ( II)•II =KKK9KCNT) TRAO
47 FOQMAT(vCUVAF0.5E15•8) TPAO
P2 CONTINUE TRA0 1TRAO}
TRA01L=LL+1
KKKsKKK+Rk TRA01TRAOK=K+VAQSZ2 TRAO?n rONTINUEE
TF(TPAN.NE.I)	 RETURN TPAO1TRA01CVl=R0W*(w0w+l)/2
CALL	 PG T OV(ARRAY(1)gAMEAN(1)•CV19ROWoNSUB(1)) TRA01




















































C%1 ► c3 p nUT1t NF AWTAMT(AIAAT914OO•COL1)NN.FETVCZ98)
14LIM TvTFSEP(A-7)
c	 Il)Ct11n r.M,A•.K4•L STc	 ^)Wjnr Co-i -ors.I_ l;T
ojm ticlnN wir)l(i-).HEo;A(jS).')ATF(1).COrFNT(15)
kr)t► 1VAI.F% ►r€' ( ,+knl O 1.r4Fan(4))•WATF(I)•HEA-)(22))9
2	 (''E.(12(1). ►•s;: All (1.1 )1•(CnNr lvT(1)• 01 AUJ48))
COMMon1 /4LnkAL /ME c , )(F3) • -• APTAP . 1)9T APL 9 4;AV A". "r ILE. "MKEY*
•	 HISrII..HiF^FV•T•+FrJ«M.t-eI +Tp,F,banET . '4Aa)11vT • NOFILE,
•	 nR( 1MAn• naMv:;1S	 ST.-lAr,Sl7.nATFTL•AFIL•ASAV.ASAVFL
•	 •NNST+ ; r ). J- 4;TFI•SCT•4L1N * MA 6)1: TL
•	 • nOTI)r;T.111)1FIL••+CHo'AS.TaN'.PL•HMT6(FL•HISTFL•PCMUNT9
• Cp nONT . d vT(P ) T •r!a Ji)In
c3kvU PC- A AmAT ('+(l v.c h ^)h *J t •"I )
DT , KcsT r ) m FtT,r C/Y1)- H(2^►)ATA CH/ohm( '•' ) 	 '/
* 4 ITV ( A .wr (if ))
l l F.')dvAT(' w-u CTn4 •. /]f ► )<.1?F)(.+/l0K.12Elf► .4/loA96E10.4)
.14 ITr. ( h •1) CD':•C0LU^4NAs 
Ks
S I F ( I ? r T,Co) 1_ r I-q N) IKSCOL( ► MN
1W U ITF( 4^.a) (rA•I=I•i.1K)
W C)TTF(A.'l) (Fr TVC7 (T).1=IH•IK)
024 1TF (R.A)
(lh 10 Js1.Wnw
10 'p lT1 (F.4) J•(Arr AT( f.l),IsI-4•lK)





I FnPMAT(///S7x• ' A- •+ ATE X'//
w	 SnK.•mt',. C)F (70 4 1 r luT1 1) S — '•13/
•	 S(1K•'•"). 01' C"A ,vIiL5 -'.131Fna. rI t/1;1 r.1A(;A4 * -'K )






SURROUTI&E PIOM M (AkaAY•TOP)
	
C•	 •in►+IST 1S T 14E nNIVEk ROUTINE FOk TM N•01MFNSIONA
LL
! EPROCEESgSOR
•	 ^	 TWM 1.40 12E AOMAYS AQE USED 	
^LANANC MMON ARRAY CMiST((l1MI0! fTOPt
nATA LI M IT/1?000/	 CM
f' niv—Picliln .•1cT(1zA0o)
n mFNSInn AwkAY(1).
	c 	 DEAD I N CONTROL CARDSC
CALL SFTIA(LIMTT)






































SUAROOTINF annoFS (TOP •NSAWO *NOFEAT *AEG IN•RF GINI)
I mOLICIT INTF&F 4 (A-Z)
TNCLUIIF CMMR
NPLUnk cn"f l .LtS(t	 • L . SCOMMON /kf ► i"' /N LwC ►+ •CIRVE 11 1 •MAXV C•MA PKFr ♦ 	 •CL.ASrt• c ► fM .L5•FIE p. AN. W^NOYt •FLUINit6 •SIrE•TOT N
•	 •CNTw l; N7 mv* 11 ► I^Z•CALOR I 9 COLOkP940FLFN • 019COL003MNOWIMP
•	 •TOATA•T O)TVF	 `
	
fC*	





•	 NCIREM - NO. OF COLOR	 "ANNFLS	 A
•	 CLRRV C - AkQAY CONTAINING COL064 CMANNELS	 A
o
	 M A%VFC - MAX TM IJM NO. 0	 VFCTUkS APPAY M AST	 AN STORE	 A
C•	 SUACLS - Kf.	
IC•	 CLASS
	
- KFY	 NDICATING FjFLI)S WILL MF GNOUpfQ ON	 LASS 9ASFS	 A
Y	 NO CAT NG F FLOS WILL A
	 GOOUP	 ON	 URC^^LASS GASES	 A
LUS WILLR	 COMPSTE	 AC•	 MFANSW	 KF Y tNO1CATING MFANS SF04L INPUT C^ FIE	 I O 
C • 	NOVFC	 - NU. OF UN i u(JF. VECTUN MISTOfiR A MM q	 A
•	 FLnfNF - ARRAY CONtAINiNG RFCTAN^ULA4 FIELP COOPDI NATES ANOUNO TNEA
•	 INPUT FIFLOS
	 A
•	 517F	 - N FFT7/& - Nn. OF COMPUTER WORDS TO STORE A PACKED	 A
•	 r ctonPA MM n VFCTON	 A









•	 In7	 - r+ EAINNINA 04 1 IM A^DkESS fOR STORING ID CODES
i
•	 Tnl	 - e2nFF gS Fnk STOK NG In CODES IN APPAY
o
	
COI.ORj - tDnPFSS FOR STORING COLOR CnnFS IN ARRAY
C • 	CO1 . Ou? - Gt r+ l ►,0 wfN r• 014014 AnOPESS FOk STO R ING COLOW COOEES
co
	
PUFLFN	 AMOONT OF STOPAGF AVAILABLE FOR STOKING IO/CALOR CODES
r.•
	10l	 - ACCIIM ( ' LAT I V 	 0 CnnF AN RnnWF55
co
	
COl0u1 - ACCu MULATIVf	 OLOR tObE ORUM ADnoFSS
C•	 NOn I MP - NO OF TI NFS I 0p/COL04 COQE	 WERE nuMPE0 ON DRUM
C•	 TnATAI - AnnvFSS FOR CT04 ING j4AG ^ Y nATA IN ARRAY
co
	 TOTVFC - TOTAL N(). OF VFCTC IMS IN 5HE AREA MISTOrkAMMFn
C nPAY4AD ANnFHIST COMMON HLOCK
rSFNnr
C	 PA';F	 An(1NFSSF_SS F' ►M ARRAY




REDUCF N0. OF SA MPLES PFD SCANADn00440ADD004Q0
inl s iso
1f►ATA) = lop	(NSA 3P •NUFFAT • 1)
IF (InATAE 66T. 6AOO) Ciu TO 110
wQTTF(N•1n0)
1nO FOOMAT (/ I TOO RUC ►+ DATA PFouESTEO•
• LTNF + / 0 ANn/04 NO, OF CHANNELS$)
AL CjprO
) i n Mtt^ T `11)r
PFun s ?u0n
TF (NCI.-JC# .NF. n) HIiFLFN s RFMD / 2
fF (kCI.KCM . F ►:. 0) HUFLfN s Ff MD
TF (MFANS4 .Fu. 1) kUFLEN s REPO
COLOPI : 1D1 • 00FLEN
nRIIM AnoFv55ES
C 1`10742 s h r f: TAI
107 s Clg T w? • "ARVkC
COL04A = I00 • MAXVFC
nQATNAi. nul)• 1 tiTA4T AnOWFSSFS
PFGIt)1 = COLnP ? • MAXVEC
C
TD3 = Ii ► )











QUOROOTINf Fl( ►CLS(FIEL()S•STAMNT• • • • • • •IPT+Vf i.X!	 FLD0A010
C•	 FOCLS OkOUPS T"F. FIELDS f ARDS ON A CLASS BASES FONI 'ROCESSING	 F^uA0030C•	
m6LIC IT iatFfFrt tA•21	 FL OA SpC	 NCLtfui CgM:•a I •LST	 FLMt00h0NCLunf M '-t 11.1	 F 	 p
lOmwom JjNF4),?m /Noe^ T5[•N0SUP2•N FFT? Vey T. t1TvTP N i`t12•	 FLI S^ AO
•	 AVA+CnVART•CL t02. uRN	 S PnS2	 SV2. RTX2•	 Fl 0 90
7
•	 Fc TV t(30)• KUHVlm4, .UAPTP 7%)•CL C1t6 •	 FL^00 0
•	 tcFPP S(A0!•Nnf^P * 6kPNA4(b01• MOEX(611+	 FLQJO 
0^tli+S( p^IFLU pp IsCOMMON /NUI M /NCLRiM + CLRVFC ( 3 0 ) +MAXVFC + M A Pttf 	 FL 0 
•	 CI AS5 • Slly L ♦ FI f O• M FANSw • NOVEC•F	 Nfk1.5IZ •TOTMNS	 FL 0 4D





nI MENS10k FIFLOS(4.1)+VERTEX(1) 	 FL000 AO
IOATCAL IgWITCH	 F1D000190
tttllF T (N^OFLO? J0, n1 / TTPT s	 F1000 10
1F (NAF`` n^ .F0 ( ► > GO TO 1S	 FLDOg TT2
IPT a TPT • FIh 0"S(4•NOFLn2) •2	 FLDOO3079 COHTiF4Ur
	
FLn O i0
AO T0O (j0•i0n).STAMNT	 FLOS0 50
A0 T a LA DEAC)(FIELDS(I•NOFL02 . 1)•VEkTEX(IPT)• ►L(2 t4ll) •FIELOS(49NOFLDFLD00 60
•T•1))	 FL00270
C	 FLOOOSAO
C	 wAc CLASS9S0HCLASS•FIEL0• OR SEND* ENCOUNTERED	 FLQ00 90
C	 FLn00300
1F t I .r
	
- ) 60 TO 90	 FL000 0
IF ( j .F')• ' )) Gn Tn ln
 
Gn TO in	 FLDp O 0
I!F ( I .^':.	 p0p 88F t t . 0 r). 0) Gn TO 40	 FL 
O
00 50
C	 CLASS CAOO	 FLDOA360
C	 FL000 7000 IF ( S -vTTC r4 ) GO TO 1t► n	 FLOOO A0ST4 4!4 a ?	 FL 003QOQFTU w -j ?
	
FL 004 Qp
Inn 0FsO(3n9110)CI.5VC2(1)	 FL 00410foCWT- 1
 V)	 FL0004PO
Pft,l'1. g 12 a I	 F Ln00440
^pFLn? a ►► 	 FLQOO4SO
•rnK ► OPP a 11 	 Fl. 00460
KMITCv a .F11 SF.	 FLD004T0
no TO al	 FL000440
FL000490
C	 SUPCLASS CA^V	 FLU0000
FLD00510
}









?0 n o 	 FLOOOS60
FLD005?0
C	 FIFLO CARD	 FLOOOSAO
FLn00SQ0
I 1n NOVI.n2 : . 10F) D? • I	 FLD00600KTAMNT a I





Ion RFT1014 3	 F1.I ► 00660C	 FLOf106]0
FNn	 FLD00640
FILF: FLnFLn









C	 TNCLUnE C M:+hI•LIST	 FLD00070
CtNCLUDF C ►-o R 11+``I C T	 FL000080






•	 KFPDTS(O%#)) •NOrkP•GWPNAM(60) •GRPOEX(61)9	 FLD001120
	
•	 CRPC.HK (61) .AP(iUPS ( 124)	 FLD00130
COMMON /NDI M/NCLHCH•CLRVEC(3n),MAXVEC.MAPKFY9 	 FLD00140
	
•	 CLASS.Su9CLS.FIEL09MF ANSWeNOVEC,FLDINF(6)•SIZE*TOTMNS	 FLD00 SO
	





















WAS CLA5S.S( leCLASS9FTEL09 OR SEND* ENCOUNTERED
IF ( I .F 7. -1) GO TO 90
IF ( I . ►"_';). -2) GO TO 110
IF ( I . E rl .	 1) GO TO 120
IF ( I .Efl. 0) GO TO 130
C	 CLASS CAs-iO
C
9n PFAD(3A.100)CL5VC2(1)QFWl ^,n ,0
m OCLS?_ = I
Inn FO0MAT(1Cx,A4)GO TO An
C	 SUQCLASS CARD
C
110 QEAD(30.10U)SU Q VC2 0 )Q E w I N D In




CC IPA RFTUR !d I




































































































no Ion K = RGCHAN.NOFEAT
TCNAN = ICHAN + 1







9URQOUTINE FLOSUj(FIEL05*STAMNT**9* * 0 eIPT * VERTEX)' FLD00010
C*' FLD00030Co F f15UN CONT WOL THF. PROCESSING OF THE FIELD CARDS ON THE SUBCLASS FL000040
C^ LEVEL FLD00050
C TMPLICIT	 INTEGER	 (A-Z) FLD0070
C INC LUnF CUM-4R1.LIST FL000080
C TNCLUOF C'4n r ll * LIST FL000090
COMMON/I NF U^M/NUCL5j * NOSUR?*NOFET2*VAWS7? * TOTVT2 * NOFLD2* COM00010









LOAICAL S W ITCH FL000120
DATA SWITCH/ * TRUE * / FLD00130
nIMENSION FTELDS(4 * 1) * VERTEX(1) FL000140
C FLOnO150
IF	 (NOFLn2
	 * E0.	 n)	 IPT = 1 FLD00160
IF	 (N'OFLO2 .EQ.	 o)	 GO TO 75 FLD00170
C IPT = IPT . FIELDS(4*NOFLD2)*2 FL0001190
75 CONTINUEC
FLD002100
GO TO	 (RO*110*90)*STAMNT FLD00220
C An I	 = LAPEAO(FIELDS(1*NOFLD2•1)•VEuTEX(IPT)*FLOINF(I)*FIELDS(4*NOFLDFLD002a0
*2*1)) FLD00250
C WAS CLASS*S I!RCLASS*FIELD* OR SEND* CARD ENCOUNTERED FLD00270
C FLD002AO
TF	 (IEQ.	 -1)	 GO TO AS FLD00290
IF	 (I	 .4D.	 -2)	 GO	 TO	 100 FLD003nO
IF	 (I	 .F ,J.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 130 FLD00310
IF	 (I	 . w (j.	 n)	 GO	 TO	 140 FLD00320
FLD003




9A TF(SWTTCH)	 GO TO 90 FL000360STAr4NT =	 3 FL000370
SWTT('H =	 ,TaUE. FL000380
PFTLIR'•)	 2 FL0003QO
QO PFAD(3n.1?.0)CLSVC2()) FLD00400QE w IN r•	 30 FLD00410
NOrLS2 = 1 FL000420
GO TO Q O FLD00430
C FLD00440
C SURCLASS CARD FL000450
C 100 IF	 (SWITCH)	 GO TO	 110 FLD00470
STeMNT = 2 FLD004AO
PE TURN ?. FL000490
110 WF a D(30*120)SURVC2(1) FL0005nO
PEWINn 30 FLD00510
1 ?.n Fn 0m AT(l0K * A4) FLD00520
NOFL0? = n FLD00530
NOCUW2 =
	 1 FLD00540
TPT =	 I FL0005SO
SWITCH =	 .FALSE. FL000500
GO TO Qu FL000570
C FLD00590
C FIELD CA g D FL000590
C FL000600
130 NOFLn2 = IjUFLD2 •	 I FLD00610
STAMNT	 =	 1 FLD00620



















































































C•	 NOHSTI SETS I IP THE LOGIC FOR HISTOGk4MMING THE DATA AND WRITING
C•	 THE Nl)IM FILF
C,•
IMPLICIT INTEGER (4-7)
01 6  MFANS
n NFNSTUN P+IST(1) 9 ARRAY( ).MEANSQ)
nt FNSION FTFL05(4.1)•FEIVEC(30)• L(12)•VE R TEX(1)
INCLUna tOMwK1.LSi
TNCLUnF CoM^Ks	 ST







•	 no11MAn.nom4nS9 PAGSIZ .nATFIL•STAFIL.ASAV.ASAVFL




•	 •rNTR19CNTR29I(11•ID29COLOHI9COLOR2• R LIFLEN 9ID39COLOW 39NODOMP
•	 91DATA19TOTVECCSFNn
C	 INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
TE NTE R = 0STWNT
9n LENTH = N^VFC•SIZE
no An JK=I.LENTH
An HTcT(JK) = n
nVPFt O =n0/'.1y40
VFrC N)T = n
NOnUw P = q
NOVF C = 0
TnTVFC = n
NOFLn? = 0TOTVT ;^ = 0




A7 MF4NS(T) = non
TOTMwS = D
AS TF (CLASS .Fl. 1 1
•	 V<<^1^x)
oTF (SORCLSV^F-).1)
IF (FIE! ( o r"* 1)
r
1 nO L I^'c T L"I = F L rl INF l l )
LI NFlOn = FLOINF(?)
SAA"STW = FInTNF(4)
cAMF.NO = FL n I t4F (4•)
SA M INC = FLriINF (n)FTFLr,c%f?.'- ,)Fl.n 7 ) = NOCLS?
FIFLQS(3. JUF1_n 7 ) = WI)SU,+2TnTVT? = F(FLDS(4.NUFI.U2)
IF ( L"F A NS • .Fu. 1) TOTMNS
C	 _
NSAMU = (SA AFN)-SAMSTP)/SAMINC • 1
C.
C	 COMBINF PLOTTING AND r_ULUR CHANNELS
r
0)0 116 T=l ol-OFFT2
11n FFTVFr(I) = FtTVClII)
IF (11,r.1-NCH .Fij. (1) GO TO 130
r	 r.RF rnlOk C"AN10-LS ANn PLOTTING CHANNFLS . THF SAME CHANNELS
C
IF (NOFFT? .n'F. wCL H CH) an TO 102
no l n l I=19 ,0Ft:12
TF (FFTVF.C(T) . KF. CL4VFC(I)) GO TO 102
In1 rn'ITT^,IIl:





CALL FLDSU8(FIELDS.STA MNTtLloo •&Sln.t~S2n.IPT•
CALL FLDFLD(FIELDS.ST AMNT*kl nn.6S30•IPT.VFNTFX)
. TOTVT2




QRCHAN s I NUh00800
AO Tn 1i5 NUH00810
In? tnNTINr)F NOM00820
no l2n	 Iml1oNCLwCH NUH00830
l7n FETVFC(NOFET2+I)	 = CLRVEC(I) ND40OA40
13A ►IOFFA T s NOFFT2 • NCLRCH NUMOOSSO
C NUM00860






C IF REMAINING STOkA EGF IN MIST ARRAY IS LESS THAN 20009 EMPTY NOM00930
C nRUM.
ARkAy NISIN MAP TAPE•STOkE ONTO






(MAPKEY.NE.	 1)	 GO TO 105 NDHOO970
STMRAE = LIMIT - NOVEC •STZE NOM00990
IF(STnQ GE	 LT. ?000)
	
GO	 0 103
CALL STOOA^(ILINE•NSAMP•HIS	 (NO VEC+1)•STOkGE•8EGIN1)
Nrrh 00990
NOW	 000
rn TO 1 n 5 NDHO1010
1"3 VFCTRI	 = CQLOR2 NUM01020
wQnS = NOVEC 4ST7.E NDHO1030
CALL WwRITE(VECTRI•HIST•W PDS •ISTAT) NDHO040
104 IF	 (TSTAT	 .FQ.	 I)	 GO TO 104 NDHOIOSO





NDH01110C INITI117F	 IMAGE DATA TAPE
NDHOI120
IAS CALL. TAPHOk( DATAPF•DATFIL) NUM01130
106 IF	 (ISTAT?.	 .E(1.	 1)	 6U	 TO	 106 N'DHO1140r!nHo 1150
C POSITION IMAGE TAPE FOR THIS FIELD NUH01160C NOM01170
NDHi011Q0CAL^LiE FLnINT(FLDINF(1).FETVEC•NOFEAT)(aPTS
	 =	 n N04012nO
N OH01210
C DEAD A SCAN	 LINE OF DATA AND PROCESS IT NDHO1220
NDHn l230
no 5C0 LINE=I.InSTN•LINEND•LININC
NDHO1240NLTNF	 = NLINF	 +	 1
C NUH01260
CALL	 LTr ..;E L U(APPAY(IC`ATAII.FNDTAP) NDHO1270
IF	 (FwnTA P 	.EA.	 -1)	 GO TO 609 NDHO1280
C NDH012QO
C
READ IN A SCAN LINE FROM CLASSIFICATION/CLUSTER MAP TAPE NDHn1300rrf)H01310
IF	 0NAP4EY	 .EO.	 1)	 CALL RFSTO(NLINE.NSAMP 98EGIN1) NDHO1320
NOH01330
C FIND	 INTE iq SFCTTOWS FOP r,4-P FIELDS NUH01340C NUH013L^0
CALL
	
FDLI"4T(VF.RTEx(I PT)•FIFLOS(49NOFL02)•FL.LINE9	 SAMP•NI) NDH01350
C NE)HO1370
nO	 400	 J=1• ,4 19 P NDHO13RO
TP	 =	 (FL (.a)- S 1 N 5T o )/SAMINC	 +	 1 NUH01390TF
	 =	 (FL ( J +1) -	 S pM 5T 4 ) /SA M INC	 +	 1 ,4timn1400
TF	 ( v 0!)(SA. ► '9TN.SA N INC)	 .NE.	 MUD(FL(J)•SA M INC))	 IH	 =	 IR	 +	 I NnHn1410
IF	 (TR	 .GT.	 IF)	 60	 TO	 400 NDHO1420C N0401430
00	 350	 r.=tn.IE Nf)"01440
C cTnTV
	 C.	 =	 T^.^TVFC	 •	 1 rn)HO1460
NPTS
	 = NF-TS +	 I VOH01470
C HISTOnP4k V C CTOQ fl:014014FUC N(.Hn1414U
CALL	 r•)D ,+5T?( K. AkwAY(InATAI). H IST•NOFET29VECS WT•NSAMP . igo"nlSnO
•	 ARRAY(1)	 .	 VFCCNT9nVRFLO.( qOFEAT•d r3CHAN) NOH,)1510
C rinHu 1520
IF A NFW VFCTOP WAS Fnuwp .VECSWT :	 I r.i.,Hn1530
C 00HO 1540
7.70 TF	 (MFAivSw	 .FA.	 n)	 GO	 TO	 330 r^^01550
*.I'n (^ l Sh(I




CALL FLf)MEM(AWQAYi . inATAI) * KoNSArPoNOFEAT*MFANSoPGCMA 1 9NPTS) NI)HO SQO0
110 IF (VEfSWT eNFe 1) GO TO 3SO MDHO 610
C ARRAY(T0
	 ♦ VECCNT) = NOFLD2 NGHO 6320IF	 (MARK .Y	 .E rie	 0)	 GO TO 340 M HO
C NONO 6%0
C RETRIEVE CL I)STEREO/CLASSIFIED	 DATA FROM DRUM NDHO
1 640
660
C 6AOCALL RFSTOR(K.ARP Aw(IU1 •VFCCNT)) HOMO
C 340 VECCNT a VECCNT 	 ♦ I NUMO 700
IF (VECCNT eLEe	 (PUFLFN-1)) GO TO 3SO
NUMO ? 0
C
C nUMP ONTO OPUM NOMO1730
C NOHO 740
NOnUMP a NOnUMP ♦ I





ID P = IO2 + HUFLEN NU M0 770VEErCN^T = n





IF	 (NCLRCH	 .F r).	 0)	 GO TO	 SO NOHO 900
CALL P WRITF(C nLOP2.AURAY(COLORI)•BUFLEN9ISTAT2) NDHO18 0
COLOR? z COLOKP + HOFLErl NQpDHOIA 0




IF OVWFLO IS GREATER THAN 09 HISTOGRAMMED DATA 	 TABLE IS. VECTOR
NDH01900
C NOH011910
TF MV PFLU .ED. 0) GO TO 505 NDHO1920
WRTT r ( f+e221) NDHO1930
2PI FOPf•+tT (////) NDHO194 0
WWTTF(6.225)OVPFLO NGH01950
275 FOP MAT( ,ze169 1 VECTORS WERE NOT HISTOGRAMMED. PUT USED IN COMPUTINNDH01960
•G FTFLn MEANS•	 If	 APPLICAALE O ) NOM01970SOS CONT I M iF rIDHO 1980
IF	 (FIFLO	 e"IFe	 1)	 GO TO AS NDHn1990
CALL 'APTFIL(^ISToMEANS•A qPAY(Inl).ARRAY(COLORI)•FIELDSoVERTEX9 NDH02000
•	 IF")TF J ) NDHO2010
GO TO 40 NnH02020
C NUH02030
C. WPITF WISTOM->N FILE NUHO?040
C
N()MO2O%O
Sin CALL wP TFIL(HIST•MEANS.ARRAY(ID1).AWRAY(COLORI)•FIELDS•VERTF K • NUH02060
•	 TENTF^J ) NDH02070
60 TO W NOHO2090
C NDH02000C 9-END C A WU FOOND
nNi(DHO2110
C 57n CAI.L
	 • O TFIL("ISToMEANS*ARRAY(ID1)•AROAY(COLO R I)eFIELOS•VERTEXt NUHO2 20
•	 TENIF ,%) NUH02 30Sin FNnFILE WHtiTUP! NDHO2 AO
OFTwINn 4 STUN h bH02 SO
rIUHO2160OFTUn J
Ann wPYTF((,.610) NDHO2170
51n FODMAT( l FRROP IN FIELD CAWn. AHORTINGO ) NOHO2190












































































NnHST PEQFORMS THE 11 Tu I^ HANNEL HISTOGRAM	 •THOU 4
THE HfST(16464 15 COMPUTED FOS E17MER ONE OR Two SETS OF CHANNELS NDM000%
C•C•
•
IMO ICIT INTEGER (A-Z)































C g TOPE LAST A PITS OF IDATA(IIII) INTO COMWRO(III) IN
C RYT ► pOSI7`I0w 7 1-YTE9 LEFT TO RIGHT
IF ( N CLRCH .F(4. n) GO TO Inn
IF ( mFANSr .FO. 1) GO TO 100
CALL PTCOLR(TOATA9J*NOFEAT9COLWRO•NSAMP•NOFET29NGCHAN)
Inn CONTINU.
IF (NOVEC .FO. 0) GO TO 13FC
C	 COMPAWING VFCTOKS ALREADY FOUND WITH IN COMING VECTOR
C
lln no lin K=I.:vUvEC
C
no I?n L=195I7E
IF	 NE. HIST(L9K)) GO TO 130
C I ?n CONTINI)F
C	 FOIIND A M ATCHING VECTOR
r
c	 no OfkF OF TwF FnL1.O,01NG
c	 1) HISTt)G(;AM TilE V FCTUM ONLY IF COLU4 COnES FOP HOTH VECTORS ARF
f	 THE caRF.
C	 P. n0 1,10T C IECK COLOR CUUF.S IF MAP TAPE IS PEING INPUT OR MEANS
C
	
FOR F1ELD c, A4E i4I'46 COMPUTED
C IF ( •;CI.PCr+ 9Fn. 0) 60 TO 126
IF ( p• F ,% N5 - .F(.. 1) 60 TO 126
C
C	 IS COLO &w COnE IN CURF ON ON OPUM
c
IF (Nnn!I wP .FO. (i) GO TO 1?2
IF (K .GT9 (NOnuMP •HUFLEN)) GO TO 122
ADnaEG = Cnt ORI 9 ( 01nnUMN-11) • HOFLEN + K - I
CALL QPF.AD(AnnRES9COCFS919ISTAT2)
1?l IF (ISTAT2 9E0. 1) GU TO 121
AO TO 124
17? WK = K - (P.OnU V R O ^ 4 0FLE u)
CnnFS = AkknY ((OL oP I + KK - 1)






C f NTW1 s CNT a7. • K	 1CAI. PPFADtCr.T p 1.000r;T9• 1 •ISTATI
IPA IF( STAT .Fn. 1) Gn TO 12A
COUNTu a C nt )F.T ►' • 1
CALL R l+aI TE (CNTk) •COUPITR• 1 • ISTAT11




115 IF (NOVEC .LT. MAXVEC) GO TO 137
nVQFLOa UV R FLLO • 1
IF1TFI6F1331D 1) GO TO 136
173 FOQMAT( //////)WQT TF. (R.123)'NAXVEC'
173	 AAT(/
 IS
	CnkE LI M ITS EXCF_EDED. MAXIMUM NO. OF VECTORS • / $ ACCEPTE




)17 NOVFC a NOVFC • i
nO 14A L=19SI7E






l4E(CtjTQI . COUNTk • 19ISTAT3)
145 IF (ISTnT3 .FQ. 1) GO TO 145
V E
 CCWT z I
If ( wFANSW . NF. 0 .OR. MAPKEY .NE. 0) GO TO ISO


























































c-ORkOUTINE PICOLw( IDATA . K. NOFEAT•COL'+RD•ySAMP . NUFET? • HGCHAN)
C •	 PICOLk FXTk +C T TmF COLOa SHANNFLS FROM DATA ANU
C•	 PACK THE K QIT PIXELS IN
	
A COMPUTE R N^wo
IMPLICIT 114TFGEQ IA-7)






nI m NSION Ir"ATA(1)L Org CAL*I LnumW e LLt1UM(4)
OU VALENCE (InuM.LDUM(1)).(IIDUM.LLDOM(1))
1ttnU"A:n
f^0 i n n l zl*NCLRCH
I I =K•(aGCHAN*1-2)*NSAMP
T OUMzTMATA (II)
Inn LLnUM ( 1)sLnIIM(4)










	PESTO wETRIFVFS THE CLUSTER MAP FkO4 DRUM A LI NE AT A T114E
r•	 RESTOR PICKS OUT THE DESIPED ID FROM WITHIN THE LINE
C•
IMPLIr'IT INTFnER (A-t)C	 !Nr;L(IOF. C0mnrth.LIS7
COMMON/4LO49L/HEAn(61).MAPTAN.nATAPF.SAVTAP.9MFILE•PMKEY•
•	 MISFIL.MISKFY•TNFORM.EkIPTP.tOPKFY.M4PUNT•NOFILF•
t	 •	 nRU''An . nwN+Mils P A64;1) . n4TFIL . STAFIL.ASAV • ASAVFL
• .N ►+ST"N*wHSTFI . SCTR1IN . MAPFIL
• onOTU"fT*!l(ITFIL91JCMPASeTPNS L•RMTRFLPMISTFL*PCHUNTo
• l'k0UNT 9 PwT0tJT • w&NDIO
CSENn
C	 COMMON /IUwn aD/ IDwORD(1o00)
40nPES : RE n INI • (ILINE-1)•NSAMP
C
CALL RPEAO(ADDkES.IDwORU•NSAMP.ISTAT)
1S0 IF (ISTAT .vO. 1) 60 TO ISO
IF (ISTAT . raE. 0) RETURNWPTTF (6.1nn)
100 FOR ►(AT( t


































































































SET1011REAUSs'fME( ►CONTAQL CARDS FOR THE NDTM PROCESSOR
co
IMQLI^IT INTF6FR (A-Z)
n I MEN I0N CODE(10)•CARO(62)9E000OM(3)•ACARD120)
C	 nATA NOUT/10/
DAT4 FWC04/2• • s 9 ^^^/
DATA RLA%K / • @/9 CPz0/•Cl/•FACD/IFX/9MACD/IMI/9PPCD/•P•/•
1	 SPCA/•S•/•UnCO/lul/
DATA Cnntt/•CEANI•IDATAt•fMAPF•••MISF••











•	 AVAW2•COVAR?•CL% 9 tSUANO •^ugDS2•F`US ?•VERTX2•
•	 FFTVCC2(30)•SU VCZZ( 5)9SU8 TR(75)•CL. VCZf%,01c
•	 KFHPTS(60)•NOGRP GWPNAM(60)9GRPDEX(61)•
•	 SRVCHK(6 )96ROUPS(124)
n M NSInN HFn1(15)•HEDE(1S)•DAT (3)•COMENT( S)




))*(DAATE 1)•MEAO 2 1)
2COMMON /GLOBAL / ►+ EAU(63M •MAPIAP : ^ATAPFENST AVTAPEHMFILE SMKEY
•	 HISFIL•Hl KEY91RFORM EiI PTH ERPKEY•MA^UNT•NaFILE•
•	 nRUMAD•nRMwT)59RAGSI19nATFIIL9S^AF L9A^AV9A AVFL
•
• .DOT0,4T.f)OTFILgNCHPAS:TRNSFL•BMTRFL•HISTFL•PCHUNT•







NOrLs? s nNO I;UQ2 = 0
7F PO z 0
NCLPCH a n
MEANSw = 0
NOFG T P s 0
FIFLn = 1
MAPKF Y s 0




100 FO0MAT(/11A * l lNPUT SUMMARYI//)
C GETUP REREAD OUFFEk
C
CALL QFWFAn(3n9A0)







vRTTF (A9l?n) Co0F. I.CAWD
IPP FO01iAT(IX•A4.6X*h?A1)
• ll n FQQy AT( 4496t*h?Al)nn 13n	 I:I.I'VOT
IF cru0E1 • F, j. CunE (l) )
J im CONT INUF
1 1+ s wwITF(F.I4n)
Ion FnoMAT( I I'4VALIO CONTRUL CAPO - IGNORED 9)
cn TO ln5
c
}5 4	 ^rt^.:i^3: L
 PAGE )a













(1; fir;;: .:AL PAGE IS'
t I;' 1' . :	 QUALITY
CHANNEL CARO
IS0 MaNXTCMa(CA0E1•COL)F (M .F(). •iLANKI GO j0 10s
F ( y •V ol PNCn)'60 TUU l60
F ( M .E(^. C4CO) GO TO 170
t
s3 MITF ( A.1Sri)
siS FORMAT( I E4ROR ON CHANNELS CAROB)
AO TO 105
140 J a fIN01? ( CARO•Cnl.. Qui0M)




I7n 1 a FIN0^2(CAPO•COL•E000OM)
MCI. RCM a NUMSEQ(CAWD•EOL•CLRVEC•NCLRCM)




Ian M a NXYCMR ( CAW 09COL)
IF (M .EQ, 4LANK) GO TO IAS
IF ( M .E g o U"0) GO TO 190IF (".FQ. FPED) r,0 TO 00
j ar, WOTTF(60147)
1 0 7 FORMAT(/ EKaOR ON UATA FILE CARO•)
SO Tn 10s
lhn J a FINU12(CAPD+COL•EA000M)
I F (J .NF. ?) GO TO855
V c NIIMRF?(C,yn•COL•UATAPE•ZERO)
Col. a r )L - 140 In tan
?.On .1 a F1)jD12(rAk0.CnL9FU000M)
IF t .l . vF. . ) LO Tb 11tt^^55
M = r,,I)MKF4(Cr.wn.COL•OATFIL.ZER01-
nATFTL= OATF1L - If nt. a CUL - 1
SO In IkC
CLUSTER/CLASGIFICATION MAP TAPE
71n M = f,, XTCrW(C"P r),C fX)
IF ( N .FU. QtANK) GO TO 0SIF (',' .Fq. W ,-CU) GO TO 2 AIF ( 4' . f , ). F -^CO) 60 TO 2r0
715 m941T1;1592?0)?;On FOOMt r ( f EkNU .. ON OAS FILE CARO I )
r n
 In 11.5
?in J a FTNn12(r6Qn.CnL+EAU22COM)
MF a ( rd jmHFa ( rAwn . CUL•MAPUNT•ZERO)
V A DKF Y - 1
COL a rOL - I
C0 TO ?10
7sn ,1 2 F(Nlll ?(rAw0.COL9E000OM)
IF (.) .• F.	 e) 6%) TO ?15
Ma NI)4NC4 ( CnNn . 00L.MAPFIL.TENO)
MAOFIL = MA PF1L -1
AOL TO ?013 - 1
N-nI M H15101 ,1,00 FILE
?SA M a NrTCHr(CAwO.COL)
IF ( 00 IV ). 1 LANK) GO TO 05
IF (" .tQ. III CM (3,U TO 7^n
IF ( KI .E f j. FOCr;) (-,I) TO lq0
. $ AM WRTTF ( A.?6NI
PAS 
FOPMAT(f 
f" Dw4 ON N-0114 HISTOG« AM FILE CAWDI)
7741 .1 : FTNr112!rapn.C(1L,F1000M)
TF(•1 . i *	 %) GU TO 260

















































SFTO 540SE 7 0 SSOSET 0 560
StT01'*70




240 J a FIND21CAR0•CCOLO 26UCCOM)
MM
F a NUCMcO RICARDatOLT9NHSTFIOZERO)68
LL TO 2S0	 1
OPTION CARD
330 M a NXT MRtCARO•C041
F (M	 0• RwAO))6	
0 1
F( M 0. q 0) GQT





HR0a ON OPTION C)►RV )
340 CASS n 
1p
rp FL 365
390 SUgCCLS a 1














370 M a NXTCHR(CAHD•COL)





340 M a NXTCHR(CA PD•COL)





400 M a NX TCHR(CARn•COL)
w An(30.380) HED
p W IND 3 p
50 TO 105
• C	 HED?.
C 410 M a NXTCHR(CARn•COL)






C	 S17E a IgOFF, T ?/4
IF ( Mon(NOFET?•4) . NE. 0) SIZE = SIZE • 1
MAXVEC : L.I M l /SIZE
C
C 	 YNTTF(491000)
IF (NOFFT2 ►4E. 01WPITF(6. 10101(FETVC Mz t) • 1=1•N0FEET2)
IF (NCL 4C H :NF. 0)wk1TI(6.)020)(CLWVEG(I)•Isl•NCLRCH)IF ( MAPKF-T	 1) wkITE(A91030)
IF (CL ASS . ► '`. I)wk1TF (6.1040)
TF ( F (IFL^ S .F F. r- I lk,PITE16y1060)1
I F (rFANS+	 f( J . I)wW11F.(h•1070)

















































IO A FOPMAT( f HISTOGRAM DATA VECTORS FROM JMANNIFLS ••lb(Ij•IX))
f1 A iO:MAT(:  C
C





A^^ iAoMiTt^ M S(TjR^MIA SpL
ASSEG IN^UT^)
QSA ipPMAT(^ N STOG ►iAM	 LD BY 
P
C A S•1
OAp FpQMAT ( : M ^TnGRAM FLp ON FFF 	 II LDS BASEST)































SURROUTINE STODAT ( ILINE •NSAMP•HIST•LIMIT98EGIN1)
Co
	












TOTWPn = ILINE •NSAMP	 -
IF (TOTWAD .LE. (0RMWDS-(DRUM4D-8EGIN1))) GO TO 120
WRITEli.11O)
110 CALLAT(l
 NOT ENOUGH DRUM SPACE TO STORE DAS TAPE DATA@,






FLn( S ) = NSAMPFLn(6) = 1
AEGI N = BEGINI
CALM FLOINT(FLn	 •FETVEC•NOFEAT)'
PUM S = TOTWAO / LIMIT
IF (M'OD(TOTWkU•LIMIT) •NE• 0) DUMPS s DUMPS! I .-
TOTL1l-S = LIMIT / NSAM,P
TF (TOTLNS .GE. ILINE) GO TO 140





INE(OUMPS) OaLI INE - TOTLNS•DMP
90 TO 1S0
140 NLTNE(l) = ILINE	 _.





C	 STORE ON HIGH SPEED DRUM
C
NWORnS = y0Rn5 • NSAMP
CALL RWRITE(9EGIN•HIST(1)•NWORDS91STAT)
C 2n O BEGIN = BEGIN • NLINE(J) • NSAMP












































































SUBROUTINE WRTFIL (MIST•MEANSsIO•COLOR •FIELOS •VERTEx►.I)
Cc•
C•	WRTFIL WRITFS THE NDIM FILE
C•
lI






















DATA FLANK/ 9 I/
T'= I • 1
:F I .GT. 1) GO TO 100





C	 WRITE RECORD 1
100 WRTTE(NHSTUN) NOFLD29NOSUP29TOTVT29NOVEC
C	 WRITE RECORD 2
C	 WRTTE(NHSTUN) CLSVC2(1)+(SUHVC2(I)9I=I#NOSUR2)9((FIEL()S(19J).
•	 I=1.4)•J=I#NOFLD2)9((VERTEX(19J)9I8192) ► JwloTOTVTT2)
C	 WRITE RECORD 3 .
C
IF (TOTMNS .GT. 0) wRITE(NHSTUN)(MEANS(I)91=1*TOTMNS)C




C	 IF (NODUMP .E(). 0) GO TO 160
C	 PEAD ID INFOkMATION INTO CORE
C	 WRITE RECORD 5
VECDRM : NODUMP•PUFLEN
VFrAQY = NUVEC - VECDRM
CALL RREAD(ID39HIST(I).VECDPM9ISTAT(1))
IF (VECA RY .EQ * 0) GO TO 115
DO 110 I=1.VECARY
110 HIST ( VFCDw M • I) m IO(I)
115 CONTINUE
170 IF (TSTAT(1).Fn. 1> GO Tn 20
WRITE(NHSTUN)(M15T(I) * 1 1* VEC)
C	 WRITE REC 6
C	 CALL RRFAn(CNTQ?•HIST(1).NOVEC•ISTAT(3))
1?.R IF (ISTAT(3) . F Q. 1) GO TO 125
WRITE(NHSTUNI(HIST(I),I=11N VEC)
C




IF	 (TOTMNS .NF b 0) 60 TO 180 WRT00ou0
V (NCLRCH .FQ4 0) GO TO IAO WRT008110
t%LL OPEAD(COLON3•H1ST(1)•VECORMrISTAT(2)) wRT009920





115 IF	 (ISTAT(2)	 .FA.	 1)	 GO TO 113S WRT0086WPT00870140 WRITE(NMSTUN)(HIST(1)•Isl•NOVEC)
60 TO 180 WRT00880WRT00890
INFORMATION DID N6.T NEED TO BE STORED ON DRUM WRT00900WRT009 0
wRT009 0
WRT00930
C PECORD 5	 - WRT00940




0HISTOGRAM INFORMATION IS ALWAYS STORED ON HIGH SPEED FRUM
WRTOC
1FS CALL ?RFA()(CNTR2.H ST(I)oNOVEC•ISTAT(3)) WRTO 1030
170 IF	 (ISTAT(3)	 .F().	 GO TO
	
1170 WRT01040__
WRITE(N4STUN)(NIST	 ),I s 1,NOVEC)I WRT01050
WRT01070C WRITE REC 7
C MRT01090IF	 (TOTHNS .NE. 0)	 GO TO 190




C WPT01140WRITE FILE INFO ON LINE PRINTER
C WkTO 50









0)	 RETURN WRTO 220





240C 200 FORMAT(////T609 1 FIELD MEANS//T44.4(AI9 l CH( • •I2•') f .SX))
WPTO 250
wRTTE( A .210)( MFANS(I)•I=1.TOTMNS) WPT01260









IMPLICIT	 INTFC•F k	(A-Z) SCT00020
C* SCTRPL IS T^4E DR IVER FOR THE SCATTER PLOT PROCESSOR SCT00030
Ca SCT00050
nATA LI M IT/12000/ SCI00060
C TNCL1!nF COMOK19LIST SCT00070





•	 S0PCHK (61) . f•ROUPS (124 ) SCT 00130
C.OMMON/SCTTFF/RSCALF.XYSCLF.CLHVEC(301+NCLPCH.CLRKEY.LOG9 SCT00140
•	 FRFO.XMAX.Y M AX.XMIN.YMIN.%4CKGND.XH19XL0.YL09XSIZ. SCT001150
•	 YHI.YSIZ.NPINS.SYMMTX(32).PMATRX(60).RVFC(30). t4FVCHN.NOFFAT C 00160
SCTOO170•	 ♦ SCALKYg O F14A ()w.FLPADR*PNTAUW.10ADk.NC.AMFEAT.SMCOMR
a	 .NOVECgTOTMNS•SIZE•DwSID.DRMIDl•DRMCLW*DRMCR1.DRMTNS.DRMTNI. SCT00180








'ALL	 S F T11(ARRAY(1).APRAY(1).9U FF(1))	 _ SCT00250
SCT00270C COMPUTE AUDWESSES
C SC700280
10 CALL SETADR(&20.S•3OtTOP9F3UFFeLIMIT) SCT00290
SCT00300
C: SCATTR IS T





C PROCESS ANOTHER FILE SCT00360SCT00370

























•	 AVAR Z COVAR2•CLSID2 SU8N0O SIURDS2•F DSV2.VERTX2.
•	 FF.TVCTt(30)•Sl1HVCc2t7^)•SUAlR(75)•CL VC2(60)•
•.	 KEEPP,rs(60)•NOGRP96RPNAM(60)96RPDEX(61)9







*	 .NOVEC• TOT MNSSIZE•DRMID•DkM1•DRMCLR•DR MCRI.DRMTNS ORMTNI•
* DRMCNT•DRMCTI•DRMVEC•DRMVC11•VECTR11•DATA1•NVEC•NOREAD.LREAD
* • ORMPTR•DRMPTI •FETVEC(16).DRMPLT.CSCALE
• •NOSUH
CSEND
nT MENSION InATA( )
LOGICAL*l LDUM(4)•LDUM(4)
LEQUIVALENCE (IDUM•bUM(1))9(11DUM9LLDUM (l))	 -
C
IF (CLRKEY .t)E. 3) GO TO 50
C	 COLOR CODES (RADIANCE VALUES) ARE COMING FROM N-DIM MIST FILE
C
COLAOR = DRMCLR * NVEC*(II- ) * IB - 1
CALL RRF_AD(COLADR-CODE 1• STAT1)
`, 105 IF (ISTATI -E g o 1) GO ^0 105
IlnUMs(1




C 10 IDATA(III)=IInUM	 - -	 -
RETURN
L	 COLON CODES (STAT MEANS OR USER INPUT) ARE STORED IN CORE UNPACKE
C 50 1DADR = ORMIn * NVEC*(II-1) * I8 - 1
CALL. RREAD(IDADR•IDNUM•1•ISTA1)
SS IF (ISTAl -FA- 11 GO TO 55
DO 8 0 1=19NC
I,JIs (IDNUMNI)*NCI:
*II -1)










XSIZ • IOATA •NOSUB2•CN • MEEANS•NC)
co	 THEKCOLOfISSARETOUTPU^OASKOUARESAINAGESRt10X10)
	 TAPE
C	 IMPLICIT INTEGUR (A-Z)
REAL M AN (NC• OSU82)
C	 DIMENSION IOATA(X SIZrCH)
C
•	 'SNCIN o 0	 •	
--
T` IOTKFY s 0
NKEYS = XSH/1






 LINE OF ZEROS USED FOR SEPARATING THE THE COLORS
C•
no 100 I = 1•xSIZ
100 IDATA(I•J) s 0
DINE :QN( IDATA•LSTLIN)
C 110 IF E(NKEY IS .LE. NOKEY) NOKEY s NKEYS
KK = 0
C	 no 150 1219NOKEY
TOTKF.Y = TOTKEY • 1
D	 40 J=1:NC
no 30 Ks1^10 • K
30 IDATA(KKtJ) 1 s MEANS(J•TOTKEY) • 0.5
40 CONTINUE
C•	 WRITE A SCAN LINE OF COLORS
•
C 
150 NOKEYNa NOSU82 - TOTKEY
OO 160 I=1910
IF (NOKEY .LE• 0 .AND. I •EQ• 10) LSTLIN —1
)60 CALL WQTLN(IDATA•LSTLIN)
LINE = LINE • 10










SUBROUTINE CNTER(I89I0ATA#IPOSTN • II•COUNTR) CNt000 0C
CU
C
CNTER STORE THE FR OUENCf COUNT IN IOATA





IMPLICIT INTEGER (A -Z) NT0p0p050
R	
C
COMMON%SCT1F4?RSCAZE •XYS LE• LRV C(30!•N[[LRCH•CLRKEY•LOO•
•	 FR	 YLL0 XSIZ• O•XMAX•YMAX.XMIN•YMCEN•b^KGN
NT000I0
•XHI•X^
•	 YH •YSIZAMAT X(60!• V Cf bT•NO
	
HN•NOfEAT*81NS.SYMmTX(3&)
•	 •SCALKY• MFNAOW•FLOADR• N^AOR •I ADR N • Mf A	 HML^ MI
•	 •NOVEL• TOT, N5•SIZE•DRMID•pRM1S1•Di^M L :DRMCf^1 0
	 NS• RMTN1•
•	 ORMCNT.DKwCT1•p+^MVEC•DRMVCI•VECTRI•DAiA1•NVEC•NbREAD•LREAD







C COMPUTE DRUM ADDRESSES NT 00
C CNT00 60
ins
CTRLLAORNVF • tlt•:	 - 1 u)	 IA • DRMCNT - I
IFL IISTATV
	
0A0 1) CGONTO^ o STAT1! NT00 AO










C 	 6_ »..






LL ``	 gg	 IIEE``	 pp	
LNOD0
•	 TMFPIMAGEEONETHEHLEINEXPiIINT g




NTRIES t	 C E	 L NSOS60




gg;ON OF THE PIXEL ON THE ^ NO00080
www Must yE'CA L 0 FOR EVERY P 
INT
XE ••w	 L NO SO
•	 3. ENTRY PRTPLT	 PRINTg THE V ppT	 TH INE PR ER	 L N 0 io
•	 •	 w•w PIXEL MU T 8POSIT^VE •••	 L N 0 0
IMPLICIT INTEGER 18	 L NOS 40
REAL XSCALEE•XSHFI Y55 ALE•YSHFT•SCALEY•SCALEX•SHFTY•SHFTX	 L NSO 6SO
QEAL SUM1•000NT9L^1G2	 L N00 70
C	 DIMENSION YAXIS(11)•XAXIS(11)	 L NOOOO 8
0
0
ttNCLUOF COM4Kr•L ST 	 -	 L Nvv 0




1 0 TEE	 COMEENTt 1	 NOO0




OPAL/m 4Dt6^l)*MAPjAP)a^TAP pgg^A1i	 flLbL^)BMKEY	 ` N00 60• ,0	 L
HISFIL •MIISS^cEY•TR;OkM ER PTP•ERPK
^ EY•AA;UNT•NEFILE•	 N00270




• •DOTUNT•DOTFTL.NCH pAS•TRNSFL•SMTRFL•HISTFL• PC14UNT•	 L N00300
• CWOUNT•PRTUN •kANUIO	 N003JO
COMMON/SCTTFW/RSCALE•xYSCLE•CLWVEC(3A)*NCLRCM•CLRKEY•LOO•	 L N003 0
• FRFA s XkAX4YMA • XM N,YhlN ; !CKGNUvXHI9XLO9YLO9XSIZ9	 L N00330
• YHT.YSIZ•N!HINS•5YMmTX(3?).NMATRX(60).BVECt30) •NeVCMN • NOFE AT	 LINOO 40
•	










• •ORMPTR.DRMPT •FETVECtl6)•OkAPLT ► CSCALE	 LIN00}AO
• 9NOSU9	 1	 L N00390
SEND  L N0040
L N0041 8
L N00420
DATA BLANK/' I / 	 L N00430
LOA ? s ALOG10(2.0)	 LIN00440MAXSIIMs 1	 L NO0450
IF (XYSCLF .EQ. 0) GO TO 70 	 L N00460
C	 L N00470








Z 	1	 iiZZEE	 1	
L N005101 0




i	 IRANGES FOR TH6- X-AXIS	 L NO05SO
nSTt : X%17E / 10 • ]	 L NOOSIO
XSCALE = FLnAT(XLO- XHI) /(XSIZE	 1)	 L NOOSAO
XSwFT-I FLOAT(XS17E•XHI- XLO)/(XSIZE- 1) 	
L NOOS90
XnX IS(nSIZ•1 • 1) 	 • (10 • I-9) • XSCALE • XSHFT • .SOl	 L N00610Sn rONTINIIE	 L N00620
SCALFY a FLnAT(1-YSIZE)/YHI-YLO 	 L N00630
SHFTY = - Y H I •r%CALFY • i.0	 L N00640
'CAIFX s FL0AT(1- XSIZEI/XHI -0 	 L N006SO
SHFTX s — XHI •SCALFX • 1.0	 LN00660blOL1N006140RANT+FS FOR THE Y-AXIS
	
LIN00690
C	 TST7. - YS17 F / 10 • 1	 L11400700
YSrALF s LnAT(YLn-Y ►+I)/(YSIZE-11	 L1N00710
YSHFT = FLUAT(YSIZE •YHI-YLO)/(YSIZE-11	 LINOC720
no 6(► I*11•ISI7	 L N00730












YAx tI) • YLO • 1I-111 • pp
Ts RETU NI1 
n XLO • (1-11.10
ENTRYSAMPLES"NIINTR9LINE•SAMPLE)
C
COMPUTE POSITION ON GRAPM FOR (SAMPLE•LINE)
IF (XYSCLE .EO. 1) GO TO 11p
YPOINT = YSTZE - (LINE - YL0)
XPOINT s SAMPLE-XLO
C
IF (YPOINT .GT. 0) GO TO 80
YPT n YPT • 1
R .TUkN
AA I (YPOTNT .LE. 101) GO TO 90
YPT = YPT • IRF UR!v I 
9A 
IF T (sP 4NT , .GE. 0) G0. TO 100
NF?YRN
Ino I^ (XPOINT .LE. 100) GO TO IISXPT = XPT • 1
R TURN
110 C NTINUE
YPOINT = LINE•SCALEY • SHFTY • .SO
YPOINT s ISIZF - (SAMPL *SCALER • lMFTX • .5011 • 1
IF (XPOINI .l T. 0)XPOIN = 0
IF (xPnINT .GE. XSIZE) XPOINT n XSIZE - 1
IF (YPOINT .LT. 1) YPOINT • 1l
IF (YO NT	 T.G	 YSIZEI YPOINT :•YS1ZE
115 XYA pR = tYPOIN^ - )) • XSIZE • XPDIN • DRMPLT
LOG X BASE 2 OF THE FREQUENCY
C IF ( LOG .NF. 1) GO "TO 1 1 7
CALL PPEA0(xYApk9SUM19T9^STAT1)
172 IF (ISTITI .EO. 1) GO 0 122
CMINT = COUNTR
S1 ►M 1 = SUM • ALOG O(COUNT)
12
 / `OG2




SUM = S UM) • 0.5
AO TO Tl_ S
117 CONTIVU F
CALL aPFA0(XYADR•SUM I9ISTATI)
IPA IF (ISTATI .E4. 1) Gb TO 120
TOTAI I"0. OF OCCURRENCES FOR ALL THE DATA VECTORS ASSIGNED
TO PHIS (SAMPLE•LINE) POSITION
C	 SUM =SUM • COIINTR
CALL Q ,jQj TE(XYAON.SUM• 19ISTAT2)
C 123 IF (ISTAT2 .FO. 1) GO TO 123
t	 SAVE THE LA QGEST NO. OF OCCUQRENCES
CCCC 
1 75 CONTI NUE.
IF(SI1M . GT. MAXSUM) MAXSUM = SUM
RETURN
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
ENTRY PRTPLT(PN7R9Pf4TRS)
PFAL PNTPS(11
nI MENSION HINS(16)•PNTRt1) •PNTR11101)
IF (LOn .NE. 11 GO TO 1129
CALL RPEAO(nNMPL19PNT':59102019ISTAT3)











































REO. LESS THAN ZERO* SET THE FRED• TO 1
1 T ss }	 • ¢Q i 12i




IVA CONTfN^21 PNTRStt) - 	-0,06s
loo ^AL`TTOO
IRa A0t0iTMPL1•PNTTR 0p0I.ISTAT3)





c	 CM SFhPR 66.0.661WRITE (691?1)
115 FORMAT(// ^• 1 P1xl FREQUENCY SCATTER PLOT@)
0ANAEBa MA*904 /A
N	 N5 NBINS s MAXSU
IF ("on MAXSUM•NBIN ) .NE• 01 PANGE s RANGE • 1
n01^0 sl•N%lhS
140 vaTSTFib•15tRi)t6INStI)!^•1•NBIN^)













	 _	 .._	 ..
KKK s KK • YS
no IA (JI oxS1711tPNT ►
 II)
)





170 P NLFV s OPr^T4 t 1 i ) / RANGE
ttF ( Mnn(PNTQ(II)•kANGE) .NE. 0) BINLEV • dINLEV • 1
ONTP(I ) s SYM4TX(BINJ. V)
PNTR1t 1 s gYMMTr(99jlNLtV•NRINS)
c 140 CONTINUE
C	 PRINT A LINE
C
L • 11 - J/16





I44 FORMAT( loi* 	 •T11.101A1)







O•	 PRINT X-AXIS SCALES
C 10PTTFt4•2201
	
tXAXIS ( I)•I.1•n II)
2t6 FOQMAT(1N • 9I cx9 10t1M . •9(IH-C)1.1M /5 X•11(23.7X1)




22S fQNMAlU/ • A TOTAL OF IA9^ POINTS W A^ NOT D&LAY pp ON ThF LINfL NO2380
• A N
oo
TTER ORAPpMp f/cs IIHE AOINTS WERE 0	 F PANG IN E ThER THE X OIL Nd 3
^ ` INETM^Gl6d ^Eb?f ON ^ )	L NS A 0





C	 MULTIPLY A MY 9 AND ADD Or STORE IN C




C	 00 10 Kal*M •
10 SUM ; SUM • A(I•K) 	 S(K)








SURROUTINE OFFSET(YSCALE•XSCALE)	 •	 OFF 0
000 0
NT Up BMKFY * Rg^ALM
	 0
NT 8^tt R r r,it•XSII •X i•YMI•XLO	 OF 00 4






^N/G 09AL AHN 63 rMAPTAP DATAPE SSAVTAP•BMFILE RMKEY•	 20MO OR0
	 l
•	 MI Fi •H SKEr•T RlORMiER PTP•ERPKEr•MAbUNT•NOFILE• 	 MO O 0
•	 npt,MAD • pOMv S *C AGUIZ•OATFIL•STAF L•ASAV•ASAVFL 	 j8mo00 0
• •Nti^TUN•N STFI•STRUN•MA)+F L	 cOMp 040
• •DOTU ►4T•DOT F IL•NCHPAS•TRNSFL•RMTRFLrMISTFL•PCMUNTv 	 COM0060• rpnUNT•M+^(TIIN•I:AN010
COMMON/SCTTER/NSCALE•XYSCLF• LPVEC(39)•N^LPCM•CLRKEY•LOG•
• fRFQ . X M AX.YMAx•X M N•YlN11N•H KGNU • XHI•XL •YLO•XSIZ•
• YHI•YSIZ•NAINS•SYMMTX(3 )• MATRX(60)98VEC( O)•NHVCMN•NOFEAT
•	 •SCALKY•MFNAI)N•FLnAD«•PNTABt^P•ID Dp•NC . RMF AT•NMCOMR
•	 •NnvE •T0TMN5•SIZE•DRM10•DRM D1•ORMCLN•D MCRI•DRMTNS•FRMTN1•
• MQ"CNToDcPMCTI•DRmVECC•Ok VCI•  TR11•nATAI•NVEC•NOPEAD•LR AD




9FFIODI MENSION YSCALE(YSIZ)•ASCALE(XSIZ)p o
C	 SCALFS ARE CnMOUTFD IN ONF OF 	 MAYS s	 OFF SO 40
C	 1( DATA HAS NOT bEEN FRANSFOAM O 	 OFF 00 50C	 NMKFY = 4	 OFF00160
C	 P) nATA HAS QEEN TRANSFORMED AND RESCALED	 OFFOO70
C 	 wFcCALF = 1	 OFFOO HO
1) DATA HAS PEEN TPANSFORMEO• BUT NOT RESCALED	 OFFOO 90
PFSCALLE = 0	 E	 OFFOO 0
I










F (CSCAALF•Fi0.Ol1GGOTTORKO OFFOO 50OFF00270
OFF00 NO
XMIGH = XMAX	 OFFOO 40
XLny = XM1N	 OFF00J00
YArAH s YMAX	 QpFFOO 0






C 80 XMIC•M s XMI	 OFFOO 60
ym C, = XLU	
OFFSS 8OYMH = YMIYL
jf•
a = YLO	 OFF00400
C 90 CONTINUF	 OFF00410
x1NC = (xHt^,H - XLOw) i FLMAT(XSIZ-l)	 OFF004 0
Y N = trr+ GH - YLOM) / FLOAT(YSIZ-1)	 OFF00430
X C ALF, t ) = XLnw '
	
OFF00440
YSCALF(l) s YLOw	 FF00450O
(►0 IOA	 I=l.xSlt	 FF00460
100 XSrALF(l) = XSCAL r (I-1) • XINC	 OFF00470
nn JIM	 ln?*YSIZ	 OFF004AO





















INTEGF4 AmI•X``0•YHI•YLO 0REAL MAX(2)• 14tN(2)•kEAL(2) * RANGE (2) * DATA (2•NVECT)
R 500110c
INCLUDE RES00120C CMhK 2.Ll5f
XYSCLECOMMON/SCTTF^/4S ALEt. PVEC(30)•NCCLRCH•CLRKEYgLOG9









MAX(l)	 =	 XMAX I RES00160








RANGF11)	 a XHI - XLO RES00210
RANrf (2)
	 = YHI - YLO RES00220
00 200 J=I*NVECT RESOO230




= RANGE(I)	 /	 (MA7((I) -MIN(I)) R 500260
IAO nATA(I•J)	 = REAL(I) •AeS(MIN('V	 - DATA(19J)) RES00270



























SUAROUTIN£ SC ATTR(FIELOS•VERTEX•TNSOAT.ME ANS.PLOTVPWR•IDATA•TOP•
•	 LIMIT.BUFF)


























COMMON/SCTTF Q /RSCALE. XYSCLE.CLRVEC(30),NCLRCH•CLRKEY•L0G•









C	 READ REC 2 FORM N-DIM MIST FILE
READ(NHSTUN)CLSVCP( 1)9( SURVC2 (I),I=l.NOSUR)9((FIELDS(19J).
•	 I=1.4)•J=1rNUFLD2)9((VERTEX(19J)91=1.2)+J=ltTOTVT2)
C
C	 ARE COLOR CODES COMING FRON STAT FILE
IF (CLRKEY .NE. I) GO TO 90
IF (NOFEAT .NF_. 0) GO TO 80
C	 DEFAULT CHANNELS ARE CHANNELS FROM N-DIM MIST FILE
C
no 60 T=1.NOFET2
60 FETVEC(I) = FETVC2(I)
C	 EXTRACT JUST MEANS FROM STAT FILE
C A0 CALL GFTST(SAVTAP•STAFILrMEANSPSTDEVgNOSUB2 9SUBVEC,NOFEAT*FETVEC.
C	 • MEANS•COVAR90)
C	 WRITE OUT SAVED TRAINING/TEST FIELDS
90 CALL WPTFLD( FIELDS•VERTEX.NOFLD2.29CLSVC29SUBVC2)





IF (1I II E* ^ORWEAD) NVECT = LREAD
NWOPDS = NVECT*SI7E
CALL RRFAD(nkMVC19PLOT9NWORDS9STAT)
nRMVCI = Owim • NwORDS






















































SCA008 18IF (BMKEY .NE. 0) CALL TNSFER(PLOT•TNSDAT.NVECT•II) '
SCA00620
NO TRANSFORMATION APPLIED SCA00830
C SCA00840
IF (BMKEY .EQ. 0) CALL UNPCKV(PLOTrTNSDAT9NVECT) SCA008S0
SCA00860
SORT VECTORS IN DECENDING ORDER SCA00870
SCA00880
tCOL s ?
ORTVC(TNSDAT :PNTR • ICOL .NVECT*18G • IEN,II)
SCA00890
SCA00900CALL S




92 IF	 (TSTATI .FO. 1) 60 TO 92 SCA00930
nRMTNI= DPMTNI • nPMWO
CALL RWRITE ( ORMPTI •PNTR•NVFCT • ISTAT2)
SCA00940
SCA00950
94 IF	 (ISTAT2 .EO.	 1) GO TO 94 SCA00960
ORMPTI = DRMPTI • NVECT SCA00970
93 CONTINUE




IF	 (SCbLKY . NE. 2) GO TO 97 SCA01000SCA01010nPMTNI = DWATNS
NTNSVC = (TOP - VF.CTRI) / 2 SCA01020
IF (NOVEC .LT. NTNSVC)	 GO TO 9S SEA01030
NPcAp = NOVEC/NTNSVC
	 :T1
	 '^^rETF (MODtNOVFC.NTNSVC)	 .NE. n) NREAD = NREAD 'C^RI'1.^L F= SSCCAO5	 050
IFQ (LSREADMOE Q * 0)CLSREA^C =) NTNSVC	 (fir` j''jQl^ (^L^\I.IT' SCA010T0
GO TO 99 SCA01080
9% NPEAD = 1 SCA01090
NTNSVC = NOVF•C SCAO1100SCA01110
9A
LSPEAD = NTNSVC
no 99	 I1=1.NPFAV SCAOII20
IF	 (II	 .E q . NNEAD) NTNSVC = LSREAD SCA01130
ORMWO - 2 ° NTNSVC SCA01140
CALL RREAD (DRMTN)•TNSDAT.DR MWD 9ISTAT2) SCA01150
Jill IF	 (ISTAT2	 . 17 (J.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 101CALL RFSCLE(Ti%-,,[tAT.O•NTNSVC) SCA01160SCA01170
CALL RWRITE(1)RMTNI.TNSDAT * DRMWD.9ISTAT3) SCA01180
100 IF	 (TSTAT3 .FO.	 1)	 GO TO 100 SCAOI190SCA01200
99
nRMTN1 = nRNTN1 • DRMWD
CONTINUE SCA01210SCA01220
COMPUTE TAPE CO/OWDINATES SCA01230C SCA01240
47 CONTINUE SCA01250
CALL OFFSET(YSCALE.XSCALE) SCA01260C SCA01270
SCA01280
C WRITE TAPE °ARAMETERS SCA01290
SCA01310WRTTF(Ag300)YSI7.XSIZ
300 FORMAT(/T51• 1 SCATTER PLOT TAPE PARAMETERS I •//TS19 9 NO. OF LINES PEPSCA01320
FILE	 = 2 91 4/7519 1 NO. Of	 SAMPLES PER LINE =0 914) SCA01330
TF	 W"W FY u. n)	 WHITE(6.310)XLO9YL0.XHI9YMI SCA01340
FOI4/T51.
. E
'XL0 = f 9149T7)9*YLO = l 9I4/T519'XHI	 = 9 914•T7l9 1 YHI	 =to SCA01350310* ?T(
IF	 (RMKEY .NF.	 0 .AND.	 kSCbLE .EO.	 1)	 WRITE(69310)XLO9YLO9X H I.YHI SCA01370
IF	 ICSCALEFg .	 1	 .ANn. Hu.KFY	 .GT.	 0)	 WRITF(69310)XL0•YLO9XH1v YHI SCA01380
IF	 ( R-KFY	 .N^c.	 n)	 wk1TE(6.32n)XMIN.Y 4 I Ng XMAX.YMA X SCA01390
3?.OFnRMAT( /TS0_'^1N = 9 * F10.5•T70• 9 YMIN = 1 0i10.5/T50• 9 XMAX = t •F10.5• SCA01400
* TTn.	 YMAX SCA01410SCA01420FOPMAT = I





SCA01460110C CLR VF_C(I)	 = SCAU1470
120 CALL WRTHED(CH.CLRVEC•ASI29FORMAT•SCTRUN) SCA01450
-	 C SCA014QO
LSTLIN = 0 SCA01500SCAO 510
SCA01520IF	 (LOG	 .EU.	 I	 .OR. FRE() :EA.	 1)	 CALL LINPLTC SCA01530
1?5
110




















noA0	 K^1•CH	 SCAO 650
np	40
	 J=1•x5II	 SCA01660
1 40 TOA A(J•K) s HCKGND 	 SCA01670
C 143 IF (TSTAT3 .;0. 	 ) Go TO 143	 SCA01690
C	 COLLECT ALL 	 THAT BELONG TO THIS LINE(I) 	
SCA01710
SC 01720
THE DATA VECTORS WERE READ IN NVEC AT A TIME. EACH BLOCK OF DATA 	 5 AO 730
C	 VF.C70PS HAS ITS OWN POINTFR ARRAY FOR SORTING THE DATA VECTORS IN SCA01740
C	 PESCENDING OPOER. EACH POINTER ARRAY PNTa(1•.•NOREAO) MUS 	 BE	 SCA01175
C	





K = (11-1) *NVEC
	
SCA01790
T8 - IH(+( I I )	 SCA01800
144 IF	 (SWTTCH( TI)) LINADR(II)	 = (2+NVEC) + (II-1)	 • 2+I8 + ORMTNS - 1	 SCA01810
IF	 (SWITCH(TI))	 CALL RREEAO(LINADK(II)•LINE(II)•1•ISTA4) 	 SCA01820
146 IF MINE .NE.1) GO TO1465	 SC0 840
IF	 (LINF(II)	 .LE. YUPPER) GO TO 147	 SCA018SO
1465 CONTINUE	 SCA01860









IF	 (ILINE	 YSIZ)	 GO TO]AO
	
SCA01b90
IF	 (LTNF(II)	 .GT. YUPPER) GU TO 147	 SCA01900
GO TO 180	 SCA01910
C	 POSITION POINT IN X CO-ORDINATES	 SCA01940
C	 SCA01950
147 SAMAnk =	 (2+NV F C) + (II-1)	 + 20 I8 + DRMTNS - 2
	
SCA01960
CALL PRE A0 (SAMADR *SAMPLE .ItISTAL5)	 SCA01970
SWITC ►'(II)	 =	 .TRUE.	 SCA01980











C IF	 (J .hE.
	 1)	 GO TO 149	 SCA02050
IF




IF	 (SAMPLE .GE. XLOWEQ .AND. SAMPLE .LT. XUPPER) GO TO 160 	 SCA02080
l c;n CONTINUE	 SCA02090
C	 SCA02100
C	 GET COLOR CODES	 SCA02110
C 160 CALL CLPCOU(IR.MEANS.IDATA•IPOSTN•II) 	 SCA02130
CALL C14TEk(IR9IDcTA.IPOSTN•II.CUUN a)	 SCA02140
IF	 (LOG .EO.	 1	 * OR. FREO .EO.	 1)	 CALL STOPTS(COUNTR.LINE(II)• 	 SCA02150
+	 SAMPLE)	 SCA021h0
SCA02170
C	 CHECK NEXT VECTOR	 SCA02160
C	 TF(IQ .FO. TFN(II))	 GO TO 180	 SCA0200
IF	 (SWITCH(IT))	 IR = PNTR(	 H+K)	 SCA02210
IF	 ( gW TTCH(TI))	 ING(II)
	 =	 A	 SCA02220






WRITE A LINE	 SCA02270$CA02290
C^	 CALL '4RTL'+(TnATA.LSTLIN) 	 SCA02290




.FA.	 1)	 CALL CLRKYS(XSIZ•TnAT6.NOSU829CM•MFANS.NC) 	 SCA02320
IF	 (CLRKFY	 .Eu.	 ?)	 CALL CLRKYS(XSI79I1)ATA.NOSU14?.CH•MEANS•)uC)	 SCA02330
IF	 (CLRKEY	 .EQ.	 4)	 CALL CLRKYS(XSIZ9IDATA•NOFLD2.CH• MEANS•NC)	 SCAO?340
C	 SCA023S0






FIIF: SCATTR	 OF POOR, QUALITY
	









• SETADR CO MPOTES THE ADDRESS FOR STORING THEE NDIM FILE ON DRUM
ANn ADDRESS FOR THE Two ARRAYS - BUFF(LIMIT) AND ARRAY(TOP)
SETOOOSOC=









COMMON/INFORM/NOCLS29NOSUR?•NOFET29VARSZP•TOTVT29NO FLO2 9 SETOO	 0+






/GLOBAL/HEAD(63),MAPTAP,nATAPE•SAVTAP 98MFILE9 8MKEY 9 SE.T00180+COMMON
HISFIL * HISKEY•TRFOkn•ERIPT P ,ERPKEY•MAPUNT, NOF ILE , SETOO190
+	 nPilMAD • nRM^r(1S•PAGSI7 DATFIL , STAFIL , ASAV,ASAVFL SET002nO
+	 •NHST(lN.N"STFI.SCTRUN,MAPFIL SET00210
•	 .DOTUNT.DOTFIL,NCHPAS•TRNSFL•BMTRFL• H ISTFL, PCHUNT • SET00220
*	 CROUNT.RkTUNT.kANDIO
EbCKGND+XHI.XLO.YLO.XSIZ




* 9 SCALKY 9 NENADR,FLDADR•PNTADR,IDADR•NC98MFEAT98MCOMB SET00270
+	 •NnvEC,TUTMNS,SI7E•URMIU•DRMIDI,DRMCLR,DRMCR1,ORMTNS*DRMTNI• SET00280




SCTTE4 IS A COMMON 
BLOCK 
LOADED ONLY WITH THE SCATTER PLOT SET00320
C: SET00330SET00340
C+ PSCALE - KEY INDICATING THAT THE TPANSFORMED DATA IS TO BE RFSCALESET00350
C+ XYSCLE - KEY INDICATING THAT THE PIXEL FREQUENCY PLOT DATA IS SET00360
C+ TO OF kESCALED TO A RANGE OF 100 SFT00370
C+ CLRVFC - AWP AY CONTAINING THE COLOR CHANNELS SET00390SET00390C+
C*
NCLRCH - NO. OF COLO Q CHANNELS
CLRKEY - KEY INnICATING THE MANNER THAT THE COLORS ARE BEING SET00400
DEFINE= SET00410
C+ 1 - INPUT KY STAT FILE SET00420
C+ = 2 - USER INPUT SET00430
= 3 - RADIANCE VALUES FROM IMAGE TAPE- ON NnIM FILESET00440
C
+
+ - 4 - FIELn MEANS - ON NDIM FIILLE SET00450














+ YMAX	 - MAXIMUM VALUE OF ?Nn COMPONENT OF TRANS. DATA SET00510('+ YMIN	 - MINIM ( IM VALUE. OF IST COMPONENT OF TRANS. DATA SET00520
C* YMTN	 - MINIM I)M VALUE_ OF 2ND COMPONENT OF TRANS. DATA SET00530
C+
C+
RCKGND - COLO k FOR TAPE BACKGROUND
XHI
	
- Ur aER LI M IT OF SCAN LI NE PARAMETER
SET00540
SET00550
C+ XLU	 - LO'Fk LI M IT OF SCAN LINE PARAMETER SET00560
C + YHI	 - UPPFR LIt"IT OF LINE NO. PARAMETER SET00570
C+ YLn	 - LOvFR LI M IT OF LINE NO. PARAMETER SET005POSET00590C+ xST7	 - N0. OF SAMPLES PER SCAN LINE SET00600
C+
CONTINUF
YS17	 - NO. OF LINES T y OUTPUT ON TAPE SET00610
co NATN¢	 - NO. OF w IN LFVF.LS O w SYMBOLS FOR PIXEL FREO. PLOT SET00620
co SYMMTx - A60AY CONTAINING SY M ROLS FOR PIXEL FRE(1, PLOT SET00630
C+
C+
RMATPX - ARPAY CONTAINING R-NATPIX
gVrC	 - APPAY CONTAINING AUOITIVE VECTOR
SET00640
SET00650
C + NPVCHN - NO. OF AnnITIvE V F CTOR ELEMENTS SET00660SET00670C+
co
NnFEAT - 14OFFT;' • NCLRCH











MFNADR - AOnRFSS FOk STOKING MEANS






IDADR	 - AUnNESS FOR STORINGIns
loc	 - N0. (IF CHANNFLS Fnk COLO RS TO BE OUTPUT ON TAPE
SFT0074U
SET00750
C+ AMFFcT - NO. OF CHANNELS IN B-MATRIX SET00760SET00770C +C+
PMPOMq - NO. OF LW llA; COMA.
4nVFC
	
- NO. OF vFCTUNS ON tjnIM FILE SET00790









nRM D t - R^EG INNING D40M ADON S
g
S FUpN STORI4NG IpsS
n
AQDR









C• nRMJR- SLIMMINf, 	 DRUM ADDKESS FOR	 RE' R V.	 LOR
S SE 0840
SETOOASOC• DRMN	 - HEGINNIN	 DRUM AnDWESS FOR	 STAR NANS. DATAG
CDNTINUE SET00860
C• nRMTNII - SUMMING	 DRUM ADDRESS FOR	 REETRIV	 TRANS. DATA
nRMCNT - WE A INNING DkUM An RESS Fnk	 S5TOaINa FRED.
StT00870
SET00880C•
ADDRESS FOR	 RFTRIV. FRED. SETOOb90co
C•
nRMCT1 - SLJ w11ING	 UW04
DRMVFC - PFAINNINC'ORO-4 ADDRESS FOR 	 STORING VECTORS SET00900
C
• DRMVCI - SUMMING	 DRUM AnDRF_SS FOR	 RETR IV. VECTOR
SF.T00920• VECCTPI - ADDRESS TN IARPAY S FOR STORING TRANSF. VECTOR
co nATAI
	 - SA ,'E ADDRESS AS VECTRI - USED FOk CREATING A SCAN LINE SET00930




- N0. OF VFCTORS TO READ FROM DRUM AT ONE TIME
OF REAnS TO SET00960
C•
NOQEAD - N0.	 DRUM
LRFAn	 - N0. OF VECTOR TO READ ON LAST DRUM READ SETTT00970
C• NFETVFRCC	 CONTAINING SFETVCR754ND I CG SFT00990
C•
AkQ& YFOR	 RVEOCOcHANNELS
PLOTnRMPLt - ►3EGINNING ApDRESS FOR STORING F RED.	 I MAGE SE.T01000







nIMENSION FIIIFF (1) SET01060
S TO 070
S ,TORSOC
0FAD(NwSTUN . FNO=1SO) NOFLn?+NOSU89TOTVT29NOVEC S T01090
IF	 (CL QKEY	 *Fla.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 )no SEETO1100
IF	 (CLRKFY	 .Fa. 2)	 GO TO 100 SETO1110
IF
	
(CLQKEY	 .EA.	 3)	 GO TO 120 SET01120
IF	 (CLRKEY	 .FW. 4)	 GO TO 130 SET01130
C
SET01140
100 M E NAnQ = I SET01150
FLnADR = MENAnQ + 6n•NC
SET01160VE QTX2 = FLnao p + 40NOFLD2	 URIGL^,`IL SET01170
T	 1CxNOTQ
LDADR	 jQI,,13?	 POC1I^ API SET011190C ^.Ur^1,1 j'y SET01200
1?.0 FLnAnR = I SET01210
VEQTX2 = FL n6 DP + NOFL02 . 4 SET01220
nATAI
	
= FLDADR SETO1 30
GO TO 133 SET01 40
C SET012SO
11 0 MEN AnR = 1 SET01260
F nAnR = MEWr) Q + TOTMNS SFT01270






C COMPUTE MAXIMUM NO. OF VECTORS ARRAY MAY . HOLO AT ONE TIME SET01320
C
SET01330
133 VECTRI	 = DATA1 SETO 340
NVFC =	 (TOP - DATA I	 / 2 SET01350
VFrTR? = LIMIT / SIZE SET01360
IF	 (VFCTR? .LT. NVEC) 	 NVEC = VECTO2 SET01370
IF	 (NOVFC	 .I_T.	 NVF C)	 GO TO	 135
SET01390NOREAn = NOVEC / NVEC
IF	 (MOn(NOVFC NVEC)	 .NE. 0)	 NOREAD = NOREAD •	 1 SET01400
LRFAD = M^)U(NOVEC.NVEC) SFT01410
IF	 (LRFAD	 .F(J.	 0)	 Lk• EAD a NVEC '.ET01420
60 TO 140 SET01430
13S NODEAD = 1 SET01440
NVFC = 'v0VFC SET014SO
LREAD = NvEC SET01460SE.T01470
C ADDRESSES FOR M IGH SPEED DRU M SF.TO1400
SFT01490
140 nPmVFC = OR'IM Ap SFT01500
nRM IO = O g r 1VFC • NOVEC •SIZE SET01510
nRMCNT = U4Mln • HOVFF_C SET01510
IF	 (CL QKE Y 	.EW.	 3)	 U p+MCLR : DRWCNT • NOVEC SET01530
IF	 (f.L W ► E Y 	. %P .	 3)	 DR K'CLR s ORMCNT 5ETn1S40
nQMTkS = nw,:rLN • NOVFC SET01550
nRMPTW = na1TN I; . NOVEC • 2 SE.1`015nn
nRMPI . T	 =	 114 •40 TP	 •	 NOVFC SFT01570
TOTDNM = (IRMPLT SETO15AO
308'
FILFs SETAOR
TF MA .FA. ll	 .OR. FRED .FO. 1) TOTORM a ORMPLT f 10201	 SE TO
TF ((TnTDRM-DRUMAD)	 .LE. DRMwDS) GO TO 143 	 SETO
wRTTE( A -142)TOTD9m9DRMVDS'	 SETO
14P FOGMAT( / 1 NOT ENOUGH DRUM SP ACE./^ TOTAL WORO55 ppF DRUM SPACF. _ f • SETO









nRMCRI s DRMCLR	 SETO]




nRmOTI = DR4PTR	 SSs TO
CZERO OUT AREA OF DRUM	 SETO
IF (L OG.Ea. A .AND. FRED .EO. 0) GO TO 145	 SETO





CALL RWRITE(ORMPLT.BUFF9102019ISTAT) 	 SETO,
146 IF
	






























(D M1FNSjON E!)F	 Q+11135rCOD€ 14) rCARD(62) 	 9MEANS(1)
0 MtCNS,,ON HMV (16)9ACA D 20)
DATA NPUT/Im/	 •DATA FQUCUH /2►* 1sr 9 r • r/
DATA CODE/ 9 CHAN 1 r 9 5TAT 9 9 9 HISF^• 9 PiXP^9^C O 9 ZE19
• 9 SYMA 9 9 9 MUnU 9 r 9 DATE 9 . 9 CUMM9 r 9 HE01 9 v	 D2 9 9 9 ^L^ ^•
• 18-MA9.96CK69944VEC9.9SCAL9.9•EN09/
DATA SYMTX/ r . 9 . 1 / 9 r 9 C 9 . 9 0 9 9 9 0 1 . 1 0 1 9 1 U 9 • 1 U 9 0 04.9099
•	 rem/rrrCr^rpr^rOr^r^rr9Cr^rGr^rpr99s9^
•	 rrr •^^ 9,r 9 9
	
9• 9 9 9 9o9 919 90
•	 r rrr r/
DATA BLANK/ 9 9 /9 XBCO/ 9 X 9 /• YBCD/ r Y r /i t4BCO/ 10 /r SRCD/9Sr/•















2	 (HF.U2(1)rHEAO(3R))6 RcM N (1)r HE4 148 )
COMMON/GLOBAL/ HEAD(63).MAPTA P •AT AP lSAVTAP•RMFIL BMKEY
•	 mISFIL•HISKEY•TRFORM E IPTP•ERPKEY.MA^UNT•NbFILEr




























YM1 L aY 2}00XLO = 0
WRITF (A9100)C InO FORMAT(// 9 JNPt)T SUMMARYI//)



































































































NOW R AD CARD KTO 91^FFER
}
0% REA (221 .]O6) ACANOO I)9Is1+?0)
ne F04MATz044)
WRTTE(30*1O&)(ACARD(I)9I n 1+2O)RW Nn 30







IF (conElEO. SODE(I)) GO TO (190.190. 10• ¢0.290+300+340•
« 3S0.370+3Q0.4 0.410.415.420.4 •460.4 0940)91
130 CONTINi)E
WRTTF (6914 p )140
 FORMAT(I INVALID CONTROL CA RD -- IGNORED+) TO 105
CHANNEL CARD -- NEEDED ONLY IF STATS FILE IS INPUT
150 M=NXTCHN(CARD.COL)
IF (M . NE. PLANK) GO TO 160
153 WRITF(6.155)










lA(f M a MXTCHR(CARO.COL)
IF ( M .FO. ALANK) GO TO IO5IF (M .E(1. UMCO) GO TO 190
IF ( 14 .En. FkCO) GO TO 200IRS WPTTF 0+•1871
IA7 FnRMAT(' FRPOR ON STAT FILE CARD$)
CO TO 105
1Q0 J = FIND12(rAR0•COL9EOUCOM)






200 J = F1ND12(CARD•COL9E000OM)
IF ( J .NE. 2 ) GO TO 1M5
M = NVmSER(CAkD•COL•STAFIL•ZERO)
COL = COL - 1
GO TO 180
N-nI M HISTOGRAM FILE
210 M = NXTCk 4 (CA P09COL)
IF (M . F l ). PLANK) GO TO 10SIF (M .F(3. ltaCn) GO TO 230
IF (M .EQ. F ACD) GO TO 240
?^ yR1TE(6.225)
2PS FORMAT( $ ERROR ON N-DIM HISTOGRAM FILE CARD@)
60 TO 1nS
210 J = F1ND12(rA RO.CO .F000OM)
M =F (
NU" kEk (CAkr)#COL9NmSTUN.ZERO)CAL - C O L - 1
GO TO 2.10






















F= (MX TFOo RLANK
O
) O0^ TO S	 StTO,
IF (M :1$: RNCO) 60 TO 8	 Slt0'
2	 wR T 6 A f	 j
2AA EpO
pRTOI(;SERROR ON OPTION CAROI )	 6ETs.
270 LOO s	
T$00 TO Is?	
6 TO290 FRFO 
n 1
p AD TO 2611
2a7 jJY:C^J N012(CARD.C
ppLL.EEOUuCOM)	 STj
















300 M s NXTCHk(CARO.001
	
SETO
IF (M .F(). BLANK) 0 TO 1OST
IF to •EA. XaCD) GO TO 320	 T8IF (M .EO . YQCO) GO TO 330	
53 TO15 FORMAT( l5ERROR ON TAPE SIZE CAROI)	 6ETOr,0 TO 105
3?0 M a NXTCHR(CARnoCOL)	 SETO
J = FIN012(CAWn•COL9EnUCOM) 	 SETO
IF (M .EQ. SHCD) CSCA E a I	 SETOIF (.) •f-F. Z) GO TO 3 0
	
5 TO
MM s NlJM6F_R(CAQD9COL9Jv ERO)	 S TO
iF
w .EQ. H-4Cn) xHI : J
	
S TO
( M .EG. L•3 D) XLO = J	 55E T OIF to . Q. SHED) XSIZ = J	 ORIGI^,^	 Sf
^OL T^ 300	 1	 UI'' pU^)7^j. PAGE I3	 SETO
31(l M x NXTCHFR(CARD•COL)	 ^^Li^I.j1'Y	 SF.IF ( M .NE. SFCn) SCSALE a 1	 TO3 F1ND12(fA 4n.COL.EA000M)	 SETO
IF W .`E. ?)e,( ► TO 310	 SETO
MM a NUAefk(CARD•COL•J•ZERO) 	 SETO
IF
(M .FQ. H^iCO) YHII a J SETO
TF t o .F9. LkCO) YLO = J 5E TO
IF to .EG. SHCO) YSIZ = J SEE TO




C	 SYMBOLS CARD	 SETO
SETO
C 340 M s NXTCHW(CAR09COL)
	
SETO
IF (M . F G• PLANK) GO TO 105	 SETO
IF ( M .FG. KOMMA) GO TO 340	 SETO
TCNT = IC NT • l	 Sk[TO
SYMMTX(ICNT) = M
	 SETOGO TO 140	
SETO
C	 MODULE STAT CARD DECK	 SETO
SETO




770 M s IJXTCH ►t(CARO•COL)	 SETO













390 fitt.{ a NXT CMRI




In 4TO 10	 S T 4 0
MED1.T 0SO
460 Mt = Nxr 14R( ccAko.c )	 0 .to






410 M = NXTCMNICaRO•CO`)
	 S TO S






ti TO 105	 S TO S9O
SCATTER PLOT TAPE CARD'	
T 11611
641S M = NXTCMR(CARnoCOL)	 SET6
	F ( M .FGo PLANK) GO Tf- 11AS
	 S TO 6^0F (n .E(,• UFhCO) GO TO 418 g t0 650
416 WRTT^(6.4J7)	 S TO 660
417 FORMAT( + ERROR ON SCATTER PLOT TAPE CARD+)
	 S TO 670
GO TO 1MS
	 TO 680
	AIR J = FIN017 C '.' APNCOhAGUCOM!	 TO 690IF (J -" r. ^,) 16 T 4 1 6	 1`02710M
 = N!1 ►+' 4 P , LAkF. b r1L+SCTRUN+ZERO) T027 0GO TO A,,15
	 STO^TSO
A - ►"	 'r Tx f^aRO	 TO 740
C
RMKE Y = 1 f c CARUS
	 11 t0	 0
t	 RMKE7 - Z, FOR FILE
	
SITO T60
420 M = i.:;iC ►4 R(CAW09COL)
	 S )0 780
IF (M .r #). ALANK ) GO TO 433	 SET 02790
IF (M ,r.G• CACO) GO •T AV0	 SETO228
IF ( M .LCO. FPCO) GO TO 45 0 	 5 T028}0
411 33 WRITF r x;.435)	 S TO 8 043 FORM %I (+ E WWOR ON B-MATRIX CARD + )	 S TO 830GO T'1
 105	 S TO 8SO440A K^^ :
C AL! SMF iL(OMATRX*BMCOMB+B MFEAT•BMVEC+BMKEY)	 S.TO 860
no 10 1055 T07870
450 RMKFY = i
	
S Tfl 6S0





C	 8._K GROUND COLOR CARO	 I T029^p0
C 4SS M	 NITCMN ( CAVO + CO`)	 STOJ94¢




;,. ( M . c f''. 44CO) ACKr. N S 0
	
2960
(F (1+ ..0 j. :iNCO) RCKGNU a 2SS	 SET02970











470 M = NXTC ►+R(CA P n;CO )	 StT03070
I F (r .c'4. ALAN) ^0 TO 110S
	
$ET03OAO
IF ( ►1 .EU. FvCn) tin TO•7
	 SET03 90
IF (v .FC. 	 Y- A CO) GO TO 47 	 SET03 00
IF ( Age XOM GO TO 47	 SET03110
IF ( w .t6. Wk CO) GO TO 476
	
SET03 T.O
730 TO 474	 SET03 30
471 SCALKY s 2	 SET03 40
no TV 105	 SET03150


















IF (giiF0• TI 80 TO 470
47P M n NI7 I01t ANQ^
AN
M . NJX .
IM








F ( M 10 ISM rMA aNX . NUM
iM
ti A 1Y n i
473 04	 NXT710+R I IRQ•	 )	 ••
M n WXT Mal 40 •	 1
. i• FIN I	 ARO•C •EOUCOMIIJF ( L^ ",06A P1 ^i0 T 474 1
?FsI	
^ti^ •C 4 N i^NWI
teCAlKr•10: A8 ) xMAx s NUM
cS0 ^0 470











C 400 F (BMKEr LE O GO TO 490F ( ro la	 T1 G 	461
F f ^0 . . OI O 0 4 2
4A1 IF 	 11 GO TO 482







4AS FORMAT( I N0, Of YLOTT NO CHANNELS• N09 OF 8-MATRIX CNANN LS•
• ^
	






TO FLOATING PT NO
c	 no 445Li:1•09R
I O) Go TO 497
405 wENSIII s MFANSII)
407 CONTINUE
COMPUTE N0. OF AIMS
c	 If IICNT 
9 6% 01 NBINS • ICNT/2
4	 DEAD HEADEW REC FROM ggk-
^
c?M MIST FILEE 2 t
•PE,AD(NWSTUN)T
OTCNS1CLVEC ( li•I n 1•NCL^CMf) •
Isl•NOFET2)•
DEFAULT jTAT CHANNELS
L	 F (C``QKEY . N-E. 1) GO TO 499
F (NOFFAT .NE. 0) GO TO 499O 494 1s1 •40 fT2
IF (I .GT. 41 60 TO 499
NcVF
OFEAT s I
♦oA ifTt1) s FETVC24I1
449 CONT NU




ARC COLOR CODES COMING FROM TAPE




j N's4l; .EO. 01 60 TO SOO
N s NOFET2
SAO CNTJNUE





FL(NNSTpUN NNO f . STAT)
WPITfth.S p )NMStFI;IS T
Stn FOoMATt^ IRROP IN P
Q





F (FPFO .En. )MRIITF (6.7 1 O)
F (LOG -FQ 1) wRjjwF(0)-720)
F (pmpf	 -Gf. n) W11 416:1`481iii F (PCKGNO -Fli. (1) wR T (6.7500)
IF
( p CK^hn 	 255)waITE16. 60)
1  (PSCALF :
CO.
.F q . 0 .ANO t!«KEv .GT- 01 wkITEt6.770)
IF (SCALKV .Fae 2 .ANO: U Ev -GT- 01 wRIIT0F16.7soo1
if t4CALK V .FA. ) R TE ( 6.790)
IF (CL RK v .FA. 1) 
w
IF
tOIT ( 6 *800)(FETVEC ( I)•I•I•NOF'EAT)
F tPIQ^ v .^.3) At(bst40
 (fC'LRK v .FA. •) wR TE 	q)
TOO FMOMAT(// $ 1ISE4 HAS SF^(:CTE) THE F$L^?WfNG OPTIONS 8t•//)
71 0 FOUMAT( : L 'vf pit NT W	 xE FRfO P
7Pn FO:m AT( , LINF PR^hTFk LOG ^f P XIL ^CO- PLOTI)
Tan FnoMAT (	 NAt1SFOQ% Q ATA I )
TMn FOOMAT( l yACK G0011NO COLOR FOR SP CTT p AL PLO	 WILL Of BIACCK-)
77An FOOMAT( I HACK AWOUN0 CC0 OP FOR F c(	 P`0	 TE D
17n FORMAT( @ TkANSFORMt"n hA A WILL NO dF kESCAL DO)
Ton FnaMAT ( O USfM HAS INPUT ►+FSCA ING FA^`TUkS^1
?an FOOMAT ( I kf%CALINC FACTOkS WILL NE C MPUtED FROM NSIM MIST FILE')
P00 0
FOgM T( f CUL Uk CUBES ARE COMING FROM STAT FILE USINGG CHANNELS ^•




COMING FRpTTM US R INP T$) EE
pin FOPMAT 4 1 C9^Ok CUBES AKE L COMINGHFROMBRADIANC
FIELD
 ALUESNSTORED ON N-









•	SORTVC SORTS THE ARRAY MIST INTO DESCENDING ORDER
co	 HIgT — THE ARRAY TO RE ORDERED
CM	 PNTR — ARRAY CONTAINING POINTERS
C	 ICOL — TMf_ COLUMN WITHIN HI T THAT IS TO BE ORDERED
cc^ 	 NOVEC - N OF vF C TOI+g TO S RT
C•	 TOG	 - ARRAY CONTAINING RE INNING PONTER FOR EACH BLOCK SORTED
CO	
IFN	 ARRAY CONTAINING F_NRING 	 POINTER FOR EACH BLOCK SORTED










C	 NUMAR = NIST(ICOL W
C	 COMPARE AGAINST LARGEST NUMBER
C
IF (NUMAR .GE. HIST(ICOL•IR)) GO TO 100
C
C	 COMPARE AGAINST SMALLEST NUMBER .
CC
IF (NUMAR .LE. MIST(ICOL•:E)) GO TO 120
C
C	 COMPARE AG ATNST NEXT LARGEST NUMBER
INTPY = PNTR(NEXT)
n-OVFCI = J
DO Po	 I=l.n VEC1
PACT = r^EX
NFXT = PNTR(NEXT)
IF WUMNR .OF. HIST(ICOL•NEXT)) GO TO 130




QA FOOMAT( f ERROR IN SORTING VECTORSI)
CSTOP
LARGEST NUMBER FOUND THUS FAR





C	 SMALLEST NU MBER FOUND THUS FAR
C






















C* STOFIL READS AND STORES NDIM FILE ON DRUM ST000030
C IMPLICIT INTFAER (A-Z) ST000050
STOR0060
CCCC INCLUDE CMRK129LIST ST000070
C INCLUDF COMUKh• IST






















0 MENSION 81 )FF(1)•ISTAT(4.2)•ISTA(3.2)•MEANS(1)
DI MENSION REMDR(4) TOGOST 000130 C
C ST00011150
C READ MFANS INTO CORE ST000160
IF(CLnKEY	 .EQe 4)	 READ(NHSTUN)(MIEANS(I)91219TOTMNS) ST000170






PEMD = TOTAL - LIMIT • I ST000210
IF	 ( REM	 .GT.	 n)	 GO TO 90 ST000220
REMOR(I)	 = TOTAL - LIMIT • (I-1) ST000230
NrPROS = I ST000240











NOWROS = k E`OR (1) ST000330
READ	 (NHSTU r,, )(9UFF(J)•J=1•NO4RDS) ST000340
C ST000350
C DUMP ON HIGH SPEED FRUM 57000360
C CALL RWRITF(DQMVCI9BUFF(1),NOWRDS,ISTAT(191)) ST000380
nRMVCI = Dk ,AVC1	 • NOWRDS STOOD390
130 CONTINUE" ST000400
IF	 (CLRKEY	 .F(l.	 3)	 NOREC = 3 ST000410
IF	 (CLRKEY .NE. 3)	 NOREC = 2 ST000420
C READ IN RFC 5 -- 10 ARRAY 57000440
C READ IN REC n -- COUNTERS ST000450
READ IN REC 7 -- COLOR CODES
C ST000460
no ?_nn K=I * NOkEC ST000480
NOWRDS = 14OVEC ST000490
READ(NNSTUN)	 (8UFF(J)•J=1•NOWRDS) STn00500
C, ST000510
C DUMP ON HIwH SPEED DRUM	
- STUO0520
IF	 (K	 .EG,	 1)	 GO	 TO	 170 ST000540
IF	 (N	 .Ft).	 ?)	 GO	 TO	 IAO ST0005SO
TF	 (K	 .FQs	 "1)
	
60	 TO	 190 ST000560
170 CALL	 kVRITF(nkMIUl.13UFF(1)+NO•IRDS 9 1STA(K•1)) ST000570
nR M Inl = Ok"101	 + NOWROS ST000580
GO TO 200 ST000590
1 0 n CALL	 Dw4lTE( P k mCTI*91)FF(1)•NO4PDS9ISTA(K••1)) ST000600
nRMCT1
	 = DQ ,ACT)	 • NUWRDS STOOU610GO TO 9610 ST000620
100 CALL RWRITE(DkMCH19PUFF(I)•NOWRDS9ISTA(Kt1)) ST000630
nRMCR1	 = nR ,ICQ1
	










































•	 FETVC2(30)•5UPVC2(75),SU4PTR(7S)•CLSVC2(60)• TNS00 50
•	 KERPTS(60)•NOGRP,GWPNAM(60)•GRPDEX(61). TNS00 60
+	 GRPCHK(61)•GROUPS(124) TNS00170
COMMON/GLOBAL/HEAn(63)•MAPTAP,DATTAPE•SAVTAP.BMFILE•BMKEY 9 TNS00 80
•	 HISFTL•HISKEY,THFORM•ERIPTP•ERPKEEY•MAPUNT•NOFILF• TNS00 90
+	 nR(.)MAD •nr+MwnS•PAGSIZ•DATFIL•5TAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL TNS00 00
•	 •NMSTUN.NHSTFI.SCTRUN•MAPFIL TNS00210
•	 ,DOTTINT•UOTFIL•wCH PAS•TRNSFL•8MTRFL,HISTFL•PCHUNT• TNS00220
•	 CRO(1NT.PRTUNT,RANDIO TNSOOJ30
f.OMMON/SCTTFN/FSCAL ,XYSCLE+CLRVEC(30).NCLRCH•CLRKEY•LOG• TNS0040
•	 FPFQ%X M4X,Y MAX•XM N•YMIN,b`KGNUU,XHI•XLO•Y O.XSIZ. TNS002SO












LLnAICAL • 1 LDUM(4)•LLDUM(4)	 Th-SO0360
EQUIV ALENCE	 (IDUM.LDUM(1))•(IIDUM9LLDUM(1)) TNS00370
DO 100	 I=1.NVECT TNS00380
no In	 I1=1•NOFET2 TNS00390
TIT=(IT-1)/4 . 1 TNS00400
TRYTF=II -((II-1)/4) •4 TN500410
I0flM=PL0T(III•I) TNS00420
IInUM=n TNS00430
LLnUM(4)=LD l )M(I6YTE)' TNS00440
IO nATA(11)=IInUM TNS00450
C ;NSO0460
C TRANSFOP'. DATA VECTOR	 TN500470
C CALL MATT i4S(RM ATRX• DATA•TNSDAT(19I)98VEC98MCOM8.8MFEAT) TNNS00490
C PSCALKY = 1	 USEu HAS INPUT SCALE FACTORS 	 TNS00510




C USER HAS INPUT SCALE FACTORS	 TNS00550
C TNS00560






.EO.	 ))	 CALL RFSCLE(TNSDAT(19I)•SWTCH•NVECT)	 TNS00590
C•0 TO 100	 T NS00600
C TNS00610
Cr YMAX• XMAX• AND XMIN ARE TO HE TAKEN FROM HIST FILE
	
TNS00630
20	 IF	 (	 I	 . f%'F.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 25	 Tf.St) 0640
IF	 (	 II	 . t !E.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 25	 Th500650
XMTN = ThS0tT(19T)
	 TNS00660
t•M iN	 =	 TNS1,!'T(9.I)
	
TNS00670
2F	 IF	 (XMAX	 .LT.	 TNSnAT(^•I))	 XMAX	 = TNSnAT(1•j)	 TNS006R0
X. M 	 Tl,So a T(	 TNSnAT(l•I)	 TNS00h90TF	 (TN	 .6T.	 •1))	 Xr l IN	 :

















UNPCKV UNPACKS Two g BITS BYTES AND STOES THE VALUES INTO TWO
C• FLOATING POINT WORD
•	 REALTNSOAr(2*NVECT ZII
CINCLUDE CM04M12•IST
•`OFPF09XP XQYMAX`XMIN• YSIN•HCKGND * 	 ;XLO•YL0iXk1ZEY•LOG•
• YHI•YSI2•*JPI f^'S•SYMMTX(3?)•PM A THX(601•14VEC(30)•NRV HN•NOFEAT













LLD).► M ( k) sLDOM (2)
VALUE2sI IOU"I
LLn ► 1 M (a) =LD I IM (1)
VALUE sIIDUMTNS06 (2.1 ) = VALUE 2	 __..._





























































































C An TOTNUM : TOTNUM +	 1	 _..
NVCELT = NVCELT + I
100.M : NXTCHR(CARD+COL)
C IF	 (M	 .FG.	 BLANK)	 GO TO 140
IF	 (M ,Fq. LPHCD)
	
GO TO100
IF	 ( M .FG.	 PPACD)	 GO TU 130
IF
	
(M	 .Fo7.	 KONMA)	 GO	 TO	 120
IF	 ( M .EG. STAR)	 60 TO 135





NUMR = 10*NUM H + NUM
IF	 (NUM .LT.
	
0 .ON. NUM .GT.
	 9)	 GO TO 150
s0 TO 100
C FOUND A COMMA
C IPn NF M TRP(TOTNIJ M )	 = NUMB
GO TO PO
C
C Fot1Nn	 A	 $ )
C






JJ =	 TnTNUM +	 (I - 1)*NVCELT + J





133 J = FTND12(Coan.00L•COMMA)
IF (J .F9. -1) GO TO 140
KVrFLT = U
90 TO AO
C	 FOUND a MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR
C 13S MTTMFS = NU MA - 1
AO
	 100






15n VFrsr*l = -1
wQTTF (R.?(101
o 2n0 FOQM AT ( l Ek gOk OCCURRFO SCANNING VECTOR CARD $ )PFTURPI
FNn
a
" 1 NA PAGE
 18—3o	 OF	 QU 
17. DOTDATA PROCRSSOR
FILF2 DOTDAT'












DOTS IS THE CO-ORDIN4TOR FOR CREATING THE DOT DATA FILE
	
DOT00020
C iSURR,OUTIrNE OOT0004YnOOTS(O A TA
ll
.FIELDS•VERTEX9TOP)
A1MENSTON IO ATA(SIiE.11*IDATA(10000) DOTOOO60
01 4 NSION F ULD 14.1)*
	
FL(12) *VERTEX (1) DOT00070












	 MBK1(L ST nOT00 vv
C COMMON/INFOkM/NOCLS,2*NOSUA29NOFET2*V4RS229TOTVT29NOFLD29 00T00li0



















•	 DOTUNT*DUTFIL.NCHP AS** RNSFL9BMTRFL*HISTFL9PCHUNT9 DOT00220






DATA BLANK/*	 I / DOT00290

















NOCAT z 0	 DOT00430
NOFLD2z0	 D0700440
C	 TYPE = 1
	
DOT00460
INITIALIZE	 I MAGE DATA TAPE DOT00470
90 CALL TAPHDR(DATAPE*DATFIL) DOT00490
C no At!	 I=1 * S17E
D O Pn J=1 * TOTVEC
DOT005n0
DOT005 0
AD nATA(I * J)	 * 0 DOT00530
TOTVT22 z 0 OT00540
TOTVEC = 0 DOT005SO
AS IF(LACIE.E rJ.1)CALL FLDLAC(FIELDS*STA MNT961009i5109i52o9IPT9 DOTOOS60
•V pTEX)C
D07005RO
C**• ADDED NOV 21* 1976 IN SUPPORT OF LIST PROCESSING
D0700590
TF	 (LACIE.GT.I)	 CALL LTSTLC(FjELnS*STA MNT9L100vLS10• DOT00610
*	 &gPf)9SwCWG9IN	 T * LAC 11E*1E WO•IPiT*VERTEX) 00T00620
CALL FLUTY P (FTELnS*STAMNT * b1n09651094S209IPT9VERTEX) DOT00630
C 100 LINSTR = FLn1NF(1) 00700650
LI NEND = FLnINF(2) nOT00660L	 r(	 I`C	 z	 FL I)IMF (3) DOT00670
SA4 TR z FLOINF(4) 00TOn680
SA ME f, 'O	 = FL'1INF (5) DOT00690
SAMINC	 z FLI)INF(6) DOT00700
• FIFLnS(?*NOFLn7)	 a NOCAT DOT00710
T%)TVT? a FIELDS(400FL02)	 • TOTVT2 DOT00720
C ILTNE a	 (LI t'FNn-LTNSTR)/LTNINC • 1 nOT00740
NSAMP z	 (SAMEN0-SAMSTk)/SAMINC • 1 UUT007SO
DOTn0760















IF	 IENOTAP sEQ * • 1l 00 TO 600
OUT008700
C
C FIND INTERSECTIONS FOR N-R FIELDS 00700896
C DOT009CALL FDLINT(VERTEX(IPT)•FIELDS(4#NOFLDZ)•FLtLINE9 SAMP9NI)C nOT009 .0
no 400 Jal•Nt'( •2 DOTQ 930




F	 (19 .GT.	 IE)	 GO TO 400 DOT00970
DOT00980
DOT00990
COLLECTING INFO FOR DATA REC FOR DOTFIL OOT01000
DOT 010 0
00 350 K:I89IE DOTO 0 O
C DOTO 030
TOTVE a TOTVEC • l nOTO 040











0In9 FORMAT(2 X• ••••• NOTE - TOTVEC WAS GREATER THAN 250. THEREFORE
IVFC WAS SET TO 25O ••••I)
V t5TO 600 DOTO	 30
110 rONTINUF DOTO	 40
DATA119TOTVFC)	 a SAMTR • SAMINC • (K-1) 070	 50
OOTOOATA(P.TOTVFC)	 a ^l 60
DOTO 170DATA(3.TTVEC)	 a	 Yp
MATA(4.TOTVFC)	 a DOTO }190NOCAT
no 15n I=1•wOFETZ DOTO 1190









CIO T	 85 OOTO 2A0
C DOTO 290
C WRITE DOT DATA FILE DOTO 300
C
DUTO 3j10
510 CALL WOTFLO(FIFLDS•VERTEX•NOFLn2.2•CATNAM•DUMMY) 00701	 20
CALL wRTDOT(TOTVEC•N(SUN•FIELDS.VERTEX•SUNANG.nATA•NOCAT• DOTO 330
•	 CATNAM•SIZE•N FETTTT2•FETVC2•TOTVT2•NOFLD2• DOTO 340





SWTCH a I DOTO 3A0
IIF(LLACCIF_.NF.n)NOFL pp 22an DOT0 390
tF(GO T T 8Yy09.1)GO Tb 530
DOT01410
00701420
SEND CARD FOOND VOT01430
nUT01440
f
ST.O CALL WRTFLO(FIFLO5•VERTEX•NOFL02.2•C A TNAM *D(IMMY) 00TO1450
00701460CALL wVTDOT(TOTVEC•NOSUN.FIELDS•VEHTEX•SUNANG•DATA•NOCAT•
•	 CATNA".SIZE•NOFET29FETVC29TOTVT29NOFLD2 • D0101470
•	 DOTUloT•OOTFTL) D07014AO
SWTCC H a	 0 1)0101490
IF(PRTKEY.EA.1)GO TO 530 00701500
DOT01510
DOT01520





bon	 FORMAT(IX• •	 ►+0. • .2X• • SAMNLF 1 92X9 • L1NE 0 92x• • TYPE 0 92X9 • CATEGOR'f • • OUT 011-180
^	 „ y













( Gb TO b20TF( KT.w .
WRY F t^+• 00)
WRITF ( A.640)
MR tTF(6q?20)(ALANK • FE TV CC2 tI1•tt n ISTART•IEND)
7;0 0 FOaM1A1 T(37x•10(Alr•CMt••i2••1•f)
920 vRTTE(6971 )I).(DATA ( Ir11 I) ii l : • 4)i (DATA(4•JJ I TT) .JJn ISTART•IEND)
710 FOQMAT6 ; 712)r
1M'•3X•I4.3X•I4 X • 1 96X•12.8Xr0113.4X1)
712 FppPMAT( 1
800 CQNTNUF





f^(ITa09E0.1) GO TO 840
#TWO=
TSTART s
 NU • ISTART
60 TO T2O ?Q9
840 CONTINUE








FOU VALFNFE tLCATNM( )•CATNM)•(LCARDt1)•CAROtl))
F (5 A-AN'f.fF.O ) +0 TO 0
F(.NAT. MIT^M)GO TO 0
ALL NfrrAl ( 30•AD)j QQ	 PFADtrI• 0^)(ACAf^Dtt)•I n 1.80)
103 FORMAT(P^A11 )
WOITE(309103)(ACAWn(I)9I81980)
WEw I N(1 30
RrAD(30.1000)ID•TYPES9CARD
1000 FguMAT(A3.1X.j1.75A )
Iiii(TYPF.F.O.TY EES 	 TO 20












LL s n	 rLl)uu%
T NM s NxTCHQ(CARD•COL)	 FL00045
F NExT CHAR IS NOT A CAT. NAME * CORRECT COL COUNT TO READ NUM	 FLD0041
IF(CAT oJM.PT9n)GO 10 21	 FL00040





I	 (CATN ►• .FO.CATNM))GO TO 23	 FL0005 0NOCAT n t- 10CAT •
	
FL00055
CC ATNAM (NOf 4T) s ATNM
0







FL0005¢O(O1CAkno n FL000. 0CALL. NtJMRu (NDnTS•NOCARD•CARO•COL)
	
FLOOOSSO
F(NDCAkU.EO.n)GO TO 10 	 FLOOOS90
CNT s 0	 FLnO 60
TA NT s 7
SWITCH s .TWUE.	 FL0006
`^
0
60 TO 100	 FLU00630FLn00h40
TEST FOR FND OF DOTS TO AE PROCESSED ON CARD	 FL000650FL i 00660
1F(ICNT.LT.NnCARD)GO TO 100 	 FL000h70
FLD00680
kEAD NEXT CAPD	 F000690
FL000700
TAMNT s 1	 FL000710FL0007 0CNT = 0 FL0007 0NFAD4?1.1n3)(ACARr)(I)•l s )•AD)




k AM 30. nOn )ID•TYPES.CARO 	 FLU00760













`GORY NAME A EL014 Y 
E FOR DOT 1 STORED IN





VFRTEX I -ii1 Y1RTE IN ORMAT^ONA
POP^Ea MNDOT FIELD VERTEX INfORMAT











C	 NCLU F CMRK14
C	 INCLUDF Cnm4xl
COMMON/INFORM/NMCL)2•NOSUNR•NOFET?. • VARS t•TOTVj2 NoFL02•
A AiiZl Co VAR2`^•,)CLA1.0 (SUBNp gUR r 
L, y
D 2•VERTX2•
KrPT5!e01:49-	 G NISMI60^1.bK^D^X16I^^ teu)•
COMMON /OOTVf_C/+TYPEK^ATNiN'/+OPSN^^At•TOTVEC•FLDINFt6)•PRTKEY






IFtIwa ;pi Al ) f0 TO 40
C••**•IMANGEII JUNE is 1970
RETURN 2
C
C 100 ICNT n ICNT •




N =TAPS( NPi) / 
0
18000 0
= IAMS(NN) - NI • 1000100p0





P = NN LI • A0000000
s AAS( N7.)/ 0000
S = IAMS(N^)-N • 1000011 t51•GF,I P On)N3 * N3 • 1
KK=I
IF(N"1•LT,.0)KK=- 1






s LS • SI
STONE DOT INFO
FILL05(1•NOFLD2) _ CATNMF 4DSt4•h10FLD 1 nF 	 Nf ( I ) = L
FLU)NF(0) n
FLD NF (3)
FLD NF(4) _FLD NF (S) _
FLLD NF (h)
FPT PT.NE.0 0 TO 35
35
I
FPTf X (IPT) s S






2000 FORMAT(/ ^X.'ERRpoa MAS OCCURRED IN READING LACIE FORMATTED DOT
























O iPO •r^}}pplI AMN{NOPLDt)^tflA AEAb^fJ^LtlopuTTO)^•	 1•MOfrL02 11•VERTEx1 i►TI q FLpJNfr 111•RIELOSf ♦•1




• (SWITCH) 60 TO 300I




fI F ' QM^ jj AX962ApAl7 0	 0
Ms NUAPlR ( CARD.COL 9 TYPEqZfQO)
1PT s 1
NgvL r 0	 ORIGINAI. PAGE IS
%W TCw:
.FALSE.
	 ()I•, Pooh QUALITY60 TO :
CL ASSNAME CARO
li0 FOP4ATQoX A V	 .
A NOCAT s NO AT • 1
p (309 }1 )CATNAMINOCAT)
G ^NO 30 so
FIELD CARD














f101RNS QpMhN Cnn o1 }( CAF+Dt6t1 •EMMOMI31 •ACAROR91	 Q
ARNS W 5 AfM(21
	
1888
ATA SLA M L1••/•/
At^ t^ / •OMAN • +OATH+•	 F•poT^•
•^•APT^ • . (^AfF..+•+ITOMM••:1#01+r+MEOtrr^KNOr!




A L/ • •/	 TT	 T
MI	 O«AK:iLI 3T	 ^^
INCLUDE C MAK6•	 0 9ttNCL11DF C••AK ♦• `	 {
C0^1MON/iNfOR^/NO	 RS
	
2^t42^ FITTZ VA 2 T T Tt NN00FF ot•	 g
•	 FV1 V ^l `^ oi^
.
NOSU











GWPC HK 04	 OR p
 Al1 OMENTI^ttt^ 	 S 	 c	 s
EAUIVALENCE t•+E^ tl) •M A 1411 t^t •++EAf1 	 1^
4
T
2	 (MF Itl) M1 
Al n i t	 a tt 1 ^1EA^j 	t	 ITv	
0
Q
A • A TjP•l1MF, r	 ErCOMMON/GL08AL/M 	 AP-A016	 ?A^	 T	 1^ 1!l!Mt^c
•	 wIS5^ FIt..M 11 SgKEr•T4;OAM	 PT; ERPK r^ r• AMUNT•UfILE•	 iiTT 0  sb
•	 naiimA pg nwMwAS o P GSIt •OATFIL • SfAfiL•A •^ AV•41AVFL	
700 A• OWN gTUN•NMSTFI.SCC^ UN•1	 `	
o
	
'1APF t 	 8
• •OOTU 1JT.DOTFTL.NCMP AS•1RNS^^ •6MTRFL•MISTFL•PCSNMIT•
• PpDuNT•VNTIINT • uAt^DIO
















t 100 F ORMAT(/11R. • INPUT SUMMARr+//1 	











WRTTEt3n • 10A)(ACAPO ( I)•I•I.201	 100
RE wINO NRUNII	 TOOT
0
40
C	 PF4n(3n 110)CCODEI•CARD	 5 TOO S0p^ Lyl tin ^AUNIt	 00
MODTF(K•12i)cnnE1•CARD	 Too 00
}
PA FORwAT(IX•A4•A><•62A1)	 5 TOO 90
1q FnQMAT(A4.61•6?A1) 	 s T00600
no 13n I•I•N^NU1	 S TQ0b^O
IF (ConFI * E^•.CODE(I1) GO TO ( 50.180.21i0•'310.470• 	 S Tee 06 0




1% vFitF(A.140)	 S 700650
40 FORMAT( + INVALID CONTROL CARD — IGNORED •)	 S T00670r.0 TO ins	 S TOo6P0
CMANNFL CARD	 S TOOb9OS 100700
, IAA M s NKTCMN(CAWn•COL1 	 I
IF (M.EJ.?^) Gn (0 155	 T00730IF ( M .F0. 1+LNK) GO TO 105	 5 T007401St WRIT F ( t+•1431	 5
190 FORMAT( • ERWOR ON DATA CARDS) 	 5 T007(5+0P40
	 Tn 1 n5	 SE Te07701A•( IF






C DATA FILE CARD
C 1AO M a NXTCWR(CARDsCOU
IF	 (M .EC. QLNK	 )	 0 TO 105
IF	 (M.F0.k))	 60 TO 190
IF	 (N.E*A.FF)	 GO TO 200 _._._...	 _
;A; FO QM AT( i1 ERROR ON DATA FILE CARDO)
00 TO 105
100 J a FIND12(CARn•COL.EQ000M)
IF	 (J .NE.	 1 )	 GC TO	 18S
M a NUM8EK C'•k0•COL.DATAPE•ZERO)
COL= COL
f+0 TO lan
2(10 J = FIN012(CARl*(OL9EGUCOM)








210 M = NXTCNR(CARn•COL)
IF	 (M.F000)	 GO TO 213-
IF	 ( M .FG:6LNK)	 GO TO 105
60 TO 215 ORIGINAL PAGE
213 J = FINOR2 ( CARD • COL+SLASH)
IF	 (J .E	 .	 — 1)	 GO TO 215
IS
OF POOR QUALITY
214 M = NXTCHR(CAR09COL)
IF	 (M .EQ. RLNK 	)	 GO TO 105
IF	 (m F09U1	 GO TO 230
IF	 (M.EQ.FF)	 GO TO 240
215 WPITF(E.220)
220 FORMAT( v ERROR ON DOT FILE CARD')
GO TO 105
230 J = FIND12(CAR09COL•EGUCOM)
IF	 (	 J	 .NE.	 2)	 GO TO 215 _	 _.	 ...
M = NUM*4EH(CARD.COL9DOTUNT9ZERO)
—	 1GOL TO 214
240 1 = FIN012(CARD•COLpEG000M)









C 330 M = NXTCNR(CARO•COL)
TF	 (M .FO. QLNK	 )	 GO TO 105
TF	 ( M .FJ * P)	 GO TO 340
IF(M.EO.L)GO TO 345
C•••
CODE ADDEO NOV 219 1978 IN SUPPORT OF LIST PPOCESSING
IF	 (M.EQeU)	 GO TO 350
C 313 WPTTE(6*335)
31% FORM AT( • ERROR ON OPTION CARDI)
60 TO 10534(1 PRTKFY = 1
GO TO 105
345 1GO ATO E 105
350 M = NUMQER(CARD•COL•LACIE•ZERO)
GO TO 105
CnATE CARD
370 M s NXTCNR(CARDeCOL)



















































































60 TO 105 SETO
C
..	 _	 _..	 _	 ....
COMMENT CARD
C
390 1F (M xTEQ.(ALNK * )O 60	 TO 10S HITS
SETA
RFAD(30.3 AO)COMENT SETO
PEW IND RRUNIT SETO
GO TO 105F
_	 -	 -	 ---.
	 _	 .. SETO
SETO
C HE01 SETO
400 M = NXTCHR(CAROICOL) SETO
FEAn(3093PO)	 HEDI SETO
PEW IND RRUNIT SETO
60 TO IOS SETO
C HEO2 SE TO
















C 440 SI7E z 4 • NOFET2 SETO
C SETO
WOTTF. (6.1!100) ' SETO
7F	 (NOFET2
	 . NE.	 0)	 WRITE(691010)	 (FETVC2(I)tl z ltNOFET2) SETO
TF	 ( PRTKEY	 .Fn.	 1)	 WRITE(691030) SETO
1040 FOQMAT( •




 (1SE4 HAS'AFOUESTED THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS s 9 /) SETO
1010 FOQMAT( o 	SELECTED CHANNELS ANE"930I3) SETO
1010 FORMAT( v 	 PRINT DATA VECTORS I ) SETO
C RETURN SETO








IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-I) LAB0003
DIMENSION FLDSAV(2000)•ARRAY(1) LA90004
cc
C	 GO READ CONTROL CARDS LAB0006
C CALL SET14(ARRAY•TOP9EXIT) LA80008
LABOA09
READ IN REQUIRED FILES LA90010
LA90011
CALL FILERO(ARRAe TOP.NOFLD.TOTVRT•FLOSAV(1)•FLDSAV(1001)) LA800}
LA800
READY TO PERFORM USER REQUESTS #3LABOO 4
LA80015
LABLR(ARRAY.TOP•NOFL09TOTVRToFLOSAV(1)oFLOSAV(100119*CALL LABOO16
FLUSAV(I) +EXIT) LABOO 7
LA800 8





UI' 1'oi:, r QUALITY
FILE ALLKIN,
SUBROUTINE ALLKIN(DOTS+SUBVECrSUBNO+CATVEC•MEANS+DOTSUM)














2	 (H 02( ).H A (30)^•fCOMEN fl)•H A (4^))
COMMON• 	 /LABS/NOCAT•CATNAM(60)•NOCL29CLSNM2(60)•NOCAT2•CATNM2(60)+
SUBRAY(120).PTR(60)•CATPTR(250)rCATDOT(500)•
•	 DOTVEC(250)•COND•MIX PROC90APKEY•DOTKEEY STATKY•
• SUNANG.T•NEARST+n ST+NOFEAT•FETVEC('io174) yAPUN OMA^Flo
•	 OSAVTP90STAFI.NOSON•ANGLE(A)•SIZE+Ii37UlReFLDINF(6)•








• •DOT(1NT•nOTFIL.NCHPAS ► TRNSFL•BMTRFL•MISTFL•PCHUNT•
• CRDUNT•PRTUNT+kANDIO
CSENO









RETRIEVE CLUSTER CLASSIFICATION FOR EACH DOT ALL00400
ALL0040
NSAMP =	 (FLnINF(5)-FLDINF(4))/FLDINF(6)
	 +	 1 ALL00410
LINES = ( FLOINF ( 2)	 - FLOINF ( 2))/FLDINF ( 3)	 • 1 ALL00430
C DO 100 I=I.TOTDTZ ALL00450
ILINE = D TS(2.j) ALL00460
ISAMP	 = DOTS(1.11) ALL00470
PIXAOP = DRUMAD •	 ( ILINE-11) •NgAMP • ISAMP-1 ALL00486
CALL RREAO(PIXAOR•NUMBERr1rISTAT) ALL00490
ALL00500
CLSTNO -- CONTAINS THE CLUSTER N0. OF EACH DOT
C
ALL005J0
90 IF	 (ISTAT	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 90 ALL0053g1g








1111 FORMAT(20X• I CLUSTFR LABELING DETAILS+r/) ALL00600
1000
WRITE(6s1000)
FORMAT(3X9 + CLUSTER 4 92X9 l CLUSTER 9 93X+ r DOT+•nX++00T+r
ALL006JO
ALL0060
1	 7X9 f DOT t o6 X 9 t DOT 2 •/•3X9 $ NUMPER 4 .4X. r LASEL+93X9+LABEL r r ALL00630
2 2X• + NUMRER + 92X9 t DlSTANCE+92X•+CLUSTER+9//) ALL00640
ALL00650
MAJOR DO LOOP ALL00660




DO ISS J=19NOCAT ALL007PA
155 = 0MAXGc 0J>
ALL00740
NODOT = 0 ALL00750




FIND ALL DOTS IN CLUSTER I ALLOO?Ad
ALL00740
DO 150 Jsl*TOTDT2 ALL00800
IF	 C4 TN (J) *NE. 11 GO TO 150
K	 D	 S(4 * J)s
ALLOOAI$
ALLOOA22
CATGRY(K)	 = CATGRY(K)	 • 1 ALL00830
NODOT s NOnOT • I ALL00B40
DOTNUM(NOOOT) s J ALL00854
150 CONTINUE ALLOOR64
ALLO0870






	 .LT. MAX) GO TO 160
ALL00910
ALL00920
MAX = CATGRY(J) ALL00930
CATNUM n J ALL00940
160 CONTINUEC
ALL00960
IF	 (MAX *NE. 0) GO TO 170 AL 00970o
i













165 FORMAT(//93X9*** DEFAULTING TO K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR PROCEDUPE FOR CLALL01070
LUSTER ** 0 * IS) ALL01080
CALL KNEAR (DOTS •DUM*DUM•CATVEC•ITER• TAB I9SWT,CH•CATNU49I•MEANS• ALL01090
1 DOTSUM) ALLO 100
GO TO 300 ALLO11J0
EG




C PRINT CLUSTER INFORMATION ALL01170
O ALL01180





GO TO CODE FOR A TIEC
ALL01230


































INDFXI : TIES J) ALLOISOO
LAReL









2222 FORMAT(1H1.2OXr # CLUSTER LABELING SUMMARY991)
WPITF(6.1300)








































IF (CATVEC(J) .NE. I) GO TO 310






CODE FOR A TIE
390 IF (MAX .EO. 0) GO TO 175
DO 400 II=I*NOCAT
IF (II .EO. CATNUM) GO TO 400
400 IF (MAX 
*EU' CATGRY ( I I) ) GO TO 410
CATVEC(I) = CATNUM
GO TO 175


























































































C	 TIES(TIE) a DOTNO
CATGRY(LAHE ) s CATGRY(LASEL)
	 1
NODOT s NOD T - 1
C	 IF (INDEX .EO. INODOT • 1)) GO TO 44S
DO 440 IIsINDEX.NODOT
C 440 DOTNUM(II) s DOTNUM(II.1)
♦45 CONTINUE
MAX = 000 470 W19NOCAT .IF (CATG Y( I) .LE. MAX) GO TO 470MAX : CATGRY(II)
CATN
IN
UM : II470 
GO Tb390
ALLOJ9
ALTS 3ALL0 3 0ALLO 3330ALL0 34ALLO 358ALL02 60ALL	 ?0





























T MPJI IT INTFAFQ(A -X)
DIM Wg 10N PTR (LNCAT).PTR2(LNCAT)
PEAL SChtLNCA^).SAVEJRO
JnJ•l
ttF(J.GT.LNCAT)GO TO 00jF(J.F ?).LNCAT)GO TO 7 5












IF(K.FU * 1)60 TO 60




































































































IMP	 T INTFOER IA-Z)












WRITE O A JSCANHLINE OF ZEROS - USED FOR SEPARATING THE THE COLORS
C•
no o0 Is1*XSIZ
C 100 IDA A(I•JS s 0
CALL WPT`N(IOATA•LSTLIN)
LINE s LINE * 1
C 110 IF (NKEYS * LE * NOKEY) NOKEY n NKEYSKK s 0
	
C	 no 150 I= NOKEY	 -
TOTKFY s ^3TKEY • I
n0140 J=1*NC
no 130 K=1910
KK = (I-1)*11 • K
tin tnATA(KK•J) s MEANS(J.TOTKEY) • 0*5
140 CONTINUE
	




NOKEYNa NOSUR2 - TOTKEY
	
C	 00 16n I=1*In
IF (NOKEY * LE * 0 .AND. I * EO * 10) LSTLIN : -1
160 CALL WPTLN(IDATA*LSTLIN)
LINE a LINE • 10




























OUTPUTS LINE PRINTER MAP(CONOITIONAL AND MIXED)
OUTPUTS MAPFIL TAPE








INCLUDE COMRK4 9 L SI
+COMMON/INFOQM/NOCLS2 NOSUR2•NOFET2•VAOS 29TOTVT? NOFLO?•
AVAAP•,OVAR?•CLSIO2•SURNO .SUADS2.^LOSV?•VERTX2•
•	 FETVt`,2t301•SUAVC ( 5)•SU8 TR(75) CLSVC2(60)•
•	 KFPPTS(60)•NOGRt+.6 NAM(60)•GRPD^X(61)•




• SuuNAND T NEARS .DTST.NOFFAT•FETVC(330)•OMAPUN•OMAPFI•
•	 OSAV ^'.bS AFI•(BOSUN•ANG`g(t!)•SI E,TOTDTpp•FLRINF(A)9








• •DO (JNT•nn c L•NCCHPAS•TANSFL•8MTRFL,HISTFL•PCMUNTv
• CWDUN' T•PWTUNTi k ANOIIO
DI MENSION MED1(S).HED2(15)•DATE(3)•COMENT(IS)




n M NS ON TT^ t •^),
	 COL(3.110)
B MT
^hS ON SYM 1,(6 1
DATA TITLECONO
O
.iITIO • 9 9 NAi t o
o , .•t,• MI;•$XED•I/1 • ? • 3 • 4 • 5 • 6 • 7 • d • 9 . A •
•	 •a••.C••vn,.,f,•.F•,•G•••M•:.1••.i.o.K••






NNFUCL ATA ( 1000) • RELCLR 60)
nI M N5I0N CATVJC(1)
M NS ON SUHUU S(601
n HENS ON COLOQ(64)•COLATE(60)•DELETEf60)
DATA COLOk/ 1.207.74. 11.47.175.143,71•
• 1R7.1 pS•107.171.1999 35.339.71•
• ^05.137.7S•41.4S.69.73.1S•





•	 131.13S•1?7.14 .67.7 •75.777•
•	 161.163.165 16	 16,
nATA IPNO/•r•/
COI 8PS(N SUa2 • 
1
) = COLORt1)
COL PS(n Sup ? • ) = CO OR(1)




n^ 1 1 = 1•NOsUR2
TF (CATSUk!l).EO.Il) DELETE(II) = 1
K 1 aF P T	 KEPT • DELETE(II)
cOIITINU





























nLA^:TjugI ) . II .
4
M ALL 4 1 MA LLj (014V ( T^I ) .E(i.0) GO TO 6F
(II.LE0AEPT) GO TO 36
CONTINUE7




ljlt)MtiAC0LATE(CATNUMj GO TO 9
nELETE(I) s DUM
roLnWS(T) . COLOW(DUM • 1)
60 TO 10
COLO4S H) = COLOR(64 • KEPT - CATNUM)9
DFLETE( ) a 63 • KEPT - CATNUM
CONTINUE
10 CLSSYM (NO5082 • 11) s IPNO




S FORMAT(//SOX 044• + CLUSTER MA I/)
TSTRT s FLDIOIF(4)
IE NV 3 FLUINF(S)
SAM NC s FLnIINF(6)
LI N I NC s FLnNF(3)
LI NST Q a FLDINF(1)
}}
INEND	 F DTNF(2)

















1 ^ ^{ !^, (1 G:1 /,11,x,5
IF (10 3 TS .67. Ilo) IPTS =110
IF (NSAMP .L1:. 110) GO TO 15
Ipn a NS0W - 11 0
15 MO
N3nO ImLINSTR.LINEND•LININCIt r 11 • 1Q IXAOR s DROMAD • (I-1)*NSAMP
CALL RRtAn ( N I44Dk . IM9 SAMP.ISTAT)






IF (L .NE. n) GO TO 2S
InATA (J) s n
CLSOi 00

















































CO TO 30 ssgg LL
10 IOATA(J) m BLORS(L)
WRITE IDAT A OUT TO TAPE
C
C 	 CALL MATLNIIDATA•LSTLIN ►
C	 WRITE REMAINDER OF PIXELS ON DRUM FOR SUBSEQUENCE WRITING
CC
	
MAPOPM : MAPADR • (II-1) • PD





no A0 1 I • 19NOSUB2






Pn I * I PU0	 Tr
1 S (PTSTSGE 1 N;Al MP) 60 TO360
F ( IPU1;GLj•111())IIPTSa 110
IP^is IP
II
DI- IPTS IPTS - 1









WPL b D( MAPDWM • 0UT•I
pp
D• STtATl)
3P0 MRTTE(69240)I•(0UT(?K) 1•IKs STARTsIENDS)
240 FOpMAT(2x•IA•lx•1}OA1)






37n F OOM AT(1M}^•^	 NEW ORDERING AND COLOR KEY COOESO)
WR /TF(603 5)









DO Al IJ s ISTRT• IEND• SAMINC
J m J •1	 -
fOl(1•J1 s TJ/IQO
COL(z•J) : M(jD(IJ• 00)/10
COL139J) n MOD 1J. 0)
Al IF (i UF09 11^) G TO 82
A ? SAMFN s IJ
JD
IRT a SAMEN • SAMINC
TS z JWPITF (405)




























FLAGS THE CONDITIONAL CLUSTERS
A p I I N•OTS1;l60)201ST"Cl2SO)•DOTS(SIZE•TOTDT21•CATVEC(It
C	 1NCLU €
C	 CMMK4Pf?ZNOSXP? FTZ	 TnOMMON/INfOaM/h	 NO22V^A 2
	
NT2NOFLyS	 ?
t1VA?• L g j^225U8:2 118AS2•FLLOS y •VERTX2 ♦
•	 F TVtr` (i01•tUVC?t
.
7S)•SUR^t1S^ CLSVZ2 60)•
•	 K^Pp Ib0)•NOGQP•GRf+NAMt60)•GRP (X(611•
•	 9 P(CMK ( 41) • (CROUPS ( 1 24 )
•COMMON /LAST•/MOCAT.CATNAMt60)•NOCLL$2iCLSNM2t60)•NOCAT •CATNM2(60)9
SUPRAY(I Z0)•PTR(60)•CATPTR(250)•CATOOT(SO •
•	 DOTVlC( 5A)•CC0N0 M I X•PROC•MAPKEY ;DOTKY gg ATKY•
• S0N AN69 T*NFARST9D ST•NOFf.4^9 ETVrrC( 0)•OMAUN•OMA^F •
•	 OSAVTP.GSTAFI.NO
 UN•ANGL (0).SIZf. OTnTTT•FLRINFI
1KEY 9 P
1.
•	 C(_S YM(62)•STAD . S•M ANAp •TABADR.MA AOR UNCORt30) .
•	 DCi^T11tj • OnoTi1•MANSTAPAN UT•OSPUNT * fl'	 L.D^RNSTS•
• PPN1o0T.FLnN4M•V NTExlzz2 ► •NOVRTTT•NSUN•ANCLESIO)
FtENO•	 •TOTOT39FLnAn •VTXAOW .-
C	 FIND ALL CONDITIONAL CLUSTERS
NFXT s 63
ncb 01) s 1 •'VOSUR
1110 ()00 200 t 1 300SUBI  lII
C TART s TR • (I-I)•TOTDT2
CALL RREAO ( TAH1•OISTNC•TOTDT2 • ISTAT)
C 110 IF (1STAT .Eti. 1) GO TO 110
DSTN s 2S5.
R tECO 2F	 ST = s il1.)T C)STNCIJJI) GO TO 1f0
IIF MOTS (49j) .NE. LAW) GO TO 20
n TN s OISTNC(J)
C
1?0 CONTINUE
	 COMPAPF THRF•SMOLD VALUE T
IF (DSTN .LF. T) GO TO 200
G	 FLAG AS CONDITIONALC	 NEYT s NEXT - 1













IMP ICIT INTEGER (A-M•0-Z) CR000030




LOAICAL • 1 L1(4)9L2(32) CR000060
FOUIVALENCE
	 (WRO19L1(1))9(L?(1)98UF(1)) CPDO0070 C
DATA	 BLANK/ 9	 0 /9 COMMA/ 9 9 9 /9 COMVEC/19 9 9 1 / CR000090
C CR000100
c-----------------------------------------------------------------C R000 10
C------- - --------------- -- -------- ------------ - -------- - ------- - --- CkDO0120
C CPD00130
COL = 0 CPDO0140
J e NXTCHR(CARD9CCOL) CR0001150
IF	 (J.FA.HLANK)	 60 TO 110 CRD00160
no in	 I=19d CRD00170
J22 = CARD(COL-1+I) CkDO0180
TF (J?.EG.CnMMA) GO TO 20 Ck0001Q0




20 no 30 J=I98 CRD00230
30 PUF(J) = BLANK CPDO0240
C CWD00250
40 N n 1 CR000260
DO 50	 I=194_ CRD0027042(N)N 1 = N Ck000290+
50 CONTINUE CRD00300
GRPNAM(NOGk o +1)	 - WRD] CR0003 0
J = FIND12(CAKO.COL#HMVEC) M003.0
TF	 (J.LE90)	 GO TO	 110 CkDO0330
J = NUOSER(CARD9COL9NUMVEC90) CRD00340
II	 =	 0 CR0003SO
no 90	 T=19J CRD00360
JJ = NUMVEC(I) CPDO0370
A0	 TI	 =	 II+1 CR0003HO
NUMVEC(II)	 = JJ Ckn00390
Q0 CONTINUE CRDO0400
IF	 (II.LE.0)	 GO TO	 110 CPD00410
C CRD00420
N09PP = NOGRP +I Ck000430
SPOTR = GRPTR +1 CRD00440
GRPDEX(NO(5RP)
	 = GRPTR CR0004SO
GROUP5(GAPTR)	 = 11 CRD00460
no
	 100	 I=1.II CPD00470
100 GROUPS(GRPTR+I)	 o NUMVEC(I) CRD00480
GRPTR = GRPTR+II CkDO0490













COMPUTES	 LI OR L2 DISTANtES AND STORE ON DRUM
DOT00030











•	 AVARpp•COVAR79CL5IO2•SURNO2•SUADS2•FLOSV2•VERTX2• OOT00 10
DOT00 20•	 `FETVC22( 30)•SUBVC2(7S)•SUHPTk(755)•CLSVC2(60).
•	 KFPPTS(60)•NOGRP•GNPNAM(60)•GRPDEX(61)• DOT00130
•	 GRPCHK(61)96PUUPS(124) DOT00140
nI MFNSION HFnl( 5)•HEn2(15)•OATE(3)•COMENT(I5) QOT00150
FOUIVALENCE
	
(HE	 1(1)•HEAO(4))•(DATE(1)•HEAD 22))• OTOOI60
2.	 (HED20 ).HEAU(30))•ICOMENT(1)•HEAn(48)) DOT00170













•	 CLSSYM(62)•STAnkS.MEANAD.TABADP,MAPADR,SUNCOR(30)	 • DOT002QO
ODDTON •ODOTFI•MANSTA•MANDOT•DSPUNT•OSPFIL•DSPKEY•PRNSTS• DOT00300
•	 PRNnOT•FLI)NAM, VERTEX(22),NOVRT•NSUN•ANGLES(8) DOT00310
+	 ,TOTDT39FLnADP,VTXADR •DOT00320
CSEND DOT00330
OI MENSTON nOTS(SIZE91) OUT00340
REAL TABLE(TOTOT2.1) DOT00350
DATA CLST R/ O CLST I /,BLANK/ •	 / DOT00360
PEAL MEANS(NOFET291)•DSTN•DISTNC(250)•SUN•SUNCOR DOT00370
C DOT00380
C TARADR - DRUM ADDRESS FOR STORING DISTANCE TABLE DOT00390
C DOT00410TA91 = TABAOR
C DOT00430RETRIEVE SUN ANGLE	 CORRECTIONS
C DOT00450IF (SUNANG .EO. O) GO TO 19
DOT00470C SMTCH = 1 - SUNANGLES ARE USER INPUT
C = 0 -SUN ANGLES ARE ON DOT FILE nOT00490
C DOT00500TF	 (SUNANG .NE.
	
1)	 GO TO 18SMTCH = 0 T)OT00510
SINFAC(SUNCOR•ANGLE•FETVEC•NOFEAT•SWTCH•DUMMY)
DOT00520CALL





nO 2no I=19NOSU82 DOT00570
C DOTOOSRO
C ZERO OUT ARRAY DOT00590
DOT00600
nO 2n	 IJ=19TOTDT2 nOT00610
20 nISTfJC(IJ)	 =	 0 DOT00620
DOT00630
C COMPUTE DISTANCE BETWEEN ALL DOTS FOR EACH CLUSTER DOT00640C DOT00650
00700660
C DIST =	 T	 -- L1	 DISTANCE nOT00670
C = 2	 -- L? DISTANCE DOTn06M0
C nO 100 J=19TOTOT2 DOT00700
nSTN = o	 - DOT00710
nO 5i)	 K=i•NOFET2 00T00720
SUN =	 S I INCO Q (K) DOT00730
nSTN = SUN•0OTS(4 4 K9J)	 - SUN •MEANS(K•I) DOT00740
60 TO	 (30.40)901ST DQT00750
C DOT00760
3n DISTNC(J)	 = DISTrjCtJl	 •	 ABS(OSTN) DOT00770










100 CALL O WRITEtTA81 .OISTNC.TOTOT29ISTATjTNCtJf)
TA81 = TARI 4 TOTDT2









rOrKp5 - 1 TOP/tOTDT2
IF (NOGRPS.C.T. 15) NOGRPS = l5
245 
TOTWDS C = TOTGT25*Nti0GRP5RP5 = SU82
C
CALL RREAD(TA8I.TAHLE•TOTWOS9ISTAT)
TSIIA2 = NSUR? 4 NOGRPS	 1






?A5 TF (ISTAT .FO. 1) GO TO 265




TAR1 = TA41 4 TOTWDS
NSUH2 = TSUA2 4 1
SLIQ2 = SU PT - NOGPPS

















































I MOLICIT INTEGEP (A-Z)





















?c;o)*COND.MIY PPOC• MAPKEY•DOTKEY,STATKY *
*	 SUNAN69T• ! '££A QST9DIST,NOFEAT
DSP00240
DSP00 50,FE^VECc(?O),uMANUN,OMAPFI *
•	 OSAVTP * OSTAFI * NOSUN * AN6LL(A) * SIZE•OTnT? * FLOINF(6) * DSP00260






nI MENSION SUqNO(1) * SURDES(i)•FLDSAV(4.1) * VFPTX(2.1) * CATVEC(1) OSP00320
nI VENSION S11dVEC(1).UATA(1)*IP(1000)*NEMSUB(62) DSP00330
DI MENSION CLSVFC(60) * DUMMY(100) OSP00340
PEAL. MFANS(NOFET2 * 1)*COVAR(VAkSZ2 * 1),VR(1000) OSP00350




C RUN HEADER RECORD NO *
 1 DSP00410
C USP00420
no	 to	 7=1 * 1no OSPOO430
10 n(±MMY (l) =I OSPOO440
NOFLP? = NOFLD OSPOO450
TOTVT? = TUTVRT DSP00460
NCAT = n nSP00470





K = n OSPOO530
no 4n	 I=1."IOCAT OSPOO540
TIT
	 =	 S11y r;0 (1) DSP00550
n0 4n	 J=1*III USPO0560
K = K
	 +	 I OSPOO570
41) CLSVEC(h)	 =	 I DSNOOSRO
C P(IN HFADER PECOPD NO. 2 DSP00590
WRITE(nS PUNT)(CATNA M (I) * I=1 * NOCAT) * (CATNAM(I)9I=19NOCAT)* OSPOO600
*	 c4u ► ;^•0(11*I=].r,OCaT).(SUt1nE5 OSPOO610
*	 (I)*(=)*'JO^!1a2)*((FL")SAV(T*J)*I=1.41*J=l*NOFLD2)*((VERTX(1*J) OSPOO620
*•1=1*?),J=1.TOTVT2)*(CLSVEC(I)*I=1 * NnSUH 2).(CLSVEC( I) * I=1*NOSUP ?) OSPnO630
*	 *( DuMN'Y(I)*I=1*NOCAT)9(KEPPTS(I)*I=1*NOSU82) DSPOO640





= STADPS + VARSZ2 * NOSU82 DSPOObRO
no 100 J=19NOSU92 OSPOO690
KK	 = S 1J P VFC(J) OSPOO700
MEANS? = kFAN)	 + NOFFT2*(KK-1) DSP00710
COVAR)	 = STA.DKS
	 +	 VARSZ2*AKK-1) DSP00720
CALL pOc AD(COVARI*COVAN(1.J).VARSZ2•ISTAT) OSPOO730
Sn IF	 (IFTeT	 . r 0.	 1)	 60	 TO SO OSPOO740
CALL APFAD( yFAN52*MFANS(19J)*NOFET2*ISTATI) D5Nn0750
6n IF	 (ISTATI	 .t (j.	 1)	 GO	 TU	 60 DSP00760






























PTS = (SAMENO-SAMSTP)/SAMINC + I
LINES = (LINFND-LINSTR)/LININC + 1
WRITF(OSPUNT)(FLDINF(I)9I=1+6)+PTS.LINES+FLDNA149NOVRT•
•	 (VERTEX(I)+I=1+NOVRT)9(VERTEX(I+NOVRT)•Isl•NOVRT)






1?0 NFWSUQ(K) = I
nn 130 I=19PTS•
1 1 0 VD (l) = 0.0
MAP = DwUmAn
ILINF = LINFS
NOL I"IF = TOP/PTS
)IS IF (NOLINF .GT. ILINE) NOLINE = ILINE
TOTPIx = NOLINE • PTS
CALL wRFA0(MAP.DATA.TOTPIX9ISTAT2)
MAP = PA AP + TnTPI X
1 -47 TF(1cTAT2 . Ft). 1) GO TO 137
no 15A I=1.NOLINE
TI = II + l









ILINF = ILINF - NOLINE



























































STAOpS	 RE6 NNt N^,G ADDRtSS FOR	 MEANSCC
	
-	 COVARL AND F^L00090
C	 TARAnQ - RE riINNING ADnRESS FOR DISTANCE TABLE FILOO100
C	 MAPAnR - 6EGINNINU ADDRESS FOR NSAMP-110 PTS OF COND. OR
M I+ED CLUSTER MAP F
FIL00110
L0011220
C	 FLnADR - REGINNING AnnRESS FOR FIELD INFO F L00 30
C	 VTYADW - BEGINNING AnDKESS FOR VERTICES FL00140






LIMIT = 5000 FIL00180














50KFPPT	 ( q 0)•NOGRP•GRPNAM(60)•GRPDEX(61)•
•	 f? WPCHK(61)9GROUPS(124) FIL00260
COMMON/GL08AL/HEAD(63).MAPTAP•DATAPE•SAVTAP•BMFILE98MKEY. FIL00270
+	 HISFIL•HISKEY•TRFORM,EHIPTP•ERPKEY.MAPUNT•NOFILE• FIL00280
•	 DRUMAD• f)NM4059PAGSIZ•nATFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL FIL00290
•	 •NHSTUN•NH g TFI•SCTRUN•MAPFIL FIL00300
•	 •DOT()NT•DOTFIL•NCHPAS•TRNSFL98MTRFL•HISTFL• PCHUNT9 FIL00310
•	 Ck()UNTqPRTUNTsWANDI0 F -00320
/LAM S/ rJOCAT•CATNAM(60)•NOCL2•CLSNM2(604•NOCAT2•CAT NM2(60)••COMMON F -00330
SUHkAY(120)•PTRl60)•CATPTR(?.Sf))•CATDOT(S00)• FIL00340
•	 nOTVEC(?5f)).CnND•MIX•PROC•MAPKEY•nOTKEY•STATKY• FIL00350








nI MENSION	 ARPAY ( 1) FIL00450
nI MFNSION	 FI_nSAV(4.1)•VERTX	 (2.1) FIL00460
DI'"ENSION FETVC3(30) FILD0470
C FIL00480
COVAP2 = 1 FIL00490
C	 PEAR IN MAPFIL AND STORE ON THE DRUM FIL00510
C FILOOS20
IF	 (MAPKEY	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO 100 FIL00530
C FIL00540
I	 = LAREAD(FLDNAM•VERTEX•FLnINF•NOVRT) FIL00550
C FIL00560
NOLTNE	 =(FLnl %IF(2)	 - FLOINF(1))/FLOINF(3)	 •	 i FIL00570
NSAMP	 =(FLnINF(5)	 -_FLOINF(4))/FLDINF(6)	 +	 1 FIL00580
C
C
CALL STONAP ( NOLINE • NSAMP•ARRAY•TOP•DRUMAD)
C	 PEAD IN STAT FILE
C 100 IF (STATKY .FG. 0 ) GO TO 200r
gTASITE=S(Vaw5Z?Y^TNO FEET21 G* NOSU82
cTADRS = QW 11 4 nn 	 TOTPIX
CALL PWOTTE(STAORC9APPAY(COVAR2)9STASIZ91STAT)
C 110 IF (ISTAT .F0. 1) GO TU 110
C	 DEAD IN DOTFIL
v 200 IF MOTKEY .FQ. 1) RETURNC
TOTSTO = TOP - COVAR?







21n FORMAT(	 NOT ENOUGH CORE TO STORE DOTFIL O ) FIL00810
CALL CMERk F L0082p0
C 222 TYPSMT s F L008:8
CALL RDnO S(ARRAY(COVAR2)•D(?TVEC.TOTOT3*TYPSWT * SIZE * TOTOT2•NDCAT• f L008SO
I	 CATNAN*NOFEAT*FETVF.C•NOFET3*FETVC3•NOSUN*ANGLE•NOFLO• FIL00860
2	 TOTVRT.FLDS5 AV* YERTX.DUMMY) fIL00870
CALL wRTFLn(FLnSAV * VERTX•NOFLD•22•CATNAM•DUMMY)
F
FLD0880
TA4ADR	 *NOSU82_ STAIRS *.(VA ►t522•NOF AT)
MAPAnR	 TAIADR . NOSU82*TOTP F
L00890
L00900a	 2




IF	 (MIX	 .E(+ *
	0	 .AND. COND .EO.	 0)	 GO TO 222 FIL00930
F L00940F
I




T OTAL) FLOADR s TOTAL
F L889S0
272 IF	 (OSPKEY .F_0. 0)	 GO TO 225 F L00970
VTXAnR = TOTAL • 4*NOF``0 F L00980
TOTAL = VTXADR . TOTVRT*2C
?PS
FIL0091910
IFN(TOTAL FIILO1O20.LE. 	 (DPUMAO+DRMwDS)) GO TO 230
wRITE(6.400) FIL01030
400 FORMAT(/ f NOT ENOUGH CORE DRUM SPACE OF CLUSTER MAP INFO I ) FILOI040





































































LABELS BY THE K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR PROCEDURE
C	 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
REAL DI8TNC(260)
0 MENS z
 N UOT tSIZE:I).SUBNO(1)•SUuBVEC(60)
0 MENSJON CATVFC(1)OOTNAM(250)•0 TSUM(60960)








 LUDO CONHK6:L ST
•COMMON/INFORM/NOCLS2.NOSUB79NOFET2•VARS729TOTVT29NOFLD29




pp IMEENSION HED1( 5)•HE02(ll5)90ATE (3)9COMENT( g)
EQUIVALENCE (HEI1tll•HEA0(4)1•(OATE(1)9HEA0)221)2	 (HEi)P( 1)•HFAD(30))r(COMENT ( 1)•H AD(4b)
•COMMON /LABS/NOCAT9CATNAM(60)•NOCL$.CLSNM2(60)•NOCAT2•CATNM2(60)






















5 DOTVC2(I) = OOTVEC(I)
C	
FIND CLUSTER NUMBER OF DOTS IF MAP AVAILABLE








15	 IF(SWTCHEE0.1)GO TO 6
C	 IF (SWTCH oEOs 0) WRITE(69HEAD)
WRITF.(6. O)NEARST


























50 F	 (ISTAT .EO.	 T







i. SORT DISTANCES IN ASCENDING ORDER KN 088 OKN 0 87










57 00 60	 J=19NOCAT KNE00950




00 70 JJ=1•KNGHBR KN	 098
L = OOTNAM(JJ) KN 0 99
C KN 0 00
RETRIEVE CATEGORY NO* KNEEO 0Jp0KIN
CATGRY(L)
	
= CATGRY(L)	 • }
IF(CATGRY(L)
	












C CHECK FOR a TIE
itsKN 0IF	 (KNGHBR .EO. 1)	 GO TO 100
C 00 AO	 III = 1•NOCAT	 •
IN
148(III	 .EO: CATNUM)	 GO TO 80




80NO TIES OCCURRED KNKNEO 90
c
GO TO 100








GHRK	 KNGHBR - 1
I
=I






GO TO 57 KNE012TOKNE01280
KNEO1290ASSIGN CLUSTER TO CATEGORY KNE01300100 IF	 (SWTCH .FO.	 1)	 II	 = CLUNUM
CATVEC(II)	 = CATNQM KNE01310


















1210 FORMAT(1N••T4A•I2) KNFO1450KNE01460(10T5i1M(II•K)=DOTSUM(II•K)•1 KNE01470110 CONTINUE







190 FORMATQ3X• • A TIE OCCURRED9 0 93X• • THE FOLLOWING DOT(S) WERE DISCAPDKNE01520
19-rr
S^sl-lqj
GROUP LABELED CLUSTER ACCORDING TO CATEGORY
K s
DO 5 0 I=1•NOCAT
DO 510 J=1•NOSU82
IF (CATVEC(J) .NE. I)








































































N ( SWTEH .Ea. 11 RETURN
WRITE DOT SUMMARY
WRITE(6.222 p 1
FORMAT( IH1.2OX• t CLUSTER LABELING SUMMARY19/)
WR TE(6.1300)

























































C	 IMPLIICIT INTFGER g(A-Z)
C	 COMMONS/LABS/NOCA 9CATNAM(64) N2(^C pp CCLS5NM216A??•NACAT2.CATNMP.(^+0)•
•	
5fU10TVF_C j8) •PTR (60) •A P R (2'5011CATn
q
K r0 ) An)•C ppNDiM t x•PWOC.MAPK r 2DOT E t T TKY•
• S (^^INANG•T NEEA ngT•IST•NUfF.4T•FFr y C1	 •UMAPUN OMAP I•
•	 OSAVTP•bSfAF •NOSUN•ANGLEIA) SI^E•f0^0T?•FLD^NF(6)•
CLSSfM(62)•STAORS• M ANA(u• ANAp •MAYADR2 gUNCOR(3n •
• OOOTUN.(1110TF11i2MANSTA•NANIOT•DSPUNT•DSPFIL*D KEY•PRNS S•
• PRNDOT•FLnNA M •VE4T x( )•NOVkT•NSUN•ANGLES(a)
•	 •T0TOT39FLDAOR9VTXA6i
CSENO DIMENSION OOTS(SIZE91) 9CATNO(60)
•	 C	 CHECK CATEGORY NA MES FOR NEW ENTRIES
no 100 1s19NOCATZ
D 9n Jal •':OCAT
an CON(
CAT M2(I) •E(^• CAT•NAM(J))GO TO 95
NOCAl a NOCAT • 1
C
C	 INSERT NEW CATEGORY
C	 CATNAM(NOCAT)= CATNM2(I)
CATTO(100a NOCAT




C	 RETRIEVE BEGIN. AND END. POINTER
C
T8 a CATPTR(I) •
IE = IR • CATDOT( 8-1) - 1
C
no 12n J=IB•IE
CRETRIEVE nOT NO AND CHANGE CATEGORY NO FOR DOT
K a CATDOT(J)





































































































C	 SURROUTINE LAOLp(ARRAY•TOP•NOFLO•TOTVNT•FLOSAV•VERTX•NEANS ► EXITTI





























%NOCk 5? ►NOS P2•NOF T2•VARS 2.TOTVT2 NOFL 20
AVA2 COVARu22•CLS Po URN SUB 52• LOggY VERTX29
F TVf f (30) RiSURVJR(?;) •SUltMIT^) •t^5VC2 a0) •





MISL ► HISKFY9 TR^OKM•E	 ^P ERPKE1r•M ^UNT•NbiILE•




NOCAT,CATNAM(6 0) tNOCLL cLSNM2(60)•NOCAT CATNM2(60)•
B2AY11 Q)•PTR(60) l CAf R(T50) CAT(^OTJ 9Q •
OTV Cl 01. OND•M
F
jX VEC( MAPOMY•Ot7TK	 S ATKY,
ARST•n ST•N FEAT• E^VEC( 0).OMAPUN•OMA0^ •
AFI•N05UN ► ANGIF(11) SIZE•TOTOT2•iLDINF(6)•
L ggSYMII
M?
2)•STADRS•MEANA •TAdAOR NAPADH UNCOR(334p








tiON FLOSAV( 4. 1)•VERTXI2.1)•ARRAY(I)•SUBVEC(60)•SUSNOS(60)





ATA FLANK/ $ ► /
MTCM = 2
INITIALIZE DOTSUM




IF IMANSTA •E0. 0) GO TO 20
CALL MANORO(ARRAY(CLSIO2)•CLSVC2•SUBVEC•NOCLS29SUBNOS•NOSU82)










•CALL MuT pp0T(TOTUT2.NOSUN•FLnSAV•VERTX•AN5 E.ARRAY(COVAN2)•
NOCAT.CAINAN•SIZE•NOFEAT•FEETVEC•TOIIVKT ► NOFLD•










































c	 PRO * •• PC-NEAREST NEIGHBOR
ppA • •• ALL-OF-A -K N
PRS • -• MANUALLY RELABEL A FILE
40 If (PROC •EO. 31 RETURN
HAVE LABELS BEEN DEFINED
IIf tNpQCCAT.fO. pp wREt66.4 1
♦? FORMATI //j/ 2iX^
T
•^ •••CATitORIES HAVE NOT BEEN OEFINEO•••••//)
SET UP OOTVEC ARRAY
IF (TTOTOT3 •EO• 0) 60 TO 49
T	
p
OTOOT i : {gJiff?4 11TOT3
p
F 1 OTVE 
O
IJ1 .E^. I) 60 TO 47
I4S ONT NUE
47 28TV IUTAI = INT










STORE FIELD INFO AND VERTICES ON DRUM
I  (nSPKEY .EO. A) 30 TO 56
OTMDS • 4•NOFLD
CALL RWR TE(FLDAOR•FLOSAV•TOTwf1S•ISTAT)
S3 jf 4 S •A .EO 1) 00 TO S3
TTOTV S = TOUT*?
gg JALL,RWR I TFIVTXAORoVERTX*TOTVTS91STATI
S6 ONT N(T)E •F0. 1) GO TO S4
READ MEANS INTO CORE -- USE SPACE FOR FIELD INFO
CCC	
ME ANI = STADRS • VARSZ20NOSU92
TOTMRp . NOFEAT•NOSUB2
C C LL RREAD(M AN •M AN5•TOTMRO•ISTAT)
C 50 I^ (ISTAT .Ed.) GO TO SO
(ZERO OUT SUNNOS (MILL CONTAIN N0. OF CLUSTERS IN CATEGORY I)
`	 DO 55 I
I 
•NOCAT





IF ( PROS 
SUNE2. 
1) GO TO 60
TAN1 = TABADR





C 60 CALL ALLKIN(ARRAY(COVAR2)•SUBVEC•SUBNOS•CATVEC•MEANS900TSUMI





































































1000 FOaMATI //•1X•13• • LABE
	
REMAINING OF 1 9 13 9 9 • EXIT TAKEW )	 LAB
CALL E X I T	 OS
OUTPUT LABELED STATS
LA




F TVC :0RAYfFLOoSVP) •A f^ RAYfV RTx2 ) CATNAM• UBNOStSUBNAM• LASO
(	 •IfKiCON0, TA 11
GAOSI2.4UNCM•SUBVECoP NSTS*^WTCM1 	
LA® O
4	 FLAG CONDITIONAL CLUSTERS
ILA
L	 CALL CNOMAP(ARRAYICOVAR219CN0SUB*CATVEC) 
OUTPUT CONDITIONAL MAP 	 LA
LAAI
ALL CLSMAP(CNOS')Bol*SUPNOSeSUBVECiSURNAM*CATVECI
C 90 F (^UNO NE.0) ) OMA FI : O8MAPFI • 1




OUTPUT DISPLAY INTERFACE 1T1APPE•-MAPTAP
100 ALL P
R ^R1 Aln-l.FEDS TAV0 91 WDS•ISTAT)
1 03 
1ALLISWWEAO(VVTXAURGVER)x.TOTVTS•ISTAT)











F ( I g Nf)..T.NOFEAT ) IENDsNOF E AT
F(It.NF.I.AND.IKT.EO.IIWRITE(6.810)
OpmAT(lHlqs(/)l





YRITE ( 6.720 ) IHLANK.F TV ? tI1•IaiSTART*IENDt
7 2O FnWMAT(37X.I0tA19'CM ^s^2*611)1
A20 CONTINUE
FILE LABLR
DUM=COVAR2 • (II o 1) •SIZE• LAR02290








712 FORMAT(	 ) LA802340LANO2350800 ONTINUE





	 GO TO 840 LAR02400TWO=11
I STAQT=IEND•ISTART LA802410LAS024 0












MANORO REGROUPS THE SUBCLASS IN THE ARRAY SUBVEC MAN00030
C IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) MAN00050
C TNCLI)OF CMAK15•LIST MAN00070
COMMON /LAkS/NOC AT•CATNAM(60)•NOCL2.CLSNM2(h0).NOCAT2.CATNM2(6A)• MANOOOHO
•	 SUARAY( l?O)tPTR(60).CATPTR(250).CATnnT(S00)• MAN00090
•	 Ut)TVEC,(250).CO('+1).MIX.PROC.MANKFY.DOTKEY•STATKY. MAN00100
•	 SUNANr„T, f^ iFARST.nIST•NOFEAT•FETVEC(30).OMAPUN90MAPFI• MAN00110




•	 PRNOOT.FL nNA M ,VERTEX(22)•NOVRT,NSUN.ANGLFS(8) MAN00150
• 9TOTDT3+FL0AUR9VTXADk MAN00160
CSFND










DO 120 J=1 1 NO 'LS2 MA1r00270
IF	 (CLSNM2I)
	 * FU *
 CLSNAM(J))	 GO TO 145 MAN002RO
1?n fONTINUE MAN00290WRTTE(6913'))(CLSNAM(K),K=I•NOCLS2) MAN00300
13n FORM AT( 1 9 E PROQ IN INPUT OF CLASS NA MES. NAMES ON STAT FILE ARE :.MAN00310
• 9(7(A4.iX)	 /	 T55	 )) MAN00370
4' Q TTF( F 9146)(CLSNM2(K),K=1•NOCL2) MAN00330
14n FOOMAT(/
	 I	 NAMFS	 INPUT	 AkE
	 :	 ',	 (10(A4.3 X )/)) MAN00340145 ('LSNO (I )	 =	 J MAN00350
15n CONTINUE MAN00360C 01,AN00370
C QFARRANGE S09VC2 ARRAY SO ALL SUBCLASSES FOR A GIVEN CL455 APE MAN00380
C GROUPEO TOGETHER MAN00390
C DO 160 I=19NOCL2 MAN00410
C BEG. AND END	 PTRS FOR SURRAY MAN00430
C MAN00440




C STORE MF.( CLASS NO FOR RELABELED SUBCLASS
MAN00500M	 =	 SUR ;; AY(J) MAN00520
16A CLSVEC(M)	 = CLSNO(I) f-IA1400530C NAN00540
C ZERO SUBNO ARRAY MAN0055U
C MANn05r,U









K	 =	 CLSVFC(T) MAN00630
170 SURNO(K)	 = SUENO(K)	 +	 1 HAN00640
C NANOOb50
C ONDER THE SUBCLASS NOS. ACCORDING TO THE NAN00660
C NEWLY ASSIGNED CLASS NO -- STORE IN SURVEC. VAN00670
C MAN00b80C MAr40b90
K K = 0 WAN06700
t
n0	 1Pn	 I=1•NOCLS2 NAN00710




	 (CLSVFC(J)	 .NE.	 I)	 GO	 TO	 180 w4N00740KK	 = KK
	
•	 ) f-'AN00750












THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE HEADER INFORMATION FOR THE CLASSIFICATION MAP00010
MAP IN CLASSIFY AND DISPLAY MAP00020
MAP00030
MAP00040
SUAROUTIN F MAPHND(NOCAT.CLSSYM•CATNAM*KATNO*SUBDES+CATSUB) MAPOPOSO
NOCAT	 -- N0. OF CATEGORIES MAP00060
CLSSYP -- SYMRoLc FOR CATEGORIES OR SUBCLASSES MAP00070
CATNAP -- CAT GORY NAMES MAP00080
K4TNO
	 -- CAT GORY EACH CLASS WAS ASSIGNED TO MAP00090
CLSMTX ­*CLASS NAMES MAP00100
SU c410	 -= N0. OF SUBCLASSES IN EACH CLASS MAP00110
SURDFS -- SUPCLASS NAMES MAP00 20
CLSVC2 -- CLASS FACH SUBCLASS WAS ASSIGNED TO (IN COMMON MAP00 30
BLOCK INFORM) MAP00140
MAP00150
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) MAPJ160
MAPOO1180
TNCLUDF









DI MENSION C_LSSYM(l)•CATNAM(1)+KATNO(1)r5U6DES(1) MAPOO230
DI MENSION CATSUB(1)
MAP00240
PRINTS CATEGORY CLASSIFIER INFOPMATION
MAP0	 6020
WRTTF(5.200) MAP00280
F0 0MAT(//T54. 9 tA8fLE0 CLUSTER MAPI//T49911( ea - OENOTES MIxEn/CONDMAP00290
CLUSTEP	 )'/TS09 0 	r - DENOTES UU/OU AREA' *	Qx9 1 ) f ///T33. 9 LA AEL 1 • MAP00300











































* f LA6FLE0 N0.l9T94.lNAMFlvT101rlSYMe0Ll1








IF (KATNO (J) .FQo 1) GO TO 64
GO
 =	 3KK ♦ 1
IF (1S' ,'TH) GO TO 72
WPTTF(692SO)J.KK•SUR0ES(KK).CLSSYM(J)




IS'VT H = .FALSE.











90 M IXSUH(I)	 = CATVEC(I)
C




nDkSMAn l +PIWADP =(ILINE-I)+NSAMP+ISAMP-1
CALL RRFAD(PIXA0R.NU0-8ER91.I5TAT)
110 IF	 (ISTAT	 .c').	 1)	 GO TO	 110
100 CLSTNO(1)	 = NUMBER
C
C CLQTNO CONTAINS THE CLUSTER CLASSIFICATION NUMBER
C MIXSOR FLAGS	THE MIXED CLUSTER
C CATVFC CONTAINS THE LABELFD CATEGORY NUMBER PER CLUSTER






IF	 (CLSTNO(J)	 .NE.	 I)	 GO	 TO	 140
K	 =	 K	 +	 I
IF	 (K	 . l :F.11	 GO	 TO	 130
CATNU M = DOTS(49J)
GO	 In	 140
C
130 CATNRQ = UOTS(4.J)
IF	 (CATNSP	 .FQ. CATNUM)	 GO TO	 140
CC FLAG CLi!STEP AS MIXED
C
NEXT = NFXT -	 I






























C FLAGS THE MIXED CLUSTERS M;
C IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) M,
C INCLUDF COMQK6.LIST M;




•	 •NHSTI)N*NHSTFI*SCT QUN+MAPFIL Mi
•	 .DOTUNT.DOTFIL9 1`)CHPASrTRNSFLoPMTRFLgHISTFLrPCHUNT• M?
•	 rQnL)N7gPQTUNT * RANDI0 Ml
COMMON /LABS/NOCAT.CATNAM(60)•NOCL2.CLSNM2(FO).NOCAT?.CATNM2(60)+ M',
RUHRAY(120).a 4iP(6n).CATPTQ(?50).CATnOT(500), Mi
•	 DOTVEC(?SA)•COND*MIXrPHOC*MANKEYvDOTKEYgSTATKY ♦ M,
•	 SUPJANG.T•NFAVST901ST•NOFFAT•FETVEC(30).OMAPUN.OMAPFI• Ml
•	 OSAVTP90STAFI.NOSUN•ANGLE.(M),SIZE.ToTnT?•FLnINF(6)9 M;























































W00030C	 REORDER IO INFORMATION IN ARRAY
kE000040
IMOLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) kE000050
C	 IINC.LUOF. COMAK I•FIST PF000060
COM00010•COMMON/INF04M/N CLS2•NOSUR2•NOFET2•VARSZ2•TOTVT2•NOFLD2•
DSV2•VF_RTx2• COM00020AVAR22•COVAk?•GLSTT 29SUANO2•S0PUSS2•F
•	 FETVC2(30)•5UHVC2(75)•SUHPTR(7S)•CL VC2(60)• COM00030
•	 KF.PPTS(6019NOGNP96KPNAM(60)96RPOEX(61)9 COM00040
•'	 RRPCh1K (61) •GROUPS (124) COM00050CsE fk!t1 REOOOOAO







DO 100	 I s l• R'OSUB2 RE000140
K s SURVEC(l)
RE000150100 SUBNA m (I)	 s AkkAY(SUBDS2 • K-1)
6RE00010nn	 11 0 	I=1 •"#OSUF+2
110 ARRAY(SUBI)S2 •






C	 UPDATE POPULATION ARRAY PFOA0220
C R[000230
no 134	 I=11•NOSUR2 NJ00240
K s SUaVEC(T) kE000250
130 N(I)









SET14 READS IN THE CONTROL CARDS FOR THE LABEL PROCESSOR
SET00030
IMPLICIT INTEGER	 (A— Z) SET00050
DIMENSION C DE	 4211• CARD	 (62)9 EQUCOM (3) S T00060
SET00070DATA CODE /	 $ CHAN @ #	 I DATA 1 9	 I MAPF 9 9 	 I DOTF I •	 1 OPTI^•	 1 EXCL I •
•	 I STAT 1 9	 6 007L I s	 I STAL 9 9	 inIST 1 9	 # THRE 9 ,	 • NEAR I •	 I PROC^•	 I MODU 9 9 SF.T00080
SET00090
C
•	 I SUNA 1 9	 1 4APT 9 9	 I DATE 0 9	 O COMM 9 9	 ^HEDI;	 'HID	 I	 I•END I /




DMENSION SLASH12)9EOUVEC42) SET00	 0
DATA SLASH/1• t / $ / SET00138
DATA EQUVEC/1. 1 = f / SET0014
DATA	 FUUC0M/29 1 = 1 • f 9 9 / SET00150
DATA COOFI/ I	S/ SET00160
C NCLUDE C014SK19LIST SET00170
INCLUDE COM4K49 LIST SET00180
C INCLUDE COMAKb•LIST SET00190


















•	 CRDU%J g PNTUNT•kAN0IO SET00340
COMMON /LAYS/NUCAT.CATNA M (60)•NOCL29CLSNM2(60)•NOCAT29CATNM2(60)9 SET00350
+► 	 SURFAY(120).aTR(60).CATPTR(250)•CATOOT(500)9 SET00360
DOTVEC(250).COND,MIX g P $IOC•MAPKEY•DOTKEY•STATKY9 SET00370
•	 SUNANG•T.NEARST91IST.NOFEAT•FETVEC(30)90MAPUN90MAPFI• SET00380
•	 OSAVTP90STAF19NOSUN.ANGLE(R)•SI7E9TOTDT2•FLDINF(6)9 SET00390
•	 CLSSYM(!,?)•STAURS•MF_ANAD•TARADR•MAPADR•SUNCOR(30) 	 • SET00400
*	 ODOTUN909OTFI*MANSTA•MANDOT90SPUNT90SPFIL•DSPKEY*PRNSTS9 SET00410
•	 PRNnOT,FLDNAre.VFRTFX(22).NOVRT•NSUN•ANGLES(8) SET00420





	 I	 +/.	 SBCD /	 I S $ /• DRCD / 1 0 2 /9	 UBCD / I U 2 /• SET00460
• FRCD / 1 F 1 /•	 IHCU / 0 I # /.	 O Q CD / 2 0 1 /9 COMMA /0.9/9	 CBCO / I C l /9 SET00470
• M"CD / 9 M t /9 	 HCD1	 / f I v /•	 BCO2 1 0 2 1 19	 K:'CO / I K I /• 	 ABCD / f A l / SET00480
DATA ESCO / # E t / SET00490
C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS SET00500
C SET00520NPUT = 21
TOTDT3 = 0 SET00530
COND	 = 0 SET00540
MIX	 = 0 SEI00550
PROC
	 = I SET00560
PRNDOT = 0 SET00570
PkNSTS
	 0 SFT00580
MANSTA = 0 SETOOS90
MANnOT = 0 SET00600
MAPKEY
	 =	 0	 (;; SET00610DOTKEY = 0
	 ^lj^ Pr,GI, IS11jf Y001? SET00620STATKY = 0
	 W!ALITY SETOOh4 0
• NOSUN	 = 0 SFT00650
SUNANG = 0 SET00660
T	 = 25.0 SET00670
NEARST =	 I SET00680
OIST	 =	 1 SET00690
NOFFT2 = 0 SFT00700
NOFEAT = 0 SF.T00710
PTR1
	 =	 0 SET007?0
PTR? =0 SFT00730

























































































100 FORMAT( /lIX9 1 INPUT SUMMARY //)










1}20 FORMAT (A4. 6X9 62A1)
I 0 FORMAT (1X• A49 6X• 62A1)
DO 130 I=1.NPUT
IF(CD0Fl.E0.COUF_(I)) GO TO (150r1A0.210.75093}09365.370•
• 39094009410942094309440946094709490. 109530. 409550 560)•
130 CONTINUE
135 WRITE(69140)






IF (M ,EQ. HLANK)GO TO 105
IF ( M Foe SRCU) GO TO 60
IF (M .CO. D8CU) GO TO 70
153 WRTTF(6.155)
155 FORMAT( I ERROR ON CHANNELS CARD$)
GO TO 105
160 J	 F1NU12(CARD.COL•E000OM)





170 J = FIND12(CARn.COL9EOUCOM)
IF (J .NE, 2 ) Gc) TO 53
NOFEAT = NUM8E P (CARD9 OL•FETVEC9NOFEAT)
CALL OKDER(FETVEC•NOFEAT)
GO TO 150
C	 DATA FILE CARD
C 180 M = NXTCHR(CARD•COL)
IF (M .EQ. PLANK) GO TO 05
IF (M .EQ. unCD) 60 TO 90
IF (M ,EO, FSCD) GO TO 200
165 WRITF169187)
187 GOWMAT105ERROR ON DATA FILE CARV).
190 J = FIND12(CAR09COLtEOUCOM)
MF = ( NUHSfR (CARD*COLrDATAPE9ZERO)
COL = COL — 1
GO TO 190
200 J = FIND12(CARD•CFOL#EGUCOM)
IF ( J .NF. 2 ) +0 TO 11R5
M = NUMHEK(CAROrCOLeDATFIL9ZERO)
DATFIL
C0 1 DAT 1 IL — 1
COL =
GO TO 1NO




































































10 M • NXTCHR(CARD+COLI
ll	 F(M .EO. ^HCU) 68 TO 22^
F (M . A.	 FUI CO TO 2
F (M .FQe RLANK)GO TO 102 1 2 WRITE(692J6)
2 6 GORTAT105 RROR ON MAPFIL CAW)
213 iF tJ INW (C ARO GOOLLL	 ASH)
MAPKEY = 1
214 M s NXTCHR(CARD+COL)
I
UoF (M :[ COMMA)GO TO 214
F (M .l:0. FRCD) 60 TO 21S
F (M .NE. UNCUT GO TO 211
J a F1ND12(CARD+COL+EQUVEC)
MF=(NUMHER(CARD+6COLRMAPUNT+ZERO)
COL = COL — 1
GO TO 214
215 J r FINU12(CARD+COL+EQUVEC)
MF=(NUMRER(CARD9COLRMANFIL.ZERO)
MAPFIL C = MAPFIL - 1GO TO 264
220 J = FIND 12(CARD+COL+SLASH)
IF (J * KQ * — 1) GO TO 212
221 M = NXTCHR(CARD.COL)
IF
IF lM .EQ. FRCO) 1 GO TO 221212
) IF FIN^12(CARD,COIREQUVEC)
MF=(NUMHER(CAROGCOL9OMAPUN+ZERO)
COL = COL — 1
GO TO 221
222 J = FIND12(CAR0+COL+EOUVEC)
Mf = ( NUM"ER (CAkD+CULtOMAPfI+ZERO)
OMAPFI C =LOMAPFI — I
GO TO 221
DOTFIL CARD
250 M s NXTCHR(CARD.COL)
251F (M .EQ. 190) GO TO P54
IF W .EQ. OHCO) GD TO 260
IF (M .EQ. 6LANK)GO TO 105
252 WRITF(6+253)
253 FORMAT(* ERROR ON MAPFILE CARD@)
GO TO 105
254 J = FIND12(CAR0+COL+SLASH)
IF ( J .EO. -1)-GO TO 252
DOTKCY = 1
256 M = NXTCHR(CARD.COL)
IF (M .EQ. COMMA)GO TO 256
IF (M .FQ. FHCD) 60 TO 258
IF (M .NF. URCO) GO TO 251
J = FIN012(CAR0sCOL9EQUVFC)
IF (J .EQ. — 1) 60 TO 252
M = NUMPER(CARD ► COL+UOTUNT+ZERO)
COL = COL — 1
GO TO 256
258 J = FIN012(CAPD9COL.EQ0VECI
MF=(NUMkER(CARD•COL+DUTFIL+ZERO)
COL = CULtt
DOTFIL = DOTFIL — 1
GO TO ?56
260 .) = FINDI?_(CARD.COL•SLASH)
IF (J .F ,).
 — 1) GU TO 2S2
262 M = NXTCHR(CARL+COL)
FILE SET14
t








ST0 33M s NUMA R(CA(tD ► COL ► OOOTUN ► ZERO)
SOLTO 26Z - 1	 SET023 0p
264 J n FIND12( CARD ► COL EOUVEC)
	
S T02I7
8IF (J .EQ. -1) GO Tb 2522	 S T02 8
M s NUMBER(CARD ► COL ► ODOTFI ► ZERO)	 S T0239
ccOL n COL	 11	 S TO 400
ODOTFI a OOOTFI - 1	 S TV2410







330 M = NXTCHR(CARO.COL)
	
SET0 46(MIF	 Q. RLANK)GO TO 104	 5
F (M ..Q. CBCD) GO TO 340
	 SET02480
F (M .EQ. SRCDI 60 TO 3
5545p	
SET02490
F iM C EO. M8CcD;	 GO TO	 3ti3
	
S TO 323 	 g








GO TO 105	 S T05S0
340 COND s 1
	 SE jTO 560
345 PRNSTS3a 0 1	 SET02S90
GO TO 360	 SET02590
350 PRNDOT a 1
	
SETU26OO
GO TO 360	 S T026 O




363 MIXs 1	 5FT02640
360 J s FIN012(CARn COLL.E000OM)	 SET02650
F ( J .EQ. 3) G0 TO 330
	
SE TO?660






365 TOTDT3 = NUMAEP(CARO.COL9DOTVEC9TOTDT3)
	
SET02720
CALL ORDF.R(OUTVEC ► TOTDT3)	 SET02730




371 M IF ((MT * EQ^ C IRCD)OGO TO 37
4
4	 SET02%90
F ! M .EU. HLANK)GO TO 3105	
S T02N00
S T02A10
372 W ITE(69373)	 S T028 0
373 FOkMAT( l
 ERROR ON STATFI CARD $ )	 SET02830
GO TO 105	 SET02840
C 374 J s FIND12(CARD.COL•SLASH)	 S T02860
IF (J .EO. -11 GO TO 372
	
SET02970
STATKY = 1	 SET02480




F (M .EQ. FHCO) 60 TO 376	 SFT02910
F (M .Nt. M.CD) GO TO 370
	 SET02920
J = FIND12(CARD.COL•EQUVEC) 	 SFT02930
IF (J .EU. -1) Gu TO 372
	
St T02940
M s N(1MHER(CAk19COL0SAVTAP ► ZERO)	 SET02950
COI. s CUL — 1
	
SET02960
GO TO 375	 SF.T02970
376 J = FINO12(CARD9COL9EOUVEC)
	
SFT029kO
IF (J .E 019 — 1) GO TO 372	 SET02990
M s NUMBFN(CARO ► COLoSTAFIL•ZERO)	 SFT03000




STAtIL s ST4 IL - 1	 SET03013GO TO 375
	 SFT030:40
3AO J = FIN012(CARD•COL.SLASH) 	 SET03043
367
FILE SETI4
IF (J 9EQ * - 11 GU TO 3T2
	
SET030SO
301 M a NXTCHR(CARD9CO ( 1	 S T0'306g0
IF tM . NO . UHCg 1 ) GO TO 33370t	 gg T03090
IF 
x(JINE12(C11DGUOTOEO3372EC) 	 S 
T01100
60a NU3A
EA(C 1 R D+COL90SAVTP•ZERO)	
55S T03130
OL*EOUVEC)	 5 T03 50

























GO TO IOS	 SET03320
SET03330C	 CISTANCE	 SET03350






IF (M .EQ. kCDI) (1 3T a 	 SET03380









420 M a FLTNUM(CARDoCOLrTill
	
SET03440





430 J a NUMHER(CARD9COL9NEAkST#ZERO)	 SET03490











C MANUAL LABELING OF FILES a 3 SET03570
C SET035A0
440 M a NXTCHR(CARD•COL) SET03590
IIF
	 (M	 .E(J.	 KRCO)	 GO TO 446 S T03600
IF	 (M .EO.	 AHCO)	 GO TO 448 S_T03610
IF	 (N .EO. MBCD)	 GO TO 450 S_ T03620
MRITF(6.445) SET03630
44S FORMA;( • ERROR ON PROCEDURE CARD # ) SET03640
GO TO 105 S T03650











60 TO 105 SE.T0371)SF TU 3720
NODULE CARD DECK cFT03730SET03740
460 CALL CRUSTA(ARRAY•TOP) SF103750
STATKY a	 I SFT01760
GO TO 105 SFT03770
C SFT037HO
C SFT03790




SUNANG v -• ANGLES ARE ON DOTFtL
470 M nn NXTCMA( ACOiCGO)tOR ON CARDS




47S LO = COL -
Ol 00 TO 47S(F(^(M.NF.FHC
c	
ONTOG1052
t	 MAPTAP CARD --DISPLAY INTERFACE TAPE
CCC 490 M = NXTCHR(CARD.COL)
IF (M .EG O
 OBCU) GO TO 49¢
49	 F (M .EO. 9LANK)GO 0 10
49 WR TE (Aip494
494 FO MAT( $ ER40R ON MAPTAP CARD$)
60 TO JOS
496 J n FIND12(CAR09COL•SLASN)jF (^ .EU. -1) GU TO 49
DSPK Y s
49R M z NXTCH (CARD•COL)
IF (M( 	 FOMMA)GO TO 49
I
F tM	 Q. RCU) f,p TO Sp
F (M NE. UHC.D) Gb TO 49
J s FIya12(CARD•C0L9EGUVEC
IF (J.EG	 I ) GNU TO 49 2
CMc©L NUC8`RtCAR0.COL•OSPUNT9ZERO)
GO TO 498























540 M z NXTCHR(CARn.CO )
RE































































































PROCEDURE 1 AND 2 CANNOT 9E SELECTEO ALONG WITH PROCEDURE 3
F (NOF	
04)
EoE03)'O^O^FR NSO r g 




3) GO TO 5S0
1 C. • 3
IF( PROC T .IEaE O ,) OGOGTOT59090 	 UI'^pr SAL







F ( MANOOT .EO. ) wk TE(6• 040)
IF (PROC .FO. i ► r R ITE(6.106 )
IF (NOFF TTAT .WE. o:MMKIIIT111TEb6i1O^20)(FETVEC(
IF (MANKEY .EO. l) WW TF(6.I030)
F (MANTA .FU. I) WRITEt6. OSpp)
F (OSPKEY .EO 1) MR T (69 OSS)
F (PROC . FQ, ?)wRITF. (6•I070)
F (01ST .EO, )wHITF(6.1590)
	




F (SU •4ANG .F^l.2)w W T (6. 030)F (SUNANG .F0.0)wRIT (f"2040)
IFF(t)4 ► TKfY .F(J. 1) WNI E(6.207 p 1F (STATKY .kU. 1) WRITE(6.20A0)F (COND .FU. .) WRIITE(692090) (MIX .E-j. 1) o'Pl' E(6.3000)




^ (PROC .EO. 3) GO TO 600
I
F (STA?KY .N	 11 IERR s
F (noTKEY .wF 1) IERR n }
F (CON[) . U.
	
.nQ. MIX
	 0. 1) 30 TO 594
F (PWOC ._a. ) GO TO 595
F (MAPKEY .NE. 1) IEkR s l
F (VERR .EQ. 1) wRITE(6.3010)
ONTINUE
FORMAT(// t
 USf_N HAS REQUESTED THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS to/)
n FOOMAT( f
 STAT CHANNELS ARE^.30(l2.IX))
FOwMAT( f I)OTnAT4 CHANNELS AR -.30( 29 X11
F04MAT( I
 CLUSTFH/CLASSIFICATION TAPE IS BEING INPUT$)
FO(J MAT ( • DOT[ 'It. WILL BE RELABELED•)
FORMAT( •
 STA! FILT WILL RE ktt.%LFO0)
FORMAT( •
 MAPTAN F LE W11LL HE OUT Ufi^)
FORMAT( $
 K-NCAkt.ST PRocFnUkkw!`L RE USEED+)
FOkM4T( I ALL-OF-4- K INU PROCEDURE WILL 8E USED#1
FO-+MAT ( I L.1 nISTAfJCF WILL HE USED I )
FUWMAT( • `2 DIST ANCE WILL HE USEnf1
FORMAT(+ HRFSHULD DISTANCE a 99F10.31
FOuM4T ( 1 X. I3. • - f 4Akt 5T nOTS WILL HE USED )
FONMAT( I
 SUN &N(0- FS r LL HE FXT WACTED F OM DOTFILI)
FO R MAT l • SUN AN(,I - FS WILL RF kF AQ IN FROM CARDS $ )
FO4MAT ( I
 NO SUN ANrLE COWkFCTION WILL Rt APPLIEDO)
FOn t4AT(/ l NO. O ►
 STA CHANNEL AND DOT DATA CHANNELS
•)
FnQ4AT(/ •
 A LAPFLING PROCEDURE MAY NOT BE CHOSEN WHEN UPDATING
• nO^TFIL Ok SAVTA- FILES$)




 SAVTAN FILE S KING NPUTI)
F004AT 4 1























































 MIXFO CLUSTER MAP WILL BE OUTPUT91
3010 FORMAT i t USE" HAS NOT INPUT ONE OF THE REQUIRED FILESt+/TZ09
•; 8AVTAP	 MAPfIL	 R	 QOTFILI)
3j020 F RMAT( l PRINT UPAATEO OOTFILEI) cc
0^ 0 FOFOrAtMATI PR EXIT
k















C • STOOAT READS AND STORES THE CLASSIFICATION/CLUSTER MAP ON DRUM ST000030
Jr * cT000040
IM°LICIT	 INTEGER	 (A-Z) ST000050
C TNCLUDF COM n Kt%„L15T ST000060
COMMON/C..L()BAL/HFAD(631.MAPT AP,DATAPE.SAVTAP.BMFILEtO MKEY• ST000070
•	 HISFIL,HISKEY,TRFORM.EkIPTP.ERPKEY.MAPUNT,NOFILF, ST000080
•	 npilmAU ,nRMI-1)1;.NAGSI7__,DATFIL,STAFIL,ASAV,ASAVFL STOOD090




nI MENSION	 KIST(LI M IT),FETVEC(1),FLD(6)4NLINE(4) ST000140
TOTw pn = ILINE •NSAW P ST000150
IF	 (TnTol;tP .LE.	 (DWMMD5-(DRUMAD-6EGIN1)))	 GO TO	 120 ST000160
MRTTE(69110) ST000170
110 FOOMATt s NOT ENOUGH DRUM SPACE TO STORE DAS TAPE DATA I ) ST000180
CALL C MEHR ST000190
C
57000200
1Pn CALL TAPH()k(MAPUNT.MA PFIL) S7000210







I LINE ST00 25ST000260
ST000270
Fin{sj	 = NSAMP ST0002SO
FLn(A)	 =	 1 ST000290
a EGIN	 = HEGTtil ST000300
C&LL FLOINT(FLO	 ,FETVECvNOFEAT) ST000310
PU M P C = T r)T^+RD / LIMIT ST000320
TF	 (MOn (TOT . : on,LIMIT)	 .NE.	 0)	 DUMPS = DUMPS •	 1 ST000330
TOTLN5 = LIMIT / NSAMP 57000340
IF	 (TOTLNSGF.	 ILINE)	 GO TO 140 ST000350
nMp = nU'.ip 5 -	 1 ST000360
nO	 130	 I =1•1)MP STOOD370
1'ln NLTNF(T)	 =	 T07LNS ST000380
NLTNE(()UM PS)	 = ILINE - TOTI_NS •DMP STOOG390
GO Tn 150 ST000400
1411	 NLINE(l)	 =	 ILINE ST000410C ST000420
1Sn no	 2no	 .J=1,nu ►APC ST000430
Nli mLIN =	 NLINF(J) ST000440
nn	 J A O n=1.NliMLIN ST0004SO
wO p nS	 = NSA'AP* (K-1 ) STOOD460
16n	 CALL	 LI(,.ERI)("IST(•OR!)S•1).ENDTAP) ST000470C ST000490
c
STONE ON HVrH SPEED DRUM ST00049051000500
n# wnPr•S	 =	 '^O ;; 05	 •	 NSAMP 5700051 0CALL
	
kartI TF (F,Er- li^%imIST (1) ,NWORDS, 1STAT) ST000520
2n0	 HFGIN	 =	 dF. ^,rt;	 •	 NL1NE (J)	 ^► 	 NSAMP ST000530C STOODS40












Co DEPENDING-ON THE VALUE C% • KEY S , THIS SUAROUTINF PERFORMS ONE OF NMF00050
C *




R.MATPIX IS READ FROM CARDS AND STOPED ON FILE. RM.FOOORO
Cw STORAGE MUST BE PROVIDED IN GMAT ARGUMENT PMF00090
C* KEY=2	 H-MATRIX IS HEAn FROM FILE. RMF0011100
co KEY=3	 ££	 EE	 J
THIS VFUNCTION CANMB^NUSCD FOR ES A8LISHING DIMENSIONS BkF00120
Co FOR THE R-MATRIX. PMF00130
C* KEY=4	 THE R-MATRIX IS PUNCHED ON CARDS. RMFOO140
KEY=S
	




	 DEFINITION	 INPUT FOR	 OUTPUT FOR HMF00180
C* BMAT	 LINFAR TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 	 KEY=4,S	 KEY=1*2 PMF00190
C* DIMENSIONS LCOM8*NOFET RMF00200
C* LCOMB	 rJO, GF LINFAR COMBINATIONS 	 KEY=4,S	 KEY=1,2,3 bMF00210
C* 5NOFET	 NO. OF FEATURES	 KEY=49	 KEY=1.2x3 8MF00? 0
C* VFC
	
VECTOP CONTAINING FEATURES 	 KEY=4*S	 KEY=19293 NMF00230
co USED IN ORTAINING 8-MATRIX9 BMF00240
C* DIMENSION-NOFFT HMFOO250Ctwws++wo +e++aaw+wa +awae++++ +w++www www+wwwwwwwwwwww*wwwwwwwtwswwswwwwww+RMF00260
DI MENSION H 4 AT(1)9VEC(1) OMFnO270





	 ,N ►4STUN,NH5TFI*SCTRUN*MAPFIL HMF003?0
•




10 PFAD(21 * I(1 0)LCOMH.NOFET*(VEC(I)*I=1*NOFET) BMF00370
TK=LCOMS ONOF ET PMF003AO
QEAD(219200)(80AT(I),I=1.IK) HMF00390
60 TO 46 BMF00400
?n PFRINn PMFILE HMF00410
PEAD(«3MFILE)LCOMR * NOFET*(VEC(I)+I=1.NOFET) RMF00420
TF (KFY.F(:.3) RETURN 8"F00430
!K=LC0MA*N0FFT	 _ RMF00440
P E A D(9MFILE)(BM AT(I)*I=1*IK) P,MF00450
RFTUPN HMFO0460
10 WRTTF(PCHUNT * 300) PMF00470
wPITF(PCrUNT.400)LCOM8 * NOFET * (VEC(I)*I = 1*NOFET) HMFO04AD
TK=LCOM4*NOFET RPF00490
^ :RITF ( PC^U i4T * SOO)(BMAT(I)9I =19IK) HMF00500
PFTURN 9PF00510






 iv 4T(5X+5Fl r, .b) HMFnn5R03nO	 FOQm IT( I F!-r•SATRTX	 CAROSt) bMFO05QO
4nn	 Fna MCT(*C0) 4 H	 0 912.*FFAT	 l * I? * *VEC* * 30I2) bMF00600





































I TOTSTOQERTHEwnUTPUT	 HNI00080EHCDIC HARACTFRSAVON E PER
WORD *
 IN Al FORM• I.E.• UNE CHARACTER PER WORD *
 wITH	 8NI00090
BLANK FILL TO THE RIGHT.
	
HN1001 p
INCHR IS THE NUMBER OF EBCDIC CHARACTERS s THE NUMBER OF 	 bNI001 0
wUPnR: THE WIDTH AF THE FIELD TO RE FILLED.
	
HNI00120
+4.INCHR SHOULD ALSO RE OF FORM INTEGERRN
IRN	 IS THE INPUT TO THIS ROUTINE• AN INTEGER IN IINTERNAL 	 BNIOO140
001 0
BINtRY FORM *
 POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
	
(TWO S S COMf^LEMENT)	 RNIOOISO





INCHR 9	ION	 IDIG(10).	 IRL,	 IHMI	 BN100 70
nATA IDIG / 1H09
	 1H1.	 1H2.
	 1M3.	 1M4 9	1HS.	 1M6.	 1M7.	 1H8.	 1M9 /	 HNI00 AO
BA T A	 IH-41 /	 1H- /	 SN 00190
DATA IHA / IH8 /
	
RN 00200
LAST = INCHR	 SN100210
LPN s IRN	 8NIO0220
NES = 0	 SNI00230
IF	 (	 LRN	 )	 10930930	 +3Njj00 40NEG s 1	 13 50
LBN =	 LBN	 -	 -	 RNI00 60
IF	 (	 L PN )	 20.30.30
	
BN 00270
IFLO(LAST)	 = IH8	 -	 SNI00280
LPN = 214 749 364
	 bNI002Q0
LAST = LAST - I
	
SN100300
IF	 (LAST	 .LE.	 0 )	 GO TO 60
	
BN100310
IPT = LAST	 RN100320
(10 50	 1 = 1. LAST	 HN00330
INDEX	 = MOD( L9N9
	 10	 )	 ONI00340
IFLD(IPT)	 = IDIG(	 INDEX •	 1	 )	 SNI00350
LPN = L8K / 10	 SN100360




I F 	 EG .NE.	 0	 )	 IFLD(1)	 = IHMI	






SU13ROUTINF BitFILL( -IREC . IUNIT +MAXREC• / IBUF/.NRPDS•ENI)TAP.IERR) HUFOOOPO
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) BUF00030
hUF00040
80FIL	 READS THE MSS TAPE ONE RECORD AT A TIME. 	 A MAXIMUM OF 10 BUF00050
C RECOR^S PFR DATA SET MAY BE P•RUCESSEO AT A TIME SUF00060
C HUF00080DIMENSION I4UF(76S)C tiUF00090








MAX x MAXPEC / 4 iil)F00 50
READ(I I INITt1O0.ERR=509ENO=60)(IBUF(K . J)•Jz l•MAX) BUFOO 60
100 FORMATQI (250A4)) HuF00 70
IQEC = IQFC • 1 HIIF00180
IF	 (IPFC .GE. NQPDS) RETURN BUFOO190




50 W Q ITF(69110) MAXQEC.J ritiF00250
110 MMAT(IX9149 0 BYTES EXPECTED • / 1X9149	 • BYTES ON RECORD • ) duF00260
IFOP : -1 bUF00370
RETURN BUF00 80
ROF00300C ENCOUNTERED AN E-O-F
C d0F0031O










C+ THIS SU9ROUTINF. CHAINS ALL CLUSTERS WHOSE MEANS ARE LESS THAN +CHA00040
co DLMIN UNITS APART, eCHA00050
Cr IF - DISTANCE BETWEEN CLUSTERS L ANDM + DLMIN aCHA00060
C+ DISTANCE BETWEEN CLUSTERS L AND N = DLMIN rCHA00070
co DISTANCE BETWEEN CLUSTERS M AND N • DLMIN aCHA00080
Ce
THEN-CLUSTERS L,M, AND N ARE CHAINED
• aCHAO0100e
C a INPUT	 CLD-CLUSTE P DISTANCES KHA00110









TMPLIC17	 INTEGER	 (A-X) CHAO0190






	 IRD,	 KPT„ NOPTS, PUNCH, COM00020
•	 ICHN-Ch !iTHS,ICHAIN(52).NWDS9IBEGIN-BEGIN , COM00030
e	 AFGIN298FGIN3-CLSNAM,NOFLD,IPT,TOI'WRD,TOTPTS+ COMOOC40
+	 NCLASS-NnCLS.TOTSUH,TOTFLO,TOTVRT•NOCL.NVRT COM00050
+ 9NXTCLS- NOFFAT- 1! AXCLS g FETVFC(30),SYMMTX(62) COM00060
a .VA P 517,STATKY,ISnKEY,MAPFMT+MAPKEY+SEOiIEN(20).PERCEN,SIMERP COM00070
a -InF+ nE.P.INUNIT-INFILE.INITM-PMTN,SUBVEC(62),NOSUB2.CHNVC(30) COM00080
• ,NOCH A N-FRCOMP
-NOSE()-MEANDO+MEANOU• COM00090
• SY MnO.SYMI'U.ITRIGO.ITPIGU,OOFLAG, COM00100
•
	 nl1FLAG9 00DU.STOOTS(60),NSOOTS•SUNCOR(30),LLNCAT, COM0o110












DI MENSION JP(62),CLD(MAXCLS,MAXCLS),SYMBLS(62) CHAO0250
PE4L CHNTHS,CLD CHAO0260
IHD=O CHAO0270
DO	 10	 1=19LNCAT CHAO0280
In	 ICHAIN(I)	 =	 I CHAO0290
?0 DO 30	 I=I,LWCAT CHAO0300
10	 JP(I)	 =	 ICHAIN(I) CHAO0310
T=n CHAO0320
40	 1=1+1 CHAO0330
IF	 (I.GE.LNCAT)	 GO TO 60 CHAO0340
M=1+1 CHAO0350
00 50 J=M,LNCAT CHAO0360
TF(CLD(I.J).GT.CHNTHS)GO TO 50 CHAO0370
ICHAIN(I)	 =	 M INO(ICHAIN(I),ICHAIN(J)) CHAO0380
ICHAIN(J)	 =	 ICHAIN(I) CHAO0390
50 CONTINUE CHAO0400
r,0 TO 40 CHAO0410
An DO 70	 T=1-LNCAT CHAO0420





TM=M	 +	 1 CHAO04RO
nO on	 I=IM.!_NCAT CHA004QO
IF(ICHA(N(I)
	
.NE.	 M)	 GO	 TO	 90 CHAO0500
KNCAT=KNCAT-1 CHA00510
K= K +1 CHAO05PO
SY MHLS(1)=SYMPLS( M ) CHAO0530
JP(K)=I CHAO0540
q O CONTTNOV CHAO0550
IF
	
(K.F,).ni	 GO	 TO	 10 1 1 CHAO0560
IF	 (IHn.t(j-n)	 WRITF	 (A9140) CHAOnS70












* LT * LNCAT) GO TO 80	 CHAO0630
IF(KNCAT * FO * LNCAT)RETU N	 CMA00640
WRITE (49130)KNCAT	 CHAO0650
TURNCHAO066
110 FORMAT(/ # THE FOLLOWING CLUSTERS SHOULD HE CHAINEO--- 4 92014) 	 CHAO0670
1p0 FORMAT(/ f IN THE FINAL OUTPUT MAP ALL OF THE ABOVE CLUSTERS WILL RCHAO0680
*F, PEPRFSENTFD PY THE SYMBOL F04 CLUSTER 9 0I4 M	 CHAO0690
130 FORMAT( $
 THE ABOVE CHAINING P.E0UCES THE EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF CLUSTECHA00700














S THE MODIFIED CMOLESKY OECOMPOStTION OF
OFETHEVCOVARIANCETMATRIxHE DECOMPOSITIONS OVERLAY THE ELEMENTS
MtM0006
KK n L	 0 L•
^MCH0009
KK a	 COVARIANCE MATRIX STORED'IN SYMMETRIC STORAGE MCH00 0
MCH00
NV a N0. OF	 CHANNELS MCHOO
MCH00
DUM s	 A WORK AREA OF SISE
	 NV-1 MCM00 4
C MCH0015
C DET	 = THE DETERMINANT OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX MCM0016
C MCM0017
C MCH008
RFAL	 KK•KKK MCH00 9
LOGICAL .)E1 MCM00 0
DIMENSION	 KKK(1)9 DUM(I)9KK(46S) MCH0021
MCMOO




MCMOO 6ISIZE _	 (NV a (NVO1))/2








JO = 0 MCM0035
DET a 1.0 MCH0036 C
MCH0037
C LOOP OVER ALL CHANNELS
MCH0038
MCM0039






	 • J MCH00446 MCH0045
 
= KK(JO)






THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF D AND STORE IN KK MCH0049C
MCHOOSO
C TEMPORARILY STORE THE PRODUCT 	 KK(I•I) •KK(J•I)	 IN DUM(I) MCH005}
^
LDO
0 ^I1R= K K(JO
MCN0055
K111	 =_ K 1	
I • R
MCHOO56





	 a TF MCH0060
12 MCM0061CONTTNUC
PET = D T • TF MCH0062
I F 	
(	 T•	
NV)	 TO 10 MCH0063




C COMPUTE THE	 R. J-TM ELEMENT OF L • USING T1 MCH0066
C MCH0067
DO	 20	 IR=	 •NV MCH006A
IRD = IRD + ^R - 1 MCHOO69
T1	 =	 KK(IRD	 •	 J) MCH0070
IF(JE1)	 GO TO	 16 MCHOOII
DO 2S
	 I= 19KL MCH0072
Tl	 =	 T1	 - DUM(I)	 • KK(IRD	 4	 I) MCH0073
25 CONTINUE MCM0074





7 KK(IRD • J) n T1/TF	 MCH00780




C	 KK CONTAINS • IN 99SYMETTRIC 11 STORAGE * THE MODIFIED CHOLESKY	 MCH008i0
FACTORIZATION OF THE INPUT MAT R IX. THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX• L•MCH008^0
OCCUPIES THE OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF KK • AND THE DIAGONAL	 MCH00850











































































STUEVEANS1 _ STANDARD DEVIATIONS RFOR EACH FEATURUCLUST
LNCAT	 NUMFiER OF C UST RS
•
NOFEAT
	 - NUMbE4 OF FkATURES (CHANNELS)
	
•	 OUTPUT	 CLO	 - ARRAY CONTAINING DISTANCE BETWEEN CLUSTERS
	
CN	








	 IWO9 KP S• NOPTS• PUNCH•







• SYMDO* c;YM1)U.ITRIr3') , ITRIGU.f)OFLAG•

















































THIS	 IS-SURROUTINE	 CALLED FROM REDSAV TO CHECK THE VALIDITY OF ICL500100C•
c o USER REQ UESTS REGARDING SUBCLASSES• GROUPING AND CHANNELS CLS00110
I ----•--•---------------•--•--------• ---- = 





C INCLUDE COMRKI•LIST LS001170CLS00180
• COMMON/I NF ORM/NOCLS2.NOSUA2.NOFET2•VA DSZ2+TOTVT2•NOFLD2. OM00010
COM O00020A VA P 2 •COVAW2•CLSID2 .SURNO2.SU9DS2.FLDSV2•VERTX2.
FETVC2(30)•SURVC2(75 )•SURPTR(7S)•CLSVC2(60)• COM00030




C -------•------------------------- -------------------------------- -CL 00220C ____-- ._..___----	
---------'
tn'1 MFNSTON 5FTI(60)0) CLSOOZ40
VATA MAXFET/30/ CLS00260
DI MENSION FETVEC(30) CLS00270
C DIMENSION CLSDES(1).SURDES(1)•FLOSAV(49NOFLD)rVERTEX(1) CLS00290
n I MENSION SUMNO(I) CLS00300
c---------------------------------------------------- --------------CLS00310
IF(NOSU92.LE.0)60 TO 40 CLS00320
TT	 =	 0 CLS00330
TRIG a	 0	 -	 -	 - CLS00340
no 30 T=1.NOSUE2 CLS003SO
J = SUFVC2(I) CL`00360
(J.LF*lSIG




IRIG = J CLS00400
GO TO 30 CLS00410
In	 uRTTE(6.2n)	 J CLS00420
?0 FORMAT(//5X.t ••CLSCHK* •
 - REOUESTED SUBCLASS NO.'9I3+ 1 	IS NOT AVA CLS00430
*TLA6LF	 IN INPUT STATISTICS -- REQUEST 	 IGNORED I /) CLS00440
30 CONTINUE CLS00450
NOSU p ?=II CLS00460
TF(NOSUR2.GT.0)GO TO 60 CLS00470
40 PJOSUR2=NOSUR CLS00480
TF(NOSllH,GT.60)NOSUB2=60 CLS00490
no So I=19NOSUA2 CLSOO500
50 SUP VC2(l)	 s I CLS00510
C CHECK THE GROUPS FOR VALIDITY CLS00530
C---------- -------------------------------------------------------- CLS00540
C CLSOOS5060 SPO TR = 0 CLS00560
IF	 (NOGRP.LF.0)	 GO TO	 110 CLSO0570
II
^0 CLS00590lnn	 1=1.NOGRP
JA = n P PGEX(I) • I CLS00600
JE = J8 • G w0UPS(J8-1)-1 CLS00610
r,RPTR = GWPTR • l CL5006?0
(I10 o0`J=JH.JE CLS00630CLS00640
JJ = 13R0UP5 (J) CL 500650
IF(JJ.GT.l4OSUR)GO
	 TO	 70 CLS006oO
' GPPTW = GWPTR.I CLS00670
ARnUPS(GRPTR)	 = JJ CLS006RO
r.0 TO 90 CL500690
7n	 WPTTF	 (4.90)JJ.I CLS00700
90 FORMAT(//5X. $•o`CLSCHK * 0 - RF_OUESTEO SUBCLASS NO. 1 913	 o f	 FOR GPOU P CLS00710
*N0. v .13.`	 IS NOT	 AVAILABLE
	 I N	 INPUT	 STATISTICS FILE T /) CL50077040	 r r)NT INlW CLS00739
r,PPTR = GPNTR-1 CLS00740











xt I) • ii	 LS pp 	0
100 CONT1
ANUII) a GAPNAM(I)	 L O
li g
N06RP a II	 LL S
O
S 0
	•	 DELETE•ALL GROUP SUBCLASSESL 08140
-•-•--	 --------------•-••----------•.•-•------CL 00 50
F OGAP	
L 00 60
110 1 aN0 P 	 JLIOO870
I tN	 LF 8p )GO TO 170
	
LOSSA0
nO 140 I=j9NaGA	 L
JR = GRPO X(T) • l	 CLS00900
JE a Jp *Gk0UPS(J8-1)-1
	
CLS009 0
no 130 J=JB*JE	 CLS009 0
KKa 0	 CLS00930
no 120 Ka1.NOWt^ 2	 CLS00940
KK(sUKKC2(K)•EO.GROUPS W))GO TO 120 	
ELS009SO
LS00960









C	 ADO BACK FIQST CLASS FROM EACH GROUP	 CLSOIO 0
C--- --------------------------------------------------------------- CLS011030
C 150 TC a NOSUA2	
CLSO1040
CLSO 050
no 1 Fn IaI.NOGQP	 LSO 0600 070NOSUg2 = NO IJB2•1
	 0 080vPORP2
 OEX ( )	 R a o
I




160 SURVC2(NOSU42) a II	 CLSO	 0
	
C	 CONSTpUCT-GROUP FOR EACH SUBCLASS NOT EXPLICITLY GROUPED 	 L O lio00
C------------------------------------------------------------------ L 0 40










1180 80ARPTR = GRPTR.	 L v 9GRPDFX(NOGRP) a GRPTR	 L 0 
GRnUPS(GRPTR) a I	 CLSO 210
T ij = StII+VC ( I )	 CL550	 p















19O CALL O pnER(5t1RVC29NOSUH2)	 CLS01310
	
C •	 (ISF SURPTR STORAGEE TEMPORARILY TO SEE IF ANY ENTIRE CLASSES 	 CLS01320
	
C •	 HAVE SEEN ELA MINA?ED.	 CLSO 330
1Ka0	 CLSO 340




SIIQNO (I) =0	 CLS01370
no 191 Ls19K	 CLS013RO
TKa K•
1 9 1 SURPT R(IK)=I	 CLSO 410




























IF( U8N ( 1.F0.0)GO TO 145
IT, K•
SUPNO IK1=SUANOft)
CLLS F tIK) =CLSOE5(I)
14S CNOCLS221K
NEMAINDEX FOR SEACM SUBCL/AiSSATOI BEAUSIDO N TM
no 2V$ =1.NOSUB
2(10 SUAP?R t ) so
no 205 181 9 NOSU82
SURR S H )=SuADES(IK)
2n5 SUa R(II R)=T






























IF(NOGQP.E0.0)GO TO 23S CL50 790
DO 220 1=I9NOGRP CLSO 790
JR : GQPnF X(I) • 1 CLSO1800
JF = JQ •	 ^ p0UP5(Ja-1)-1DO 220 J=1 •KOS1182 CL50CL S0
Sin
820
IF(SUOVC2(J).NE.GROUPS(J8))GO TO 220 CLSO 830



























DO 250 1=19NOFEAT CLS02OA0
WATgUETVEC(I) CLS02090
INVERTIWAT)
	 =	 I CLS02100
CLSO2110
CHECK VALIDITY OF REQUESTED CHANNELS CLSO2120
----------------------------,--------------------------------------CLS02130
CLS0?140
II	 =	 0 CLS021SO
Q TG = 0 CLS02160
DO FAO	 I=17NOFET2 CLS02170
J	 =	 FTVC2(I) CLSO21A0
IF	 (J.GT. M AKFET.OR.J.LE.0)	 GO TO 260 CLS02190
K	 a	 TNVE W T(J) CLS02200
IF	 ( 1(.LE.I41G)	 GO TO 260 CLSn2210
1I	 =	 1I • 1 CLS02220
FETVC2(II)	 s J CLS02230
1016 = K CLSn2240
A0 TO ?AO CL5022SO
WQTTF(6.270)	 J	 .	 (FFTVEC(K).	 K=i•NOFFAT) CL502 ?f,0
FQDMAT(/1	 / SX. 1•0••• CLSFY/FETCHK ---	 CHANNEL
	 9 913+ 0 NOT	 IN TRACLS02?70
INTNG nATA ---	 T R AINING DATA CHANNELS AQE CLSO?7A0
(5X9lnl4/)
	 1 CLSO?290
IF(	 HMFLG	 .6T.	 0)	 GO TO 272 CL507301
WN1TF (6.271)	 J CLSn?310
FOOMATI// 5X9 ••••••	 CHANNEL
	 9 913. 0	IGNORED	 (NOT USED) IN CLAS5IFCLSn?3!0

































09, 12,61! 7S) lFET1C2(
qKK) • K++T t•NOFCcET ) E	 EE E u L	 A ^^,,11	 CL))ETOTpOF aVAILi^LE •TRAttNINGAOATA CMANNSLS 
M-ST
TME INPUT 9•MATRJXSCMAN L 0?(DEL SET t S ... •// (SX•30I4//1 )	 L 0WRITE ( A 9 2 74)	 L 0












t	 SET-UP-REVISED INVERT TABL E	 L S 4
Ct-- -- ----------------•--------------••---------- .••..--------- 0 4





4 1)0E TVCl22^TSFET2	 LSO
300 INVER T(WAT) + I
	 L5S0 5S5
C• 	COORESPON ING SUPCLAS 	
IT
BELONGS.
CONTA INS THE CLASS N0. TO wMIGM THE ILco S
A 305 ^=^•NOCLS2
	
-	 _----	 ------- --
IK= "J4 t 1
	 -
no 30S K= •IK
J+J • 	-
^•3(f5 CLSV 2tJI+I
•	 SAVE FIELD DESCRIPTIONS FOR CLASSES AND SUBCLASSES TO BE USED.
•
NOFLO2+0
TV+O	 - - -
JV+O
00 33f) I+1•NOFLD
JA *0S0  V 3•T1
co
	 ARE FIFLOS ASSOCIATED WITH SUBCLASSES
TF(JA NF.p)GO TO 306
IWOSAVt2• )
C•	 HAS THIS CLASS BEEN ELIMINATED
NC:SETI(TC)
	 -
TF(NC.FQ.-1)60 TO 320 -
AO (( T 100307
C •3 'A WASTTHI^ SUPCLASS BEEN ELIMINATED
Ng(1W + SURPTR(88)












310 VEQ Ex(IV) = VERTEXtJV•J)
JVsJV•NV
GO TO 330








,U"ROT• FL OMTSSM 
I$V EC LY•HISSUF.TTL.XSIZ.XMGM•XLOw•YSIZ•
HIS





pMNON/GLOBAL/M An(63t} MAPTAP © ATAPEE•SSAVvTAP BMFILE BMKEY
HI FIL•MIjKEY . TW^ORM EA1pTP • ER^KEY•MAaUNT•NbFILE,
nRl)MAD•npi4W S 2FAGS Z•nATFIL•SfAFII L•ASAV•A SSAVFL
•NHSTUN•NM?TRI•SCTAUN.MAPFtt L
• DOTUNT•UnFIL • NCMPAS•TANSiL•BMTRFL9MISTFL•PCMUNT•
CRDUNT•PRTUNTT•RANDIO
nj0fNRTnN HISVEC(30)
D M NSIION TALLY (NOMIST9XSI2) • MISBUF ( XSIZ) • XAXIS(11)














ATA	 STAR / 909 / 9 BLANK/ 9 	 /
























GO s 1	 CLS002280
1NI2	 CLS00300
-•---------------------------- - -------------- --- ------- •----------risan3in2 0














(XSIZ O XHGM-XLOW) /(XSIZ
-1)




n0	 160	 1FEAT=19N0HIST CLS00410
IF	 (JCNT.LT.JPTCNT)	 GO TO 40 CLS00420
WRITE
	
(6• HE a n)	 • CL 00430
TF(Gn.F.Q.u)	 WRITF(6911) CL 00444
FOPMAT( 9 	))ATA	 TR9) CLS004SO
TFtGn.F0,l)
	 WRTTF.(69200)	 TTL CLS00460
TF(Gn.F';*0)	 WRITE(69201)
	 TTL CLS00470
FO0m AT(T63• • HISTOGWAM • /T59. • ----- ------------9//TSS•9TRAINING SUBCCLS00480
*LASS
	
•9A4 /T5 3 .•--------------- •--------------•/) CLS00490
FOPMAT(T63. 9 H15T071PAM • /T59. 9 ----------------- 9 //TSS9 • TRAINING FIELCLSOOS00
0n	 •.D4/TS199	 •/) CLS00SS110




.EJ.	 )	 WRITF.(6.147)	 TTl
iF(GO.SQ.0)	 wWTTF_( 693n)	 FLnP TS•	 TITLLE
CLS00530
CLSOOSAO
FOOMAT(T489 9 (W.	 SAMPLES:
	
• •17• • 	9	 SUACLASS=
	
9 •A4. 9 ) 9 /) CLS005SO
JCNT s 0 LSOOS60
CLSOOS74
SCALE AND PRINT THE HISTOGRAM CLSOOSAO
-------------------------------------------------------------- ----LSOOS90
CLS00600
MAX = H CLS00610
YSCALF s 1 CLS006?.O
JCCNT = JCNT • CLS00630
n0 SO J=19XSI CLS00640














FOPMAT( 9 CHANNEL	 9 •I2/1X. • ----------- 9 ) CLS00710CON  1 N1(, 5007?0
wPTT ; 	(ti•711)YSCALF CLS00730
F0RMAT( • 0 . 9TS9 • FACH	 • RE PRESENTS 9 9180	 POINT(S)9 9 /) CLS0074(
CLS0107S(
no
	 12n	 Jr s l•YST7 CLS00761,
JH	 a	 ( v SIZ-(JY-1)) • YSCALE CL50077(
IK = JH - YSCALE CLSOn7Af
JE m P=zsTZ fi 9;nn7Q,
FILE: CLSMIS
no 100 InalejEow CLSOOR00
1s AZ
MI ASF (I ) - RLANKi CLS000 0
JK s tALLY(JFFf_AT91) CLSO48 0LSO 830
SYM = STAR CLSOOR40
IF (JK.cE.JH) 60 TO 90 CLS008SO
IF	 (JK.LE.IK) 60 TO 100 CLS00860
JK = JK-1K LS00870
ZONE = NUMIC CLS00890_




IF	 (JK.LT.10) 60 TO 80 CLS00920
SYM = OOLBCD CLS00930
no TO 9 CLS00940
no nUM = 978_NE . JK CLS00950





110 FOQMAT(lx.I6••	 I I *IX*112A1) CLSO 000
120 CONTINUE CLSO 010
WRITE
	 (6.13 ft )(XAXIS(I)9I=19DSIZ) CLSO 020




140 FOQMAT( I o l ) CLSO 850
1060145 FORMAT(T639 9 HISTOGRAM•/TS9918(1H-)//T61





FORM AT(T63.?HISTOGRAM*.%TS9.18(IH-) //T655A4. to 179	 ) CLS01080
•	 / TS79 ?2(IH-)) CLS01090
no 150 I= 19xSIZ CLS01100
150 TALLY(JFEAT9I1	 = 0 CLS01110
160 CONTINUE. CLS01120





ENTRY FLDHIS(TALLY• HISBUF9TTL9XSIZ9XHGH9XLOW9YSIZ 9 CLS01180
*NOH IST.FLDPTS9TITLE.HISVEC) CLS01190
CLS01200
GO = O CLS01210
GO TO 10 CLS01220
CLS01230
------------------- ----------------------------------------------- CLS01240
ENTRY N STG RM ( T A LLY. HISBUF9TTL9PRINT9XSIZ9XHGH9XLOW•YSIZ9 CL S01260
*NOHIST * FLUPTS.HISVEC) CLS01270
CLS01280
GO = PRINT CLS01290
CLS01300






	 J=1.50 CLSOI -M
ITEM=TALLY(19J) CLS01370
JT=102-J CLS01380
TALLY(I.J)=TALLY(1 9 JT) CLS01390
Al TALLY(I.JT)=ITEM CLS01400
12 CONTINUE CLS01410




















































READ FROM CARDS KEY WORDS TO BE USED IN BASE ADDRESSES
REAO(CRDUNT9200)NOCLS•NOS(JR•NCFEATgNOFLD970TVRT













AVAR1= COVAR1 + VARSIZ CRD00350CR000360M4XCLS = NOSUB
CLSIn1 = AVA ►? 1 	 + NOFEAT CROD0370
gUPNO1 = CLSIDI • NOCLS CPD00380CRD00390SUnDS1 = SUaNOI + NOCLS
FLnSVI = SuRnSI + NOSUB CRD00400
VFQTX 1 = FL T SV 1	 + NOFLO*4 CRD00410CRD00420TI P T IP = VE RTXI +	 TUTVRT
RAnCOR = TOP — TIPTOP CRD00430
IF	 (BA0004	 .LT.	 0)	 GO TO 100 CR000440CPD00450
CALL RDMOnK(ARRAY(AVAR1).ARRAY(COVARI).ARRAY(CLSIDI)•ARRAY(SURNOI)CR000460
+ 9ARRAY(SUBOSI).ARRAY(FLOSVI).ARRAY(VERTXI).ARRAY(1)) CR000470CR000480
60 TO Q9 CRD00490
'4PT TE(PRTUNT.190)
FOPMAT( • EXCFEOEO CORF LIMITS. REDUCE NO. OF TRAINING.CLASSES OR
CR000500
FCRD00510


































80	 IF(K.FG91)60 TO 60







































































F0 1 1TV c 1ENCE (FINF(3).LININC)+(FINF( 6),:3AMINC)
DI t'FNSTON IPLACF(NOPTS)
DT M FN C,TON FI_'IINF(l)
n I M.- NSTON FOPS+(3.?)
DATA F0PM/lUNIVv,lEASA'9'L
ICOUNT=O
DO i T =1,LNCAT
IPTT11)=I









IF (Ikn.Eo, n) CU TO 20
CALL NRFAD(ADRFS.IPLACE,IPTS,




































































































C •	THIS SUBROUTINE GENEPATES A CLUSTER I MAGE TAPE IN EITHER
C•
	UNIVERSAL OR LARSYS 11 FOPMAT, THE IMAGE MAY OPTIONALLY BE A
C•	ONE CHANNEL TAPE REFLECTING THE CLUSTER NUMBER OF EACH PIXEL*
C•	 OR A v NOFEAT v
 CHANNEL TAPE REFLECTING THE MEAN VECTOR OF THE
C*	





































nA 40 I =11, LINES OST0081
OST00820Cr ZERO IRUF
C 0S T0084CDO 26 J=1,NPTS
26 IRUF(J)=O nST008S0
LINE = LINE • LININC DST00860








TF(MOn ( SAMST Q * SAMINC).NE.MOD ( FL(L),SAMINC ))IB=IA*1 DST00910
IF. (IH.GT.IE )CO	 TO	 31 OST009 0
nO 3n J=IHgIF_ OST00930
K=K•t DSTOn940
KP=IPLACE(K) OST009SO
TF(MAPKEY.En.1)60 TO 70 UST00960
IRrrF(J)=ICHAIN(KP)	 - DST00970
60 TO 75 DST00980
70 DO 71 L7=1,NC DST00990
JJ=(L7-1) #L PTS • ) DST01000
KK=(KP-I)*NOFF4T .LZ nSTO 010
71 TR)!F(JJ)	 =	 -'EANS(KK)	 .	 0.5 DSTO 0 0
75 IF(K.LT.IPTS)GO TO 30 DSTO 030
TPFC=IPEC-1 OST01040
IF	 (IRFCEQ.0)	 GO TO 30 DST010S0
1F(IRF(% M	 )IPTS=KPTS DSTO 090
CALL kRFAD(ADRES.IPLACE,IPTS,ISTAT) OST010 0
ADQES=ADRFS • IfTS OST01080




GO TO	 (35937).HDREC DST01130
^ST01150^ WRITE HEADER RECORD
UST01160
'.315 CONTINUE nST01170
LSTLIN = 0 DST01180
LNFS = 0 OST01190
TF(MAPKEY.E0.1)GO
	 TO 72 OST01200
FETVC2(1)=1 DST01210
SO TO 73 OST01220
72 nO 74 KK=19NOFEAT OST01230
74 FFTVC?(KK.)=KK DST01240
73 HDOEC=? DST01250
NOFILF = NOFTLE •	 1 DST01260
CALL WRTHED(NC.FETVC29LRTS•MAPFMT.MAPUNT) DST012TO
DST01280
C WRITE DATA RECORD DST01290
DST01300
37 LNES = LNES •	 I OST01310
IF ( LwF$. EQ.L INES. AND.M4^ - KEY.NE. I) LSTLI`2=-i OST01320
CALL	 WRTLN(It3UF.LSTLIN) OST01330
40 CONTINUF DST 01340
IF( N APKEY.NF.I)GO TO 48 DST01350













NPL=L P TS/DIV DST01450
TF(N N (_.LE.0)	 NQL=1 DST01460
TF((_PTS.LT.11)	 JTEN=LPTS UST01470
TF(LPT,.LT.I1)	 nIV=LPTS DST014kO
51 CNT=N q I " OST01490
TF((NCLliS - rl 0 L) .LT.0) 	 CNT=NCLUS OST01500
n, C(.US=NCLI)S -NRL DST 01510lST= ►•:^:L^(II-,)•1 OST01520
TF tJD=IST • CNT-1 nST01530
TT=II • I ()STOI`+4U
ITT=n f)5701550
DO 47	 I=IST.IEND 0ST01560
TIT = III . 1 DST01570




























CALL WRTLN(TOUF•LS LIN OST01690










FOPMAT(///T559 l FILE NO.	 - 0	 9I69/T559 9 FIELO NAME	 -	 t o 	 A49/




 OF COLOR KEY SCAN LINES -
	 1 •I6) 0 T01760







91	 FORMAT( +T ►1+E NUMp
PFR OF CMANNEIS TIMES THE NUMHFR OF SAMPLES Has
?SAMPLES^TERV INAYiNGERUN FPOMNDST


















TT NTF(: O XN!.0T • NM T •OXNP2•YN^2


















IF	 (	 I	 .FQ.	 (NPTSE)	 60 TO 400
IP7 s I.2
%NP2=FlFLn(j9IP2)
YNP2=F FLD(2•IP2)AO TD 50O
XNP2=FIELD(1.2)
YNP2=FIELn(?92)
IF	 (	 .Eu.	 Y2	 )	 GO TO	 1000
TF(lLs	 ^.Y2).ANDs(Y2.FO.YN	 2)) GO TO
TF((L.EU.Yl).ANDs(YI.EQ.YNm1)) GO TO














IF	 ((XX.GF .	 Xl)	 .AND. 	 (XX.LE. X2)	 )
IF_((XX.LE.	 91)	 9AN09	 (XX	 sGE. X2)	 )
IF	 ( I I l .GTs	 NPTSE	 )	 GO TO 5
no TO 100







.)J	 = JJs 1
FL(JJ)	 s XX






















































































T© THE AF1DRST2V VExVFOREFIELpS 
TO
MOSURIOUAL
THE EELFL IIRST EFVERT X MUST HAVE MINI UM
S OF
YLINE SCANFLINENNUMBERTHE N-R FIELD
OUTPUT NSAMP - NOROF SAMPLESICONNTAINEDDINETHEIFISLDNOFRCEPTS
A GIV N ?CAN L	 t





























































F t I Ni.. NPTS	 00 TO 3000.






3040 IF	 L .hE
L
. Yi ) (i0 TO
XI(




	 .LTT,YZi))dO60 TO 4000
(;0 TO 3000











11 60 TO S0n0pp































5 NPTS1 a JJ-1




no 29 NJ's NPI.JJ
IF ( FL MI)
	
FL(NJ) ) 29.29.28




NSA MO z 0
NN 30
NNa 	 1•JJ•2














rr-rr--r- rr-r•r-rrr -r-r-- --rr-r--rrr--rr--rr-r-rrr--rr--rr-r. r-rrr --r F
•-^-•-r-rrrrrrrr--r -rr-r--rrrr-r--rr--r-------r--r--rr---r------ ---- •
F
FCALL..	 J s 
FIND12(C ARD#CEOL•VECTOR)
ARCS..	
€&RD	 pSSR TOFPOIT ON FAN gg ICARO IV	 TOR - TOCBEOIOC'a N IN GARBOLS F(N I5 GIVEN IN VECTOR(1) FEG.	 /20 1 5 9 0s l /	 ) F
REQUIRES. NOR, F
I FPURPOSE.. USED TO LOCATE SPECIAL SYMBOLS IN •CARDS
RTURNS.. COL
	








DIMENSION CARD ( I).VECTOR(l) FF
OVA CRDSIZ/62/ F
K	 n VECTOR(1)*1 F(,	 s Cn^.
D()	 lA ^OLlsL.CROSIZ FF
Fn 1O1	 10	 1=2.K
1f (CrR0iCOL).EO.VECTOR(I))	 GO TO 20 F
10	 CONTI14UE FT 
—ICOL s L- F
?A FJI N(112 sWRIT	 (	 6. 102)	 (CAP.D(K).K s 1.62).COL.I.VECTO R (I) FF









































ENTRY FOR POSITIONING TAPE TO CORRECT SCAN LINE FOR A SPECIFIC Flff
•COMMnN /TAPFOO/ IUNIT• FKST•FSC AN•SAMEND• AMINC g 0EAOY•NSCAN•	 F




D MCA ON w nCR W	 4,	 I	 F
F
^MEN% ON FFt FC(NOFER 	 F
OUIVALENCE	 ` U(
	
)•N Pa^ )•( D(21•NCPR	 yy•
	
F
•	 (	 I)(^)•Np4C	 1•l	 014)•ANCLNGI•	 F
•	 (	 1 )0S)4NC	 1•(	 0161•
	
)•	 F
•	 (	 0(7) * N9IITS	 1•tt	 U 88) •o 	 I)) •	 F
•	 (	 n(9).N05r^k)•(1	 1 ):NIA 	 )•	 F









. NC) GO TO 126	 F12S C')
NTMV 	f












Ai0►CK ( P).F,E.IFRST ) GO TO 132	 F
WRIT.(69430)IFRST
	 FCAL LL CME:tR	 F
132 CO N+J NUE	 F
I
F( ()WMT. F 	 3)Go TO




t'. • 	 FLINizf'IPST SCAta ml o	 CONTAINING LINSTR	 F
FLINt: •=LlN r%T•+- ^+n0( (LINS PR)	 Fif SKIN : ( (FL INF-FSCA ►))/NJ5K - 1) •NkHOS	 F
r	 (LSKIP)	 IIS.134.138	 •	 F
13S FSKIP a (MOCK(l) - IFkST) / NDSPR ) • NRPDS • 1 	 FC
C*	 ON MALTI -FILF. TAPES FOR FILES OTHER ThAN FILE It DO THE FOLLOWING-F
f•	 ^. 4 ACK SP ACE ^ FI E -	 F
c4 	 WF An FOPtWAw
	 1	 -0 F	 F
C^	 3. READ FOWWARD N0. OF UESIkED RECORDS	
F
IF	 tFILENn .EO. 0
	 .AND. FSKIP .LE,	 IASS(LSKIP))	 GO TO 136	 F











no 137 I t=I.FSKIP
PEAn(IUNIT•480)DUMMY
G0 TO 13V
C•	 SKIP DOWN THE TAPF TO 4EGINNING LINE OF THIS FIELD.
•
134 IF (FSCAN.EO.FLINE) GU TO 140
IF ( LSKIP .FO d
 n) GO TO 139
no) 14 1 I a l •LSKIP







































FLl)0 410FL( ► 01420Ft X01430











SKIP FORWARD NECESSARY RECORDS FOR LANOSAT 1 DR 2










On T30 I n 11.SKIP







^!C=ftU ►►F WECUWnS TO SKIP AFTER
NC a (L^NINC/qnSPR - 1)•NRPUS
(LINC.LT.n)LINCQO
F.STAILISM AREAS ON EACH SCAN LINE TO UNPACK
F(FORMT.En 3)GO TO 000
F(FOkMT.F(J.M)60 TO QQ0o
ANC 9A^ C Nr+ • CAMSTQ • SVD
	 1





nn 190 Ial + NOFEAT




I (I4FC * 6T. 1ANC x^ • S AMSTR • SVD	 1
F (FFTVFC( ).GF.. C.ANII.FETVf.C(1).LE.LC) GO TO OSO
IF (FETVEC(I).GT.LC.ANU.IREL.LT.NRPOS) GO TO 16
KCaa1NCAR
ANC a (ANCLNG • 2) • SAMSTR • SVD - I
TRY a TRY • 1
IF (TOY	 E. 7) GO TO 18S
WRITE (N. HO)FETVEC(I)
CALL Cmf4W
ISn IHYTE(I) a (FF.IVFC(I)-FC) •NS • ANC
})4E C( I)aMon(INFC010)F(.ikECt ) . Fq.n) JpEC(I)aloLHi'F(I) =^WEC/1n • I
IF(i)I)(NOEC.10).FG.0)Lt3uF(1)sLBUF(I)-1
14SO FC=LC • 1
(CaLC•NCPR




C•	 NSAMP - NO. OF SAMPLES TO UNPACK FOR EACH FEATURE IN FETVEC
ro
O0n
	 NSAMP a (SAMENU - SAMSTR) / SAMINC • I
pETURNr
c	














( u11 n I*(FF. TVEC (I)-I)*Z
0NT
i0
FL1100 TI 900 FL
LAHOS^TL1Ii5AT IIIIMYTEP ISyfETVECpFnw
FL








F^ AN n P F
Lh'iFT FL
rATUFE NUMAERS • • )S9 • AND ABOVE ARE NOT ON DATA TAPE•/	 FL
43n
;(An `FOWMAT( •
OW14 AT( • FIRST SCAN ON THIS TAPE IS NUMbEREO • .I6• • FJELO DEFINITIOFL
•
15 1 9I69 1 FIELDFL44n^FO^4AT( •ONUMhEN OF	 AMPLES OF PER SCAN ON THIS TAPEI)FF ATIAN IN COW(1 
"
FL








































































CALL.,	 J s FLTNUM(CARO,COL*NUMVEC*VECMAX)
ARGS..	 CARD — 62 COL CARD BUFFER
COL	 --PTR TO FIRST COL IN CARD TO SCAN
NU.VFC — BUFFER IN WHICH T RETURN THE NUMBERS
VE SIZ — LENGTH OF NUMVEC
REQUIRES. NONE
PURPOSE., INTERPRETS RgAL NUMB RS SEPARTEO BY COMMAS ON CARD
AND RETURNS THEM IN UM EC*
STOPS AT FIRST INONUMERICt
(NOTE. NUMBERS MAY APPEAR IN
• DATA STATEMENT FORMAT •
 )
RETURNS.. CAL' — COLUMN WHERE SCAN TERMINATED
NUMVEC — VEC10R OF REAL NUMBERS FOUND
FLTNUM — NO OF PEAL NUMBERS RETURNED
REAL NIIMVEC(20).PNUM
DI MENSION CAWD(62)
DATA BLANK/ : :/ tCOMMA/199/ •PLUS/;*;/rMINUS/1-•/oSTAR/900/9

















IF (Cf+RD(COI.).EQ.FLANK) GO TO 60
IF (CARD(COt_).EO.PLUS) GO TO 60
IF (CAQ0(C0L).FC.COMMA) GO TO 70
IF (CAQD(CUL).NE.MINUS) GO TO 20
SIGN = —SIGN
GO TO 60









10 TF (CA PD(COL).NE.PERIOD) GO TO 40
SInE = 1
GO TO 60
40 IF (CA PD(COL)0LT.ZERO) GO TO 90
INUM ( I)=CAW0(COL)




MORNt1M= I NUM (1 ) -XX

















OL • CROSII*IS0 0 90 FL100850
70 1OC( VECMAXVT=VECPa9TVEC -1MAXI1 VECFIN s FLT008s0
AO
--
NUMVFC(I) s SIGN• (MNUM•PNUM) FLT00890
LEEs OSQL • 1 FLT00900
IFCaVES f'PoSEiEtVEIMAX) FLT009 060 TO 10









- -----..100FIf VECPOS.V CFINX )V VECFIN0 FLT0096/0






WRITE(6.106)	 (CAQD(K)sKs1962)9 COL9FLTNUM9 (NUMVEC(K)9Ks19FLTNUM)
FLTOpp990
FLTO1000
C 706 FOPM)AT( l









F (FILE .EO. O) RETURN
C	
F ( FILE .LT. 0) 60 TO 100
	 --






 IF=(N *N.EQ9 FILE) RETURN
60 TO 40
C 100 WRTTE(b•1 0)













I TAT s 0
(%E .EO 01 RETURN
( F LE .Lf. 0) GO TO 100







* EO. FILE) RETURN
C	 0 TO 40
100 WRjTE(b•1E0)




































C	 NV = FLOSAV(491+L)*2
C
n0 90 J=19NV
90 VERTEX(JJ+J) = ARRAY(IKP+1+J)















K = K + 1












	•	 SUAROUTINE GETSTA RETRIEVES THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
	
•	 FROM A STATISTICS FILE IN THE LARSYS # SAVTAP f FORMAT.
•
INPUT ARGUMENTS:
UNIT -.FRORTT ANN UNIT NUMBER FROM WHICH THE STATS ARE TO BE
yE
	
w	 FILE - FILR NO. aN O UNIT I
 FROM WHICH THE STATS ARE TOEEBE
NT
• • CHNVEC REAPRAYNCONTAINHINGR
 CTUAL^^NANNELSNRE UESOTEDTFfiOMILE
	
•	 TPAINING SEGMENT. MUST BE A SUBSET OF CHANNELS
	
•	 ON STAT FILEa'







- ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEAN VECTORS FOR EACH SUBCLASS
( A SUBSET OF THE CHANN LS MAY BE SELECTED• BUT NOT
C*
C•
• A SUBSET OF THE SURCLASIFS)
ET aFSTDEV - ARRAY CONTAINING THE SUB 	 ST. DEV. FOR REOUES-
TED CHANNELS IN EACH SUBCLASSC*
NU H	 U• NOSUP. -	 MHFk OFSUHCLASSES ON THE STAT FILE
CONTINUE







**NOTE** THE STORAGE ARRAYS PASSED TO THIS SUBROUTINE FOR THE
^•
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS SHOULD RE SINGLY DIMENSIONEDIN THE CALLING ROUTINE
	
ON n11TPliT T64F TTCMC ADC CTnDFn




















•	 3	 - CHANN 39 SUBCLAS 111
•	 (NOCHAN)	 - NOCHAN•SURCLASS 1
•	 (NOCHAN.I)	 - CHANNEL It SUBCLASS 2
•	 (NOCHAN.2)	 - CHANNEL 29 SUBCLASS
•	 (NOCHAN*3) - CHANNEL 39 SUBCLASS
a	 ^	 -



















100 FORMAT010FRROR IN POSITIONING UNIT091390
CALL CMERR



































READ(UNIT)NOCLS-•NOSUB•NCHANoNOFLD * TOTVRT•(CMNVCI(I)olaltNCHAN) GEEET00820




































C* DEFAULT -- ALL CHANNELS FROM STAT FILE GET009RO
IF (NOCHAN .NE. 0)





R CHNVEC(I)	 = CHNVCI(I) 6ET0 020





C: READ PAST THE TRAINING FIELD INFORMATION GET0106O
no In I= 1 .NOFLD GETO3080








VAA=SIZ 	 : NCHAN•(NCHAN+I)/2
GET01^i0
1 2230
ME = NCHAN GETO SO
6C=1	 GET 01160
n30 T=ii,NOSUO	GETO 70
RFAD(UNIT) N•(COVAR(J)•J=19VARSIZ)9(MEANS(J)•J= MBtME)	 GET0180






C • GET STANDARD DEVIATIONS 6 T01220
CR GETO11J30
1K =n GETO 40
no 20 JA=19NOCHAN GET01250
JK= JK+ JA GET01260




25 CONTINUE GETO 2290
IC =	 IC	 •	 1 GETO 00
MO = MR . NCHAN GET01310











IF	 (CHNVEC(J)	 .EO.	 CHNVCI(K))	 GO TO 50 GFT01400
40 CONTINUE GET01410
wRITF( N .110)CHN VEC(J).(CHNVCI(L)•L=
	
.NCHAN) GFT01420
110 FORMAT()	 CHANNFL NO.	 0 9I29 0 	15 NOT UN TRAINING STAT FILE. CHAHHELSGFT01430
I	 ARE	 •/ l0X.30(I2•IX)) GET01440
CALL	 EX I GET014SO
50 OU MVEC(J)	 = K GFTO1460
C 6ET01470
JJJ s 0 GFT01480
no bn K:1.NnSUQ2 GET01490
DO 60
	 J=1.NOCHAN GETO1500
)J = D(IMVEC(J)	 •	 (K-I) •NCHAN GETO1510
JJJ = JJJ •	 1 GETO1520
KFNS(JJJ)	 = MFANS(JJ) GFT01530
60 IF	 (	 ITkIG	 .NE.	 0)	 STnEV(JJJ)	 = STDEV(JJ) GET01540
WO ITF(F.IOn) GET01550
200 FOPHAT(//T579 1 MEANS I ) GETn1560
?START =	 1 GFT01570




LOOP T s NOCHAN/12
LOOP11 s M1 UM NOCHAN,( 8OP T .GT, 
101 ) 4NOt4CT s LOOPCT • 1
ggTA T O=i
 STAL;6'C) ENO ='NOCHAN
FN() s TEND
WRITE( Ao p 10)t LANK•CHNVEi(1)•IsISTART•IEND)210 FOPMAT(/2X9 # C USTER I •SX921A1 9
 CH(99I29,)vg2X))
no 230 J=19 NO U822
WRAM(6.22 j01S11tAVE ppC( ) • (M2E2NS(K) 9KsSTART•ENO)
220 ST RTTsSISTAaTX:1N0CHAN^JX))






I N ( I N 

















NNAAS - .MAXCNO OF&`AgUgSESRTO ALLOW
GRR R — PTR TO • GROUPSt
REOUIRF_S. ROUTINES NXTCMRM/
 FIXUPRS/ NUMBERM/
PURPOSE.. SCANS ALL t 6ROUP • (TRA IN/TEST) ARQS
AND SET UP #GRPOEX^••GMPNAM9•0GROUPS•
RETURNS.. GRPTR - SEE ARGS
IMPLICIT INTEGER ( A-M•0-I)
------------ ------------- --rrrr. --- .--.-r.---.------r----.....--.r- -r












INCLUDE COMPK1 •L I ST-	 ^^,, 	 88
COMMON/INFORM/NOCL52.NOSUR2.NOFOT2•VARSZ2•TOTVT? NOFLD29	 `RP00 9
aVaR?..COVAU2.CL 122•SU8NO2.SUBD52 	 D55V2•VERTX2•	 (+RP00300
FF..TVC2(30)•SU8V 2(75)•SUB p R(75)$ XI VC2(60)•	 GRP003 0





DI MENSION HUF(4 )9 CARD ( 62)9 COMVEC ( 2)9 NUMVEC ( 30)	 GkP00380LOG CtaL ,* 1 L CHAR (4 )	 GRP00390
DIM NSION ICHAR ( I)	 GPP00400
EQUIVALENCE (LCHAR ( 1)9ICMAR(I))	 GRP004 0
LOGtCAL • l LLCMAR(4)	 GRP004 0
DIMENSION IICHAk ( 1)	 GRP00430
EDUIVaLENCE (LLCHAR( 1)9IICMAR 0 ))	 GPP00440GRP00450




COL • (► 	 GRP00510
GRRSCN s	 GRPOO520
J s NYTCM (CARO•COL)	 GWPOOS30
IF fJ.F U
1
.bLANK) GO TO 110	 GkP00540
JO 10
CARGlCnL • 1 • I)	 CRP005560
If (J2. Et^. OM A) GO TO 20	 GRP00570
gUF(I) a J2	 GkP00580
60 TO 40	 GkPO0590
no 30 JsI.4	
Gk P00600
ROF(J) = HLANK RP00610GRP00620
GkP00630
N s AHS(O.0)	 6PPOO640
no 50 I =1.4	 GkP00650





GRP)4AM(N0GRP • 1) s WRO	 GPP00690
J s FINn12(CARD COL.COMVEC)	 GkP00700
TF (J.LI?.0) GO ^0 110	 GWP00710
J s Nl1MHER(CARO•COL•NUMVEC•0) 	 GRPOO720
IA
= 6 POO730
ST s 0 GkP00740
no 90 Is1.J 6PP00750
JJ = NU	 APP00760
IF (JJ.tiT.LA
MVEC(j
^ .AN(1.JJ.LE.NNCLAS.AND.GRPCHK(JJ).E0.0) GO TO A0 	 GkP00770
WRITF(F. 70) JJ• JJ• CAkn	 rkP00780









I QCOPRFCT •-•	 C ASS • olS• f IGNORED •
 // lIX9 0 CARD BEING SCR 
	
*o*V9X92H9*9 6 A1. 2H9f 11
^n 
1t^I^M•Y^t II	 J8RpCFIK^JJ) • 1J	 _
00 AST INUFJ
C	
(II-LE.01 GO TO 110
	






4t 1 s ^j
100 ARAtIPS t OR ^A01) . NUMVEC M


























•• STATISTICS ON5UNITA13 TOOfiERNEAO SYT6R 
YM	
ROCESSOR




IMPLIC1T INTFGER(A-T) 	 M
NCLUTU)E CQMkK4•L ST	 H
C	 N	 LU0	 OMNK6•LIgT 0)	 M'COMMON /GKCgIK/MAXFET•NOFFAT•NOFET2•FETVFCt 	
M'
w	 FETVC2(3U!•F`OINF(6)•INFMf•F LF^V2NOMIST•	 M;
•	 H SVEC(30)•N FLD•	 L	 T5 
**XSTZ*XLOW*XHAH*YSIZ	 H
nI MENSION HFnl(15)•HEn2(IS)90ATE(3).COMENT(1S) 	 H
FGUIVALENCE	 tHEDI(1)•HEAO(4)1•(DATE(1)•HEAD(22))•	 H
2	 (HED2(1)•HEAQ(30))•(C0MENTfI)•HEA0f48)) 	 H
COMMUI )/GL086L/HFAO(63)•MAPTAP nATAPE•SAVTAP•BMFILE HMKEYt 	 H
•	 HISFIL•MISKEY• R^ORVEW PTP ERPK Y•MA^UNT•NVFILE• 	 M






•	 CRnUNT•PRTUNT•RANDIO 	 M
ESENO	 HH
COMMON /MISTOR/HF	 HC	 H
TNTECEP XS179YSI •Z•XMGH•XLOM	 H
TNTFAER VEkTCS	 NnIMENSIUN	 InOTA(11?.000)•FILHIS(NOFEAT•ZZ556)i
• FLnTnL(NOHIST•X52Z)•TOTTAL(NOHIST•XSIZ)•1FLD(50.24)•	 H
• VFPTCS(2•I1)9FL(A) 	 H
nATA ALAN K / O	'/•DIM/12000/	 H
nATA TOTAL/ I TOTA I /	 H
FQUIVALENCE	 (FLO wF(;)•LINSTR)•(FLBINF(2)•LIN3Nn ) g	H
•	 (FLU NF(	 )•L	 NINC)•(FLuuiiNFl41•SS A M TR) t	
•	 ( FLnINF(5)9SAMFND)9(FLOI NF(6)•SAMINC)	 MCAIL	 TAPHDR(DATAPE•DATFIL)
Hl KFYsI	 H
F LFSV : 0	 H
ISWTH s 0	 H
n07	 J=1•XSIZ	 M
no 7	 I s l• t40H ST	 H
FLnTAL(I•J)







GO TO	 10	 H
NCs5	 H








VF P TCS(l.4)=1	 H
VE R TCS(2.4)sS00	 H
VEPTCS(1-5)=1	 H
V[ PTCS(2.5) s l	 H
FLnNAMsALANK	 H
FLnINF(1) V I	 H
FLnl NF(	 ):SnO	 H
FLnINF(3) s l n 	H




FLn INF(6) s i10	 H
no TO 11-i	 HM
C	 REAn I N FIELD CARDS	 HC	 H




60 10	 15	 H
F(	 C K .fQ.0)	 Gm TO	 0	 H
FITrK.LE.-Il	 AO	 TO	 10	 M
15 NSAMP s	 (	 FLOINF(S)	 - FLOINF(4)	 )	 / FLDINF(5)	 1	 H
C	 CHECK DATA UT PFNSIONS.	 IF Tn0 MUCH DATA NEOUESTEn• 14ESET SAMPLE EN;jy`A





























































































IF (TOTPTS *LE. IM	 GO TO 14
NSAMP s DIM / NOFEE A^
F G NF(S) • (NSAMP
-1 ) 9FLOINF (6) • FLDINF(A)
W E 6.3 p 1 NSAMP


















ISWTH = ISWTH • I
OZERO OUT PART OF FIELD HISTOGRAM ARRAY
;81LM20S(
qI=NOFEAT•
20 	 I.J ^s50
SCALING FACTORS USED FOR PLOTTING ROUTINE
XSCALLE s FLnAT(I-XSIZ)/(XHGH-XLOW)
XSHFT s -XHGH*x CALE • 1*0
C	 PRINT FIELD STATS
C	 CAL FLOINT(FLOINF*FETVEC*NOFEAT)





IF (E +qnTAP .NE. 01 GO TO 33










no 34 KKsI *NSAMP
KPT=(KK- 1)*SAMI ►;C•SAMSTR
no 103 JK=L*JJ.2
IF(KPT.LT.FL(JK)) GO TO 34
IF(KPT.GT.FL(JK • )) GO T IOS
IF(J.EO * I) FLOP AI)
IPOS = (J • ) ONSA MP • KK
K	 = 10 A(IPOS)
FItHIS(J * K) 1 a FILHIS(J*K) • 1
IF(HISVEC(N).NE.FETVEC(J)) GO TO 34
KC=
I
Pul s IDATA(IPOS) * XSCALF • XSHFT • 0*SO1
	
F ( iwUT *L T * 1)	 IPUT =
	
F (I o1 1T * 67, VS17)	 PUT = XSIZ
FL^TAL(N*I DIIT) = FLOTA``(N. PUT) • 1TOTTAI. (I,1 * P"t) = 1 • TOTTAL (Nv IPUT)
IF TKK^:il * NSAMP)	 N = N • 1
lei LsL•7
! F11 GT JJ) GO TO 106
Ina COO Stil
14 CONT INIIF
IFIKK.FU.NSAMP) GO TO 30











A(,	 MI T	 HL`
a
	 C(FILMIS . IP.IFLD•	 VERTCcS.NC) 6 0S0
WA F(NIS^IL)	 ((('ILHIStI.J1• J^=t•25b) • 1^1.NOFEAT)	 M SO 6^0
TF(HF.Foe	 ) 00 TO 60
	
M 0 b 0
IF	 (NOMIS










































	 I09	 I=I.NOFEAT	 M Ole3o0
no	 OR J=
	
•2S6	 M 50	 40
1AA c
ILMJS ( I.J),IOATA ( M) •FILMIS ( I•J)	 M
I^7
}18650p550
H 501880W FWI rIu7 11HISFIL
Mk	 F1++ ISFII.)	 NOFEAT•	 (FETVEC(I),I n 1 NOFEAT)	 H SO 890





so 93 0PRINT TOTAL STATS	
H15g
1HcC ALL HI	 0	 VERTCS.NC) 50STIC(FIL41S•IP•1F 0
U^NIF	 (NGFLU T .E G *	1)	 RETURN	 H 50980
c	 H SO1990







M S02030RFT((RN	 N S02040




















cL (^ 	 OM4949L S
•COMMON / RC"LK/MAX T.NOFE
FETV
T•NOF T •FETv C``lAhrom
IST•2t3O1.^L^INF 6 .INFM .F
HSv C( O1•NO LD•
• .IIS Z•XLOM•X MG 0YSLZ	 M







1.M AO(4 j 191DAT^t	 19MEAOi	 2110	 H
?	 (14
	 (1)•M A0(30)1.(COMNT(1).«EAO 4401) 	M
COM140N/GLOSAL/ME ►ntb3t.MAPTAP•OATAP Se,AVTAP.IIMFILE•BMKEY.	 M
•	 HI SF IL•MISREY . TRFORM E
NAGS Z•DATFIL•S^Af







fWDUNT	 UN•	 .4ANOIO	 MCtENt► 





TNTFGF P VE RTCSI1I	 P•COMMA	 M
DATA OP/I(•/•Cp/I
	 /.	 OMMA /^ 	 •/	 H





C	 rOMPUTES THE DATA RANGE
	 M
C n	 T	 •no ^	 1• NOFEAT	 H
PO	 0	 J • •256	 H









	 ONE.;)	 GO TO 50.
1F(K.GT.ISTa)	 GO TO 40	
Sn PANGF(1.2)
	 = K	 H
M
f0uPUTES THE MEAN --	 (I/N)	 •	 (	 1 • IHG(1) • 2• I MG(21 4	... N• 1HG(N)	 )	 HC	
M
e%TnnVI s 0	 HRMF_ AN 
	 MN	 s 0
Nn0 60
	 L = lif%6	 H




STnnv	 s AFAN • L	 H
P,MFAN
	 a AMF AN • HM AN
64 STnnvl s STnnv • STOOV1
	
M




THE	 • MGII ► • 22•• 2 •	 ING(HCOOPOTES	 STD * -OEV. --SORT*(	 ll/N) • 11 0• 2
•	 IHG(N))	 - MEAN••H
C	
2)i•	 •..	 •	 N•• H
C	 H
A	 - STnnVI	 - ZMEAN(1)0•2
STnDEv(ll	 s SORT(A)	 H
M
C	 COMPUTFS NORVALIZFD RANGE	 Mh
NPAN6r(t.l)
	
=	 7 AEAN1JJ) - 3 •STOn VI )	 H







































































rRITE(ti.MEAmIF tl.1.FO. -11	 60 TO AS
wwiTF(h.s10)
no 76
	 11 s INUFEAT
7n wPTTF(S.5T0) FF VEC( I1). IFLn(NnFL09?1)9IN•FLniNFtb)•FLnINF(319





	 13 s .NOFEAT













IF(NNC.LE910) GO TO 2017
WRTTE(6+561) ((OP9VERTCS(K)•COMMA•VERTCS(K+1)
2017 CONTINUE
I FITF L 
E570jEA. -2) MRITE(69S6S)
A0 TO 75
530 FORMAT( /////// T53 i
+	 +HISTOGRAM STATISTICS'// 16X+


















+ CHANNEL 1 +9X22 +DATA + + H'T tt^jMS. 01.9NA♦7MAI T7Ft19H
•	 9• RANGE # / 86X9 9 (MEAN + AND - 3 STD DEV)+/)	 H.
FORM AT(18X912911X9F5.192X9F5.197X.F5.1912X9F5.1917X9F6.1.2X9F6.1) H.
FORMAT(////753• + DATA BLOCK(S) HISTOGRAMMED + //9	 H
+ T240 NO. OF	 SAMPLE LINE+/	 H.
+ .T3+ 9 CHANNEL FIELDNAME VERTICES	 INC	 INC VERTICES(SAMPLE•LIH'
*NE) 1 )	 H
F0QMAT(////T53+ f DATA RLOCK(S) HISTOGRAMMED O //•	 H
+ T?49 9 N0. OF	 SAMPLE LINE+/	 H
+ 9T12 9	 IFIELDNAME VERTICES	 INC	 INC VERTICES(SAMPLE9LIH
• ►CI E 1 + 1	 H
FOQM4T ( 4X.I297X9A49BX . I297X9I4 + 2X9I4+11X+	 H




FOOMAT(T4695 (Al 9149A 9I49AI*2X)1
	
H
FOPMAT(T2. 1 0NLY THE FIRST 	 50 FIELD DESCRIPTIONS WERE PRINTED•	 H
• BUT ALL THE FIELDS WERE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL HISTOGRAMMED STATSOH
+)	 H
FORMAT(////// T609 • TOTAL • /	 T5339	 H
+	 1HISTOGR0. STATISTICS I // 16X9 • tHANNEL l +4X9+DATA + . H
•	 + RANGF + +9X g9 MEAN l + 7X9 1 STANDARD DEVIATION' ♦ 9X91NOKMALIZEDIH




















FRtctO^^c r^A{:^ A/07" 1 5Z-,ONK	 116', I/-)F- {
FILF1 14018N
SUARAUTINE I4A.lAN(IFLn9NCHFL0•NCV7ED) 	 14A000IO
nAVID LFF SMITH 9 SEPTEMNER 1977,	 4A000 0
THIS SURROUTINF ACCEPTS AN ARRAY OF EBCDIC CHARACTERS AND CONVERTS
	
4A00030
C EBCnIC H AITS TO A BINARY INTEGER.	
14AO0040
t CALLI NG
1&AIRN( FIELn• LENGTH * OUTPUT )	 14400070
C
	 $,WHERE FIELD 15 THE FINST WORD OF AN ARRAY OF EflCDIC CHARACTRS
TO	 CONVERTED TO BINARY.	 CHARACTERS STORED ONE PER	 I4AD0090II4A00080C
C
RE
40RO ,LEFT JUSTIFIED * 	AS' BY AN Al FOR MAT.	 I4AOOIiOiO
C LENGTH IS THE .NOMHEN OF C HARACTERS IN THE FIELD• 1
A140012
C ANn
	 OUTPUT 15 'THE ONE WORn RESULT.
EE	 4	 InUM(2),• IFLO(20)





nATA IcCHAR / 0 / I4AO0160
nATA iRO / 240 / 4A00170.
nATA I p9 / 749 / 4A00180
14AO0190.nATA IQBL / 64 /
nATA I ORL / 78 / 14AO0200
nATA IR"1 / 96 / I4AO0510
NCVTEn = 0 4A00220
IEi
N
RFLG = 0 4AO022z30
1
0O30 I	 , NCHFLD 4A00250
TL^H	 IFLI(	 I	 ) 14AO0260=(R)	 -	 L()) 4AO0270
F	 (	 ICHAR .LT.	 IRO	 )	 GO TO 10 I4AO0280
IF	 (	 ICHAR .GT,	 IR9 )
	
GO TO 10 I4AO0290
JOTS = I 14AO0300
GO TO 200 14AO0310
10 NFXT =	 I	 •	 1 j4AO0320
IF	 (	 IC4AP	 .FO.	 1 041-)	 GO TO 30 4AO0330
IF	 (	 ICHAk	 .EU *	IkPL	 )	 GO TO 100 I4AO0340
IF	 (	 ICH AK	9 ME.	 IQMI	 )	 GO TO 20 I4AO0350
MINUC= - MTNUS I4AD0360
SO TO 100 14AO0370
2n IERFLG = I I4AO0380
30 rONTINUF 14AO0390
TF_RFLG = NC HFLD • 1 I4AOO4OO
GO TO 740 I4AO0410
100 IF	 (	 NF KT	 .(,T. NCHFLD )	 GO TO 130 I4AO0420
no 12n	 I = NEXT. NCHFLD I4AOO43O
ILCH =	 IFLO(	 I	 ) I4AO0440
L(A)	 =	 L(1) 14AO0450
IF	 (ICHAR	 .LT.	 IRO	 )	 GO TO	 110 14AO0460
IF	 (IrHAR	 .GT.	 IR9	 )	 GO TO	 110 14AOO47O
JDIG =	 I I4A004E0
GO TO ?00 14AO0440
110 IF	 (	 Ir y ok	 .EO.	 IRBL	 )	 GA TO	 120 I4AO0500
TFOFI.G
	 =	 I I4AO0510
12O rONTINUF I4AO0520
130 TE OFLG = NCHFLD • i 4AO0530
60TO ?40 I4AO0540
200 no 230	 I	 = .JDIG. NCHFLD I4AO0550
ILC H =	 IFLD(	 I	 ) I4AO0560
L(A)	 =	 L(1) I4AO0570
IF	 (	 IrHAQ	 .LT.	 I Q O	 )	 GO TO 210 I4AOOSPO
IF	 (	 Ir.HAR	 .( E.
	 IR9)	 GO TO 220 I4AO0590
210 IF	 (I(;N9k	 .NE.	 IHNL	 )	 IERFLG =	 I I4AO0600
ICHAR _	 IWO 14AO0610
220 TVeL =	 ICHA D - IRO 14AO06 20
NCVTED = NCVTF_n * 10	 -	 IVAL 14AO0630
230 CONTINUF I4AO0640
IF	 (	 -A!NUS	 .En.	 I	 )	 NCVTEn = - NCVTED I4AO0650
?40 IF	 (	 IERFL(+	 .FO.	 0	 )	 Go	 TO 250 14AO0660
NCH = NCHFLD 14AO0670
IF	 (	 P4(H	 .GT.	 Q O 	 )	 NCH	 = AO 14A006R0
wRTTF	 (	 6.	 iron	 )	 IERFLG,	 NCHFLD*	 (IFLO(K),	 K	 =	 1.	 NCH	 ) 14AO0690
lOOn FORMAT(* FBCOIC TO NINAWY	 TNTFGErt CONVE kSION ERQOR*/*	 AT CHAPACTFR14A007OOI	





#SUBROUTINE LAHM ANIUNIT.FILE•NOCLS•TOTSUB•NOFEAT•TOTFtD•TOTVRT• LA800010
FETVEC•ELDSAV•VERTEX •iLSNMS•NOSUBS• UBNM•N•












O BY	 LARSYS	 IT WILL AL50 PUNCH THE MODULE
nECK IF REQUESTED *
LAB00080
C* LAB00090
C* ARGUMENTS ARk ALL INPUT. LA@00110
C*U NIT
C*
- FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER WHERE THE FILLEE
 IS, TO AE WRITTFN.
FILE
	 FILF	 ON 4 UNIT I	THE
LA800 30
C*
-	 NUMyEP.	 W ►+ERE	 FILE	 S TO 8E WRITTEN.
NOCLS






C* -	 NUMBER OF	 UBCLASSES FOR ALL CLASSES. LAB00 60
C* NOFEAT - NIJMREK OF CHANNELS. LA800 70
C* TOTFLQ - TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINING FIELDS. LAbOO180
C* TOTVPT - TOTALL NUMBER OF VERTICES FAR ALL TRAINING FIELDS. LABOO190
C* FETVEC - VECTOk CONTAINING THE CHANNEL NUMBERS FOR WHICH L.AR00200
C* THE STATISTICS WE RE COMPUTED.	 (DI MENSIONED - NOFEAT) LABOO210
FLDSAV - ARRAY UIMENSIUNEn - 4 BY TOTFLD AND CONTAINING THE LAR00220
C*
FnLLUWING INFORMATION FOR EACH TRAINING FIELD. LABOO230
FLOSAV(191)	 - NAME OF FIELD 1. LAB00240Co FLDSAV(29I) - CLASS N0. THAT FIELD I BELONGS TO, LABOO250
C* FLDSAV(3.1) - SUBCLASS NO. THAT FIELD I BELONGS 70.
C* ZERO IF THE FIELD IS NOT ASSOCIATED
LABOOJ60
LAB0070
C* WITH A SUBCLASS, LABOO280
C* FLDS&V(4.1)	 - NO.'OF VERTICES FOR THIS FIELD• LAB00290
C* INCLUDING THE CLOSURE POINT. LAR00300
C* VEPTFX - ARRAY CONTAINING VERTICES FROM ALL T RAINING FIELDS. LABOO 10_	




FIR ST THEN LIE	 HE	 R LAB0 0330
C* CLOSUPF POINTS MUST BE INCLUDED FOR EACH VERTEX. LAB00340
C* (I.F. THE FIRST VERTEX IS REPEATED AS THE LAST VERTEX) LAR00350
C* CLSNMS - ARRAY CONTAINING ALPHANUMERIC CLASS NAMES. LAB00360
C* NOS(!BS - ARRAY CONTAINING THE N0. OF SUBCLASSES IN EACH CLASS. LAS00370
C* SUBNM	 - ARRAY CONTAINING ALPHANUMERIC SUBCLASS NAMES. LAB00380
C* N	 - ARRAY CONTAINING THE-N0. OF PIXELS IN EACH SUBCLASS. LAB00390
C* PUNCH
	 - IF PUNCH=I THE MODULE DECK MILL BE PUNCHED. LA800400
C* SWTCH = 1 CALLED HY ISOCLS LAB00410
C* SWTCH = 2 CALLED BY LABEL LA600420
C* SwTCH = 3 CALLED RY STAT LAB00430
co SWTCH = 4 CALLED HY'TRSTAT LABOO440
C* LAB00450
C* LAB00460Cff##ff##f 4fi6f AAA4AA4AA40A4#A#4A#4A########fffw#Of •f#f #*A4ffwwfff#f##A#LA800470
co LAB00490
IMPLICIT	 INTEGFR(A-Z) LAB00490
DI 04ENSION FETVEC(NOFEAT).FLOSAV(49TOTFLD).VERTEX(TOTVRT) LAR00500
nI MFNSTnh CLSN M S(NOCLS). NOSUHS(NOCLS).SUPNM(TOTSUB).N(TOTSUH) LAH00510
Ol vENSInh Sli 4VEC(1) LA400520
nATA PCHU-4 /7/ LABOO530
REAL COVAk(465),MEANS(30) LAB00540
C* LABOO550
C* POSITION 9 UNIT' TO CORRECT FILE N0. LAB00560
C* LABOO570
SAVTAP=UNIT LABOOS80
FEWI ►gn SAVTAP LAR00590
NF = FTLE LABOO600
CALL FSHSFL(SAVTAP.NF,ISTATI) LAROC610
IF(IST A TI.E^.0)GO	 TO	 1 LA800620
wR t TF(692? 0) F TLF LAB00630
220 FOR M AT(/T59 l FRPOH	 IN POSITIONING SIG. EXTENSION TAPE TO FILE • +13/ L0400640




IF(PU'JCH.WE.1)GO TO 6 LA800690
wPl TF( 0CHUNT•110) LAR00700
wRTTF (PCHU-,tT.1P0)tJOCI.S.TOTSUN,NOFF.AT.TOTFLnoTOTVRT L4900710
W w TTF(PCHUNT.130)(FETVEC(I)•I=1•NOFEAT) LAR007706 !'ONTINt)F LAR00730
TF(IST471
	
.NS F.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 11 LA800740
wPITE(SAvT AP) NOCLS.TOTSUti.NuFEAT•TUIFLO.TOTVRT• LAB00790
*	 (FETVEC(J)•J=19NOFEAT) LA400760
11 fONTINUF LA800770
nO	 2	 1=19TUTFLn LAR00780
NV	 = FLOSAV(491) LAS00790
up^
FILE; LARMAN
iF PUNCM:N 1160 TO 7
WR HIPCO"UUNT'9

























TOTSTA z NUMSUQ + TOTSTA
NUMSUR=NOSURS(ICLAS)
no 20 J= I.NuxSUB
C 	 S
ii _
TATS I !^RE COMING FROM ISOCLS
TF ( SwTCH , h)F. 1) GO TO 50
MFANI = STA')NS • (VARSIZ+NOFEAT)*TOTSTA
MEAN2 = MEANI + (J-1)*NOFEAT
	 -
COVAkI = MEAN1 + NUMSUB*NOFEAT • VARSIZ*(J-1)
l(K =III
90 TO AQ
C	 STAT A QF COM ING LABEL
50 I F
	 SUSVECIIII 2 ) GO TO 60)
MEANT = STAnRS + VARSIZ* TOTSUB
MEAN2 = MEAN1 + NOFEAT*(KK-1)
COVARI = STADRS + VARSIZ*(KK-1)
'C•0 TO PO
C 
60 SONTSNUEE COMING FROM STAT
60 TO PO
C	 STATS ARE COMING TRSTAT
AO CONTINUE
C	 DEAD MEANS AND COVARIANCES INTO CORE FROM DRUMC
CALL PDEAD(COVARI.COVA!•VARSIZ*ISTAT)
30 IF (ISTAT .Fn. 1) GO TO 30
CALL kOEAD(MEAN29MEANS,NOFEAT.TSTATI)
C 4n IF (ISTATI * CO. 1) GO TO 40




IF (ISTAT] . NF. 0) GO TO ?0
WRITF(SAVTAD)N(KK)9(COVAR(K)•K=1•VARSIZ)•(MEANS(K)•K=19NOFFAT)
IF(PPNSTS.Nc.I) 60TO 20
c	 PRINTS THE STATS ON THE LINE PRINTER
C
nATA ACOTWO/ 1 2 0 / .WPTTE (6,6 ;)6s FORMAT (/)
WRITF(6931n)CLSNMS(ICLAS).SURNM(III)
31n FO RMAT(// $
 CLASS
	





35n FOOMAT( 1 0 "lFAN(f•3X912F9e2)WPTTF (6g35n)
36 n







































































CALL WQ TM TX (COVAR(1).NOFEAT,BCDTWO) LA B0159C?n CONTINU E 59CLAS0
IF	 (IISTATI
	
NE 	 O)	 GO TO 19 LABO 61C







WPTTF(6%205) LAS01690WRTTF( F 9200)I9CLSNMS(I)9NSU8S
	 - -•	 -• LA801700
WRTTF(69205) LAS01710
nO 25 J=1+NSUBS LA801720K=K tl
WRTTF(F.2l0)KvSU9NM(K) LA80730LASO17402S CONTINUE LA8017SO
T=I+1 LAS01760
IF(I.LF9NOCLS)GO TO 21
RFTURN LABOIT70LABO 780On FORMAT( I MEAN	 9 95F1598) LABO 790140 FORMAT( v COVAw* * 5EIS.P) LAR01800110 FORMAT( t MODULE DECK FROM SLAAEL t )




LAdO183013n FOPMAT( O VECTR I 95X930I2) LABO1840
13S Fn0MA T(A694x93(T299X)) LASO1850Ion FOOM AT( O VERTICFS	 1 914IS) LAHO1860145 F0QMAT(( • CLSnESC
	 l 99(2X9A6))) LA80111870ISn Fn0MAT(( t N09UR%	 9 92 4 (IX912))) LAS0188015S FnQMAT(( O SU9DESC	 0 919(Ab9lX)))
16n FOPMAT( I FREO	 9 912F692) LA801890LABO 90017n F04M A T( 9 N0VTS*97X9I8) LA80 910IAO FORMAT(/// @
	THE STATISTICS FILE FOR 9 9149 0 CLASSES AN0 9 9I49 LAR01920
• I SURCLASSFS HAS PEEN WRITTEN'/) LAR01930
Ion
~THF^STATS TFOR	 PARTICULARFORMAT( i AE CLASSL (OR^SUNCLASS SHOULD BE REIL.ABO19504FERREn TO IN LATER RUNS 6Y 9 / 9 THE FOLLOWING NAMES AND NUMBEPS (W LAS01960














DATA RLANK/•	 1/•COMMA/•.•/•OP/•(•/•CP/•)•/• LAk00050
• AST/ ••• /.ENORCD/ • SEND • / LAR00060
MD	 A C / • C AS•/•5/•SU9C•/
nATA n/ • REST •/
LAR00070
LAROODAO
nATA T/ + TYPE • / LAROpppp90
no Sn I=1.2 LARO0100
no 50 Js 1910 LAR00110
S0 VFP(T.J)=0 LAR00 p0
SET OP REREAD BUFFER LAR00130
PRUNITz30 LAP00 40
CALL RFREAD(RRUNIT980) LAR00150
NOW NIT THE CARD INTO THE BUFFER LAR00 60
1	 RE A n(21.100)(ACARD(I)91=1.20) LARGO 70
100 FnPMAT(2OA4) LAROD RO
WR T TF(RRU IiIT9100)(ACARD(I)•Izl•20) LAR00ii90
PEWIND RRUN17 LAROOM
RFAD I NI FIRST CARD LAP00210
PEAD(RRUNIT•20) FLDNAM LAR002?0
20 FORMAT(A4) LAR00230
PEW1 Nn RRUNIT LAR00240







55 CONTINUE	 - LAR002RO




TF(FLDNAM	 .NE.C) GO TO 24 LAR00330
LAPEAn=- I LAR00340
RETURN LAR00350





GO TO 2;? LAP.00390
LAPEAD=O LAR00400
PETURN LAR00410
RFPFAn FIRST CARD LAP00420
72 PEAD(RR(JNIT9?3)
	 CARD LAR00430




NC=O LAR004ROFTNn	 ( LAR004QD
11	 J=NXTCHR(CAPD9COL) LAR00500IF (J.E0.Pl - A N)K)	 GO	 TO	 I LAR00510
TF(J.Fn.AST)	 GO TO
	 10 LAR00520





4 CnL=COL +1 LAQ00580
IF(COL.GT.62)
	
GO TO 35 LAkOO500
1F(CARn(COL).E?.6LANK)	 GO TO 4 LAW00600
IF((I.Fa.U).AND.(CARD(COL).EG.COMMA))	 60 TO	 3 LAP00610
IF((Io EO .1).ANO.(CAaO(COL).E9.CO ► IMA))	 GO'TO	 7 LAR00670
IF((KK.Et1.0).AND.(CARD(COL).EO.CP))	 GO Tn 3 LAR00630
IF((KK.FG.I).ANU.(CAND(COL)oEU.CP))	 GO TO B LAkOO64OCALL	 14Alhla(CARD(C0L)•I9NW) LA.000h50
NUM=1 n*NUNi+Nw LAk00660
1F((f44.LT.0).04.(NW.GT.9))
	 GO	 TO	 3 LANU0670
T=1 LAkOD690
TF(K.ED.1)	 KK=1 LAPnOb40
AD TO 4 LA1400700
7	 1F(IT.FO.0)	 GO TO	 30 LAW00710
VF PTFX 5A MPLE NU14BER LAk00720
NC=NC+I LAk00730
VF P (1.NC)=NUM LAP00740
K =1 LAR00750NI)M=0 LAkU0760RO TO 4 LA1400770
P	 TF(II.FO . n)	 AO	 TO	 31 LAR007RO


























































C)ft1 ,'. ^T PAGE, IS
()J P. 'UIl QUALITY
FILES LAREAD
VER (?.NC) =N(1M






NXTCHR ( CAR COQ,)
(.A.eST)K000TOT102
IF(J.NF.COMMA) GO TO 3
60 TO11
3 WR I TE 6.1 ) CARD
13 FORMAT(• PERROR IN FIELD CARD TERMINATING RUN$/IOX962AD
CALL CMENR
5 WkITF(6.1S) CARD
15 FOQMAT(}^OX96PAI/ $ INCORRECT FIELD CARDrTERMINATING RUN$)
CALL CMF_RR
C OFTEPMTNE RECTANGULAR FIELD COORDINATES



























































































































COMMON /TAPFW[)/ 1 1JN •II FRST•FSCAN•SAMEND•SAMINC•READY NSCCAN+
CSEN I)• L•LIMID(,00)9 0SNOCHUM(30)MTREC(
30)•IHYTE(30)•NHUFS•ltILEN09LINE
EAUIVAU NCF (SCAN.ISCAN(1 )•(IZERO(1)+ZERO)EOOIVALFNCE ( IH11FF • IHUF (^) )
EQUIVALENCE (ID (1) •N-+P!)S ) • (ID 12) •NCPR )o
•	 (TD(.)).NPkC )•( D(4)•ANCLNG)+
• ( 1 0(5) .NC	 )•( U(6)9NS
	
)•
•	 (0(7)•NHITS )•( 0(8).DOI)•
•	 (11)(y).NDSPk)9(In(10)9NCAR )+






TF (QEA0Y)l4n9l90•200C• 190 WRITE (69410)
204 IADR = 4
MAXRE_C = PRSZ
QEC = 0
IF (F0RmT.Fo^.4) GO TO 2000





IF ( FOR m T .F0. 1) ISCAN(3) = IHUF(71)
IF ( FORMT . F r). 1) ISCAN(4) = IBI)F(72)IF ( FU Q MT .EQ. 2) ISCAN(3) = ItsuF(I)
IF ( FONMT .EO. 2) ISCAN(4) = IHUF(2)
C	
IF ( SCAN .FO. FSCAN) GO TO 196
C
CHECK STATUS OF THIS RECORD HEFORE UNPACKING
IF (ENDTAP .EQ. -1) GO TO 7_50
IJNPACK DATA FnP THIS FFATURE
I," = ADO + THYTh* (IFT) +JJ
OG 2?5 IT=19N<AMP
TDATA(IAO P *4 4? (11 -11) = IHUF(1P+SiAMINC•(II-)))(, j \1 f I NUF.






















IJNPACKING . ONE SCAN LINE OF DATA
L
L
N 0 7 70
Ntj07A0i iNISHF0FF	 l(NSCAN •LININC).GT.LINENU) GO TO 260 L N0079Q*
MAKE. SURE ALL 	HUFFFRS FOR THIS DATA	 HAVE BEEN
L Ii NOOes v
C* SET	 READ LIN008,0














GO TO 231 L N00870
23S CONTINUE L N00840
NSCAMs NSCAN•L(;NCCt NNNC	 )) 11
F ( (NSCANL ;t:45SCAN*NDSPR))
L ttIIN000p lsO90
GONTO 236 LIN009Y0
FSCAN . NDSPR*(1 + LINC/NRPOS)PSTAN N = LIIN00920
LIN00930
236 FSCAN=FSCAN • NDSPR*(1 + LINC/NRPOS) l N00940
nO 237	 II=i•LINC L N00950
277 PE An (IUN I T •42(1) DIJMM Y L N00$00
IF	 (NSCAN.LT.(FSCAN+NDSPR))
	 GO TO 240 1. N00	 0
REA0(ILJNIT+4?.n)DIJMMY L N009HO
FSCAM =FSCAN+NDSPR L N00990
24n CONTINUE L NO1000
RETURN LINO1010
250 IF(NSCAN•GT.LINSTR)NSCAN=NSCAN-LININC(6•") L NO10J0W41TE	 ?0)NSCAN
IF	 (FILF.NU	 .fir)*	 0)	 GO TO 255 L NO 1 0 0NO^040t`* L
C* RACK ;PACE 1 FILE AND POSITION AT FIRST SCAN LINE- LN01060
r* L N01070
RSK1P =	 (NSCAN-IFRST)	 * NR • 1 L NO 080
W0 ITE(69560)HSKIP LIN01090
;55n FORMAT(	 RACKSPACF l •I3) LIN01100
no	 ?1;3	 II=I.RSKIP L NO10
?.53 IUNIT60 TO 251
LIN01130
r * LIN01140
C* REWIND TAPE AND POSITION AT FIRST SCAN LINE LIN01150
r* LIN01160?.SS REWIK 1 n	 TIJNIT • LIN01170
0E AO (TONIT9420)DUMMY LIN01180
?S7 FSCAN =
	 IFRST
26n PEADY = -1 L
LJNOI^90
NO1
	 00Pf TORN L N01210
r LINO1 ?20
C UNPACK SCAN LINE: OF DATA FUR LANDSAT
	 1 OR 2 LIN01210
r LIN01240
1000 SAMSTR=JQFC(1) LIN01250
00	 1100	 I= I•NoCHAN LIN01240
IJ=-1






1F( •anD(II+?).FA * 0)JJ=JJ-1 LIN01310
IF( MO!)(I19?).F1.0)KK=1 LIN01330
IAM = I H YTF(I)+(JJ - 1)* 4 +K K L IIN01340
1 1)ATA(IAMr*4*IJ)=IdUF(IA00) L1NO1350
1200 Co ,,iTIN I I V LINO 1360I A')Qz I AUR+NSA •AP*4 L 1 NO	 310
1100 CONITTidIJF LIN013AOGr) TO ?3S LINO1390
C UNPACK SCAN LINE. FOR LANDSAT 	 III LINO1410
r. L INO14l_n
?non J=1 LINO14it)SAuSTP=1 411 17 (1) L INN 1440
no)	 ?50n	 1 =1 •N0CHAN LINO1450
IF(i •'YT F (I).F_ ri.J)GU	 TO	 2200 LINO 460
LIM=lhYTF(I) — J LIN014701)n	 1100	 11=1. 1 .T M LINi)I480
.tf A1(IIIVI T •41r)) iJ111^dY L INO 14 +n
?In n CnJTItuJP LINn1500
;) ?00 CAI I_	 I • UFTI_L (Pr C.I1iNII*MAAttC•ItMF•I9LNUrAP * IFWR) LINUI >10











	 l NO S;lIf (J * GT; NRP(I?)40 TO 23S
	 L 0 AO^. i*"^NkP15•J•
	
L, NO 90kFAD(IUN ¢.o420)ptINMY
	
(
LINO 6 0?h00 n 61) TT ?3
	
(L. NO 6 0TA ?343?. FONMAT( F IELD HOUNI)ARY FOR THIS FIEND DEFINED BEYOND SCOPE OF OAL NO G yp*TA I /I THIS FLIGHT LINE CONTAINS ^.I6^ SCAN LINES I )	 L NO 650410 FORMAT 0 FLnlNT MUST d CALLED TO INITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR A NEW L Noo 6














ELGORY NAME ANN OO 	 YPE FOR DOT I STORED IN	 L
STAMNT • INITALLI 1 5ETNTOF
JELnT(4'99
	 MOO TO INDICATE DOTS BEING	 L




 LISTLC(FIELDS•STAMNT• . • • • • •SWCHG•INIT•IUNIT•IFILE•IPT• L
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)	 ,	 L'
R ALGICuAAM•1 LCARD(300)•LCATNM(41 	 L'






DATA SWITCH/.TRUE./•ENDBCD/ t SEN O /•	 L




•COMMON/ INFOR M/NOCLS2AOSU9?.•NOFET2•VARSZ29TOTVT? NOFL2•
	 L;AVARr..OVAR2.CLSS'
	
"ID).SUHNO •SI ►►(DS2 F JI)SVV T •VERTX2•
•	 FFTVC2(30)•SU"-VC/(1F)•SUhPTR(/5).^LVCZ(b0)•	 L.














IF f NIT.NE.0) GO 0
REWIND UNIT
CAL F. MFL(jUNIT•IFILSTAT)FAn (IUry
 T• 010) ( l *'t9UF(I)9 I•1.80)
FORMAT(40A1)




IF(.NOT.SwITC w )GO TO 20
CAL REPEAff ( 30980)





IF(TYPF.EO.TYPLS )60 TO 20





F NEXT CHAR T S
 NOT A CAT. NAME.








CkTNM 1 = CATNM
GO TO ?3
COLNOCAWD=n lCAL(. NUNgW(r,DOTS•NDCAND.CAOO•COL)






TEST FOR FNU OF DUTS TO QE PPOCESSED ON CARD
c3 0	 IF(ICNT.LT.NOCARO)GO TO 100


















































































FIEL05(1. h'0FLn2) = CATNM
FIE n%(49MOFL02) = 2
FLO NF(1 1 = L
FLU NF (P)FLI) NF (i) s
FLDIUF(4)FLDINF (5)FLL1)^NF (A) =
IFT 
^T.#4F..0) 0 TO 35
35	 I P T= INT . 4
VFWTFX(IPT) = S
VF QTFX( PT•1)=
VFPTFX(IPT.?)s^VFkTF X (IPT • 3) =L
WFTuwN 1
40	 WQITF'(S.?nnn)
2nn0 FnomAT (// r-9. l fPP0P +I AS
*DS - SIJHpn l )TINE FLULAC
ENDUKN 3






C STA#4NT n 1
RCA ( It NIT• 031 ( AC4 s701I • s 1 •U0!
9Q Ef Doll) ) ACA 6,U(I1 9^•^•80)
k	
N 4^A000 )ID•TYPES•CARO
1).i0 FNf1kC0 QET11FtN 33
YPF. n:TYPE_)GO TO 2AIN
SwCMGH: ,4FFCALSE0.
IF (twf Hc, AT 1) PO TO 40YP 	 TYPES
TOT s n











L  = ;'f * KK
N7 s NN	 LI * 100040000
N3 = Ija 4S( N2)/}0000
IF(SI.GESInoe)N




LACI = N2 — SI * 10000
L O_ (LP*I) X 10*s LS s LQ — 1
L
s
S = In * (LACI — (LS* 19)
L = LA —LI

























































ICNT = ICNT •NOFLn? = NOFLI)2 • 1
COMPIITF LINE INCREMENT
NN = NnOTS(ICNT)
NI =IARS( NN)	 100000000
LT = IAHS(N)I)	 NI * 140000000







Y MATRIX A AY VECTON A AND STORE IN VECTOO C












MULTIPY MATRIX A RY THE TRANSPOSE OF R AND STOkE IN 00
A LOWth TNIAN6ULAR MATNIA
h ME_NSION AtL.M)9H(N.M).CIL.N)•D(L)•OOII)
n A0 Ju .N
sum onf1(1 SR K t 1 M

































































C NAMSTA ASSIANS NAMES TO CLUSTERS AND UPDATES STAT INFO NAM00010
SURPOUTINE NAMETA(SURNAMrCATVEC*SUSN0•NOSUA29CATNAMoNOCAT) 0C NAM0003
tMpkICIT INTEGER	 (A-t) NAM00050
nIM NSInN SIIWNAM(60)*CATNAM(60) NAM0006
nl uFNSION CATVFC(60)*SUBNO(1) NAM00070
INTFCFR*4	 I4(3) NAM00080
LOGICAL*1
	 Lltla)	 _ NAM00090FAI)	 VALF NCE(Lltl)•I4(1)) NAM00100
K z 0 NAM00110





no 20 jm l *NOSU82 NAM00170
IF	 (CATVECtJ)	 .NE.	 I)	 GO TO 20 NAM00180
K = K 4	 1 NAM00190
L = L	 +	 1	 - NANOOO	 0
c
p
120NAM,OOf USF FIRST 2 CHAR OF CATEGORY NAME
	 + 2 DIGITS
NAM00 30
T4(1)	 = CATNAM(II) NAM00 40CALL	 8NI4Al(I4(2).2 +L) NAM00 50
Li(3)=L1(5) NAM00 60
L1(4)=L1( 4 ) NAM00270
C NAM00280





C CHFCK FOR NULL CATEGORY NAM00350
ry NAM00360
T=NOCAT NAM00370
30 IF	 (SUR NO(I)	 .RA E.	 0)	 GO TO 60 NAM00380
IF	 (I	 .EQ.	 NOCAT)	 GO TO 55 NAM00390
nn F0 J=19NOCAT NAM00400
CATNAM(J)	 = CATNAM(J+1) NAM00410
SO S(1 4tJO(,))	 =	 SURN0(J 4 1) NAP0042055 WAT = NOCAT - 1 NAM00430
60 1=I-1 NAM00440












N xT = NOW « 1
I ( NEXT .LE. 0 .OR. NEXT .GT. VECSIZ) NEXT s i
J = 0
L = COL•l







IF (CA Q()(COL).F0.8LANK) GO TO 60
IF (CaR0(COL).EQ.00MMA) GO TO 70
TF(CA P )(C 0L).L T .2FRU.OR.CARO(COL).GT.NINE) GO TO 90
CALL 14AIHN(CARD(COL).i•NwORD)
NU S' = 10 ° NUM . NWORD
ITPTG =1
60 CONTINUr
COL = CROSIZGO TO go
70 NUMVEC(J) = NUM
L = COL•1
IF( L .GT. CRDSIZ) GO TO 92
An CONTINUF
J = VECSIZ
QO IF(ITkTG * FG * I)GO TO 91
J = J - 1
G0 TO Q2
01 NUMVFC(J) = NU"'97 NU #^ R FR = J
WRTTF( 6,106) (CAkn(K)•K=1962)•COL.Nt)MBER9(NUMVEC(K)gK=1*J)
C 1nF FOF M AT( l NUMBER ENTERED I / I l 9b2A19I10/ 0 1 9IS,18I3)
RFTUFNCaw***


















URROUT NE NUNOR WILL PPOCESS ONE CARD AT A TIME *
II
INOEXS	 EDM NUMOOO 0NOCARD,A AAN
	
ARLANKSRARE INE AONLY kECOIZ4 j T RS,nF.L iNUM000r0
NU4000SONUM4R(NDOTSvNOCARO•CAROsCOL)SU4Q UINE
NUM00060jmpjICIT	 INTEGER	 (A-2)
nT M NStON avnUTS( NUM00070
t
),CARO(1)
DATA BLANK/ l	 1 /•RDSI2/76/ NUMOOOAO
NUMaO NUM00Hq
NUM00 10(tJF (NC.GT .C^nSIZ)GO! TO 50
no 10 T=NCgrkD)jz NUM00 20
NUM00 30IF(CARnfI) . FO#	 ANK)GG TO 7
CALL	 I4Al8-4(CA4D(I)+19NWORD) NUM00140
NUM x N04*14 + NWORD NUM00^50
GO TO 30 NUMO0 60
TF(NU4.LT.1)C0 TO 30 NUM00170
TF(NU4.GT.2A9)WRITE(6oS00)NUM NUM001R0
NDCARDaNDCAWn • 1 NUM p 90NUMOO 00NDOTS(NDCARD):NUM
NUN s 0 NUMOO20
rONTINUF NUM002 0
CONT INUE NUM0022230
CI	 pp	 EE	 tt











C	 ARGS	 CARD - BCD BUFFER
C	 COL	 - PTR TO POSITION IN ICARDI
C	 PURPOSE
	
LOCATES.THE NEXT NON BLANK SYMBOL IN $CARD$
C	 RETURNS
	
J`	 - LOCATED CHARACTER (BLANK IF EOC)




DATA CPOSIZ/62/98LANK/ 1 I/
L v C0L+1
IF (L.GT.CRDSIZ) GO TO 40
nO 3n COL=L.CCROSIZ
NXTCHQ = CAND(COL)
IF(NXTCHR.NE+BLANK) GO TO 50
3n CONTINUECol. =CRO;IZ-1
40	 r,XTC"R = BLANK5n CO NiT INUF
C	 WRITE (0-)9104) (CAPD(K),K=1.62)•COL•NXTCHR
1114 FOOMAN(, 








































iw NS ON VE (1)( C4 CAL SW 4T M
Is(N;LF.I)^1E URN
5 AwlCiM-.F1+AMSE.
IF(VECtI! LE.VEC(I*l))GO TO 10
TEMPttVFCE)
O f •11sTEMP1)











INCLUOF CUMNh5,LIST	 PR 00030
INCLUDE COMkKt„LIST	 PR 00040
COMMON/PASS/STOP•LNCAT+NMTN•KRN•STDMAX.OLMIN+SEP ,	 PR 00050
•	 MAP•SPTRIG	 IRD•	 KPTS, NOPTS, PUNCH,	 PRIO0060
•	 ICMN,CHNTNS•ICMAIN(62),NWOS,IREGIN,9EGIN}• 	 PRI00070PRIo0080*	 HFGIN?•BFGIN3.CLSNAM NOFLD91P •TOTWRO,TOTPTS,
•	 NCLASS.NOCLSPRI00090•TOTSUR,^OTFL09TOTVRToNOCLoNVAT




*V NIT•INITM.P)41N.SURVEC(62)•NOSUP2,CHNVC(30) 	 PR 001 ?0•1OPn.	 •IN(1 NF LE•
•	 • NnCwAry.FiiCOMPoNOSEIJ.MEANnooMFANDU• 	 PRIO0130
* SYMn ,)•5YM1)U.ITkIGO,ITRIGU.DOFLAG. 	 PR 00140
*	 nI)FLAG+DODO95TDOTS(60)•NSnOTS•SUNCOR(30).LLNCAT9 	 PR 00150
* OVEuT(?50.2)•DRECT(6092)90VPNT(11.2)9IOCNT(2),NDOU(2) 	 PRIO0160
*	 •MXFETI*MAXPOP	 PRIO0170
RFAL	 S(J! .ICOR	 PRIO0180
COMMON/GLUH.AL/HEAn(63)•MAPTAP,DATAPE+SAVTAP,HMFILE•OMKE Y 9	 PRIO0190*
HISFIL•HISKEY•TRFORM•FRIPTP•ERPKEEY,MAPUNT•NOFILF, PRI00200
PRIO0210*	 nR(JMAD.nk^i4OS•PACSIt•DATFIL+STAFIL•ASAV,ASAVFL









nI M FN c;I0N IaFANS( OFFATPkIO0270I MAXCLS)r5TDEV(NOFEAT,MAXCLS)
60
nTMFNCInN SYM ► LS(I).FL12)	 PRIO02R0
PRI00290nI MFNSTuN	 F1_nTNF(1)
DIMENSION	 CI.D( m AXCLS+1)+N(MAXCLS),NBLK(62)•FINF(6) 	 PRIO0300
PEAL M F AN5+ST0EV+CLD	 PPI00310
nI MfNSTON COLl1.11M OUT(	 l0)	 PRIO0320
FO1. l IVALE NCE	 (FINF(1)+LINS	 R)•	 (FINF(4)•SA MST9).	 PRIO0330
*	 (FINF(^).1_INENO)•	 (FINF(5)9SAMFN0)9	 PHI00340





DATA HLANr,/+	 +/	 PRIO03AO
IF(DOntI,EQ.n)	 GO TO	 ?0	 PRIO0390
9AVF5YM M 1x(LNCAT-DOD(J • DOFLAG)	 PRIO0400.P=
SAVFP=:YN r•1Tr (LNCAT-0000 • D0DU)	 PRIO0410
IF	 (nOFLAG. 1`!E.n)	 SYMMTX(1_NCAT-DO0U	 •	 1)	 = SYMOO	 PRIO0420
IF
	
MUFLAG.(1E.0)	 SYMMTX(LNCAT)	 = SYMDU	 PRIO0430














( 69?71) PR 00510005 000	 10	 1=19LNCAT
wRTTF	 ( 0, 9 2.60)J+SYMBLS(J),N(J) 	 PRIO0530





PW 00560ISTART	 =	 I





IF	 (LOOPC1	 .GT.	 0)	 LOOPCT	 = LOOPCT	 •	 1	 PRIO0600
IF(LOOPCT	 .F(;.	 1)	 IFNO = NOFEAT	 PRIO0610
PRIO0620nO	 45	 M=1+I.00PCT
WPTTF(6.300)	 (PLAPIK.FETVEC(J).J=ISTART+IFNO) 	 PRIO0630






315 FOQMAT(	 )	 PRI0068U
TSTAPT	 =	 T E^in	 •	 I	 PkI00690
TFNn =	 ISTA r>T	 .	 TEND -	 1	 PPI00700
IF	 (IFt'a')	 .(JT.	 NOFEAT)	 IEND	 =	 NOFEAT	 P14100710
45 CONTTNUF	 PRIO0720
TSTAPT	 =	 I	 P14I00730
IF P,! n 	 =	 12	 PWI00740
IF(LO()PCT	 .Fn.	 1)	 IFNO = NOFEAT	 PR100750
WRTTF(	 htl? i)	 PRIO0760
DO	 5 1;	 M= l 9I.00PCT	 Nk I 00770
WPT TF(6+?0(1)	 (HLANK+FETVEC(J)•J=ISTART•IF.ND)	 Pk100780
DO	 50	 .1=I o('.'CAT	 PRIO0790
ORIGINAL PAGE IS






1 1g 111144 6 : 3 ENO • ]
2€Nn a IS	
+ LEND ^ IENO a NOFEATi`F (TEND .6TG .. NOF AT)
55 CONTINUE
Lai
IF (J.GT . 15) .l:l5
60 
no j 70 I=13LNCAT*Kal*J)
7n WRITE (6*:iSn)1*(CLD(I*K)*KsL*J)






IF (KKT 4 Ef).-I) GO TO 9Q





IF (IRIIAW.n) GO TO 110
AnRES?=HEGIN?



















I?n no 130 I=SANST49SAMENO9SAMINC
J=J+1
COL(1..J)=1/100
c01. (? * ,J) =Mon( I, Ion) /lo
COL (?*J)=M00(1910)




TPTS=FI 1 1 I?vF (TV+NV•2+?)
WRT7E(h*330)FLnNAM*TPTS
1 q n WRTTF(^(h*21n)(C0L(I*J)*J=1*LPTS)
wRITF (A*l,?.n)
no IA I=1,INSTQ*LINENO*LININC
FIND FIELD TNTFI+SFCTIONS FOR THIS ^INE




TH=(FL (I•J) -SAMSTR) /SAMINC +1




























































































K n IPLAC.(JPTS) PkIO 60





CONTNU Pk 0 6SO
1 75 I
7A
CONTNU Pk 0 660
WRTTF	 (69?30)LINF9(OUT(J)9J v 19LPTS) PR 0 670
IAA CONTINUE PR1016AO
Ivu V • NV,p + 9 PRIG 690
WRTTF	 (6.370 PRI01700
Do IT Q n	 I=I•L NCAT PR101710
190 WR1	 F(^.3AOlI•SYMHLS(I)9NBLK(I) PRI017 0
200 CONTINUE PRIO1730
TF(Dtlnu.E l).n)	 GO TO 205 PRIO1740
SYMMTX(LNCAT-DODU•DOFLAG)=SAVEP PRIO1750
IF	 (nUFi.AG.-*4E.0)	 SYMMTX(LNCAT)	 = SAVES PRI01760
?OS CONTINUE_
PRI0178CALL SFTMPG(6694.62) 0
PF. T11RN Pk I O 1 790








FnPMAT(// •	T`i'IERUDIAT	 PRINTOUT FOR	
'115//)
ITERATION PR1i01830
?45 FORMAT(//' FI N AL CL1ISTFR SUMMAkY FOR CLASS • 91X:A4//) PR 01840
250 FORMAT(// $ TOTAL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS = 9 .I3) PRIO1850
PA P FORMAT( / )	 TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS = ; .I7) PRIO1860
270 FORMAT( //t CLUSTER	 SYMPOL	 POINTS IN CLUSTER . ) PRIo1870
PRO FORMAT(4X.Ia.QX.AI •SOX•I7) PRIOI880
29n FORMAT(///l s X• t HFAN	 t /) PRIOI890
3On FORMAT(/2 X9 t CL (JSTFR' 95Xt12(A1v t CH( I tI29 0 ) 0 91X)) PRIO1900
310 FnoMAT(SX.I?_•TX•l?.(F7.2.1X)) PRIO1Q10
3?.O FORMAT(///lnX. 9	STANDARD DF.VTATIONS I /) PR 01920









PkIO1970370 FORMAT(//?x.^POINTS	 CLUSTER	 IN THIS	 /3X. I CLUSTER 9 9
•	 SX. # SYkHOL t .;X# l POINTS l /) PP 01980


















DI MF NSION HFDI( 5).HEn,( 5)•(tAtggf33)•COMENT(1S)
F.0ll1VALENCE (HF 1(l)•HEAn(4))•(DATE(1)•HEAnt2Z)I•
i2	 (HF02(1)•HEAD(?n4)6lOMFNT(Ijt•HEAO(48))
COMMON/GLO9AL/HEAn(63)+MAP A • A APE SAV AP•RMFILE•RMKEY•
•	 HISFIL•HISKEY•TRFORM•ERIPTP*EPPKEY•MAPUNT•NOFILF.•

















Do l 1 C^ 15-1 ostiPZ
IF(MC.L .CNT) CO TO 2
WRITE(A•NEAD)
INC:n






WRTTF(6 * 5) (AVFMTX(I•ICLAS)
FOQMAT( I MF_AN193X912F9.2)
WRTTF(6.6)



















































































































































iF(,). c 9.LNCAT)GO TO 7S























FnuMAT(1X• • THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS ARE NOT A MULTIPLE OF 4.
• THF COLOR KEYS WILL OE ORDERED HY CLUSTER NUMBER.•)





















TVEt•TOT T9 TYPSSMT !I E^•TOTnT? •	 0 000p$4











c	 TYPSWT = I -RFTU2 ,%15 SPECTRAL INFO	
l^	 is
	
000C	 TTYpSwrr = 2 -RFTUN NIS SPATIAL(, ItNFO R






nATA HI_ANK/ • •/	 k 000 60
	
C	 IN1 LU1IF COMRK69LIST	 ROD00 70
COMMON/(,LUBAL/ HFA(I ( 61)• MAPTAP *DATAPE • SAVTAP• NMF ILE •PMKEY9	RDD00 A0
+	 H15FIL•0ISKEY•TRFORM ERIPTP•ERPKEY•MAPUNT•NOFILE• 	 RD000 90
• PROM AD * nkM,. 1)S . PAGSIZ9PATFIL • STAFIL•ASAV • ASSAVFL	 ROD00200
•	 .Nkl;T+11.•N-+STFI.sCT 64I1 144MAPFIL
	
14110 0 0 2 1 0
• .nOTI PIT .nnTFTL,NCMNAS•TRNSFL•9MTRFL•MISTFL• PCHUNT •	 kDD00220




nIMFNStON CATNAM(1)•ODTVEC()1•DOTS(SIZES•1) 	 kU000260
D!'AFNST0N FF_TVEC (30) •FETVC3() •	 iFETV42t )	 14010)002140nI^"F NSVIN FLTISav (4.1) •VERTEX ('`p • 1) •AN LE 1) 	 P0000280M MENSIuN TEMDOT(5000) NUDD0300
	
C	 READ PEC N0. 1 FUR INDICES	 :0000310k00003?0
:Ew1":n f•OTUNT	 R0000330
CALL FSRSFL(DOTUNT•DOTFIL•ISTAT) 	 kOo00340
	
C	 80000350
PEnp(noTUt.T) Nnc AT. NOFEAT.NOFLD•TOTVRT•TOTDO T • NOSUN • (CATNAM(I)t	k(1000360
•	 I=l•;+OCAT)•SIZE	 P0000370RDD00340
	
C	 C0 4PI I TF ADDWESSES FOR ARRAY	 P0000390
	
C	 kUU00400
DOTSI s 1 PUD0041W 0000 420
RUD00430
kEAD PFC. N0. 2	 WDn00440
	
r	 R00004SO
IF (TYPSw T .En. 1) READ(DOTUNT)(FETVEC(I)•I = 1•NOFEAT)	RD000460
IF (TYP C AT .EQ. 2) REA0100TUNT) DUMMY	 RP000470
IF (TYPcAT .FO. !) NEAD(UOTUNT)IFETVEC(I)•I • 1•NOFEATI	 k ►U004RO
+	 .((FLilSav(T•a).I=1.4)•Js1•NOFLU)•((VERTEI((I•J)•I=1.2)• 	 kC,000440
•	 ,)=I.T#jTVHT)9(At' ► GLF(1)•1=1•NOSUN)	 80000500
	
C	 kUb00510













TSn FETV*3t = = 1•	 FDD00600AO O 2 = "UFF AT	 140D00610AO A r, 97	
0F	 G0000620140 no 7n KzI.NEaT	 141)000630n0 7n r. :I.tiOFEaT





as F0043T(// @ CHANNEL 1 .12. 1 IS NOT ON nOTFIL"V • CHANNELS ARE 9 0013) W M00670CAI.L CI+ vww 	 Wil ( IOOfykO
7S FETVC3(J) = K	 wD00069()kG000700
	
C	 k0l)O(1T10nt( CfINT1 ►► (IFA7 IF (TOTI ► T3 .EO. 0) GO TO 96	 140000720k(,D00730
►%0000740
C"I••	 CODE AOUfD NOV 21• lQ78 FON LIST PROCESSING	 140()00750
	
C	 k(Il)00760
IF (T+)Tl)rl.GT.T010uT) TnTDT3 = TOTnuT	 Wrif)00770
	
C	 (+(1r)01)790





READ REC NO * l -- (M)TS
CCC	




F (TrPSwT .FO. I ) 60 TO 11 0




110 CONT T NIIF
,SI7FC - NUFrT7
TnTnTP : TOTQT3
CA L unn,IT11tTTF4Ut1TonoTS•+cVAP ;ST7EES • TOTOT2.00TVEC • FETVC3•
•	 . F•TOT^?tIT•TOTUT3•NOFET2•TPSW[)
RETURN
t	 PETRI(uE SP ATIAL INFO
CI SO	 rONTINtW





IUTU I)T•TOTI) t3.NOFET?•TYPSW )
C
140 CONTINUE
CRETRIEVE SNFCTQAL ANU SPATIAL INFO
517F.S : S17F





















































Q"AT(/I	 nOT)NU* • •I3.^ IS NOT ON DOTFIL • / • FILE CONTAINS ••I3•RR
eS coNTiNOF OR 	





SU°ROUTINE ROPOTI(TEMOOT9nOTS9KVARiSTZ S9TOTOTP9OOTVEC9FETVC39 P0000010
• SIZE9TpTDO79TOTO39N FET29TYPSWTI k0n000?O
C PM00030
R0f) (10040I M0 1 ICIT	 INTFt(FW 	 (A-zz)
njwfNSON TEmnOT(I)9DOTS(SIZES91)900TVEC(1)9FETVC3(1) RDOOOSO




s	 4FTHSPEC PAL I AND-113	 S PATIAL INFO Rn000?003 --
60 TO	 (1 30 9 1 150 9 100) 9TYPSMT F0 










KK	 = OOTVEC(K) Pn000210
no
	 140	 J=19SIZES NOnO0220
JJ = FFTVC3(J) 00000230
ii.) s(KK-1) •517F	 + JJ+a G D000240




C RETRIEVE SPATIAL INFO kl)0002c#0c krif)00300
ISO CONTINUE WODUO310
no	 17^	 =19TnTOT2 P00003PO
0 5171t
-









C RF_T4TFvE SPECTRAL AND SPATIAL INFO ►a1)1)n0410
C PUDO042C
.)J	 a	 ^ 80000430
KK	 s	 l P0000440
no 300 KsI 9 T0TnOT Rfiu00450
iF	 (KK,(i7,	 TI1TnT3)	 GO	 TO	 ]90 NGD0046O
IF	 (K	 .NE.	 00TVEC(KK))	 GO TO	 190 RD000470
KK	 = KK+) 00000490
60 TO 300 kOD00490
)on JJ = JJ •	 i WUUOn500
)JJ	 =	 (r-)) • SIZE k[D00510
inn
	 Inn	 J=	 9 & PDUOOS20
200 DOTS(J9JJ)	 v TE MDOT(JJJ • J) P00(10Si(tC ('17000540
no 21 J=19 vOFET2 PODO0550
7	 =	 ^FTVC3(.)) -40000560
71^ n0TS(4•,) 9 JJ)	 z	 7EMnOT(JJJ • 4 • I) R01)00570
l n w rn l; T i r+Uf. PDO( 0',AO
at TUPN aP!1	 05vn







C• THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE $ MEAN S CARD DECK OR FILE FOR ISOCLS. RDM00040C+ WDM00050
C TNCLUDF C0MRK4,LIST RUM00060
C INCLUDE COMnKS.LIST RDM00070













+ ,NXTCLS,NOFFAT * MAXCLSoFETVEC(30)•SYMMTX(62) COM00060
•,VAPSTZ.STATKY.TSOKEY,MAPFMT,MAPKEY,SFQUEN(20),PERCEN,SIMERP COM00070
+,InPnER.I NUN IT•INFILE,INITM,PMIN,SUr7VEC(62)ONOSU829CHNVC(30) COMOOORO
• •NOCHANvERCOMPgNOSEOeMEAND094EANDUt COM00090
• SYMno,SYMDII,ITRIGO.ITRIGU,DOFLAG, Cow) 0roo
•	 DL ►FLAG.DOD(),STOOTS(60),NSDOTS,SUNCOR(30).LLNC A T, COM00110
• OVERT(25n,2),DRECT(6092)90VPNT(11+2)*IDCNT(2)r NDOU(2) COM001?n
•	 9MXFFTI * MAXPOP COM00130
RE AL SUNCOR COM00140
COMMON/G; ^'!'&L/HEAD(63)oMAPTAPgDATAPEoSAVTAP g RMFILE g OMKEY* COM00010
+	 HTSFIL*NISKEY,TRFORM,EHIPTP,EPPKEYrMAPUNT.NOFILF, COM00020
+	 nRl)MAL;,{1RM+4,DS .NAGSIZ,DATFIL.STAFIL.ASAV•ASAVFL COM00030





nTMFNSTON MENS(30 9 1) POM00120
READ(CQDUNT.50G)	 LNCAT,NOFETl,(FTVECI(I),	 I=19NOFETI) ROM00130
DO	 In	 T=IeLNCAT RDMOO140
In PEAD(CWDUNT951n)	 (NFNS(J,I),	 J=19NOFL- T1) PDM00150
Son FOPM4T(5X9IS,I5A%1 5/5X,30I2) PDM00160
























12	 IF (JSTAT.FA.I) G0TO	 12 R(,P,^004?0
co RUM00430
C• STORE ONLY CHAN1vELS REQUESTED IN FETVEC PDM00440
C• PUM00450TF(LNCAT.GT.MAXCLS)LNCAT=MAXCLS
no 4n J=1.N0FFAT R00)00470
DO	 30	 w =19 1 40FET) RUM004Po
TF(FFTVEC(,;). ►,F .FTVECI(K))GO	 TO	 30 PUM0044O
no 2n	 T=1,LNCAT PD!400500


























JOA F0QMAT( • MEANS FOR CHANNEL 0 9I49 0 ARE NOT ON FIlE--DUMMY VALVES
*L RE liSE09)





























SURROUTINE R DMODK(AVAR•COVAR.CLSUES.SUBNO•SU80ES,FLDSAV.VERTEX9 ROM00020
•	 ARRAY) ROM00030
IMPLICIT INTEGER	 (A—Z) kOMOnO40
RDM00050
QDM00060
• • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s ROM00070
C RUMOOUBO
C QEAD IN REST OF MODULE BECK AND STORE IN THE C RDM00090
C FOLLOWING MANNFR : 	 COVARIANCES C KUM00100
C MEANS C RDMno110
C CLASS DESCRIPTIONS C RD400120
C NO OF S1,18CLASS IN EACH CLASS C RUM00130
C SU4CLASS DESCRIPTIONS C kUM00140
C FIELD INFORMATION C RDMOO150
C VERTICIES C kGM00160
C ANf) WRITE SAVTAP FILE RDMnO170
C HUMoo180C • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ROMnO 40
C INCLUDF COM RK19LIST PDMOB00







HISFIL, H ISKEY,T RFORM..ERIPTP,ERPKEY,MAPUNT,NOFILE, RDM00280
+	 nkllMAD. nPMWDS,PAC-SIL,f)ATFIL,STAFIL• ASAV ,ASAVFL R1+M00290
+	 .NHSTUN,NHSTFI,SCTRUiJ.MAPFIL PUM00300
+	 .n')TUNT.r)OTFTL*NCHPAS,TRNSFL,BMTRFL*HISTFLoPCHUNT9 kOM07310
°	 CRDUNT.PRTUNT*WANDIO Rf1Mn0320CSFND kDM00330
COMMON/PASSP/NOCLS.NOSUH*NOFEAT,NOFLD,TOTVRT•FETVEC(30). ROM00340
+	 FLOSVI.CLSID19VARSIZ NDM003SO
DI MENSION C O VA R (VAR512),sVAR(NOFEAT),CLSDF_S(NOCLS).SUHNO(NOCLS). RDM00360
+	 S' ►AGES(NOSUR),FLDSAV(49NOFLD),VEPTEX(29TOTVRT), RU'•100370
*	 ARNAY(l) WOM003HO
RE AL COVAR.AVAR HOM00390C wD P 00400
PEW IND SAVTAP kDM00410C POIAO0420
IF	 (STAFIL
	
.FA.	 0)	 GO TO	 1 PDM00430C R()M(iO4 40
C POSITION STAT TAPE TO DESI RED FILE RON00450
C POM00460
CALL FSHSFL(SAVTAP.STAFIL,ISTAT) Qr^m00470
IF	 (ISTAT	 .F*G.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 1 WDM00490
FILNO = STAFIL
	 •	 1 RDM00490
WPTTF(', ,2 U (i)FILNO PnMo05n0
2Qn FORW AT(//	 f';9 9 F_RROR IN TRYING TO POSITION STAT FILE TO FILE
	 • 039 kDtAO0510
+	 •	 IN CWDSTA I ) RU1400520
C R( ► M00530




c TF TSTAT	 IS NOT ZFRO.
	 THE FILE CANNOT BE viPITTEN• BUT THE MODULE POM005AO
C • STAT DECK SILL BE kEAD TO CHECK FOR IN PUT EPRORS. uDM00590
C kDMOnb00
3 fONTINUE r+Dr'ooblo
K2 = 0 F+DM00620
nO 5	 J=1.NOFLD kDM00630
PFAD(CRDUNT,215)(FLOSAV(19J)9I=194) kPP-100640
K1	 =	 1	 •	 K2 RDMOO650
K2	 = kl	 •	 FL ►'SAV(49J)	 —	 1 knmOO660QF.AD(C Q0UNT.220)	 ((VERTEX(I,K)9I=192),K=KI9K2) kDmoob7o
C 4U-n0bH0IF	 (ISTAT	 .GT.	 n)	 GO TO 5 Hcow,00h90
C WOM00700
WPTTE(SAVTA J )	 (FLnSAV(I,J)9I=1,4) PPwO0710
wRTTF( c AVTAP)	 ((VF wTEX(I,K),I=1,2)9K=K1rK2) POM00720c, rONTINl► c . wD1.100130W F AD(rR0U :4T.??0)	 (CL50FS(I),I=IlNOCLS) kiIM010740P F A0(C Q VUr+T.240)	 (Sk)Q ; g 0(I),I=19NOCLS) WOM00750
READ(Cr4DUNT,29o)
	 (St1HULS(I),I=1INOSUR) POVO07A0C wi)'100770IF
	
(ISTAT	 .GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 7 )•I)N00780
C PD-00790
FILF( QDMODK
SLI40? : FL0SV1 - I
WRTTF(SAVTAN)(ARRAY(I)91=CLS1019SU802)
C ? CONTINUE











IF (ISTAT .(;T. 0) STAFIL = —1
CI	





?3A F()0MAT ( (hA99(2X.A4.2X)) )?40 F00MAT((7X9?4(1X.I2)))2v-A F0DMAT(-(AX %I0(A4.3X)))
2K0 FnpmhT(12xtlA)
270 FOQMAT (6X9I2F6.2)


































SUAROUTINE PEOnAT ( COVAR. AVAq * CLSUES.SUPNn*SU ynES.FLDSAV.VERTEX• RE000010
•	 COV.AVEN•CLSDS•SURNOS.SUFDS.FLDSV•VERTX• RFn00020
•	 NOFEA79VARSIZeNOCLS•NOFLDoNOSUB*FETV*-C) kE000030
ImPLICTT	 INTFGFN	 (A-Z) kED00040
DI MENSION FFTVEC(30) PE000050
C wED00060C kEn00070C a • • • a r • • • r r • • • a • • • • r • • + • r r • • • • • a • REDOOONO
C RED00090
C READS COVARIANCES AND MEANS FROM FILE AND REDUCES STATS 4E000110C
C
a • • r w • •^ a ♦ • • • • • r • • • • • • • • r • • • • • • • • • PED00120
C , RED00130
RED00140
TNCLUGF CO I'14K1 .LIST kED00150
C INCLUnF COMIKh.LIST PED00160
COMMON/ INFUPM/NOCLS2•NOSUB?_•NOFET2•V APSZ2. TOT VT2•NOFL02• QFDO0170













COMM014/RFSTKN/KPPPTS(60)9IPRIOR,KBES T • NCPASS P.000290
REAL COVAR(4AkSZ?.NOSU82).AVAP(NOFEAT g NOSUB)oCOV(VA P,SIZ)• RED00300
e	 a V F N(N0FET2.N0SU92).R RED00310
DIMENSTON CLSOFS(NOCLS)95UHNO(NOCLS).SUADES(NOSUa).CLS05 (NOCLS2 )• WFDO0320
+ 4;tJ4NOS(NUCLS2),SURDS(NOSUH2).FLDSV(46 NOFL02)• PED00330
+	 VFPTX(?.TOTVT2).FLOSAV(49NOFLD)•VERTEX(29TOTVT2) PED09340
+ 9DUMVEC(30) PED00350RknO0360
C REDUCE CLASS DESCRIPTION AND ARRAY CONTAINING NO OF SUBCLASSES PE000370RF_0003R0
no	 1 ,;n	 I =1.'10C1_S2 PED00390




C REDUCE SU4CLA5S DESCRIPTIONS RED00430C PF000440
no
	 16n	 I=l.NOS0E12 RED00450
164 SURDS(I)	 = SUr3DES (I ) kLD00460
aFn00470
C
kF_nUCE FIELD INFORMATION RE0004F0
RE)000490
DO	 1 7 0	 I=1.NOFLD2 PED00500On	 17n J=194 RF-000510
170	 FLnSV(J•I)	 = FLDSAV(Jol) RED00520
C PED00530









C 7FR0 OUT JUST PUaTION OF COVAR THAT WILL CONTAIN SUBCLASSES $-'ED00590
C THAT HAVE MEN GROUPED kED00600
s3F000610
no 200	 J=1 •'400RP REDOO620
KS	 _	 C-RFDEX(J)	 •	 i kED00630
KF	 =	 KA	 .	 6 4 ))UPS (KH-1 )	 -	 1 PED00640
TF	 (Ka	 .(TF..	 KF)	 GO	 TO	 200 PE000b50
KK = SUPPTR(Ko) PED00660
no	 1 q 5	 LL	 =	 19VAPSZ2 FE000670
IQS	 CnVA U (LL.KK)	 =	 0.0 NEnoo6ko
200	 CONTINOE 4E 0006906E:)00100
C. CHFCK CLA55TFICATION CHANNFLS AGAINST TRAINING CHANNELS 'E1100710C HE(,007?0
nn 2?n	 J=1.tinFFTP NE( 00710
nn	 L=).NOFEAT..In NEr!00740
TF	 (	 FFTVC2(J)	 .FO.	 FETVEC(L))	 GU TO 220 1rt000750
210	 rONTTfvUr i4l-00760
WRTT+-(6.P30)	 FFTuC?(J).(FFTVFC(K).K = 1• NO F F A T) KE,')00770
73n	 FOPMAT( I	 ° 0	 NO.	 0 • I2.'	 IS	 A	 T RAINING CHANNEL	 +01 / Rf 000 780
•	 40X.lTW0ljNTN6	 CHANNELS	 ARE
	 -	 I/	 10X•30(1?.91x)) Pf000790
FILE: PEnDAT
CA(L FXIT REDOOPOO220 (1() iaVEC(J)	 a L RED00610no I1nn	 JJONOSUR
C i5 T W IS	 dWLASS A MEMBER OF SELECTED SORCLASSES WED00830
IF	 (5()Pp?R(JJ)	 .LE.
	
0)	 REAO(SAVTAP)	 DUMMY RED00840
IF	 (SURPTk(JJ).LF.	 0)	 GO TO 100 PED00850
READ(SATAN)KEPPTS(JJ)sCOV•(AVAR(I,JJ),I a 1+NOFE AT) REDOO8b 0
FED00870
C RE()UCE AY CHANNELS kED00880kED00b90
NEWSl1H a SUAPTR(JJI RED00900KK= 0
no 2n	 J=19NOFET2
RED00920K = nkl m vEC (J)
LOC = K • (K- 1)12 RED00940
r)n	 4n	 (__1,,+ PED00950
KK = KK +	 1 RED00960
WAT = 1,0C + DUMVEC(L) RED00970
4n COV(KK)	 = COV(WAT) RED00980
an AVAR(J.JJ)	 a	 AVAR(KtJJ) kED00990P.ED01000
C C-RnUP SUBCLASSES PED01010
RED01020






R	 = COVAR(KK•NEWSUH) REDn 080





An no 7n 1=1•VARS72 RED01130
Tn COVAN(ToNEWSUA)
	 = COV(I) RED01140
100 CONTINUE RED01150C REnO1160
GROUP MEANS PED01170
C kFD01180
n()	 125	 I=19NOGRP REDDII90
KH = GPPOEA(I)	 • 1 PED01200
KF = K P + G•0!JPS(KH -1) 	-	 i RED01210KR1	 = SPOURS(KR)
IF	 (K^4	 .GF-.KF)	 GO	 TO 130 PED01230
DO 120	 J=19NOFET2 RFDO1240
Q _ 0.0 RED01250
KPTS = 0 RED01260
no )in	 K=KR,KE
PED01270KR? = GFU,JNS(K)
KPTS = KPTS + KFPPTS(KR2) PED01290
TTn R = R	 +	 AVAR(J.KHP)	 a KEPPTS(KS2) RED01300
120 aVAR(J.KP1)	 = Q / KPTS REU01310
KE"PPTS(KH1)=KPTS RED01320
RED01330
^iFwSuR = SUaRTR (KR1) QEDO1340
DO 123	 J1=l*N0FET2 kED01350
PO	 123	 J2=1-Jl	 • WEDO1360
JJ = JJ •	 I kED01370
123 COVAR(.JJ gNEWSUA)	 =	 (COVAR(JJ.NEWSUB)	 -	 (AVAR(J1+KBI)* kEDn1380a	
AVAR(J2+KR1)) +K N TS)	 /	 (KPTS-1) PE001390
12% CONT7NUF RE001400
C PEnIJCE W EANS RED01410
130 n0	 14n	 K=19NO51JP2 RED01420TT	 =	 Sl) k VC? (K) PFU01430
KPPPTS(K)=KWPPTS(II) PED01440













IM°LICIT INTFGFP	 (A-Z) kED00040
DI MENSION ARRAY(1) F+E000050
C RED00060
C	 INCLUDE COM4KI.LIST PE000070
NED00080




•	 KFPPTS( F0)•NOGRP.GKPNAM(60)96RPDEX(61)9 RED00130
•	 17-kF°CHK(61)•GROUPS(424) RE000140
COMMON/GLOBAL/HFAn(o3)vM PTAP90A APE•SAVTAP-9MFILE•8MKEY• RF000150
+	 HISFIL.HISKEY•TPF0RM.ERIPTP.ERPKEY•MAPUNT•NOFILE, PED00160
•	 nQUMAD,FPM.059PAGSIZ•DATFIL•STPFIL•ASAV.ASAVFL RED00170
*	 9NHSTUN•N ,4 STFI•SCT911v9MAPFIL REn001A0








**REDSAV+•0)kE000250ln0 FOPMOT(// T 4 • ► STAT FILE WAS NOT CREATED. EXITING FROM




(ISTAT	 . W (j .	 0)	 GO	 TO	 10 PED00290FILNO = STAFTL
	 •	 1 kED00300
WQTT r- ( F+.110)	 FTLNO RED00310
11n	 FOQ4A T(// T Q . • FPROR IN POSITIONING STAT FILE TO FILE	 0 9I39 WED00320
+	 0	 F x I T Ir4G
	
F9(JN REDSAV 0 ) RED00330
10	 CON' I NUF RED00340
RFAO(SAVTAP)t4OCLSONOSUB•NOFEAT,NOFLD.TOTVRT•(FETVEC(I)-I=1.NOFFAT)kE000350
PED00360
C	 CO ►4PUTE PASFS kt 000370
C ^• F000390p	 n	 .SIZ = NOFFaT	 (NOFEAT 1)/2 wE0003y0r L	 _ kE000400
SI QNn l 	 = CLSInI	 - NOCLS Pti)00410
Sll a n5l
	 =	 SII'"aOl	 • NOCLS kE000420
FL n5V1 = SU 4 1)Sl	 - NOSUB










C	 CO ►'PUTE PEDUCEO CASES WLD00540C RED00550
VAPS72 = NOFET? +	 4NOFET2 •	 1)	 / 2 wFn00560
CL g 1D? =	 1 PED00570
cIc'No? = CL I;102 • NOCLS2 kED0059015QnSP = SCI'ANO2 - NOCLS2
FLnSVP =
	
S11; r)S2	 -	 NOSUR? kE000600
VF PTY? = FL	 .	 r,UF"LD2*4 wF000h10
Cnvaijp =	 VF P Tx2	 -	 TOTVT2 e 2 kE000620
AVAP? = COV5w7 - VARS72 + NOSU82 kE000630
COV)	 =	 AVA ,4?	 .	 (I.UFFAT*NOSU8	 ) WEC100640
TI PTOP =	 CuVI	 .	 VAWSI7_ RED00650
RAnCna = lo p -	 TIPTOP PED00660
IF	 (HAOCUi 4	.LT.	 0)	 GO TO 50 NE0n0g70C RE000640
CaLI_	 PFDDAT (.APPAY(COVAR?)lAPPAY(AVA P 2)• ARRAY (CLSIO)1.ANRAY(SURNnli4F0no640
•	 .AP-44Y(SU?uS1194PWAY(FLr)SV) 4.aaKAY (VERTAI)• PE0007u0
+	 AWNAY(CUVl)-APPAY(AVAk2)•APWAY(CLSIO?1- wt0n6710
•	 AP44Y (SU OP,' O?) . ARRAY (SUt+ r)S7) • AP(J AY (FLn5V2) • Pt (100720
•	 AQuAY(VFPTX7)•NOFEAT•VAk4,;IZ•rJ(1CLS,NOFLU• PFno0730
•	 r10S1N•FFTVEC) PF000740C PF I)0r)750
nn Tn 76 kt00070SU
4n	 WwTTF (6.h40 4f!Fr 7 ?-r:0,;U1429NOCLS2 1-Er)00170






















55	 uU	 pDTHI S
	 STOKE TFROGkAMRVATAMTEM OF51ARIt
EYADUPING A R (010090
PROCESSOR RUN.	 THE	 ARGUMENTS ARELARSYS	 CALLING RQE00060Pk OA0 0
OF THE FILE RREE 000A0RERADD - TMF NUMHER OF W RDS FROM THE BEGINNING
wMF OE THE. READ IS TO PEUIN. PPE00090





SET	 `TTQTZERO	 U H 	
RENO. 	
LONGER USED.STATUS -	 0	
}
W OC MET/ ISOPL 00	 0
C BUT MUST BE RE TU RNED AS O).	 E	
(NO AR
RR 00130
. 0 PRE00140E RRE00}SD
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) RPE00PPE 00 70#60
C	 HANSEN
	
/	 VERSION 0900/6/31/77 RRE00 AORPE00 90
ni MFNSION 81IFFEP(200).WHERE(1) RREOO 00PRE00210PUFST7=200 PRE00220
91)FFFR AND 9UFS17 ARE SET TO THE MOST EFFICIENT SIZE TO
IN
PPEOn230
PPED0240C MATCH THE PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE OF THE 1/0 BUFFER.
C CMS IT 1S 900 AYTES	 200 WORDS. RRE00550PRE00 60
STATUS=0 PREE00270
LUns22 PRF_002ROkRE00290
C Lun IS THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER WHERE THE FORTRAN DIRECT PPE00300
Cc ACCESS FILE IS STORED. PPE00310kRE00320
T1=1 PRE00330
11=Mnp (9FG ADD.RUFSIZZ) PRED0340kRtn0350IF(J1.FO.0)	 J1=HUFSIZ
PRE00360C
i^ 1	 IS THE RELATIVE ArDRESS OF THE PEGINWING WORD IN THE PPE00370
IRST RECORD TO HE READ.	 IF IT IS 0. IT IS THE LAST WORD PRE00360-




J3=9EGADD + TGTWOS - 1 RNE00420RRE00430C
C J2 ANO J3 A 7E THE dE•GINNING AND ENDING WORDS OF THE DATA PPE00440






C )4y 1 1; THE RELATIVE AnnRESS OF THE ENDING wORn IN THE FINAL PPE00500
C PECORn TO HF DEAD.	 IF	 IT	 IS 09	 IT IS THE LAST WORD IN QWF00510
C. THE RECORD. PPE00520PRE00530C
QFOQFC=((J2-1)/HUFSIZ) 	 +	 1 RkEO0540RRE00550F ►4n4C=((j3 - 1)/ PIIFSIZ)	 +	 l
IF0EGPEC.E 0 .E K0kEC) GOTO 300 RPE00560kkE00570
C PECiPEC AND ENDREC ARE THE RELATIVE AnORESSES	 (RECORD MPE00580
C NUMREPq)	 OF THE FIQST AND LAST RECORDS TO BE READ. 	 IF kPF.00590
C THEY A QE ^011AL THEN aE ARE TO AEbIN AND END IN THE PRE00600
C SAME RFCORD. "F00610PPF_00620
C K1=PfGREC  PRE00630
C
RPF'00640
PFAO T wE FIQST RECORD AND MOVE THE REQUIRED PORTION TO PRE00650
C TMF OUTPUT APEA. 4RE06F0i.+ kF_ O00670
uEAp(Li)n•KI)
	 RUFFER RkE90680PPE00690no	 ?A0 K2=J1.t4UF5T7




NRF 1)0730210 I 2PE00740
C PEA	 IN THE_ NEWT RECORD.	 IF	 IT	 IS THE FINAL RECORD TO R a.	 nt	 0750
AE	 F4(1. 60 TO THE
	
FINAL WECOW0 MOVE CODE ELSE MOVE THE PPF007hO















pEAD TNF FINAL REkcoRT)• MOVE THE REQUIRED PORTION TO THE RRE0087
C
OUTPUT AREA AN^IO RETURN. RPED0880







HERE 'AE BEGIN AND END IN THE SAME RECORD. T14ERFFORE ME RRE00970
RPE009AOONLY MOvE T 14E REQUIRED PORTION OF THE DATA TO THE OUTPUT
AREA AND RETURN. RREO
RPE00990
000C
300 QEAn(LUD'dE60FC) BUFFER RRFOPP
010
01020nP 310 K2=Jl•J4 PR 01030
V












THIS SUAROUTINF SIMULATES THE RANDOM AC^ESS WRITE OF A RWL00040
C WORKFILF USFn TO STORE PROGRAM DATA TEM ORARILY DURING RWE00050











WHERE TH wFILEEWRITEISTOREGININNING RP 00090










C STATUS - SET 1'O 7.ERO MMEN t/0 IS	 MR 	 (NO LONGER




IMPLICIT INTEGER	 (A-Z) RkE00 70pRE00 80
C
HANSFN	 /	 VERSION 0800/8/31/7'1 RkE00 QO
RPE00200




C POFFER AND AUFS17 ARE SET TO THE MOST EFFICIENT SIZJ TO WGE00240
C MATCH THE PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE OF THE I/O BU FFER.	 N RkEO0250
CMS IT IS 800 SYTES - 200 WORDS * PRE00260'C
RRE0070
STATUS=0 kR 00 80
•`
LUn=?2 kR 00290kRF00300
- r LUn IS TPE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER WHERE THE FORTRAN DIRECT WRF-00310
ACCESS FILE IS STORED. PkF 00320C • ' HPE00330
TI-1 RRED0340
J1= mnO( REGADD.R0FSIZ) PkF00350
IF(J1.F-.4.0)	 J1=iiUFSIZ kkE003^,0WP+00370
C 11	 15 THE WFLATIVF ADDRESS OF THE BEGINNING WORn IN THE PPE00380
C FIRST PECORD TO HE WRITTEN.	 IF-IT IS 09	 IT IS THE LAST RPE00390
WORD IN THE RECORD. NkkOO400
C RRE00410
J?=PF6A00 PRFO04 0
J3 =BEG ADD • TOTWDS - 1 PPF00430PRE 00440
C JP AND J3 AnE THE BEGINNING AND ENDING WORDS OF THE DATA NkE00450
T6	 BE WR TTEN. WkLO0460C kkkn0470
J4=MOD(J39QUFSIZ) Pk 00460TF(J4.F(J.n)	 J4=(?UFSIZ kRE00490
C Wkf 00500
C J4 IS THE PFLATIVE ADDRESS OF THE ENDING WORT IN THE OPE00510PPE00520C FINAL DFCORn TORE WRITTEN.	 IF IT IS 09	 IT	 IS THE WPFOn530
C
LAST wnRD Im THE RECORD.
PPE00540
WFA0vC:((J2- 1) /41JF5I7) 	 •	 11 PPE00550FN f)NFC=((J3-1)/ &,1 1FSIZ)	 •	 1 RPE00560
TF (t+F r,REC.F_ f).E 1-DRFC)	 GOTO 300 RWE 00570
RkE005AQ
C PEORFC 400 FNn pEC ARE THE PELATIVE AnnRESSFS (RECORD PkE005Q0C NU ►'RFPS)	 OF T HE F1R5T	 ANn LAST RECOWnS TO PE W(:ITTEN. PPF00600
C IF THEY ARE FOUAL. THEN WE ARE TO BEGIN ANn fiW IN PRL00h10
C THE SA mE REC040. PRE00620C Rk"0630
K12AFOREC P1400640
akEoobso
C aFAn TWE F105T RECORD	 (THERE. MIGHT NE nATA IN TH^ PORTION PwF00h60
C nF THE KECOR0 MF	 ARE NOT WWITING)• RAVE THE-REQU RE0 HNF00670




C. GPV nn7noPFAn(LUU'KI)	 E"1FFER wkFoo710
no ?n0 K2xJl•01jFSTZ kwfn0720
P(eFFFP ( 1(2) =w ►1E. P t (11) QkF. 00730P14 n0740
P00
16-11#1
r^NT IN(1F WkE 00750
vRT TE (LU0 6 K 1 )	 DUFFER wiq nn70Sb
^kLn(1770
C PIPIP TWF	 PEr0kn CDUNTFR AWD CHECK TO SEE wHETHEP WE k;4 007#40





TO THE FINAL RFCOPO WRITE CODE ELV^. MOVE AND WRITE
THE ENTIRE RECORD.
21n RiKllQ.ENnREC) GOTO 230
no ?20 K2s1.?UF51
p tJFFE a (K2) s ^HERE( 1)
220 C(^NT NUE
WOTTF(LUD I K1) RUFFEP
GOTO 210
c	 QFAD THE FINAL RECORD, MOVE THE REQUIRED PORTION OF THE
C	 nATA FPON T yF INPUT AREA TO THE SUFFER• WRITE IT OUTC	ANn RETUk(j.
230 PS AD (L(j0;:1) BUFFER240K2: .J4
PUFFFP(K2)sWHERE(II)
I1-11+1
240 WRITE(LUD I K1) PUFFER
tc	
RETURN	
EE pp	 TT EE	 EE	 p E
C	 ONpY W.	 E TyE WEUUIREpI PORTI0NA0F TM OATA T F OMfTFR(E ME
INPUT AkEA TO TmE SUFFER, WRITE IT OUT AND RETURN.
300 PFAD(LUD $ REG4EC) SUFFER
nO 31n K2=JI ..J4
ai IFFFP (K 2) :WHERE (11)
11
	 }} ♦
31n CA KI T TN'1r















































COMMON/INFOOM/NOCI.S7•NOSUQ P * NOFET?•VA 04;jP970TVTPoNOFLQ2• COMnp0160
•	 AVA4 29CnVAk?9CL tD
	
SUHNO2•SURhS2•FLnSV?•VERTx2• COM00020
•	 FEYVt2(30)•SUmV	 (	 )•SUAPTR(7	 )•CLSV 2(60)• COM00030
•	 KEFFTS(h0)9N0CTQ	 •Gti NAM(60)•Gp
 DEx(61)••	 G,,lPCMK (G1) • CiQ0QPS ( 124 ) COM00040COM0005O




•	 (1AlIMAD, npm4u$qpAGS11•nATFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL EOM00030
• MW To1N , NNSTFI.SCTQLlN.MAPFIL 00040





nIMENSTON FtOSAV( 49 NOFLD)•VERTEx(1)•CLSID(l)•SUBNO(1)• SAV00090
•	 SupjA S(11 SAV00100
nO : 4n	 inn ,NOFLO SAV00120
DE A t)(S A wT AP )	 (FLI)SAV ( I•J)•I r l•4) SAV00130
F`` n = P • FLDSAV14• J)
0
SAV00140
5AV00150An(SAVTAk)	 (VE"TEA(1*10)•I . 1•FLO)
TP	 =	 1 1;•	 FLO SAVOO FO4n rn ► ,TIN I ► F SAVnO 70
PEAK SAVTAP)
	 (CLSIQ(i)•I s l•NOCJS)•tSUANO(I)•I s l•NOCLS)• SAV00 SO






FIL r ) SEWN
SURROUTin r GFA PCmt*t* oENUTAP91PUF.IdRPDS•NOSPR) SFA00010
IMOLTCit	 INTEGER	 IA-•1) 4FAOOO?O
Ce SFAnO040f• 1NTEPNAL kOlITINE TU SEARCH FOR CORRECT SCAN LINE
C• SE: A000501.) n I r AL*I
	
L^CAN(4).iSCANt4).KSCANI4) SEA00060
t•	 ti►FNSirjN	 i wFl76 6,)tK +1UM (	 ).L)^UM (1)C MMOw /T4P;PO/	 iIINIT.1Fit T.FSCAN.SA ME NO.SAMiNC• k tADY.NSCAN. StA00070SEAOOORO
• I.IN'C.IV(2 4n). DSLt1.iIIF180)•JKEC(30)910YTE1301•NOUF•FILENO.LTNENO•SF.A000QO
LINi 14C9NCAMP.N0CHA(N	 RMT SEE A00 00
SEAOO	 10r
c
011IVALF(vCE(LSCAN.SCAN) tIK DUM (1)•KSC AN(1))t(LDUM 111tLSC AN( 1 ))
^p iTF li6.6n0)FSCAN SFA(0► 0130
6f10 FOOMbt(f SEARC H ING FOR LINVOS) SEA00140
bin Ft1°""AT( I6 RECO40S SFFN^SCAN • 9ISt t	SCANS PFR RECORD t tIS) SFA00160
TPACV=-S SFA00170
1F v P!+nS.r.T.S ► iA ACRs- NRPDS SEA00180IF (FSCAr1 9 1.F * S) l9ACR=-NRPOS SFAW90AnOP.00P50 1P :-IAACK
no & ?n	 lsi.NSKIP
S
SEA00210
h96 AACKSVACF	 1 1 1N IT SF.A002PO
ilQY: SFA00230
S 0FAn(l0 ljlT.cIO.EKn=630)	 IIFlUF(I)9I=1.18 ► SEAnO40





FKnTAP c -1 SEAOOZ70
uFTUri 'd 	 i SEA002A0
64n ; cNTlwr)F SEA002R0
Kn)+'" ( 1) = i • +11F (1) ,E An0300
t.nl ►mtl)=I"OF(1P) SEAn0310
TF	 (Fr) t•, t	 .170.	 1)	 IKCAN(3)	 a	 LSCAN(3) SEA00370
iF	 W1 14'^T	 . F ,?.	 1)	 ISCAN(4)	 a	 LSCAN(4) SF-AO0330Tr	 (F,lu,•T	 .t'().	 ,)	 ISCLN(3)	 _	 KSCAN(1) SEA00340
iF	 (FnU*, T	 2)	 1SCAN(4)	 =	 h.SCAN(?) SEA40350
^.PTTI^ SE A0036A
hKn Cnar • nit•	 ^f'A ry 	r)^•.15.3x) StAOO;i70Sc A0n3AOiF tti^ A r ..*	 . F ^C.Ar )GO	 TO	 10TFI^I'e' .F ).FSC^N•vr)5P^)GO TO
	 3n C4 A00390
iF(IT P Y.'­o.1n)GO	 TU	 20 SEAO0400
S rONT11fl-7 SEAO0410i Ts+Y= i T )? Y • 1 SE AOn420rn	 T n	 c, SF A00430
Tn up TT ► ("-.7-in) TTQY ^EA00440
7nO FOcs,+.NT(• 	 Fu l itt)	 iT	 AFTER 1 9139 1 	 TkIES t /) SEA00450
1)0	 1 4	 i i =i .ropt,S St A00460
lS WAr K' 	 1)1r	 IT SEAO0470Z r Tln:' SE A004 M0
Tn iF(11^Y.1_T.;) ••)NNI)S)GO	 TO	 6 SEA00490
g RTTt	 ( A . ;-n)0 T1JY SEAU0500
Wnn FO OO'AT( • 	FATLFr)	 AFTFN 0 9I50	 TRIES--AAOw TING • ) SEA10510CA1.1	 C M I w.+ 5 ► A00!,2USEA00530^n r0AIT1,+110:
jQtTc(4.000)FSCAN Sf A00540
onn F (j)'A AT( •	Sr.bh • . 15. •	IS MISSING--USING PNEVIOUS SCAN	 INSTEAD • ) SEA00550
•(ArK', ►-ACE



















UBRO l^ TTNF SJTUP7(ARRAY•TOP•ITIME)





SETUP? READS AND ANALYZES ALL CONTROL CARD INPUT FOR THE SET0f05 0
•ISOCLS PROCESSOR SET00060
SET00070
I NCLUDE C0MRK4•L ST SET00080
NCLUDE Cnm4KS•L ST SETO0pp90
INCLUDE COMIIKR•L ST SET001 0
C	 INCLUDE CMAK169LIST SET00	 0
DIMENSION HF.D1(15)•HFD2(^6)•DATE('1)•COMFNT(15) SET00	 0
SET00 30EgUIVALENCE	 (HED1(1).HEA	 4))9(0ATE M vHEAO(22)).
2	 (HED2(1).HEAD(30)) ► (COMENT(1)•HEAO(48)) SET00 40
COMMON/PASS/STOP•LNCAT •NMIN • KPN.STUMAX • OL y IN • SEP• SET001SO
•	 MAP*SPTRIG•
	
IkD•	 KPTS• NOPTS• PUNCH• SFT00160
SET 00170ICHN•CHNTMS.ICHAIN(62)•NWDS•I9EGIN.BEGIINI•
9EGI y2.REGIN3.CLSN AM, NOFLD•I PT. TOT WRP TOTPTS. SET00180
•	 NCL ASS .NUCLS•TOTS l Jfi.TOTFL09TOTVRT•NOCL•NVRT SET00 90
* .NXTCLS.NOFFAT•MAXCLS•FFTVFC(30)•SYMMTX(62) SET00 000
+•VARS*7.STATKY•;SOKFY•MAPFMT• MAPKEY;SEQUEN(20).PERCEN•SIMERP SET00210
• •IORnF.R•I ll'UNIT910FILE• INITM•PMIN.SUHVEC(62)•NOSUB2• 	 HNV	 (	 0) SETCO2220
+ .NOCHAN•ERCOMP.NG5E0•HEANDO.MEANOU• SET00230




* OVERT()•NOOU(2)250•;')•DREC (609e)•DVPNT(11.2)•IDCNT( S T00260
•	 •MXFETI•MAXPOP SFTOO 70
REAL SIINCnR SET00 80













REAL nLMIN ► CHNTHS.SEP•STOMAX#PERCEN SET00390
DIMENSION ARRAY(1)•CHAR(22) S."TO0400
DIMENSION COMVEC(2)•EOUVEC(2) SET0040
SET00410DATA CnMVFC/19 l • • /9EOUVEC/1• lsl /
DATA MlrJUS / • - • / SET00430
FOUIVALENCE(STOP•ISTOP) SET00440
DIMENSION INVEC(30)•CARD(62)•ACARO(20)•SLASH(2) SET00450
DATA SLASH/19 9 /'/ SET00460
DATA	 INVFC / • CHAN • .	 • ISTO • •	 • NMIN • •	 • KRN	 I t 	O STnM o •	 I OLMI • • SET00470
+	 'SEP	 to	 1 HED1 1 9	 • HED2 1 9	 *DATE ► •	 • *END • •	 • COMM 1 9 SET00480
*	 •SYM44i	 • MEAN • •	 • MAP	 I t 	 ► OPTI • •	 'CLAS • •	 • CHAT • • SET0049C
•	 •rL()S•.	 • FORM • •	 • DATA••	 • STAT • .	 • SEOU • •	 • PERC I • SET0050
It




DATAPAC0/ • P • /•FKn/ • E • /•DECD/ ► 0 l / SETOOSSO
DATA FRCU/ l F ► /.CHCD/ • C • / SET00560
DATA THCD/ • T • /•SbCO/ • 5 • /•OHCD/ • 0 : /98LANK/ •	 I /•COMMA/ l • l / SET00570
DATA	 S M9LS	 /•l•.•2•.•3•.•4•,•5•,•6•••7•••8•••`,1•••Al%99ls•C•••D•• SET00580




3-•••o•^•••••3•••"•••=•••0•••	 • • •_• •^^ • • • ) 1 9 0 ( 1 9 9 : t •
SFT00608
SET006ttUU









NOSED = 2 SET00690
NOCHAN = 0 SET00700























IF(ITIME * NE * 1) WRITE(6*HEAD)
WRITE(69630)
PUT THE NEXT CARD IN THE REREAD BUFFER11irp-
RRUNIT=30
Is





































IF(J.EA.RLLANK) GO TO 0




IF(J9E0.SACD) GO TO 37
IF(J.EO.DACD) GO TO 43
WQITE(6.645)
FORMAT( I ERROR ON CHANNEL CARD$)
GO TO 10
M=FIND12(CARD.00L•EnuVEC)
IF(M.EO.-1) GO TO 36
NOCHAN=NIIMBER(CARD*COL*CHNVC*NOCHAN)
CALL ORDLO(CHNVC*NOCHAN)GO TO 30
M=FIND12(CAPn*COL*EOUVEC)43






ISTOP CARD (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS)
50 J m NXTCHP(CAkD*COL)












































































KRN CARD (NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PER FULL OUTPUT)
SET01T^0
60 J a NXTCHR(CARO•COL) STO
SETO
7.30
IF (J.E0.8LANK)	 00 TO 10 740
COL = COL-1 SETO 750
= NUMBER(CARD•COL•KRN	 •ISTART) SET01760
GO TO 10 SETO 770
SETO 780



















90 J = FLTNUM(CAODiCOLoSTDMAX91)
GO TO 10
	







C*	 SEP CARD (DISTANCE FOR SPLITTING)






























	 GO TO 10
C• SYMBOLS CARDC*
170 CONTINUE180 ICNT=ICNT • 1
F (ICNT.GT.MAXPOP) GO TO 10
SYMMTX(ICNT)=BLANK
190 M=NXTCHR(C4RD:COL)
IF (M.Fo.RLANK) GO TO 10
IF (M•FQ.C4)MMA) GA TO 180
SYMMTX(IC FJT) = M
195 IMI =NXTCHR (CAwn.COL)
IFIM.NF.COMMA) GO T TO 1195
GO TO 180
	
cC•	 MAXCLASS CARn (N09 CLASSES FOR THIS
	




















































































4w	MAP CARD (NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO OUTPUT MAP)
Gw210 ,J:NXTCHR ((,AROsCO )
IF (J.EO .;LANK) ^0 TO 10
G0 TOO 1
90 a NUMBER(CARDrCOLrMAP	 •ISTART)
-	
C	
O TO 10	 .
•
^w	PUNCH CARD (PUNCH StATISTICS ON CARDS)
•21S M = FIN012(CARD.COL.CMAR)









220 M = NXTCHR;CARD•COL)
IF (M .EO. U9Cn) MAPFMT = 1
F (M .EO. LRCD) MAPFMT a 2
F(M.EO.BLANK) MAPFMT=1
C	 GO TO 10
•
C*	
CLUSTERS CARD (MAX. N0. OF CLUSTERS PER CLASS)
230 J=NXTCHR(CAQD.COL)
IF (J.FO.RLANK) GO T9 10
COL=COL-1
80 TO 10 = Nt1MBER(CARD•COL+MAXCL;9ISTART)
C•





240 J a NXTCHR(CARDoCOL)




IF(J.EO.ORCD) IORDER = 1
ERROR COMPUTATION
C












IF(J.NF_.SRCU) GO TO 242
J=NXTCHR(CAR0vCOL)
IF(J.FQ.TACD) STATKYaI
242 CONT i Nf )E
C	 CL.USTFPS FOR MAPTAP
IF(J.E0.CQCD)MAPKEY=2
•











































IF(J.EQ * BLANK) 60 TO 10COL=COL -1
J=NUMRER(CARDsCOL.IPCT 4
.PFRCEN= •FLOAT(IPCT)/10
GO TO 1 b
MEANS CARO
= NXTCHR(CARO.COL)
F(J 9E0# BLANK)	 GO TO 10
F(J .EO. C8CD)
	 GO To rrR^5
F(J .NE. FBCD)















TO INPUT STAT UNIT AND FILE.
T
?050 M = NXTCHR(CAPD.COL)
IF(M.EO.9LANK) GO TO 1660
IF(MMEa FRCDf 1 G00TO 2675
263 WRITE(0+.750)
750 FORMAT( •
 ERROR ON DATA FILE CARD@)7
265 JO= FINDI?(CARD.COI^.E?UVEC)
Mf=(NUNNEP(CARD9CULgDATAPE.ZERO)
COL = COL - 1
GO TO ?60
267 J = FIND12(CARD9COL9EOUVEC)





- . 4T. 0) DATFIL s 0
COL = COL
	 1
C	 GO TO 260
C
M=;NXTCHR(CAR0.CO`)
IF(M.EO.I pCD) GO TO 278
IF(M.E(1.URCD) GO TU 275
IF(M.F0.FPC3) GO TO 277
IF(M.FA.OAC(j) GO TO 272IF(M.EQ.COM'+A) GO TO 270
IF (M.FQ. gLANK) GO TO 10
WPIYE" (6.75s)
FORMAT( •
































M=1^X RA—i CI ARO9COL) T0390 S
CTT03gg70
274









F(M * NE * UPCD) GO TO
275 J=FINnl2(CARQrCOLr53UVEC)





GO TO 174 SET04 70
5ET04080277 J=FINO12(CARD•COL•EOUVEC)





40 TO ?74 SFT04 40
278 J-FINn12(CARUrCOLr g ASH) SF.T04
SE704
50
IF(J.EQ.-1)GO TO 27 6Q
INITM = I SET04 70
279 MzNllCHRfCAP0,COL) SET04180
F(M.EO.COMMA) GO TO 279 SET04190
F(M.EO.F QCD)	 GO TO 282 SET042
0F(M.NF.UIiCn)	 GO TO 271 SET042
281 FINnl2(CAPD•COL+EOUVEC) SET04AF(J.t:'Q -1)GO TO 273 SET04
SET04240M=NUMRER(CAkUrCOL,INUNIT97ER0)
COL=COL-1 SET04250
CO TO 279 SET04JzI6
2A2 =FIND12(CART)rCOL EOUVEC) SFFT040
S_T0428
27






SUBCLASSFS CARD--USE THE MEANS FOR THESE SUBCLASSES FROM THE SET04330C•
STAT FILE FOR INITIAL MEANS
SET0433340C*
28 3NOSU82=Nt)MBER(CARDrCOLrSUBVECrNOSUB2) SET04 60
GO TO 10 SET04370
C• SET04380







GO TO P, SET04450
C DOTFIL	 INPt)T/))NIT=N•FILE =M SET0446S






301 IF	 (J.EO.HLANK)	 GO TO 320 SET04490
IF(J.NE.U fICD)	 GO	 TO 30S SETU45
0E0J=FIND1?(CARO,COL9UV C) SET045
IIF
	 (J.NF * 2)	 GO TO 320 SET045 0
1STAPT=P SET045 0
J=NUMBER(CARn,COLr4RRAY(TOP-30)9ISTART) SET04540
OUTUNT = AR44Y(TOP - 30) SET04550
J=FINDl?(CAPD+COL9E0UVEC) SET04560




DOTFIL z DOTFIL - 1 SFT04610
00 TO11n SFT04620
305 IF(J.Nf.I Q Cn)	 GO TO 310 SFT04630
FINDIP(CARD,COL,SLASH) SET04640
F	 (J.NF.?)	 Gn TO 320 SET046SO
J = NXTCHO(CAUOrCQL) SFT04o60
IF	 (J.FO.FHCD)	 GO TO 315 SET04670
SFT04680I F	 (J.Fn.UBCD)	 GU TO 301
On TO 3?0 SFT04690
310
315




IF	 (J.NE92)	 Gn TO	 3ZO SET04720
SA SET04740J = NUmHEP(CAPDrCOL,ARRAY('O P = 30)9ISTART)
480 FORMAT(A496X96241)




630 FORMAT(//' INPUT SUMMARY.//)






F (J NE.2) GO TO 3?O
S=A
NUM8E p (CARD•COL•ARRAY(TOP - 30)9ISTARTII
OTUNT It ARRAY(TOP - 30)
320 GO TO 11
(6:76 1









IIF (J.GT.B) J s 8







J = NUMBER(CA PD.COL#STDOTS(NSOOTS + 1),ISTART)





280 CONT 1 NI )E
IF 4NOFEAT ,GT. 0) GO TO 285
NOFr_ AT =30
00 261 1=1930
2 0+1 FETVEC (.I) =I
285 CONTINUE
C•	 PRINT USER REQUEST'
C• WQ I TE ( l'+.6A0 )
WRITE(69670)ISTOP.NMIN.KRN.MAP.MAXCLS.NCLASS9
















FORMAT(' NO, OF CLASSES CANNOT HE CHANGED UNTIL THIS EXECUTION OF
FORMA (/%%' C 0`1OUL HAVE ' SELECT ED THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER VALUES AND
OPTIONS#//)
FORMAT(' STOP AFTF_R I .IS, I ITERATION(S)'
r
	
ALLOW A MINI MUM OF I .I6,' PIXELS PER	 UST R#
	
' PRINT A CLOISTER SUMMARY FVFPY I . lS.o 	 ERA IONS)
' PRINT A CLUSTEW MAN fVFPY' l l- .1 IIFR ATION(S)I
' ALL04 A MAXIMUM OF',15,' CI,US'ER S PER CLASS.
' THE STATISTICS FILE WILL 4 *RITTEN AFT R191499
HAVE AEF_N CLIISTERF n ' /
' CHANNELS A4E---'. 3013 1
FORMAT(' OLMTN ='. F7.3 / I ST(N-AX=',F7.3)

















CARDS s 'oIS / r SUN ANGLE TAPE SW s r rls/1	
j0	 0
¢690 FORMAT 1 r CEP	
'H
SS 
MAU!J ) E gj AT QECKr10 FORMAT ( r PIJNJH T E	 L
7 8 FORM14Tl r CH4 N CLUSTERS WNIGH'AHE i
rf^.3r' UNITS APAt;Tr)
7	 FORMAT(lx•:OPOEk COLOP KE Y5r1 0 FO MATl1 • gRITE A LUSTEK MAP OUTPUT TAPE IN UNIVERSA FOleMAT r )	 U 4
	
p	








WARNING** NMIN IS LESS THAN NO••OF CHANNtLS•CAVAkIANy
EN	
^T0
•Cc 5 b')S MILL NOT 4E INVERTIBLE








n1 MF-NSTON xTkA( 324)r5UNANG(1)•FETVECII)vSUNCOR(1)•
•nuM1(1nA).DUa2(1004)90tIM3(l08)
TNCL80F COMUK6
COMM N/GLOBAL/hEAn(63)•MAPTAP90 ATAP •SAYTAP•EIMFILE•RMKEY•
•	 HISFIL.MISKEY•TR,FORM•E91IPT •EAPKEY•MAPUNT•NOFILF






nATA DUMI /16.413.14.887.14.0$9 3.401•
+ 13. n 15.11. 4n11r11.32 •10. A I A 9 0.7^ •9. 4399.449.9.052•
^,4.n94.p.413•x•.063.7.745•T.A32.7.2A5.7.00.96.744•










4 9.167.?.131.?.102.?.076,2.097• .(147.2. ll • .^•9 •
+2.n1h.1.971.1. Q 47.1.9?5.1.940• .099.11 .1 Af .954•
+1.A71.1.43 4 .1.P15.1.747.1.RO7.1.773.1.756, .140/
nATA 011' 4 2 /1.74fs•1.717.1.701•1.6b7•
+ 1.6 0 3.^.665•l•h'il•1.637.1.642•].6 T•1.603•1•59}•
+ 1.FQ4,1.571 . '.^5 Q ,1.54d.1.550, .5 9•1.S1A• .50 •










+1.064.1.OE,a.1.n61.1:Of , 0.1.05091.048.1.047• .047•
+l.n3(, •)•03S.1.035.1.034+1.023.1.0 3.1.022 .022/
nATA nU-', 3 /I oll•1.n11.1.4I19160119
+I.nOn41.000.1.00n.1.un0..9A99.9899.9909•9909
+.479•.479..9PlI•.9F!n•.p69,.9709.g7^,.9719












nATA PLANK/ l I/
KS = n
no ?nn T=1•tiOFFAT
K= (FFTVEC (1) -1) /'•CHNA5
IF	 KSsKKR_FFTVEC ( I) -R°IICwPAS
K=K•1
S11NA = SII I JA.^J •(K-K5)100 I Nn= (SoNa- rj I OIJCr+PAS.KR
^U^IC.OW (T > =ExTNr. 1 I^ID)
,?AO CONTINUE
wATTF(F.9111
on FI»M nT(//761. I SUN ANGLES /)
wQ TT F fh.21f1 (SUNANG([)• 1 = 1•A)
?1 0 F000AT(T45.915)
:^+TTF t^..21ti)













































	 SUN00800Nn = 19	 UN00610
217 fNnSEa ISTANTN
* 1ENn IENn : NOFETN	
SUNi00630
Mii TTF (F.2?.U) ( MLANK•FETVEE(I),I=ISTART * IENDS)	 SUN0084
220 FORM AT (//1K.In(Alt t CM( l eI?9 9 ) 9 •IX))	 SUNoObS
vQ TT F (a.234))(SUNCOR(I)•1=ISTAkT•IENDS)
	
SUN008b0
230 FORMAT( 16(?,xqF6.4))	 SUNO0b70
C	 SUr:008AO
NOFETR a NOFFTR - 19ND
	
SSUN00890
IF T (NOFETREt.LE.^O) RETURN	 ifNO091O
90 TO 211	 SUN009.0
c ' N00930
FILE TAPHOR





TAPERD READS T HE MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER OAT 	 TAPE•	 NPACKS THE
REouFSTED DATA AND RETURNS IT UNPACKED TO THE CALIINTNG ROUTIN^. APO00>^0
r• THEPE AkF THRE	 SFPARATE	 S0 100OUTINES• TAPMDk• FLt) AP00 Q
CC*LINEQD.ANn	 NIEOED TO READ A TAPE AP00 $8APOOggy
C• TAPHnP MIST RE CALLED ONCE TO READ THE HEADER RECORD AND UNPACK TAPOO 00
C• NECESSARY DATA FROM THE RECORD TAPOO 10






oyr l !OTOMPOSI TIQN^TATiHE^ O^DESIjED Tap00
380
REA DO VER55	 ggFILE 60
MUST
IN
TAPOR 00^* FLni`^T	 RE CA1. LEO ONCE FOR F AR FIFF-40
^N
THE TAP	 IS POSITIQNEn
FUR	 tI 90TO THE CORRECT KECnkO AND PARAM T RS ARE T A LIZ D	 THE	 LOTAP
U
O(^O^•
TAPQOC. • CALL FLnINT(RLOCK.FETVEC•NOFEAT) 1C• yLUCK0)=L NE cTART TAP00
co BLOCK(?)sL NE END TANGGO 40r• yLuCr, (31 NE	 NCRF M NT TAP00'TAPOO 50C• HLOCK(41= A40L	 TAk
ALOCK(SI SAMW ENOCw TAPOQ 60
COraT I NUF T APO
TAPOO
70
N(+ HLO K(q)tSAMP F INCkEMENT
(INPU )	 VECTOR TAP00 90co FFTVFC-	 CONTAINING FEAT(RES REQUESTED
FLATURES IN FFTVFC TAP00300r•
r•
tx)FEAT	 (INPUT)	 N0.	 OF
TAP00 0
^^0C• CALL hi r4f oo(IOAT A .E ►4nTAP) TAPOO
TAP00330C• CO11TAINING	 DATATATA-(OUTPUT)	 A11RAY	 UNPACKED
C+ FNUTAP - T166r y INDICATING WHFTHFk OF NOT AN E-O-F HAS RFEN TAP00340
co i+EACHED	 W41 E TRY IN& TO READ A GIVEEN 	 S^AN LIjNE N0,











i 1*)crREADY 1S A	 CAT	 TU TEST WHETHER THE TAPb HAS BEEN TAR0041
C• POSITIONED 4 000 PAPAMETF_KS SET FOR A FIELD TAP00420
rw AP0043
TAP00448C
. + THE APkAYS Nf+ A14D HWRU ARE PRE ALCCULATED WORD AND 8 
THEro
TEA
	 HEADER	 OF	 UNIVERSALRE CORD
 
FOw^► ATUWHICHMUST RE	 RCp MUST T00460co
CONTINUE TAH0044r•
r+ NWPDS - FjO. OF OFCORDS PEK DATA SET TAP0049
r+ NCOw - NO. OF CHANNELS PEK kFCOR 	 ON kECORDS PAST ANCILLARY RECOTAPOOSOO
C+ NPRC
	
N0. OF PHYSTCAL REC RUS P N CHANNEL TAP00S5 0
rw ANCLNG - ANCILL ARY 4ENGTH IN 4YT ;;
NC — Nn. ( 1F C ►+ANNFL AP5T00	 0r+
NS
	 	
(	 SAtgP ES PER CHANNEL PER SCAN TAP00540
C• s4 IT5- N0. OF RITS PER PIXEL TAP00SSO
r+ 0o1
	
- DATA (»^tUEk	 IwUICATOK TAPOOS660
r+ ► IDSPA - NO. OF OATA SETS PER RECORD TAP00S70
C• NCAR - NO. OF CHANNELS OF VIDEO DATA ON SAME RECORD 1AP00580
r• WITH A NCILLAR Y DATA) TAP0059




LO(+TCAL • 1	 I(+► 'F (jn600) TAP0n630
n ► ;ICA	 • 1	 1+Oo1)(4)•	 ILINE(4) TAP90640
IME'N5'1O r4 F4041 94) TA OObSOr^
DIME.wSION N-+(e'A) * ,44 Q D(2N) TAP00660





.LIN1Nf.N^4MP. n^ -40F	 30).
CommON / Ifi5TO4/ 1 nn (2 y 0 ) TA000 i'00
CO*1M0 l,l /ItiuL`:A /SIrr4AN^,(9),IS( T NT ,ISUNC.SMSTK•SMST P •SMINC•LINSK P TAP0070
0-wFij0I VAL F NCE 	 Uoo0 * *0k1)) T A P 007 0
FOUIVALF.NCF	 (1F OST.ILINE) TAP007 0
EQUIVALENCE	 (1 f)(I)sAWPOS	 ).(1Q Q).NCPR	 )• TAP00740
•	 011('0.NPr+C	 ).(ll(4)9ANCLNG)• TAP00750





• (I OfI).NaITS )•(ID IS) 9DOII*
•	 ( m4)9NUSPH)9(ID(10) NCAR )•
+ (I "I I).SVn)•1ID(16)•Nag ^
DATA FPM/ • UN V • . I FQSA • 9+L
	 1 . •LA • • • Y5 21•
•	 •	 •••LAN()• ^SAt x 9 • 1/2 • • • LAND • •SAT •••	 •/DATA MdPD1 04•!0)..10 . OS•9tI917d7.
.6^
9 • (17.17;H• H5 9 +^1 00A•110•
•	 78993791.100.2 0 •2203.22OS•2^OT•2209.22^1.2 1 •2?ISO
•
+ F	 83•h7/
•	 rM Ni^/' .8•A.16.A91698.A9$1•Re•l6'•169169169169169
C ' 	16.16.1691b•lt^•16.16.16•tl• •tl•16/
•
C•	
ENTRY FOR READING HEADER INFORMATION
^•	 INFORMATION IN EACOIC OR IAM FLOATING POINT IS NOT UNPACKED
J . *
	 FROM THE MEA()ER RECORD AT T H IS TIME.
co
A
i 4DS r =_ •1
iI
t
!KO = O IFI E
RE +I NO 1 1NI^
r	 SKIP DIRECTORY FILE FOR LANDSAT 3





n0 SISUNC.NE.0) 60 TO 6
S	 SUNANC.(IC	
)1=960
6	 CONT 1 NUE
•
NNPnS=









P.	 8..JT I NUE
600 IF(FANMT.E0.2) GO TO1IF (Fnk M T.EQ.3)GO "70b00
I F(F,^kNT.Et).4)G0 Tpp "1009 CALL HUFILLL (NFC.Itl 7N T•KOUF•IAUF•NRPOS.ENDTAP•IERR)
IF tIEkk .EU. -1) GO TO 11
FORHT = 1
GO TO 2011 K ►(UF = 800
REC = 0
CALL HUF ILL ( WE C•IUMIT9KHUF9IDeNRPDS•ENDTAP9IERR)






20 IF (FOkMT .EO. • 1) GO TO 40




PRSZ = NCS • 4


























































































NPaC a O TARO 600
• wRITF(69481)(FRM(I.2),P1a1o3loNCeNS TARO 6 0
SMSTRa TARO 6 0
GO TO 100
TAP01640ro






TAP0016 81U	 I	 I.I` IM
TAP01690lnD :	 112 •	 (I	 29)•4
.29)	 IwD a HWOO ( I) TAPS
wIFFyU(i.F
MOI	 ( .LT.29) TANSSNRYTFS a NB(I)/8
no 55	 J a l•NSYT S AP	 4T APJOC a 4 • J - n YTFS
pos a trn • J- 1 TAPO 76O
177055 W9w0 (LOC)	 a IHUF(IWD*J-1) TARO
II	 s WORDID ( ) TAPO 780
TARO 79060
SHSTU a IO()?) TAP0j8q0




L t!4SKP a Tw00
TAP018401F	 ( IS I JNT.E o).0)	 GO TO 65
no h?	 1 8 198 TAP018SO
IF(In(lh • I).LT.S.OP.ID(16 • T).GT.85)	 IU(16+I) 	 a 60 TAPO 86q





0o 66 1 a l.4 TARO 900






66 1U(159 .	 I)	 a WORD TAPO 930
C*•• TAP01940
C••• CODE JUST A40VE ADDED OCT.2091978 TO UNPACK SOIL LINES TAP01950
r••• TAPO968
IF	 (ISU')T.VT.0)	 WRTTE(6*4d?)	 (SUNANG(I)•	 I s le&) TARO 970
447 FOWMAT(I"// 1	SUN ANGLES	 s	 9 .816) TARO 960
W .IITF(h.4H1)(FF •4(I.1),I a 193)•NCoNS TARO 990
mAY•1F C
	 a PRi2 TAP0 000
70 IF	 (IjPC.C.LF.])	 GO TO	 80 TAP0200W^+!TE
	 (6.3bO) TAPO 0.0
CALL CM RR TAPO 030
!10 C0 10V 11 TAPO 04
1F(SVI).LE.0)SVUaI TARO 05
Ti	 n) NDSPR a 1 TAP020^0TF	 ('^^+1TS.F7.A1	 GO	 To	 90




oA IF	 (00I.Fn. f))	 00 TO
	
100 TAP02100
WOT Y F	 (h.40n ) nUI
CALL_	 CMF.RR
TAP021 0




C•C* nATA SET LE 1 16TH	 IN BYTES
OSL=ANCLNG•NS*NC
r• TAP02 90
PFAn FIRST nATA SET TO UETEkMINE FIRST SCAN LINE NUMBER
TAP02 00C*
TAP02230WECun
CALL hUFILL(PFC.IIINIT• M.AXREC.IBJF•NPPUS+ENOTAP.IERR) TA002340
TAP02260r IrRST	 a	 ILINE(1-4 )
C TAP02270









IF (FORMT .f A._1),ILINE(4) = ISUF(72)
IF (FOkMT .Fq. 7) ILINE(3) = IHUF(1)
F (FORMT F0. 7.1 ILINE(4) = IhUF(2I	 )















UNPACK DATA FROM _'.XSAT I OR 2 HEADER




























WORD=GIw0iw0 (4) =I RLiF (1?_0)








IF(TYPE.EQ. rw)GO TO 2200
iET NC AND NP PDS FOR INTE RLEAVED FORMAT
woan=n
I",O-0("•)=I HOF (466)IF (W +kO.F0.3) NwPOS=5


































































































SKIP REMAINDER OF HEADER FILE










































 DATA ORDER INDICATOR= 1 9I5/ 1 DATA MUST BE ORDERED BY PIXELTAP03420
4F%l FOk h(AT(IH ///• INPUT IMAGE DATA TAPE INFORMATION • //	 TA ►P'03440IF 5X. • F0QmAT • 9T3093A4/	 •	 TAP034SO
*	 C;X, • ^0. OF CHANNFLS 1 9T309I4 /	 TAP03460
•	 SX. • NO. OF P IXELS/LINE 1 0309i4)
	 TAP03470500 FO4mAT(5X. 9 FIkST SCAN LINE N0. • ► T30.14/	 TAP03480



















 UNRECOVERABLE ERROR READING HEADER RECON09)
 FORMAT( •
 A LINE: NO. IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL ZERO')
F04MAT( •
 LAST %CAN LLNE REAU • .15• • ISTAT= • .I )
=OPFiAT(/ •
 INTERNAL DIMENSIOwS T00 SMALL FOR DATA • / •
 NO.
•S ON DAT A TANF= • .I7. • N0 9
 OF POINTS/CHANNEL=••I7/)
FOPMAT( I




ONERORTLESS RECORDS PER CHANNEL ACCEPTABLE
*
FOkMAT( •
 No. OF RECORDS PER DATA SET= 9 9I59 9
 MUST BE LESS
o01.)AL 159)
FORMAT( •














































































WRT F(^-9200)(CH(1)•CH(2)• I= e•IK)
WQTTF(6•3n0)(FETVC2(I)9I=IR9 K)
WRTTF (b.3'i0)
IF(K.FO.0) GO TO 11
nn 17 J=I vwOFET4
WRTTF( 049400 ) J•(HBMAT(J•I)•I=IB•IK)
AO TO 13
rONTTNUF.








FOPMAT(///45X. r LINEAW TRANSFORMATION (B)
54(- I Nn. LINEAk COMB. -09I3/






































C WPT00140nOTFIL : FILE
nOTUNT = UNIT WRT001150
wRT00170C	 POSITION TO DESIRED FILE. 	 _
C wRT00180
REWINn nOTUNT WRT0040
CALL FS9SFL(D0TUNT•DOTFIL9ISTAT) wRT00 00
wRT00210
C	 REC NO. 1
	
-- INDICES FOR REC N0. 2 WRT00220
WRT00230
WRITF(DOTUNT)NnCAT.NOFET2 NOFL02•TOTVT2•TOTDOT•NOSUN•(CATN AM (I)• WPT00240
*	 I=1•P:OCAT)•S^ZE WRT00250
kWT002h0







C	 REC NO. 3 --
.


























JF (K FY.E^-.0 WRITE(6.1n0)
TF (KFY.F0. ) wF+ITE (6.200)
IF(KFY.NE.3)wwiTE(6.300)
TF(KEY * FW.3)wRITE(6.250)









TF (KFY. ,, j .3) GO TO 5
WRTTF'((+9700)I.FLONAM•(LPRN•VERTEX(19J)
TFtIS.F9.1)'+RITF.(6,705)
IF f IS.F+).?):+ ►2ITE (6.71n)	 •
A0 TO f+5 rONTINUF
IF(IS . Fl).n)TRITE ( 69400 ) I•FLDNAM•IC • CLSNAM(IC).
•	 (LPQN•VFRTFXL1•J)•VERTEX(2•J)•J =IR•IF)
IF(I5.NE . f))'•IuITE(6 . 5nn)I . FLONAM • IC•CLSNAM ( IC)•IS • SUHNAM(IS)•
+► 	 (LRRNtVERTEX(1•J)•VERTEX(2•J)•J=IH•IE)
6 rONTINUF








	 FnPM AT (/// 2OX 9 0ARFA USED TO COMPUTE TRAINING STATISTICSO/)























































?4n F0RMAT(///45k. # QESlGNATEO FIELDS*///TIS * IFIELO••T40o,'DESIGNATED09 ifRT00530
++	 TFn.jVFi?TIC.ES (SAMPLE9LINE) 9 /)	 wRT00540
300 Fn t)MAT(1K•T1++, 9 FIFLU l .T34. 9 CLASS $ oT47• # SUBCLASS 1 •T Hn • I VERT ICFS (SWkTO05c+n
*kMRLE.LlNF) l /)	 WRTO0'+60
•4An FORMAT(T15.T3•T2n.A4•T3n•13•T35A4•T65.5(A .I4• 9 •t•I4• t ) f •1X))	 WQT00970
Sn0 FOP 6&T(T15.T3•T?0.A4•T30,13•T35•A4•T45•I3+T50• A4•T65•	 WWT005PO
O	 F(AJ.1,6.•.•414.l)l.)X))	 WRT00590
6S4 FORMAT(1X9T659 = (A1+I4. 1 9 1 .I4. l ) r .1X))	 WRT00600
70n FOOMAT(T15•Tl.T2u.A49T65.5(A1.149 t • l •I4. ! ) r .IX))	 WPT00610
7n5 FnPMAT(1H+9T409 O UNIUVNTIFIABi.E l )	 wPT00620







CIwrwr*iiisiiwrIiiiGiir(iri )iw••wrrwwwrrsrr •► r rw•►wrrrrrsrrrrwrrrrrrrrwwrrCIMRT00030
C
i
I TMF PURPOSE	 TAPWRT	 TO WRITE 	 DATA TAPE IN EITHER UNIVER- CIWRT00060
CI







-- WRTHFOFAND SUlkOUTI CIWR1T00080
CI WRTHED WRITES THE HEADER RECORD IN 32 BIT BYTES FOR LARSYS II CIWRT00090
Cr ANn 8 HIT 3YTFS FOR UNIVFRSAL. ONE
	
ALL TO WRITES MUST BE MADE




C CALL WWTMED(NCoFFAT•NSAMP•FORMAT.TRFORM WRTOO1130




I	 FEAT	 ARRAY CONTAINING, CHANNELS 0 BE wRITTEN 	 CIWRT00150
I	 NSAMP	 - NO. OFSAMPLES PER CHANNEL 	 CIWRT00160
	
CI	 FORMAT -- =1 FOR UNIVERSAL	 CIWRTO0170
	




Ctt CALL TOWTHISSROUTINE TMUST BEB^ADEvFOR EACH I DATASSETATOEBE WRIT- CIIWRT00210
CIWPT00220CY TEN
CI CIWRT00230
CI CALL wRTLN	 (IOATA•LSTLIN; CIWRT00240
CI IUATA	 -- A =IRAY CONTAINING DATA TO BE WRITTEN CIWRT00250
CI LSTLIN -- = A FOR N-1 DATA SETS CIWRT00260
CT s-1 FOR LAST nATA SET CIWQT00270
Cl CIWRT00280
CI ICHAN	 -- ACTIVE CHANNELS HAVE CORRESPONDING SIT POSITION CIWRT00290
TURNED	 N CIWPT00300
Ci P40FLG -- CIWRT00310
CONTINUE WRT00320
CI NCS	 -- NO. OF CHANNELS CIWRT00330
C NAITS	 -- r,0. OF BITS PER BYTE CIWRT00340
CI SVI)	 -- START OF VIDEO DATA CIWPT00350





- PHYSICAL R£CURn SIZE IN BYTES CIWPT00370
C NCPR	 -- 140. CHANNELS PER RECORD CIWRT003PO





- w). OF RECORDS PER DATA 	 ET
ANCLNG -- LENGTH OF ANCILLARY BLOCK IN BYTES CIWPT00410
CI OOI	 -- OaTA OROFP INDICATOR CIWRT00420
Cl SAHSTR -- S4MPLF START CIWRT00430
CI C04wRO -- 517F OF GnMPUTER WO RD IN HITS CIWRID0440
CI NOSPR	 -- No. OF DATA SETS PER RECORD CwRT00450
CI NCAP	 -- No * OF CHANNELS ON ANCILLARY RECORD CIWRT00460
CI PACRAY -- nATA IS PACKED INTO THIS ARRAY AND THEN WRITTEN ON Cl WRT00470
CI TAPE BY CALLING NTRAN Cl WRT00480
Cl ICOUNT -- RUNNING TOTAL OF N0. OF DATA SETS WRITTEN Cl WRT00490
WRT00510Cjss: ♦rrrrrrer^ewr*rrawrrrrworrwrwrwwrsrrrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrrrrrsrrrrrsrrCl
L061CAL • l PACRAY(3060) WRT00520
REAL RAY(200) WRT00530
nImFNSION N4(1A)9PACK(765) WRT00540





C*rr COMMON BLOCK CREArrn AUG. 	 3.1979 TO SAVE LARSYS III HEADER
WRT00590
COMMON /IOST 0Q / In0(250) WRT00600
COMMON /WPTAP/TC(`IINT.FCPMT.UNIT.VAW9L(600)• REMD WRT00610
COMMnN / TAPER[t/IU ► t IT7. IFRST•FSCAN . SAMFNIt • SAM WRT006?0NT•READY•
? N RC F':.FILFNO.LINFNn.) LININC..iSAt4PZ.NCHAN7.FORMTZ
(30)•
WRT00640








1	 (VAUAI(l)+ICHAN)•	 (VA4HL(7) 9 PRSZ )• WRTU0700
2	 (VAkt:L(?).PPOFLG)•(VARHL(A)•NCPR)•	 (VARBL(1S)•COMWPD)	 WRT00710
3+	 (VAP-' l (7)•NC)9	 (VAHRL(4)9NPWC) 9 WRTu07l.0
4	 (VAQ-l_ ( 4) 9NhITS)• 	 (VAS-HL(10)9NQPDS)9	 (VAR4L(16)•NUSPK)•WRTnn730





























































































IF ( FORMT .EG• 1) GO TO 40
C	 ZERO OUT HEADER RECORD STORAGE
00 5 I=1.200
S	 IRAY(I) = I00(I)
CPACKING HEADER RECORD IN LARSYS It FORMAT
IRAY(5) =NC




PACKING HEADER RF•CORO IN UNIVERSAL FORMAT
40	 DO 50	 I= 19NC
50 ICHANF= A ICHAN • 2**(32-II)NPR C = 0
PROFLG = 1
NHITS = 8Svn = 1
PRSZ = 3060PRSZHO = 3060
ANCLNG = 70
ANC = ANCLNG • 2
COMOWWD = 32
NOS PR = 1
NC PR - 0
IF (NSAMP * GT. 2 49A ) WRITE(6.510)
510 FORMAT( $ NO. OF SAMPLES WAS RESET TO 29989)
IF (NSAMP .GT. 349A) NSAMP = 2998
TL r N = (NC*NSAMP) • ANC
ILFNTH = (NC*NSAMP . ANC 	 )/ 3000
IRFMD	 = ;400((NC* NSA14P . ANC	 )+3000)
IF (ILFNTH .EQ. ^) NCAP = NC
IF (ILFNTH.Fn. 0) NRPDS = 1
IF (ILFNTH .F_A. 0) GO TO 80
IF((MSAMP-J^ANC
	
) .GT. 3000)	 NCAR s J-1
IF((NSAMP*J • ANC
	
) .GT. 3000)	 GO TO 70
b0 CONTINUE
70	 CONTINUE
NOCHAN = NC - NCAR
nO 7S	 J=1rNOCHAN
IF(NSAMP *J .ST. 2498) NCPR a J-1




NRPDS = NOCHAN / NfPR • 1
IF (MOn(N0CHAN g NCPR ) .NE. 01	 NRPDS = NRPDS • 1
80 CONTTNUF
PQSZI=F(ILENijKn)*IA0 82
IF (VkS7.niE.Il_FN) PkS7 =PRS7 • 180
82	 CONTINUE
C
C.	 ZERO OUT PACRAY
C
nO AS K=1.765
85	 PACK(K) = 0
^7G
FILE WRTMED
DO	 100	 K=1.18 . WRT01S3
NRYTFS - N4(K) WRT0154
00 90	 L=19NAYTES WRT0155




PAC4AY(4YTE •L-1) = VARIAB(LOC) WRTO 58
100 CONTINUE WRTO 59
PACRAY(61)	 = VARIAB(73) WRT0160








	 = VAHIAB(80) WRT0164
DO	 1i0 L =	 19512 WRT0165
110 PACRAY(111	 • L)	 = VARIA8 0 11	 • L) WRT0166
DO	 120 L = 1.16 WRT0167




IPAT	 = ?.254	 •	 (I1)*8 WRTO1170
130 PACRAY(INAT)	 = VA;IAB(IPAT) WRTO 71WRT0172
C*** THE ABOVF. THWFE LINES IS AN AD HOC ADDITION FOR SOIL LINES WRTO 73












OMMON /MRTAP/TCOUNT9FORMTzUNIT•VARBL(600)^ R MO










!COUNT = ICOUNT * I
I7FRO = 0
ANC s ANCLNG * 2
IF (FORMT * EO. 1)	 GO TO 140
WRITES PACKED DATA ON TAPE IN LARSYS II FORMAT
6SO FORMAT(3I5)
C	 PACKING ONE SET OF DATA INTO ONE RECORD
NRIITS = 8
AN LNG = 4





**• ADDED AUG 1091979 TO ADD CALIBRATION SPACE
G	 III3=JO




IV = IV * 1






IF (T I0lJ.m * NF.0) N;YTFS=NRYTES*4-I IDUM
CALL W4TREC(UNIT.N9YTES9NACRAY)
C	
IF(LSTLIN •EO * -1) ENUFTLE UNIT
RE
G	 WRITE_ PACKED DATA ON TAPE IN UNIVERSAL FORMAT
1yy0 no ISO	 I=1977
C l50 PACRAY(I)1= ZERO(4)
NR	 = NRP(15	 1
TF(NCPP * E0.0) GU #A 155
NCLR = MOD((NC-NCAR)*NCPR)
C 155 WORD = 73





































































































































0160 1 NCAR I N9 NC) ANC
	









C	 GO TO 210
C	 DATA IS 





1A5 IF ( JJ.GT.NR ) GO TO 200
WRITF(6.660)NR
660 FORMAT( $ NOS)
RECNO s RECNO • I
PACWAY(2) a IRFCNO(4t
NRYTFS = NCPR • NSAM




(LSTLIN .EO. -1) ENDFILE UNIT
210 IF (NCAR .FO. 0) GO TO 22011 = (R0W-1) •NSA.,+P*4
D0 215 I=I+NBYTES
215 PACRAY(WORD*1-1) = IOATA(4r1*II)
220 CALL a RTRFC((INIT.PPS7gPACRAY)
IF (KA.NE.'4)
	
ROW = NCAR • ROM









IMPLICITINTEGER	 (A-M • O-Z)
WRTO0030
C
n MFNSTON FORMAT(6) WRT00050
R^AL MATICE(1) WkTOO 60










ARr.S.*	 MATICF - COVARIANCE MATRIICE
S7. E	 - RANK OF INRTOolioI MATRICE I (!DMATIC I )
Ct FPFO	 - FRF.OUF.NCY MATWIX IIWRT0011 40
CI BCD	 - CONTAINS BCD PRECISION FOR PRINTOUT r wRTOo 50
CT MAXFET - NUMBER OF FEATURES PER LINE IwkT00160
CT IhkT00170
CI REnUIRES. NONE IWRT00180
C ToRT002Z190
CI
PUQPOSF., PRINTS THE SINGLE-PRECISION COVARIANCE MATRICES
IfmkT00200







C4LL..	 CALL DWRTMX(MATICE+SIZEtFREG•BCD•MAXFET) IwRT00270Cr IwRT00280
CI ARTS..	 SEE ABOVE 1wkT00290
wFT00 00
cT PUPPOSF.. PRINTS THE DOUBLE -PRECISION COVARIANCE MATRICES WRT00 10CT I'AQT00320





wPT00360cl---------------- ---------------------------- - ------- ----°---------
aRT00370
WkTO03AO
P------------- - ----------------------------- ----------------------- WRT00390C___------------------- _ ------- s____________•__---------____-•__--- WRT00400
C WkT00410
nATA	 F0P v AT/ I (1H0 , 9'•AX. l 9'12F9 l • q 0	 11'	 191)	 1/ WRT004kO
noi)PkF = 0 WRT00430
r0 TOIA WRT00440
FNTPY nN4TM x (D m ATIC•SIZE913CD) WWT00450
nQ1 1PLE	 PRECISION DMATIC(1) WQT00460
not IPPF - I wRT00470
10 FnPwAT(S)=RCD WPT00480
WRT00490
nn	 100 LOC=I.1 SIZE,12
TF n( SToP C .G1. SIZE)	 STOP - SIZE WRT00510
WPT00520 
NCKT 1 =	 1 wPT00530
nO 911	 T=L nc.SIZF wRT00540
K	 s	 I • (I+1)12-11 . 1 WRT00550IK	 =	 K.KTt4('-1 WRT00560
TF(DOUPUE.E t).o)	 WRITE(69FORMAT)	 (MATICE(J)•JsK•JK) WP T00570
TF	 (nnif3PE.FA.I)	 wRITE(69FOR M AT)(DMATIC(J)•J=K,JK) wPTOOSAO
WHT00590
00 TF(KItC.LT.12.AND.KINC.LT .STOP)KINC=KINC*1 WkT00600
w Q TTF(6.1004) wRT00610
I S O CONTTNUF WRT00620









URROUTINE MRTR C(UN T9LENGTMvIBUF)
MPLICI INTEGE (A• )
OUTPUTS A SCAN LINE OF DATA
DIMENSION IRUF(3000)






C	 MR T tUN TO)OOITIBETHIIAU 1I NTM)




















ISET iNTptk ( A•ZI	 OW0000 0
bR• IM	 pAM000 0
ACAL*	 Dl (hO01.VARIA9(2400)•LOGSUN(32)	 OAM00 4
FAUIVALE ric ( 110 . 101.) • (VARd``9VARIA d) • (SUNANG • L0^$U^I
	 AM00050
COMMON/G 661. /14EAn(()3)•MAPTaa . OAT APE * SAVIAP9NM L •BMKEY•	 AM00 b
•HISF IL g H %FFY.TKFnaN•EK1 w v•EKP1c Y:MAP1JNT NOFIL •	 AM00 7
•nNu m fi U •OwMw9S. bA(.S12• ►IAtF I•STAFILASAV•A^AVFL• 	 AM00 gg
•NH5 TIININHSTFI•SCTPIIN•MAPF L •	 DAMOO 9
•OOKNT.OgTFIL•NCr4P Ab5•T QNS L•RMTRFL•MISTFL•PCMUNT•	 DAMOO
C 011NT •P07UNT •r ►Ott	 DAMOO
• Cp ^+MnN /Tawf w()/ ►+AII INII• FOST•FSCAN SAMEND•SAMINC • kEADY NSEAN • 	DAMOO
•LINC.ID( ? O(1)• 1)SL • L Q1J (34, Jw FC ( ^O).1HYTt(30)•NRUFS•1^11. N0•LINENU• DAMOO
• I^iINC•NSAMP.1' f)CMAN•FOkMr	 OAM00 40
.OMMON/w*o TAP /ICOiINT•DUMMY•U ly IT•VARRL(60 pp )• R EE.MQ	 DAMOO 50
CO A !MON/ISO)LNK/SUNA'y G(8)•t5(I4i'•tSONC•SMSTP•1MtNC LIN$KP	 pAM00 60
COMMnN/MiG0&T/Imn0T•ISOPt•NUMFJL•IUATTN(b)910AT^` (6)•	 OAM00 70
•NOFFAT•NFFAT(h)•FETVF_C(30.6)•ISUN(do6)•SUNCCOR(30)•	 DAMOO 80
•FLUINF(4. f.).NUSAMPgNOLINE•NSS(b)•NACKOS•NLINES(6)•LINPTR(7)• 	 DAMOO 90
• LL I NfS(600)•F0RMM	 p AMO(1 p 0(}iMF_NS ION A0wAY (1 )	 DAMO0 10
F	 CALL StT1M(APRAY9TOP)	
DAM00 0








PPP s 0	 DAMOO 80
CT n 0	 DAM00 90
 700 I = 1 .N11MFI t	 DA MOO 3 0
IF(I.F0.2.ANn.SwITCM.EO.1)G0 TO 80	 DAMOO









r	 CODE AUDFn TO oEfnRMAT LANnSAT III INTO LARSYS OR U y 1VERSAL
	
OAM00390
C	 OA,AP6 Fnw LANI)SAT III SEQ11tNT1AL FORMAT IS A SI MPLE	 nAM00400
c	 CHANNEL CHANNEL MERGE OF To7 F I((^^ES 	 DAM00410
DcMar•
 FOR L6141 1 SAT III ((^ 14TF pq EAVEO FORMAT S FORCED	 p	 DAM00420TO
(I
	
ONLY A KwEF)Pm AT SC AN I.1 DONtEFOR 
1
INTERLLAVEUONO MERGE IS 2 DOWN
	
DDAM00440
C	 POSSIbLF 1 ►►iTIL THF. REFOkMAT IS COMPLLTE 	 DAM004SO
C	 F(FORmT.EO.4.AtJi) . JREC(1).EQ.l)SWITCHsI	 nAM00470














IF- (FLUI1JF(I•I)-LE.1491 ) G0 TO 50
	
DAM00540





FLnIr ►F(I.11=FLOINF(1.111- 49 	 DAM00580
FLDINF(?•11=FLDINF(2.1)^ 49 	 DAM00590
N1IMFIL=I	 ^AM00600
GO TO 90	 AM006110
50	 IF(FLUINF(2.1).1.E9149I)GO TO 75 	 UAMOn630
C	 FIELD OVE OLAPS BOTH TAPES	 DAM00650
C	 DAM00660
FLntNF(l•2)=FLnINF(2.1)-1451	 DAM00670
FL^)iwf(i.1)=14 y )- MOO((14 101-ELDINF(1•^))•FLOINF(3.1))	 DAM00680
FLnINF(1.2)=FIDINF (^•1) •FLUINF(3.1)- 491	 DAMOOb90
FL IA NF(i•2)=FLUINF(3.1) 	 DAMOO700
NcS(T ► =NSS(11	 DAM00710
NLI'^^S(1)=(rL111rF(2.1)-FL^INF(1.1))/FLI ► INil3• )•	 DAM00720
NLINES ( 21=((• LOINF ( 2.2)-FLI) INF(1•l)) /FLUINF ( 3• )•	 DAM00730
GO TO 100	 OAM00740
C	 DAM00750






00 TO 100 OAM0079
D/AiM006PROCESSING SECOND FILE FOR LARSYS III INTERLEAVED
0O^M008AA t1NITaInATTP(2)QA I^ AO(11 ►NIT•1100•FNO m I00)DUMMY UAMO Q 64)IAA F15kMAT 0A41 DOAM0086S60
4UMbER of^••« CHANNELS FOR THIS FILE
RM00880
M006 0
Ion NF• a	 NFF.AT(I) DAMOOd90
CALL FL.IT INT(FLnINF(1•I)•FETVEC(1•I)•NF) DAM009
r• DAM009 0
SET FEATU14E COUNTERf••• DA4009 0
IF(I.GT.1)	 N1	 a	 N)	 •	 NFEAT(I	 •	 1)
DAMpQ00y650
(7«•« SET SCALAR FIELD DESCRIPTION FOR THIS FILE
RAM80918
SAmSTR s FLDINF(4.1) DAM00980
SAM I IIC =FLJINFth• ) DAwO 990
SA'4 ► IJ0 a FL1O NF (5. ) DAM	 0L INST • +	 =	 FLUl rIF (). ) DAMO 010
L NINC a FLOINF(30 ) DAM0100
L Nt NU a FLf)I NF (29 1) UAM0 040r
r••' I NO. SAMPLES/LINE FOR FILE I COMPUTED IN FLOINT DAMO OSO
P DAM0 1 060
NS a NSAMP DAMO 070
r A 0 080
SAMU 090r««« TOTAL NUMHER OF RADIANCE VALUES PER ,'NE
NV a NS 'I NF DAM01 00
nAMUI 0
«««C




IF(S' : IT(H.^O. I.ANn.I.Er^ . 2)UO TO	 1090 DAM01140





FIELD DES CRIPTION FOR FILE 1 •I8) 60
w w TTr'	 WRT1PJ91n70) • DA^^101 70
1070 FOWIAT('n	 START LINE
	
END LINE	 LINE INC	 START PIXEL	 ENO DAM01160
«PIXi L	 0-'IXEL	 INC') UAMU1 901F (Sw I TCH.f A.)) r ,O	 TO	 10A 0A M01 00
wWTTF'	 (I3 PTI10.1omn)	 (FLn	 NF(J•I)•	 Ja l•6) DAM01210
1040 F0w "AT('n	 I .6(4X.I4.4X)) DAM0122030
SOPS




r«« « STORE SUN, ANGLES
1 0yn
DAM01 60
IjF(Ic o INT.NE.n)GO	 Tn	 6l0 DAMO	 9jF (I S(1NC.E(U.0) GO TO 620 DAM0	 90
4 DAM01300
N• • SU IV A/46LES FROM CARDS 0DAM013
00 6nn J : 1.8 OAM01330
IU(1h	 •	 J)	 alsuN(J.I) DAM01340SU'!4 •.11, (J)	 :	 I SL!'4 (J. I ) DA M 01350
600 CO'J I NUE OA401 360
GO TO het nAM01370
r DAM01380
C••« SUw ANGLES FWOM TAPE HEADER DAM01390
r DAM01400
61n 00	 'hi t;	 A	 a	 1•8 1 DAM01410
15UV(J•1)
	 a	 1r1 1NArJG(J) OAMO)420
61S COJT 1 r1UE
CALL	 c^ uNFAC(SU P4COR.SLINANG •FETVEC(1•l)•NF9ISUNT9ISUNC)
DAM01430
DaMO 440
670 Cl)NT INUE DAv01450Ii	 )	 C• n 	TO 660 nAM01460
wwTTr Ws-Ttl"T.Ivunl l DAM01470
1001 f0 w#4 AT( @ 004TA	 Foo	 INPI ► T	 FILF 9 9I4) DAMU14RO
wkiTF (N•4T 1 )1IT . tnl( , )TOL ( 100).TUL ( 104 ),IDL ( ln y )•IDL(ill).i0L(112) OAM01490
1n10 F( jQhAT ('01 4 ;1 -,T	 Fitt	 UA7L	 A,IU	 SITE 0 9 5t3119Z2) ) nAMOISOO
C DAM0150







































HEADER WRITE LOAD VAWIA8 WITH SUN ANGLESDAM01630
I F CHANNEL, MERGE OPTION	 OAMClb40
DAM01650
625 TF(I-0PT.Nf.1)GO TO 660 DAM01660
no 654 J = I + lVF OAM916?0
IUi lm =	 (FF_TVFC(J+I)	 - 1)	 * 2 DAM01680
11 = 112 +	 IOUM DAM01690
I2 = 112 + NI * 2 • 	 (J - 1) * 2 DAMO 700
VA-O I Ati (12)	 = IOL ( I 1
	 * 3) DAMO 710
VARIA4(I2 • 1)	 = IDLtIl
	 + 4) OA001720
11 = 240 + IOUM DAM01730
I2 = 240 + NJ * 2 +	 (J - 1) * 2 DAM01740
VA41A8(I2)	 = IDL(I	 + 3) DAMO 750
VAP, IA4(I2
	 +	 1)	 =	 I	 L(I1	 + 4) DAM01760
11	 = 36F +	 I()UM DAM01770
I2 = 368 + N1 * 7 +	 (J - 1) * 2 DAM01780
VA?IAH(I?)	 =	 IDL(Il	 + 3) v	 DAM01790
VA410t (I2 •	 ))	 =	 IDL(Il	 + 4) DAM01800
II	 = 496 +	 I(1U 04 PoAM01810
T2 = 446 + 41 * 2 +(J - 1) * 2 7AM01820
VA.+IAS(I?l
	 =	 IOL(Il
	 +	 3) JAM01830
VARIA 13(I2
 +	 i)	 =	 IDL(I1	 + 4) OAM01840
650 CONTINUE DAM01850
KS = 0 DAM01860
no FSS J = 1.NF DAM01870
IMM = FETVEC (J+ I ) DAM01880IU0 11 =	 (IOUM - 1)	 / NCHPAS DAM01890
IF(ISU r)T.F0.u.AND.J.E0.1)	 KS = IDUM DAM01900
I1 =	 (IOUM - KS)	 4 • 3 DAM01910
I2 = 2?01	 (N1	 J - 1)	 * 2 DAM01920
V AP I AH (I2 )	 = L0I6S I iN (I 1) DAM01930
VAR I AH (I2 + 1)
	





TF(I.Nf) )GO TO 6ZS
VAaIA8(73) = IDL.(100)
VAg TAH(74) z InL(In4)
VAwlA4(7S) = Ik(108)
VA41A4(79) = InL(11 )
VAwTA6(80) = I01.01 )
FOR PLIPPOSES OF (UNIVERSAL
AND GAINS AND PIASES ONLY
660 CONTINUE
C***	 THE NEXT LINE wAS ADDED OCT. 23.1978 AS AN AO HOC ADDITION
C***	 TO ADO SOIL LINES TO THE UNIVERSAL HEADER
C




LOC = (I - 1) / NACROS
NS = 0
IF (LOC.F0.0) GO TO 666
UO 661 J = 1 +LOC
661
	




LREM = (I - 1) - LOC * NACROS
N? = n
IF(LREM.EO.0)GO TO 663
DO 66? J = I.LREM
N2 = N2 + NSS(+))
66? CONTINUE
663 ICT = 0
C*** PARAMETERS NEEDED IF PSEUDO MERGE OPTION
C
N TL	 NLIN	 1)FS(I?
NLM = NL + LPTR - 1
C*** EXTRACT FIELD FOH THIS FILE LINE BY LINE
C
t
INITIALIZATION FOR LINE EATRACTION PARAMETERS NEEDED FOR
SPATIAL MERGE
FILE DAMRG







C*** LOOK FOR LINE M ATCH IF PSEUDO MERGE
C
00.665 J = LPTP*NLM








If (I'+OPT.NE . 1) GO TO 675
r
C*** CHANNEL MERGE MODE WkITE NV VALUES TO DIRECT ACCESS FILE
IF(ISOPT * EQ * 0)G0 TO 672C.
C*** 00 SUN ANGLE CORRECTION
r
On 671 J = I*NF
nO 671 JJ = 1*4S
ITEMP = (JJ + (J - 1) * NS)
n(1M = SUNCO?(J) * FLOAT( AkRAY ( ITEMP))
AkPAY(ITEMN) = IFIX(DUM)
671 CONTINUE
672	 ADOWES = ORUMAn + N1*NS + (ICT - 1)*NS*NOFEAT
CALL O*KITE(ADDRES*ARRAY(1)*NV*STATUS)
Go TO 690
675 IF(IMOFT.NE.2)GO TO 680
C*** SPATIAL MERGE MODE WRITE NSS(I) *NF VALUES TO DIRECT ACCESS FILE
C
IF(ISOPT.EO.n)GO TO 677
DO 4576 J = 1*NF
nn 676 JJ = 1*NS
ITE IAP = (JJ + (J - 1) * NS)
DUM = SUNCOu(J) * FLOAT(AkRAY(ITEMP))
ARRAY(ITEMP) = IFIX(DUM)
676 CONTINUE
677	 N4 = NSS(I)
00 679 J=19NF
AnnPFS =DRUMAD +(N5 + ICT-I)*NOSAMP*NF*NOSAMP*(J-1)+N2





r*** PSEUDO MERGE OPTION
r
68n IF(ISOPT.Fo.n)60 TO 682
no h81 J = 1 *NF
PO bAl JJJJ= I*NS
n m = S^ j?4 OQ (J)J*-FLOAT( ARRAY(ITEMP))
ARRAY(ITEAV) = IFIX(DUM)
6Al CANT ! 14UE6Rz A00NES = nkt(4A0 + ( ICCT - 1 ) * NVCALL R.,PITE(ADI)kES*ARiRAY(1)*NV*STATUS)
690 CONTINUE
r*** LINE LOOP COMPLETE
C 700 CONTINUE
r
r*** LOOP FOR FIDE I COMPLETE
C
r*** WRITE OUTPUT FILE


















































































CALL FSFMFL(DATAPE * DATFI+IST AT)
C*** SET OUTPUT CHANNELS 192** *. *NOFEAT
C
DO ROO I = 1*NOFEATFETVF_C(Ir13 = I
800 CONTINUE
r




C*** EXTRACT SCAN LINES ONE AT A TIME WRITE TO OUTPUT FILE
LSTLIN = 0
NV = NOSAMP * NOFEAT
n0 q54 I = 1*NoLINE
TF(I.EO. h!OLINE)LSTLIN = - I









C*** RETURN TO MONTOR
c
r























































































wntUHAp .nw M + nS•r'tGSIZ nATFIL•STAFIL•ASAV•ASAVFL•
*NHc,Tt)N * rjk%TF I •SCTkUN• MANF I L •
*nOTUNT.nOTFII.•^CHPAS•TRNSFL•PMTRFL•HISTFL•P.CHUNT•
*CPnUkT • PH TU'JT • RAND 10
COMMON/TAPEPn/IUNIT.IFRST•FSCAN•SAMENn SAMINC•READY•E I SCAN,







nJ MF-NSION MFI)1(15i•HE02(15)•DATE(3).COMENT(15)•EOUVEC(2) SLASH(2)
FO ►► TVAI..EI+CE (HFD).HFAD(4))•(DATE(1)•HEAD(22))•lHED2(1)•H^AD(30))•
*(CnMENT(I)•'-FAD(4A))
nATA FgtlVEC/l.9='/9SLASH/1••/•/









SUN ANGLE COUNTER - CONTROL CARDS
ISONCT = 0
INPUT DATA TAPE COUNTER
NUMFIL = 0
NOL 1 VE = 0
nEFAULT SETTINGS
TMnPT = 1TSIINT = 0
1SnPT = 0








nn 20 I = 106
no 2n J = 1•A
TS I JN(.i. T ) = 60CONTINUF:



























WRTTF( PkTUNT*1030)CODE * CARD SET00810
1030 FORMAT(*	 INVAL ID CARD - IGNOREU'/T5 * A4 * 6X * 62A1) SET00820
90 TO AO SET00830
C SET00840
C*** NilmSER OF CHANNELS PER PASS CARD IMAGE SET00850
C SET008A0
100 J s NXTCHR(CARD,COL) SFT00870
IF(J.F0,8LAVK)GO TO 80 SET00880
J = NII"RE it(CARO*COL*NCHPAS * ISTART) SET00890
60 TO AnC
SET00910
C*** FORMAT CARD IMAGE — OUTPUT FILE SET00920
C SET00930
ISO J = NXTCHR(CARD * COL) SET00940
1F(J.F9.LRCO)	 FOKMM = 2 SET00990
GO TO PO ET00960
C FT00970
C*** DATE CARD SET00980
C SET01000?nn PEAD(RRUNIT91040)DATE
1040 FO QMAT(1nX* l A4) SET01010
REWIND RRUNIT SET01020
GO TO AO SET01030
C SFT01040
C*** HEM CARD SF.T01050
C SET01070?5n RFAn(RRUNIT*1050)HED1
1050 F0Q MAT(10x*15A4) SET01080
PEWIND RRUNIT SFT01000
GO TO RO SET01100
*
SET01110
C** NEV? CARD SET01120
C SET01140300 READ(RRUNIT.1050)HE02
PFWIND RRUNIT SF-TO1150
GO TO 80 SET01160
C SET01170
C*** NLINES	 (6)	 CARD FOR PSEUDO OPTION SET01180
C SET01190
3Sn J = NIJ MBFR(CARD.COL * ARRAY(1) * ISTART) SE:T01200
IF(J.GT.6)	 J = 6 SFT01210
DO 360 JJ = l*J SE_T01220
36n NLTNFS(JJ)	 = ARRAY(JJ) SET01230
GO TO RO SFT01240
C StTO12SO
C*** OPTION CARD IMAGE SET01260
C SET01270
Ono J = NXTCNk(CARD * COL) SET01280
TF(J.EO.CaCO)	 ISOPT	 =	 1 SET01290
IF(J.F0.5HCO)	 I l"OPT	 =	 2 SETn1300
TF(J.FO.PnCO)	 TMOPT	 = 3 SET01310
IF(J.EA.APCO)	 ISOPT	 =	 1 SET01320
G0 TO Pn SET01330
C SET01340
C*** SPATIAL. OPTION ... NUMBER FIELDS TO BE JOINED ACROSS SET013SO
C SET01360
450 J = NUMRER(CARD.COL*NACROS*ISTART) SET01370
SO TO An SET01380
r SE101390
C*** SI1N ANGLE CA R D	 IMAGES SET01400
C SET01410
5n0 .l	 =	 NXTC H ;4 (CARD *COL) SET01420TF(J.f•!F.TRCf))GO	 TO	 510 SET01430TSl1NT
	 =	 1 SET01440GO TO A0 SF-TO1450
510 TSONCT =	 ISUNCT *	 1 SFT01460CR(_	 =	 n SE T01470SUN' SFT0l4R0
OMREk(CAGO.COL.ARRAY(1)*ISTART) SET01490
- nn S?n JJ =	 1•J SFT01500
IS I IN(JJ.ISl)roCT)	 =	 ANRAY(JJ) SFT01510
520 CONTINOF SFT016)20GO TO R0 SET015'30
SET01540
C*** nATA TAPE CAWU IMAGES SETn)550
C SFT011^60SSn .)	 =	 NxTCHP(reWn,COL) SET01blO
















































































J = NXTCrR(CAR09 OL)
tF(J.E9.FNC0)60 TO 555
C
C*** UNIT NUMBER OF OUTPUT FILE, THEN FILE
C
J = FINn}?2(rA'RO.COL.EOUVEC)







C*** FILE NUMBER, THEN UNIT
555 J = FIND1222(CARO*COL•EOUVEC)







57n NUMFIL = NUMFIL • 1
IF(NUMFIL.GT.6)GO TO 590
) = FINDl2(CARD•COL•SLASH)
TF(J.N F .2)GO TO 590
J = NXTCHR(CARD.COL)
'F(J.FO.FrCO)GO TO 575
C*** ',)NIT NUM?ER OF INPUT FILE, THEN FILE NUMBER
C
J = FIK'D12(CARD•COL9EOUVEC)
IF (J.NF.2) (90 TO 590 '
J = NUMBER(CARD.COL.IDATTP(NUMFIL)•ISTART)
J = FINDi?(CAkD*COL.EAUVEC)
1F (J.PIF.2) GO TO 590
TSTANT = 0
GO TNUMBER(CARO•COL•IDATFL(NUMFIL)•ISTART)








C 50n N(lmFTL = NUMFIL - 1
505 WQTTF(PRT0NTsI060)
1060 FORMAT( • ERROR UN ABOVE INPUT CONTROL CARD')
60 TO RO
C
C*** LI NES IN PSEUDO OPTION
C 600 NOLINF = NUMI'FR(CARO.COL•LINES•NOLINE)SO TO A0
G
C*** CHSNNFLS CAQD
C Ag n ICHNCT = IC wNCT • 1
tF(I(HN('T.bT.h)GU TO AO
) = /JUMHF. R(Cnkq.COL•ARkAY(1)9I5TART)
1F(J.(:T.30)J = 31)
DO hoan JJ = 1.J
FETVF:C(JJ.ICH rJCT) = ARRAY(JJ)
FILE: SETIA
660 CONTTNUF SF.T023AC






C 700 LIMIT=	 1 SETO 440
IF(TMf1PT.E0.2)IIMIT = NUMFIL SETO 450




JJ = LAREADIARRAY(11•ARRAY(3)•FLOINF(1•J)•ARRAY(2)) SET02480
JSAVE = J SET02490
TF(JJ-NE-1)G0 TO 750 SET02500
710 CONTINUE SET02510
,1J = L AREAD(ARRAY(I)•ARRAY(3)•ARRAY(4)•ARRAY(2)) SET02520
IF(JJ-NE.0)5O TO 750 SET02530
GO TO T70 SET02540
c+++ ERROR IN FIELD CARDS SET02560
C 7Sn wRITF(PRTUNT:1070)JSAVE SET02580
1070 FORMAT( t ERROR IN FIELD 0 9I109 t OR SEND CARD MISSING*) SETO2590
CALL CMERR SET02600
C SET02610
C+++ PROCESS INFORMATION	 _ SET02620
C 770 CONTINLI F SET02640
TF(ICHNCT.F49NUMFIL)GO TO 775 SET02650
MRTTF( PkTUNT9lO8O)ICHNCT•NU,MFIL SET02660
10AO FOOMAT( I NUMSFR OF CHANNEL CARDS 9 9IS9 2 DOES NOT MATCH NUMBER OF ••SET02670
**DATA FILES 0 9I5) SET02680
TCHNCT = NUMFIL SET02690
775 IF(ISUNC.Eo.I.AND.ISUNCT.NE-NUMFIL)GO TO 780_. SET02700
G0 Tn 7P9 SET02710
790 wPTTE( PRTUNT.1090)ISUNCT.NUMFIL SET02720
1040 FORMAT(• NUMBER OF SUN ANGLE CARDS 1 9IS9 9 DOES NOT MATCH NUMBER 9 9 SET02730
+•DF DATA FILES 9 9I5) SET02740ISLINCT = NUMFIL SET02750
785 IF(I mQPT-EO.1)GO TO 795 SET02760
C. SET0277o
C•++ CHECK NO. CHANNELS EQUAL ON SPATIAL OR PSEUDO OPTION SET02780
C SET02790
NOFEAT = NFFAT(1) SET022OO
IF	 (NUMFIL.EA-1)
	 GO TO 795 SET02810
nO 790 .J =	 ?..NUMFIL SET02820IFWFFAT (J) .EW.ivFFAT (1) )GO TO 790 SET02830
w RTT F ( PPTUNT•llOO)J.NFEAT(J).NFEAT(l) SET02840
llnn FORMAT( t	IIUMRER OF FEATURES OF 1 9I5• l FILE 1 .I59 SET02850
09	 IS	 NOT E.OJA(_	 TO	 FIRST 1 9I5) SET02860
NF r'AT(J)
	 =	 NFEAT(1) SET02870
7 Q n CnNTTNt)E SET02860
Go TO P06 SET02890
C SET02900
C+•• FEATURES IN CHANNEL MERGE SET029)0
C SET029?O795 TnIIM	 =	 0 SET02930
00 P00	 I	 =	 19NUMFIL SET02940
IDI)M	 =	 IDUM	 •	 NFEAT(I) SET029SO
A On C0NTTN0E SFT02Q60
w IP TTF( PRTUNT,1105)(NFFAT(	 )•I
	 =	 1•NUMFIL)• SET0291w






	 C-F Ra SET03010
96 4 NOFEAT = IUUM 5FT030?0
C SE.T03030
C••• SF.T NOSAMP AND NOI.INE SFT03040
0806 IF	 (1oOPT.NE.2)	 NACROS =
	 1 SFT03060
NOSAMP = 0 SET03070
• n0 A l0 J =	 19NnCWOS `M 030PO
NSS(J)	 =	 (Flfl 1n-F(5.J)	
- FLnINF(49J))/FLOINF(69J) 	 •	 1 SET03090
NnrNA k, P = NOSAMP •	 NSS(J) SET03100
R IO CONTIr(IIF StT03110NOO +.N = NHAFIL / NACROS Sh.T031 ?0IF(I p '0PT.lYE.2)NDUwN	 =	 1 StT03130
NOLI N'F	 =	 n SET03140ICT	 c	 0 SET03150






InUM = (FLOINF(29J - FLOINF(19J))/FLDINF439J) • I
NOLINE = NOLINE . OUM
IF (IMOPT.E0.7.) NL NES(ICT) = IDUM
815 f.ONTINUE
NnnwNI a,NDOWNG0 10 830
no 82n J = 1 NDOMN1









no A32 J = 2.6
OFLnINF(JJ•J)I=SFLDINF(JJrl)
RIP CONTTNIIF
A13 TF(I wQPT * NE.3)0O TO 840
00 A15 J = 1 NUMFIL























C	 WRITTEN BY C a ANLERS
C	 GROUNn TkUTn TAPE OUMP ROUTINE
FILF S t+Tnom
IM	 NPI INTI TF('EQ I RIAZjrTOP)
ni mFNSION ARWAY(1)

























10	 T (S. jFNtI
A(l))
WPIT `	
( I  ) RLTURN
f bo2 f1) S

















































































P11 tA U 1) 7040
DUM007y0
FILft nnM
wPITTFN MY C w AHLEkSIIP n1)Ttt .lF nnM(ARkAY• OP)
wPLICATT 1 NTEC-EN (A-t)
n MENST N A4RAY(1)
n ^ NSTON nyTA{ 1.19)
A	 NSION FFTVEi (301
nmMENSION CJOATA (060)
nimENStON RL CCK (6)
CMMON /TANFP / JUkIT•IFNST9FSCAN•SA04END•SAMINC•EARY•NSCcAN•
LI^'!'•10(ZAR)•DSt^•LNUF( A)• ,IREC ( 30),IAYTEt30) • NHUF•FILENO•LINE












































51TF-I0(?a)W0ITF( • P &? T.3n&)SITF•x ► AY•,4nN•YFAR
IF(P++T'tFY."),I) .wiTF(GT*RU9356)STTf•i)AY•40N•YFARTF( PP TrFY. P O.7) .,117E(GTWRIJ93b6)SITF*O&Y•MQN9YFAR
IFI P dT M EY.F 1'.1) .oil TF(()Tt,iPU•37a)SIT9•0AY•MnN•YFAR
3n6 FoWwAT(t STT v
 x •.15.5x••OAY=0915•SX•I"!ONTI,x•,15•SX•
•	 •YhAwxI^IS)
1 4;A	 FnPWAT( : c1Tr' _ I.I54p1K- 'DAYz•.I5.1Xo#MONT1+=0•IS•IX•
•	 IYfP1Q=I.1y. I
 14A,K x TY l o t TY PE z 01)
30.6
	 FnPl';T(#,)T x. x I. Ir,•1X.tnAYx1 • 15•IX•IMU") Tx4=l•Ir•1X•
a	 1r^nax•.IS.• MASK x F'HASh. 3 •.• TrW : GTH)176	 F:,I4N AT	 (r z 1.15.1A#Or)hV=•.15. IX * lMOr1'rHc••Iy•IX*
•	 1;F1xtx••1591 TASK x INPUT ••• TY PE x GT•)
WWITF (c.uuT.hnG)
Clt L FLN +f ( 4LOCK.FETvEC•NnFFAT)F,An Fn $J!A AT (///. • THL ? 0u buT LAHELS • )Tn	 rn p''T 1 1. OFTFIN P EC.f•F . •+ LOC K V1) 6U TO SnCALL I TrF'.n(IDATA•Ff4OTAli)I  (E x ! x )T I u .Fw.- I ) (,n TU 55NFOF=n
Nv f,rzN- .(F x. • 1
IF(NUFt.Lr .)) wkIIE (P.P ►41 9N50) (I0A7AIK) •K=1 •G3)







08Fyy1 MT Q NRIVIV
1F(NAEg	 .^.	 )	 ^RttTE (NP9T;A50)
	




•	 1	 n TA(	 )•t=1n•	 y0.10)
F PM AT t !i •SKA I
	 S0
IF(M IA. 7 • A) CALJ MOTS



















T	 PR Y 	 . YY	 n 	 •
CALL 6TD* 4 fnMTX ATYPE •NSYM)
wRTTF(NPRT.70O)	 ?,.,P C
FAPMAY W /s • NIJMA1k
	 F SCAN LINES REAnw v 9IS)
w 0 ITE(r4PwT•T l+4)
	 b RD •bTwRF
FnaMAT( A
 Fill
	 • .IS9SX•'4AS DUMPED TO FILE
	 • •IS)f4TRnF:GTQPr#GTVVFF:GTN F•I
RDF m pf) * 1
VRFsMRF•1
FNf1FT f. GTwpU




VO ItTF ( WART	 4)
FnA ( •






























IMENSION OMTX(II.19)•IOATA(1) GTUODOSSC	 wRTTFIA*4K11 GTp000h0
9A1	 F(104AT(IM •I0X9 r GT00TS $ ) GT 00070































































no 1n0 T= .26
TF(TRNC ?( ),NE,R) NSYMaNSYM•
TF(T R,JS?tI).NF.H) TRNS3(NSYM)=TRNS2(I)
10n CO*J JNIIF
wPTT F ( A .110) ( TPN53 ( I),I=1.26)
iln	 FnP AT( ///,5x. 9 CATEGORIES FOUND: g•[6A1)
WPTTF(6.20)













WRITTEN BY C W AHLFRS GTD00010
THIS PROGRAM W 4 ITES LACIE FORMAT DOT FILES GTD00020
GIVEN A I!ATRIX OF DOT LABELS 6 A TYPE MASK MATRIX GT000030
SUBROUTINE GTDWR(OMTX•TYNE•NSYM) GTD00040
IMPLICIT	 INTFGF_R	 (A — Y) GT000050
DIMENSION OMTX(11.19) GTD00060
1) MENSIUN OwR(15) GTD00070
COMMON /TR/TRNS1(256).TWNS2(26)•TRNS3(26)•TY(11.19) r..T000080
COMMON /GTHK/NRDr+. NPRT.PRTKEY•VLB(6)•GTRDU•GTRDF• GTU00090M	 GTWRU•GTWRF•GT P IOF GTD00100
WRITF(VPRT911) GT000110




GT000140111 FORMAT(1H	 .IOX• • WQ ITTFN TO UNIT	 1 915)
IF(TYPL.E(l.l)	 WRITFtNPRT•12) GT000150
IF(TYPF_.EQ.2)




12 F04MAT(/ /9IOX91TYPES RASED ON A TRANSITION YEAR MASK • ) GTD00180
13 FORMAT( //.IOX•lTYPES HASED ON A PHASE THREE MASK ) 6T000190
14 FORMAT(//91OX91TYPES BASED ON AN INPUT MASK O ) GT000200
NTYPES=2 GTDO0210
00 30 TT=I.NTYPES 6T000220




=10110025 = 1.19 GT000260
IJ=J • 19*(I-I) GTDO0270
IF(TY(19J).F0.TT.AND.DMTX(19J).F q .TRNS3(SS))	 COUNT=COUNT • l GT000280
IF(TY( I. J). EO.TT.AND.I)IiTX(19J).E(i.TRNS3(SS)) 	 DWR(COUNT)SIJ GTDO0290
IF(C0UriT.E',).15)
	








WRI TE(NPRT•33)	 TT.TRNS3(SS)9(DWR(K)•K=19000NT) GTDUO340
IF(C0U rg l * GT.0)	 WHITE(GTWRU.43)	 TT•TRNS3(SS)9(DWQ(K)9K=19000NT) GT00035033 FO W-44r(IH	 95X9 9 OOT 	49I1.2X•A1.3X915I4) GTDO036043 F0k'lAT(	 DJf	 •I:+2X.A1.3X•l5I4)
30 COraflNUf GTn00380

















































^N	 ( I n 1)US















C WRITTEN BY C W AHLERS SETOOOIC
SUPROUTTNE SETIQ SET000 ?.0




nI V NSION SLASH(2)
SET00040
SLT00050
DATA SLASH /19 0 / • / SET00060
Dpa
ACKl;1E nATF*,•(. • ME01 $ . • MED2 • • • "END • • • DUMP • /• CORMA JJ5ET00080
DATA	 FQUCO %/2+ + = 1 • 1 + 9 / SET00090
nATA V/•V•/•1?LNK/• 	 9/•U/•U•/+FF/IF•,'+00/100/+P/•P•/ SET00100
nATA 7/ • T • / SETOOIJO
nATA 5 TOO
C, TNCLonE C nmQK 1•LIST SFT00130C TNrLrrr?E	 COMPK4+	 LIST SET00140
C INCLunk CO-RK6.LTS5T SET00150C INCLI)OF	 C"+ ^ K 14•LiST SET00 }60






•	 G4l-CHK (61) 9GROUPS(124) SET00210
nIMFNSToN F;E01(15)•HED2(15)90ATE(3)•COMENTt15) SET00220





•	 n4U',iAD•9R!4^US. PAG4;IZ 90ATFIL+STAFTL•ASAV+ASAVFL SET00270
•	 •NHSTilN+N k STFT•SCT 14t)(49MAPFIL SET002RO
•	 .DOTLINT•DnTFTL.NCHPAS.TRN-iFL•AMTRFL•HISTFL+PCHUNT+ SET00240
•	 [PTU)", 'T.PRTU!4 T.kANOI0 SET00300
CnMMnN /r=T nK/NROP•NPRT•MSKKEY•VLH(6)•GTRDU•GTROF• SET00310•	
GTWRU•GTWRF+GTNOF SET00320
COMMON / TA PF Rf1/ IUNIT•IFKST•FSCAN+SAMEND•SA M INC•REAOY•NSCA N • SETn0330
•	
9	
REC(30) •lf+YTE (ab) •NE+UfS+FILENO+LINEND^F
	 40( ► 	 T003•	 .LICI JC
	
Sa M ^,I SUCFLHUFIF001
COMMON /TR/TkW51(256)+TkNS2(26)•TRNS3(26)+TY(11+19) SET00360f 4Et i n SET00370
nl vFNST o1N	 P'+31(1 4)• PH32(1Q)• PH33(19)+PH34(19)+PH35(19) SET00380
nT`"FNSIUN	 P-4 3h(19).P^ 4 37(1Q)+PH38(19)•PH39(19)•P H 310(19) SET003QO
nT MFNSION	 P-4 311(10) SET00400




nATA	 PN33/).29a+3*1•2•1+293 4 193 . 291+29192/ SLT00430
nATA	 r-IN34/?.?.1.1.2+1.2.2.?41.2+1.2,7+1+2+2.2/ SE700440
PATH
	 PH35/1+?•?+3*l9342+1.1•?+1.1.2+7.3 . 1/ SET00450
nATA	 PN35/1•?•?•1.4 4 ?•1.1.4 4 7.1+2+1.2 ► 1/ SET00460
nATA	 Pw 37/1.?+?91+2.3 4 1+29?•1+2+1.3 . 2.1.1+2/ SETn0470
nATA	 0 ►4 3u/3 4 1.t1% 4 ?_•1.4 4 2.IJ SET004H0
nATA	 014 l 4 /1•?•1 . 2+1.1+2+2.1.1.2.1+2+1.4 .2.1/ SET00490I)aTA
	 PH 31( r /4 . 1.4 4 2.1+1.2+3 4 1.2+1+1+2.2/ SET00500
nATA	 P^4'ill/1•2+191+2.541.2.1+1.2+2+341.2/ SET00510















NO1 AP = 0 SETn0660
MSKKEY =i StTo0670N P11T=1n SFT0061A0
GTIJOF=1 SLT006QO
NOCHA N =1 5ET (to 7(10
TFnw &A T=I SF. T007 i n
nn 5 n	 1=1+2 1;6 Si "i 007?0
50 TANS 1 ( I 5F. T 00 730C SF T00740
n0	 55	 I=1.11 SLT00750
n055	 . 1=1 +14 1,;F 700760
TYt1.J)=-lOn StT00770






































































F TLF I gET1Q
G 100 FOQNAT UIIX9 4INPUT SUMMAkYI//)
c	
SET UP REREAD PUFFER
pfi(1NTT s 30
CALL REREAO(PPUNIT,80)
CPUT CARn IN PUFFER
1nS Pl` An(^(crDR , 103) (ACAND ( I)tI=1r20)
ln3 FOQ'4AT(2nA4).








110 nop 13A	 =i shP11 i1T





i 35 wPTU (MIARTl140)




ISO M = NxTCHR(CARO,COL)TF (M.FO. rLN^:) GU TO 105
60 TO 155
1 Q ? wRTTF(NORT.153)
197 FOP MOT(l FkOnk ON TPANSFOP MATION CARDSO)
GO TO 1 n5
ISg j = F TNP 2(r ARn,COL,E000UM)
IF tJ .h.. ?) GO TO 1S2
Nn1_AM =(I
ktQL&a - nUMREk ( CARD • COL.VLP • NOLA8)
r01. =CnL -1
1F(N0l.44.61` ,?) GO TO 152
1F(Vl.P(1).GT.VLQ(2)) GO TO 152





15 $.	 CONT!NUFC,0 TO 1 o5
C
C	 REACT TAPE
IPn M = NXTC,-R(CAFID,COL)
IF (N .w U. -jLNK ) GO TO 105I  ( PA.;7 Q.U) GO TO 1QOIF (V.F'',.FF) tar) TO ZOO
la, wRTTF (%+PT.1N7)
1 0 7 Fno mbT( f EkPOR ON : EAD TAPE CARD $ )
GO TO 105
l c n J = FI Nni2(CnRO4COL9E0UCOKiIF (.) .^:E. ?) CO TO IRS
M = KOm,IEr(CaNO.C(;L,GTkUU97ERO)
COL z CCL - 1
00 TO 1"0
200 J = Fl V D12(rAPn * COL9E0000M)
IF ( J .NF. 2 ) GO TO 185
M = Nt1MAEk(CARn,CnI,GTROF,ZERO)





21 n 	r0NTT''I')F?14 M z NXTCH U (r hQn.COL)
IF (M .F a. "LN K	) GO TO 10=+
IF (N.r(,.J) 60 To 234

















































































?0 FnQMAT(i ERROR ON w M ITE FILE CARDI)GO TO 105
230 J = FIND12(C.ARn•COL.EG000M)
M F s ( N UM BER f CARnsCOL9GTWRU•ZERO)COL s h1L - !60 TO 714
244 J s FINn^2(CAR0.COL.EAU00M)
IF (J .W	 2) GU TO ?.1M = NUm 6ER (C A RD *COL•GTWRF*ZERO)





 ERROR ON MASK CARD --- TPANSITION YEAR MASK USEW )S0 To 341



















TF(IJ/7 a2.En.IJ) TYII9J)=2CnNT T N()t




1F(LI • )F.GT.II) GO TO 333
J=FIP2n1?.(CAPO•C0L+F0000M)
TF(J.NF.2) GO TO 333
"ioMSK=n
Nn ►A SK=Pmw, ,, r a (CAP09 COL.MVEC9NOMSK)TF(Nn ,,SK.)+T.19) GOOF=1IF fN0 ,A c K.r,T. 19) GO TO 105






C 37 0) M = NXT(rk(CARogCOL)IF ( M . ). P LNK ) GO TO 105
4FAn(RPU-.iT.?hn)nATE
? 0 0 FOQ&'AT(1ni9ISA4)
QFwlN I ) WWONIT
rn TO 1f)5
C,	 Cn)AMFNIT C Akn
r
10A













IF (M .;r o. ;+LNK ) GO TO 105IF ( k, .F o ).P) GO TO 340
TF ( M .F1.T) GO TO 141
IF(M.F0.1,) GO TO 342
WRITF (^!PC:T.335)
SETO2380SIT02390




































































IF( M .FQ * RLNK) GO TO 105
IF(N. F4.FF) GO TO 510
wRTTFINPRT•5p(1)


























C 410 M : NXTCMfj^1GARD9COl1
PE40(RQUn • 80) H 02PF_wINt) BRUNT
c	
GO  TO 105
C
500









wQITF(r .! P4T912n0) GTwKU ► GTMRF
WPITF V. jPPT9130n) 67NOF
IF ( mSKKEY .FA. 1) :OR ITE(NPRT91030)
IF ( wSKKEY .FO. 2) WRITE(NPWT91031)
IF (MSKKEY .Erg . 3) JRYTE(NPWT9 # 032)
101( 01 F00 ""AT( I/ TKANSITION YFAKEMASK$jHE 
FOLLOWING OPTIONS :1/)
inil FO PW AT( • PHASE TMwEF_ MASKS)
1^'? FOPMAT( 9 INPUT MASKI)
11 nn FOpMAT( • kEAn UNIT = 9 .I39 9 PEAD FILE _ 1.13)
1?n0 FnPYPT(I w D ITF UNIT = • •1'19
FI
 wRTTF. FILE.= 9913)
	









TFITP^q )(1).NF.SYM)	 wWITE(NPkT•632) SYM9FIQST9LASTTF(T 4 " Ig 1	 FIRST=1























p IGI' CAI, I':1GL IS
OF PC OR Qt;ALITY
FILE: SET19
ba 0)	 FARMAT (//. * THE 144SKO)















F IL L t RTTCN
WP I TTFN hY C W a4LCOS
G40U,n Twt.iT w Tarf CONVEk5I0N kOUTINE
c
511140111TiwF f;TTCN(AwwAY•T0P)
I sAUL1C. J	 It•Tr(:F. M last)
M1 04Erv51uN nun nY ( J )
























1MVN% aN MT(F)	 GTGTRV/NRDPC MMON /.NP T.PRTKErrVLS(6).GTROU.GTROF	 6
00050
•	 .	 W U•GTWRF.GTtaOF
O Ob
Ma1TF (`^PAT99011
GT^00G9COA1 rowMAT11 ►+	 l0X# # 4TCWPL 9 ) pQQ
40100New,)GT





TORn 2n J=196	 GT1001SOAO	 20	 AT p t^jF(VLn(J) * LT * l)F (C
	 .F i).MT (J) )	 NtN01 80 ^0
2d	 QNT^WUE	 -	 GT 00 AO
1FIN.LE.NC )	 GO TO 10	 GTNCsN 001900061
CQQPC
	 G


























F i1. F ) (%TI)NPK














	 FOrMAThn .'1411r•JJ n ^•I101
I IFiII.i TJ1P ►i)	 InATAIJJ ) sIDATA( .)J)-124










OF4 1C T t NIN tC 9 (AI7jTA/•MAxNEC)
11MFNi1uN tgT(S1*1nATA(30A0)
C	 M fTF ( 3.vnl)








;t SS.G .j;A0) %P TE(6.903) SSS
F(555.GT .1O401 STOP
r,	 vp jt F I^•4f)	
"S .
	
90 14	 F ►1W ^' p 7(1M .1OXOSSS n 9 t 110)IF ( 0 .7.7.6)
 VO TTE(6.911) M
IF t y .f,T.^) ST^)P
	911	 F0NMAT(1M .1nX,9r.9•IS)









































r	 40TTTC1. m y C w At"UPS tit tAU010
St1uRMITINF	 '4FTI? 4700020T MOLif j T	 111Thi;Fr•	 (4 .11 S T"0010
n)wFNC nN Cr ►OF(10)gC•PO(62).E000OM(31.ACA ►tn(2A ► O T60040
ni MFA^ ()N 51 As"(?) StTAno'40S(T000A0A IS O4SI •+	 /1•0/0/
nATA	 •1 ANF•,•kEAJ•••wR1T•.
•	 • nPT	 '.)ATF•.•Cf)•tM•.•aEnl•.•ME02••••EN0•.•CONV•/ SIT000.70S	 TOg0 114 017 883 0%PATH	 ' •,y :C'/	 !t. •,^ • • R *I/ 0o
nATA	 V/9V•1.9,'L'.K1•	 •/•U/•t)•/•FF/•F•/900/909/•P/•P•/ SET44140
C	 Tal 040E
	 C A"- o'i•f_1 g T S ►.'1`0n	 UIN L11nF.
	
CrjmmK4. jST SETOUI	 0
I N Ci t)nE	 Ct), ►. Kr~,L^^ SFF T OU 30sfTOO 40iNCLUOF CMH K1r,,,L i






•	 AVAk? • Ct)VAR ?•CLSID?*SIINNO	 • Sl ►NUS2•FLI )^V ? q V
•	 FkiVCC7t30) •SUkvCC2(7S) •SI1HPTa(?S) •CLSVC?. (60) • Q	 T00170
+	 KFPPTS(60)•NOGRP•GF+PNAMtn9l•GRPOEA(bI)• SET001H0
•	 6kPCMK(4 )•rkUU WS ( 1?4) SETO	 10
n1 MFNNIoN HFn1(IS)•ME I)P(1S)•nATE(3)•COMFNT(15) SE Too oo
FQ01VAI .fNCE 	 ( 1+F. nj t11•MF.AU141) • 1U4TEti1 •rF.Adt222 ) 1• SET00210
?	 (rFf^?t11•HFAO(0))•(CO^NTtt)•MEApt4A))
CnwM:rN/';LONAL/MEAnt631•MA P?AP•UATTAP	 •SAVTAw.P MFILf•RMKEY•
SFT0421n
SfTPo-'40
^FT0n24n•	 ^rTSh 1L • nTSKLY • TwF^NM . F_NjNTP • F.WF'KFr . MAVtJroT . NOFILF.
•	 nkt ►np0 • Ttkt+.'US • PAGSI /• nATFIt, • STAFIL • ASAV•AIAVFL E1Ot0?NfjM•	 .NHST1JN9N"STF1•SCT«+UN9APFILy	 .nOT1 1NT0011; TL•NC PO PAS•T QNSFLeBMTRFLeMISTFt.•PC HUNT• StT(10?70
•	 r«nUr;TgkRT0mT96,AN010 S	 Tf)0?A0
C04 m ()N	 /(;T) 3 R/Nkl):.•Nf+ kT•PRTKFY•VLF(b) •GTPDU * GTRt)F• S	 Tooe4vtO
•	 ATw• (1vC•T6WF•GTNOF SF T60300
CnMMrN /TAPFPO/1UNlT9IFHS7•FSCAN•SAMF,ND•';A M TNC•kfAf)Y• NSC AN • StTCO310
•	 1_I"C•1r)(2,16)•U-L•1_W1JFt3o1•, ►NEC(301.JAYTE( 30 1•N14UFS•F1LEN0•LINF NoSfTnO3 ?n
•	 •L1N1NC• NVSAMh•NOCMAN•TFOkMT SFT00330




N 0 QT:PwTUNT ! tCo(rinn
N0 nuzrw01 ►wT SF Y 00 3 to
r, 1 unU=ll Sf T003W,AT •Jwi1=12 SE TO p 3'+U
r,Tu'sF=I S.VT00411n
r,TW;,F %I cif.TOO 410
r-T•anFaI Sf T0042()
NDI AH = 0 S(1`00430
PPTKF Y =	 n Sf 1`00440
a:p11T=In Sf T604SOAT I 10F =1 St 7004ft0NOC H ^ ► Izj Sf 100410
TFn;4uT=1 ^-t TVO4hOC• 14 T004100
rPtTF ( ►•' P kl.l nn) c-f TUOSU4
loft	 Fn u '"AT (/l l x• • ". %P UT	 SU4"A4Y•//) SF.T0f!')l0
;h 700 51J16
f	 SET OP u EwE A n QUFFEk St:Tnn',1n(' St 1`00540PPtI ldTT	 =	 in c	 TnOSSOCAI L
	
wFwEA0(N11J%lT•AO) `,t:I"0',hf:
r Sf Tn)510C	 PUT
	
CA++ n
	1 1• •	 'JUFFF•. Lf	 rrfQ	 X11
t Sklnp'^ )OSr tun r,00lnc	 uF +nl74;,10.l 113) (ACAaO(1)•I:1•?0)
jn3	 Flu• ATI if)^41
WPTTctu=u''jT.jn3)(ACA-20(11.1=1.20)
Lt100e)lO
vTn ph -40DFL jMir	 .+k:l`v1 1 t ► 10
C c ', Tucr,4uPFAO(I-WI	 11.110)(700el•CAwn S;	 1: 0,,,,,
w-WmfT 'tTi,lstht,u
col ;	 n t	 T1,(,b104WITF t' ► wwl.l?n) rUf,F 1 •CA"n tit 1110.,..11
1211Fns' + nTtjr.a.... , r•^,rAll St7vol".(Tr,I7)(i11 A	Fnu.,eI1n4.t,i	 e,7 e1)110
	
)'In	 l:j.	 ii," It ^ ► 	 1rltill')
T 	 (rMif i .p ).CnnF 1 I) 1	 r ^U	 TO(1I50.114 0. i t 0. 3 ?n• 371+. ^t 1	 of"()
•	 3Q0.4on.41(1•.6 ?0•f+(141) •I «T+.01 '0
i-in	 r0^jTt.,1) St7	 07»1,
'A r,
	
WO  Tr 11 -, -To 1411) tic Tl,r,, 1 5.1111/^+)1411	 rof+Tnt'	 INVGt IU	 C 0 N 7 w 0 L	 CA 1= U	 —	 1GNtt .+F1)	 111 •4 ',r	 Ti	 11711;
',t	 l l	 ; 1^u









- , 4Oa'S1 uN LAMFL CAP011
RA 1A 141
I%% IF!(JTNAl?(Capn$CfO•MUM)
NA1 A.. . FFhUAgFW(Ct+i^0n 
MUM
RO TA I (ISP
C REAM TAPE
C left M s RxTC"f0fCAR09COLIp M	 ►i. I+ NKi l w .tt l).ul 60 To 90T0 IOS
J1t WRtTF(yN0T•1A?1 TO ?00
1e7 FADMAT(+ ERROP ON WrAn TAPE CARDS)60 Tn 105
1411 1 a F14'nl?fCAAn9fAL•E4000M)
IF (J . 14. T) fn TO10%
M s NU4Rik(CAR0oCOL•f^T40U•ZERO1
AO T^ Cot. - 1r
200 J : FINDIP (CAPO,COL nUCOOgM)
TF t J 
,EFW ICgNl):CAL*GT4Of,?ERO)M : MI)Mr 









114 w n rixiC^wfCP^n.C.nt.l
I  (1, . F 1:. c L NO ). GA TO IO C
IF t".F .. ►') r.n TO 300
111 100I1c VI - -)1.i1^1111 FnP M 1T (• Fk9(,w W. OPT ION CA6011
r.A if) 1,)-;








C 174 w . 01I+(Tr —, (CAwf)-C( ►L)
IF t ., .f'+. f.L N rt 1 GO TO 105PF1A( I4u1) % I t. 444))r2ATE;
1104 CAVUAI 10r,)c141
fF" T,,1) " ^ I I• : r Tn
C
c	 Co'3 MFw1 CAwn
c
+44 w s P'r Tr-.. 1(,4^+I ► .Clrr. )
IF (,A	 'it jr ) Lf) TO 1 A
b4wlr i l wr;Uolf
SF Y001,00
cEt $GM20
























S:f• 1 0	 400011%0
Sf7u11040
S00 1 170 Sf Tn1M0
StT()1V0
SF10 200
t t Tt)1 10SF 10 ?0
Sf.TO 230
of T O 200
SETO 250
StTn e6OSf T (1 270
St TO 2NU
4 T 1;2.9 0













*- ► !014~0ItF Tb14hQ











. To 	 Ii




IF ( a► . r w. 64LN I(	 ) 60 TO 105F f".^`+).111 GO To ' 30
1	 f M .F .'.FF) tin TO $40
wRt Tr f 1,11•a T • ??n )
F00 4AT( O Erkuw ON wNITE TAPE CARD$)
Aft TO 1 A5
J = F1ff()1?(Cfk09CUL.F4UCUM)
IF ( J .rwr . ?)	 (Gn •10 215M 2 hUVf-rw(CAWn,CUL•GTw•tU•ZERO)f1,. s r(1 - I
GO Tn ?1a
J = F l r ' l2fr:^Ru.001.,Eri000M)
'.	 ?) ('741 TO ?1'S
MFs fkUM'+t@JfCAkn•U►L.Gfw NF .ZERO)










400 M = 1+XTCr464(Ce ►T09COL)
PFAD(4P0,v1T o3A0) ME01
0 '4 1;-JP RPUN I T
r.0 TO 1 n5
r
C	 NFn2C







IF(N.w0..LNK) GO TO 105
IF(4. 57, J .FF) GO TO 510
9;30	 wQITF(NPRT.520)







4?n rONTIMIFTF (NOLI'P .^JF. 0) GO TO 440
OO 430 T=19A
VL A (I) = 143n	 COI!J INUF_








IF(' OLtH.LT.6) GO TO 450
r
C ►,'PIT S ( N'^-kT * 100(1)
wRTTF (;dr' • T * 1) nn) GTkOU.GTROF
VlQTTF (-: P-I'T * 12h(% ) GT'+(+U9GTWRF
WOlT r (r P'- r * l3nn) 6T,40F
w4ITF (-:r-i,T9)O10) (VLa(1) 91=1.6)
TF (N•4 T R FY	 FCC. 1) wkiTE(NIPHT91030)lnnn FO P "AT(// I IISFP HAS HF(J((ESTEO THE FOLLOWING, OPTIONS





 (I "`' r r
. r^ T UNIT =n
	
OOT
	 FILE = l 9I311 1 n0	 (	 • t 
i?on Fn Q - ,'J( I — TTF UNIT = 4 * 13 * f WRITE FILE = 09I3)
1*;nn

































































p^ (^I' AL PAGE I
0 'i P ;C I'. vALITY
^
FILE: TCN
WRITTEEN BY C V A MLEPS TCN00010
SUPROUTINE TCNAARRAY.TOP) TCN00O20
IMPLICIT	 INTEGER -(A-2) TCN0003C
n 2"'FNSION ADRAY (l) TCN0004
LOGICAL0 1 VQL(2400),IDL(800) TCNOGOS
nT NENSION IOATAI(3060) TCH00060




nI MENSIoN A`OCK (6) TCN00110
COmmVN /TAP - PD1 IUNIT•IFRST,FSCAN.SRMEND . SAMINC . READY•NCCAN. TCN00120
LING.IO ( 2'10).DSLsLaUF ( 30)•JREC(30)•IBYTE ( 30)•NHUFS • FILENO . LINENOTCNA0130









FOII TVALFNCE	 (D a Y.nY(1))•( MON.MN(1)).(YEAR.YR(I))•(SITE•ST(1)) TCN00190
























































FnwmPT( //.' FTL- 1 .14.5xOPFING CONY
wOT TF ( ,4PPT. 1n,) `, T TE. 1)AY •', Ot4. YFAk
FOR,,A AT( O STTt = l9I5.Sx.lj)AY='.I5.5x,
















































ERTFn TO FILE 9 914)	 7Ct+00740
TCN0075n








4nO FORMAT(' THE 209 DOT LAdELSI) TCN00800
TCN00810?A CONTINUE
DO Ant J=1.3 TCN00820
IRFC=ttkEC+l TCN0083CTCN00840TF(I^+EC.GT. gLOCK12)) GO TO SO
CALL LTNERDIIDATAI.ENOTAP) TCN00830
C IF(E%nTAP.EO--I) GO TO 50 TCN00860









CALL GTUNPK(IDATA90NE90UTPX•OSGG »TNRPD * GTREC) TCN00950






C IF(NQEC.EO.1)	 wRITE(NPRT9A50) (IOATA(K)9K=19GTREC) TCNOIOIA
CALL wQTLN(IDATA9ZERO) TCN01020
IF(PRTKEY.EO.I .AND . N IO.EO.0) WRITE(NPRT9839)	 (IDATA(I)9I = 109140 TCN01030
+► 910)  TCN01050FQRMAT(1H 9Sx919I5)a 3a















IF(FII_F.LT.GT%0F)	 GO TO	 10 TCN01160TCN01170FNnFTLF GTiWLI


























THIG PROGRAM PERFORMS A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE CLUSTERING
C*	 ALG RITM (ISODATA) ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED BY BALL AND HALL OF
co
	 STANFOkD RESF.APCH INSTITUTE. THE ALGORITHM HAS SEEN MODIFIED
ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF ED KAN (LEC).Co
C*	 THE GROGRAM EXPECTS MULTISPFCTRAL SCANNER DATA
C*	 IN EITHER•THE LAOSYS 22 OR THE UNIVERSAL
co
	







C	 INCLUDE COMHK6eL ST
C	 INCLUDE CMRK169LIST













COMMON BLOCK 9 PASS 1 IS USED ONLY BY THE ISOCLS PROCESSOR.	
TES00360
ISOCLS USES THE RANDOM ACCESS DRUM FILE AS FOUR DISTINCT FILES.	 TES00380































- MAX. N6o OF ITERATIONS FOR THE CLUSTERING PROCEDURE TES00430
SET IN SETUP7 ROUTINE.	 (USER INPUT) TES00440
- CURRENT NO. OF CLUSTERS, SET INITIALLY IN ROFILE OR ISTES004SO
ISOCLS. THEN ONLY IN ISODAT. TES00460
- MIN. N0. OF POINTS TO ALLOW PER CLUSTER TES00470
SET IN SETUP7 ROUTINE.
	
(USFR INPUT) TES00490
-.PRINT CLUSTER SUMMARY EVERY •KRN I	ITERATION(S) TES00490
SET	 IN SETUP7 ROUTINE. 	 (USER
I
NPUT) TESOG500
- STANI)APD DE %^IATION FOR SPLITTNG CLUSTERS TES00510
SET	 IN SETUP7 ROUTINE.	 (USER INPUT) TES00520
-
MIN • DISTANCE HETWEEN CLUSTERS FOR COMBINING. TES00530
- DISTANCE TO SEPARATE CLUSTERS. 	 SET EIGHER IN SETUP79 TES00540
HY USFR INPUT, OR IN ID TE500550
RY USEP INPUT. OR IN ISODAT. TES00560
- PRINT A CLUSTER MAP EVERY 	 IMAP I	ITERATION(S)- SETUP7 TE"SOOS70
- TRIGGFP TELLING WHETHER OR NOT I SEP I WAS INPUT. -SETUPTES00580
- N0. OF RECORDS TO READ FROM DATA FILE. COMPUTED IN TES00590
ISOCLS TES00600
- N0. OF POINTS IN EACH RECORD. COMPUTER IN ISOCLS TES0061
TES00620
- N0. OF POINTS IN LAST RECORD. COMPUTER IN ISOCLS TES00630
- TRI(+6F P TELLING WHFTHER OR NOT TU PUNCH THE MODULE TES00640
STAT OFC K • - SETUP7 TES00650
- TPIGCFP TELLING WHFTHER OR NOT CHAINING IS TO HE DONE TES00660
- MIN. DISTANCE HETWEEN CLUSTERS FOR CHAINING - SETUP7 TFS00670
- ARRAY CONTAINING CHAINED CLUSTER NUMAEKS. SET IN TES00680
'C H AIN @	ROUTINE. TES00690
- TOTAL NO. OF WORDS AvA:LARLE FOR DRUM STORAGE OF TES00700
I MAi;t nATA TO HE CLUSTERED - SET	 IN	 ISUCLS TES00710
- RE6I 1,1NING DuUM FILE'	 ADDRESS FOR	 INPUT	 INITIAL CLUSTER TFS00720
IS OCLS
YES 0 740 - REG^ IrNING 0HUM FILE
	
FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF
CLASS STATISTICS - SFT 	 IN	 ISOCLS +ROUTINE TFS00750
- BEGINNING DRUM FILE ADDRESS FOR IMAGE DATA IES00760
FILE TESTSP
co BE6IN2 - BEGI NNING DRUM FILE ADDRESS FOR I IPLACE I .(CLUSTER TO TES 00770
Co WHICH CORRESPONDING POINT BELONGS ) ES 0780
• CLSNAM - NAME OF. CLASS CURRENTLY BEING NROUSSED.	 RDDATA	 TES0079
• NRFLD
	
• N0. OF FjULOS INPUT FOR THIS CLASS	 RDDATA	 TESOB^
• ARRAY • FOR FIELD AND TESga• !PT	 - NO. OF WADS OF STORAGE USEDIN
RDDATALASS INFORMATION FOR 	 HIS CLASS.




TOTMRO -	 WORDS WRITTEN ON
R RI NI	 RDDATA	 TESO 84
co TOTPTS - TUTOL POINTS TO HE CLUSTERED FOR CURRENT	 LASS - RDOATTESO 85
TESO 663NCLASS - NO. OF CLASSES TO BE CLUSTERED FOR CURRENT CALL TOCo TES0087Dco OOCLS. UW R INPUT - SETUP?.
TEEESOOR9p0pC* TOTSUR -	 TAINC USTERSNFOR THISCCALL TO IISC`
- I50CC5TOTFLO - TO TAL FIELDS FOR ALL CLASSES TESOM•
FOR	 FIELDS - ISO `S TES009TOTVRT - TOTAL VERTICES	 ALL
























62A / 1•	 •/#SYMDB / 9 0	 •/
MXFFTI=30
ISEGIN=DRUMAO
RESERVE ENOUGH DRUM STORAGE FOR MAXIMUM INITIAL MEANS
BEGIN3=I8EGIN + MAXPOP•MXFETI + MXFETI + 2

























MAXCLS = IDUM + DODU
MRITF(I+9210) NDUO(l ► •NDOU(2)
FORMAT(1X.// l DO/DU CLUSTER POP FOR THIS CLASS 99217)
REGIN2 = BEGINI • (TOTWRD/4) + 2
MEANSI=N1 +(MAXCLS
STDEVI=MEANS1 + MAXCLS+NOFF_AT







































































NPART OF(PACKING ) CHG SEPT 1978
OA
T1 s TTOP








DO SOO I s }9NSDOTS
DO 500 K = 9NOFEAT
III = (I-1)*NOFEAT • K
It = II • MEANSI
ARRAY( I) = KVAR(III 1
IF (NOCHAN.EQ.NOFEAT GO TO 8
MRITE(69130)




SURVEC-SURCLASSES FROM STATISTICS FILE FOR INTIAL MEANS.
NOSU82-NUMHER OF INITIAL MEANS.














 FO9 REDUCE ICHANN
	 LIMITS



















































C•	 CALCULATE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR EACH CLUSTER
•
I





C	 CHECK FOR A CLUSTER DELETED FOR SINGULAR MATRIX
C
F(IBAD.NE.A)STOP=O
F(IBAD.NE.0)GO TO 2S lC•
DO 26 II=1 LNCAT
26 NN(TOTSUB I^)	 = ARRAY(NI+II-1)
TOTSUB = TOTSUB + LNCAT
NOCLS s NOCLS + 1
TOTFLD s TOTFLO + NOF0
TOTVRT : TOTVRT • NVR^













C•	 WAIT FOR II/O COMPLETION
60 IF(LSTAT.EQ.1) GO to 60
co
C•	 GO READ IN ANOTHER CLASS
C•
CORRAS=CORRAS+IPT
I f(LAST.NE.1)GO TO 5r^
F(NOCLS.LT.NCLASS)GO TO 1
C•	 NOW READ SCRATCH FILE AND STORE ON SAVTAP FILE AND PUNCH ON
C•	 CARDS IF REQUESTED.
C•	 11
VERTXI = FLD • TOTFLD•4
CLSNMI = VER X1 • TO VRT•2
NOSURI = CLSNMI + NOCLS
SURNMI = NOSURI + NOCLS
C














































































F (IRO.FO.0) GO TO 30
WPDS=ICCT*NOFFAT
IW04 = IWRDS/4
IF (4 • IW04.NE.IWRDS) IW04 - IWD4 • 11
ADNCAL=ADRES1:IWnoS1,ARRAY(IDAT1)•IWDa,ISTAT)




25 IF(TSTAT.E0.1)G0 TO 25
	




TRIANGULAR PURTIUN OF THE MATRIX IS CALCULATED.
C*
30	 00 45 I = 19ICCT
ISASE = IS • (I - I)•NOFEAT
KK=n
ICLS=IPLACE(I)
IF(ICLS.GT.LNCAT) GO TO 45
nO 4 1.1 .J=1,y0FEAT
nO 40 K=19J
LPACK14) = LA PRAY(IBASE • J)
IPACKI = IPbCK












 fIIIRC.GT.0 0c) GO TO 20
IF(NI I).lb;0161 TO 50
KKs9
00 50 JsjoNOFEAT
DO 50 Ks •J
KK=KK*1




4	 CHECK FOR SINGULAR COVARIANCE MATRIX











DO 53 II=I i•LNCAT
MFANS( I 1I":MEANS ( IIIvII#1)
53	 CONT I NUI
58	 RETURN




































































•COMMON/PASS/STO 9L  A •NMjN•KRN•STDMAX•OLMIN•FP•
GMA •SPTRI•
	





• •yyARAII , gg TATKY9jiSr^ KE^r • M APFMT.MAPKEY•SEEOl1EN(201t PEERC N•5g1IMEERP
^•IORDE .IMONIT•INFILE•INTTM,PMIN•SUrIVEC(62)•N06U82• MNVC(30)
•NOCHAN•FRCOIA I NOSF_p•M-ANDO•MEANDU•40 SYMMOSY MOU• I rRIf+O• ITR GU•DOFLAG•
DUFLAr,.n00U,STUntc(60)•NSDOTS•St1NCOR(30)•LLLNCAT
• OVFPT(21510•?.).OPECT(60.2)•DVPNT(11.2)•IDCNT(2)•NDaUt2)
•REAL X . INWAXPOP
•COMMON/GLOBAL/HEAD(63)•MAPTAP•DATAPE• 5AVTAP•BMFILE•BMKEY•
HISFIL•HI?KEY•TRFONM ERPTP ERPKEY,MAPUNT•NOFILE•






























DO 5 I : 1.30
5	 SUNCOR(I) _.
IF ( SLINC.NF. .OR.ISUNT.NE 0) CALL SUNFAC(SUNCOR•SUNANG•
C•
• FE VEC•NOFEAT•ISUN •ISUNU
LK=K
^•	 ASSIGN DATA TO CLUSTERS
•
10 CONT I N11F.
`LNCAT = LNCAT , DOOU
IF(nOFLAG.FO n) GO TO 12
Do 11 J= •NOfFAT
11	 jMFANS(J•LNCAT•I)=MEANDO12	
nA ( )3F JAG EOI,n) 60 TO 14
13	 MFANS(J•I.I.NCAT) = MEANDU
14	 CONT11,14I
00 1 5 K=1•LLNCAT
Dn 5 J=1•N0FEAT
15 MEAN(J.K) = MEANS(J•K)





























iR•/// + ER^OMPs 1 7.3. 0 PERCEN
*F7931) s + •FS.3• +
 STOMAX s +•
C
C
CALCULATE DISTANCES BETWEEN CLUSTER CENTERS
CALL CLD1STtCLO•STDEV.MEAN5)
IF STC,P EQUALS ZERO DELETE SMALL CLUSTERS
NCAT+l LLNCAT







IF ('STOP.E0.0)GO TO 162
FOR ITERATION N CHECK N(K) AGAINST PMIN • NOFEAT
F ( SEO .NE. NOSED) GO TO 169
152	
0 (N(K) - jOMINA# NOFEAT)) 167.163.163
163 CONTINUT
4
1F (.NO .OFL) R TURN
0 JA4 KK s I •LLN^AT
00 64 KKK s l•NO EAT
164	 MEANS(KKK •KK) 1 MEAN(KKK•KK)
G







68 FORMAT(/ + CLUSTER 1 9I3• + REMOVET FOR HAVING ONLY + 9 I69 + POINTS.•/























• MINo NO * ELEMENTS













^	 FIND MAXIMUM STANDARD DEVIATION PER CLUSTER
•
SOMA (K) = 0
n 250 = N NOFEAT
UM = iTDEV J•K)•SUNjORy1
240	
SGM^ W R JOMAtK1) 2 09 09240
ISSGM
I




	 •LNCAT GT.MAXCL) C ALLnE5CEN(SGMA•LNCAT•ISGMA•PTR)TFpT =Ftt.S.nAT EE(1 S .2LT 1 /FLOAT ii LyN^AT )
tKKTT ^OT. P iSTOV ► P^LFTN = 1
F (SPLF{N .FO. 0) 68 TO ?.744











T • SPLLo IT
pp
-COMBINE SEQUENCE OF ITERATIOW)




















F(LSNCAT.LE.MAXCLS) GO TO 3SO
F(M n(KKT. KRN). U.n)WR1T ((..340 KKT
QQMAT(/ 9
 








abiNOF X. NC)=AMN(KX• NC)-SEN•SGMA(K)
SrmA(K): .O
I F (MOn(KKT.KRN)) 400.401.400
40 1 WRITF(A.39r)) LL``.KX•INC











































SfI (Pf P tJ1.Ek01A TO 42S
4?0 ^jf1oKD1M
	 i
420	 C N fIINU J
♦(( AMN ( JJ9I) •AMN(JJ•J) )••2/(STOEV ( JJ9I) •STOEV(JJ9J)I)
0 JSAk (SOIJ)




'F(KK. 0 0)GO TO 480
rTR(KKFjs^
COMB:Nf CLUSTERS KK AND KKK









IF (KKK•EQolL4CAT ♦ 1)) GO TO 43S
MOVE POINTERS UP
On ITS KsKKK9LNCAT
C ITS PTR(K) s PTR(K91)
43	 IF(MO'l(KKT•KQN))440*441*440
44	 WQITff4.49VlKK9KKK9KK
C 44 IF (L.LT.NOCLST) GO TO 406
4490 FORMAT
N,
















IF( KIt► NSZA1 GO TO SSO
S40 FORM AT ( $ TAk 0410INAL CLUSTER WAS NOT SPLIT
	 EXAMINE THE INPUT VA
•LIIE FOR STOMAXI/)
KK s










ROUTINE TO DELETE A CLUSTER
INCATsINCAT-
` NCAT n` N`CA
I^O t A E 
s
-14
















MPL CI dNTFGFQ A- )
COMMON 4PQAv*Q W O)
OGIC AL • l LARPAY(42400)
OUIVALENCE (4ARRAYMoARRAY(1))









IRD• MIKPTS9 NOPTS• PUNCH*
• ICHN.CMNTHS.ICMAII.%52)•NoDS.IQEGIN•BEGINI•
•	 AEGIN7-P' GIN3.CLSNAM•NOFLD• PT•TOTWRO•TOTPTS•



















I8 = (IOAT1 - 1)94
PACKf ) _
UM = .0000
















IF (4• T404.NEsIWQOS) IW04 = IWD4 • 1
CALL RPF.AD(AORFS19,ARRAY(IDAT1)9IWD49ISTAT)
ADRESI=ADRESI+IWD4
25 IF(ISTAT.En.I)G0 TO 25
IF(ISTAT.FO .P)GO TO 40
IF(ISTAT.GE.0)GO TO 40
WRITF ((+.30) ISTAT
30	 FOWMiAT(I EPPOR READING DRUM---ISTAT =1914)
40	 CONTINUE
IF (IS I ►NT. E o.n. AND * ISUNC :0.0) GO TO 50
DO 49 I=1.ICCT
IBASF = (i - 1) •NOFEAT • I8
IF(DODo.E0.n) GO TO 42
DO 41 K=1•NOFF.AT
LPACK(4) = LARRAY(IBASE • K)C01 114 = IPVrK(1)
41	 IF (COIIu
eNE.MEANOO.ANU.CDUM.NE . MEANDU) GO TO 42





























































LPACK M = LARRAY(IBASE • KI














OO loo ' ?'. 1.ICCT
IBASE _ (I	 1) MNOFEAT + 18
IF(D DU0EO n) GO TO 52
DO 51 K=19NOFF.AT




IF (CDl1M.E(I.MFANDO) IPLACE (I ) = LNCAT






DO 55 K = I•NOFEAT
LPACK(4) = LARRAY(IBASE • K)
CSUN(K) = IPACK(1)









AMN(K,KK) = AMN(K,KK) • CSUN(K)










KA = 1CONT IN! IF_







IF (OUMA.LT.DUM)	 STOEV(J,K) = DUM
CONTINUE
ENUU N















 ^UHRn ' JTT^•I t CU! ) •+ i INATE5 Trt an'JTINES TO ;EAU FIE' !:5 OF DATA 1400000 0
C* 'TAPE	
P
F OM	 NF Ima(W	 Awn STO	 IT ON A U —01 FILE FO kn0000 0
C* THE	 ISOCL C kn'ITI 'JtS. 8)000(0140
SI1HFnitTTNF
	
u 'mNAT (FOI •TOP. 1 ! 1 A T A .IUI '4•LAST) 80000050
I^"PLICTT	 T^JTFr,FP	 (A-7) WOLI00060
UIM I'SION,	 FLr)INF (/+) . lOATA ( l ! )I M ) •FL (12) •LST AT (3) Hi):300070COO ► ! rr•,	 AuPAY (] n,,nG) kU+)00080
LOr, IC 4L*l LAQ­ Y(o24o0) RDOUO090FnIrIVALE^ICF
	 (a PP AY•LAQkAY) RD000100
LOCTI'nL u lPACK(4) kuUUOt10
F0! IIVeL F N4	 (LOACK.IPACK) HU000 20C INCLunF	 Cn,I-^K^.(.]ST knDO0130C INCLOPF	 Cn ,•14Kc,.LIST knDu0140CnMI`-. oN/PASS / TOP •L NIC'T• r,!MINoKN 11.ST00Ax•OL ,41 1J•SEP• ROUuO 5o
+	 ,•&Por-PTa76s	 1*-f)+	 P(PTS•	 14OPTS•	 PUNCH• R9DU0 60
•	 ICHN . CHNT NC . IC M AI^)le? ).'•;•))S.I-r.t
.
=1v.-+E6Iv1 • 80000170
•	 a► r] J P . ,: Er+Ir 1 3•CLS r , LM '+ ,TFLO. IPT•TOT wR D•TOTPTS + RDUoolA0
a	 rlq ntiS. r. r)CLL.S.Tr , T'U0-• TOT FLIU.TOIVkT9NOCL+WVRT R00u0 90
RO000 p0+	 .NXTC(S.ru0FFAT- %*­ K	 Lc•FFTViC( 3:1).SYW ',TXj62)
•VAwST?
. STATKY . TS KFY•4l 0FMT. M ARK F Y • 5 • 11_N(PO) . PERCFN • SIMERP





a	 .,vnr,H Ati . F^t(:n,.,k.r.! ;5^` •T..;l	 e^Jr)n. :a f_eNOU• kDUUO 22080000230
•	 SY^`hO. c Y`., 1!r.IT P 1u1.IT o I r„1• ,OFLA r^ • k0000240
•	 Ut^r( eG.r OI,u. ST.?r,TStnn).; ,JSn )T 5.SiI JCC)kl3U) •LLNCAT• kL)r)u02SO
•	 nVFo T (25 n • ? ).i)PECT ( 60.?)• nVP ! , T(11+2) • InC`1 ( 2)9NDOU(2) RD000260
+► 	 + W ><FFTI,"tXPOP KD000270
"AL SIIr.CnK RDD00280
O}Ar"nrJ/c:LnMpL/
ISFI+ +,IISA W Y•T uF O Q+A•Er.IPTP•E^PKEYILA P UMT9NOF;L.E• wji100300
•	 nvuti<er).1),0A.'n5•o' a),SII•')ATFIL.STAFIL.eSiv•ASAVFL RDDU0:3 0
•	 . r; H^T^J r J. ,Iti c TF].SCT^I! ti.'1A PFIL RoU003 0
•	 . r+ rTi n,T.!)r I TFIL•r1CH P AS.T ►(NSFI...FMTHFL * HISTFL•PCHIJNT9 800003 0
•	 CFr)UvT.PRTU^!T.Ra !v.0I0 80000340C!ENn •0000350PPUr+IT
	 =	 30 89000360DI'•+ FNSI nl4	 CA00(?n) 4i)t)uu370
FnUIVALFNCE	 (FLOI'aF (1) •LI",'-Tu) .	 (FLDI"JF ( y ) .SAMSTI?) + wOU00340
+	 (FL.nI',F (2) .LIR ► ^^)) .	 (17 01 n:F (5) •SAMC'4D) • kUDUO390
•	 (FLI)I.•.F(3)9LIN1^'C).	 (FLI)IvF(e)•S401NC) 6(Ui)U0400
naTA	 L 0.^N	 I ( I / kD000410
0TNFNST0 1-J	 Lr' n(2_). L nn1 ► (1I•?)•Ir)I(3 F )917E(35)9NDIcJT(11.2)+ HD000420
a	 n1"JT (17
	
.r) 9OPI .!T (12.2) 9 1 )T" 1 (70 40JO0430DATA	 Pl)fiA •.• E/ l nTHE f / ;0000440DATA	 n I I , ' A r.•F / %l lATU l / k13DL1045001 8+5; toclION	 FLnSA))(4.10)+VFkT;:X(2.P0) kpu00460C* P40000470
C* PFSF_NVF	 2nn,) L pCATInr , S OF+e:+ucY l	FOw FI F LO QEVINITIow	 INFORMATION.PJU00480
C* THE	 NF O AINI)F A OF	 040NAYI	 15 'JSE'.) FOk	 I/O HuFFERS. k0000490
r*• PUD00500
C* CLASS	 6lvD FI F LO	 INFC)RtA,TIOJ	 STk)PFO	 AS F(.)LLUwS ND"00051n
C* kUDU0520
C* w UDi) 0530
C* APPAY ( i)	 =CL e5S	 N4 f^ k7Uijn540
r* n - PAY(7)
	 w	 -; F w %rFD FO O 	] )r)Fx	 NOINTt^R	 Tn NEXT CLASS NAME RD000550
C* AoWAY( -A)	 = 0^S4kvt!) FOa ',in. 	 nF	 CL!16Te a S	 IN,	Tri15 CLASS ie000n5w0C* A"'QAY(L)
	
=Plo.	 OF	 FTFL`)S	 F;,.,	 T m IS	 CL a S'^ kUODU`570
co AkGeY(=)	 =FloST
	
FTFI_;1	 r. it , +F.	 F04	 TH1 F 	CLASS kUUn05K0r• (1:)	 =K.,n.	 nF	 VFaTTf.e	 F r1ij	 TmIS	 FItLD	 (NV) kl)U00590C* (7)-(7•(,JV++-1)	 =	 ACT- ► ls r_	 o:r-^TEX	 NLJAitkS 80000600C• =TOTAL	 PI Y EL r-	 I'j	 THIS	 FItLD RUJO0610C* FL1111'F	 P'LuCK	 rnP THIS FIELD ki.)DO0620CALL
	
ja^ .H nu(I)ATA o r-041F1L) P401W0630
I
	
rnNTIN'1F WW00640PF L.F4V=2A(I n r<I)I)00650
Anf>i. F. ,^=NFrI','l kni)u0660] • ^iF=] kolw0b70
1..^I)=0 kOl)UU6F;0
IvVkT=n wiJl)U0b40
L eST =f) kr)t)oo 700TnT 14l kr) =n krUu00710I ,) p	 =	 n K )uu0120
nnFLAC = 0 Nl)t)U0730Or^FLera
	 =	 n ;)000740
D^+(nJ	 n i-0000n75n







tAA K() I %-TnD—aFc;ewVhI)FSj7= MA,cnja/( poi+IFS*NOFF%T)
	
a *dOFEAT
HiIFST 7 = (n, IFSj7/4)M4IF(-'lV g l7.(•T. lnu)(,O TO 3
NI-SFiwV=..ECF.. %r- IAA
IF (PF SFPV.GT.'io ) GO TO 2
fiIl 70 71)
3 CnnITINIlfh)nFl_ (i=n
I 0T=I + F h l - 1
7+-'TVT7:( ►IF((:(1CI..Fn.(-)AO TO 5
4 A0PAY(T^-T)=NXTCLS
IPT=IPT•4
•14I Tr (F. Hr AM
M•PITF(b.KnO)NKTCLS
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RDuo 7100
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